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NITACllMENT (2)

SUMMARY OF CHANGES

1. He Actions of Improved Technical Specification (ITS) 3.4.1 have been revised to require the
pit.nt to be placed in Mode 2 in the event any of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Departure

<

from Nucleate Boiling parameters do not meet the limits and are not restored within two hours.
JThis change is consistent with the current licensing basis provided in Current Technical
:

Specification (CTS) Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.2.5. To suppon this change, the
Markups of CTS LCO 3.2.5 for ITS 3.4.1 were revised, Discussion of Change (DOC) L.1 for

#

ITS 3.4.1 and its associated No Significant flazards Considerations (NSilC) eliminated,
Justification for Deviation (JFD) 31 to Section 3.4 added, and JFD 26 to Dases Section 3.4
added. These changes were required to respond to an NRC Comment (ITS 3.4.1 Comment 1).

'

2. The Markups of CTS LCO 3.2.5.d for ITS 3.4.1 have been revised to indicate that the
requirements regarding Axial Shape index are discussed in tha DOC for Specl0 cations 3.2.5. As
a result of this change, DOC A.2 for ITS 3.4.1 was eliminated. This change was requested by the
NRC (ITS 3.4.1 Comment 4),

3. The NRC requested additionaljustification regarding the retention of our current licensing basis
values for pressurizer pressure, and RCS cold leg temperature. This justification is provided as

1 JFD 32 to Section 3.4. (ITS 3.4.1 Comments 5 and 6).

4. The Markups of CTS 3.4.9.1 for ITS 3.4.3 have been revised to establish that the LCO limits are
being retained in ITS Figures 3.4.31 and 3.4.3 2, versus being stated in the LCO. Improved
Technical Specifications Surveillance Requirement (SR) SR 3.4.3.1 will invoke these figures and
ensure the LCO requirements are met. Discussion of Change A.2 for ITS 3.4.1 has been added
tojustify these changes, nese changes were required to respond to an NRC comment (ITS 3.4.3
Comment 2).

5. The improved Standard Technical Specifications (ISTS) Bases markup for ITS 3.4.3 has been
revised by deleting the following plant specific statement: "llowever, as a practical matter, it is
not possible to violate the LCO when the reactor vessel head is removed or all reactor vessel
head studs are removed." Additionally, JFD 5 to Bases Section 3.4 has been eliminated nis
change was made to respond to an internal question.

6. The wording provided in the ISTS markup of the Bases for ITS LCO 3.4.5 was changed to match
the wording in ITS LCO 3.4.5. Additionally, a plant speciuc justification (JFD 27 to Bases
Section 3.4) was provided, rather than relying upon Technical Specification Task Force
(TSTF)-177 (CEOG 83) as thejustification for changes to the Bases for ISTS LCO 3.4.5 Bases.
These changes have been made to respond to an NRC comment (ITS 3.4.5 Bases comment).

7. DOC LA.1 for ITS 3.4.5 was revised to state that the specific loop numbers and number of
required RCPs per loop are being moved to the Bases. The ISTS markup of the Bases for ITS
3.4.5 was revised to include the required information. These changes have been made to respond
to an NRC comment (ITS 3.4.5 Comment 1).

8. Note " of CTS 3.4.1.2 has been revised in the CTS markups for ITS 3.4.5 to denote that "a
reactor coolant pump shall not be started with any RCS cold leg temperature less than or equal to
[the LTOP enable temperature) unless . . . " Currently, this Note simply refers to "the RCS
temperature." This change provides consistency with a change made in the markups of Footnote

1
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'" of CTS 3.4.1.3 for ITS 3.4.6. Tojustify the change, DOC A.3 for ITS 3.4.5 was added. This
change was made to respond to an NRC comment (ITS 3.4.5 Comment 2).

9. The ISTS markups for Note 1.b for ITS LCOs 3.4.5,3.4.6, and 3.4.7 were revised to climinate a
generic editorial change. The phrase ";t 10'F below saturation temperature" was changed to "at

,

least 10'F below saturation temperature " Additionally, the ISTS markup for Note 1.b of ITS !
LCO 3.4.8 and its corresponding Dases were revised to be consistent with similar notes for ITS !

LCOs 3.4.5, 3.4.6, and 3.4.7. This phrase is consistent with the current footnotes in CTS '

LCOs 3.4.1.2 and 3.4.1.3. These changes were made to respond to several NRC comments
; (ITS 3.4.5 Comment 3, ITS 3.4.6 Comment 2, and ITS 3.4.7 Comment 5).

10. Discussion of Change LA.1 for ITS 3 A.6 was revised to state that the specific loop numbers are2

being moved to the Bases. The ISTS markup of the Bases for ITS 3.4.6 was revised to include
the required information. These changes have been made to respond to an NRC comment

; (ITS 3.4.6 Comment 1)
.

'
11. The markups of CTS LCO 3.4.1.3 for ITS 3 A.6 have been revised to denote that the climination

of Footnote * isjustified by DOC A.6 for ITS 3.4.6, not DOC A.5 for ITS 3.4.6. This change has
! been made to respond to an NRC comment (ITS 3.4.6 Comment 3).

12. The markups of CTS LCO 3.4.1.3 for ITS 3.4.6 have been revised to denote that the climination
,

of Footnote # isjustified by DOC A.5 for ITS 3.4.6. This change has been made to respond to an
NRC comment (ITS 3.4.6 Comment 4).

13. The NRC requested additionaljustification regarding the changes to Action b of CTS 3.4.1.3 for
ITS 3.4.6. To resolve this comment the following changes were required: 1) the markups of the>

! Actions of CTS 3.4.1.3 for ITS 3.4.6 were revised to reflect the changes to Action b of, CTS
3.4.1.3; 2) DOC M.5 for ITS 3.4.6 was added to provide additionaljustification for a number of

i changes to Actions a and b of CTS 3.4.1.3; 3) DOCS A.2 and L.1 (and its associated NSilC) for
'

ITS 3.4.6 were deleted, because they were no longer used. (ITS 3.4.6 Comment 5)
1

14. The NRC requested additionaljustification regarding the addition of Note 4 ofITS LCO 3.4.7.
Discussion of Change L. 2 for ITS 3.4,7 and its associated NSilC were revised to include5

additionaljustification. Additionally,ISTS Dases markup for ITS 3.4.7 were revised to make the
discussion of Note 4 consistent with the actual Note; this involved the deletion of a plant specific
change. (ITS 3.4.7 Comment 2)

.While resolving the aforementioned NRC comment, it was discovered that the justification
provided in DOC L.i for ITS 3.4.8 and its associated NSilC was similar to the justification
provide; 6 DOC L.2 for ITS 3.4.7. Discussion of Change L.) for ITS 3.4.8 and its associated
NSilC were revised to include additionaljustification.

15. The ISTS markups for ITS 3.4.7 and 3.4.8 and their Dases were revised by changing the
references to "SDC train" or "SDC trains" to "SDC loop" or shutdown cooling (SDC) " loops,"
respectively. These changes ensure consistency regarding the references to the SDC loops.
These changes were made to respond to an NRC comment (ITS 3.4.7 Comment 3).

'

2
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16. Improved Technical Specification SRs 3.4.7.3 and 3.4.8.2 and their liases have been changed
from "the required SDC pump that is not in operation" to "the required SDC loop components
that are not in operation." ne markups for CTS SR 4.4.1.3.1 for ITS LCOs 3.4.7 and 3,4.8 have

,

been revised from " pumps and [SDC] loop valves" to " loop components," and DOCS LA.2 for
ITS 3.4.7 and ITS 3.4.8 have been changed to reflect these revisions and their associated
applications to theliases. The same changes have been made to the ISTS markup for ITS
SRs 3.4.7.3 and 3.4.8.2. To justify these deviations, JFD 33 to Section 3.4 has been provided.
Additionally, the markup of the ISTS Ilases for ITS SRs 3.4.7.3 and 3.4.8.2 have been revised to
reflect the changes made to the ITS SRs. nese deviations were justified using existing JFDs 2
and 13 to Section 3.4. These changes were made te respond to NRC comments (ITS 3.4.7
Comment 4 and ITS 3.4.8 Comment 2).

Additionally, while responding to the aforementioned NRC comments, it was discovered that the
same issue existed in the markups andjustifications for ITS 3.4.6. Thus, the same changes were
made to the markups of CTS SR 4.4.1.3.1 for ITS 3.4.6, DOC LA.2 for ITS 3.4.6, the ISTS
markup for ITS SR 3.4.6.3, and the ISTS Ilases markup for ITS SR 3.4.6.3.

17. Discussion of Changes LA.1 for ITS 3.4.7 and 3.4.8 were revised to state that the specific loop
numbers are being moved to the lla es. The ISTS markup of the Bases for ITS 3.4.7 and 3.4.8
were revised to include the required information. These changes have been made to respond to
an NRC comment (ITS 3.4.7 Comment 6 and ITS 3.4.8 Comment 1).

18. He NRC requested additionaljustification for the deletion of the requirement for the pressurizer
heaters to be capable of being powered by an emergency power supply, Justification for
Deviation 26 to Section 3.4 was revised to provide the additionaljustification. Additionally, the
ISTS markup of the Bases for ITS 3.4.9 was revised to state, in the llackground section, that the
pressurizer heaters are permanently powered by Class IE power supplies, and to revise the llases
for the LCO section to be consistent with the ISTS markup for ITS 3.4.9. The changes to the
11ases were justified with existing JFDs to Bases Section 3.4. (ITS 3.4.9 Comment 2).

19. The NRC requested additionaljustification for the deletion ofISTS SR 3.4.9.3 from ITS 3.4.9.
Justification for Deviation 21 for Section 3.4 was revised to include additional justification.
(ITS 3.4.9 Comment 4)

20. Discussion of Change L.1 for ITS 3.4.10 and its associated NSilC were revised to include
justification for: a) changing the shutdown requirements of the Action for ITS LCO 3.4.2.1 from
llot Shutdown to Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures less than or equal to the low
temperature overpressure protection (LTOP) enable temperature; and b) the deletion of
Footnote * of CTS LCO 3.4.2.1. As a result, DOC M,1 for ITS 3.4.10 was eliminated.
Additionally, JFD 9 to Section 3.4 was revised to include additional justification for deviating
from the applicability ofISTS 3.4.10 in ITS 3,4.10. nese changes were required to iespond to
NRC comments (ITS 3.4.10 Comments 1,3, and 4).

Additionally, while resolving the comments, several errors were noted on the markups of the
Appliubility of CTS LCO 3.4.2.1 for ITS 3.4.10. These errors included the incorrect LTOP
enable temperature being identified in the Unit No. 2 markup, and the lack of units for the LTOP
enable temperature in the Unit No, I markup. These errors were corrected.

3
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! 21. The NRC questioned the addition of a note to Action A.1 in the ISTS markup ofITS 3.4.11. De
note was removed because it was not consistent with the current licensing basis, in support of

| this change, JFD 25 to Section 3.4 was deleted and the ISTS Ilases markup for ITS 3.4 !! were
revised (ITS 3.4.11 Comment 1).

While resolving the aforementioned NRC comment, issues were discovered in the markups of
CTS 3.4.3 for ITS 3.4.11, and the ISTS markurs for ITS 3.4.11. These issues include: a) the
failure to properly identify changes to the CTS actions; b) the unjustified deletion of a note that
pennits separate condition entry for each power-operated relief valve (PORV); and c) an
apparent generic error in the ISTS regarding the note that pennits separate condition entry for the
PORVs; the note should also apply to the PORY block valves. The markups of the CTS actions
were revised to be consistent with the ISTS markup of the ITS aalons, While not identified in
the original CTS markup, the changes had been justified in DOCS M.1 and M.2 for ITS 3.4.11.
A note that permits separate condition entry for each PORV and each block valvt; was added to
the markups of CTS 3.4.3 for ITS 3.4.10. This change wasjustified by DOC A.6 for ITS 3.4.11.
The ISTS markup for ITS 3.4.11 wts revised to include the PORV block valves. It wasjustified
by JFD 36 to Section 3.4. The ISTS !!ases markup for ITS 3.4.11 was revised to be consistent
with the revised ITS.

22. The markups of CTS SR 4.4.3.1.a for ITS 3.4.11 were revised to state that the deletion of the
phrase "in accordance with Table 4.31, item 4" is actually an administrative change, versus a
movement ofinfonnation. Thus, DOC A 5 for ITS 3.4.11 has been added to justify the change,
and IX)C LA.1 for ITS 3.4.11 has been eliminated. These changes were made to respond to an'

NRC comment (ITS 3.4.11 Comment 2).

23. The NRC requested additional justification for incorporating CTS SRs 4.4.3.1.a and 4.4.3.1.b
into ITS 3.4.11 as SRs 3.4.11.1 and 3.4.11,4. Justification for Deviation 12 to Section 3.4 has

been revised to include the additional justification. Additionally, the ISTS llases markup for
ITS 3.4.11 has been changed to better describe the current system design. (ITS 3.4.11
Comments 3 and 6)

While resolving the aforementioned NRC comment, several inconsistencies regarding the
rationale for the PORV setpoint in the ISTS Ilases markup for ITS 3.4.11 were discovered. He
11ases have been revised to be consistent regarding the rationale for the PORV setpoint.

'

The use of the term "only" in the Applicability regarding RCS cold leg temperature was changed
to "all" to properly complement a related change in ITS 3.4.12 applicability. These tenns now
accurately reflect NUREG 1432 and the current licensing basis.

24 The NRC requested additionaljustification for the changes to Actions a, b, and c ofidentified in
the markups of CTS 3.4.3 for ITS 3.4.11. Discussion of Change L.1 for ITS 3,4.11 and its
associated NSilC have been revised to include additional justification for the changes to
Actions a, b, and c of CTS 3.4.3 (ITS 3.4.11 Comment 4),

4
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25. The NRC requested additionaljustification for the deviations from the Actions ident:Ged in the
markups ofISTS 3.4.11 in ITS 3.4.11. Justincation for Deviation 11 to Section 3.4 has been,

r: vised to simply address changes to completion times. Justification for Deviation 35 to,

Section 3.4 has been added to provide justification for the deviations frorn Actions D, E, F, and;
'

O of the ISTS in ITS 3.4.11 (ITS 3.4.11 Comments 7 and 8),
i

26 The NRC requested additionaljustlucation for the deletion ofISTS SR 3.4.11.4 from ITS 3.4.11.
Justification for Deviation 34 to Section 3.4 has been added to provide the justificatiot for
deletion of this SR. Additionally, the ISTS Bases markup for ISTS SR 3.4.11.4 has been revised
to show that the justification for this deviation is JFD 2 to Ilases Section 3.4, not JFD 1 to llases
Section 3.4 (ITS 3.4.11 Comment 9).

,

'

o

27. 'lhe NRC requested DOC A.2 for ITS 3,4.13 to be revised to specify the ITS the addresses CTS
SRs 4.4.6.2.a.2 and 4.4.6.2.c. Discussion of Change A.2 for ITS 3.4.13 has been revised to,

justify the deletion of CTS SRs 4.4.6.2.a.2 and 4.4.6.2.c from 11S 3.4.13; it includes a reference
: to the Actions of ITS LCO 3.4.14, which preserve the _ context of the CTS SRs (ITS 3.4.13

Comment 2).-

4

28. The NRC requested that the deviations proposed by TSTF 138 be removed from the submittal.
This TSTF was rejected by the NRC. The following have been revised to exclude the changes
proposed by TSTF.138: 1) the markups of Action a of CTS LCO 3.4.6.2 for ITS 3.4.13; 2) the

j markups of the Action of CTS LCO 3.4.5 for ITS 3.4.13; 3) the ISTS markup for ITS
; LCO 3.4.13; and 4) the ISTS Bases markup for ITS 3.4.13. The ISTS Bases markup for ITS

: SR 3.4.13.2 was changed to indicate that compliance with LCO 3.0.3 is required when one or
; inore steam generators do not meet the requirements of the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance
j Program. This deviation isjustined by JFD 13 to Bases Section 3.4. Additionally, DOC A.3 and
! DOC A.5 for ITS 3.4.13 were revised to ensure consistency with the revised CTS markup and to
'

improve thejustifications. Also, DOC M 1 for ITS 3,4.13 was deleted, because it was no longer
used (ITS 3.4.13 Comments 4,5, and 6).

'

29. The NRC requested additionaljustification for the deletion of CTS SRs 4.4.6.2.a.1,4.4.6.2.b, and i

4.4.6.2.d from ITS 3.4.13. Discussion of Change L.I for ITS 3.4.13 and its associated NSilC,

have been revised to provide additionaljustification for the changes (ITS 3.4.13 Comment 7).
.

30. The deviations proposed by TSTF-ll6 have been removed from the submittal. To accomplish
this, the following changes were made: 1) the markups of CTS SR 4.4.6.2.c for ITS 3.4.13 were
revised to eliminate the proposed note, and to denote that part of the SR would be addressed in

'

ITS 3.4.14; 2) DOCS A.2 and L.2 (and its associated NSilC) for ITS 3.4.13 were climinated;
3)the markups of Action b.2 of ITS LCO 3.4.6.1 for ITS 3.4.1/ .ere revised to climinate the-

i proposed note; 4) markups of CTS SR 4.4.6.2.c were added to ITS 3.4.14. As a result, the CTS
markup pages for ITS 3.4.14 were repaginated; 5) DOC L.6 for ITS 3.4.14 and its associated
NSilC were eliminated; 6) DOC M.1 for ITS 3.4.14 was added to justify a change to CTS
SR 4.4.6.2.c; 7) the ISTS markup for ITS SR 3.4.13.1 was revised; 8) the deviation from ISTS
SR 3.4.13.1 was justified by JFD 38 to Section 3.4; 9) the ISTS markup for ITS 3.4.14 was
revised; and 10) the ISTS markups for the Bases of ITS 3,4.13 and 3.4.14 were revised
(ITS 3.4.14 Comment 1).

,

-

.

4
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SUMMARY OF Cil ANGES

31. lhe NRC requested additionaljustf acation for the changes to CTS Tables 3.3 6 and 4.3 3 for
ITS 3.4.14. The following changes were made to resolve the commnts: 1) the references to the
ITS SRs in the markup of CTS SR 4.4.6.1 for ITS 3.4.14 had to be revised to be consistent with
the actual 11S SR numbers; 2) the markups for CTS Table 3.3 6 had u be remarked; 3) the
references to the applicable ITS requirements on the matkup for CTS Table 4.3 3 had to be
changed or added to be consistent with ITS 3,4.14; 4) DOC LA.I for ITS 3.4.14 had to be added
tojustify a change to CTS Table 3.3 6; 5) DOC Ll for ITS 3.4.14 and its associated NSilC had
to be revisco to reDect changes to CTS Table 3.3 6, and to improve the justification; 6) the !STS
markup for ITS 3.4.14 had to be revised to properly rencet the CTS SRs and Tables; and 7) the
ISTS Unses markup for ITS 3.4.14 had to be revised to include the range of operation for the
containment atmosphere radioactivity monitors (ITS 3.4.14 Comments 2 and 3). j

32. The NRC requested additional justification for a change included in the markups of CTS
SR 4.10.5.2 for ITS 3.4.17. They also reauested that the markups of CTS LCO 3.10.5.c for
ITS 3.4.17 be modified to accurately reDect the requirements of ITS 3.4.17. While resolving
these comments, numerous deficiencies with the original submittal regarding ITS 3.4.17 were ;

identified. To resolve these comments and issues, the following changes were required: 1) the
markups of CTS 3/4.10.5 for ITS 3.4.17 were revised to rencet the current licensing bases;
2) DOCS LA.1, LA.2, and A.2 were climinated; 3)IX)C A.3 was created tojustify changes to the
CTS; and 4) ITS 3.4.17 had to be revised to be consistent with the current licensing bases
(ITS 3.4.17 Comments I and 2). -

33. The NRC requested additional justification for Relocated Specifications based on not meeting
the four criteria in 10 CFR 50.36(2)(11) for retention in the Calvert Cliffs Technical
Speci0 cations. Discussion of Changes R.1, R.2, R.3, R.4, R.5, and R.6 were revised to provide
additionaljustification (ITS 3.4 Relocated Specifications Comment).

34. The NRC requested additionaljustification for excluding a specification regarding RCS primary
isolation valve leakage from the ITS. JFD 16 to Section 3.4 was revised to provide additional
justification (ITS 3.4 Primary isolation Valve Comment).

35. Technical Specification Task Force TSTF 153 modified the Note ofISTS LCO 3.4.5, Note 1 of
ISTS LCO 3.4.6, Notes I and 4 ofISTS LCO 3.4.7, and Note 1 ofISTS LCO 3.4.8. This TSTF
has been approved. Thus, it was incorporated into the ITS. Unfortunately, the TSTF creates the
potential for an incorrect interpretation, it replaced various phrases in the notes with the phrase
"may not be in operation." This phrase could be misintcrpreted to mean that the pumps cannot
be in operation. This was not the intent of the TS1 F The phrase ''may not be iri operation" was
replaced with the phrase "may be not in operation." The ISTS mr. kups of Note 1 to ITS
LCO 3.4.5, Note 1 of ITS LCO 3.4.6, Notes 1 and 4 of ITS LCO 3.4.7, and Note 1 of ITS
LCO 3,4.8 were revised. These deviations are justified by JFD 37 to Section 3.4. Additionally,
the ISTS markup for the Bases ofITS 3.4.5 had to be revised to reDect the revised note; this
deviation isjustified by JFD 2 to Dases Seelon 3.4.

36. Combustion Engineering Owners Group (CEOO) .109 has not received NRC approval. Thus,
the deviations proposed by the CEOO-were provided with a plant specinc justification.
Justification for Deviations 28 and 29 to Bases Section 3.4 were added to provide the niaat-
specific just|Geation for the deviations to the ISTS Bases. Additionally, while resolving this

6
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.i.2ue, it was discovered that a deviation was made to the ISTS Bases in the llases for ITS 3.4.6
without a jostincation being identined. 'this issue was conected; the proposed deviation is
justified by JFD 6 to Bases Section 3.4.

|

3?. While resolving NRC anestions regarding ITS 3.4.14, it was discovered that the markups of f
Actlan b of CTS !LO 3.4.6.1 for ITS 3.4.14 did not accurately reDect the changes made to l
convert to ITS 3.4.14.11w CTS markups were revised to denote the changes, and DOC L.3 for

'

ITS 3 4.14 w.d |:s m.sisted NSilC were revised to justify the changes.

38. The deviation peuposwi by TSTF.3 was removed from ISTS INes markup for ITS 3.4.15. This
generic change was rejected by tbc NRC.

|
l

39. Improved Technical Speclucation 3.4.12,'' Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP)
System," and associated 11ases have been revised to be consistent with the Calvert Cliffs LTOP

analysis redected in CTS 3/4.9.3. As a result of this change and subsequent review of supporting
information, the following changes were also made: 1) DOCS A.2, A.3, A.4, LA.1, LA.2, and
L.2 (and associated NSilC) for ITS 3.4.12 were revised; 2) DOCS A.5, M.1, and L.1 (and
associated NSilC) for ITS 3.4.12 are deleted, because they are no longer used; 3) new
DOCS A.8, M.2, am L.5 (and associated NSilC) were provided for ITS 3.4.12; 4) JFD 14 for
Section 3.4 was revised; 5) JFD 20 for Section 3.4 was deleted; 6) JFD 24 for Section 3.4 was
deleted; and 7) JFD 39 for Section 3.4 was added, A typographical / grammatical error in JFD for
ITS Ilases Section 3.4 was corrected. These changes were made in the response to NRC
Comments (l'IS 3.4.12 Comments 1,2,3,4, $ 6,8,9,10,11,12, and 13).

40. 'The proposed devinions of TSTF.27 were removed. This TSTF has not been approved by the
NRC. The following changes were required to remove this TSTF: 1) the markups for
CTS 4.1.1.5.a and 4.1.1.5.b were revised to renect that the current SRs were being maintained,
except the frequency for CTS 4.1.1.5.a is being extended to 30 minutes; 2) DOC L.1 for
ITS 3.4.2 and its associated NSilC were revised to reDect the change to CTS 4.1.1.5.a;
3) DOCS A.3 and I 2 (and its associated NSilC) for ITS 3.4.2 were climinated, because they are
no longer used; 4)ISTS markup for ITS SR 3,4.2.1 was revised to reDect CTS SRs 4.1.1.5.a and
4.1.1.5.b, except for the frequency of CTS SR 4.1.1.5.a; 5) the deviation to the ISTS wasjustined
by JFD 28 to Section 3.4; and 6) the ISTS Bases markup for 11S SR 3.4.2.1 was revised to be
consistent v;!th the revised ITS SR.

Additionally, an internal review identified that the nominal T , for making the reactor critical
was not correct in the ISTS Bases markup for ITS 3.4.12. The value is $32'F, not $25'F. This
issue has been corrected in the ISTS Bases markup for ll a 3.4.2.

41. The NRC requested additional justi0 cation for changing the Frequency of CTS 4.2.5.2 from
18 months to 24 months (ITS 3.4.1 Comment 2). Additionaljustification has been provided in
DOC L.3 for ITS 3.4.1. This change is not beyond the scope of the ITS process. Extending
surveillance frequencies from 18 to 24 months has been conducted as part of the ITS process.

42. Discussion of Change L.1 was revised to provide additional justification for allowing a steam
generator at a level of 2 50 inches as a second method for removing decay heat. This change has
been made to respond to an NRC comment (ITS 3.4.7 Comment 1).

7
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43, Discussion of Deviation 27 for Section 3.4 was revised to provide additional justification for
extending ITS SR 3.4.9.2 from 92 days to 24 months. This change has been made to respond to
an NRC comment (11S 3 4.9 Comment 3).

44. 'the NRC requested additionaljustification for changing the Frequency of CTS 4.4.3.1.a from
| 31 days to 92 days (ITS 3.4.11 Comment $). DOC L.2 has been revised to provide the requested
! Infonnation.

!
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ATTACllMENT G)

IMPROVED TECIINICAL SPECIFICATIONS, REVISION 4

AMENDMENT REVISION BY CilANGE

Haltimore Gas and Electric Company
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant

September 10,1997



____

l. The Actions of improved Technical Specl0 cation (ITS) 3.4.1 have been revised to require the
pla it to be placed in Mode 2 in the event any of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Departure
from Nuclette lloiling parameters do not meet the limits and are not restored within two hours.
This change is consistent with the current licensing basis provided in Current Technical
Speel0 cation (CTS) 1.imiting Condition for Operation (l CO) 3.2.5. To support this change, the
Markups of CTS LCO 3.2.5 for ITS 3.4.1 were revised, Discussion of Change (DOC) L.I for
ITS 3.4.1 and its associated No bignl0 cant liarards Considerations (NSilC) eliminated,
Justl0 cation for Deviation (JFD) 31 to Section 3.4 added, and JFD 26 to Ilases Section 3.4
added. Thpse changes were required to respond to an NRC Comment (ITS 3.4.1 Comment 1).

!

|
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OVERYlEW OF CHANGES i

SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

'lhe significant differences between the current Technicsl Specifications and the proposed Improved
Technical SpeelGeations are:

.

Delay is allowed in the performance of some surveillances to allow plant conditions to stabillte*

or time to ast,ess the situition,

lhe specification which requires coolant loops to be Operable in Modes 4 and $ is spilt into threee

specifications.

.Some allowed outage times are reduced..
..,

Some Limiting Condition for Operations are being relocated out of the specifications.*

The significant differences between the proposed improved Technical Specifications and NUREG 1432,
Revision 1, as modified by generic changes, are:

An improved Technical Specification allowance to de energlie the reactor coolant pumps for up.

to two hours per eight hour period for low flow testing, as contained in the current Technical '

Specifications, was added to Specification 3.4.5. The Calvert Cliffs low flow test requirement
requires more than one hour,

Plant specific power operated relief valve and low temperature overpressure protectione

specifications are incorporated.

'lhe Reactor Coolant System pressurizer isolation valve leakage specification was not*

incorporated. Calvert Cliffs does not currently have this specification, and the Calvert Cliffs
design for the applicable accident does not warrant this specification.

L
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
3.4.1

3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.1 RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling
(DNB) Limits

LC0 3.4.1 RCS ONB parameters for pressurizer pressure, cold leg
temperature, and RCS total flow rate shall be within the

! limits specified below
!

1

a. Pressurizer pressure 2 2200 psia

b. RCS cold leg temperature (Tc) s 548'F; and

c. RCS total flow rate 2 370,000 gpm. |

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.

............................N0TE..-.-.-..-....--.-..-..--..-

Pressurizer pressure limit does not apply during:

a. THERMAL POWER ramp > 5% RTP per minutet or

b. THERMAL POWER step * 10% RTP.

............................................... .............

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

-A. RCS DNB parameter (s) A.1 Restoreparameter(s) 2 hours
-not within limits. to within limit.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours
associated Completion g
Time not met.

-- . S'
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RCS Pressure. Temperature, and flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

B_ASES

> 5% RTP pSr minute or a THERMAL POWER step increase of
> 10% RTP. These conditions represent short term
perturbations where actions to control pressure variations
might be counterproductive. Also, since they represent
transients initiated from power levels < 100% RTP, an
increased DNBR margin exists to offset the temporary
pressure variations.

~

Another set of limits on DNB related parameters is provided
inSafetyLimit(SL)2.1.1,"ReactorCoreSafetyLimits."
Those limits are less restrictive than the limits of this
LCO, but violation of SLs merits a stricter, more severe
Required Action. Should a violation of this LCO occur, the
operator should check whether or not an SL may have been
exceeded.

ACTIONS M

Pressurizer pressure and RCS cold leg temperature are | g-
controllable and measurable parameters. RCS flow rate is |
not a controllable parameter and is not expected to vary
during steady state operation. With any parameter not 5'
within its LCO limit, action must be taken to restore the
parameter. f

The 2 hour Completion Time for restoration of the parameters
provides sufficient time to adjust plant parameters, to
determine the cause of the off normal condition, and to
restore the readings within limits. The Completion Time is
based on plant operating experience that shows the parameter
can be restored in this time period.

M

If Required Action A.1 is not met within the associated
Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in
which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status, the

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 8 3.4.1-3 Revision 65'



RCS Pressure Temperature, and Floc DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

|

I
BASES

plant must be brought to at least MODE 2 within 6 hours. In
NODE 2, the reduced power condition eliminates the potential
for violation of the accident analysis bounds.

Six hours is a reasonable time that permits the plant power
to be reduced at an orderly rate in conjunction with even
controlofsteamgenerator(SG)heatremoval.

G

SURVE1LLANCE -SR 3.4.1.1 !
REQUIREMENTS

'

Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of '

2 hours to restore parameters that are not within limits,
the 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for pressurizer pressure '

is sufficient to ensure that the pressure can be restored to
a normal operation, steady state condition following load
changes and other expected transient operations. The
12 hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess for potential degradation and
verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions.

:

-SR 3.4.1.2
,

Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of
] 2 hours to restore parameters that are not within limits,

the 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for cold leg temperature
is sufficient to ensure that the RCS coolant temperature can
be restored to a normal operation. steady state condition
following load changes and other expected transient
operations. . The 12 hour interval has been shown by,

'

operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for
potential degradation and to verify operation is within.

'

safety analysis assumptions.

!

.

4

4
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spaAdm 34,1

RrAch[Y)
34 W FWhiTRiis~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ " g,g_ _ m_ - - - - _

3,4,1 3/4.2.6 6 ft,,5 ftu M E, N e b't-, A N a A r d m F,a *

Asledt _b.) t
LIMITING EON 0!T!0N FOR OPERATION ~

i c.649 Liqd' 'h- --
'

- ~-

;.

WO 3 4+I following DNB related parameters shall be maintained within the

6[[ % V'd %, ob
4. Cold Ltg Temperature S 648*f

'e 's.2 4C #. Pressurizer Pressure a 2200 psia' 'd ' "'' ' Sp
'

'

.

c. Reactor Coolant System total flow Rate 2 370.000 im

d. AXIAL $ NAPE INDEX. THERMAL POWER as specified in e COLR. |

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.
h e.t u ss % .

k4p'0" g ACTION: With any of the above parsme+ers exceerling its limit, restore thee

gessthanMofRATEDTHERMALPOWL?withinthenextarameter to within its limit witrin 2 hours or reduce THERMAL POWER toours.

SURVE!LLANCE pt0UIREMENTS

* 24' I
4dr6d Each of the kours.ters shall be verified to be within their Itmits |

arame
" 3|j, ,'', at least once per 12

A.2.5.2-The Reactor Coolant System total flow rate shal be determined toM 3dM be within its limit by measurement at least once per months.
4

2+

b

1

--
1

](excess of 5% of RATED THER
Limit not a licable durin either a THERMAL POWER ramp increase in1

L POWER per minute or a THERMAL POWER step
. increase of greater than 10% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

CALVERT Cliffs - UNIT 1 3/4 2-8 Amendment No.186
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$pec8eg4.m 3. k. |
1

hSW k k I I:
g,4 4/4+ POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS _m

~ A,|_

'5. 4. I 3/4.2.s .ma,aARmans Rc5 A as s -, <, T~ r< W w t e , ~J Fl. ~
O.P r4 w, e F'co - thi m G o . t. .

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
-

NC)_Liy.4 _
+rer5- The following bN8 related parameters shall be maintained within the

**

limits shoin:
|

b ff. Cold' Leg Temperature s; 548'f _--
S EC O U M{fw'

'N
,

of Ckco 4O. X. Pressurizer Pressure 2 2200 psia \ g,g . %% 3,2 6'
c. Reactor Coolant System Total Flow Rate 2 370,000 ppm *M NT
d. AXIAL SNAP 2 INDEX, TNEllMAL POUER as specified in the COLR

|
APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.

A c '1 m ta Q
ACTION: With an of the above parameters exceedin (ts Itmit, restore theA c b'on A
arameter to wit in its limit within 2 hours or re uce THERMAL POWER to
ess than 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next ours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

'

g,

4.44ri. Each of the arameters shall be verified to be within their limits |
'

,

g 3 4, ,, at least once per 12 ours.

4.2.5.2 The Reactor Coolant System total flow rate shall be detemined tw% 3 4 i,4 bc within its limit by meaurement at least once per.Mrmonths.f .

, , _ - -

A

fieedh $4e -

.i

Limit not applicable' during ett er THERMAL POWER ramp increase in
excess of 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER per minute or a THERMAL POWER step
increase of grea'er than 1% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

CALVERT CLIFFS - tlNIT 2 3/4 2-8 Amendment No. 163
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.1 - RCS PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, AND FLOW (DNB) LIMITS

ADMINISTRATIVE CIIANGES

A.1 'Ihe proposed change will zeformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs improved Technical Specification (ITS) development, certain
wording preferences or conventions were adopted which resulted in no technical changes to
the Technical Specihtions. Additional information may also have been added ta more,

fully describe cact. titing Condition for Operation (LCO) and to be consistent with
NUREG-1432. liowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Not used. |
t

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE,

None

TECIINICAL- CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS
*

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
#

DOCUMENTS

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Not used. |

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.2.5 Action requires the unit to reduce power within
four hours when the Action cannot be met. Improved Technical Specification Actions B and
D will allow six hours to reduce power when Actions A and C, respectively, cannot be met.
The two additional hours to reduce power, from four hours to six hours, will allow for a
more controlled power reduction (which is a transient in itself), in conjunction with even
control of steam generator (SG) heat removal. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.3 Current Technical Specification 3.2.5 Surveillance Requirement (SR) 4.2.5.2 requires the
RCS total flow rate to be determined within its limit by measurement once per 18 months.
Improved Technical Specification 3.4.1 SR 3.4.1.4 decreases the Surveillance Frequency to
24 months (consistent with the Calvert Cliffs refueling interval). The RCS flow rate does
not normally change much during the fuel cycle; however, changes will be detected by ITS
SR 3.4.1.3 which requires the flow to be verified every 12 bours. Reactor Coolant System
flow will be most likely to change after refueling outages when the core has been altered,
which may cause a change in flow resistance. Thus, it is important that this detailed test be

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.1 1 Revision 5
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NO SIGNIFICANT liAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS,

SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes move details from the Technical Specifications to a licensee-controlled
document. He changes will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed changes. T 3roposed changes
will not introduce any new accident initiators. 'Ihe changes will ra .mpose different
requirements, and adequate contro' ofinformation will be maintained. The changes will not alter
assumptions made in the safety analysis and licensing basis. Herefore, the changes will not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction tu the margin of safety?

The proposed changes move details from the Technical Specifications to a licensee-controlled
document. The changes do not reduce the margin of safety since they have no impact on any
safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the details to be moved from the Technical
Specifications to a licensee-controlled document are the same as the existing Technical
Specificatlans. Since any future changes to this licensee-controlled document will be evaluated
per the requirements of the Calvert Cliffs change control process, no reduction (significant or
insignificant) in a margin of safety will be allowed without prior NRC approval.

The NRC review provides a certain margin of safety, and although this review will no longer be
performed prior to submi'tal, the NRC can audit the Calvert Cliffs change control process.
Therefore, the margin of safety lost by not requiring NRC prior approval is not significant. Also,
since the proposed changes are consistent with the Combustion Engineering Plants Standard
Technical Specification, NUREG 1432, approved by the NRC Staff, revising the Technical
Specifications to reflect the approved level of detail reinforces the conclusion that there is no
significant reduction in the margin of safety. Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant
reduction in the margin of safety.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, Calvert Cliffs Units I and 2, is converting to the ITS as outlined in
NUREG-1432, " Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering Plants." The proposed
change involves making the Current Technical Specifications (CTS) less restrictive. Below are the No
Significant Hazards Considerations for conversion to NUREG-1432,

in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, BGE has evaluated these proposed Technical
Specification changes and determined they do not represent a significant hazards consideration. The
following is provided in support of this conclusion.

3.4.1 Change L.1

Not used. |
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and FlowhNBfLimits
3.4.1(erb

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.1
RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow'{ Departure from Nucleate Boiling
(DNB)}4 Limits

#
.

(3,2.ShLCO 3.4.1 RCS ONB parameters for pressurizer pressure, cold legtemperature
limitsspecIfledbelowsand RCS total flow rate shall be within the

( 3.2. C b )a. Pressurizer pressure 2 psia aM : (???!' - i$

[ 3 2.C D b.

e. : ::"4:.RT ;r ; ::-{T[I|i!!:'." re r= hRCS cold leg temperature
*F-

=e .: :: --.. .....
" ' and'5"r gpq g "b

[3.7. r.e.) c. al flow rate h te 15; ::;xris : "." ' !!B g g

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.
!

-----------------------------NOTE----------------------------
| Pressurizer pressure limit does not apply during:

(y,g,f THERMAL POWER ramp > 5% RTP per minute; ora.

b. THERMAL POWER step > 10% RTP.

ACTIONS.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

4,4 ft Ib N*w$$1ri 1
^ '' *

:cs
-

- m ,,u {ta 1j.1 1ts.
,- wit

au

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours
b ' ''

(continued)
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RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow [DNB) Limits
3 4.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION CONPLETION TINC

RCScolh\og
- -

C. C.
Restore cold leg't(in2 hourt Ntemperatu not within \etemperature to wi

limits, liatts.
N a'

D. utred Action and 0.1 Redu THERMAL POWER 6 ursass lated Completion to 5 [ % RTP.
Time f Condition C

__- - - j-.

, - __

SURVE!lLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

[42A8)SR 3.4.1.1 Verify pressurizer pressure 2 psia 12 hours-

=4:[ms: O.

_

(4.3,s a)SR 3.4.1.2
Verify RCS cold leg temperature t-[["M-"*F 12 hours Mend s ''

*
F 'er ' '70': ".?? r i 5 var.d ; 55S| '" f;7 ;. '70|%"'".

'
)

(1.75/)SR 3.4.1.3 -----------NOT---------------------

ig---

Requ ed to be met i MODE 1 with all cps
ru ng, 30

t- -_

3 70, oaoMg--.--.------ -------V
V f fy RCS total riow rate 12 hours @

(c !" ' 55] It/ W @
t.3AS EE! n!heu-

g kh
(continued)
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAlo SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREC~1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

31. The Actions for NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.1 were modified to reflect the Action requirements of
CTS 3.1.5 for RCS cold leg temperature not being within limits. He Action for CTS 3.1.5
requires the restoration of RCS cold leg temperature to within limits, or Thermal Power be
reduced to less than 5% of Rated Thermal Power (i.e., Mode 2), ne Action for CTS 3.1.5 is the

same regardless of which parameter (i.e., pressurizer pressure, RCS flow rate, or RCS cold leg
temperature) is out of limits. Hus, Action A of ITS 3.4.1 provides the requirements for
restoration of the parameter, and Action B oflTS 3.4.1 provides the requirements for exiting the
mode of applicability in the event the parameter cannot be restored to within limits within
two hours.

'
32. In NUREG-1432 LCOs 3.4.1.a and 3.4.1.b, the limits for pressurizer pressure and RCS cold leg

temperature are expressed in ranges, in ITS LCO 3.4.1.a,vonly a minimum limit is established
._,

,

for pressurizer pressure. This limit is consistent with the initial assumption regarding pressurizer
pressure in the Calvert Clifts accident analysis. This limit was approved by the NRC in License
Amendment No. 88 to Facility Operating License No.DPR 53 for Unit No.1, and License
Amendment No. 61 to Facility Operating License No. DPR 69 for Unit No. 2. In ITS LCO
3.4.1.b, only a maximum limit is established for RCS cold leg temperature. This limit is.

consistent with the initial assumptions regarding RCS cold leg temperature in the Calvert Cliffs
accident analysis. This limit was approved by the NRC in License Amendment No. 39 to
Facility Operating License No. DPR-53 for Unit No.1. and License Amendment No. 9 to
Facility Operating License No. DPR-69 for Unit No. 2. Thus, these deviations are consistent
with the current licensing basis for Calvert Cliffs.

33. NUREG-1432 SRs 3.4.6.3,3.4.7.3, and 3.4.8.2 require the verification of the correct breaker
,

alignment and indicated power available to the required pump that is not in operation.
NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.6.3 applies to the RCS and SDC pumps, while NUREG 1432 SRs 3.4.7.3

and 3.4.8.2 only apply to the SDC pumps. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 requires
the verification of the correct breaker alignments and indicated power availability for the
required shutdown cooling pumps and valves that are not in operation. NUREG 1432
SRs 3.4.6.3, 3.4.7.3, and 3.4.8.2 have been modified to reflect the additional requirement to
verify the correct breaker alignments and indicated power availability for the required shutdown
cooling valves, which is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis. These SRs
were modified by replacing the word " pump" with the words " loop components." The
components required to be checked by the SRs will be denoted in the Bases. For the RCS loop,
the required component is the RCS pump. For the SDC loop, the required components are the
pump and the valves. -

34. NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.11.4 requires the verification that the PORVs and block valves are capable
of being powered by an emergency power supply. This surveillance does not exist in
CTS 3/4.4.3. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.11 will not contain a surveillance to verify
that the PORVs and block valves are capable of being powered by an emergency power supply.
This is appropriate, because the PORVs and block valves are permanently powered by Class IE
power supplies. Class IE power sources are backed-up by the emergency diesel generators. The
transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency power supply for these buses occurs on
an under-voltage condition. The transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency diesel
generators is currently ensured by testing in accordance with CTS SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.3; this SR has
been maintained in ITS 3.8.1. Additionally, the specifications for other systems that are supplied
by a Class IE power source (e.g., the safety injection systems) do not contain SRs to verify the

CALVERT CLIFFS-UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-8 Revision 5
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RCS Pressure Temperature, and flow OND} tts
B 3.4.1

BASE 3

-

APPLICABILITY
counterproductive. Also since they represent transients

_

(continued) initiated from power leve,ls < 1005 RTP
an increased DNBRmargin exists to offset the temporary p,ressure variations.

Another set of limits on DNS related parameters is providedin Safety Limit SL

Those limits are(les)s restrictive than the limits of this
2.1.1, ' Reactor Core Safety L'imits.'

LCO, but violation of SLs merits a stricter, more severeRequired Action.
operator should check whether or not an SL may have beenShould a violation of this LC0 occur, theexceeded.

_.

ACTIONS A,J
%Md N3 C#'

( harnp )assurizerhressure-+ controllable and measurablearamete w ith arameter not within( action st be taken to, restore the: parameter. L ,0 limits.
.

T;,, ; ;._ - m :... :: i. .. - ..m _ . ,_:::x. ". . .;$t snows the parameter can be restored in this
-

qime period.1 d'3 A MM 4

RCS flow rate is not a controllable parameter and r nobxpected to vary durina steady state operation.1 ' ' ' = ' ' -_..<.. au su ~-- - -n,_2 .;___. 2- c ';' ' "" ' w"'" r ru ' =
e _.-

JZ ii ! _ - i PT ' ' '' Tf _ ""I ' ' ''_ 'i T". Ii _'i I? _ ' ?M I #
'

-

Z.' f r.' """ Z, C'C ..Ij' ' '' " " ' ~ ' ". ..
-

-

' ' ' ' " ' " ' ' ~ '
'

The 2 hour Completion Time for restoration of the parameters
provides sufficient time to adjust plant parameters, to

,

deter 1nine the cause of the off normal condition, and to
'

restore the readings within limits.
based on plant operating experience The Completion Time is 1

g ]

ILl

If Required Action A.1 is not met within the associated
Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a M00E in
which the LCO does not apply.

To achieve this status theplant must be brought to at least MODE 2 within 6 hour,s. In
MODE 2, the reduced power condition eliminates the potential
for violation of the accident analysis bounds.

,

(continued)
CEOG STS

B 3.4-3
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RCSPressure, Temperature,andFlowkDNB mits
B 3.4.1

BASES.

. , . , '

ACTIONS' A d (coatinued)
,

Six hours is a reasonable time that pomits the plant power'

to be reduced at an orderly rate in conjunction with even
control of steam generator (SG) beat removal. '

.

.-

-

( G.1: , '

!
Id leg t rature is a ontrollable and asurable )pa ter. this parame is not within LC0 iteits,

.

:act n must be kan to rest the parameter.. , .

*

The 2 ur Complet Time is ba on plant opera ngperlen that show that the par ter can be rest in
-

t time riod.

! na -

! .

If Requir Acti C.1 is not within the sociatedi Completion RMAL POWER be reduced },

[305) RTP. lant peration may tinue for an ndefinite I-4

pe od of time th condition. A he reduced ri ' leve the potent 1f violation of a DN8 limits s'

great reduced.
; The 6 hou ompletion se a reasonable that persr reduct n at an o rly ateinconjunc on with even( trol of SG t removal s

,

A
.

, .

SURVEILLANCE rR 3.4.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

i' Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of
2 hours to restore parameters that are not within limits,

! the 12 hour Surveillance frequency for pressurizer pressure
,

' is sufficient to ensure that the pressure can be restored to-
a nomal operation, steady state condition following load*

. changes and other expected transient operations. TheD
12 hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess for potential degradation and ~

- verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions.
.,

_

i

'

(continued)
i
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3A - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

23. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the General Design Criteria in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A;
Calvert Cliffs is committed to the draft General Design Criteria. Therefore, the Criteria in the
draft General Design Criteria, where applicable, were referenced in the Technical Specification
Bases.

24.
Bases statements which refer to the CFR or the Standard Review Plan as the source of offsite
dose or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to reference the Calvert Cliffs
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. Plant-specific acceptance criteria for Calvert Clifts are I

approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and stated in the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report. He CFR contains the maximum allowable limits, not plant specific limits
which are typically more conservative. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the Standard Review
Plan and, therefore, the current licensing basis may not be the Standard Review Plan values.. . , ,

25. NUREG 1432 B 3.4.12 SR 3.4.12.1 Section allows an alternate method of LTOP control to be
employed using at least two independent means to prevent injection into the RCS such that a
single failure or single action will not result in an injection into the RCS. It allows this to be
accomplished through the pump control switch being placed in pull to lock and at least one valve
in the discharge flow path being closed. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.12.1 Bases
will allow verification that the llPSI pumps will not inject into the RCS by verifying their
discharge valves are locked shut. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs design and
current licensing basis.

26. The Actions for NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.1 were modified to reflect the Action requirements of
CTS 3.1.5 for RCS cold leg temperature not being within limits. The Action for CTS 3.1.5
requires the restoration of RCS cold leg temperature to within limits, or Thermal Power be
reduced to less than 5% of Rated Thermal Power (i.e., Mode 2). The Action for CTS 3.1.5 is the -

same regardless of which parameter (i.e., pressurizer pressure, RCS flow rate, or RCS cold leg
temperature) is out of limits. Thus, Action A of ITS 3.4.1 provides the requirements for
restoration of the parameter, and Action B ofITS 3.4.1 provides the requirements for exiting the
mode of applicability in the event the parameter cannot be restored to within limits within two
hours.

27. The Bases for NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.5 state, "An OPERABLE toop consists of at least one
RCP providing forced flow for heat transfer and . . . ." This statement is not consistent with the
requirements of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.5. NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.5 requires [two] RCS loops
to be OPERABLE and one RCS loop to be in operation. The LCO only requires one loop to be
providing forced circulation; the second loop only needs to be capable of providing forced
circulation. Improved Technical Specification LCO 3.4.5 requires two RCS loops to be
Operable and one RCS leop to be in operation. This is consistent with CTS LCO 3.4.1.2. Thus,
the Bases for ITS LCO 3.4.5 have been revised to state, "An OPERABLE RCS loop consists of
at least one OPERABLE RCP and . . . ." In addition to this plant-specific justification, this
deviation is being addressed as TSTF-177.

28. Condition A of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.6 applies when one required RCS loop is inoperable and
two SDC trains are inoperable. He Bases for Action A.1 of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.6 state: "If
only one required RCS loop or SDC train is OPERABLE and in operation, redundancy for heat
removal is lost." The discussion in the NUREG 1432 Bases is inconsistent with the Condition.
Action A.1 of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.6 only applies when one RCS loop and two SDC trains are

CALVERT CLIFFS- UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-3 Revision 5
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2. The Markups of CTS LCO 3.2.5.d for ITS 3.4.1 have beer, revised to indicate that the
requirements regarding Axial Shape Index are discussed in the DOC for Specifications 3.2.5. As
a result of this change, DOC A.2 for ITS 3.4.1 was climinated. This change was requested by the
NRC (ITS 3.4.1 Comment 4).
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LINITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

Lco 3 4.1 4ro,4 The following DNB related parameters shall be maintained within the'

limits shown:
is (g %c.v u., m okb 4. Cold Leg Temperature s $48'F g g| d.

9. Jr. Pressurizer Pressure 2 2200 psia'
'

,' gee
c. Reactor Coolant System Total Flow Rate 2 370.000 g m

|
d. AXIAL SHAPE INDEX, THERMAL POWER as specified in the COLR.

|

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.
| A r.9 u o th

g' ''4 '.0" g ACTION: With any of the above parameters exceeding its limit. restore the k-d

arameter to within its limit within 2 hours or reduce THERMAL POWER to
4

ess than 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER-within the next ours.
t

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
___.

*A 2 4 i t
4rer671 Each of the parameters shall be verified to be within their limits |j " %'', at least once per 12 hours.

--

;

A.2.5.2- The Reactor Coolant System total flow rate shal be detemined toj in L4d 4 be within its limit by measurement at least once per ' months.
,

I
24

J

b

4

Aerb'l'h petr %
j

;
Limit not applicable during either a THERMAL POWER ramp increase in
excess of 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER per minute or a THERMAL POWER step
nerease of greater than 10% of OTED THERMAL POWER.
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DN G) L . ~ .4
fner5- The following DNB related parameters shall be maintained within the

*

limits shown:
|

b "p. Cold Leg Temperature s 548'F
JEC DhcWt $

c>. f. PressurizerPressure22200psta\
Q % 3.1 #,

c. Reactor Coolant System Total Flow Rate 2 370,000 p9m "AdojS Q R h
d. AXIAL $ NAPE INDEX, TWERNAL 900ER as specified in the COLR

|
APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.

A c l awi Q
ACTION: With an of the above parameters exceedin (ts limit, restore theAc.he'onA paramete- to it in its iimit within 2 hours or re uce THEiiMAt P0wER to
i.'ss thar 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next ours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

M' ,'h,i,( 4,4r6rk Each of the arameters shall be verified to be within their limits |
p 3 4, g, at least once per 12 ours.

4.2.5.2 The Reactor Coolant System total flow rate shall be determined tg% 54g4
,

be within its limit by measurement at least once per.14' , months. f ~
.

.-

&

_

'_ ,'\
Limit not applicable d: ring eit er THERMAL POWER ramp increase in
excess of 5% of RATED TNEP#AL POWER per minute or a THERMAL POWER step
increase of greater than 10% of RATED THERMAL POWER.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3c4.1 - RCS PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, AND FLOW (DNB) LIMITS

ADMINISTRATIVE CIIANGES

A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing"rechnical
Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs Improved Technical Specification (ITS) development, certain
wording preferences or conventions were adopted which resulted in no technical changes to
the Technical Specifications. Additional information may also have been added to more
fully describe each Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) and to be consistent with
NUREG-1432. However, the additional information does not change the intent of the

. current Technical Specifications. He reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Not used. |

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MORE REST *'ICTIVE

: None

.TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

None
f

4

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

,
.

None

TEC11NICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Not used. |

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.2.5 Action requires the unit to reduce power within
four hours when the Action cannot be met. Improved Technical Specification Actions B and

; D will allow six hours to reduce power when Actions A and C, respectively, cannot be met.
He two additional hours to reduce power, from four hours to six hours, will allow for a
more controlled power redaction (which is a transient in itself), in conjunction with even
control of steam generator (SG) heat removal. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.3 Current Technical Specification 3.2.5 Surveillance Requirement (SR) 4.2.5.2 requires the;

RCS total flow rate to be determined within its limit by measurement once per 18 months.
Improved Technical Specification 3.4.1 SR 3.4.1.4 decreases the Surveillance Frequency to
-24 months (consistent with the Calvert Cliffs refueling interval). The RCS flow rate does
not normally change much during the fuel cycle; however, changes will be detected by ITS
SR 3.4.1.3 which requires the flow to be verified every 12 hours. Reactor Coolant System
flow will be most likely to change after refu ing outages when the core has been altered,a

which may cause a change in flow resistance. Thus, it is important that this detailed test be

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.1-1 Revision 5
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3. The NRC requested additionaljustificethn regarding the retention of our current licensing basis
values for pressurizer pressure, and RCS cold leg temperature. This justification is provided as
JFD 32 to Section 3.4 (ITS 3.4.1 Comments 5 and 6).
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and FlowhB}* Limits
3.4.1dre

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.1 RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow'{ Departure from Nucleate Bolling
(DNB)}4 Limits

.

(3.24hLCO3.4.'1 RCS DNB parnaeters for pressurizer pressure, cold legtemperature
limits spec |fied belowsand RCS total flow rate shall be within the

(3.2.C b) a. Pressurizer pressure 2 psiaaM:[2??$'~'%

( 'J 2.C D b.

ru:;:gp;RTP,u;::n(T)I[ig e :5
'T :d g- hRCS cold leg temperature 'r
::e ru.

L[70) P and -

[3,7.r,c.)c. I flow rate t Se dj n;=r@ ; !" s !sB

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.

.........................-NOTE---.--------....-.-.......
Pret:urlI:e pressure limit does not apply during:

12.Ih a. THERMAL M)WER ramp > 5% RTP per minute; or

b. THERMAL r0WER step > 10% RTP.
.... ...... .................................................

ACTIONS.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION T!ME

Pr/ssfizhwr eh
A. b A.1 Restore parameter (s) 2 hoursg,g RC fl to within limit.

Ithirt.U mi t s.-

}C 5 hNE oa o m.tA ___e (:J)b

B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours
,associaA Time @l.ed Completionh/ Cindlty ,
*

not met.

(continued)
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

31. De Actions for NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.1 were modified to reflect the Action requirements of
CTS 3.1.5 for RCS cold leg temperature not being within limits. He Action for CTS 3.1.5

- requires the restoration of RCS cold leg temperature to within limits, or Hermal Power be
reduced to less than 5% of Rated Thermal Power (i.e., Mode 2). The Action for CTS 3.1.5 is the

same regardless of which parameter (i.e., pressurizer p9ssure, RCS flow tate, or RCS cold leg
temperature) is out of limits. Thus, Action A of W 3.4.1 provides the requirements for
restoration of the parameter, and Action B oflTS 3.4.1 provides the requirements for exiting the
mode of applicability in the everit the parameter cannot be restored to within limits within
two hours.

32. In NUREG-1432 LCOs 3.4.1.a and 3.4.1.b, the limits for pressurizer pressure and RCS cold leg
temperature are expressed in ranges. In ITS LCO 3.4.1.aronly a~ minimum limit is estabushed,-

for pressurizer pressure. This limit is consistent with the initial assumption regarding pressurizer
pressure in the Calvert Cliffs accident analysis. This limit was approved by the NRC in License

*

Amendment No. 88 to Facility Operating License No.DPR 53 for Unit No.1, and License
Amendment No. 61 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-69 for Unit No. 2. In ITS LCO
3.4.1.b, only a maximum limit is established for RCS cold leg temperature. This limit is
consistent with the initial assumptions regarding RCS cold leg temperature in the Calvert Cliffs
accident analysis. This limit was approved by the NRC in License Amendment No. 39 to
Facility Operating License No. DPR 53 for Unit No.1, and License Amendment No. 9 to
Facility Operating License No. DPR-69 for Unit No. 2. Thus, these deviations are consistent
with the current licensing basis for Calvert Cliffs.

33. NUREG-1432 SRs 3.4.6.3,3.4.7.3, and 3.4.8.2 require the verification of the correct breaker
alignment and indicated power available to the required pump that is not in operation.
NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.6.3 applies to the RCS and SDC pumps, while NUREG 1432 SRs 3.4.7.3
and 3.4.8.2 only apply to the SDC pumps. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 requires
the verification of the correct breaker alignments and indicated power availability for the
required shutdown cooling pumps and valves that are not in operation. NUREG 1432
SRs 3.4.6.3, 3.4.7.3, and 3.4.8.2 have been modified to reflect the additional requirement to
verify the correct breaker alignments and indicated power availability for the required shutdown
cooling valves, which is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis. These SRs

I were modified by replacing the word " pump" with the words " loop components." The
components required to be checked by the SRs will be denoted in the Bases. For the RCS loop,
the required component is the RCS pump. For the SDC loop, the re . ired components are the
pump and the valves.

34. NUREG 1432 SR 3,4.11.4 requires the verification that the PORVs and block valves are capable
of being powered by an emergency power supply. This surveillance does not exist in
CTS 3/4.4.3. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.11 will not contain a surveillance to verify
that the PORVs and block valves are capable of being powered by an emergency power supply.
This is appropriate, because the PORVs and block valves are permanently powered by Class 1E
power supplies. Class IE power sources are backed-up by the emergency diesel generators. The
transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency power supply for these buses occurs on
an under-voltage condition. The transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency diesel
generators is currently ensured by testing in accordance with CTS SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.3; this SR has
been maintained in ITS 3.8.1. Additionally, the specifications for other systems that are supplied
by a Class IE power source (e.g., the safety injection systems) do not contain SRs to verify the

CALVERT CLIFFS- UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-8 Revision 5
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4. The Markups of CTS 3.4.9.1 for ITS 3.4.3 have been revised to establish that the LCO limits are

being retained in ITS Figures 3.4.3-1 and 3.4.3 2, versus being stated in the LCO. Improved
Technical Specifications Surveillance Requirement (SR) SR 3.4.3.1 will invoke these figures and
ensure the LCO requirements are met. Discussien of Change A.2 for ITS 3.4.1 has been added
tojustify these changes. These changes were required to respond to an NRC comment (ITS 3.4.3
Comment 2).
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LIMITING CON 0!TI M FOR OPERATIM

L41UO ?.' ? 1 The Reactor Cnolant Systes f:f:H V: :::::r:x " t=nnature
.T.4.3 isurevshili heriimi in acco nee,w n tne imit lines shown7tp
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(
,

[a. A maximum heatup f:

J Qj% tiaximum Allow e Heatuo Rate RCS Temocrature
j , 30 F in any e hoi,r period 70' to 164*Fi W 40'F in an one hour period * 64'F to 256'F

60*F in y one hour period 256'F q,g
b. A max um cooldown of:

i fia mum Allowable Cooldown Ratt RCS Temperature
"F in any one hour period > 270*F

O'F in any one hour period 270*F to 184'F( 10'F in any one hour period < 184'F
Lc o
3 A.1 % A maximum temperature change of 5'F in any one hour period.
pgtg during hydrostatic testing operations above system design

pressure.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.
#

ACT(ON: With any of the above limits exceeded, restore the temperature
(reng/or pressure to within 1_he limit within 30 minutest perform an/lcg' and

ineering evaluation toJdetemine tne errects of tne out-of-11mit7
4Cg' ' f.anamon on tne Tracture touahness properties of the Reactor CoolantF _

,

q System: metemine tnat the Reactor Coolant System remains acceptable for

AC O86'
continued operations or be in at least NOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours
and reduce t M "f? T and pressure to less than F*r * 300 psia,O ret;;dinly,wlthin,Iefollowing30 hours.

,

'
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' ' ?.:.1 The Reactor Coolant Sy em temperature and pressure shall be
3.4,g,\ determined to be within the limits at least once per 30 minutes during

system heatu
operations, p, cooldown, and inservice leak and hydrostatic testing

f4.4.9.1.2 he reactor vessel materls Irradianon surveillance speci
shall b emoved and examined, to d ruine changes in material prop- tes.

L _; - as re red by 10 CFR Part 50 Ap di': H. The results of these L.h S -ry Jek.
exa nations shall be used to u ate figures 3.4.9 1 and 3.4.9

. g
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"d A maximum heatup of yM.h l'm,'.

c.e.d. coollcw,

m6 j Maximus Allevable Heatuo Rate R*$ Temocratutt,

30'F in any one hour period 70'F to 156'F

h40'F in any one hcur period > 156'F to 246*F,

60'F in any one hour period > 246'T /
'

a

; b. A maximum cooldown oft

pianimum Allowable Cooldown Rate RCS Temperature

100'F in any one hour period > 200'F
40'F in any one hour period 200'T to 176'F
15'F in any one hour. Deriod < tser4

L C. C
~

3.4.3
p.' A maximum temperature change of 5'F in any one hour period.,

! during hydrostatic testing operations above system design
NO7 E pressure.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

cwad With any of the above limits exceeded. restore the temperature
A.I nd or pressure to within the limit within 30 minutest perform an

(engineering evaluat_1on to ninne une siirm owne un-m-omuA
/lenid - ndflon on Ine Tract ouchness oronerties afthe Reactor Cooldtf g'g
44 p_;fdetermine that tne Reactor Coolant Systein remains acceptable for

tun ' nued operations or be in at least NOT STAN08Y within the next 6 hours
fgcow - and reduce the and pressure to less than 20 F M 300 psia.
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- A.1
-41479 tid The Reactor Coolant Sys temperature and pressure shall be

3.4.3. I detemined to be within the limits t least once per 30 minutes during
system heatu
operations. p. cooldown, and inservice leak and hydrostatic testing

I .4.9.1.2 he reactor vessel erial irradiation e111ance specimen l4
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as ired by 10 CFR Part . Appendix H. The suits of these b'
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.4.3 - RCS PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS

ADMINISTRATIVE CilANGES

A.1 'the proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change of intent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Clifts ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG 1432. Ilowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the
CTS. 'Ihe reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process involves no technical changes

- to existing Specifications. '

A.2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.9.1 requires the RCS temperature and pressure to
be within the limits shown on Figures 3.4.9-1 and 3.4.9-2 during heatup, cooldown,
criticality, and inservice leak and hydrostatic testing, and the Figures list the maximum
heatup and cooldown rates. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.9.1.1 requires the RCS
temperature and pressure to be determined to be within limits during system heatup,
cooldown, and inservice leak and hydrostatic testing operations. Improved Technical
Specification LCO 3.4.3 requires RCS pressure, RCS temperature, and RCS heatup and
cooldown rates to be maintained within limits, and ITS SR 3.4.3.1 requires the verification
that the RCS pressure, RCS temperature, and RCS heatup and cooldown rates are within the
limits specified in Figures 3.4.31 and 3.4.3 2. Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.9.1
is being revised to simply require the RCS pressure, RCS Temperature, and RCS heatup and
cooldown rates to be within limits. Thelimits will be defined in two figures. Current
Technical Specification Figures 3.4.91 and 3.4.9-2 contain the RCS pressure, RCS
temperature, and RCS heatup and cooldown rates. These Figures are being incorporated into
the ITS as Figures 3.4.3 1 and 3.4.3 2. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.9.1.1 is being
revised to invoke these figures. These proposed changes are presentation changes only.
They do not involve any technical changes to the RCS press'.tre, RCS temperature, or
RCS heatup and cooldown rates. This method of presentation is consistent with the
NUMARC Writer's Guide for the Restructured Technical Specifications, NUMARC 93 03.
Section 4.1.4.b of the Writer's Guide states: " Typically, LCOs which require more than one
parameter limit be met will only refer to the parameters as required to be within limits . . .."
Section 4.1.7.b states: "Surveillances on parameter limits will specify, to the extent
practical, the limit. This applies whether or not the LCO also requires the precise limit.
Reference to where the limit (s) may be located is an acceptable alternative . . .."

-IECIINICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
M.I Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.1 Actions are not required to be completed if the LCO

is restored prior to expiration of the required time intervals (CTS 3.0.2 and ITS 3.0.2).
Improved Technical Specification 3.4.3 adds a Note which requires completion of the
evaluation to determine if the RCS remains acceptable for continued operation (which is an
exception to ITS 3.0.2). This change is acceptable because it is reasonable to ensure that the
RCS remains acceptable for continued operation following an excursion outside the
allowable P/r limits. Restoration alone it insufficient because higher than analyzed stresses
may have occurred and may have affected the reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.3- 1 Revision 5
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5. He improved Standard Technical Specifications (ISTS) Bases markup for ITS 3.4.3 has been
revised by deleting the following plant specific statement: "llowever, as a practical matter, it is
not possible to violate the LCO when the reactor vessel head is removed or all reactor vessel
head studs are removed." Additionally, JFD 5 to Bases Section 3.4 has been eliminated. This
change was made to respond to an internal question.
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RCSP/TLimits
B 3.4.3

BASES

c. The existences, sizes, and orientations of flaws in the
vessel material.

APPLICABILITY The RCS P/T limits Specification provides a definition of
'

acceptable operation for prevention of nonductile failure in
accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G (Ref. 1).

*& Although the P/T limits were developed to provide guidance. -

for operation during heatup or cooldown (MODES 3, 4, and 5}
or ISLH testing, their Applicability is at all times in

| keeping with the concern for nonductile failure. The limits f
do not apply to the pressurizer,

i

| During MODES 1 and 2, other Technical Specifications provide
| limits for operation that can be more restrictive than or
'

can supplement these_ P/T limits. LC0 3.4.1, "RCS Pressure.
Temperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB)
Limits;" LC0 3.4.2, "RCS Minimum Temperature for
Criticality;" and Safety Limit 2.1, " Safety Limits," also
provide operational restrictions for pressure and
temperature and maximum pressure. Furthermore, MODES 1
and 2_are above the temperature range of concern for
nonductile failure, and stress analyses have been performed
for normal maneuvering profiles, such as power ascension or
descent.

The actions of this LCO consider the premise that a
violation of the limits occurred during normal plant
maneuvering. Severe violations caused by abnormal
transients, at times accompanied by equipment failures, may
also require additional actions from emergency operating

_procedurt1.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.3-5 Revision /ig
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RCS P/T Limits
!B 3.4.3

BASES
.

LCO c. The existences, sizes
(continued) the veesel material. , and crientations of flaws in

APPL.!CABILITY
.

The RCS P/T limits Specification provides a definition of
acceptable operation for prevention of nonductile failure in

the P/T limits were developed to provide guidance foraccordance with 10 CFR 50, fppendix G (Ref.f. MthoughM) 4
m

operation during heatup or cooldown (MODES 3, 4, and 5) or g'.

with the concern for nonductile failure.ISLH testing, their Appitcability is at-all times in keepingj
s

apply to the pressurizer. The limits do not |

During H0 DES 1 and 2, other Technical Specifications provide
limits for operation that can be more restrictive than or
can supplement these P/T limits. LC0 3.4.1, 'RCS Pressure,
Temperature, and Flow Departure from Hucleate Boiling (DNB).

Limits' LC0 3.4.2, 'RCS Minimum Temperature for
'

Critical'ity'
'

and Safety Limit 2.1, * Safety Iprovide opera;tional restrictions for pressureinits " also
-

and
temperature and maximum pressure. Furthermore MODES 1
and 2 are above the temperature range of concer,n for
nonductile failure, and stress analyses have been performed
for normal maneuvering profiles, such as power ascension ordescent.

The actions of this LCO consider the premise that a
violation of the limits occurred during normal plant
maneuvering. Severe violations caused by abnonnal

also require additional actions from emergency operatingtransients, at times accompanied by equipment failures, mayprocedures.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

Operation outside the P/T limits must be corrected so that
the RCPB is returned to a condition that has been verifiedby stress analyses.

The 30 minute Completion Time reflects the urgency of
restoring the parameters to within the analyzed range. Most
violations will not be severe, and the activity can be
accomplished in this time in a controlled manner.

(continued)
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

4

.
PLANT-SPECIFIC CHANGES

! 1. This change incorporates Calvert Cliffs specific numbers into brackets. Bracketed information
located throughout NUREG 1432 will be replaced with the specific Calvert Clifts numbers,,

2. his change to the Improved Technical Specification (ITS) Bases incorporates changes made to
the ITS. Als change ensures consistency between the ITS and ITS Bases.

3. Calvert Cliffs has an Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, therefore, "FSAR" will be changed
to "UFSAR"throughout the ITS Bases.

<

4. This addition, deletion, or modification to references, or the changing of reference numbers was

performed to ensure that the references are applicable to Calvert Cliffs, and to' ensure ' consistency
between references in the text and the reference section.

,

5. Not used.
|

4

- 6. This change to the non-bracketed value, system name, or terminology was made to be consistent
;

with the Calvert Cliffs-specific number, system name, or terminology.

7. The Limiting Condition for Operation phrase, in the Limiting Condition for Operation section of
-

Specification 3.4.6 Bases, which states that natural circulation is established using the steam
generators during the time that no forced flow exists for the s I hour per 8 hours, is being
deleted. Natural circulation can not be assured because the pressurized heaters are not required
to be Operable in Mode 4. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' design.

i
8. Bases for new Specification 3.4.17 ["Special Test Exception (STE) RCS Loops - MODE 4"]

were added to Section 3.4 Bases consistent with the Technical Specifications.

9. This statement in the Section 3.4.9 Bases, Applicable Safety Analyses Section, is not true for
Calvert Cliffs. There are safety analyses at Calvert Cliffs that are initiated in Mode 3 and below.
Therefore, this statement is being deleted since it not consistent with the Calvert Cliffs licensing
basis.

,

10. The safety analyses described or listed are inconsistent with Calvert Cliffs analyses, therefore,
: they were modified as required to be consistent with Calvert Cliffs.
,

11. This wording was deleted from the Bases or changed to be consistent with the Calvert Cliffs
design, analyses, procedures, or operations.

12. Specification 3.4.12 Bases, Applicable Safety Analyses Section, list of mass input transients
were modified to be consistent with Calvert Cliffs analyses.

13. Additional wording was added to this Bases Section for clarification. These additional words are
consistent with Calvert Cliffs analyses, procedures, or Operations.

.

14. The Calvert Cliffs steam generator tube rupture analysis does not assume the reactor trip at the
same time as the steam generator tube rupture. Thus, if the reactor is not tripped it can be

i CALVERT CLIFFS- UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-1 Revision 5
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IE 6.- The wording provided in the ISTS markup of the Bases for ITS LCO 3.4.5 was changed to match
the wording in ITS LCO 3.4.5. Additionally, a plant specific justification (JFD 27 to Bases-
Section 3.4) was provHed, rather than relying upon Technical Specification Task Force

- -

(TSTF) 177 (CEOG 83) as thejustification for changes to the Bases for ISTS LCO 3.4.5 Bases..
These changes have been made to respond to an NRC comment (ITS 3.4.5 Bases comment).
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RCS Loops-MODES 3
8 3.4.5

'

BASES (continued) h
LC0

The purpose of this LC0 is to require twof lacps to beavailable for heat removal thus provi ing undancy. TheLCO requircs thebttwc}^1oop,s to be OPERAB
both SGs to be capable with the intentof requirt

heat from the reactor co(>lant at a controlledwater level) oftransferrin
k nd rate. Fore o

reactor coolant flow is the requimd way toop e, tab. ',' transport heat
although natural circulation flow provides Mbadequate remova,l.en

A alntmum of one runnin A
LCO requirement for one loop in operat1on.g RCP seets the SD ,j, ec .,

Th Not
permits a limited period of operation without RCPs. hAll RCPs mahBFWr.-Wnm_!Mb for s 1 hour per 8 hour part

When in natural circulation, a reduction in boronIhn means that natural circulation has been established.ej d 2 b.n

concentration is prohibited because an even concentration ? praat b
< pn t 6 ,,

distribution throughout tts RCS cannot te ensured. Coreoutlet temperature is to be maintained at least 10'F below |

the saturattun temperature so that no vapor bubble may foru ' kg g pu
|

e wT
and possibly cause a nattral circulation flow obstruction.

'
,

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, it is sometimes necessary to stop all
.

RCPs or shutdown cooling (500) pump forced circulation
(e.g., to change operation from one SDC train to the other,
to perform surveillance or startup testing to perform the
transition to and from SDC System cooling,,or to avoid
operation below the RCP minimum net positive suction headlimit). The time period is acceptable because natural and

Ilcirculation is adequate for heat removaleer. the retctor
coolant temperature can be maintained subcooled M i...,, . ' ~ ; ... " -'!*p-eeact hi b a.^.. . : . . . . . ,,a . patr" , @um88
An_ OPERABLE sists of at least one @ RTJPm

'

gasenc
now for heat transtsorb and an SG t at t OPERABLE in 'th4

accorcance with tne Steam Generator Tube Survei i
Program. ance

An RCP is OPERABLE if it is capable of being
powered and is able to provide forced flow if required. ofE M GCE .

'

APPLICABILITYi

in MODE 3, the heat load is lower than at power; therefore,
one RCS loop in operation is adequate for transport and heat
removal. A second RCS loop is required to be OPERABLE but
not in operation for redundant heat removal capability.

Operatic 1 in other MODES is covered by:

.

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.4-22 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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plSCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
SEC110N 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

23. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the General Design Criteria in 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix At
Calvert Cliffs is committed to the draft General Design Criteria. Herefore, the Criteria in the
draft General Design Criteria, where applicable, were referenced in the Technical Spwification
Bases.

24.
Bases statements which refer to the CFR or the Standard Review Plan as the source of offsite
dose or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to reference the Calvert Cliffs

!
Updated Final Saruy Analysis Report. Plant specific acceptance criteria for Calvert Cliffs are
approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and stated in the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report. %e CFR contains the maximum allowable limits, not plant specific limitsi

'

which are typleally more conservative. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the Standard Review
Plan and, therefore, the current licensing basis may not be the Standard Review Plan values.

l
25.

NUREO 1432 B 3.4.12 SR 3.4.12.1 Section allows an alternate method of LTOP control to be
employed using at least two independent means to prevent injection into the RCS such that a
single failure or single action will not result in an injection into the RCS. It allows this to be
accomplished through the pump control switch being placed in pull to lock and at least one valve '

,

in the discharge flow path being closed improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.12.1 Hases
will allow verification that the llPSI pumps will not inject into the RCS by verifying their -
discharge valves are locked shut. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs design and
current licensing basis.

26,
The Actions for NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.1 were modified to reflect the Action requirements of
CTS 3.1.5 for RCS cold leg temperature not being within limits %e Action for CTS 3.1.5
requires the restoration of RCS cold leg temperature to within limitt, or Thennal Power be
reduced to less than 5% of Rated %ennal Power (i.e., Mok 2). He Action for CTS 3.1.5 is the

i.ame regardless of which parameter (l.c., pressurize; pressure, RCS flow rate, or RCS cold leg
temperature) is out of limits. %us, Action A of ITS 3.4.1 provides the requirements for

j
restoration of the parameter, and Action D ofITS 3.4.1 provides thu requ;rements for exiting the
mode of applicability in the event the parameter cannot be restored to witLh limits within two {

'

hours.

27 The Bases for NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.5 state, "An OPERABLE loop consists of at least one
RCP providing forced flow for heat transfer and . . , ." This statement is not consistent with the

requirements of NUREO 1432 LCO 3.4.5. NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.5 requires (two; RCS loops
to be OPERABLE and one RCS loop to be in operation. The LCO only requires one loop to bc

{providing forced circulation; the second loop or..y needs to be capable of providing forced
circulation. Improved Technical Specification LCO 3.4.5 requires two RCS loops to be
Operable and one RCS loop to be in operation.- This is consistent with CTS LCO 3,4.1.2, Thus,
the Bases for ITS LCO 3.4.5 have been revised to state, "An OPERABLE RCS loop consists of
at least one OPERABLE RCP and ...." In addition to this plant specific justification, this
deviation is being addressed as TSTF 177,

28. Condition A of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.6 applies when one required RCS loop is inoperable and
two SDC trains are inoperable. The Bases for Action A.1 of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.6 state: "If
only one required RCS loop or SDC train is OPERABLE and in operation, redundancy for heat
aemoval is lost." The discussion in the NUREG 1432 Dases is inconsistent with the Condition.,

Action A.1 of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.6 only applies when one RCS loop and two SDC trains are

CALVERT CLIFFS-UNITS I & 2 3.4 3 Revision 5
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|

'

7. DOC LA.1 for ITS 3.4.5 was revised to State that the specific loop numbers and number of
; required RCPs per loop are being moved to the liases. The ISTS markup of the liases for !!S

3.4.5 was revised to include the required information. These changes have beel made to respond
to en NRC comment (ITS 3.4.5 Comment 1).
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RCS Loops - H0DE 3
8 3.4.5

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.5 RCS Loops - H0DE 3

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary function of the reactor coolant in MODE 3 is
removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat, via the
steamgenerators-(SGs),tothesecondaryplantfluid. The

~

secondary function of the reactor coolant is to act as a
carrier for soluble neutron poison, boric acid.

In MODE 3 reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) are used to provide
forced circulation heat removal during heatup and cooldown.
The MODE 3 decay heat removal requirements are low enough
that a single RCS loop with one RCP is sufficient to remove
core decay heat. However, two RCS loops (i.e., RCS loop
Nos. I and 12 for Unit No. I and RCS loop Nos. 21 and 22 for 5

-

Unit No. 2) are required to be OPERABLE to provide redundant
paths for decay heat removal. Only one RCP needs to be
OPERABLE to declare the associated RCS loop OPERABLE.

Reactor coolant natural circulation is not normally used but
is sufficient for core cooling. However, natural |

circulation does not provide turbulent flow conditions.
-Therefore, boron reduction in natural circulation is
prohibited because mixing to obtain a homogeneous
concentration in all portions of the RCS cannot be ensured.

_.

APPLICABl.E Fuilure to provide heat removal may result in challenges to
SAFETY ANALVSES a fission product barrier. The RCS loops are part of the

primary success path that functions or actuates to prevent
or mitigate a Design Basis Accident or transient that either
assumes the failure of, or presents a challenge to, the
integrity of a fission product barrier.

I

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.5-1 Revision Es
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.5 - HCS LOOPS . MODE 3

'

M.2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.1.2.b footnote * allows all RCP: to be de energized
for up to one hour improved Technical Specification 3.4.5 LCO Note 1 allows all the RCPs
to be de-energized for up to one hour per eight hour period. Herefore, the amount of time
all RCPs may be de energized has been restricted from less than or equal to one hour, to less
than or equal to one hour per eight period. Current Technical Specifications permit repeated
application of the one hour exemption, indefinitely. His additional restriction on plant
operations restricts immediate, repeated application of the one hour allowance, which would
circumvent the intent of the Note. Placing a limitation on the de-emgization of all the
RCPs will not adversely affect plant safety. Placing additional restrictions on plant operation
constitutes a more restrictive change. His change is consistent with NUREO.1432.

.2 -4m.
M.3 Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.5.2 is an added Surveillance which requires the

verification of secondary side water level in each SO once per 12 hours. His Surveillance is
required to verify adequate SO water level in order to have a heat sink for removal of the
core decay heat from the reactor coolant. He Frequency has been shown by operating
practice to be sufHcient to regularly assess degradation and verify operation within the safety
analyses assumptions. This change will not adversely affect plant safety because it ensures
an adequate heat sink is available for the removal of decay heat. %e addition of this SR
constitutes a more restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREO 1432.

TECilNICAL CilANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECIINICAL CilANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.I Current Technical Specification 3.4.1.2 LCO lists the loop numbers required to be Operable
and requires that at least one RCP be Operable, improved Technical Specification 3.4.5
LCO will require two reactor coolant loops to be Operable. The specific loop numbers and
number of required RCPs per loop is being moved to the Bases of Section 3.4.5. This is
acceptable because moving this requirement to the Bases will not affect the requirement for
the loop consisting of at least one RCP per loop to be Operable. Throughout the ITS, the
Bases usually describes the contents of the system and the specific requirements of the
system contents. This information can be adequately controlled in the Bases which require
change control in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. This
approach provides an efTective level of regulatory control and provides for a more
appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by
the change because there is no change in the requirement for two reactor coolant loops. This |
change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on safety. This
change is consistent with NUREO.1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4,l.2.2 requires the reactor coolant loops to be verified
in operation and circulating reactor coolant. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.5.1
will require the reactor coolant loops to be verified in operation, The requirement that the
reactor coolant loops be verified to be circulating reactor coolant is being moved to the
Bases of Section 3.4.5 His is acceptable because moving this requirement to the Bases will

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.5 2 Revision 5
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RCS Loops-M00C 3
,,B,3.4.5

B 3.4 Rt. ACTOR C00LAN1 SYST[M (RCS)

B 3.4.5 RCS Loops -MODE 3

BA$t$, '

BACKGROUND The primary function of the reactor coolant in MODE 3 is
removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat via thesteam generators to the secondary plant fluid. Thesecondary function (SGs)Ihe reactor coolant is to act as 4of

" carrier for soluble neutron poison, borte acid. w
i

in MODE 3. reactor coolant pumps are used to provide
( 6 A. N !00f' forced circulation heat removal du(RCPs)heatup and cooldown.

, . ring
The MODE 3 decay heat removal requirements are low enough

d5 || *^f 4 for- that a single RCS loop with one RCP is sufficient to remove i

V'"1 )lo, I o^j be OPERABLE to provide reduncant paths for decay heat
core decay heat. HoweverMtwot4RC$docchare required to h,

i
removal. Only one RCP needs to be OPERABLE to declare the '

8C.5 loop g8 associated RCS loop OPCRABLE.

i l S^
Reactor coolant natural circulation is not normally used butg^|4 No.7 D

#

is sufficient for cora coolin However natural t

circulation does not provide fu.rbulent flow conditions.u Therefore, boron reduction in natural circulation is
prohibited because mixing to obtain a homogeneous
concentration in all portions of the RCS cannot be ensured.,

~

APPLICABLE rAnal s have shown the e rod withdraya'l event from /'$AFETY ANALYSES MO with one RCS 1 in operation g bounded by thy tody drawal intilate rom MODE f. -

Failure to provide heat removal may result in challenges to
a fission product barrier. The RCS loops are part of the
primary success path that functions or actuates to prevent

,

or mitigate a Design Basis Accident or transtent that either
assumes the failure of, or presents a challenge to, the
integrity of a fission product barrier.

RCS Loops-MODE 3 satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy;

Statement.

(continued)
CEOG SIR B 3.4 21 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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8. Ncie '' of CTS 3.4.1.2 has been revised in the CTS markups for ITS 3.4.5 to denote that "a
reactor coolant pump shall not be started with any itCS cold leg temperature less than or equal to
[the LTOP enable temperature) unless . . . " Currently, this Note simply refers to "the itCS
temperature." This change provides consistency with a change made in the maikups ofl'ootnote
* * * of CTS 3.4.1.3 for ITS 3.4.6. Tojustify the change, DOC A 3 for ITS 3.4.5 was added. This
change was inade to respond to an NitC comment (ITS 3.4.5 Comment 2).
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Sf<s' icd a 3.4. 7
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@'

34 444-AEACf04.C00LANT_lYSTEh , g og- 3

3,4,g 4/4d t ' !^^L'M '.^^M = ^ooi.mitiefudmn -' ~-~

N

LIMITING CONetTION FOR OPERATION

3 5 3 1 1.3 07 setor coolant loops 4444+d-below shall be OPERABL

. + wm On m ,e 1...m.....ma w . _ m:
rest r coolant pump.

,

nclor coolanLou.n_$ nd at least oncesociated;2. actor Coolar.t Loop

t ob ::: 7;; der ;;;te;A 1;;p; shall

0APPLICABillJlt MODE 3 .

| Acil0N:

^$''d % / With less than the above required reactor coolant loops OPERABLE,
N restore the required loops to OPERABLE status within 72 hours oruE,4 Hbe in NOT $11UT00WN within the next 12 hours. :

l' Am o % With no reactor coolant loop in operation suspend all operations
involving a reduction in boron concentration of the Reactorg
Coolant System and initiate corrective action to return the
required loop to operation "t" r- h=.

. '\,)
,

-

g p;s p, a. e.<>.s n
# All reactor coolant umps may be de energized for up to I hour up toUO 2 hours for low flow test) provided (1) no operations are permitted

NOTE t that would c#e a di ten of the Reactor Coolant System boron

|.
concentration, and (2) core outlet-temperature is maintained at least
10'F below saturation temperature. g gg b

~
A reactor coolant pump shall not be started with @ RCS temperature

}W L less than or equal to 365'F unless (1) the pressurizer water level is |'"
s

less than or equal to 170 inches, and (2) the secondary water|'
| temperature of each steam generator is less than or equal to 30*F

above the RCS temperature, and (3) the pressurizer pressure is less
than or equal to 300 psia, ,

CALVERT CLIFFS . llNIT 1 3/4 4 2 Amendment No. 185 ;
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$ pas.I.e m be 3 i. 5

@
~3. + 4/44 REACTOR C00LAlff.SYSTEN { ]g'g-

3,4, S 3/4.4.1 .t00mf Ian*s an m m eiacu trae!_ w _-_ - -

409-STAN00V,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERAT!0N

N[5 ***'r * " '*"t 1 " '' * t " * *h*ll 6' '''"^*'' F N b"'' **
actor Coola 00p #21 a t least.one ociated ' bb*/ reactor c nt p g ,- Ea "

k A'',, y 0" M b'' 22 and at le or.e associ
, ,

(.5 1 gne ef * : .".:::t;r C;;1=t L::;: shall be i

APPLICABILITY: MODE f*'

EU.958

k Ith less than the above required reactor coolant 100h2 hours or
,A . . s OPERABLE,

store the required loops to OPERABLE status withinAc^ti o N
g {beinNOTSHUTDOWNwithinthenext12 hours.

ACNt4 % With no reactor coolant loop in operation, suspend all operations
C, involving a reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor

Coolant System and initiate corrective action to return the
required loop to operation withi our.

| A$e -

i
-

-

t. . _
LC O #

2 hours for low flow test) provided (1) gized for up to 1 hourdup toAll reactor coolant umps may be de.ener
(JOTE I no operations are permitted

that would cause ti;i41m of the Reactor Coolant System boron
concentration, and (2) core outlet temperature is maintained at least
10'F below saturation temperature.

# ,

g% e,

t,c, o A reactor coolant pump shall not be started with RCS emperature

less than or equal to 301'T unless (1)(the $ressurizec water level is |mE 2 less than or equal to 170 inches, and 2)tesecondarywater
temperature of each steam generator is less than or equal to 30'F
above the RCS temperature, and (3) the pressurizer pressure is less
than or equal to 320 psia.

CALVERT CLIFFS . UNIT 2 3/4 4 2 Amendment No. 178
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.4.5 RCS LOOPS . MODE 3

ADMINISTRATIVE CilANGES

A.1 ne proposed change will refonnat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREO 14*>2. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, cedain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREO 1432. Ilowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the |
current Technical Specifications, ne reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process l

_' * ' "involv6s no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.1.2.b footnote * discusses the requirements which
allow all RCPs to be de energized for a period of time. One requirement is that no
operations be permitted that would cause dilution of the boron concentration. Improved
Technical Specification LCO 3.4.5 LCO Note 1 changes the word "dllution" to " reduction."
Both words are used in the same context; reducing boron concentration is ~ unacceptable. .

His wording change is solely for consistency with NUREG 1432. Word changes made to
be consistent with NUREG 1432 constitute an administrative change.

A.3 The Applicabilities for CTS LCOs 3.4.1.2 are modified by Footnotes ". For Unit No.1,
Footnote " states,"A reactor coolant pump shall not be started with the RCS temperature
less than or equal to 365'F unless . . .." For Unit No. 2, Footnote " states, "A reactor
coolant pump shall not be staded with the RCS temperature less than or equal to 301*F
unless . . .." Note 2 ofITS LCO 3.4.5 states "No RCP shall be started with any RCS cold
leg temperature s 365'F (Unit 1) s 30l'F (Unit 2) unless. . .." Footnotes " for CTS ,

LCOs 3.4.1.2 have been modified to state,"A reactor coolant pump shall not be started with
any RCS cold leg temperature less than or equal to. . .." These proposed changes are
consistent with Calvert Clif1's current interpretation of the CTS Footnotes; RCS cold leg
temperatures are monitored to ensure compliance with the requirements of the Footnotes,
These proposed changes are administrative comments; they are consistent with the current
interpretations of Footnotes " of CTS LCOs 3.4.1.2. no ITS limit will ensure a reactor
coolant pump is not started when overpressure protection is being provided by the low
temperature overpressure protection system and the established prerequisites regarding
pressurizcr water level, secondary water temperature, and pressurizer pressure are not met.
This ensures the plants will be operated in accordance with the existing design bases.

TEC11NICAL CilANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Current Technical Specification 3.4.1,2 Action b requires the initiation of corrective action
within one hour to return a loop to operation when no loop is in operation. Improved
Technical Specification 3.4.5 Action C will require immediate initiation of corrective action.
This change, which requires immediate initiation of corrective action, reficcts the importance
of maintaining an RCS loop in operation for decay heat removal. This change will not
adversely affect plant safety because it requires immediate action to restore decay heat

- removal capability. The addition of this more stringent requirement constitutes a more
restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREO 1432,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.5-1 Revision 5
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9. The ISTS markups for Note 1.b for ITS LCOs 3.4.5,3.4.6, and 3.4.7 were revised to climinate a
generic editorial change. 'Ihe phrase "210'F below saturation temperature" was changed to "at
least 10*F below saturation temperature." Additionally, the ISTS markup for Note 1.b of ITS
LCO 3.4.8 and its corresponding Ilases were revised to be consistent with similar notes for ITS
LCOs 3.4.5, 3.4.6, and 3.4.7. 'this phrase is consistent with the current footnotes in CTS
LCOs 3.4.1.2 and 3.4.1.3. These changes were made to respond to several NitC comments
(ITS 3.4.5 Comment 3, ITS 3.4.6 Comment 2, and ITS 3.4.7 Comment 5).
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RCS Leops . H0DE 3
|

3.4.5

3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.5 RCS Loops - N0DE 3

LCO 3.4.5 Two RCS loops shall be OPERABLE and one RCS loop shall be in
operation. 1

..........................- N0TES............................
1. All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) may be not in operation 6

.for s 1 hour per 8 hour period and s 2 hours per 8 hour
period for low flow testing, provided:

a. No operations are permitted that would cause
reduction of the RCS boron concentrations and

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F 5
below saturation temperature.3

.

2. No RCP shall be started with any RCS cold leg
temperature s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301'F (Unit 2) unless:

a. The pressurizer water level is s 170 inches

b. The pressuriter pressure is s 300 psia (Unit 1),
s 320 psia (Unit 2); and

c. The secondary water temperature of each steam
,

generator is s 30'F above the RCS temperature. '

.............................................................

APPLICABILITY: MODE 3.

CALVERT CLIFFS . UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.5-1 Revisiongf
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i-
; RCS Loops - MODE 4

3.4.6
,

~

3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.6 RCS Loops . MODE 4
,-

F LCO 3.4.6 Two loops consisting of any combination of RCS loops and
} shutdown cooling (SDC) loops shall be OPERABLE and at least

]

1

i one loop shall be in operation.
1;
'

; ...........................N0TES.-..-......--...............
1. All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) and SDC pumps may be 64 e .

:I not in operation for s 1 hour per 8 hour period, ;
; provided: '

! ;
,

a. No operations are permitted that would cause ;,

; reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and 1

i

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10'F 6
| below saturation temperature.,

,

t ,

i 2. No RCP shall be started with any RCS cold leg
| temperature s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301'F (Unit 2) unless: I

,

c

! a. Pressurizer water level is s 170 inches };
a-

b. Pressurizer pressure is s 300 psia (Unit 1),
'

s 320 psia ~(Unit 2); and

c. Secondary side water temperature in each steam j
.

) . generator (SG) is s 30'F above each of the RCS cold ~

j- leg temperatures. ;
. .............................................................
h

i i
;

J

; -APPLICABILITY: MODE 4.

|- !

l

i
:
1. t

i i

!
-
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RCS Loops . MODE 5. Loops Filled
3.4.7

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4,7 RCS Loops . MODE 5 , Loops Filled.

LCO 3.4.7 One shutdown cooling (SDC) loop shall be OPERABLE and in
; operation, and either:
1

a. One additional 500 loop shall be OPERABLE; or
!

b. The secondary side water level of each steam generator
(SG)shallbeh-50 inches.

.........................-. N0TES.-......-...............-...
1. The SDC pump of the loop in operation may be not in T

operation for s 1 hour per 8 hour period prolided:

a. No operations are permitted that would cause
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

b. Core outlet temperature is inaintained at least 10'F F
below saturation temperature.

2. One required SDC loop may be inoperable for up to
2 hours for surveillance testing provided that the other
SDC loop is OPERABLE and in operation.

3. No reactor _ coolant pump (RCP) shall be started with any
RCS cold leg temperature s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301'F
(Unit 2)unless:

a. The pressurizer water level is s 170 inches;
b. Pressurizer pressure is s 300 psia (Unit 1),

s320 psia (Unit 2);and
c. The secondary side water temperature in each SG is

s 30'F above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

4. All SDC loops may be not in operation during planned
heatup to M0bE 4-when at least-one RCS loop is in
operation.

.............................................................

CALVERT CLIFFS .' UNITS 1 & 2 '3.4.7 1 Revision g y
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i

RCS Loops . MODE 5 Loops Not Filled
3.4.8

3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.8 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not filled
,

i

LC0 3.4.8 Two shutdown cooling (SDC) loops shall be OPERABLE and one
SDC loop shall be in operation.,

!
...........................NOT65.-......-...................
1. All SDC pumps may be not in operation for s 15 minutes fi

when switching from one loop to another provided:--

'
a. The core outlet temperature is maintained at least SF

10'F below saturation temperature;

b. No operations are permitted that would cause a ,

reduction of the RCS boron concentration;.and
,

2

c. No draining operations to further reduce the RCS
water volume are permitted.,

2. One SJC loop may be inoperable for s 2 hours for
surveillance testing provided the other SDC loop is
OPERABLE and in operation,

,

.............................................................

:

; APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with RCS loops not filled.

s

ACTIONS

I
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

.

A. One SDC loop A.1 Initiate action to Immediately-
inoperable, restore SDC loop to

OPERABLE status.

CALVERT CLIFFS . UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.8-1 Revision Adr
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RCS Loops - H0DE 5 Loops Not filled
D 3.4 80

BASES

minimum of one running SDC pump meets the LCO requirement
for one loop in operation. An additional SDC loop is
required to be OPERABLE to meet the single failure
criterion.

Note 1 permits the SDC pumps to not be in operation for
s 15 minutes when switching from one loop to another. The
circumstances for stopping both SDC pumps are to be limited
to situations when the outage time is short and the core
outlet temperature is maintained at least 10'F below f
saturation temperature. The Note prohibits boron dilution
or draining operations when SDC forced flow is stopped.

Note 2 allows one SDC loop to be inoperable for a period of f
2 hours provided that the other loop is OPERABLE and in
operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests to be
performed on the inoperable loop during the only time when
these tests are safe and possible.

An OPERABLE SDC loop is composed of an OPERABLE SDC pump
capable of providing forced flow to an OPERABLE SDC heat
exchanger, along with the appropriate flow and temperature
instrumentation for control, protection, and indication.
Shutdown cooling pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of
being powered and are able to provide flow if required.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with loops not filled, this LCO requires core heat
removal and coolant circulation by the SDC System.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2;"
LC0 3.4.5, "RCS Loops - MODE 3;"
LC0 3.4.6, "RCS Loops - MODE 4;"
LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops filled;"
LCO 3.9.4, " Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant

Circulation - High Water Level" (MODE 6); and

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.8-2 Revision #5
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RC$ uops-MDC 3
3.4.$

3.4 REACTORCOOLANTsystLN(RCS)

3.4.6 RCS loops-MODE 3

.4,t.hC0 3.4.5 Two)(RCS loon operation.ps shall be OP[pABLE and one RCS loop shall be

.................... . .,0a..4. d< .LLMmJJf/*),", @
f; - - -=

hall reactor coolanpumps sa
per 8 hour period provided:y

- for s I hour gj,,, #rI
a. No o trations are peret ed that would cause reddction

of t e RCS boron concen rationi andC

b. Core butlet temperatu is saintained at least 10'r - -
d,

..
- ' .r*

below saturation temp rature.1..... zwett
......................... . . . . . . = . .................... te,a.ra e,

APPLICABILITY: MODE 3. '' " N'" '

ACTIONS

. CONDITION RtQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One required RCS loop A.) Restora reoutred RCS 72 hours. inoperable. loop to OPERABLE
3A .) .*L, status.
An.. n

1

B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 4. It hoursassociated Completion
A ^*

Time of Condttion A^ " * * ' not met.
.

(continued)

CEOG ST$ 3.4-8 Rev 1. C4/07/95'
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) RCS Loops-M000 4
3.4.6 '

3.4 ktACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RC$)
3.4.6 RC$ Loops-M00C 4

les J
(3. 4.1.h tCO 3.4.6 twoloops::t.

: consistino of an coattratten of RCS hloops and shutdown coo
and at least one loop gSOCghall be in operation BLEshall be OPERAc

L nof re ... ...... .. .~...h0 TE $ .-.= g
Q''f"' 1. All reactor coolant pumps RCPs and

2aa.aneer TNp for g I haur p(er 8) hour p$0C pumps bd@ed:
- _.

7.5F#* /33erted,pr

Nooperationsarep$boronconcentrattoniand
i a.

redu tion of the R ruitted that would cause(33 a

Core outlet to trature is maintained at least 10'F
g '

b.
below saturatt temperature.

} -g'[2.
No RCP shall be started with any RC$ cold leg tot Gad O
temperature s {44g{'F unless: D,

4, ,' <W 4.
,

Pressurtser water level is 4-fy)st.ef hja _g
@W. Secondary side water t

erature in each steamgenerator _ ($G) is *-{ 'F a och of the RCScold leg temperature
.............................s. G)

Q - .- ....... _ .......... ..._

- - - -

m ,,,64oe

Mrs". b"N U g
APPLICADILITY: MODE 4. ~~~~~ ~~

ACT10NS
,_

CONDITION
REQUIRIO ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

- . _ -

<Ag
3,9,g 3 A. One required RCS loop A.1 Initiate action to Innediately' ' ' " inoperable,

restore a second loop
E e inir,to OPERABLE.

g status.
Two $DC
inoperable.

_

(continued)

CEOG $15
3.4 10
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RCS Loops-MODt 6. Loops filled
(ers) 3.4.7

3.4 RIAC10R C00LANT.SY$1CM (ACS)
i3.4.7 RCS Loops-MODE 8, Leops' Filled
i

(3.4.1.'3) LCO 3.4.7 One shutdown cooling
operation, and either($00) shall be OPCRA8LE and in

N.4d'h a. One additional $0C shall be OP[blt or g
(43rva b. The secondary side wateNai'al at aach steam generator G' ($4) thel 6 berusnar e-FORMte 1.4.') _-

On L \ _-

... . .. -N0TES------[-Q-- Leleftjunh& fS*W'* /53
1. The $0C puest.e(.

-

(3.4.13.l'h .ayerveS for.th(Are4e in amarattan ma/9 fem '" "*
y. s''~ qit s I hour per 8 hour perloa providets

,

No o!tton of the Rbh boron concentration; anderations are ermitted that would cause
6

redu
1

b. Core outlet temperature is setntained,at least 10'T
below saturati emperature. !

;
N Ev./ 2. One required $DC may be (hoperable for up tom p/1 2h or survettlance testing provided that the other

R{ LC and in operation, g g %.,
t,o c. s.. t. $DC

No reactor co fant pump JRCP) shall be started with M
, ,

3.

14M o -' '" RCS cold ' eg temp ifunlesst
Apf"u..%.4 b#

a. The pressuriser water level ~ t.4&(WE er,

lhe secondary side water te erature in etc ~'

-' ""*"" above each of the CS cold le Q #~#U h.
spe tures.

- - - - -
, ,,

St d 4. A C may4. operation duringW t A."1
0't 6. planned heatup to NODE 4 when at least one RCS loop is bIn operation.

... ............._........... ....................... ....... .

***'y fpssa's is !
.

a g
APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 with RCS loops filled.

,

CEOG $15 3.4-13 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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i

RCS Loops-M00t 5. Loops Not filled
3.4.3

3.4 REACTOR C00LMT SYSTEN (RCS),

) 3.4.8 RCS Loops-MODE 5. Lo : Not filled

te.e (b-

(3.4.i to 3.4.8 Two shutdown coolin f;X shall be opt Lt one500 han shall be a(oper)ation.
13* ^0p m, etsukon ysgr )C3: - . . . - - - . ..-.hoTE$ 7 . =:a ht;-

: 1. All 500 umps may -mangna for s |.5 etnutes when1

switchin free one to another prov'ded:"

Ail 3h
!

a. The core out e emperature is maintained .

6
low saturat on temperaturei b '

b. No operations are pemitted that would cause a<

reduction of the RC$ boron concentrationi and.

c. No draining operations to further reduce the RCS
1 water volume are peraltted. .

!
2 hour @NEv/ t. One 500 ma

suruemance tes{in,beinoperableforfe
'N .... 5"^'$.'"d !".!!"i.h............r s0C #s f

rovided the ot s'

. .................

:

APPLICABILITY: HODE 5 with RCS loops not filled.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIREDACTION COMPLETION TIME

3A b One SDC A.) Initiate actior to imediately.
Ad t ** * inoperable, restore $DC

OP(RABLE status

(continued)
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RC$ loops-M00C $ Loops Not filled
8 3.4.8 *

7
gggg

sh & |A CPU **
1575 /53_

-

Note 1 peretts the SDC pumps toup-~.JLC0

(continued) n.m for
$ 15 minutes when switching free one teele se another.

,

The Ala'circumstances for stopping both $0C pumps are to be Italted 0 6g4 la o.st N
to situatians when the outage ties is short/tand the core
outlet temperature is maintainww10'F below saturation @
operations when SDC forced flow 18 stopped.temperaturete-1he Note prohibits bor$n dilution or draining

-

$

Note t 41 ows one 10C tres, to be inoperable for a ner ad of ]! hours provided that the other trM is OPIMBLE and 'n
perform. ton. This peretts period:e surveillance tests to be
operat,

1:'' '

r 3' '

these tests are safed on the Inoperable t 2 during the only time When
''.;

n ossible.-

capable of Tcomposed of an OPERABLE SDC pump
gAn OPERABLE SDC 4

exchanger, providing forced flow to an OPCPeBLE SDC leatalong with the appropriate flow and temperature
instrumentation for control, protection, and indication
$DC pumps are OPERA 8LE if they are capable of being powe.
and are able to provide flow if required. red "

APPLICABILITY
In MODE 5 with loops not filled, this LCO requires core heat
removal and coolant circulation by the 500 System.

OperationinotherMODEiiscoveredby

LC0 3.4.4 'RC$ Loops-MODES 1 and 2'
LCO 3.4.5,, 'RCS Loops-MODE 3'
LC0 3.4.6, 'RCS Loops-MODE 4';
LC0 3.4.7 'RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loo
LCO 3.9.4, *$hutdown Cooling ($0C)ps Filled'sand CoolantCirculation-High Water Level'
LC0 3.9.5, ' Shutdown Cooling ($0C) and Coola(MODE 6); andnt

Circulation-Low Water Level' (MODE 6). .

ACTIONS L1 oo

CDIf the required $0C
is inoperable redundane for heat

removal is lost. Action must be initta{ed imeditfely to| restore a seconaeek to OPERABLE status. The Completion @ [Time teflects the importance of maintaining the availablittyof two paths for heat removal.

(continued)
CEOG ST$
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10. Discussion of Change LA.I for ITS 3.4.6 was revised to state that the specific loop numbers are
being moved to the Dases. The IS1S markup of the 11ases for ITS 3.4.6 was revised to include
the required information. These changes have been made to respond to an NRC comment
(ITS 3.4.6 Comment 1).
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RCS Loops - MODE 4

B 3.4.6,

$ ;

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.6 RCS Loops - MODE 4

BASES
,

BACKGROUND In MODE 4, the primary function of the reactor coolant is -

the removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat to the :
steamgenerators(SGs)orshutdowncooling(SDC) heat
exchangers. The secondary function of the reactor coolant ,

is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron poison, boric-

acid.. .

In MODE 4 either reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) or SDC loops.
"

can be used for coolant circulation. The intent of this LCO
,

is to provide forced flow from at least one RCP or one SDC
loop for decay heat removal and transport. The flow.

provided by one RCP or SDC loop is adequate for heat
*

removal.- The other intent of this LCO is to require that
two paths be available to provide redundancy for heat -

removal. For Unit No. 1, the two paths can be any
combination of RCS Icop No. 11. RCS loop No. 12. SDC loop
No. 11, or SDC loop No. 12. For Unit No. 2, the two paths f

.. can be any combination of RCS loop No. 21. RCS loop No. 22,
'

SDC loop No. 21, or SDC loop No. 22.

APPLICABLE In MODE 4. RCS circulation is considered in the
SAFETY ANALYSES determination of the time available for mitigation of the

accidental boron dilution event. The RCS and SDC loops
provide this circulation.

RCS Loops'- MODE 4 have been identified in
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(11) as important contributors to risk.

,

reduction.

LC0 The. purpose of this LCO is to require that at least two
loops, RCS.or SDC, be OPERABLE in MODE 4 and one of these

,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.6-1 Revisiong5
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.6 - HCS LOOPS . MODE 4

contain the option to bring the plant to Mode 5, corrective action to restore the required
e.oolant loops to an OPERABLE status can always be initiated within the Completion Time;
thus, the option to cooldown to Mode 5 is never required to be invoked. While Action C of
ITS 3.4.6 does not contain a requirement to place the unit in Mode 5, it is equivalent to
Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 because its shutdown requirement is never required to be invoked.
Action C of ITS 3.4.6 provides a more restrictive course of action than Action a of
CTS 3.4.13, because, in addition to requiring the initiation of corrective action to restore the
loops to an OPERABLE status, it requires the suspension of all operations involving a,

reduction in boron concentration of the RCS. The more restrictive action to suspend all
| operations involving a reduction in boron concentration of the RCS is appropriate, in most

scenarios with no coolant loops OPERABLE, there will also be no forced flow. Without
forced flow, proper mixing would not occur. Thus, if boron dilution was occurring, slugs of
water with a significantly reduced boron concentration could develop. These slugs could
lead to reactivity excursions. This requirement will ensure that this does not occur. To
incorporate Action C ofITS 3.4.6, Action b of CTS 3.4.1.3 was modified to apply to the
condalon of no coolant loops OPERABLE. Currently, Action b of CTS 3.4.1.3 only applies
when no coolant loopi are in operation. It essentially contains the same actions as Action C
ofITS 3.4.6.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - ItELOCATIDES
None

TECIINICAL CilANGES MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DDC11MENTS

,

LA.1 Cmrent Technical Specification LCO 3.4.1.3.a lists the loop numbers (reactor coolant and
SDC) required to be Operable and defines the components which comprise an Operable RCS
loop. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.6 LCO will require two reactor coolant or SDC
loops to be Operable. He speelfic RCS and SDC loop numbers and the definition of an
Operable RCS loop will be moved to the Bases. This is acceptable, because ITS 3.4.6 will
continue to require two cooling loops to be Operable, Throughout the ITS, the Bases usually
describe the contents of the system and the specific icquirements of the syste n contents.
This information can be adequately controlled in the Bases. Any changes to the Bases will
be in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. This approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because
there is no change in the requirement for two coolant loops to be Operable. This change is a |
less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on safety. This change is
consistent with NUREO.1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 requires the verification of the correct breaker
alignment and indicated power availability for the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation. Improved Technical Specifiestion SR 3.4.6.3 contains the same
verification requirements except it requires them to be performed for the required loop
components that are not in operation. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 has been
modified by replacing the phrase "SDC pump and valves" with the phrase " loop
components." The Bases ofITS SR 3.4.6.3 will be revised to identify the loop components

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.6-4 Revision 5



RCs Loops-MODE 4
8 3.4.6

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
B 3.4.6 RCS Loops-MODE 4

BASES -

SACKGROUND in MODE 4 the primary function of the reactor coolant is
the remova,l of decay neat and transfer of this heat to the

steam generators ($Gs)dary function of the r(eactor coolantor shutdown cooling $0C) heatk enhangers.P,o' ga|j go, j l The secon

twopc t t e k acid.is to act as n: carrier for soluble neutron poison, boric
-

"3 (p(a|ncMoo in MODE 4 either react 0r coolant pum
can be used for coolant circulation. ps (RCPs) or $DCM RC.$ locf g gg The intent of this LC0 inis to provide forced flow from at least one RCp or one $0C @J

RC $ IOofg0 g DC, bes4* Ior cecay neat removal and transport. tThe f' ow8
provided by one RCP Teep or $DC 6pesa.is saequate For heat

|0 @ ff || Or S DC. ik,
-

removal. The other intent of this LCO is to require thatFor un!4 gA two paths be available to provide redundancy for heat ,3 h
-

4 wo pd S 0"^ b ''''**I't
a

q tom (s sha.Wer o P
APPLICABLE n MODE 4. RCS circulation is considered in the
SAFETY ANALYSES determination of the time available for mitigation of the

St S |cac3 p *f <1,1, Rc3 accidental boron dilution event. The RCS teops and $0C,

g g te4(M provide this circulation, gnp3 g
BOP y 1i Oe SD(. I Statement as important contributors to risk reduction.RCS Loops-MODE 4 have been identified in the NRC PolicyIcoe m. y.

./..:,

LCO The eurpose of this LCO is to require that at least twoloops er tr 9 5
of these loops e. RCS or $DC,in operation.be OPERABLE in MODE 4 and oner t~" be The LC0 allows

,

the two loops that are required to be OPERABLE to consist of
any combination of RCS and $DC System loops. . Any one loop
-r t-9 in operation provides enough flow to remove the
decay heat from the core with forced circulation. An/kg b /4 additional loop ^- tr6 is required to be OPERABLE to

4 provide redundancy for heat removal. f,gyg fr3

Note 1 permits all RCPs and $DC oumps t)i>e.me-a wers)
L 1 hour per 8 hour period. yhispens snat n ~

(ctrgMhtt n nas geen estacilshed/bsing-the SGf[y ir,LpTie Note

(continued)
...
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| 11. De markups of CTS LCO 3.4.1.3 for ITS 3.4.6 have been revised to denote that the climination
of17ootnote * isjustined by DOC A.6 for ITS 3.4.6, not DOC A.$ for ITS 3.4.6. This change has

4

been made to respond to an NRC comment (ITS 3.4.6 Comment 3).
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3.4 9/474 REACTOR COOLANT $YST[ h ]

3,Q 4 4 4,4 COuai ivva "" 200;",',7 0"N0dG - -

Shiddeein *

4 '* a A.)LIMITING CON 0! TION FOR OPERATION

k0 b4riva b ^.t h.n tw ' 'M = hrt loop t h t:d h b : shall beI'M
OPERABL j,.f i - , .

[i.Reactorcoola
_

Loop r44 ano us as ciatea steam
generator an at least one associ ed reactor coola

.

pump, !

! L Ae l
2. Reactor oolant Loop #12 and ts associated st

gener or and at least one stociated reactor oolant'
pum , "

3. utdown Cooling Loop . k[ d
[ thutanwn ranH an in J18ba

%, , At least 3,ne e' tS d= ce-!=t loon 6sha11 be th" A'-

' operation .i

APptlCABilills MODE $f(and 5"''.-
sn kn.nia,.or* c).. p & :Gr...r.< , g, y,4,7, , ,n g,,g a.c. ,% ,

'),f ikAC110N: tI.N *#''
; f

m e m e 2 = = a = = = w ---. .... J - t e A~̂
Tire corrective action to ne recui ma cooiant ioo en

0LRABLEstatuswithinen,feturn_!h n t,We.in C0A $HUTDOWN with% \gy l/kh.o - ours.] (_ 1
,

B __f&oreerj.def i< Q e J \ f" a s /.~,i .b.,.y.de) V
_

. -@\ -- 'S n=1 ;r n.;;,;r.;y ;=;r :=ce 5ey M ' !?reh ' "^M 0. _ _ _ -

~ * MAll reactor coolant umps and shutdown cooling pumps may be de.l' O ,,energized for up to hour provided (1) no operations are pemittedWI
- that would cause d'ht'h outlet temperature is maintained at least

- of the Reactor Coolant System boron
concentration, and (2) '

10'f below saturation temperatur e

A reactor coolant pump shall not be started withhRCS t
~

e rekt0
less than or equal to 365'r unless (1)(the pressurizer water level is | gMt t. less than or equal to 170 inches, and 2)thesecondarywater
temperature of each steam generator is less than or equal to 30'f
above the RCS temperature, and (3) the pressurizer pressure is less
than or equal to 300 psia.

L- c._ ,___u. ....____m . . .g ,

CALVERT CllffS - UNIT 1 3/4 4 4 Amendment No.185
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3,4 9/4t4 hACTOR C00LAKT .*JlIB [[3.+.6 m met =- - - -r - = -
--

'n h
_ (w_._-_._-- . .

.-.

4 m +. a g * P ,. a y r* 4 a ad i %
Lill!TIIIG C0010!T!0ll F04 OPtnATItil ' A, sac.$ l..c 3LC.O _ S OC l..py* .r

% .;j , g t g g " : = 1**Pi j {== shall to
s. 4. 6 - u .:.:

i . A battor ant Loop frl its associated eam 7l
/ Denera and at least associated to r coolant

__f_ A .)2. eactor Coolen op #22 and its ociated ste'

generator a t least one also sted reactor clant
Pump,

3. Shut Cooling loop # [.

4 . __ down Cooling #2
_

5 % t least ,ge M th- -in: retet loopyshall be 13 - [eratio #n .- r.. d... s,... F e.b.- ,3M.S APPLEAllLITY: El . and M c p . ( . . .a . . . 'f . ' . ~/ ,
,_

,~

C C , [ ,g gc,gg,,, ''M5 L a c* t4 0 W C, '** W r.tod"E3 nd 4o 50cle
. _L* Y.* * B'_ _ R' ;'E.'.fa s - * *0 E %__ " .' .
a -d

- . r * + 5, .'-
_

lh % .".? M e$ a -f
m . . . U. +,5,=-

D'O 'w .a ,/ Tuste corrective action to returnlhe recuUnd coolant Joonsh -
-w e-e b.. .. m. . . _ .

Act toQ ($ - I o DP_ERABLE status within ent-hou5ttype in COLD $ lit 171Rui withiB
,

f 4' hours. 4

,
, _ _

n. , - - - - . a , m. .a = s. , . ..
'' N bu QC. l e.p t ,i n p . ., y

' ' "

_

Nh: :=t e- -- :- . r :=ra =, $: '- ::r:St: ' - :: : . I6
^

All reactor coolant pumps fprovided (1) no operations are permittednd shutdown cooling pumps may be de. NLC C et Y **' Menergized for up to I hour ? "*4WMEI that would cause ton of the Reactor Coolant System boron
concentration, and (2) outlet temperature 1 intained at least10'F below saturation tempe stu m ,. e { q Q"

-

tco A reactor coolant pump shall not be s wit RCS* temperature

less than or equal to 301'F unless (1)(the $ressuriner water level isN0Y2 less than or equal to 170 inches, and 2) t e secondary water 4
temperature of each steam generator is less then or equal to 30'F
above the RCS temperature, and (3) the pressurizer pressure is less .

than or equal to 320 psia.
Y

h. Qui:t ' et E::;tta 0.;0.ii.

CALVERT CLIFFS . UNIT 2 3/4 4 4 Amendment No. 178
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12 The markups of CTS 1.CO 3.4.1.3 for ITS 3.4.6 have been revised to denote tha: the climination

ofl'ootnote # isjustified by DOC A.5 for ITS 3.4.6. This change has been made to respond to an
NI(C comment (ITS 3.4.6 Comment 4).
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%Y *A'L h** 3* 'f. G

@
. 3.4 4/tt REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEMh(J 'c's't..v4. Moos 4

'''

R
3 4.(, '8V4t4rl 000 E i ivsi^, ".; 000 = 7 0;;i0 f 7

lhiddleL4 '

4

_y,,-'m-

*
-

h,'. seNLINITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION ^
,

I'N ,Br+rh+ E ".t h;n t ' 'h :ni;at_ looph!!:t:d 5:hw shall be
.

t0PERABL gjgt .

, . . . . .. . g . a
. .,

[ 7 xeactor cooia i.oop r44 ana us as ciated ste
generator an at least one associ ed reactor coola
pump,

t
L A. I'

2. Reactor oolant Loop #12 and ts associated st I
_gener or and at least one ssociated reactor colant i
pum ,

7

3. utdown Cooling Loop k -

[ h tdown enn1<nn Ia n A10

% . At least g,ne ef th: dr: echet loo @shall be inf7 A.),

operation .i 4

ste be.we o r* c),..y IC,7 APPLICABILITY: N0 DES 4*ytnd 5"*'. Sonob J..s.7, * ,c s t na.oe s,_

g[I fc ,f,/,'g, 55 I' ' * " " *ACTION: *

a, Wit [ h n 't 5 th: : h ;; c; ;!r g rn ;t r : n h .* 'aar* N m tE,AC%'4
0

F.'tlate corrective action to4

to_0PERABLE status within c=,feturn tne recuirea coolanth:r..kHbbe_ in COLD SHUTDOWN withinhgploo m
g/kh.4 _ ggv? H -__ , {

e
B- '' ,,

on ny,a.I sos |++ eh Jf, t''
,

% tc.s /.up anyw h i
, __ -- s

I \ A.4'he, =1 x u,ug;;.g pw;r :=re -ty be '-e- rebh < "ar: :.
~

All z'eactor coolant pumps}provided (1) no operations are permitted' I"h,3,[nd shutdown cooling pumps may be de-(C " era gtzed for up to I hour"'A I
that would cause d! h t' r
concentration, and (2)h of the Reactor Coolant System boronperature is maintained at least
10Y below sate ation tempera .

A reactor coolant pump shall not be started with RCS t , e reu.0
less than or equal to 365'F unless (1)(the pressurizer water level is |OM L less than or equal to 170 inches, and 2)thesecondarywater g
temperature of each steam generator is less than or equal to 30*F
above the RCS temperature, and (3) the pressurizer pre ure is less
than or equal to 300 psia.,

'- in 0Fc:el !st E:n,,t:. 0.;0.5. _
g,g

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 a-4 Amendment No.185
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{p f,M , % 3, 4. , (

b
, ._-_ _ A,i._

3.4 5/4:4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEN C ~' -

,3

CS Loops - MODE 4-3. 4 . b 4/4T471- 20nL*MT La^P! ^"O C^^L*F C!Pf"L*?._

h$m
m --. . . . , . , . < . ~ . . ,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATIONgg - -^ Q Re.S 1..c3 _ S Oc |..pg_e .c,
--

- _- _ _ _
_

5,4,6 -5A.1.3 \. At k.;t t ' 'M m int loops 'etd kh.; shall be
OPERABLI/ % t).e , n er v .....-.~.

_.i 1. Joactor ant Loop #Z1- d its associated eam _3/ genera and at least associated re r coolant

L A.1
2. eactor Coolant op f22 and its ociated stegenerator an t least one asso" sted reactor olant'

,
pump,

3.' Shut n Cooling Loop i [.

4. utdown Cooling #2
_

kA % t least ge ;f the 20't: ce:h .t loopf shall be ige -

1

peration .

('M.$ s-< 4 . .. ,,, , - u F c.k. n . sf
APPLICABILITY: MODES and N

'T. 4 . *? , a-c p . . c. . .A .e= , m, a- s w . ,,m ,,, m ..c. -s, r

,. .s m y$ , ~.. - s
sum. .--

.

Nd N N 'd h. ~ yui..; :: (:$ Eaa. 0! l@ M N- itiate corrective action to return the reg.uired, coolant '

/kb dp^ACTio'J L% - o CPERABLE status within en; he"_mtype in COLD SHU wthIn) Mlours.
_ _ _ _ _ _ n=-

Oc b. p . .a ,- N . 3-
__

.) g,[ eJ b f
Wu _ Q,},*a

'

. .e
__ _ '' p s y a p * m Y e_ _-

* _

Nh :- ! Or - tr =ary a~~ ::r:: ;; i: n p rabi; '- "0"! .-'
*

All reactor coolant pumps {provided (1) no operations are pennittednd shutdown cooling pumps may be de ^ p u S wt4l- 9 energized for up to 1 hour 9'"*4W u'T = I that would cause df49ti
concentration and (2)t en of the Retetor Coolant System boron%reoutlettemperatureismaintainedatleast
10'F below saturation tempeh N

" _

tc o A reactor coolant pump shall not be st with RCSMemperature

less than or equal to 301'F unless (1)(the $ressurizer water level is
-

N oTE 2
less than or equal to 170 inches, and 2) t e secondary water ** M ' *
temperature of each steam generator is less than or equal to 30'F
above the RCS temperature, and (3) the pressurizer pressure is less
than or equal to 320 psia.

b 1.s Spe:f:1 Ted Ex :pt!;r. 3.10.5. *

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 3/4 4 4 Amendment No. 178-
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13. The NRC requested additionaljustification regarding the changes to Action b of CTS 3.4.1.3 for
ITS 3.4.6. To resolve this comment the following changes were required: 1) the markups of the
Actions of CTS 3.4.1.3 for ITS 3 A.6 were revised to reflect the changes to Action b of CTS
3.4.1.3; 2) DOC M.5 for ITS 3.4.6 was added to provide additionaljustification for a number of
changes to Actions a and b of CTS 3.4.1.3; 3) DOCS A.2 and L1 (and its associated NSilC) for
ITS 3.4.6 were deleted, because they were no longer used (ITS 3.4.6 Comment 5).
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Seat OLMe 3, 4, (,,
;-

t

@
3.4

W4M JLEACTOR 500LANT SYSTh { {
3,g U4,4,4 ^e^ LnWi wvi ^. ":: 0^^L,"!7 0 MC C G - - -

,

% -

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION M
s

""
-h4 tid E !.t u;J tw ^f 'h: :: leet loops thi:d hh; shall be'ib OPERABL rf,'f ., .

,

[ E Keactor coola
. , . ..a 7% f, j;

Loop r44 ano its as clatea ste
generator an at least one associ ed reactor coolaa pump,

i'

t I

L A. I'
2. Reactor colant Loop f12 and ts associated st I

gener or and at least one ssociated reactor oolant -

,

pum , -

7 -

3. utdown Cooling loop k -

81 Md __ N tdnwn ran14aa la a

% At least p.,ne ef th: t r: : chat loo;ufsshall be i
operation .i

s u b m u m or* th.a p /C
APPLICABIL]J1: N0 DES 4"(and 5"''.4

S adt A. J.4,7, us t ,s . we s,
t

[ fhe #8),y,//y, N '#8' ' W" # #
' g

ACTION: ;.
e

With::''NNM:M;;7:wirgr;;;;;r::Ap4 9 -t 'e M m ajeir,' M' a,

(Unitiate corrective action tofeturn Ine reauirea coolant loom
Lto_0PERABLE status within en:, h:.7,ji6be_ in C0t0 SHUTDOWN withfih gy/kha - f24 hours.) _

IL ,-6 _ _, i

ore reg.sr<J .tos Im eh y,(
-tm 42 g f,up y, pan)$).e I_ _ -

i \
'hc no ai er ;r,;r;ca;y p;.;;r ::tre = be '- cre'- ' "^0: :. .

"

All reactor coolant pumps
energized for up to I hour {and shutdown coo!ing pumps may be de.%,3,[tC ,

provided (1) no operations are permitted"'" I
that would cause d"ut' : ef the Reactor Coolant System boron
concentration,and(2) mperature is maintained at least
10*F below saturation tempera .

i

A reactor coolant pump shall not be started with RCS t e reLto

less than or equal'to 170 inches, and (2) the secondary waterless than or equal to 365'F unless (1) the pressurizer water level is |MeL g
temperature of each steam generator is less than or equal to 30*F
above the RCS temperature, and (3) t% pressurizer pressure is less
than or equal to 300 psia.

' "^^ '- '" 't:t 5::st ';a 0.10 ';.
g,g
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Spe.4Ae 3 4,b

5/t.t !!'"^ *^^L"'' N!?" M
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

^

_

in(erath suspend all operations%. With no coolant loo!n in $oron con, centration of the Reactorb involving a reductiC-
Coolant System and initiate corrective action to return the
required coolant loop to operation w1*''a_;^ '-"-

e, -- - -
jA.

$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS D PERh S LC $ s ld\e- - -% - d;h-+- -

i, ,1 +:+r+r&d The requiredCW c. ::er loop (s), if not in operation,
shall be cetermined OPERA 8LE days by

innments and indicated power availability forhve ifying corect breaker
saf chu ea*] g

c.av"rthm
= = ,
i.t.1.3 a The required ste'am generator (s). " 't '- '''-- "'" g . g iaC"

d ' ^ -"B A .9-3A,g Sv'.l. ;, shall be determined CPERA8LE by verifying the secondary side
water level to be above -50 inches at least once per 12 hours.

sA 4.4.1.3.3 At least one coolant loop shall be verified to be in operation
gna-circutating-reactor-coetenbat least once per 12 hours. d,

,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 4-5 Amendment No. 169
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Ipas C.d is. 3.4,{

k.I.m c -

3.4 W474 AEACTOR C00 TANT $YSTEM *i) ' * ^ ^ "

C.L L'ofs- MODE 43. 4. 6 #4r4rl- COOLANT LMPS ^"" CM' ^" t!"" ^2__ _

_

_

'5M**
- ,-.

c . g w . 3 . P '. = y ev m % ..A 3LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 'eP
9 -

_ Re. $ l..c g _ S OC 1..ps. r-
_ - -_

__ __
_

5. 4, 6 1.'.1.0 \. f.; heet t ^' "; ;n het loops ht;d h h; shall be
OPERA 8LI/ c= w g

., g , n n. n. .n ,~.

4 1. actor ant Loop #21 d its associated eaa N --,

genera and at least e associated re r coolant 4| O2. eactor Coolant o #22 and its ociated stegenerator an t le st one asso sted reactor olant
pump.

3. Shut Cooling Loop i '

__

4. utdown Cooling #2

5 % t least 3,ne Of tM er: crehM loopf shall be iP-
peration /.;

y-e 4 . .. u . . . u F cN s ,3~ M.S APPLICABILITY: MODES nd c y. . r . . 4 . . J.'.7,~ .
,

ACTION:
CL, ,,p.,,2 pc.fi,,p '' R'S L a+ c. M o o r 5, I no w , h.d *r
%.d.p+4 wo 50c 1. t +. pg. * * S " RC"4 C. I N *,'m - M * %Y

.a g4-
' oag r Sie _

-

a. hMfwHtWE M.- . wi. J C:hnt '00r: ^*!"?? .' I .D' M % Itiate corrective action to return ..he reauired coolant looof . '
ACTiok) B -- . o OPERABLE status within ent-houyG!) einCOLDSHUfDOWNwithi@4 hours,

y-G ,Q toc 6,p.4 #= - - -

'*ff-45 w qc\iop.,.mog..q,
,

--
o

~ _ - -
_-

_-

iMn0m!er era ~yn~~ :=rn ny h '"?perath "a : :. . A.6
^

All reactor coolant pumps {provided (1) no operations are permittednd shutdown cooling pumps may be de. pu ?..' M~L.C O energized for up to I hour 9'"*4WMEI that would cause e of the Reactor Coolant System boron
concentration,and(2 outlet temperature is maintained at leasti

10'F below saturation temp < .h f,. v i g Q*

" __J - - .

go A reactor coolant pump shall not be st with RCS* temperature

NOTE 2 less than or equal to 301'F unless (1) the essurizer water level isless than or equal to 170 inches, and (2) t e secondarv water "* M
temperature of each steam generator is less than or egal to 30'F
above the RCS temperature, and (3) the pressurizer pressure is less

,

than or equal to 320 psia.
Y .c Opnb1 S:t Ex: ptb;. 0.10.3. *
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$pec.Oeed.., 3, 4, 6
,

1

1

-!!^ ^ '''''t? ~" _'_"* m h_

_

; LIMITIM ComITION FOR OPERATIt (Continued)

ACT tchJ
% With no coolant loo!n in $ron con, centration of fhe ReactorWn o ration suspend all o ationsC involving a reducti

Coolant System and initiate corrective action to return the
required coolant loop to operation '.;.;n .. ;-.

|M.3 it
< ' #

- 3,,u, * SURVEILUWICE REQUIRDIDITS parb jhfubl D -

'''

s

i...i.;." -The utred it;. r:!91oop(s) if not in operation. M'N3403 shall be detem ned OPERA 8LE once per 7 days by verifying correct breaker
alignments and indicated power availability forCoumadece r_~_C. :='-

, L CCE M g==-
. g 4 , c * ''2 4.4.i.3.i The required steam generator (s), b f: 5:fr r:: t: - 7 Q-

" t.:.0.;. shall be detemined OPERABLE by verl"ying the secondary side.

; water level to be above -50 inches at least once per 12 hours.
SR

4
'

3*4*4*g
.J.~.1.3.3At least one coolant loop shall be verified to be in operation [A*]L,w..rr- - rr tru-t at least once per 12 hours.;

1
'

.

i

i

|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.6 - RCS LOOPS - MODE 4

ADMilijSTRATIVE CIIANGES

A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG 1432, liowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Not used. |

A.3 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.1.3.b footnote " discusses the requirements which
allow all RCPs to be de-energized for a period of time. One requirement is that no
operations be permitted that would cause dilution of the boron concentration. improved
Technical Specification LCO 3,4.6 LCO Note I changed the word " dilution" to " reduction."
Both words are used in the same context; reducing boron concentration is unacceptable.
This wording change is solely for consistency with NUREG-1432. Word changes made to
be consistent with NUREG-1432 constitute an administrative change.

A4 Current Technical Specification 4.4.1.3.2 requires the SG(s), if used to meet the LCO, to be
determined Operable by verifying the secondary side water level to be above -50 inches at
least once per 12 hours. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.6.2 will delete the phrase,
"if it is used to meet the LCO." 'Itc statement is redundant with " required" SG(s), if the
SGs are not associated with a reactor coolant loop, which is required to meet the LCO, then
the Surveillance will not be performed on that SG The deletion of redundant information
constitutes an administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432,

A.5 Current Technical Specification 3.4.1.3 Applicability footnote (#) references STE 3.10.5.
Improved Technical Specification 3.4,6 will delete the reference to the STE. This change is
consistent with the ITS format which does not typically include cross references. .In
addition, LCO 3.0.7 has been provided to clarify theeApplicability of STEs. The deletion of
cross references, consistent with the ITS format, constitutes an administrative change. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.6 Current Technical Specification LCOs 3.4.1.3.a.3 and 4 footnote * allow the normal or
emergency power source to be inoperable for the SDC loops. Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.6 will not include this allowance. The ITS definition of Operability only
requires a normal or an emergency source be available for the system, subsystem,
component, etc. (see Section 1.0 less restrictive discussion of changes). Therefore, the
footnote is no longer required. This change is considered administrative since the
justification for the Operability definition change has already been made. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3A6 - RCS LOOPS - MODE 4

M.5 - Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 requires, when less than the required coolant loops are OPERABLE,
action be initiated to return the required coolant loops to an OPERABLE status, or the plant
be placed in COLD SHUTDOWN. Action b of CTS 3 A.1.3 requires, when no coolant loop
is in operation, the suspension of all operations involving a reduction in boron concentration

of the RCS and the initiation of corrective action to return the required coolant loop to
operation. As discussed below, the CTS actions are being revised to match the Actions of
ITS 3.4.6.

In Action A of ITS 3.4.6, if only one RCS loop is OPERABLE (i.e., one RCS loop
inoperable and both SDC loops inoperable) the plant will be required to initiate action to
restore a second loop to OPERABLE status. Currently, in the event only one RCS loop is
OPERABLE, Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 requires the initiation of corrective action to restore,t~

the required coolant loops to an OPERABLE status, or the plant placed in Cold Shutdown
(i.e., Mode 5). While Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 does contain the option to bring the plant to
Mode 5, corrective action to restore the required coolant loops to an OPERABLE status can
always be initiated within the Completion Time; thus, the option to cooldown to Mode 5 is
never required to be invoked. Based on this, Action A ofITS 3.4.6 essentially requires the
same course of action as Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 for the given condition, even though it does
not contain a requirement to place the. unit in Mode 5, Changing Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 to

i match Action A ofITS 3.4.6 is a presentation change only,

in Action B of ITS 3,4.6, if only one SDC loop is OPERABLE (i.e., one SDC loop
inoperable and both RCS loops inoperable), the plant will be required to be placed in
Mode 5. If a second loop can be restored to an OPERABLE status prior to the end of the
stated completion time, the action may be exited, Currently, in the event only one SDC loop
is OPERABLE, Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 requires the initiation of corrective action to restore
the required coolant loops to an OPERABLE status or the plant placed in Cold Shutdown
(i.e., Mode 5). Action B of ITS 3.4.6 is more restrictive than Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3,
because it requires the plant to be placed in Mode 5 and Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 permits the
plant to operate indennitely with only one SDC loop OPEP ABLE, if corrective action has

;

been initiated. Changing Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 to match Action B of ITS 3.4.6 is '

acceptable, because redundancy is lost when only one SDC loop is OPERABLE in Mode 4.
;

Thus, if another coolant loop cannot be restored within a reasonable time, the plant should be !
placed in a Mode for which the LCO does not apply to reduce the risk of operating with a
single coolant loop OPERABLE. Cooling the plant down to Mode 5 exits the Mode of
Applicability for ITS LCO 3.4.6. The 24-hour Completion Time for placing the plant in
Mode 5 is reasonable (i.e., will permit a controlled cooldown), and is consistent with other
actions which require the plant to be placed in Mode 5. Additionall; a SDC loop remains
OPERABLE. Thus, the plant would be brought to Mode 5 utilizing the safest method. The
operators would not have to rely on infrequently perfonned operations, such as feed and
bleed, to achieve Mode 5.

In Action C for ITS 3.4.6, if no coolant loops are OPERABLE, the plant is required to
suspend all operations involving a reduction in boron concentration of the RCS, and initiate
corrective action to return one required coolant loop to OPERABLE status and operation.
Currently, in the event no coolant loop is OPERABLE, Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 requires the
initiation of corrective action to restore the required coolant loops to an OPERABLE status
or the plant placed in Cold Shutdown (i.e., Mode 5). While Action a of CTS 3.4.1,3 does
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3A6 - HCS LOOPS - MODE 4

contain the option to bring the plant to Mode 5, corrective action to restore the required
coolant loops to an OPERABLE status can always be initiated within the Completion Time;
thus, the option to cooldown to Mode 5 is never required to be invoked. While Action C of
ITS 3.4.6 does not contain a requirement to place the unit in Mode 5, it is equivalent to
Action a of CTS 3A 1.3 because its shutc'own requirement is never required to be invoked.
Action C of ITS 3x.6 provides a more restrictive course of action than Action a of
CTS 3 A.13, because, h. uddition '.o requiring the initiation of corrective action to restore the
loops to an OPERABLE status, it requires the suspension of all operations involving a
reduction in boron concentration of the RCS. He more restrictive action to suspend all
operations involving a reduction in boron concentration of the RCS is appropriate. In most
scenarios with no coolant loops OPERABLE, there will also be no forced flow. Without
forced flow, proper mixing would not occur. Thus, if boron dilution was occurring, slugs of
water with a significantly reduced boron concentration could develop. Rese slugs could -

'
-

lead to reactivity excursions. His requirement will ensure that this does not occur. To
incorporate Action C ofITS 3.4.6, Action b of CTS 3.4.1.3 was modified to apply to the
condition of no coolant loops OPERABLE. Currently, Action b of CTS 3.4.1.3 only applies
when no coolant loops are in operation. It essentially contains the same actions as Action C -,

ofITS 3.4.6.

TECIINICAL CHANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

.

LA.1 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.1.3.a lists the loop numbers (reactor coolant and
SDC) required to be Operable and defines the components which comprise an Operable RCS
loop. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.6 LCO will require two reactor coo' ant or SDC
loops to be Operable. The specific RCS and SDC loop numbers and the definition of an
Operable RCS loop will be moved to the Bases. This is acceptable, because ITS 3.4.6 will
continue to require two cooling loops to be Operable. Throughout the ITS, the Bases usually
describe the contents of the system and the specific requirements of the system contents.
This information can be adequately controlled in the Bases. Any changes to the Bases will
be in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. This approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because
there is no change in the requirement for two coolant loops to be Operable. This change is a |
less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on safety. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 requires the verification of the correct breaker
alignment and indicated power availability for the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.6.3 contains the same
verification requirements except it requires them to be performed for the required loop
components that are not in operation. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 has been
modified by replacing the phrase "SDC pump and valves" with the phrase " loop
components." The Bases ofITS SR 3.4.6.3 will be revised to identify the loop components
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.6 - RCS LOOPS - MODE 4

that will be required to be tested. Relocation of this information to the Bases is acceptable,
because ITS SR 3.4.6.3 will continue to require th, required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation to be tested. Throughout the ITS, the Bases usually describe the contents of
the system _ and the specific requirements of the system contents. The Bases will be
maintained in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. This approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change, because
the SR will continue to require the verification of the correct breaker alignment and indicated
power available to the required SDC pump and valves that are not in operation.

LA.3 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.3 requires the coolant loops to be verified in
3

operation and circulating reactor coolant. The requirement to circulate reactor coolant is l. ..

"being moved to the ITS 3.4.6 Bases. 3 Specific requirements for verify!ng that a reactor 3..~

coolant or SDC loop is in operation will be located in the Bases or plant procedures, as
appropriate. Any changes to the Bases will be in accordance with the Bases Control
Program in ITS Chapter 5.0, and any changes to plant procedures will be in accordance with
the Calvert Cliffs change control process, 'Ihe Bases Control Program and the Calycit Cliffs

i

change control process will ensure that any changes to this requirement will receive an
appropriate review. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.I Not used.
| >

-

3
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

| 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction la margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the time to reach Mode 3 from one hour to six hours when two

reactor coolant loops are not Operable and in operation. The change will still require the plant to
be placed in a condition where two reactor coolant loops with both RCPs are Operable and in
operation (Mode 3). However, the plant will be brought to this condition in a more controlled
manner, which places less stress on safety system components and with less risk of a plant upset.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

,

3.4.6 Chanoe L.I'
_

*
'"

Not used.
|

<

,L4.7 Change L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change eliminates the requirement to have the reactor coolant loop Operable
(i.e., the RCPs, SGs, required support systems, etc.) in Mode 5 with the loops filled when the4

reactor coolant loops are used to satisfy the Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO). The
change will require the SGs, used to satisfy the LCO, to have secondary side level 2 50 inches,4

The specific means by which cooling is provided to the reactor in Mode 5 with the loops filled is
not an initiator of any analyzed event. Shutdown cooln.;' is the desired cooling method and one
train is required to be Operable and in operation, per the LCC. The reactor coolant loops can
only be used as the backup means, as also required by the LCO. The SGs with their large
contained volume of secondary side water is a natural heat sink, and is capable of dissipating the
required heat load while onc SDC train is being restored. The heat load is capable of being
dissipated by the SG through natural circulation. Thus, the change will not alter assumptions
relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly
affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

| 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

.

The proposed change diminates the requirement to have the reactor coolant loop Operable
(i.e., the RCPs, SGs, required support systems, etc.) in Mode 5 with the loops filled when the,

reactor coolant loops are used to satisfy the LCO. The change will require the SGs used to
satisfy the LCO to have secondary side level 2 -50 inches. The change will not involve a

- significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as
, . part of the proposed change. He proposed change will not introduce any new accident
i initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of

accident from any accident previously evaluated.
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14. De NRC requested additionaljustification regarding the addition of Note 4 of ITS LCO 3.4.7.
Discussion of Change L.2 for ITS 3.4.7 and its associated NSilC were revised to include
_additionaljustification. Additionally,ISTS Bases markup for ITS 3.4.7 were revised to make the
discussion of Note 4 consistent with the actual Note; this involved the deletion of a plant-specific
change (ITS 3.4.7 Commerit 2).-

While resolving the aforementioned NRC comment, it was discovered that the justification
provided in DOC L.1 for ITS 3.4.8 and its associated NSilC was similar to the justification

- provided in DOC L.2 for ITS 3.4.7. Discussion of Change L.1 for ITS 3.4.8 and its associated >

NSilC were revised to include additionaljustification.

_._ _ _ ____ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . . . _ . . . . ~ _ t _. . .,, . . , . ~ . . . . . . . _ . _ ,r.
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RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled
B 3.4.7,

BASES

} Satisfying the above conditions will preclude opening a PORV
:- during a pressure transient-when the RCP is started.
;

Note 4 provides _for a) orderly transition from MODE 5 to
. MODE 4 during a planned heatup by permitting SDC loops to*

not be in operation when at least one RCP is in operation. 6
This Note provides for the transition to MODE 4 where an RCP '

-is permitted to be_in operation and replaces the RCS - ';

! circulation function provided by the SDC loops.

An OPERABLE SDC loop is composed of an OPERABLE SDC pump and 5
d

an OPERABLE SDC heat exchanger.
1

SDC pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered
and are able to provide flow if required. An OPERABLE SG

| can perform as a heat sink when it has an adequate water
level and is OPERABLE in accordance with the Steam Generator
Tube Surveillance Program.

/PPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with RCS loops filled, this LC0 requires forced
circulation to remove decay heat from the core and to
provide proper boron mixing.. One SDC loop provides
sufficient circulation for these purposes.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LC0 3.4.4, "RCS Loops - MODES I and 2;"
LC0 3.4.5, "RCS Loops - MODE 3;"

.LC0 3.4.6, "RCS Loops - MODE 4;"
LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Not Filled;"
LC0 3.9.4, " Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant

Circulation - High-Water Level" (MODE 6); and
LC0 3.9.5, " Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant

Circulation'- Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

'
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

BASES

LCO
the reactor coolant temperature can be maintained subcooled,(continued) and beron stratification affecting reactivity control is etexpected.

los __ -

Note 2 allows one SDC o be noperabl for a period ofup to 2 hours provided that the et er SDC n is OPERABLEand in operation. This permits per' odic surveillance tests
to be performed on the inoperable M during thw only time
when sue.h testing is safe and possible.

,e
,

Note 3 requires that dth: M the following4we conditions
be satisfied before an RCP may_be started with any RCS cold

leg temperature s q)*F: f_hDjg @a. Pressurizer water level ; (60 5 1-ee h _ _ _s e

Secondary side water temperature in each SG must be-U^^"~ ch of the RCS cold leg temperatures.
.'F

Satisfying M ..... .. abov
ir t:;mt= rc;; pressure e conditions will preclude a 'N3* h

- ' ' " - " l
transien@ the RCP is started. P"V JAQ
Note' 4 pr v es for an orderly transitio from MODE 5 to
M00E14 during a planned heatup by permitt n 6. Spees.@ operation when at least one R >g dWVIT 2 SDCis-in operation. |g

~This Note provides for the transition to M)DE 4 where an RCP
is permitted to be in operation and replacos the RCS
circulation function provided by the 50C tiths.

-fo no
An OPERABLE SDC

g
and an OPERABLE SDC heat exchanger.s composed of an OPERABLE SDC pumpLe, in ru-r. p53

SDC pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered
and are able to provide flow if required. An OPERABLE SG
can perform as a heat sink when it has an adequate water
level and is OPERABLE 'n accordance with the SG Tube

'

Surveillance Program.

APPLICABILITY In M00E S with RCS loops filled, this LCO requires forced
circulation to remove decay heat from the core and to
provide proper boron mixing. One SDC provides hsufficient circulation for these purposes.

\ cot,

(continued)
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3A7 - RCS LOOPS - MODE $, LOOPS FILLED

alignment and indicated power available to the required SDC pump and valves that are not in
operation.

LA.3 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.3 requires the coolant loops to be verified in-,

operation and circulating reactor coolant. De requirement to circulate reactor coolant is
being moved to the ITS 3.4,7 Bases. Specific requirements for verifying that the reactor
coolant loop is in operation will be located in the Bases or plant procedures, as appropriate.
Any changes to the Bases will be in accordance with the Bases Control Program la ITS.

Chapter 5.0, and any changes to plant procedures will be in accordance with the Calvert
Cliffs change control process. no Bases Control Program and the Calvert Cliffs change
control process' will ensure that changes te this requirement will receive an appropriate

.y c review. His change is consistent with NUREG 1432, awe Ta
,

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RMTRICTIVE
4

L.1 Current Technical Specification LCOs 3.4.13.a.1 and 2 require the reactor coolant loops,
their associated SGs, and at least one associated RCP to be Operable if used to satisfy the
LCO. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.7 will only require that the secondary side water
level of each SG be h -50 inches if used as the backup system to the required SDC train.,

This is acceptable in Mode 5 with the loops filled because even though the SGs cannot
produce steam, they are capable of being a heat sink due to the large contained volume of
secondary side water. Forced cooling using the RCPs is not required because natural
circulation occurs, which is sufficient to remove the small heat load in the reactor core until

a SDC train can be made available. A plant specific calculation was developed to verify that
the SGs could be used for decay heat removal. The calculation was performed in response to
NUMARC Guidance Document 91-06, Guidelines for Industry Action to Assess Shutdown
Management. De calculation considers or detennines the maximum core decay heat
generation rate, total primary to secondary heat transfer area, heat transfer coefficients,
relative primary and secondary temperatures, total natural circulation flow rate, and
combined SG ambient heat loss rate, as well as other considerations. The calculation
determines that a SG level of 2 50 inches with the associated RCS loop filled is sufficient to
remove the generated decay heat load. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.2 Two notes are being added to CTS LCO 3.4.1.3. These notes permit: a) one required SDC
loop to be inoperable for up to two hours for Surveillance testing, provided the other SDC,

loop is Operable and in operation; and b) all SDC loops to be removed from operation during
planned heatup to Mode 4 when at least one RCS loop is in operation.

Note 2 to ITS LCO 3.4.7 permits periodic Surveillance tests to be performed on one of the;

SDC loops when both SDC loops are credited for meeting the LCO. This not provides
operational flexibility by allowing two hours before entering the Action statement. The note
is acceptable, because: a) the note requires one SDC loop to be Operable and in operation.
The forced coolant circulation provided by one SDC loop is sufficient to remove decay heat
in Mode 5 with the loops filled; and b) the Operators will be focused on the status of SDC
while operating under the provisions of this note. Thus, in the event the required SDC loop
becomes inoperable or ceases to be in operation, the Operators would take action in a short
period of time to restore a SDC loop to an Operable status and place it in operation,

4
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.7 - RCS LOOPS o MODE 5 LOOPS FILLED

Note 4 to ITS LCO 3.4.7 provides for the transition to Mode 4 and permits an RCP to be in
operation to replace the reactor coolant circulation function provided by the SDC loop. This
proposed change is acceptable, because: a) the note does not permit the required SDC loop
to be inoperable; it only pennits it to not be in operation, Thus, if required, the SDC loop
could be returned to service in a short period of time; b) the note requires an RCS loop to be
in operation to provide forced circulation in place of the SDC loop; c) the Steam Generators

'

are required to be Operab!c in accordance with LCO 3.4.7, thus, decay hest removal via
natural circulation would be available; and d) ITS SR 3.0.4 requires the surveillances for
LCOs to be met prior to entry into a Mode or other speciGed condition in the Applicability of'

the LCO. Improved Technical SpeciGcation LCO 3.4.6 provides the Mode 4 requirements
regarding the RCS loops. This LCO requires two loops consisting of any combination of

. RCS and SDC loops to be Operable and at least one loop to be in operation. ITS SRs 3.4.6.1, i
'

3.4.6.2, and 3.4.6.3 provide the surveillaricci which establish operability. Rese SRs are
required to be met within their frequency prior to entering the Mode of Applicability for ITS
LCO 3.4.6 (i.e., Mode 4). Thus, when a transition to Mode 4 is planned, two loops capable of
providing forced circulation of the RCS would be required to be Operable.

In addition to the justifications provided above, these proposed changes are consistent with
NUREG 1432.

t

i
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.8 - RCS LOOPS - MODE 5, LOOPS NOT FILLED

-

TECHNICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED !DOCUMENTS
'

!LA.1 Cu~ent Technical Specification LCOs 3.4.1.3.a.3 & 4 list the SDC loop numbers required to '

be Opcoble, improved Technical Specification 3.4.8 LCO will require two SDC loops
Operable, but the ITS will not list specific loop numbers, ne specific loop numbers am

,

'

being moved to the Bases. This is acceptable because moving this requirement to the Bases |
will not affect the requirement for the specific loops to be Operable. Throughout the ITS,
the Bases usually describe the contents of the system. This information can be adequately>

controlled in the Bases. Any changes to the Bases will be in accordance with the Bases
, Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0 His approach provides an effective level of regulatory

control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of 4
S.cility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement

for two coolant loops to be Operable, nis change is a less restrictive movement of |
;

mformation change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.
.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 requires the verification of the correct breaker
alignment and indicated power availability for the required SDC pump and valves that are,

not in operation. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.8.2 contains the same
verification requirements except it requires them to be performed for the required loop.

components that are not in operation. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 has been

modified by replacing the phrase "SDC pump and valves" with the phrase " loop
; components." The Bases ofITS SR 3.4.8.2 will be revised to identify the loop components

that will be required to be tested. Relocation of this information to the Bases is acceptable,
because ITS SR 3.4.8.2 will continue to require the required SDC pump and valves that are

a

not in operation to be tested. Throughout the ITS, the Bases usually describe the contents of
the system and the specific requirements of the system contents. The Bases will be
maintained in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. This approach

'

provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change, because,

i the SR will continue to require the verification of the correct breaker alignment and indicated
power available to the required SDC pump and valves that are not in operation.

J

LA 3 Current Technical S2ccification SR 4.4.1.3.3 requires the coolant loops to be verified in,

operation and circulating reactor coolant, ne requirement to circulate reactor coolant is
being moved to the ITS 3.4.8 Bases. Specific requirements for verifying that the reactor
coolant loop is in operation will be located in the Bases or plant procedures, as appropriate.
Any changes to the bases will be in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS
Chapter 5.0, and any changes to plant procedures will be in accordance with the Calvert
Cliffs change control process. The Bases Control Program and the Calvert Cliffs change
control process will ensure that changes to this requirement will receive an appropriate
review. This ch:mge is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L1 Improved Technical Specification 3.4.8 will add a note to CTS LCO 3.4.1.3 which permits
one required SDC loop to be inoperable for up to two hours for Surveillance testing,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.8 - RCS LOOPS - MODE 5 LOOPS NOT FILLED

provided the other SDC loop is Operable and in operation. This note provides operational
flexibility by allowing two hours before entering the Action statement. _The note is
acceptable, because: a) the note requires one SDC loop to be Operable and in operation.
The forced coolant circulation provided by one SDC loop is suflicient to remove decay heat
in Mode 5 wis the loops not filled; and b) the Operators will be focused on the status of
SDC whlie operating under the provisions of this note, Thus, in the event the required SDC
loop becomes inoperable or ceases to be in operation, the Opentors would take action in a
short period of time to restore a SDC loop to an Operable status and place it in operation. In
addition to the justification provided above, this proposed change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

-

I

|

i
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NO SIGNIFICANT liAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3. Does this change involve a signincant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change eliminates the requirement to have the reactor coolant loop Ope able
(i.e.,the RCPs, sos, required support systems, etc.) in Mode 5 with the loops filled when the
reactor coolant loops are used to satisfy the LCO. De change will require the sos used to
satisfy the LCO to have secondary side level 2 50 inches. The SGs are used only as a backup
for the SDC loops. The LCO requires one SDC loop to be Operable and in operation. However,

; if the SG is required to be used, the large volume of secondary side water will ensure the SGs
;

capability as a heat sink to re nove the heat load generated by the reactor. Herefore, the change
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.7 Changr12
m

Does the change involve a significant increase in the probabilltfor consequences of an
'

l.
accident previously evaluated?

Note 2 to ITS LCO 3.4.7 permits periodic Surveillance tests to be performed on one of the SDC
loops when both SDC loops are credited for meeting the LCC. This Note provides operational
flexibility by allowing two hours before entering the Action statement. The note is acceptable,
because: a) the note requires one SDC loop to be Operable and in operation. The forced coolant

'

circulation provided by one SDC loop is sufficient to remove decay heat in Mode 5 with the
loops filled; and b) the Operators will be focused on the status of SDC while operating under the
provisions of this note. Thus, in the event the required SDC loop becomes inoperable or ceases;

to be in operation, the Operators would take action in a short period of time to restore a SDC
loop to an Operable status and place it in operation.

Note 4 to ITS LCO 3.4.7 provides for the transition to Mode 4 and permits an RCP to be in
operation to replace the reactor coolant circulation function provided by the SDC loop. This
proposed change is acceptable, because: a) the note does not permit the required SDC loop to be
inoperable; it only permits it to not be in operation. Thus, if required, the SDC loop could be
returned to service in a short period of time; b) the note requires an RCS loop to be in operation
to provide forced circulation in place of the SDC loop; c) the Steam Generators are required to,

be Operable in accordance with LCO 3.4.7, thus, decay heat removal via natural circulation
vould be available; and d) ITS SR 3.0.4 requires the surveillances for LCOs to be met prior to

entry into a Mode or other specified condition in the Applicability of the LCO. ITS LCO 3.4.6
provides the Mode 4 requirements regarding the RCS loops. This LCO requires two loops

i consisting of any combination of RCS and SDC loops to be Operable and at least one loop to be
in operation. ITS SRs 3.4.6.1, 3.4.6.2, and 3,4.6.3 provide the surveillances which establish;

operability. These SRs are required to be met within their frequency prior to entering the Mode
of Applicability for ITS LCO 3.4.6 (i.e., Mode 4). Thus, when a traasition to Mode 4 is planned,4

two loops capable of providing forced circulation of the RCS would be Operable.

These proposed changes will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or
transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated.

|

~
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

2. Does the change create the possibiht! of a new or different Idad of accident from any
previously evaluated?

These proposed changes will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed changes
will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

He margin of safety is establ!shed through the design of the plant structmes, systems and
componentr, the parameters within which the plant is operated, and the establishment of the3

setpoints for the actuation of equipmenticlied upon to respond to a event. He proposed changes
do not significantly impact the condition or performance of structures,~ systems or con'ponents
relied upon for accident mitigation. The proposed changes do not impact any safety enalysis
assumptions. Therefore, they do not involve a significent reduction in a margin of safety.

3A.8 Change 11

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

Improved Technical Specification 3.4.8 will add a note to CTS LCO 3.4.1.3 which permits one
required SDC loop to be inoperable for up to two hours for Surveillance ter.ing, provided the
other SDC loop is Operable and in operation. This note provides operational flexibility by
aliowing two hours before entering the Action statement. The note is acceptable, because: a) the
nota requires one SDC loop to be Operable and in operation, ne forced coolant circulation
provided by one SDC loop is sufficient to remove decay heat in Mode 5 with the loops not filled;
and b) the Operators will be focused on the status of SDC while operating under the provisions
of this note. Thus, in the event the required SDC loop becomes inoperable or ceases to be in
oneration, the Operators would take action in a short period of time to restore a SDC loop to an
Operable status and place it in operation. This proposed change will not alter assumptions
relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed change does not significantly
affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

This proposed change will not involve a significant change in de' sign or operation of the plant.,

No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change
will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the proposed change does not create
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The margin of safety is established through the design of the plant structures, systems and
components, the parameters within which the plant is operated, and the establishment of the

,

setpoints for the actuation of equipment relied upon to respond to a event, The proposed change
does not significantly impact the condition or performance of structures, systems or components
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NO SIGNIFICANT llAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

relied upon for accident mitigation. The proposed change does not impact any safety analysis
assumptions. Therefore, it does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3A.9 Chance L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probsbility or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

He proposed change increases the allowed outage time, when one bank of pressurizer heaters
are inoperable for reasons other than an inoperable power source, from no time to 72 hours. The
loss of one bank of pressurizer heaters is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The pressurizer
pressure is still capable of being maintained with the non-emergency power-supplied heaters and
one remaining bank of emergency powered heaters. Also, the likelihood of an event occurring in.

72 hours which would require the heaters powered from an emergency pmer source is unlikely. ' '
'

The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The
proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and
therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time, when the pressurizer heaters are
inoperable for reasons other than an inoperable power source, from a shutdown track to 72 hours.

The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No-
hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will
not introduce any new accident initiators, Therefore, the change does not create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time, when the pressurizer heaters are
inoperable for reasons other than an inoperable power source, from a shutdown track to 72 hours.
Pressure control is still available using the normal plant power supplied pressurizer heaters and
the one remaining bank of emergency-supplied heaters. It is unlikely that an event will occur
during the 72-hour period which would require the pressurizer heaters, it is also possible that
this change would prevent a plant shutdown, which is a transient that places thermal stress on
safety components and could cause plant upset. Therefore, the change does not involve a -

significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3A.9 Chance T.3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to limit pressurizer level to less than 210 inches
when three charging pumps are running with less than 25 gpm letdown flow. The change deletes
a condition that places the plant in an analyzed accident scenario. This change will not
significantly increase the probability of an accident. Pressurizer level is not an initiator of any
analvmd event. The deletion of this requirement will not significantly increase the consequences
of an accident. If the three charg:ng pumps are running with less than 25 gpm letdown flow, the
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15. The ISTS markups for ITS 3.4.7 and 3.4.8 and their Bases were revised by changing the
references to "SDC train" or "SDC trains" to "SDC loop" or shutdown cooling (SDC) " loops,"
respectively. These changes ensure consistency regarding the references to the SDC loops.
These changes were made to respond to an NRC comment (ITS 3.4.7 Comment 3).
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RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Filled
3.4.7

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.7 RCS Loops - MODE 5 Loops Filled

LC0 3.4.7 One shutdown cooling (SDC) loop shall be OPERABLE and in
operation, and either:

a. One additional SDC loop shall be OPERABLE; or

b. The secondary side water level of each steam generator
(SG) shall be 2: 50 inches.,, -+r -

....................-._-._. NOTES.-------..........-__...s._
1. The SDC pump of the loop in operation may be not in 5-

operation for s 1 hour per 8 hour period provided:

a. No operations are permitted that would cause
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10 F f
below saturation temperature.

2. One required SDC loop may be inoperable for up to
2 hours for surveillance testing provided that the other
SDC loop is OPERABLE and in operation.

3. No reactor coolant pump (RCP) shall be started with any
RCS cold leg temperature s 365'E (Unit 1), s 301*F
(Unit 2)unless:

a. The pressurizer water level is s 170 inches;
b. Pressurizer pressure is s 300 psia (Unit 1),

s 320 psia (Unit 2); and

c. The secondary side water temperature in each SG is
s 30 F above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

4. All SDC loops may be not in operation during planned
heatup to MODE 4 when at least one RCS loop is in
operation.

.................. _________......__............._...._______
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RCS Loops - H0DE 5. Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.7 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled

BASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 5 with the RCS loops filled, the primary function of
the reactor coolant is the removal of decay heat and the

-transferofthisheateithertothesteamgenerator(SG)
secondary side coolant or the component cooling water via
the shutdown cooling (SDC) heat exchangers. While the
principal means for decay heat removal is via the SDC
System, the SGs are specified as a backup means for
redundancy. Even though the SGs cannot produce ~ steam in
this MODE, they are capable of being a heat sink due to
their large contained volume of secondary side water. As
long as the SG secondary side water is at a lower
temperature than the reactor coolant, heat transfer will
occur. The rate of heat transfer is directly proportional
to the temperature difference. Due to the non-condensible
gasses that come out of solution and restrict flow through
the SG tubes, the SGs can only be ciedited when the RCS is
capable of being pressurized. The secondary function of the
reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron
poison, boric acid.

In MODE 5 with RCS loops filled, the SDC loops are the
principal means for decay heat removal. The number of loops 5
in operation can vary to suit the operational needs. The
intent of this LC0 is to provide forced flow from at least
one SDC loop for decay heat removal and transport. The flow
provided by one SDC loop is adequate for decay heat removal.
The other intent of this LC0 is to require that a second
path be available to provide redundancy for decay heat
removal.

The LC0 provides for redundant paths of decay heat removal
capability. The first path can be an SDC loop (i.e., SDC
loop No.11 or No.12 for Unit No.1, and SDC loop No. 21 or S
No. 22 for Unit No. 2) that must be OPERABLE and in

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 8 3.4.7-1 Revision 9'y
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RCS Leops - MODE 5, Loops Filled |

B 3.4.7

BASES

This LC0 is modified by a Note that prohibits boron dilution
when SDC forced flow is stopped because an even
concentration distribution cannot be ensured. Core outlet
temperature is to be maintained at least 10*F below
saturation temperature, so that no vapor bubble would form
and possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction.
In this MODE, the SG(s) can be used as the backup for SDC
heat removal. To ensure their availebility, the RCS loop
flow path is to be maintained with subcooled liquid.

In MODE 5, it is.sometimes necessary to stop all RCP or SDC
forced circulation. This is permitted to change operation
from one SDC loop to the other, perform surveillance or
startup testing, perform the transition to and from the SDC,
or to avoid operation below the RCP minimum net positive
suction head limit. The time period is acceptable because
natural circulation is acceptable for decay heat removal,
the reactor coolant temperature can be maintained subcooled,
and boron stratification affecting reactivity control is not
expected.

Note 2 allows one SDC loop to be inoperable for a period of
up to 2 hours provided that the other SDC loop is OPERABLE
and in operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests
to be performed on the inoperable loop auring the only time 5'
when such testing is safe and possible.

Note 3 requires that the following conditions be satisfied
before an RCP may be started with any RCS cold leg
temperature s 365*F (Unit 1), s 301*F (Unit 2):

a. Pressurizer water level must be s 170 inches;

b. Pressurizer pressure s 300 psia (Unit 1), s 320 psia
(Unit 2); and

c. Secondary side water temperature in each SG must be
s 30 F above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.7-3 Revision #5
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RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Filled-.

B 3.4.7-
,

e

BASES
,

Satisfying the above conditions will preclude opening a PORV '

during a pressure transient when the RCP is started.

Note 4 provides for an orderly transition from MODE 5 to
MODE 4 during a planned heatup by permitting SDC loops to
not be in operation when at least one RCP is in operation. 6
This Note provides for the transition to MODE 4 where an RCP
is permitted to.be in operatior, and replaces the RCS >

circulation function provided by the SDC loops.

An OPERABLE SDC loop is composed of an OPERABLE SDC pump and 5
an OPERABLE-SDC heat exchanger.

SDC pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered
and are able to provide flow if required. An OPERABLE SG
can perform as a heat sink'when it has an adequate water
level and is OPERABLE in accordance with the_ Steam Generator
Tube Surveillance Program.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with RCS loops filled, this LC0 requires forced
circulation to remove decay heat from the core and to
provide proper boron mixing. One SDC loop provides
sufficient circulation for these purposes.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LC0 3.4.4, -"RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2;"
LC0 3.4.5, "RCS Loops - MODE 3;"
LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops - MODE 4;"
LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled;"
LC0 3.9.4, " Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant

Circulation - High Water Level" (MODE 6); and
LC0 3.9.5, "ShutdownCooling(SDC)andCoolant

ISrculation - Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

*
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RCS Loops - MODE 5, LCops Filled l
B 3.4.7

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

If the required SDC loop is inoperable and any SGs have
secondary side water levels < -50 inches, redundancy for
heat removal is lost. Action must be initiated imediately
to restore a second SDC loop to OPERABLE status or to
restore the water level in the required SGs. Either,

'

Required Action A.1 or Required Action A.2 will restore
redundant decay heat removal paths. The imediate
Completion Times reflect the importance of maintaining the
availability of two paths for decay heat removal.

4

B.1 and 8.2

If no SDC loop is in operation, except as permitted in
Note 1, all operations involving the reduction of RCS boron
concentration must be suspended. Action to restore one SDC
loop to OPERABLE status and operation must be initiated.
Boron dilution requires forced circulation for proper mixing
and the margin to criticality must not be reduced in this
type of operation. The immediate Completion Times reflect
the importance of maintaining o,neration for decay heat
removal.

I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one SDC
loop is in operatior,. Verification includes flow rate. |6
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure
that forced flow is providing decay heat removal. The
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify
operation is within safety analyses assumptions. In
addition, control room indication and alarms will normally
indicate loop status.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1.& 2 B 3.4.7-5 Revision 45
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RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Not filled
B 3.408

BASES

minimum of one running SDC pump meets the LCO requirement
for one loop in operation. An additional SDC loop is
required to be OPERABLE to meet the single failure
criterion.

Note 1 permits the SDC pumps to not be in operation for
s 15 minutes when switching from one loop to another. The
circumstances for stopping both SDC pumps are to be limited
to situations when the outage time is short and the core
outlet temperature is maintained at least 10"F below r
saturation temperature. The Note prohibits boron dilution
or draining operations when SDC forced flow is stopped.

Note 2 allows one SDC loop to be inoperable for a period of f
2 hours provided that the other loop is OPERABLE and in
operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests to be
perfonned on the inoperable loop during the only time when
these tests are safe and possible.

An OPERABLE SDC loop is composed of an OPERABLE SDC pump
capable of providing forced flow to an OPERABLE SDC heat
exchanger, along with the appropriate flow and temperature
instrumentation for control, protection, and inoication.
Shutdown cooling pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of
being powered and are able to provide flow if required.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with loops not filled, this LCO requires core heat
removal and coolant circulation by the SDC System.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:
*

LC0 3.4.4, "RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2;"
LC0 3.4.5, "RCS Loops - MODE 3;"
LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops - MODE 4;"
LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - HODE 5, Loops Filled;"
LCO 3.9.4, "ShutdownCooling(SDC)andCoolant

Circulation - liigh Water level" (MODE 6); and

,
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RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

BASES

LCO 3.9.5, '' Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant

Circulation - Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

ACTIONS &d

If the required SDC loop is inoperable, redundancy for heat
r: removal is lost. Action must be initiated imediately to-

restore a second loop to OPERABLE status. The Completion | 5'
Time reflects the importance of maintaining the availability
of two paths for heat removal.

B.1 and B.2

If no SDC loop is OPERABLE or in operation, except as
provided in FMe 1, all operations involving the reduction
of RCS boron concentration must be suspended. Action to
restore one SDC loop to OPERABLE status and operation must
be initiated imediately. Boron dilution requires forced
circulation for proper mixing and the margin to criticality
must not N reduced in this type of operation. The
immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of
maintaining operation for decay heat removal.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one SDC
loop is in operation. Verification includes flow rate,
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure
that forced flow is providing decay heat removal. The
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify
operation is within safety analyses assumptions.
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RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
8 3.4.8

,

BASES
.

SR 3.4.8.2

i Verification that the required number of loops are OPERABLE I
L ensures that redundant paths for heat removal are available

and that additional loops can be placed in operatinn, if
needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper
breaker alignment and indicated power available to the

*
required pumps and valves that are not in operation. The T |
Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of

!
other administrative controls available and has been shown i
to be acceptable by operating experience.

REFERENCES None.
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RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops filled

drs> 3.4.7

3.4 REACTOR C00LMT SYST[M (RC$)
3.4.7 RCS Loops-M00C 5. Loops' FI)1ed

(3,4,t3)LC03.4.7 Oneshutdowncoo'ing($0C)
shall be CPCRABLE and inoperstlen, and o'ther
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< .. . ..
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o

ElbewerDIS for i 1 hour per 8 hour perloc provi e t .

(3.4.4 3-
No o!erations are b5 boron concentration: and

a.
ermitted that would cause| redo tion of the R

!

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained.at least 10'F
below saturat aperature.

NEv/ t. One required $DC may be inoperable for up to g.

m. s y) I hou for surveillance testing provided that the other
Pig.BLEandinoperation.

,
.g %;,

b o t. t.. t. 500 g
3. No reactor to 1Wt D

shall be started with 3W
t. 4 t.1 $th
A g*u.MA geh.w @.%

a. The pressurizer water level sQtt er
lhe secondary side water tem erature in att -

" |:C""i above each of the kCS cold le
" -

Mf*M3 [ape tures.

@ 4. A C styhuurra trom operation during6f" t,4 "A
D't L. t planned heatup to MODE 4 when at least one RCS loop is -in operation.

...

_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ ......__

,

h, Irf 68**itte fitf84.g i6 f

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with RCS loops filled. '
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RCS toops-MODE l, Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT $YSTEN (RCS)

B 3.4.7 RC$ loops-M000 5, Loops Filled

8A$[$

BACKGROUND in MODE 5 the $ loops filled the primary function of M'#the react coolant is the removal of decay heat and
transfer this heat either to the steam generator
secondary side coolant or the component cooling wa(56)ter viathe shutdown cooling heat exchangers. While theprincipal means for de($DC) heat removal is via the $0Ccay T ''

vv
; het, h 444 system, the $Gs are specified as a backup means for

redundancy, tven though the $Gs cannot produce steam in ,
i

rom .ndena.Lle, Iettes
! their lar$e contained volume of secondary side water.this MODE, they arw capable of being a heat sink due to

e

M c m *.A eC As1 long as t e SG secondary side water is at a lowerMb n .4, 44 [ temperature than the reactor coolant, heat transfer will

g g,g g,,,)O
i(4 occur._ The rate of heat transfer is directly proportional.

e to the temperature cirrerence.F The secondary function of 'g4 Oh
the reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble Of

f*S un enQ L. neutron poison, boric acid4

D' 'M *Ma O inh 0DE5withRCfloopsfi e, khe$DC are theXC$ h pI,1,Q,p principal means i or decay heat r<noval. The number of
k pref urhcl in operat' on can vary to . . ult the operational needs. 'e_ e

.he intent of th s LCO is to pra tide forced flow from at h,,c, # @ IC'i Oleast one $0C W 4n for decay ha
/**g The flow provided by one SDC +ee6e is adequate for dreayst removal and transport.# et ,, g, bd || 0heat removal. The other intent of this LCO is to require n

4*+)3pc,,|oop that a second path be available to provide redundancy for - dg( t{o | W #..

p . decay heat removal. C,DC.go ti ;,| o r
M g4

V au' k O' | g g ( The LCO provides for redundant paths of decay het removal N', ')
'

capablitty. The first path can be an 500 Ignat must be
,

,, o c. loof; .F pp k gp OPERABLE and in operation. The second be anotherOPERABLE $0C or through the SGs, path caeach ha ing an c
't

K. Io b
adequate water vel, ,

edf
APPLICABLE

In MODE 5 RCS circulation is considered in theSAFETY ANALYSES detennination of the time available for mitigation of the
accidental boron dilution event. The SDC providethis circulation,

g

(continued)
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RC$ toops-MODE 6 Loops Filled
0 3.4.7

BA$ts

APPLICABLE

NRC Policy Statement as important contributors to riskRCS Loops-M00C 6 (loops Filled) have both identified in theSAFE 1V ARAI,V$t$

(continued) reduction
. g( E s* %<)LCO The out pose f thi

LCO 1s'to require at least one of the G)SDC W ees OPE LE and in operetton with an additional
(m)_\
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p e- -

_
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n the safet
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_2_

the SGs could MfV 1-d to remove the decay heat.
f ..

- ed I g gg
Not 1 permits DC pumps toiwdaAnam
8 h ur period. The circumstances for stopp 23gs 1 hour per

ng ooth SDC

temperature increases can be maintained well within theare to be lietted to situations where pressure andallowable pressure
temperature overpres(pressure and temperature and low

-

sure protection and 10'F subcooling
11stts, or an alternate heat remova)l path through the SG(s)is in operation.

This LC0 is modified by a Note that prohibits boron dilution
when SDC forced flow is stopped because an even
concentration distribution cannot be ensured.
temperature is to be maintained at least 10'F belowCore outlet
saturatton temperature, so that no vapor bubble would form
and possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction.
In this MODE, the $G(s) can be used as the backup for $0Cheat removal.
flow path is to be aTo ensure their availability, the RCS loop

'

ined with subcooled itquid.
In MODE 5, it ti some s necessary to stop all RCP or 50Cforced circulat on.
from one SOC tm4n to the other, perform surveillance orThis is permitted to change operationstartup testing
or to avoid oper,ation below the RCP minimum net positiveperfore the transition to and from the 500,hsuction head limit, lhe time period is acceptable because
natural circulation is acceptable for decay heat removal,

_

(continued)
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RCS toops-MODE 5. Loops f t11ed
B 3.4.7

BASES

LC0 the reactor coolant temperature can be maintained subcooled
(continued) and boron stratification affecting reactivity control is nol

expected,
b ,

Note t allows one $0C be noperab1 > for a period of
up to 2 hours provided that the et er SDC 4% is OPERABLE
and in operation. This permits per odic surveillance tests
to be performed on the inoperable W4e during the only time
when such testing is safe and possible.

Note S Nguires that ctth: :f the fo11owing4weconditions
,

be satisfied before an RCP may be tiaria wIth any RCS cold
leg temperature s.(y}'f a f5d UJn @w u.s y

Pressurizer water level aunwe(M)N ee 6 Moia.
.

Secondary side water temperature in each SG must be
,

|

-;;'{ hava h of the RCS cold leg temperatures.
.

Satisfying et t. m THe above conittions will preclude a
| i n :r r: ...; pressure :;::t i: t. . ::- I 'N "k h

4
'

transienLdy the RCP is started. P6W d"'
Note! 4p es for an orderly transitio from MODE 5 to

I MODE i4 during a planned heatup by ermitt ng talEYITTB SDC
|MM operation when at less one R ) is in operation.This~N@ote provides for the transition to PODE 4 where an RCP

is permitted to be in operation and replacos the RCS
circulation function rovided by the SDC k W s.

4* ^ * An OPERABLE SDC d .
g

composed of an OPERABLE SDC pump 74.rr,/g3La. in and an OPERABLE SDC heat exchanger.

SDC pumps .re OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered
and are able to provide flow if required. An OPERABLE SG
can perform as a heat sink when it has an adequate water '

level and is OPERABLE in accordance with the SG TubeSurveillance Program.

APPLICABIL11Y In MODE 5 with RCS loops filled, this LC0 requires forced
circulation to remove decay heat from the core and to
provide proper boron atting. One SDC provides hsufficient circulation for these purposes.

i pof,

(continued)

CEOG $15 0 3.4 32 Rev 1. 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops filled
B 3.4.7

BASES

APPLICABILITY
(continued)

Operation in other M0005 is covered by

LC0 3.4.4
LCO 3.4.5,, 'RCS Loops-MODE 3't'RCS Loops-MODES 1 and I't.

LCO 3.4.6 'RCS Loops-MODE 4*
LCO 3.4.8,, 'RCS Loops-MODE 5 ;too
LC0 3.9.4, ?5hutdown Cooling ,$0C)ps Not Ft11ed's

Circulation-High(Water Level' (MODC 6); andand Coolant

LC0 3.9.5, ' shutdown Cooling ($00) Level' (MODE 6)and coolant
, Circulation-Low Wate,

, C, ,N,._
.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.f

If the required 50C 6pa m i ina>erable~andanySGshave

secondary side water level < (M}lttated tenedtately toredundancy for heat
removal is lost. Action st be in ,

rutore a second SDC
the water level in the required SGs.to 0PERABLE status or to restore

.

Either Required
Action A.) or Required Action A.2 will restore redundant
decay heat removal paths. The immediate Completion Times
reflect the importance of maintaining the availability oftwo paths for decay heat removal.

B.1 and B.2 \cef
If no 5 is in operation, except as permitted in
Note . all operations involving the reduction of RCS boron

tration must be suspended.conc
Action to restore one SDC

to OPERABLE status and operation must be initiated.
Baron dilution requires forced circulation for proper mixing
and the margin to criticality must not be reduced in thistype of operation. The immediate Completion Times reflect
the importance of maintaining operation for decay heat
removal. '

SURVEILLANCE $R 3.4.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

This $R requires verification every 12 hours that one 500
Acela is in operation. Vertf tcation includes flow rate

*A

temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensur,e g/oop that forced flow is providing decay heat removal. The

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.4-33
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RCS Loops-M00C 5, Loops Not filled
B 3.4.8 *p re

y,g, h & in Opathkos '

1575 153:xx +
LC0

-

Note 1 pemits the 500 pumps toud-e- %.a for(continued)
s 15 minutes when switching from one tes4m se another.

,

circumstances for stoppinka e it The
are to be 11mited @both SDC p%:rtftand the coreto situations when the oua4 la o- isout1H temperatu7re: TaTI

temperature 10'F below saturation @ d ]

I

operations o}f- The Note prohibits boren dilution or drainingben SDC forced flow is stopped.
>

2 hours provided that the other it;i.1is OPERABLE and ' nNote 2 allows one SDC ML to be (noperable for a per'od ofj
, operation. This perutts period

e survet11ance tests to be
' ' ' '

4

' performed on the inoperable th during the only time when j ~ ''.
these tests are saf n ossible.'

1

An OPERABLE SDC 4
capable of composed of an OPERABLE SDC pump '

exchanger providing forced flow to an OPERABLE SDC heat
instrumentation for controlalong with the appropriate flow and temperature;

protection, and indicatten
SDC pumps are OPERABLE if t$ey are capable of being powe.and are able to provide flow if required. red *

APPLICABILITY
In MODE 5 with loops not filled this LCO requires core heat
removal and coolant circulation,by the SDC System.

Operation in other M00E5 is covered by:

LC0 3.4.4, 'RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2't
LCO 3.4.5, 'RCS Loops-MODE 3't
LCO 3.4.6, 'Rt3 Loops-MODE 4't
LCO 3.4.7, 'RCS Loops-MODE 5
LCO 3.9.4, ' Shutdown Cooling . Loops filled't

Circulation-High(Water Level' SOC)andCoolanti

LC0 3.9.5, ' Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coola(ntMODE6) andI

Circulation-Low Water level' (H00C 6).
.

ACTIONS L.1 koop
__ _

If the required SDC
is inoperable redundancy for heat @m removal is lost.

restore a seconaeein to OPERABLE status. Action must be initialed tunedtately toog

of two paths for heat removal. Time reflects the importance of maintaining the availability
Q[, g1he Completion

(continued)
CEOG STS

B 3,4 36
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RC$ Loops-MODE 5 Loops Not filled
B 3.4.8

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.f 6ep
(continued)

if no $DC is OP LE or in operation, except as Ocprovided in Note 1, a operations involving tht reduction
of RCS boren concen tion must be suspended. Action to
resten one 50C to OPERABLE status and operation must
be initiated tamediately. Boron dilution requires forced
circulation for proper mixing and the margin to criticality
must not be reduced in this type of operation. The
immediate Completion Time renects the importance of'

.3,. ,

maintaining operation .'or decay heat removal.

SURVE!LLANCE $R 3.4.8.1 . cop
REQUIREMENTS

.

1This requires verification every !! hours that one SOC 6
is in operation. Vertftcation includes flow rate. -

temperature or pump status monitoring, which hel
that forced, flow is providing decay heat removal.p ensureThe
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice ti be
sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify
operation is within safety analyses assumptions.

$R 3.4.8.2 \g p3 g
Verification that the equired number of 4 4*s are OPERABLE @ensures that redundant paths for heat removal are available
and that additional 4edes can be placed in operation, if
needed to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation.
breaker alignment and indleated cower available to theVerification is performed by verifying proper #^W8 8h gio.nd vc Srequired pumps? The frequency of 7 days is consicerca jM e 40p O
reasonable in view of other administrative controls
available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating g oI .r u. W,,

expertence.

REFERENCES None.
.

?

CC00 STS- 0 3.4-37 Rev1,04/07/95
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16. Improved Technical Specification SRs 3.4.7.3 and 3A.8.2 and their llases have been changed
from "the required SDC pump that is not in operation" to "the required SDC loop components
that are not in operation." The markups for CTS SR 4A.l.3.1 for ITS LCOs 3.4.7 and 3 A.8 have
been revised from " pumps and [SDCJ loop valves" to " loop components," and DOCS LA.2 for
ITS 3.4.7 and ITS 3A.8 have been changed to reflect these revisions and their associated
applications to the Ilases. The same changes have been made to the ISTS markup for ITS
SRs 3A.7.3 and 3.4.8.2. To justify these deviations, JFD 33 to Section 3.4 has been provided.
Additionally, the markup of the ISTS liases for ITS SRs 3.4.7.3 and 3 A.8.2 have been revised to

redect the changes made to the ITS SRs. These deviations were justified using existing JI'Ds 2
and 13 to Section 3A. 'lhese changes were made to respond to NRC comments (ITS 3.4.7
Comment 4 and ITS 3 A.8 Comment 2).

Additionally, while responding to the aforementioned NRC comments, it was discovered that the
same issue existed in the markups and justifications for ITS 3.4.6. Thus, the same changes were
made to the markups of C1S SR 4.4.1.3.1 for ITS 3.4.6, DOC LA.2 for ITS 3A.6, the ISTS
markup for rfS SR 3 A.6.3, and the ISTS 11ases markup for ITS SR 3.4.6.3,



_ __- __

RCS Loops - MODE 5 Loops Filled
3.4.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVE1LLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.7.2 Verify required SG secondary side water 12 hours
level is > -50 inches.

SR 3.4.7.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
j indicated power available to the required

SDC loop components that are not in 5 ,,operation.

.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.7-3 RevisiongS
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RCS Loops - H0DE 5 Loops Not Filled
3.4.8

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
.__

B. Required SDC loops B.1 Suspend all Imediately
inoperable, operations involving

reduction of RCS
QB boron concentration.

No SDC loop in 6EQ
operation. J

B.2 Initiate action to Imediately i

restore one SDC loop
to OPERABLE status

,

and operation. '

._

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.8.1 Verify one SDC loop is in operation. 12 hours

SR 3.4.8.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
indicated power available to the required
SDC loop components that are not in 5
operation.

L

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.8-2 Revision #S-
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RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

BASES

The SDC flow is established to ensure that core outlet
temperature is maintained sufficiently below saturation to
allow time for swapover to the standby SDC loop should the
operating loop be lost.

SR 3.4.7.2
- .

Verifying the SGs are OPERABLE by ensuring their secondary
side water levels are h -50 inches ensures that redundant
heat removal paths are available if the second SDC loop is-
inoperable. The Surveillance is required to be performed
when the LC0 requirement is being met by use of the SGs. If

-both SDC loops are OPERABLE, this SR is not needed. The-
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify
operation within safety analyses assumptions.

SR 3.4.7.3

Verification that the second SDC loop is OPERABLE ensures
thac redundant paths for decay heat removal are available.
The requirement also ensures that the additional loop can be
placed in operation, if needed, to maintain decay heat
removal and reactor coolant circulation. Verification is
performed by verifying proper breaker alignment and power
available to the required pumps and valves that are not in- goperation. The Surveillance is required to be performed
when the LC0 requirement is being met by one of two SDC
loops, e. . both SGs have < -50 inches water level. The '

Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of
other administrative controls available and has been shown
to be acceptable by operating experience,

t

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.7-6 Revisiong5
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RCS Loopa - HODE 5 Loops Not Filled
B 304.8

BASES

SR 3.4.8.2

Verification that tw: required number of loops are OPERABLE I
| ensures that redundant paths for heat removal are available
'

and that additional loops can be placed in operation, if
|- needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
i circulation. Verification is perfonned by verifying proper
| breaker alignment and indicated power available to the'

required pumps and valves that are not in operation. The f
Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of
other admini t'ative controls available and has been shown
to be acceptable by operating experience.

REFERENCES None

I

\

l

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.8-4 Revision O f



RCS Loops - H0DE 4
3.4.6

$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.6.1 Verify one RCS or SDC loop is in operation. 12 hours
.

SR 3.4.6.2 Verify secondary side water level in 12 hours
| requiredSG(s)is>-50 inches.

SR 3.4.6.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
indicated power available to the required
loop components that are not in operation. g

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.6-3 Revisiongg
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r

|

RCS Loops - MODE 4 !
B 3.4.6 t

BASES

initiated. Boron dilution requires farced circulation for
proper mixing, and the margin to criLcalMy must not be
reduced in this type of operation. The insnediate Completion |Times reflect the importance of decay heat removal. The !
action to restore must continue until one loop is restored
to operation.

,

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.4.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one
,

required loop is in operation. This ensures forced flo'| 1s
providing heat removal. Verification includes flow rate,
temperature, or pump status monitoring. The 12 hour
Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be

;

sufficient to regularly assess RCS loop status. In i

addition, control room indication and alarms will normally
indicate loop status. '

s

SR 3.4.6.2 -

|

This SR requires verification every 12 hours of secondary i

side water level in the required SG(s) > -50 inches. An
adequate SG water level is required in order to have a heat
sink for removal of the core decay heat from the reactor
coolant. The 12 hour interval has been shown by operating
practice to be sufficient to regularly assess degradation

_

.

and verify operation within safety analyses assumptions. '

SR 3.4.6.3
4

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that i

an additional RCS or SDC loop can be placed in operation, if '

needed to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation. - Verification is performed by verifying proper
breaker alignment and power available to the required loop g
components that are not in operation. For an RCS loop, the

,

:

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 8 3.4.6-5 Revisionpr
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RCS Loops - H0DE 4
8 3.4.6

BASES

required component is a pump. For an SDC loop, the required g
components are the pump and valves. The Frequency of 7 days
is considered reasonable in view of other administrative
controls available and has been shown to be acceptable byI

operating experience.

REFERENCES None -

.

_

l
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LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERAT! M (Continued)~~

%. With no coolant loop in4 eratton, suspend all ofhe Reactorb
involving a reduction in boron concentration of erations

C-
Coolant Systus and initiate corrective action to return the
required coolant loop to operation M*Ma e2'-"-

i'[kb
, SURVEILLANCE H QUIREMENTS O PE R A 61.0 $Da h j;b ryg "Y'.

e C~~- '- d
,

fr'.1 " A The re!d JPL
3, g,1

utred " sJ Q 51days y)v,eif not in operation,
loop sW

shall be detemin LEoncY
0=; cand indicated power availability f rQrb;ifying corvet breaker11"onments r- aq q "~ tet

4,44,4t6 The reqr tred steam generator (s). F " " '-'-- " g,9g"2j d\.M
3.4.1.3.-

- '' 2'Is A.3 A 4,'a

water le7e1 to be above 50 inches at least once per 12 hours,shall te detemined CPERABLE by verifying the seconcary s1ce
s n. 4.4.1.3.3 At least one coolant too shall be vertited to be in operation

gna -ci rcu s a u nt-react o r-cooient] a t east once per 12 hours, k

CALVERT CLIFFS UNIT 1 3/4 4 5 Amendment No. 169
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Spu.C ou .. 3. 4. 6

2|^.^ "'~m'"'""~-
LIMITING COSITION FOR OPERATIt (Continued)

ACTich)
% With no coolant loopHn oNrat'on. auspend all orationsC involving a reduction in ron concentration of he Reactor

Coolant System and inttlate corrective action to return the
required coolant loop to operation .'U,ih ,-i~y. _

'?T '* f N.3 Ad

. SURVE!LLANCt_ REQUtttMtwTs pee $.Ut I b 6d h ' 7- N ., . . . . .

'

'
, , .

- ;

4. 4. . . ; . "r The required #^: c _::: Sloop s), if wt in operation. I 'N3 4 +$*3 thallbedeterminedOPERA78 once per 7 days vertfying correct breaker
alignments and indicated power availability f - -e.tr M_~_1 ; 2:''': g*

The required steam generator s). C " "P$$2*bi g f,gc, * 2 4d.i.i.s
5.'J.S.;,- shall be determined OPERABL!(by vert'ytng the secondary ~ side,Q'- -"" "

!

water level to be above .50 inches at least once per 12 hours.,

|

%R
| 3* 4.6. I 4 4.1.3.3

.A. 4 mw . - - m; - :ner er:At least one coolanu loop shall be vertfled to be in operationLA'1-Mdat least once per 12 hours.-

.
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4;6 - HCS LOOPS MODE 4

contain the optic, , bring the plant to Mode 5, corrective action to restore the required
coolant loops to an UPERABLE status can always be initiated within the Completion Time;
thus, the option to cooldown to Mode 5 is never required to be invoked. While Action C of
ITS 3.4.6 does not contain a requirement to place the unit in Mode 5, it is equivalent to
Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 because its shutdown requirement is never required to be invoked.
Action C of ITS 3.4.6 provides a more restrictive course of action than Action a of
CTS 3.4.13, because, in addition to requiring the initiation of corrective action to restore the
loops to an OPERABLE status, it requires the suspension of all operations involving a
reduction in boron concentration of the RCS, ne more restrictive action to suspend all,

I operations involving a reduction in boron concentration of the RCS is appropriate. In most
scenarios with no coolant loops OPERADLE, there will also be no forced flow. Without
forced flow, proper mixing would not occur. Run, if boron dilution was occurring, slug of
water with a significantly reduced boron concentration could develop. Rese slugs could
lead to reactivity excursions. This requirement will ensure that this does not occur. To
incorporate Action C ofITS 3.4.6, Action b of CTS 3.4.1.3 was modified to apply to the
condition of no coolant loops OPERABLE, Currently, Action b of CTS 3.4.1.3 only applies
when no coolant loops are in operation. It essentially contains the same actions as Action C
ofITS 3.4.6.

TEC11NICAL CilANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECIINICAL CilANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

,

LA.I Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.1.3.a lists the loop numbers (reactor coolant and /

SDC) required to be Operable and defines the components which comprise an Operable RCS
loop. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.6 LCO will require two reactor coolant or SDC
loops to be Operable, ne specific RCS and SDC loop numbers and the definition of an
Operable RCS loop will be moved to the Bases. This is acceptable, because ITS 3.4.6 will
continue to require two cooling loops to be Operable, nroughout the ITS, the Bases usually
describe the contents of the system and the specific requirements of the system contents.
His infonnation can be adequately controlled in the Bases. Any changes to the Bases will
be in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. This approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because

there is no change in the requirement for two coolant loops to be Operable. This change is a |
less restrictive movement of information change with no impact on safety. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3,1 requires the verification of the correct breaker
alignment and indicated power availability for the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.6.3 contains the same
verification requirements except it requires them to be performed for the required loop
components that are not in operation. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 has been

modified by replacing the phrase "SDC pump and valves" with the phrase '' loop I

components." The Bases ofITS SR 3.4.6.3 will be revised to identify the loop components

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.6-4 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.6 - RCS LOOPS . MODE 4

that will be required to be tested. Relocation of this information to the Bases is acceptable,
because ITS SR 3.4.6.3 will continue to require the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation to be tested. Throughout the ITS, the Bases usually describe the contents of
the system and the specific requirements of the systern contents. The Bases will be
maintained in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. This approach.
provides an etTective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change I

|

control process. The le <cl of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change, because
the SR will continue to require the verification of the correct breaker alignment and indicatedi

'

power available to the required SDC pump and valves that are not in operation.

LA.3 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.3 requires the coolant loops to be verified in
' operation and circulating reactor coolant. The requirement to circulate reactor coolant is|

being moved to the ITS 3.4.6 Bases. Specific requirements for verifying that a reactor
.y~

coolant or SDC loop is in operation will be located in the Bases or plant procedures, as
appropriate. Any changes to the Bases will be in accordance with the Bases Control
Program in ITS Chapter 5.0, and any changes to plant procedures will be in accordance with
the Calvert Cliffs change control process. The Bases Control Program and the Calvert Cliffs
change control process will ensure that any changes to this requirement will receive an
appropriate review. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS_HFSTRICTIVE
Li Not used.

|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.6-5 Revision 5
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RCS LoQs-M00C 4
3.4.6

hTh $URytillANCE RIOUIREMENTS (continued)

$URVtlLLANCE
FREQUDici

(4 4,p,g,j/MR 3.4.6.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 daysindicated ower available to the required
I ' that not in operation.

r. -

, w .. 'a y

loop corrf onuY
-_ s

|

4 t . i. */.1.,

1

1

|

'

.

CEOG STS 3,4-12
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RC5 Loop 8--
{

BA$t$

$URVElllMCE SR 1.4.6.3
REQUIREMENTS

~

(continued) Vertf tcation that the required p
is OPERABLE ensures that

6
an additional RCS 4eep or $0C can be placed in
operation, lant etetuistion.1f needed to eatntain decay heat removal andreactor coo

breaker alignment and power available toVerification is perfoned by: verifying
the requi

The Frequency of 7 days is considered
| reasonable i

ew of other administrative controls.
,

available and
its been shown to be acceptable by operatingexpertence..

REFERENCES None.
__

!
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.5(ac[it. hon 3.4.'7

3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT $YSTEM

LINITINGCONDITIONFORAPERATION(Continued)

R b. With no op in oinvolvingareductioninberation,suspendalloperationsoron concentration of the Resctorg
foolant System and initiate corrective action to return the
, aquired coolant loop to operation 't'.' : : 'r.

J
7 , SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS .

-
'

. .

O i.i.:.%1 The required shutdown cooling loop (s), if not in operation,
),43.1 shall be detennined OPERABLE once per 7 days by verif ing correct breakert

oitonments and indicated power availability fordiuRM IN8'METdiUP@gfMM
' O

$Ld6pf:es5p @GO ^ ' "12 h _ __. . .. steam oenerator(s) d''' t ': i:':: _::d i: =eO1 4'71 M MAINS tall be determinea ortusi.L oy ver1Fylng the secondary side {*1
water level to be above -50 inches at least once per 12 hours.

e. .;.0.0 At leas loo shall be verified to be in operation h5A
@ " rr" un ne - t one1,4,1, I :::- =::..c.)st east once per 12 hours.
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LIMITIM Com! TIM FOR OPERATIM (Coettaued)

With M"oo ent1
.w a+d.

A C* tie M b. o retton, suspend all o rations
involvino a reducti n in Nron coheentration of fhe Reactor .

6 Coo 1W tvstem and inttiste corrective action to return the
required cwi6.it loop to operation -MM g.: h:; _. _ __

*

. -- M. '$..
SURVE!LLAllCE kt0UtttMENTS

.

- - - ~ -

SR e.f.:.:.; The required shutdown cooling loop s), if not in operation4 . 9 . 7.3 shall be determined OPERA 8LE once per 7 days verifyinn co(g and indicated power availability Wapd @rrect breakerstHQJfspL A,o

_ M669 EvfNp%M A.I bTh: . 61.-) steam generator (sb iLii i. ,,,;, ..;; '- -ASR -

.

3.4.7."2 A wr ievel to be above -5naii ne asturmines ortansLE by verTiying sne secondary side*7
es at least once per 12 hours.-

SR A_A *** At least one = '.... oop shall be Verified to be in operetton
3. 4. "?. I fd 9"ac -': :::d: at least once per 12 hours.

1

I
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4,7 -- RCS LOOPS . MODE 5 LOOPS FILLED |

additional testrictions on plant operation constitutes a more restrictive change. This camnge
is consistent with NUREO 1432.

M.3 Current Technical Specification 3.4.1.3 Action b requires the initiation of corrective actions
within one hour to return the required coolant loop to Operable status when no coolant loop
is in operation, improved Technical Specification 3.4.7 Action B will require immediate
initiation of corrective action. This change, which requires immediate initiation of
corrective action, reflects the importance of decay heat removal. This change will not
adversely affect plant safety because it ensures the immediate initiation of action to restore
decay heat removal. The addition of this more stringent requirement constitutes a more
restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREO 1432.

TICIINICAL CIIANGES - RFI OCATIONS

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED '

DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Specification LCOs 3.4.1.3.a.3 & 4 list the SDC loop numbers required to
be Operable improved Technical Specification 3.4.7 LCO will require two SDC loops or
one SDC loop and both SGS to be Operable, but the ITS will not list specific loop numbers.
The speellic loop numbers are being moved to the Bases. This is acceptable because moving
this requirement to the Bases will not affect the requirement for the specific loops to be
Operable.1hroughout the ITS, the Bases usually describe the contents of the system. The
loop numbers can be adequately controlled in the Basesswhich require change control in
accordance with the Bases Control Program provided in ITS Chapter 5.0. This approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unalTected by the change because
there is no change in the requirement for two coolant loops to be Operable. This change is a |
less restrictive movement of information change with no impact on safety. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1432.

LA.2 Current Technical SpeciF. cation SR 4.4.1.3.1 requires the verification of the correct breaker
alignment and indicated power availability for the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.7.3 contains the same
verification requirements except it requires them to be performed for the required loop
components that are not in operation. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 has been
modified by replacing the phrase "SDC pump and valves" with the phrase " loop
components." The Bases ofITS SR 3.4.7.3 will be revised to identify the loop components
that will be required to be tested. Relocation of this information to the Bases is acceptable,
because ITS SR 3.4.7.3 will continue to require the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation to be tested. Throughout the ITS, the Bases usually describe the contents of
the system and the specific requirements of the system contents. The Bases will be
maintained in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. This
approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more
appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by
the change, because the SR will continue to require the verification of the correct breaker

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.7 3 Revision 5



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECrlON 3.4.7 - RCS LOOPS o MODE 5 LOOPS FILLED

alignment and indicated power available to the required SDC pump and valves that are not in
operation.

| LA.3 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.3 requires the coolant loops to be verifled in
; operation and circulating reactor coolant. The requirement to circulate reactor coolant is

being moved to the ITS 3.4.7 Bases. Specific requirements for verifying that the reactor
coolant loop is in operation will be located in the Bases or plant procedures, as appropriate.

| Any changes to the Bases will be in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS
| Chapter 5.0, and any changes to plant procedures will be in accordance with the Calvert
| ClllTs change control process. The Bases Control Program and the Calvert Cliffs change

control process will ensure that changes to this requirement will receive an appropriate
_& review, nls change is consistent with NUREG 1432.4 O

!
TECllNICAL CIIANGES - IIRS H5'ETRICTIVE
L.) Current Technical Specification LCOs 3.4.1.3.a.1 and 2 require the reactor coohnt loops,

their associated SGs, and at least one associated RCP to be Operable if used to satisfy the
LCO. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.7 will only require that the secondary side water
level of each SO be h .50 inches if used as the backup system to the required SDC train.
This is acceptable in Mode $ with the loops filled because even though the SGs cannot
produce steam, they are capable of being a heat sink due to the large contained volume of
secondary side water. Forced cooling using the RCPs is not required because natural
circulation occurs, which is sumclent to remove the small heat load in the reactor core until
a SDC train can be made available. A plant specific calculation was developed to verify that
the SGs could be used for decay heat removal. The calculation was performed in response to
NUMARC Guidance Document 9106, Guidelines for Industry Action to Assess Shutdown
Management, ne calculation considers or determines the maximum core decay heat
generation rate, total primary to secondary heat transfer area, heat transfer coeflicients,
relative primary and secondary temperatures, total natural circulation flow rate, and
combined SG ambient heat loss rate, as wc!! as other considerations. The calculation
determines that a SO level of 2 $0 inches with the associated RCS loop filled is sufficient to
remove the generated decay heat load. %is change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

L.2 Two notes are being added to CTS LCO 3.4.1.3. These notes permit: a) one required SDC
loop to be inoperable for up to two hours for Surveillance testing, provided the other SDC
loop is Operable and in operation; and b) all SDC loops to be removed from operation during
planned heatup to Mode 4 when at least one RCS loop is in operation.

Note 2 to ITS LCO 3.4.7 permits periodic Surveillance tests to be perfonned on one of the
SDC loops when both SDC loops are credited for meeting the LCO. His note provides
operational flexibility by allowing two hours before entering the Action statement. The note
is acceptable, because: a) the note requires one SDC loop to be Operable and in operation.
The forced coolant circulation provided by one SDC loop is sufficient to remove decay heat
in Mode 5 with the loops filled; and b) the Operators will be focused on the status of SDC

while operating under the provisions of this note. Rus, in the event the required SDC loop
becomes inoperable or ceases to be in operation, the Operators would take action in a short
period of time to restore a SDC loop to an Operable status and place it in operation.

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.7 4 Revision 5
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ton in boron con, centration of the ReactorAc 6 involving a redug Coolant system nd initiate corrective action to return the

required loop to operation Mt" ::: bn-
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$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
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-414drid-The required shutdown cooling loopid, if not in operation.3A L2. shall be dettnetned OPERABLE once per 7 days Fy verifying correct breaker *

allonments and Indicated power availability for@mnsAna str :::P -- /.S
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4.4.1.3.1 The required shutdown cooling 100 if not in operation., T. 4 3.7.
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3A;8 - RCS LOOPS - MODE 5. LOOPS NOT FILLED

TECIINICAL CHANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED IDOCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Specification LCOs 3.4.1.3.a.3 & 4 list the SDC loop numbers required to
be Operable. Improved Technical Specification 3A.8 LCO will require two SDC loops
Operabic, but the ITS will not list specific loop numbers. He specific loop numbers are
being moved to the Bases. This is acceptable because moving this requirement to the Bases |
will not affect the requirement for the specific loops to be Operable. Throughout the ITS,
the Bases usually describe the contents of the system. His information can be adequately
controlled in the Bases. Any changes to the Bases will be in accordance with the Bases
Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. Als approach provides an effective level of regulatory
control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. He level.of safety of

-
a

facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement
for two coolant loops to be Operable. This change is a less restrictive movement of |
information change with no impact on safety. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 requires the verification of the correct breaker
alignment and indicated power availability for the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.8.2 contains the same
verification requirements except it requires them to be performed for the required loop
components that are not in operation. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 has been

modified by replacing the phrase "SDC pump and valves" with the phrase " loop|
'

components." The Bases ofITS SR 3.4.8.2 will be revised to identify the loop components
that will be required to be tested. Relocation of this information to the Bases is acceptable,
because ITS SR 3.4.8.2 will continue to require the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation to be tested. Throughout the ITS, the Bases usually describe the contents of
the system and the specific requirements of the system contents. The Bases will be
maintained in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. This approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change, because
the SR will continue to require the verification of the correct breaker alignment and indicated
power available to the required SDC pump and valves that are not in operation.

LA.3 Cmient Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.3 requires the coolant loops to be verified in
operation and circulating reactor coolant. The requirement to circulate reactor coolant is
being moved to the ITS 3,4.8 Bases. Specific requirements for verifying that the reactor
coolant loop is in operation will be located in the Bases or plant procedures, as appropriate.
Any changes to the Bases will be in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS
Chapter 5.0, and any changes to plant procedures will be in accordance with the Calvert
Cliffs change control process. The Bases Control Program and the Calvert Cliffs change
control process will ensure that changes to this requirement will receive an appropriate
review. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

TECHNICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
L.1

Improved Technical Specification 3.4.8 will add a note to CTS LCO 3.4.1.3 which permits
one required SDC loop to be inoperable for up to two hours for Surveillance testing,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.4.8-3 Revision 5
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled

4,s> 3.4.7,

SURVEILLMCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLMCE
FREQUENCY

, g SR 3.4.7.1 Verify one 500 is in operation 12 hours.

R 3.4.7.2A. I .12. Verify required SG secondary side water
1 , vel is 4 ;- 12 hours

n
,,

!
SR 3.4.7.3

(4'4')'g, Verify correct breaker alignment and! 7 days
indl .ated gower available to the required!
SDC t at peration,

e e a

.

I
i
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RCS Loops-MODE S Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

BASES-

. SURVEILLANCE- SR 3.4.7.1L(continued)REQUIREMENTS

12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to mgularly assess degradation and verify
operetten is within safety analyses assumptions. In
additten, loop status. control room indication and alarms will nomallyindicate

The SOC flow is estabitsbed to ensure .that core outlet'c/ co
temperature is maintained sufficiently below saturation t ' * '

-

....,y'.'

o ' - '

| allow time for swapover to the standby SOC should the
,

operating Q be lost.
-

SR 3.a.7.2 5tJhh @'

Verifying tl e SGs are ope
LE by ensuring their secondary )pside water ' evels are t ensures that Mdundant heatremoval pati

s are avalla le f the second 50C 4cesa isinoperable. The Survalliance is mquired to be performed
when the LCD requirement is being met by use of the SGs. If
both SDC 44es are OPERABLE, this SR is not needed.( The
12 hour Fregiiency has been shown by operating practice to be

-sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify-
operation within safety analyses assumptions.

SR -3.a.7.3 - 80l*

Verification that the set ond SDC is OPERABLE nsures-that redundant paths for decay heat removal are av lable.The requirement also enst res that the additional .can- '

be placed in operation.-if needed to maintain decay heat
removal and reactor coolantcirculation. Verification is
performed by verifying proper breaker aliennent and power "J[Nunobavailable to the require < pumpsC The survettlance is k' petirequired to be performed when the LCO requirement is bei
met by one of two SDC tes4ae, e.g., both SGs have <
water level. The Frequency of 7 days is considered 50ia
reasonable in view of other administrative controls @
available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating -experience.

REFERENCES- None.

CEOG STS B 3.4-34 Rev 1,-04/07/95
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RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
3.4.8

f(fs) ACTIONS(continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

8. Required SDC B.1 Suspend all !amediatelyinoperable, operations involving
'OO DB

reduction of RCS
Atb boron concentration. |

s
No SDC in 8HQ'

operation.
8.2 Initiate action to lunedtately

;;.J restore one SDC . ..

to OPERABLE status
and operation. g S 'p

i

SURVEILLANCERE0dlREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

(4.4.1.13 hSR 3.4.8.1 Verify one SDC is in operation. 12 hours

SR 3.4.8.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days

(ki'lill) indicated power available to the required
SDC that @ not in operation.

* M-

\ ban a

CEOG STS 3.4-17 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2
(continued)

If no SDC is OPERABLE or in operatton, except as h i
'

provided in Note 1
of RCS boron conce, 1 operations involving the reduction

tion must be suspended. Action to
restore one SDC to OPERABLE status and operation must
be initiated immedtately. Boron dilution requires forced
circulation for proper mixing and the margin to criticality
must not be reduced in this type of operation. The
immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of A,'

maintaining operation for decay heat removal.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.8.1 oop
REQUIREMENTS

This requires vertftcation every 12 hours that one SDC 6is in operation. Verification includes flow rate
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensur.

-

e
that forced flow is providing decay heat removal. The
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify
operation is within safety analyses assumptions.

SR 3.4.8.2 \q3 g

Verification that the equired number of as are OPERABLE @ensures that redundant paths for heat removal are available
and that additional 4edes can be placed in operation, if
needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper
breaker alignment and indicated nower available to the cud A W ' h#

i}gf.
required pumpM The Frequency of 7 days is constaereo tQ m Go[ h

/

reasonable in view of other administrative controls o arwh ei

available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating n ,

expertence.

REFERENCES None.

=
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

31. The Actions for NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.1 were modified to reflect the action requirements of
CTS 3,1.5 for RCS cold leg temperature not being within limits. He Action for CTS 3,1.5
requires the restoration of RCS cold leg temperature to within limits, or Thermal Power be
reduced to less than 5% of Rated Hermal Power (i.e., Mode 2). The Action for CTS 3.1.5 is the

same regardless of which parameter (i.e., pressurizer pressure, RCS flow rate, or RCS cold leg
temperature) is out of limits. Thus, Action A of ITS 3.4.1 provides the requirements for
restoration of the parameter, and Action D ofITS 3.4.1 provides the requirements for exiting the
mode of applicability in the event the parameter cannot be restored to within limits within--
two hours.

32. In NUREG-1432 LCOs 3.4.1.a and 3.4.1.b, the limits for pressurizer pressure and RCS cold leg
temperatw are expressed in ranges. In ITS LCO 3.4.1.a,mnly a minimum limit is established,

for pressurizer pressure. This Ilinit is consistent with the initial assumption regarding pressurizer
pressure in the Calvert Clifts accident analysis. This limit was approved by the NRC in License
Amendment No. 88 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-53 for Unit No,1, and License
Amendment No. 61 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-69 for Unit No. 2. In ITS LCO
3.4.1.b, only a maximum limit is established for RCS cold leg temperature. This limit is

; consistent with the initial assumptions regarding RCS cold leg temperatu c in the Calvert Cliffs
accident analysis. This limit was approved by the NRC in License Amendment No. 39 to
Facility Operating License No. DPR-53 for Unit No.1, and License Amendment No. 9 to,

'

Facility Operating License No. DPR 69 for Unit No. 2. Thus, these deviations are consistent
with the current licensing basis for Calvert Cliffs.

33. NUREG-1432 SRs 3.4.6.3,3.4.7.3, and 3.4.8.2 require the verification of the correct breaker
alignment and indicated power available to the required pump that is not in operation.
NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.6.3 applies to the RCS and SDC pumps, while NUREG 1432 SRs 3.4.7.3

and 3.4,8.2 only apply to the SDC pumps. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 requires
the verification of the correct breaker alignments and indicated power availability for the
required shutdown cooling pumps and valves that are not in operation. NUREG-1432
SRs 3.4.6.3, 3.4.7.3, and 3.4.8.2 have been modified to reflect the additional requirement to
verify the correct breaker alignments and indicated power availability for the required shutdown
cooling valves, which is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis. These SRs
were modified by replacing the word " pump" with the words " loop components." The
components required to be checked by the SRs will be denoted in the Bases. For the RCS loop,
the required component is the RCS pump. For the SDC loop, the required components are the
pump and the valves.

--

34. NUREG-1432 5R 3.4.11 A requires the veritication that the PORVs and block valves are capable
of being powered by an emergency power supply. This surveillance does not exist in
CTS 3/4.4.3. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.1I will not contain a surveillance to verify
that the PORVs and block valves are capable of being powered by an emergency power supply.
This is appropriate, because the PORVs and block valves are permanently powered by Class lE
power supplies. Class IE power sources are backed-up by the emergency diesel generators. The
transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency power supply for these buses occurs on

an under-voltage condition. The transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency diesel
generators is currently ensured by testing in accordance with CTS SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.3; this SR has
been maintained in ITS 3.8.1. Additionally, the specifications for other systems that are supplied -
by a Class IE power source (e.g., the safety injection systems) do not contain SRs to verify the

CALVERT CLIFFS-UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-8 Revision 5



17. Discussion of Changes LA.1 for ITS 3.4.7 and 3.4.8 were revised to state that the speciGe loop
numbers are being moved to the Bases. The ISTS markup of the Bases for ITS 3.4.7 and 3.4.8
were revised to include the required information. These changes have been made to respond to

an NRC comment (ITS 3.4.7 Comment 6 and ITS 3.4.8 Comment 1).
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RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

B 3,4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS) '

.

B 3.4.7 -RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled

BASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 5 with the RCS loops filled, the primary function of
the reactor coolant is the removal of decay heat and the
transfer of this heat either to the steam generator (SG)
secondary side coolant or the component cooling water via

L the shutdown cooling (EDC) heat exchangers. While the
; principal means for decay heat removal is via the SDC
| System, the SGs ark specified as a backup means for
| redundancy. Even though the SGs cannot produce' steam in
! this MODE, they are capable of being a heat sink due to
t

their large contained volute of secondary side water. As
long as the SG secondary side water is at a lower
temperature than the reactor coolant, heat transfer will
occur. The rate of heat transfer is directly proportional
to the temperature difference. Due to the non-condensible
gasses that come out of solution and restrict flow through
the SG tubes, the SGs can only be credited when the RCS is
capable of being prasurized. The secondary function of the
reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron
poison, boric acid.

In MODE 5 with RCS loops. filied, the SDC loops are'the
principal means for decay heat removal.. The number of icops 5
in operation can vary to suit the operational needs. _The
intent of this LCO is to provide forced flow frok ht least,

one SDC loop for decay heat removal and transport. The flow
provided by one SDC loop is adequate for decay heat removal.
The other intent of this LC0 is to require that a second
path be available to provide redundancy for decay heat
removal.

The LC0 provides for redundant paths of decay heat removal-

capability. The first path can be 'an SDC loop (i.e., SDC
-loop No. 11 or No. 12 for Unit No. 1, and-SDC loop No. 21 or g
No. 22 for Unit No. 2) that must be OPERABLE and in

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 8 3.4.7-1 Revision g 5
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WCS Loops - MODE 5 Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

BASES

operation. The second path can be another OPERABLE SDC loop
(i.e., SDC loop No.11 or No.12 for Unit No.1, and SDC y
loop No. 21 or No. ?2 for Unit No. 2), or through the SGs,
each having en adequate water level.

APPLICABLE In MODE 5 RCS circulation is considered in the
SAFETY ANALYSES determination of the time available for mitigation of the -

accidental boron dilution event. The SDC loops provide this
circulation.

RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled) have been identified in
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) as important contributors to risk
reduction.

|

LC0 The purpose of this LCO is to require at least one of the
SDC loops be OPERABLE and in operation with an additional
SDC loop OPERABLE or secondary side water level of each SG

l shall be 2 -50 inches. One SDC loop provides sufficient
'

forced circul? tion to perform the safety functions of the
reactor coolant under these conditions. The second SDC loop
is normally maintained OPERABLE as a backup to the operating
SDC loop to provide redundant paths for decay heat removat.
However, if the standby SDC loop is not OPERABLE, a
sufficient alternate method to provide redundant paths for
decay heat removal is two SGs with their secondary side
water levels 2 -50 inches. Should the operating SDC loop
fail, the SGs could be used to remove the decay heat.

Note 1 permits all SDC pumps to not be in operation
s I hour per a hour period. The circumstances for stopping
both SDC loops are to be limited to situations where
pressure and temperature increases can be maintained well
within the allowable pressure (pressure and temperature and
low temperature overpressure protection) and 10*F subcooling
limits, or an alternate heat removal path through the SG(s)
is in operation.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.7-2 Revision #S
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4,7 - RC1 LOOPS MODE 5 LOOPS FILLED

i

additional restrictions on plant operation constitutes a more restrictive chrnge. This change
is consistent with NUREG 1432.

MJ Current Technical Specification 3.4.13 Action b requires the initiation of corrective actions

within one hour to return the required coolant loop to Operable status when no coolant loop
is in operation. Improved Technical Specification 3,4.7 Action B will require immediate
initiation of corrective action. His change, which requires immediate initiation of
corrective action, reflects the importance of decay heat removal. This change will not

,

adversely affect plant safety because it ensures the immediate initiation of action to restore
decay heat removal, ne addition of this more stringent requirement constitutes a more
restrictive change. His change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Specification LCOs 3.4.13.a3 & 4 list the SDC loop numbers requhrd to
be Operable. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.7 LCO will require two SDC loops or

i one SDC loop and both SGs to be Operable, but the ITS will not list specific loop numbers.
'

The specitic loop numbers are being moved to the Bases. This is acceptable because moving '
this requirement to the Bases will not affect the requirement for the specific loops to be
Operable. Throughout the ITS, the Bases usually describe the contents of the system. *lhe
locp numbers can be adequately controlled in the Bases which require change control ins
accordance with the Bases Control Prcgram provided in ITS Chapter 5.0. This approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because

there is no change in the requirement for two coolant loops to be Operable. This change is a |
less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on safety. This change is
consistent widi NUREG-1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.13.1 requires the verification of the correct breaker
alignment and indicated power availability for the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.73 contains the same
verification requirements except it requires them to be performed for the required loop
components that are not in operation. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.13.1 has been

modified by replacing the phrase "SDC pump and valves" with the phrase " loop
components." The Bases ofITS SR 3.4.73 will be revised to identify the loop components
that will be required to be tested. Relocation of this information to the Bas:s is acceptable, '

because ITS SR 3.4.73 will continue to require the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation to be tested. Throughout the ITS, the Bases usually describe the contents of
the system and the specific requirements of the system contents. The Bases will be
maintained in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. This
approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and providu for a more
appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by
the change, because the SR will continue to require the verification of th: correct breaker

'
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled
B 3.4.7.

8 3.4. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.7 RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Filled

BASES
,

BACKGROUND in MODE 5 h the loops filled, the primary function of f Ythe react coolant is the removal of decay heat and
transfer this heat either to the steam generator (SG)
secondary side coolant or the component cooling water via

the shutdown cooling (SDC) heat removal is via the SDCheat exchangers. While the
principal means for decay
System, the SGs are specified as a backup means forve

he,h4b- redundancy. Even though the SGs cannot produce steam in
,

me a.ndensMe Igues this MODE, they are capable of being a heat sink due to
- i their large contained volume of secondary side water. As-c44C- ) long as the SG secondary side water is at a lower

bk.bn .=A m4d | temperature than the reactor coolant, heat transfer will
(4 occur._ The rate of heat transfer is directly proportionalI

pg g,,,)ON N, e- to the temperature cirrerence.~e The secondtry function of *

i the reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble I3
S$ scan ,,|q L neutron poison, boric acidI

'N *Ma A InMODE5withRCkloopsfilTed, kheSDC are the
KCs j,, PIA Q ,p principal means 1 or decay heat ri moval. The number ofin operat' on can vary to .uit the operational needs.k. prtH vehel he intent of th s LCO is to prc ride forced flow from at (r,,c, # SDC l0OP O

least one SDC tm+n for decay heat removal and transport. f yIg Q/o## The flow provided by one SDC 4eek is adequate for decay 4 || O
heat removal. The other intent of this LCO is to require

g pc, hop that a second path be available to provide redundancy for d^;( do |
( 'i'''J decay heat removal. 6 DC k

ti g| o r

gM4
V nib ' | # 2.1

The LCO provides for redundant paths of decay hea removal
N Qcapability. The first path can be an SDC at must be

,

s DC- |ON OAi OPERABLE and in operation. The second path ca be anotherOf pp N OPERABLE SDC or through the SGs, each ha ing an 6
. adequate water vel. .

ho r
''

APPLICABLE in MODE 5 RCS circulation is considered in the
SAFETY ANALYSES determination of the time available for mitigation of the

!

accidental boron dilution event. The SDC provide
this circulation.

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

.

B 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

B 3.4.8- RCS Loops - MODE 5 Loops Not Filled

BASES

BACKGROUNC In MODE 5 with'the RCS loops not filled, the primary
function of the reactor coolant is the removal of decay heat
and transfer of-this heat'to' the shutdown cooling (SDC) heat
exchangers. Thesteamgenerators(SGs)arenotavailableas
a heat sink when the loops are not filled. The secondary
function of the reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for
the soluble neutron poison, boric acid.

| In MODE 5 with loops not filled, only the SDC System can be
j used for coolant circulation. The number of loops in
1 : operation can vary to suit the operational needs. The

intent of this LCO is to provide forced flow from at least
one SDC loop for decay heat removal and transport and to
require that two paths (i.e., SDC loop No.11 or No.12 for p
Unit No. 1, and SDC loop No. 21 or No. 22 for Unit No. 2) be
available to provide redundancy for heat removal.

APPLICABLE In MODE 5. RCS circulation is considered in determining
SAFETY ANALYSES the time available for mitigation of the accidental boron

dilution event. The SDC loops provide this circulation.
The flow provided by one SDC loop is adequate for decay heat
removal and for boron mixing.

Reactor Coolant System loops - MODE 5 (loops not filled)
satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(11), Criterion 4.

LC0 The purpose of this LC0 is to require a minimum of two SDC
loops be OPERABLE and one of these loops be in operation.
An OPERABLE loop is one'that is capable of. transferring heat
from the reactor coolant at a controlled rate. Heat cannot
be removed via the SDC System unless forced flow is used. A

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2. B 3.4.8-1 RevisionMy



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3A.8 - RCS LOOPS - MODE 5, LOOPS NOT FILLED

TECIINICAL CHANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLEDDOCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Specification LCOs 3.4.1.3.a.3 & 4 list the SDC loop numbers required to
be Operable. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.8 LCO will require two SDC loops
Operable, but the ITS will not list specific ioop numbers, ne specific loop numbers are
being moved to the Bases, his is acceptable because moving this requirement to the Bases |
will not affect the requirement for the specific loops to be Operable, nroughout the ITS,
the Bases usually describe the contents of the system. This information can be adequately
controlled in the Bases, Any changes to the Bases will be in accordance with the Bases
Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0 His approach provides an effective level of regulatory.,

control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. He level.of safety ofua.
facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement
for two coolant loops to be Operable. His change is a less restrictive movement of |
information change with no impact on safety. His change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 requires the verification of the correct breaker
alignment and indicated power availability for the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.8.2 contains the same
verification requirements except it requires them to be performed for the required loop
components that are not in operation. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 has been

modified by replacing the phrase "SDC pump and valves" with the phrase " loop,

components." The Bases ofITS SR 3.4.8.2 will be revised to identify the loop components
that will be required to be tested. Relocation of this information to the Bases is acceptable,
because ITS SR 3.4.8.2 will continue to require the required SDC pump and valves that are
not-in oper stion to be tested. Throughout the ITS, the Bases usually describe the contents of
the systeri and the specific requirements of the system contents. The Bases will be
maintaim d in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. His approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change, because
the SR will continue to require the verification of the correct breaker alignment and indicated
power available to the required SDC pump and valves that are not in operation.

LA 3 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.3 requires the coolant loops to be verified in
operation and circulating reactor coolant. The requirement to circulate reactor coolant is
being moved to the ITS 3.4.8 Bases. Specific requirements for verifying that the reactor
coolant loop is in operation will be located in the Bases or plant procedures, as appropriate.
Any changes to the Bases will be in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS
Chapter 5.0, and any changes to plant procedures will be in accordance with the Calvert
Cliffs change control process. The Bases Control Program and the Calvert Cliffs change
control govess will ensure that changes to this requirement will receive an appropriate
review. His change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
L.1 Improved Technical Specification 3.4.8 will add a note to CTS LCO 3.4.1.3 which permits

one required SDC loop to be inoperable for up to two hours for Surveillance testing,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.8-3 Revision 5
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RCS Loops-H00E 5. Loops Not Filled
B,3,4 8

B 3.4- REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.8 RCS Loops-HODE 5, Loops Not filled

BASES
'

BACKGROUND In MODE 5 with the RCS loops not filled, the primary
function of the reactor coolant is the removal of decay heat
and transfer of th'.

?st to the shutdown cooling (SDC)le asheatexchangers.4 The steas pnerators'
a heat sink when the 100,s are not(SGs) are not availabfilled. The secondary
function of the reactor coolant is to act as a carrier forthe soluble neutron poison, boric acid.

5 f)c (oop In MODE 5 with loops not filled, only the SDC System can be top 3( n. . e. . ) used for coolant circulation. The number of 4eeds in {M
d il #c( ti nM operation can vary to suit the operational needs. The

intent of thit LCO is to provide forced flow from at least@ Y NA g |gpg 3.1 ,
god one SDC

"''n

for decay heat removal ano transport anu wrequire that two path [s be available to provide redundancyhS c \ oof for heat removal. 13& gt VO/ ,

tb
APPLICABLE In MODE 5. RCS circulation is considered in detemining
SAFETY ANALYSES the time available for mitigation of the accidental boron Ie8PJ

dilution event. The 50C tro; provice snis ctreuiation. @The flow provided by one SDC t-i u acequate for cecay ,lbf
heat removal and for boron mixing.

RCS loops-HODE 5 (loops not filled) have been identified in
the NRC Policy Statement as important contributors to risk
reduction. -

Io P
LCO Th purpose this LCO is to require a minimum of two SDC

-

be OPERABLE and one of'these be in operation.
An OPERABLE tri, is one snat is capable or transferring
heat from the reactor coolant at a controlled rate. Heat IC6P
cannot be removed via the SDC System unless forced flow is hused. A minimum of one_ running SDC pumo meets the LC0
requirement for one 4ee4e 11 o>eratton, An addit' onal SDCt-9 is required to be OPE MB.E to meet the single failurecriterion.

(continued)
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18. The NRC requested additionaljusti0 cation for the deletion of the requirement for the pressurizer
heaters to be capable of being powered by an emergency power supply, Justification for
Deviation 26 to Section 3,4 was revised to provide the additionaljustl0 cation. Additionally, the
ISTS markup of the Bases for ITS 3.4.9 was revised to state, in the Background section, that the
pressurizer heaters are permanently powered by Class lE power supplies, and to revise the Bases
for the LCO section to be consistent with the ISTS markup for ITS 3.4.9. The changes to the
Bases were justined with existing JFDs to Bases Section 3.4 (ITS 3.4.9 Comment 2),

i
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

<

BASES
-

The maximum water level limit permits pressure control
equipment to function as designed. The limit preserves the
steam space during normal operation, thus, both sprays and
heaters can operate to maintain the design operating
pressure. The level limit also prevents filling the,

pressurizer (water solid) for anticipated design basis
| transients, thus ensuring that pressure relief devices
4 (PORVs or pressurizer safety valves) can control pressure by -
| steam relief rather than water relief. If the level limits
| were exceeded prior to a transient that creates a large
'

pressurizer insurge volume leading to water relief, the
maximum RCS pressure might exceed the Safety Limit of
2750 psia.

.

The requirement to have two banks of pressurizer heaters,
!

which are permanently powered by Class IE power supplies, 6
ensures that RCS pressure can be maintained. The-
pressurizer heaters maintain RCS pressure to keep the
reactor coolant subcooled. Inability to control RCS
pressure during natural circulation flow could result in
loss of single phase flow and decreased capability to remove
core decay heat.

APPLICABLE In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the LC0 requirement for a steam Dubble
SAFETY ANALYSES- is reflected implicitly in the accident analyses. All

analyses perfonned from a critical reactor condition assuine
the existence of a steam bubble and saturated conditions in
the pressurizer. In making this-assumption, the analyses
neglect the small fraction of noncondensable gases-normally
present.

Safety analyses presented in the UFSAR_do not take credit'
for pressurizer heater operation; however, an implicit
initial condition assumption of the safety analyses is that-
the RCS-is operating at normal pressure.

Although the heaters are not specifically used in accident
analysis, the need to maintain subcooling in the long term

,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.9-2 Revision #S-
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

,

BASES (

during loss of offsite power, as indicated in NUREG-0737_
(Ref.1), is the reason for their inclusion. The
requirement for emergency power supplies is based on
NUREG-0737(Ref.1). The intent is to keep the reactor
coolant in a subcooled condition with natural circulation at
hot, high pressure conditions for an undefined, but

i

extended, time period after a loss of offsite power. While
loss of offsite. power is a coincident occurrence assumed in
the accident analyses, maintaining hot, high pressure
conditions over an extended time period is not evaluated in
the accident analyses.

The pressurizer satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criteria 2
and 3.

LCO The LC0 requirement for the pressurizer to be OPERABLE with
water level 2133 inches and s 225 inches ensures that a
steam bubble exists. Limiting the maximum eperating water
level preserves the steam space for pressure control. The
LC0 has been established to n.inimize the consequences of
potential overpressure transients. Requiring the presence
of a steam bubble is also consistent with analytical
assumptions.

The LCO requires two banks of OPERABLE pressurizer heaters,
each with a capacity 2 150 kW. Theminimumheatercapacity|S'
required is sufficient to maintain the RCS near normal
operating pressure. By_ maintaining _the pressure near the
operating conditions, a wide subcooling margin to saturation
can be obtained in the loops. The generic value of 150 kW
is derived from the use of 12 heaters rated at 12.5 kW each.
The amount needed to maintain pressure is dependent on the
ambient heat losses'.

APPLICABILITY The need-for pressure control is most pertinent when core
heat can cause the greatest effect on RCS temperature

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.9-3 Revisiongr
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

improved Technical Specification 3,4.9 will not contain a surveillance to verify that the
pressurizer heaters are capable of being powered by an emergency power supply. Hisis
appropriate, because the pressurizer heaters are permanen:ly powered by Class IE power
supplies, Class IB power sources are backed up by the emergency diesel generators. He
transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency power supply for these buses occurs on

- an under-voltage condition, ne transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency diesel
generators is currently ensured by testing in accordance with CTS SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.3; this SR has
been maintained in ITS 3.8.1. Additionally, the specifications for other systems that are supplied
by a Class 1E power source (e.g., the safety iq}ection systems) do not contain SRs to verify the
systems are capable of being supplied by emergency power Thus, the climination of SR 3,4.9.3
from the ITS is consistent with other specifications, Furthermore, the elimination of this SR is

consistent with the 13ases of NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.9.3 which states: "This SR [SR 3.4.9.3] is not
applicable if the heaters are permanently powered by 1E power supplies."

22. Reference to "specified in the COLR" in SR 3.4.1.4 was deleted because the limit in the LCO is
the limit tested for in the SR. Therefore, placing the value in the Core Operating Limits Report
is not necessary, This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

23.
The containment sump monitor in Specification 3.4.15 was changed to containment sump level
alarm. Calvert Cliffs has a containment sump level alarm system, This change is consistent with

! the current Calvert Cliffs licensing basis.
|

1 24. Not used.
|

25. Not used.
|

26,
NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.9.b requires the pressurizer to be Operable with two groups of
pressurizer heaters Operable with the capacity of each group 2 [150 kW] [and capable of being
powered from an emergency power supply]. Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.4 requires
the pressurizer to be Operable with a steam bubble and with at least 150 kW of pressurizer heater
capacity capable of being supplied by emergency power, improved Technical Specification
LCO 3.4.9 will not contain a requirement to ensure that the pressurizer heaters are capable of
being cupplied by emergency power, This is appropriate, because the pressurizer heaters are
permanently powered by Class 1E power supplies. Class IE power sources are backed up by the
emergency diesel generators. The transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency
power supply for these buses occurs on an under-voltage condition. He transfer from the
normal power supply to the emergency diesel generators is currently ensured by testing in
accordance with CTS SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.3; this SR has been maintained in ITS 3.8.1. Additionally,
the specifications for other systems that are supplied by a Class IE power source (e.g., the safety
injection systems) do not contain requirements in the LCOs to verify the systems are capable of
being supplied by emergency power Thus, the climination of the LCO requirement from the
ITS is consistent with other specifications. Furthermore, the Bases of NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.9.3

(the NUREG SR which confirms the pressurizer heaters are capable of being supplied by an
emergency power) states that it is not applicable if the heaters are permanently powered by lE
power supplies. This implies that the LCO requirement is also not applicable if the heaters are
permanently powered by Class 1E power supplies.

CALVERT CLIFFS- UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-6 Revision 5
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Pressurizer
8 3.4.9

BASES

BACKEROUND (PORVs or pressurizer safety valves
(continued) steam relief rather than water relie)f.can con' trol pressure by -

If the level limits
were exceeded prior to a transient that creates a large
pressurizer tasurge volume leading to water relief, the
saxtaus RCS pressure sight exceed the Safety Lisit of
27 0

,,

3i ' The requirenset to have t of pressurizer heatersensures that RCS pressure can maintained. The
pressurizer heaters maintain RCS pressure to keep the d,' t ,o
reactor coolant subcooled. Inability to control RCS ge eA 3 /
pressure duri

natural circulation flow could result in
pudb A

ig Uloss of sin 1 ~

core decay le t. phase flow and decreased capability to remov g 3g ppj|iu
,

1
-

'

APPLICABLE In MODES 1,'t and 3, the LCO requirement for a steam bubble I
/

is reflected Implicitly in the accident analyses, t nr., h; SAFETY ANALYSES
;

g ... . .ra a a- M =^9::. All analyses'

performed free a critical reactor condition assume the
existence of a steam bubble and saturated conditions in thepressurizer. In making this assumption, the analyses
neglect the small fraction of noncondensable gases nomallypresent.

Safety analyses presented in theVSAR do not take credit for hpressurizer heater operation; however an implicit initial
condition assuption of the safety ana, lyses is that the RCS
is operating at normal pressure.

Although the heaters are not specifically used in accident
analysis, the need to maintain subcooling in the long ters
during loss of offsite power, as indicated in NUREG-0737
(Ref.1), is the reason for their inclusion. The

- requirement for emergency power supplies is based on
NUREG-0737 (Ref. 1). The intent is to keep the reactor
coolant in a subcooled condition with natural circulation athot, high pressure conditions for an undefined, but
extended, time period after a loss of offsite power. While
loss of offsite power is a coincident occurrence asstmed in
the accident analyses, maintaining hot, high pressure
conditions over an extended time period is not evaluated in

,the accident analyses.

(continued)
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Dressurizer
8 3.4.g

SASES

APPLICABLE
The pressurizer satisfies Criterion 2 and Criterion 3 of theSAFETY ANALYSES NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)

w:= :c-
M lI* k eak 1 2AS W

, water level ' h'"nt for snr pressurizer to be OPERA 8LE with uhLC0 The LCO requirm ., , o ..

Limiting the ma,xim;;um operating water level preserves the ~
,

ensures that a steam bubble exists. a mm
d C

steas space for pressure control. The LC0 has been
established to minimize the consequences of potentinioverpressure transients.
bubble is also consis Requirino the presence of a steam

ith analytical assumptions.
The LC0 requires two

each with a caoac h k H150}*kWi[aof OPERABLE eressurizer heaters.-. d from phtemprgeWr tu e mi.,l@aus heaterhc4 Ae
ncapac . woh wu ,s sufficient to sa i in the RCS near

noriaal operating pressurefwnen sccoununa "arment iosus)gnrow _the oressunzer iniul.afiori. aBy ma ntaining the~ U.!)pressure near the operating ' conditions, a wide subcoolingna aturation can be obtained in the loops.i The' Met de
value ofM150}4W is derived from the use of12 heaters rated at 12.5 kW each.!

The amount needed to @
maintain pressure is dependent on the ambient heat losses.

APPLICABILITY
The need for pressure control is most pertinent when core
heat can cause the greatest effect on RCS temperature
resulting in the greatest effect on pressuriter level andRCS pressure control. Thus, Appitcability has been
designated for MODES I and 2. Tho 14pitecbility is also.provided for MODE 3. the purpose is to prevent solid water
RCS operation'during hentup and cooldown to avoid rapid
pressure rises caused by normal operational perturbation,
such as reactor coolant pump startup. The LCO does .iot
apply to MODE 5 (Loops filled) because LCO 3.4.12, ' Low
Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) Systea," applies.
The LCD does not apply to MODES 5 and 6 with partial loopoperation.

In MODES 1,'t, and~S .
availability of press.' there is the need to maintain the
from an emergency power supply.urizer heaters capable of being powered

In the event of a loss of
offsite power, the initial conditions of these MODES gives

i (continued)
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19.- he NRC requested additionaljustification for the deletion ofISTS SR 3.4.9.3 from ITS 3.4.9.
Justification for Deviation 21 for Section 3.4 was revised to include additional justification
(ITS 3.4.9 Comment 4).
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
SECTION 3A - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

15. Specification 3.4.12 (LTOP System) Applicability was changed from Mode 4 when any RCS
cold leg temperature is s 285'F, Mode 5, and Mode 6 when the reactor vessel head is on, to
Mode 3 with any RCS cold leg temperature is s 365'F (s 301*F for Unit 2) and Modes 4,5,
and 6. His change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs requirement to have the Pressurizer

Safety Valves and PORVs Operable in Modes 1 and 2, and Mode 3 with any RCS cold leg |
temperatures > 365'F (> 30l*F for Unit 2), ne addition of the Note which exempts the LCO
when the RCS is vented to 2 8 square inches allows the equipment for the LCO to not be
applicabic when the reactor vessel head is off. Also, changes were made to the Actions
consistent with the changes made to the Applicability.

16. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.4.14 provides requirements for RCS pressure isolation valves.
De Calvert Cliffs' ITS do not contain the requirements of thisiSpecification, except for the SR
which tests the interlock that prevents the shutdown cooling system suction isolation valves from
opening at a specific pressure. His SR is currently addressed as CTS SR 4.5.2.e.1, and it has
been retained as ITS SR 3.5.2.9. Calvert Cliffs Unit Nos. I and 2 were licensed prior to 1979
Neither unit has any specific requirements to individually leak test any pressure isolation valve.
Additionally, Calvert Cliffs was not identified by the NRC Event V order, dated April 20,1981,
as an older plant that was required to add a requirement for 1 ak testing pressure isolation vuves.
As described in the Calvert Clifts' response to Generic Letter 87-06, " Periodic Verification of
Leak Tight Integrity of Pressure Isolation Valves," dated July 7,1987, the pressure isolation
valves are either: a) periodically tested in accordance with the requirements of ASME
Section XI; b) periodically tested in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J; or c) the,

pressure upstream of the valves (i.e., SI 217,227,237, and 247) is continuously monitored by
i remote indication in the control room. These activities ensure the valves are meeting their
! pressure isolation function. Therefore, Calvert Cliffs does not need to add additional

requirements to the ITS to ensure these valves are leak tested.

17. Specification 3.4.15 (RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation) SR 3.4.15.2 Frequency is being
changed from 92 to 31 days. This change is consistent with the current Calvert Cliffs
Surveillance Frequency for the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor Channel
Functional Test.

18. Specification 3.4.16 (RCS Specific /setivity) Required Action A.2 Completion Time to restore
the Dose Equivalent 1 131 to within limits is being increased from 48 hours to 100 hours. This
change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

89. A new Specification [ Specification 3.4.17, "Special Test Exception (STE) RCS Loops - Modes 4
and 5"] was added to Section 3.4. This new Specification is a Special Test Exception which
allows LCOs 3.4.6, 3.4.7, and 3.4.8 to be suspended while performing special tests or
maintenance (i.e., local leak rate testing on containment penetration 41, maintenance on valves
located in the common shutdown cooling line, or maintenance on the shutdown cooling flow
control valve). This Specification is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.
This change also resulted in changing the title of Specification 3.4.16 to include Mode 2.

20. Not used.
|

21. NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.9.3 requires the verification that the pressurizer heaters are capable of j
being powered by an emergency power supply. His surveillance does not exist in CTS 3/4.4.4.

}
)
|
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM_

Improved Technical Specification 3.4.9 will not contain a surveillance to verify that the
pressurizer heaters are capable of being powered by an emergency power supply. This is
appropriate, because the pressurizer heaters are permanently powered by Class IE power '
supplies. Class lE power sources are backed-up by the emergency diesel generators. The
transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency power supply for these buses occurs on
an under voltage condition. The transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency diesel
generators is currently ensured by testing in accordance with CTS SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.3; this SR has=
been maintained in ITS 3.8.1. Additionally, the specifications for other systems that are supplied
by a Class 1E p.)wer source (e.g., the safety injection systems) do not contain SRs to verify the
systems are capable of being supplied by emergency power. Thus, the climination of SR 3.4.9.3
from the ITS is consistent with other specifications. Furthermore, the climination of this SR is

consistent with the Bases of NUREG .1432 SR 3.4.9.3 which states: "This SR [SR 3 A 9.3] is not
applicable if the heaters are permanently powered by 1 E power supplies."

w,
'

22. Reference to "specified in the COLR" in SR 3.4.1.4 was deleted because the limit in the LCO is

the limit tested for in the SR. Therefore, placing the value in the Core Operating Limits Report
is not necessary. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

23. The containment sump monitor in Specification 3.4.15 was changed to containment sump level
alarm. Calvert Cliffs has a containment sump level alarm system. This change is consistent with
the current Calvert Cliffs licensing basis,

24. Not used.
|

25. Not used.
|

26. NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.9.b requires the pressurizer to be Operable with two groups of
pressurizer heaters Operable with the capacity of each group 2 [150 kW) (and capable of being i

powered from an emergency power supply). Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.4 requires
the Pressurizer to be Operable with a steam bubble and with at least 150 kW of pressurizer heater
capacity capable of being supplied by emergency power. Improved Technical Specification
LCO 3.4.9 will not contain a requirement to ensure that the pressurizer heaters are capable of
being supplied by emergency power. This is appropriate, because the pressurizer heaters are
permanently powered by Class IE power supplies. Class IE power sources are backed-up by the
emergency diesel generators. The transfer from the nomial power supply to the emergency
power supply for them buses occurs on an under voltage condition. The transfer from the
normal power supply to the emergency diesel generators is currently ensured by testing in
accordance with CTS SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.3; this SR has been maintained in ITS 3,8.1. Additionally,
the specifications for other systems that are supplied by a Class IE power source (e.g., the safety
injection systems) do not contain requirements in the LCOs to verify the systems are capable of
being supplied by emergency power. Thus, the elimination of the LCO requirement from the
ITS is consistent with other specifications. Furthermore, the Bases of NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.9.3

(the NUREG SR which confirms the pressurizer heaters are capable of being supplied by an
emergency power) states that it is not applicable if the heaters are permanently powered by lE
power supplies. This implies that the LCO requirement is also not applicable if the heaters are
permanently powered by Class 1E power supplies.
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20. Discussion of Change L.1 for ITS 3.4.10 and its associated NSilC 'were revised to include
justification for: a) changing the shutdown requirements of the Action for ITS LCO 3.4.2.1 from -

'

llot Shutdown to Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures less than or equal to the low
temperature overpressure protection (LTOP) enable temperature; and b) the deletion of
Footnote * of CTS LCO 3.4.2.1. As a result, DOC M.1 for ITS 3.4.10 was eliminated.
Additionally, JFD 9 to Section 3.4 was revised to include additional justification for deviating
from the applicability ofISTS 3.4.10 in ITS 3.4.10. These changes were required to respond to
NRC comments (ITS 3.4.10 Comments 1,3, and 4).

Additionally, while resolving the comments, several errors were noted on the markups of the
Applicability _ of CTS LCO 3.4.2.1 for ITS 3.4.10.- These errors included the incorrect LTOP
enable temperature being identified in the Unit No,2 markup, and the lack of units for the LTOP
enable temperature in the Unit No.1 markup. These errors were corrected.
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.1)lSCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.10. PRESSURIZER SAFETV VALVES-

ADMINISTRATIVE CilANGES
A,1 %e proposed change will re ormat, renumber, and reword the existing Technicalr

Specifications, with no chnge of in:ent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more casily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording prderences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no techn! cal changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG 1432. Ilowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the
cu. Tent Technical Specifications. He reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.2.1 contains the valve listing and the "As Found"
and "As LefP tolerances. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.10 moves the valve listing
and tolerances to SR 3.4.10.1. %c ITS also specifically lists the upper and lower lift settings
for "As Found" and "As Left," based on the tolerances provided in the CTS. %c movement
of requirements from the LCO to the SRs and changing the presentation of the information is
considered an administrative change.

A.3 Current Technical Specification 3.4.2.1 Action for Modes 1,2, and 3 requires the plant to
proceed to Mode 4 in 12 hours if the Actions cannot be met. Improved Technical
Specification 3A.10 Action D for Modes I and 2, and Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg
tenperatures > 365'F (> 301'F for Unit 2) requires the plant to be in Mode 3 in six hours
(see a more restrictive discussion of change for a description of the addition of this
intermediate action), and to reduce all cold leg temperatures to s 365'F (s 30l'F for Unit 2)
in 12 hours. This reflects the change in the Modes of Applicability for the Specification (see
a less restrictive discussion of change fbr the description of the Mode change). His change
is consistent with CTS 3.0.1 and ITS 3.0.1, which stipulate that once outside the
Applicability, the 1.CO no longer applies. Therefore, this change is considered
administrative. His che,ge is consistent with NUREG 1432.

TECilNICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
M.I Not used. j

M.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.2.1 requires an LCO 3.0.3 entry when two pressurizer
safety valves are inoperable, improved Technical Specification 3.4.10 requires the plant to
be in Mode 3 in 6 hours, and to reduce all RCS cold leF temperatures to s 365'F (s 301'F
for Unit 2)in 12 hours. This change is considered more restrictive since an LCO 3.0.3 entry
allows an additional hour to be in Mode 3 (Mode 3 in seven hours). Decreasing the time to
shut down is considered a more restrictim change, however, this change will not adversely
affect plant safety. His change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

TECilNICAL CllANGES - RELOCATIONS
None

!
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l DISCUSSION OR CilANGES
| SECTION 3.4.10 PRESSURIZER SAFETY VALVES

TECIINICAL CHANGES . MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCLIMAXfS

None

TECIINICAL CilANGES . IISS_lWNTRICTIVE
L.1 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.2.1 and 3.4.2.2 provide the minimun, operability

requirements for the pressurizer code safety valves. 1,Miting Condition for Operation 1

3.4.2.1 is applicable in Modes I,2, wt 3, and LCO .h.'. 4 is applicable in Modes 4 and 5,
improved Technical Specification LCO 3.4.10 provides the minimum operability
requirements for the pressurizer code safety valves. Improved "echnical Specification
3.4.10 is applicable in: a) Modes I and 2 for Units 1 and 2, b) Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg

-

L

temperatures > 365'F for Unit it and c) Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 301'F
for Unit 2. The Applicability for CTS LCO 3.4.2.1 was revised to be consistent with the
Applicability for CTS LCO 3.4.10. Current Technical Cpecification LCO 3.4.2.2, its
associated footnote (i.e., footnote *), Applicability statement, and Action requirement have j

,

been eliminated. These proposed changes are acceptable, because the pressurizer safety
valves are only needed to provide overpressure protection of the RCS in: a) Modes I and 2
for Units I and 2, b) Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F for Unit it and c)
Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 30l'F for Unit 2. In Mode 3 with the RCS
cold leg temperatures s 365'F for Unit 1 nd s 301*F for Unit 2, and Modes 4 and 5 for both
Units, overpressure protection of the RCS is provided by the low temperature overpressure
protection (LTOP) system. The requirements for the LTOP system are contained in ITS
3.4.12. In addition, the llases for the Applicability of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.10 states that
the LCO is not applicable when overpressure protection is provided by the LTOP system.

To support this change, the Action of CTS LCO 3.4.2.1 was revised. In the event one
pressurirer code safety valve is inoperable, the Action of CTS LCO 3.4.2.1 requires the
inoperable valve be restored to an Operable status or the plant be placed in llot Shutdown
(i.e., Mode 4). Action 11 ofITS LCO 3.4.10 requires the plant to be placed in Mode 3 with
all RCS cold leg temperatures less than or equal to 365'F for Unit i or 301'F for Unit 2t this
is a condition where the ITS LCO for the pressurizer safety valves will not be applicable, and
the ITS LCO for the LTOP system will be applicable to ensure overpressure protection of the
RCS is available. The Action of CTS LCO 3.4 2.1 was revised to require the unit to be
placed in a condition for which the LCO does not apply in the event the pressurizer safety
valve could not be restored to an Operable status in 15 minutes. This proposed change is
consistent with the llases of NUREO 1432 LCO 3.0.2 which states if a Required Action is
not completed within the specified Completion Time, a shutdown may be required to place
the unit in a Mode or condition in which the speelfication is not applicable.

L.2 Improved Technical Specification 3.4.10 adds a Note to CTS 3.4.2.1 which allows the
pressurizer safety valve lin settings to be outside the limits of the LCO for 36 hours,
follo;ving entry into Mede 3 > 365'F (Mode 3 > 30l'F for Unit 2). for the purpose of setting
the pressurizer safety valva lin settings under ambient conditions, provided a preliminary
cold setting was made prior to heatup. *lhe Note permits testing and examination of the
safety valves at high pressure and temperature near their normal operating range, but only
aner the valves have had a preliminary cold setting. The cold setting gives assurance that

CALVERT CLIFFS . UNITS I & 2 - 3.4.10-2 Revision 5
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NO SIGNIFICANT IIAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

plant is in en excessive charging event, which is analyzed in the Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report Chapter 14 accident analyses. His change will not significantly affect the assumptions
relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients, because the plant is already in the accident if
in this condition. Since the deleted condition places the plant in an analyzed accident scenarlo,
deleting the condition does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of
an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evalveted?

He proposed change deletes the requirement to limit pressurizer level to less than 210 inches
when three charging pumps are running with less than 25 gpm letdown flow. This change does
e3 !rvolve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being
added to the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed change will not introduce any

I new accident initiators. Herefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or
! different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to limit pressurizer lev'el to less than 210 inches
when three charging pumps are running with less than 25 gpm letdown flow. He change deletes
a condition that places the plant in an accident. If the plant was in this condition, it would
already be in a Updated Final Safety Analysis Report Chapter 14 analyzed accident. This
condition should not be in the LCO because the LCO should not contain a condition that places
the plant in an accident. %crefore, deleting an accident condition from the LCO does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

MJ0_ChanacL1
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

accident previously evaluated?

The Applicability for CTS LCO 3.4.2.1 was revised to be consistent with the Applicability for
CTS LCO 3.4.10, at,u the Action of CTS 3.4.2.1 was revised to be consistent with the revised
Applicability. Current Technica' Specification LCO 3.4.2.2, its associated footnote (l.c.,
footnote '), Applicability statement, and Action requirement have been climinated. Rese
p oposed changes are acceptable, because the pressurizer safety valves are only needed to
provide overpressure protection of the RCS in: a) hiodes 1 and 2 for Units I and 2, b) hiode 3
with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F for Unit it and c) hiode 3 with all RCS cold leg
temperatures > 301*F for Unit 2. In hiode 3 with the RCS cold leg temperatures 5; 365'F for
Unit I and s; 301'F for Unit 2, and hiodes 4 and 5 for both Units, overpressure protection of the
RCS is provided by the low temperature overpressure protection (LTOP) system. The
requirements for the LTOP system are contained in ITS 3.4.12. Additionally, in the event a
pressurizer safety valve is inoperable and can not be restored within the associated Completion
Time, the revised Action will ensure that the plant is placed in a condition for which the LCO for
pressuriier safety valves does not apply in the event a pressurizer safety valve is inoperable and
can not be restored within the Completion Time of the Action.

The proposed changes do not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or
transient, nor do they significantly affect initiators or mitigatien of analyzed events. Herefore,
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NO SKiNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
;

SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR pOOLANT SYSTEM

the prepose,I chu3es do not involve a signincant increase in the probability or consequences of
an acodent pmiously evaluated.

1

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of acendent from any
previously evaluated?

ne proposed changes do not introduce a new mode of plant operation and do not involve
physical modi 0 cation to the plant. He proposed changes do not introduce any new accident
initiators. Herefore, they do not create the possibility of a new or difTerent kind of accident

' from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does thh hange lavolve a signifleant reduction la margin of safety?

ne Applicability for CTS LCO 3.4.2.1 was revised to be consistent with the Applicability for
,

CTS LCO 3.4.10, and the Action of CTS 3.4.2.1 was revised to be consistent with the revised
Applicability. CTS LCO 3.4.2.2, its associated footnote (i.e., footnote ') Applicability
sta'. ment, and Action requirement have been climinated. These profed changes are i

acceptable, because the pressurlier safety valves are only needed to provide overpressure !

protection of the RCS in: a) Modes 1 and 2 for Units 1 and 2, b) Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg
temperatures > 365'F for Unit 1; and c) Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 301'F for
Unit 2. In Mode 3 with the RCS cold leg temperatures s 365'F for Unit I and s 301'F for
Unit 2, and Modes 4 and 5 for both Units, overpressure protection of the RCS is provided by the
low temperature overpressure protection (LTOp) system, nus, overpressure protection of the
RCS will be assured. The margin of safety is established through the design of the plant

, structures, systems and components, the parameters within which the plant is operated, and the
establishment of the setpoints for the actuation of equipment telled upon to respond to a event.
He proposed changes do not signi0cantly impact the condition or performance of structures,
systems or components relled upon for accident mitigation. He proposed changes do not impact
any safety analysis assumptions. Therefore, they do not involve a signincant reduction in a
margin of safety.

MJ0fhange L2

1. Does the change involve a algnifleant increase in the probability or consequences of an
aceldent previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a Note to the Applicability, which allows the pressurizer safety valve
lift settings to be outside the limits of the LCO for 36 hours aher entry into the Modes of
Applicability, for the purposes of setting the pressurizer safety valve lih settings under ambient
conditions provided a preliminary cold sett!ng was made. De pressurizer safety valves are not
an initiator of any analyzed event. The pressurizer safety valve lin settings are required to have
had a preliminary cold setting prior to heatup, ne cold setting provides assurance that the
valves are operabic near their design condition. Establishing pressurizer safety lin setting at

- ambient conditions gives assurance that they will be able to perform their design function. Also,
one valve remains available for relief, along with the power-operated relief valves (PORVs), to
mitigate overpressure eventsc ne change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of
an accident or transient. He proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation
of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a signl0 cant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
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plSCUSSION OF TECitNICAL SPECIFICATION 1)EVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

!

itself better to be in the SRs where the as found values and as left values are specifically listed.
Placing these values in the LCO would have split the required tolerances in two different places

!
within the Specification (the as founds in the LCO and the as lefts in the SR). His change is

!
plant spectue because Calvert Cliffs has different setpoints for each Pressurizer Safety Valve,
and two different as found tolerances for one of the Safety Valves. His change was found to-
make the Specification less confusing to the Operations staff.

.
9. NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.10 is applicable in Modes I through 3, and Mode 4 with all RCS cold leg

temperatures > [285)'F. Improved Technical Speelucation 3.4.10 will be applicable in Modes I
through 2, and Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 36$'F for Unit No.1, and > 301'F
for Unit No. 2. His deviation is acceptable, because the pressurizer safety valves are only
needed to provide overpressure protection of the RCS in: a) Modes I and 2 for Units I and 2, b) |

. m,,e

Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 36$'F for Unit 1; and c) Mode 3 with all RCS cold i

leg temperatures > 301'F for Unit 2. In Mode 3 with the RCS cold leg temperatures s 365'F for
Unit I and s 301*F for Unit 2, and Modes 4 and 5 for both Units, overpressure protection of the
RCS is provided by the low temperature overpressure protection (LTOP) system, ne
requirements for the LTOP system are contained in ITS 3.4.12. Additionally, this deviation is I

,

consistent with the intent of NUREG 1432. He Bases for the Applicability of NUREG 1432
LCO 3.4.10 states that the LCO is not applicable when overpressure protection is provided by the
LTOP system.

To support this deviation, Required Action B.2 was revised to reflect the Applicability of
ITS 3.4.10. He revised Required Action will require the plant to be placed in Mode 3 with all
RCS cold leg temperatures less than or equal to 365'F for Unit 1 or 301'F for Unit 2; this is a
condition where the ITS LCO will not be applicable. This proposed change is consistent with the
Bases of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.0.2 which states if a Required Action is not completed within the
specified Completion Time, a shutdown may be required to place the unit h a Mode or condition
in which the specification is not applicable.

10. Specification 3.4.11 (power-operated relief valves (PORVs)) Applicability was changed from
Modes I,2, and 3, to Modes I and 2, and Mode 3 with any RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F |
(301'F for Unit 2). This change is specific to Calvert Cliffs and was made because the LTOP
System Specification provides requirements for the PORVs in Mode 3 with any RCS cold leg
temperature s 365'F (30l'F for Unit 2), and in Modes 4 and 5, and Mode 6 with the head on.
Appropriate Actions were adjusted to account for this Mode of Applicability change. His
change is consistent with Amendment Nos.188 and 165 (for Units I and 2, respectively) and the
accompanying Safety Evaluation Report, dated April 20,1994,

11, Specification 3.4.11 Completion Times were changed to be consistent with Calvert Cliffs
Amendment Nos.188 and 165 (for Units 1 and 2, respectively) and the accompanying Safety
Evaluation Report, dated April 20,1994.

|

12. NUREG 1432 3.4.11 was developed assuming the pressurizer PORVs are air operated valves.
Hus, it contains a surveillance to perform a complete cycle of each solenoid air control valve
and check valve on the air accumulators in the PORV control systems. At Calvert Cliffs, the
pressurizer PORVs are electric solenoid operated valves; they are not air operated valves. Thus,
ITS 3.4.11 does not include the NUREG 1432 surveillance to perform a complete cycle of each
solenoid air control valve and check valve on the air accumulators in the PORV control systems.
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21. The NRC questioned the addition of a note to Action A.) in the ISTS markup ofITS 3.4.11. The
note was removed because it was not consistent with the current licensing basis. In support of
this change, JrD 25 to Section 3.4 was deleted and the ISTS 11ases markup for ITS 3.4.11 were
revised (ITS 3.4.11 Comment 1).

While resolving the aforementioned NRC comment, issues were discovered in the markups of
CTS 3.4.3 for ITS 3.4.11, and 11- ISTS markups for ITS 3.4.11. These issues include: a) the

l failure to properly identify changes to the CTS actions; b) the unjustined deletion of a note that
permits separate condition entry for each power operated relief valve (PORV); and c) an
apparent generic error in the ISTS regarding the note that permits separate condition entry for the
PORVs; the note should also apply to the PORY block valves. The markups of the CTS actions
were revised to be consistent with the ISTS rnarkup of the ITS actions, While not identified in
the original CTS markup, the changes had been justified in DOCS M.) and M.2 for ITS 3.4.11.
A note that permits separate condition entry for each PORV and each block valve was added to
the markups of CTS 3.4.3 for ITS 3.4.10. This change wasjustified by DOC A.6 for ITS 3.4.11.
The ISTS markup for ITS 3.4.11 was revised to include the PORV block valves, it was justified
by JFD 36 to Section 3.4. The ISTS liases markup for ITS 3.4.11 was revised to be consistent
with the revised ITS.



Pressurizer PORVs
3.4.11

3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)

LCO 3.4.11 Two PORVs and associated block valves shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2

MODE 3withallRCScoldlegtemperatures>365'f(Unit 1).
> 301'F (Unit 2).

ACTIONS

.................................... NOTES-.----------------------...--...---
1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each PORV and each block valve.

5"
2. LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable.
..............................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or two PORVs A.1 Close and maintain 1 hour
inoperable and power to associated

_ . _ capable of being block valve.
manually cycled.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11-1 Revision J 5'/



Pressurizer PORVs,

3.4.11
,

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One PORV inoperable B.1 Close associated I hour
and not capable of block valve.
being manually
cycled. 6ffD

J

B.2 Remove power from
associated block 1 hour
valve.

AND

|
B.3 Restore PORV to |

OPERABLE status. 5 days 6

! C. One block valve C.1 Place associated PORV 1 hour
inoperable, in override closed.

AND

C.2 Restore block valve 5 days F
to OPERABLE status.

D. Two PORVs inoperable D.1 Close associated 1 hour
and not capable of block valves,
being manually
cycled. AND

D.2 Remove power from I hour
associated block
valves.

AND

D.3 Restore one PORV to 72 hours
OPERABLE status.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11-2 Revisiong5
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

BASES
-

1
'

Therefore, this LCO is applicable in MODES 1 and 2, and
MODE 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F (Unit 1), |6
> 301'F (Unit 2). The LCO is not applicable in MODE 3 with
all RCS cold leg temperatures s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301'F
(Unit 2), when both pressure and core energy are decreased
and the pressure surges become much less significant. The

|

PORY setpoint is reduced for LTOP in MODE 3 with T.y 5 365'F |
- (Unit 1), s 301'F (Unit 2) and in MODES 4, 5, and 6 with the~~

' "C 1

reactor vessel head in place. LCO 3.4.12 addresses the PORY
requirements in these MODES.

|
ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by two Notes. Note 1 clarifies

that the pressurizer PORVs and block valves are treated as 5
separate entities, each with separate Completion Times
(i.e., the Completion Time is on a component basis). Note 2

( is an exception to LCO 3.0.4. The exception to LCO 3.0.4
permits entry into MODES 1, 2, and 3 to perform cycling of
the PORV or block valve to verify their OPERABLE status.
Testing is typically not performed in lower MODES.

Ad

With one or two PORVs inoperable and capable of being
manually cycled, either the inoperable PORV(s) must be
restored or the flow path isolated within 1 hour. The block
valve should be closed but power must be maintained to the

- associated block valve, since renoval of power would render
the block valve inoperable. Although the PORV may be
designated inoperable, it may be able to be manually opened
and closed and in this manner can be used to perform its
function. Power operated relief valve inoperability may be
due to seat leakage, instrumentation problems, automatic
control problems, or other causes that do not prevent manual
use and do not create a possibility for a smt11 break LOCA.
For these reasons, the block valve may be closed but the
Action requires power be maintained to the valve. This
Condition is only intended to permit operation of the plant

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.11-4 Revision 5
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| Pressurizer PORVs
| B 3.4.11

BASES
.

for a limited period of time not to exceed the next
refuelingoutage(HODE6)sothatmaintenancecanbe
performed on the PORVs to eliminate the problem condition.
The PORM should nonnally be available for autoinatic
mitigation of overpressure events and should be returned to
OPERABLE status prior to entering startup (MODE 2),

( Quick access to the PORV for pressure control can be made
when power remains on the closed block valve. The -

Completion Time of I hour is based on plant operating
experience that minor problems can be corrected or closure
can be accomplished in this time period.

5
B.1. B.2. and B.3

If- one PORV is inoperable and riot capable of being manually
cycled, it must either be isolated, by closing the
associated block valve and removing the power from the block
valve, or restored to OPERABLE status. The Completion Time :

of 1 hour is reasonable, based on challenges to the PORVs
during this time period, and provides the operator adequate
time to correct the situation. If the inoperable valve
cannot be restored to OPCRABLE status, it must be isolated
within the specified time. Because there is at least one
PORY that remains OPERABLE, 5 days are provided to restore 6
the inoperable PORV to OPERABLE status.

C.1 and C.2

If one block valve is inoperable, then it must be restored
to OPERABLE status, or the associated PORV placed in
override closed. The prime importance for the capability to
close the block valve is to isolate a stuck open PORV.
Therefore, if the block valve cannot-be restored to OPERABLE
status within-1 hour, the Required Action is to place the
PORV in override closed to preclude-its automatic opening
for an overpressure event and to avoid the potential for a

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNils 1 & 2 B 3.4.11-5 Revision Ey



Pressurizer PORVs
| B 3.4.11

BASES

stuck open PORY at a time that the block valve is
inoperable. The Completion Times of 1 hour are reasonable
based on the small potential for challenges to the system
during this time period and provide the operator time to
correct the situation. Because at least one PORV remains
OPERABLE, the operator is permitted a Completion Time of
5 days to restore the inoperable block valve to OPERABLE 5
status. The time allowed to restore the block valve is
based upon the Completion Time for restoring an inoperable
PORV in Condition 8 since the PORVs are not capable of
automatically ultigating an overpressure event when placed
in override closed. If the block valve is restored within
the Completion Time of 5 days, the power wil) be restored y
and the PORY restored to OPERABLE status.

IL L_.,0.2. and 0.3

If both PCRVs are inoperable and not capable of being
manually cycled, it is necessary to either restore at least
one valve within the Completion Time of 1 hour or isolate
the flow path by closing and removing the power to the
associated block valves. The Completion Time of 1 hour is
reasunable based on the small potential for challenges to
the system during this tine and provides the operator time '

to correct the situation. If Required Actions 0.1 and D.2
have been completed, Required Action D.3 allows 72 hours to
restore a PORV to OPERABLE status. This time is reasonable
to perform required repairs. This time also accounts for
the overpressure protection provided by the pressurizer
safety vahes in LC0 3.4.10.

LLand E.?
,

If both block valves are inoperable. it is necessary to '

either restore the block valves within the Completion Time
of 1 hour or place the associated PORVs in override closed
and restore at least one block valve to OPERABLE status

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIls 1 & 2 B 3.4.11 6 Revisionpt
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

! BASES.

I

within 72 hours and the remaining block valve in 5 days, per g
| Required Action C.2. The Completion Time of 1 hour to

either restore the block valves or place the associated,

i

PORVs in override closed is reasonable based on the small
potential for challenges to the system during this time and
provides the operator time to correct the situation.

,

- .
..

F.1 and F.2

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are
not met, then the plant must be brought to a MODE in which
the LCO does not apply. The plant must be brought to at

-least MODE 3 within 6 hours and reduce any RCS cold leg 5
temperature s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301'F (Unit 2) within
12 hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging safety
systems. Similarly, the Completion Time of 12 hours to

;y
reduce any RCS cold leg temperature s 365'F (Unit 1), I

s 301*F (Unit 2) is reasonable considering that a plant can
cool down within that time frame. In MODE 3 with any RCS y
cold leg temperature s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301'F (Unit 2) and
in MODES 4, 5, and 6. maintaining PORY OPERABILITY is
required per LCO 3.4.12.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.11.1
REQUIREMENTS

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each PORV
instrument channel every 92 days to ensure the entire
channel will perform its intended function when needed.

SR 3.4.11.2

Block valve cycling verifies.that it can be closed if
necessary. The basis for the Frequency of 92 days _is
AmericanSocietyofMechanicalEngineers(ASME)SectionXI
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.11. PRESSURIZER PORVs

ADMINISTRATIVI' CilANGES
A.1 ne proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical

Specifications, with no change cfintent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe cach LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG 1432, llowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications, %c reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifleations.

~ ' " ~ ''

A.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.3 Applicability footnote ' contains a reference that|

below 365'P (301'F for Unit 2) the LTOP Technical Specification applies. Improved
| Technical Specification 3.4.11 deletes this reference, in general, the ITS does not reference

other Specifications, in this case, the Applicability for this Specification and the LTOP
!

Speellication are precise enough so that no confusion should exist as to which Technical
Specification applies. Deletion of this unwarranted reference constitutes an administrative

; change. His change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

A.3 Not used.
|

A.4 Current Technical Specification 3.4.3 requires the Specification to be applicable in Modes I
and 2, and Mode 3 above 365'F (above 301'F for Unit 2). Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.11 specifies that in Mode 3 the Specification be applicable with all RCS
cold leg temperatures > 365'F (> 301'F for Unit 2). This change is administrative because
this is consistent with current Calvert Cliffs practice. His change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

A5 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.3.1.a requires each PORV to be demonstrated
Operable by performance of a Channel Functional Test in accordance with Table 4.31,
item 4. Table 4.31, item 4 provides the Surveillance Requirements for Pressurizer Pressure
- liigh reactor trip. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.11.1 requires a Channel
Functional Test of each PORV. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.3.1.a has been
revised to be consistent with ITS SR 3.4.11.1; the reference to Table 4.31, Item 4 has been
deleted. This proposed change is an administrative change, because a Channel Functional
Tcat of cach PORY will be required to be perfe med ir. accordance with ITS SR 3.4.11.1,
and the Channel Functional Test for the pressurler pressure high reactor trip will be
required to be performed in accordance with ITS SR 3.3.1.4 for item 4 of Table 3.3.1-1. In
addition to the justification provided above, this proposed change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

A.6 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.3 does not specify a method for tracking allowable
out of service times. Note i for the Actions ofITS LCO 3.4.11 states that separate condition,

entry is allowed for each PORV and each block valve. This note provides a methodology for
tracking Completion Times. It allows the Conditions and Completion Times to be entered
and tracked separately for each inoperable PORV or block valve. In the ITS, once a

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11 1 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SEC110N 3A.ll . PRESSURIZER PORVs

Condition has been entered, the subsequent discovery of another inoperable component
expressed in the Condition does not result in separate entry into the Condition, unless
specifically stated, ne Required Actions would continue to apply to each additional failure,
with Completion Times based on initial entry into the Condition, in the case of an
inoperable PORY or block valve, the initial actions for ITS 3.4.11 Actions A,11, and C are
required to be completed within one hour if during this time, the second PORV or block
valve becomes inoperable, very little time (less than one hour) would be permitted to take
the initial action for the second inoperable PORV or block valve, in the event separate
condition entry was not explicitly allowed. Also, this time would be more limiting than: a)
the initial Completion Time pennitted by ITS Action A (i.e., one hour) in the event both
PORVs were concurrently discovered to be inoperable, but capable of being manually
cycled; and b) the initial Completion Times permitted by ITS Actions D and E (i.e., one
hour)in the event both PORVs or block valves are discovered to be inoperable, %us, a note
permitting separate condition entry for each PORV and each block valve has been added to
CTS LCO 3 A.3 nis clarification is necessary due to the reformatting of the requirements
contained in the ITS, nis change is perceived as the intent of the Actions of CTS 3A.3.
Dus, this proposed change is considered be an administrative change, because it does not
involve a technical change to the CTS.

TECilNICAL CilANGES - MORE HMTRICTIVE
M.1 Current Technical Specification 3.43 Actions b and d require the one inoperable PORV and

block valve, respectively, to be restored to Operable status within 121 hours; and Actions c
and d require one of two inoperable PORVs and block valves, respectively, to be restored to
Operable status within 73 hours, improved Technical Specification 3,4.ll Actions 13, C, D,
and E will reduce the time allowed to restore the PORVs and block valves to Operable status
by one hour. Reducing the allowed outage time constitutes a more restrictive change, ne
change does not adversely affect plant safety, ne change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

M.2 Current Technical Specification 3A.3 Actions b, c, and d shutdown requirements require the
unit to be in Mode 3 within 12 hours and temperature to be below 365'F (Unit 1), and 30l'F
(Unit 2) within 36 hours. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.11 Action F requires the unit
to be in Mode 3 within 6 hours and temperature to be below 365'F (Unit 1), and 301'F
(Unit 2) within 12 hours. This change reduces the time allowed to be in Mode 3, and
Mode 3 with temperature below 365'F (Unit 1) and 301'F (Unit 2) Reducing the shutdown
times constitutes a more restrictive change. The change does not adversely aficct plant
safety because the plant is still capable of shutting down in a safe and orderly manner. This
change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

M.3 Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.11.3 was added to CTS 3.4.3. The added SR will
require the PORVs to be cycled once per 24 months. His SR is required to demonstrate that
the PORVs function, ne addition of new requirements to Technical Specifications
constitutes a more restrictive change. This change will not detrimentally affect safety-
because it proves the PORV can perform its function. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11 2 Revision 5
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Pressurtzer PORVs4r#
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3.4 REAC10R COOLANT $Y$iLM (RC$)

3.4.11 Pressurtzer Power Operated Reitef Valves (PORVs)
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Pressurtger PORVs '

(cr4 3.4.11

ACTIONS (continued)
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1)lSCUSSION OF TECilNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUMEG.1432
SECTION 3,4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

1mproved Technical Speellication 3.4.9 will not contain s surveillance to verify that the
pressurlier heaters are capable of being powered by an emergency power supply. This la
appropriate, because the pressurizer heaters are pennanently powered by Class IE power
supplies. Class 1B power sources are backed-up by the emergency diesel generators. 1he
transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency power supply for these buses occurs on,

an under voltage condition. The transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency diesel
generators is currently ensured by testing in accordance with CTS SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.3; this SR has
been maintained in ITS 3.8.1. Additionally, the specifications for other systems that are suppliedI

by a Class 1E power source (e.g., the safety irdection systems) do not contain SRs to verify the;
systems are capable of being supplied by emergency power. Thus, the elimination of SR 3.4.9.3
from the ITS is consistent with other specifications. Furthermore, the climination of this SR isi

;
consister.t with the Bases of NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.9.3 which states: "This SR (SR 3.4.9.3] is not'

applicabic if the heaters are permanently powered by iE power supplies."

22. Reference to "specified in the COLR" in SR 3.4.1.4 was deleted because the lim!t in the LCO is
the limit tested for in the SR. Therefore, placing the value in the Core Operating Limits Report
is not necessary, lhls change is consistent with Calvert Clifts current licensing basis.

23.- The containment sump monitor in Specification 3.4.15 was changed to containment sump level
alarm. Calvert Cliffs has a containment sump level alarm system. This change is consistent with
the current Calvert Cliffs licensing basis.

24. Not used.
|

25. Not used.
|

26.
NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.9.b requires the pressurizer to be Operable with two groups of
pressurizer heaters Operable with the capacity of each group 2 (150 kW) (and capable of being
powered from an emergency power supply]. Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.4 requires
the pressurizer to be Operable with a steam bubble and with at least 150 kW of pressurlier heater
capacity capable of being supplied by emergency power. Improved Technical Specification
LCO 3.4.9 will not contain a requirement to ensure that the pressurirer heaters are capable of
being supplied by emergency power. This is appropriate, because the pressurizer heaters are
permanently powered by Class 1E power supplies. Class lE power sources are backed-up by the
emergency diesel generators. The transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency
power supply for these buses occurs on an under voltage condition. The transfer from the
nonnal power supply to the emergency diesel generators is currently ensured by testing in
accordance with CTS SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.3; this SR has been maintained in ITS 3.8.1. Additionally,
the speelfutions for other systems that are supplied by a Class IE power source (e.g., the safety
injection systems) do not contain requirements in the LCOs to verify the systeras are capable of
being supplied by emergency power. Thus, the climination of the LCO requirement from the
ITS is consistent with other specifications. Furthermore, the Bases of NUREO 1432 SR 3.4.9.3
(the NUREG SR _which confirms the pressurizer heaters are capable of being supplied by an
emergency power) states that it is not applicable if the Seaters are permanently powered by lE
power supplies.1his implies that the LCO requirement is also not applicable if the heaters are
permanently powered by Class 1E power supplies.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS _1 & 2 3.46 Revision 5



DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
,

|
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

I

- into Action O in ITS 3.4.1 t Actions E, F, and O of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 were labeled as
Actions D, E, and F in the ITS.

'these proposed deviations from NUREO 1432 were necessary to incorporate the current
lleensing basis provided in CTS 3.4.3, as approved by the NRC in License Amendments
Nos.188 and 165 (for Units 1 and 2, respectively) with a Safety Evaluation Report dated
April 20,1994. In License Amendment Nos.188 and 165, the NRC accepted the 72 hour
allowed outage time for restoring a PORV to an Operable status in the event both PORVs were
Inoperable due to causes other than excessive seat leakage. *lhis allowed outage time provides a
more realistic opportunity to rnake repairs to the inoperable PORV. Thus, the plant would avoid
unnecessary shutdowns, and would avoid entering the region when the PORVs are required to bc
operable for low temperature overpressure purposes. It is safer to attempt repairs of the PORVs -

,..m m.

in Modes 1,2, and 3 with the temperature above the LTOP enable temperature, because the
PORVs are not credited in the accident analyses in Modes 1,2, and 3 with temperatures above
the LTOP cnable temperature. During operations in Modes 1,2, and 3 with the temperature
above the LTOP enable temperature, the pressurizer safety valves are the credited means for
overpressure protection in the accident analyses. Thus, the proposed addition of the */2 hour
allowed outage time to restore a PORV to an operable status to Action D ofITS 3.4.11 and the
deletion of the shutdown requirements (Actions E.1 and E.2 of NUREO 1432 LCO 3.4.11) from
Action D ofITS 3.4.11 are acceptable.

To support this change, Actions D and O of NUREO 1432 LCO 3.4.11 had to be revised in
. ITS 3.4.11. These requirements ensure that the plant is placed in a Mode and condition for which
the LCO does not apply in the event a Required Action and associated Completion Time are not
met. Action D of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 was incorporated into Action F ofITS 3.4.11, and
Action F of ITS 3.4.11 was revised to apply to Condition D of ITS 3.4.11. 'the proposed
deviations regarding Actions D and O of 1,LTl'O 1432 LCO 3.4.11 are considered to be
acceptable, because the ITS continue to require the plant be placed in a Mode and Condition for

which the LCO does not apply in the event a Required Action and its associated Completion
Time are not met.

36. Note 1 of the Actions for ITS 3.4.11 was revised to pennit separate condition entry for the PORV
block valves. This Note has been modified to also pennit separate condition entry for each
PORY block valve. in the ITS, once a Condition has been entered, the subsequent discovery of
another inoperable component expressed in the Condition does not result in separate entry into
the Condition, unless specifically stated, The Required Actions would continue to apply to each
additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial entry into the Condition in the case
of an inoperable block valve, the initial action for ITS 3.4.11 Action C is required to be
completed within one hour, if during this time, the second block valve becomes inoperable,
ITS 3.4.11 Action C would permit very little time (less than an hour) to take the initial action for
the second inoperabic block valve, in the event separate condition entry was not explicitly stated.
Also, this time would be more limiting than the initial Completion Time permitted by ITS
Action E (i.e., one hour) which addresses the condition when both block valves are discovered to

-

be inoperable. 'lhus, Note 1 ofITS 3.4.11 was revised to permit separate condition entry for the
PORV block valves.

CALVERT CLIFFS- UNITS I & 2 3.4 10 Revision 5
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Pressuriter PORVs
8 3.4.!!

gsoc 3 pt n s. '3L5' W O
BA$[5 j "3 *

4
-

1APPLICABILITY

MODt3 4,1, addresses the PORV requirements in these M00t$
.

5
LCO 3.4. and 6 with the reactor vessel head in place.

I(continued)
.

ACTIONS L1 *
,

,
,

The ACTIONS are modified bj
4re Notes. Mete- -clerifise_thd all naturteer PORVyare treated as sepa) rate entities A1*-#.

@ f C M b d VC' #' each'w nh soplH W COIlpl H 1 ni llanes i.e. the Completion
'

/?il
Time is on a component basi i). ' Note (A is,an exception toO i

'

{ M00ts 1, t, and 3 to perfors cycling of the PORY or blockThe exception gp tC0 3.0.4 permits entry into
ed h d )*** *~w_ LC0 3.0.4.

=-

valve to verify their OPERABLp141Wida1 Ling _it.lyginvacLperformed in lawa' INU
_

pu e:%>b is4&DWith no POR41nop 1
,

ano capaore of being manuallycycled, either the
isolated within I hour. pust be restored or the flow path

The block valve should be closed
but power must be maintained to the associated block valve,
since removal of power would render the block valve
inoperable. Although the PORV say be designated inoperable
it may be able to be manually opened and closed and in this,
manner can be used to perfors its function. PORV
inoperability may be due to seat leakage instrumentation
problees, automatic control problems, or,other causes that
do not prevent manual use and do not create a possibility
for a small break LOCA. For these reasons the block valve
may be closed but the Action requires power, be maintained to
the valve. This Condition is only intended to perett *

operation of the plant for a Itaited period of time not to
exceed the next refueling outage (MODE 6) to that
maintenance can be performed on the PORVs to ellainate the
probles condition. The PORVs should normally be available
for automatic mitigation of overpressure events and should
be returned to OPERABLE status prior to entering startup
(MOOC2).

Quick access to the PORY for pressure control can be made
when power remains on the closed block valve. Tne
Completion Time of I hour is based on plant operating
experience that minor probless can be corrected or closure
can be accomplished in this time period.

'

(continued)
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INSERT A.I IIASES

Required Action .1 is modifi by a note which lows the Action to, delayed to s
7 120 houaifo block valv s inoperable and 7 ours if two block ves are ino able. -

))ds will al
1 time to r the block valve latent with Requ , Action C. ' E.2

/ ordert mplywith equired Action A. This is bastA on a ant shutdo being
,

s
unr le when t RV la capable o roviding its funct! the safety v vos being
ava , and the r te possibility of ent occurring d ' this period ' time.-

aPORY is inoperable due t excessiveleakage, Note may o be applied if
tiw associst lock valve (s) can ntained in the c sed position. s ensures that :
the possibility of a small break L A via the PORV( la minimized.

u
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Pressurtzer PORVs
8 3.4.!!

)
SA$15

,

ACTIONS 9.1. B.f. and B.3 -

(continued) .

If one PORY is inoperable and not ca able of being manuallycycled, it must either be isolated
associated block valve and removi

y closing the
vahe, or restored to OPERABLE sta he power from the block

s. The Caspletion flee
of I bour is reasonable, based on challenges to the PORVs !

during this time period, and provides the ope,rator adequate
. m.

, * . . .,

time to correct the situation. If the inoperable valve

cannot be restored to OPERABLt status $ere is at least oneit must be isolatedwithin the specified time. Because t
PORY that remains OPERA 8Lt 1 iff'.t'.n..; ''''..... 4
provided to restore the ino,perable PORV to PERABLE status, h ,

t

$cw WC,1 and f.2

If one block valve is inoperable then it must be restored onr4
|

to OP(RABLE status or the assoc ated PORY placed in;

sen4ee4. The prime toportance for the capablitt c *u t i
the block valve is to isolate a stuck open PORV.y to close
if the block valve cannot be restored to OPERABLE statusTherefore,
within I hour the Required Action is to place the PORV inova r"h ;n;1 ::: ::g

, to preclude its automatic opening for anc,bs. &-
overpressure event and to avoid the potential for a stuck
open PORY at a ttee that the block valve is inoperable.

%
!

Thel Completion ilmes of I hour are reasonable based on the small
! potential for challenges to the systea during this timeperiod and
i situation. provide the operator time to correct the

Because at least one PORY remains OPERABLE, the|

< j%'operator is permitted a C'

letton Time of M 'Iiiius,to '3restore the inoperable blot
valvetoOPERABLT

- *

time allowed to restore the block valve is based upon theine'
Completion Time for restoring an inoperatele PORV in /4Condition 8 since the PORVs are not capable onsitt sting an%..Npr y33
overpressure event when placed in anas41

::trd. f theblock valve is restored within the Comp 11:ttm itse of? L.o. the power will be restored and
th. PORY restoredt RABLE stat

^D.1andDf(
lf he Required Act n cannot be met w

in the associa d4 letion ilme, t plant must be br ht to a MODE|Ghichtherequtr nt does not apply, o achieve th 2,
j ;

(continued)t
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Pressurtrer PORVs
B 3.4.11

BA$[$

AC110N$ D.1and[f (continued) 1 *

status the plant must be b ught to at least MOOL 3 thin /d6 hou and to MODE 4 witn 12 hours. The alleved U/Campi t!.m flees are reas able, based on operatt
espe ence to reach the quired plant conditten free full Icond\ttensinan rly manner and withou J1 ch longing plant syst s.,. X.F to ytek O *^t'

t).1 an f>4 W
w ep.1, SPD 1. f. 4_ E A
A 5 4* O' *' bd 8 4 If a * E- r: PORVs inoperable and not capable of being @Miaos 12

I manually cycled, it to necessary to either restore at least4

/ tt:4ut g, (t.a V one valve within the Completion Time of I hour or isolate4. bet N O *q' the flow path by closing and removino the power to the *

% K=, a associated block valves. The Completion itse of I hour is
reasonable based on the small potential for cha11enges toI te . 3 4 4, p,, r., a the systen during this time and orovides the ootrator ttee,

reg p,3 f,g;,y, g to correct the situation.
I ene PORY u res30Tec anc onh

I

h. -"'* * Id 4 c. <is 4 @nditionBwiththv remains inopers, whn the plant willhe in 2.
& . '.,re si.e e., too clock started at se orietnaldeclaration of hav two ponVs inocerabi If no rokys artp,,% 6 p,.. b .D restored within Completion Time, th e plant must be
b O r''S*1"

brought to a M0 in which the LCO doe not apply. Tot achieve this tus, '^* plant must brought to at least5,G LI v. lea M MODE 3 withi 6 hour; a 1 to M00C 4 tthin 12 hours. The
"* L4'g' toepletion

me of 6 ewrs is reas able based on operatingexpertenc , to reach MODE 3 from 11 pow,er in an orderly
manner d without challenging ant systems. 51stlarl
the C >1stion line of 12 hour to reach MODE 4 is

.

reas a>1e, considering that plant can cool down w inth time frame on one saf y system train. In 4
O L,a.17. 2$ maintat_ning PORV OffLABIL11Y may be reautrSee ).

and

if ''- - e block valv
to either resto e the block valves within the Completinoperable it is necessary'rdi dah

-e

r place the associated PORVs in E.ilme of I hour s==
seawel and re ore at least one block valve to OPERABLEstatus within y hours and the remaining block valve in
Ehoes. The Cocthston ilme of I hour to either restore @
the block valves or pla e the associated PORVs in - " ,

R9 ,% everod8 hg .r

( A . 6 0.. A continued)he-
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22. The markups of CTS Sit 4.4.3.1.a for ITS 3,4.11 were revised to state that the deletion of the
phrase "in accordance with Table 4.31, item 4" is actually an administrative change, versus a
movement ofinformation. Thus, DOC A.$ for ITS 3.4.11 has been added tojustify the change,
and DOC LA.1 for ITS 3.4.11 has been climinated. These changes were made to respond to an
NitC comment (ITS 3.4.11 Comment 2).
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.11. PRESSURIZER PORVs

! ADMINISTRATIVE CllANCaES-

A.1 %e proposed change will reformat, renumber, and rewrd the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,
the Tecimical Specifications should be more easily readable end, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
infonnation may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG 1432. Ilowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the l

current Technical Specifications. He reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

' " " ' ' " " ' "

A.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.3 Applicability footnote * contains a reference that
below 365'F (301*F for Unit 2) the LTOP Technical Specification applies, improved
Technical Specification 3.4.11 deletes this reference. In general, the ITS does not reference
other Specifications. In this case, the Applicability for this Specification and the LTOP
Specification are precise enough so that no confusion should exist as to which Technical
Specification applies. Deletion of this unwarraated reference constitutes an administrative
change. This change is consistent with NUREO 1432.

A.3 Not used.
|

A.4 Current Technical Specification 3.4.3 requires the Specification to be applicable in Modes 1
and 2, and Mode 3 above 365'F (above 301'F for Unit 2), improved Technical
Specification 3.4.11 specifies that in Mode 3 the Specification be applicable with all RCS
cold leg temperatures > 365'F (> 301'F for Unit 2). This change is administrative because
this is consistent with current Calvert Cliffs practice, his change is consistent with
NUREO 1432.

A.5 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.3.1.a requires each PORV to be demonstrated
Operable by performance of a Channel Functional Test in accordance with Table 4.31,
item 4. Table 4.3 1, item 4 provides the Surveillance Requirements for Pressurizer Pressure

liigh reactor trip. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.11.1 requires a Channel
. Functional Test of each PORV. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.3.1.a has been

revised to be consistent with ITS SR 3.4.11.l; the reference to Table 4.31, item 4 has been
deleted. His proposed change is an administrative change, because a Channel Functional
Test of each PORV will be required to be performed in accordance with ITS SR 3.4.11.1,
and the Channel Functional Test for the pressurizer pressure high reactor trip will be
required to be performed in accordance with ITS SR 3.3.1.4 for item 4 of Table 3.3.1-1. In
addition to the justification provided above, this proposed change is consistent with -
NUREG 1432.

A.6 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.3 does not specify a method for tracking allowable
out of service times. Note 1 for the Actions ofITS LCO 3.4.11 states that separate condition
entry is allowed for each PORV and each block valve. His note provides a methodology for
tracking Completion Times. It allows the Conditions and Completion Times to be entered
and tracked separately for each inoperable PORY or block valve. In the ITS, once a

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11 1 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.4.11 - PRESSURIZER PORVs

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS
None

TECliNICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLEDDOCUMENTS

LA.I Not used.
|

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
L.1 Actions a, b, and c of CTS 3.4.3 provide the required actions in the event one or two PORVs
-r

-

t . are inoperable. Action a provides the actions for one or two inoperable PORVs due to ' ' ' ''

excessive seat leakage, and Actions b and c address one or two inoperable PORVs for causes

other than excessive seat leakage, respectively. Actions A, D, and D ofITS 3.4.11 provide
the required actions in the event one or two PORVs are i,ioperable. Action A provides the
actions for one or two inoperable PORVs that are capable of being manually cycled.
Actions 13 and D provide the actions for one or two inoperable PORVs that are incapable of
being manually cycled, respectively. The CTS have been revised to reflect the ITS
methodology for addressing PORV inoperability. These proposed changes are considered to
be a less restrictive change, because they appear to broaden the applicability for Action a of
CTS 3.4.3 and narrow the range of applicability for Actions b and c of CTS 3.4.3. Actually,
excessive seat leakage is an example of an inoprable PORV which does not prevent the
PORV from b:ing manually cycled. Thus, this change could be interpreted as meeting the
intent of the CTS.

Action a of CTS 3.4.3 has been revised to be applicable when one or both PORVs are
inoperable and the applicable PORVs are capable of being manually cycled. In the event this
occurs, :he inoperable PORV can be manually opened and closed to perform its function.
Thus, the PORV should remain available so that the operators could manually utilize the
relief pathway, For this condition the prudent course of action is to close the block valve
and maintain power to the bbek valve. This methodology permits the operators to have
relatively_ quick access to the PORV for pressure control, if the power were removed from
the block valve, additional operatot actions would be reqPred to manually utilize the
pathway. Therefore, the proposed change to Action a of CTS 3.4.3 is acceptable.

Actions b and c of CTS 3.4.3 have been revised to be applicable when the PORVs are '

inoperable and the valve is not capable of being manually cycled. In this case, the PORV
cannot be used manually for pressure control, and the condition a the PORV may be
uncertain. Thus, the prudent course of action is to secure the PORV by closing the block
valve, and provide additional assurance that the PORV is isolated by removing power from
the valves. Actions b ard c of CTS 3.4.3 require these actions, and they also require the
PORVs to be restored to an Operchte status. Thus, the proposed changes to Actions b and c
of CTS 3.4.3 are acceptable.

1

in addit on, at Calvert Cliffs, the PORVs are not credited in the accident analyses for
overpressure protection during Modes I,2, and 3 with the RCS cold leg temperature greater
than the enable temperature for the L~u Temperature Overpressure Protection System. In
these Modes and specified conditions, the i,assurizer safety valves are the mechanism

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11-3 Revision 5
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23. The NRC requested additional justification for incorporating CTS SRs 4.4.3.1.a and 4.4.3.1.h
-into ITS 3.4.11 as SRs 3.4.11.1 and 3.4.11.4. JustiHeation for Deviation 12 to Section 3.4 has
been revised to include the additionaljustification. Additionally, the ISTS Bases markup for
ITS 3.4.ll- has been changed to better describe the current system design. (ITS 3.4.11
Comments 3 an( i)

While resolving the aforementioned NRC comment, several inconsistencies regarding the
rationale for the pORV setpoint in the ISTS Bases markup for ITS 3.4.11 were discovered. The
Bases have been revised to be consistent regarding the rationale for the pORV setpoint.

The use of the term "only" in the Applicability regarding RCS cold leg temperature was changed
to "all" to properly complement a related change in ITS 3.4.12 applicability. These terms now
accurately reDect NUREG 1432 and the current licensing basis.

|

|

}
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Pressurizer PORVs
3.4.11

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs).

LCO 3.4.11 Two PORVs and associated block valves shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2

MODE 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F (Unit 1),
> 301*F (Unit 2).

ACTIONS

..................................--NOTES-------------------............-....
1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each PORV and each block valve.

S
! 2. LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable.
!

..............................................................................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or two PORVs A.1 Close and maintaia 1 hour,

inoperable and power to associated
capable of being block valve.
manually cycled.- ;

1

.

.CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11-1 Revisionp/'5
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Pressurizer PORVs
3.4.11.

ACTIONS (continued)
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. Two block valves- E.1 Place associated I hour
inoperable. PORVs in override

closed.

AND

-

E.2 Restore one block 72 hours
valve to OPERABLE
status.

F. Required Action and F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

'

F.2 Reduce any RCS cold 12 hours gleg temperature
! $ 365'F (Unit 1).
L

s 301*F (Unit 2).

-SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY.

SR 3.4.11.1 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of each 92 days
PORV.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11-3 Revisiong5'
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)

BASES

BACKGROUND The pressurizer is equipped with two types of devices for
pressure relief: pressurizer safety valves and PORVs. The

. m PORV is an electric, solenoid operated valve that is - | 5 .e=

automatically opened at a specific set pressure when the
pressurizer pressure increases and is automatically closed
on decreasing pressure. The PORV may also be manually
operated using controls installed in the control room.

An electric, motor operated, normally open, block valve is
installed between the pressurizer and the PORV. The
function of the block valve is to isolate the PORV. Block
valve closure is accomplished manually using controls in the
control room and may be used to isolate a leaking PORV to
permit continued power operation. Most importantly, the
block valve is used to isolate a stuck open PORV to isolate

| the resulting small break loss of coolant accident (LOCA),
Closure terminates the RCS depressurization and coolant
inventory loss.

The PORV and its block valve controls are powered from
normal power supplies. Their controls are also capable of
being powered from emergency supplies. Power supplies for
the PORV are separate from those for the block valve. Power
supply requirements are defined in NUREG-0737, Paragraph II,

" G.1 (Ref. 1). ---

The PORV setpoint is equal to the high pressure reactor trip
setpoint and below the opening setpoint for the pressurizer
safety valves as required by Reference 2. The purpose of
the relationship of these setpoints is to reduce the
frequency of challenges to the safety valves, which, unlike
the PORV, cannot be isolated if they were to fail open. |5
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Pressurizer PORVs -
B 3.4.11

BASES

The possibility of a small break LOCA through the PORY is
reduced when the PORV flow path is OPERABLE. The
possibility is minimized if the flow path is isolated.

Overpressure protection is provided by safety valves, and
analyses do not take credit for the PORV opening for
accident mitigation.

Pressurizer PORVs satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criterion 3.

LCO The LCO requires the two PORVs and their associated block-
| valves to be OPERABLE. The block valve is required to be

|
OPERABLE so it may be used to isolate the flow path if the !

,

PORV is not OPERABLE.
,

Valve OPERABILITY also means the PORV setpoint is correct.
Ensuring the PORV opening setpoint is correct reduces the
frequency of challenges to the safety valves, which, unlike g
the PORVs, cannot be isolated _if they were to fail open.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, and MODE 3 with all RCS cold leg !5
temperatures > 365'F (Unit 1), > 301*F (Unit 2), the PORV
and its block valve are required to be OPERABLE to limit the
potential for a small break LOCA through tha flow path. A
likely cause for PORV small break LOCA is a result of
pressure increase transients that cause the PORV to open.
Imbalances in the energy output of the core and heat removal
by the secondary system can cause the RCS pressure to
increase to the PORV opening setpoint. Pressure increase
transients can occur any time the steam generators are used
for heat removal. The most rapid increases will occur at
higher operating power and pressure conditions of MODES 1
and 2.

Pressure increases are less prominent in MODE 3 because the
core input energy is reduced, but the RCS pressure is high.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.11-3 Revision Efr



Pressurizer PORVs
B 3c4.11

BASES

Therefore, this LCO is applicable in MODES 1 and 2, and
MODE 3withallRCScoldlegtemperatures>365'F(Unit 1), |6
> 301'F (Unit 2). The LCO is not applicable in MODE 3 with
all RCS cold leg temperatures s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301*F
(Unit 2), when both pressure and core energy are decreased
and the pressure surges become much less significant. The
PORV setpoint is reduced for LTOP in MODE 3 with T.y 5 365'F
(Unit 1), s 301*F (Unit 2)_ and in MODES 4, 5, and 6 with the: F ;"CC -:

reactor vessel head in place. 'LCO 3.4.12 addresses the PORV '

requirements in these MODES.

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by two Notes. Note 1 clarifies!
that the pressurizer PORVs and block valves are treated as f
separate entities, each with separate Completion Times
(i.e., the Completion Time is on a component basis). Note 2
is an exception to LCO 3.0.4. The exception to LC0 3.0.4
permits entry into MODES 1, 2, and 3 to perform cycling of
the PORV or block valve to verify their OPERABLE status.
Testing is typically not performed in lower MODES.

A.1

With one or two PORVs inoperable and capable of being
manually cycled, either the inoperable PORV(s) must be
restored or the flow path isolated within 1 hour. The block
valve should be closed but power must be maintained to the
associated block valve, since removal of power would render
the block valve inoperable. Although the PORV may be
designated inoperable, it may be able to be manually opened
and closed and in this manner can be used to perform its
function. Power operated relief valve inoperability may be
due to seat leakage, instrumentation problems, automatic
control problems, or other causes that do not prevent manual
use and do not create a possibility for a small break LOCA.
For these reasons, the block valve may be closed but the
Action requires power be maintained to the valve. This
Condition is only intended to permit operation of the plant

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.11-4 Revision 5
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

BASES

within 72 hours and the remaining block valve in 5 days, per gRequired Action C.2. The Completion Time of 1 hour to
either restore the block valves or place the associated
PORVs in override closed is reasonable based on the small
potential for challenges to the system during this time and
provides the operator time to correct the situation.

. ,:.-. -

F.1 and F.2 '

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are
not met, then the plant must be brought to a MODE in which
the LC0 does not apply. The plant must be brought to at
least MODE 3 within 6 hours and reduce any RCS cold leg 5
temperature s 365*F (Unit 1), s 301*F (Unit 2) within
12 hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging safety

'

systems. Similarly, the Completion Time of 12 hours to
iyreduce any RCS cold leg temperature s 365*F (Unit 1), I

s 301*F (Unit 2) is reasonable considering that a plant can
cool down within that time frame. In MODE 3 with any RCS 5'cold leg temperature s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301*F (Unit 2) and
in MODES 4, 5, and 6. maintaining PORV OPERABILITY is
required per LC0 3.4.12.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.11.1
REQUIREMENTS

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each PORV
instrument channel every 92 days to ensure the entire
channel will perform its intended function when needed.

,

SR 3.4.11.2

Block valve cycling verifies that it can be closed if
necessary. The basis for the Frequency of 92 days is
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section XI

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.11-7 Revision # '5
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.4.11 - PRESSURIZER PORVs

ADMINISTRATIVE CllANGES
A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical

Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical SpeciGcations. Additional
information may also have been added to mora fully describe cach LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG-1432 l{owever, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumberint. and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specificailons.

A.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.3 Applicability footnote ' contains a reference that
below 365'F (301'F for Unit 2) the LTOP Technical Specification applies. Improved
Technical Specification 3.4.11 deletes this reference. In general, the iTS does not reference

4

| other Specifications, in this case, the Applicability for this Specification and the LTOP'

Specification are precise enough so that no confusion should exist as to which Technical
Specification applies. Deletion of this unwarranted reference constitutes an administrative
change. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

A.3 Not used.
|

A.4 Current Technical Specification 3.4.3 requires the Specification to be applicable in Modes I
,

and 2, and Mode 3 above 365'F (above 301'F for Unit 2). Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.11 specifies that in Mode 3 the Specification be app'icable with all RCS
cold leg temperatures > 365'F (> 301'F for Unit 2). This change is administrative because
this is consistent with current Calvert Cliffs practice. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

A,5 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.3.1.a requires each PORV to be demonstrated
Operable by performance of a Channel Functional Test in accordance with Table 4.3-1,
item 4. Table 4.3-1, item 4 provides the Surveillance Requirements for Pressurizer Pressure
- liigh teactor trip. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.11.1 requires a Channel
Functional Test of each PORV. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.3.1.a has been
revised to be consistent with ITS SR 3.4.11.1; the reference to Table 4.3-1, item 4 has been
deleted. This proposed change is an administrative change, becau.e a Channel Functional
Test of each PORV will be required to be performed in accordance with ITS SR 3.4.11.1, -
and the Channel Functional Test for the pressurizer presrure - high reactor trip will be
required to be performed in accordance with ITS SR 3.3.1.4 for item 4 of Table 3.3.1-1. In
addition to the justification provided above, this proposed change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

A.6 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.3 does not specify a method for tracking allowable
out of service times. Note I for the Actions ofITS LCO 3.4.11 states that separate condition
entry is allowed for each PORV and each block valve. This note provides a methodology for
tracking Completion Times, it allows the Conditions and Completion Times to be entered
and tracked separately for each inoperable PORV or block valve. In the ITS, once a

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11-1 Revision 5
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Pressurizer PORVs *

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
3.4.11

Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (Mys) '

%
LCO 3.4.11

POR$nd associated block valv@ hall be OPERA 8tt.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 _2, X Ig .g(., v) l

M**G 3 w.R cd l /cS e ld J.ry h~run|=''' > Sol T6''' $ACTIONS
' - ~ * ^ ' ^ ^ ~^

( Qc)(. A . 6 .... . _ .... . - . - . - ..N0TES-

'

~

1.- Separate Condition entry is allowed for each POR - - .- - - - - -J,4 ?
Ae6 e 2. LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable. Mr bdocon c

g_\
_

CONDITION
REQVIRED ACTION

COMPLETION' TIME

34.3 A. One or PORVs A.1Aerys inoperable and capable Close and maintain I hour
of being manually power to associated
cycled block valve.

-

D *3 B. One PORY ino etable B.1 Close associated I hourand not capa le of
Ahea b being manually cycled. block valve.

8bD

B.2 Remove power from I hour
associated block
valve.

@B.3 Restore PORY to A l
OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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Pressurizer PORVs
.

3.4.11

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION
COMPLETION TINE

_

,

Igx *
(continued) .2 Restore ;t ';;;; one rs ilblock valve to

OPERA 8LE status.

Required Action and 1 Be in N00E 3. 6 hours3.4.3 '55'C''t'dCT____'Li'"5% Ti . _ . _ ..

f,}g '

2 f. G C k!![ hours

M P S L W d !~IQ @ le
:

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

|- i &
{ A,1, SR 3.4.1 -------------------NOTE------------------

Not required to be performed with block mW
valve closed in accordance with the
Required Actions of this LCO.

Perfonn a complete cycle of each block A(92 days} *-valve.

5R 3.4.1"M
Perform a complete cycle of each PORY.

months

rSR 3 _+.11.3 Perform a e ete cycle of each solenoid
.3) months l

air control alve and check valve on the -4-air acc tors in PORV control systems. /

__
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3A - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

itself better to be in the SRs where the as-found values and as-!cft values are specifically listed.
Placing tnese values in the LCO would have split the required tolerances in two different places
within the Specification (the as founds in the LCO and the as lefts in the SR). This change is
plant specific because Calvert Cliffs has different setpoints for each Pressurizer Safety Valve,
and two different as-found tolerances for one of the Safety Valves. His change was found to
make the Specification less confusing to the Operations staff.

9
NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.10 is applicable in Modes 1 through 3, and Mode 4 with all RCS cold leg

- temperatures > [285]'F. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.10 will be applicable in Modes I
through 2, and Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F for Unit No.1, and > 301'F
for Unit No. 2. This deviation is acceptable, because the pressurizer safety valves are only

' needed to provide overpressure protection of the RCS in: a) hbdes 1 and 2 for Units 1 and 2, b)
y.

Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F for Unit 1; and c) Mode 3 with all RCS cold '
--

>

leg temperatures > 301'F for Unit 2. In Mode 3 with the RCS cold leg temperatures s 365'F for
Unit I and s 30l*F for Unit 2, and Modes 4 and 5 for both Units, overpressure protection of the
RCS is provided by the low temperature overpressure protect:ce (LTOP) system. ne

i
requirements for the LTOP system are contained in ITS 3.4.12. Additionally, this deviation is
consistent with the intent of NUREG 1432. The Bases for the Applicability of NUREG 1432
LCO 3.4.10 states that the LCO is not applicable when overpressure protection is provided by the
LTOP system.

To support this deviation, Required Action B.2 was revised to reflect the Applicability of
ITS 3.4.10. The revised Required Action will require the plant to be placed in Mode 3 with all

; RCS cold leg temperatures less than or equal to 365'F for Unit 1 or 301'F for Unit 2; this is a
! condition where the ITS LCO will not be applicable. This proposed change is consistent with the
'

Bases of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.0.2 which states if a Required Action is not completed within the
specified Completion Time, a shutdown may be required to place the unit in a Mode or condition
in which the specification is not applicable.

10. Specification 3.4.ll (power-operated relief valves [PORVs]) Applicability was changed from
Modes 1,2, and 3, to Modes I and 2, and Mode 3 with any RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F |
(301*F for Unit 2). This change is specific to Calvert Cliffs and was made because the LTOP
System Specification provides requirements for the PORVs in Mode 3 with any RCS cold leg
temperature s 365'F (30l*F for Unit 2), and in Modes 4 and 5, and Mode 6 with the head on.
Appropriate-Actions were adjusted to account for this Mode of Applicability change. This
change is consistent with Amendment Nos.188 and 165 (for Units I and 2, respectively) and the
accompanying Safety Evaluation Report, dated April 20,1994.

11. Specification 3.4.11 Completion Times were changed to be consistent with Calvert Cliffs
Amendment Nos.188 and 165 (for Units 1 and 2, respectively) and the accompanying Safety
Evaluation Report, dated April 20,1994.

|
12. NUREG-1432 3.4.11 was developed assuming the pressurizer PORVs are air operated valves.

Thus, it contains a surveillance to perform a complete cycle of each solenoid air control valve
and check valve on the air accumulators in the PORV control systems. At Calvert Cliffs, the -
pressurizer PORVs are electric solenoid operated valves; they are not air operated valves. Thus,'

ITS 3.4.11 does not include the NUREG-1432 surveillance to perform a complete cycle of each
solenoid air control valve and check valve on the air accumulators in the PORV control systems.

CALVERT CLIFFS-UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-2 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

Additionally, two plant specific surveillances have been added to ITS 3.4.11. CTS SRs 4.4.3.1.a
and 4.4.3.1.b require the performance of a Channel Functional Test and Channel Calibration for
each PORV. These requirements have been maintained, because they provide assurance that the

PORVs' actuation channels will perform their intended function, and the PORVs will open at the
appropriate setpoint.

13. He Note in NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.1.4, which allows the measured RCS total flow rate to not be
performed until 24 hours after 2 90% Rated ucrmal Power, is being deleted. Calvert Cliffs uses

a pump differential pressure method that can be performed neurately in Mode 3. This change is
consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current operating practices.

14. The requirements of NUREG 1432 Specification 3.4.12, Low Temperature Overpressure
Protection (LTOP) System, are modified to reflect the Calvert Cliffs specific LTOP analysis
requirements as reflected in the CTS 3.4.9.3.

The requirements of CTS 3.4.9.3.d and 3.4.9.3.e are reflected in the ITS LCO 3.4.12.a.1; a
maximum of one IIPSI pump only capabic of manually injecting into the RCS, with the CTS
details of how to accomplish these requirements moved to the associated ITS Bases. The
requirements of CTS 3.4.9.3.d are reflected in ITS LCO 3.4.12.a.2; when llPSI suction is aligned
to the Refueling Water Tank, the IIPSI pump shall be in manual control and either HPSI How is
limited to s 210 gpm or an RCS vent of 2 2.6 square inches established. The requirements of
CTS 3.4.9.3.c and the associated # note are reflected in ITS LCO 3.4.12.b and Note; HPSI loop
motor operated valves (MOVs) only capable of manually aligning IIPSI flow to the RCS and

i

llPSI loop MOVs may be capable of automatically aligning HPSI flow to the RCS for the
purposes of testing, with details of how to accomplish the requirements moved to the ITS Bases.

| The requirements of CTS 3.4.9.3.a.1, a.2, and a.3 and the * note are reflected in ITS
l

LCO 3.4.12.c.1, c.2, and c.3; which provide requirements for PORVs (and lift settings), block
valves, vents, and PORV lift settings when on shutdown cooling. The corresponding CTS
requirements were provided in Amendment 145 (Unit 1) and Amendment 131 (Unit 2) except for
the LTOP enable temperature and PORV lift settings which were revised to their current values

in Amendment 188 (Unit 1) and Amendment 178 (Unit 2).

The requirements in NUREG-1432 Specification 3.4.12 regarding Safety injection Tanks (SIT)
are not included in ITS 3.4.12 since an inadvertent or spurious opening of the SIT outlet motor
operated valves at Calvert Cliffs has no effect on the limiting LTOP analysis. The Calvert Cliffs
SlT pressure is less than 400 psia; the Calvert Cliffs LTOP allowed pressure is over 400 psia.
Herefore, the SITS will not cause t. mass addition when the RCS is at or near the LTOP
allowable pressure. In addition, the limiting mass addition transient (inadvertent HPSI pump
start) is initiated at over 400 psia in the analysis. Therefore, even a simultaneous opening of the
SIT motor operated valve and start of the HPSI pump will not affect the analysis. Not including
these requirements in the Calvert Cliffs ITS is consistent with the current licensing basis
reflected in CTS 3.4.9.3.

The requirements in NUREG-1432 Specification 3.4.12 regarding charging pumps are not
included in the Calvert Cliffs ITS. Not including these requirements in the Calvert Cliffs ITS is
consistent with the current licensing basis reflected in CTS 3.4.9.3. The amendment requests
(submitted in letters dated May 14, 1990 for Unit I and October 22, 1990 for Unit 2) that.
supported the issuance of CTS 3.4.9.3 requirements in their current form identified charging

CALVERT CLIFFS-UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-3 Revision 5
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Pressurizer PORVs
8 3.4.11

8 3.4 REAC10R COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
I

B 3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operate
PORVs)

,

BASES ~ 'I # O'

6-

)
BACKGROUND

The pressurf er is equipped with two tbes and FORVss of devices forpressure re eft pressurizer safety v
The -"-#

operated valve that is automatically opened !PORV is .

at a specific set pressure when the pressuriter pressure
increases and is automatically closett on decreasing
pressure. The P3RV may also be manuall
controls installed in the control room.y operated using

An electric, motor operated, normally open, block valve is
installed between the pressurizer and the PORV. The
function of the block valve is to isolate the P0RV. "

Block
valve closure is accompitshed manually using controls in the
control roce and may be used to isolate a leaking PORV to
permit continued power operation. Most importantly, the
block valve is used to isolate a stuck open p0RV to isolate
the resulting small break loss of coolant accident (LDCA
Closure terminates the RCS depressurization and coolant ).leventory loss.

The PORY and its block valve controls are powered from
normal power supplies.
being powered free emergency supplies.-Their controls are also capable ofPower supplies for
the PORV are separate from those for the block valve, Power
supply requirements are defined in NUREG-0737,
Paragraph {,G.1(Ref.1).

g,,,j ,A

The PORY setpoi_nt is;above. the high pressure reactor trip
setpoint and below the opening setpoint for the pressurizeregud 4= safety valves as required by Reference 2.
the relationship of these setpoints is toJTiin sne nThe purpose _of
BY"TFens 'nt y m sure insrs. e Wa i i ...the , which, if opened, uld f"all .. that might n

in the open ition.The V setpoint thus lie

the frequency of cha enges }k
f transients and limi the possibility of a 11 brenL from a failed RV. Pla a+ halaw. . _...... _ .., ope

.

.. ....,cing the set _
frequency of challenges to the safety valves, whic_ ..mniny , educe, t,,e k_..

unlikethe PORV, cannot be isolated if they were to fall open.
The rimar purpose of this LC0 is to ensure that the PORV/.s

_ and the block valve are operating correctly so "g ,gg,

(continued)
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

8ASES

APPLICABLE kn ..... i. ... . ;, ;,. 0 ; f ' ---"-- * * M " = ". N" - : ' '
ivi i,,.... = i.J _ hSA ES . %% ;., L r... mi h

Overprissure protection is provided by safety valves, and
analyses do not take credit for the PORV opening foraccident attigation.
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Pressurizer PORVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
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break LOCA through the flow path. A likely cause for PORV
that cause the PORY to open.small break LOCA is a result of pressure increase transients'

Imbalances in the energy
output of the core and heat removal by the secondary system
can cause the RCS pressure to increase to the PORY openingsetpoint.

Pressure increase transients can occur any time
the steam generators are used for heat removal.
rapid increases will occur at higher o The most
pressure conditions of NODES 1 and 2. perating power and

Pressure increases are less prominent in MODE 3 because the
core input energy is reduced, but the RCS pressure is h1
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

-BASES

ACTIC;45 1 and (continued)
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eeMeet is reasonable based on the small potential for
challenges to the systen during this time and provides the
operator time to correct the situation,
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txf"-- E -- f a e not met, then the lant must be brought;
to a MODE in whic the LCO does not app y. The plant mustbe brought to at att MODE 3 within 6 ours and ** r . ,g
within 12 hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, base on operating experience, to r?ach MODE 3
from full power n an orderly manner and without challengingsafety system Similarly, the Completion itse of 12 hours
to :;0, Z4 is reasonable considering that a plant cany Saa b
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.11
REQUIREMENTS

-

Block valve cycling veriffes that it can be closed if
necessary. The basis for the Frequency ofM92 dayst'Is
ASME II (Ref. 3). If the block valve is closed to isolate aPORV that is capable of being manually cycled, the
OPERABILITY of the block valve is of importance beca'use
opening the block valve is necessary__to permit the PO tobe used for manual control of tetet6r pressure, if the g#3 @
block valve is closed to isolate an otherwise inoperable
PORY, the maximus Completion Time to restore the PORV and
open the block valve is ?Z hours, which is well within the~
allowable limits (25%) to extend the block valve
surveillance interval of8
requirements would be comp (92 days}f Furthermore, these testleted by the reopening of a
recently closed block valve upon restoration of the PORY to
OPERABLE status (i.e., completion of the Required Action
fulfills the SR}.

The Note modifies this SR by stating that this SR is not,

reautred to be performed with the block valve closed in
accordance with the Required Actions of this LCO.

_

(continued)
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24. The NRC requested additionaljustification for the changes to Actions a, b, and c of identified in
the markups of CTS 3.4.3 ior ITS 3.4.11. Discussion of Change L1 for ITS 3.4.11 and its
associated NSilC have been revised to include additional justification for the changes to
Actions a, b, and c of CTS 3.4.3 (ITS 3.4.11 Comment 4).
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DISCUSSION OF CliANGES
SECTION 3.4.11 - PRESSURIZER PORVs

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECilNICAL CHANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED -
DDCUMENTS

LA.1 Not used.
|

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Actions a, b, and c of CTS 3.43 provide the required actions in the event one or two PORVs
are inoperable. Action a provides the actions for one or two inoperable PORVs due to
excessive seat leakage, and Actions b and c address one or two inoperable PORVs for causes
other than excessive seat leakage, respectively. Actions A, B, and D ofITS 3.4.11 provide
the required actions in the event one or two PORVs are inoperable. Action A provides the
actions for one or two inoperable PORVs that are capable of being manually cycled.
Actions B and D provide the actions for one or two inoperable PORVs that are incapable of
being manually cycled, respectively. The CTS have been revised to reflect the ITS
methodology for addressing PORV inoperability. These proposed changes are considered to
be a less restrictive change, because they appear to broaden the applicability for Action a of
CTS 3.43 and narrow the range of applicability for Actions b and c of CTS 3.43. Actually,
excessive seat leakage is an example of an inoperable PORV which does not prevent the
PORV from being manually cycled. Thus, this change could be interpreted as meeting the
intent of the CTS.

Action a of CTS 3.43 has been revised to be applicable when one or both PORVs are
inoperable and the applicable PORVs are capable of being manually cycled, in the event this
occurs, the inoperable PORV can be manually opened and closed to perform its function.
Thus, the PORV should remain available so that the operators could manually utilize the
relief pathway. For this condition, the prudent course of action is to close the block valve

!.
and maintain power to the block valve. This methodology permits the operators to have
relatively quick access to the PORY for pressure control. If the power were removed from
the block valve, additional operator actions would be required to manually utilize the
pathway, Therefore, the proposed change to Action a of CTS 3.43 is acceptable.

Actions b and c of CTS 3.43 have been revised to be applicable when the PORVs are
inoperable and the valve is not capable of being manually cycled. In this case, the PORV
cannot be used manually for pressure control, and the condition of the PORV may be
uncertain. Thus, the prudent course of action is to secure the PORV by closing the block
valve, and provide additional assurance that the PORV is isolated by removing power from
the valves. Actions b and c of CTS 3.43 require these actions, and they also require the
PORVs to be restored to an Operable status. Thus, the proposed changes to Actions b and c
of CTS 3.43 are acceptable.

In addition, at Calvert Cliffs, the PORVs are not credited in the accident analyses for
overpressure protection during Modes 1,2, and 3 with the RCS cold leg temperature greater
than the enable temperature for the Low Temperature Overpressure Protection System. In
these Modes and specified conditions, the pressurizer safety valves are the mechanism

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11-3 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.L11 - PRESSURIZER PORVs

. credited for overpressure mitigation. Dese proposed changes are consistent with
NUREO 1432.

L.2 Current Techniew Specifications require the PORV CllANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
(CFT) to be performed every 31 days, in accordance with CTS Table 4.31, item 4.
Improved Technical Specifications will decrease the Surveillance Frequency to 92 days. ne
PORV actuation instrumentation is the same as that used for the RPS High Pressurizer
Pressure Function, described in CTS Table 4.31, item 4. The RPS High Pressurizer
Pressure Function CFT Surveillance Frequency was decreased from 31 days to 92 days in the
RPS and ESFAS " monthly to quarterly" Technical Specification change (approved in an
NRC Safety Evaluation Report for Amendments 193 and 170 for Units 1 and 2, respectively,
dated August 24,1994). In this report, the NRC stated that Calvert Cliffs had to satisfy three
requirements necessary to extend the CIT Frequency. These requirements were: a) the
licensee must confirm that they have reviewed instrument driflinformation for each channel
involved; b) have to determine that drift occurring in that channel over the period of
extended surveillance test interval would not cause the setpoint value to exceed the
Allowable Value as calculated for that channel by the licensee's methodology; and c) should
have onsite records of the as-found and as left values showing actual calculations and
supporting data for planned future NRC audits. The NRC further stated that Calvert Cliffs
met these three requirements and could extend the CFR Frcquency from 31 days to 92 days
for certain instruments, including the liigh Pressurizer Pressure Function. Calvert Cliffs has

' cvaluated this instrumentation as it relates to the PORV opening setpoint ensured that it|

meets the three requirements listed above. Since the PORV actuation and the High
. Pressurizer Pressure liigh Trip Setpoint share the same instrumentation and the signal that
actuates the PORV is generated from the same portion of the instrument that actuates the
RPS, this change is acceptable.

4

1
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NO SIGNIFICANT IIAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

_

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different Idad of meeldent from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a Note to the Applicability, which allows the pressurizer safety valve
lin settings to be outside the limits of the 140 for 36 hours after entry into the Modes of
Applicability, for the purposes of setting the pressurizer safety valve lift settings under ambient
conditions. He change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. He proposed change
will not introduce any new accident initiators. Herefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction la margin of safety?

The proposed change adds a Note to the Applicability, which allows the pressurizer safety valve
lift settings to be outside the limits of the LCO for 36 hours after entry into the Modes of
Applicability, for the purposes of setting the pressurizer safety valve lift settings under ambient
conditions. Allowing the pressurizer safety valves to be set at ambient conditions ensures a more
accurate lift setting, which provides confidence that the pressurizer safety valves will lift when
required to mitigate design basis accidents. Also, only one safety valve is allowed to be tested at

a time; therefore, one pressurizer safety valve and both PORVs remain available to mitigate any
| overpressure events that may occur. Therefore the change does not involve a significant'

reduction in a margin of safety,

3A11 Chanine L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

Action a of CTS 3.4.3 has been revised to be applicable when one or both PORVs are inoperable
and the applicable PORVs are capable of being manually cycled. In the event this xcurs, the
inoperable PORV can be manually opened and closed to perform its function. Thus, the PORV
should remain available so that the operators could manually utilize the relief pathway, For this
condition, the prudent course of action is to close the block valve and maintain power to the
block valve. His methodology permits the operators to have relatively quick access to the
PORV for pressure control, if the power were removed from the block valve, additional operator
actions would be required to manually utilize the pathway.

Actions b and c of CTS 3.4.3 have been revised to be applicable when the PORVs are inoperable
and the valve is not capable of being manually cycled. In this case, the PORV cannot be used
manually for pressure control, and the condition of the PORV may be uncertain. Thus, the
prudent course of action is to secure the PORV by closing the block valve, and provide
additional assurance that the PORV is isolated by removing power from the valves. Actions b
and c of CTS 3.4.3 require these actions, and they also require the PORVs to be restored to an
Operable status.

The PORVs are not credited in the accident analyses for overpressure protection during Modes 1,
2, and 3 with the RCS cold leg temperature greater than the enable temperature for the Low
Temperature Overpressure Protection System. In these Modes and specified condition, the
pressurizer safety valves are the mechanism credited for overpressure mitigation. The proposed
changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do

l

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3-4-17 Revision 5
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NO SIGNIFICANT IIAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No
hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will
not introduce any new accident initiators. Herefore, the change does not create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The PORVs are not credited in the accident analyses for overpressure protection during Modes 1,
2, and 3 with the RCS cold leg temperature greater than the enable temperature for the Low
Temperature Overpressure Protection System, in these Modes and specified conditions, the
pressurizer safety valves are the mechanism credited for ove pressure mitigation. Ilowever, the
PORVs are the preferred method of relieving an overpressure event and will still be available to

perform this function. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety.

14.11 Change L2

| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
! accident previously evaluated?

He proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency for the PORY Special Test
Exception from 31 days to 92 days. Decreasing the PORV Special Test Exception Frequency to
92 days is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The FORV shares the same instrumentation as

the Reactor Protective System Pressurizer Pressure liigh Function, which was approved for
quarterly Channel Functional Testing in an NRC Safety Evaluation Report, dated
August 24,1994, A plant specific setpoint drift analysis demonstrated that the observed changes
in instrument uncertainties for extended Surveillance test intervals do not exceed the current
30-day setpoint assumptions. This provides confidence the 90-day test interval will not impact
the ability of the PORV to perform its safety function. The change will not significantly alter
assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not
significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

,

'

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency for the PORV Channel Functional
Test from 31 days to 92 days. The change will not involve a significant change in design or
operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change,
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3-4-18 Revision 5
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25. He NRC requested additionaljustification for the deviations from the Actions identified in the
markups of ISTS 3.4.11 in ITS 3.4.11. Justification for Deviation 11 to Section 3.4 has been
revised to simply address changes to completion times. Justification for Deviation 35 to
Section 3.4 has been added to provide justification for the deviations from Actions D, E, F, and

G of the ISTS in ITS 3.4.11 (ITS 3.4.11 Comments 7 and 8).

;
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DISCUSSION OF TECilNICAlo SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

itself better to be in the SRs where the as-found values and as-len values are specifically listed.
Placing these values in the LCO would have split the required tolerances in two different places
within the Specification (the as founds in the LCO and the as-lefts in the SR). His change is
plant specific because Calvert Cliffs has different setpoints for each Pressurizer Safety Valve,
and two different as-found tolerances for one of the Safety Valves. This change was found to
make the Specification less confusing to the Operations staff.

9.
NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.10 is applicable in Modes 1 through 3, and Mode 4 with all RCS cold leg-
temperatures > [285)'F. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.10 will be applicable in Modes 1
through 2, and Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F for Unit No.1, and > 301'F
for Unit No. 2. This deviation is acceptable, because the pressurizer safety valves are only
needed to provide overpressure protection of the RCS in: a) Modes 1 and-2 for Units I and 2, b)w
Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F for Unit 1; and c) Mode 3 with all RCS cold
leg temperatures > 301'F for Unit 2. In Mode 3 with the RCS cold leg temperatures s 365'F for
Unit I and s 301*F for Unit 2, and Modes 4 and 5 for both Units, overpressure protection of the
RCS is provided by the low temperature overpressure protection (LTOP) system. He
requirements for the LTOP system are contained in ITS 3.4.12. Additionally, this deviation is
consistent with the intent of NUREG-1432. De Bases for the Applicability of NUREG 1432
LCO 3.4.10 states that the LCO is not applicable when overpressure protection is provided by the
LTOP system.

To support this deviation, Required Action B.2 was revised to reflect the Applicability of
ITS 3.4.10. The revised Required Action will require the plant to be placed in Mode 3 with all
RCS cold leg temperatures less than or equal to 365'F for Unit 1 or 301'F for Unit 2; this is a
condition where the ITS LCO will not be applicable. This proposed change is consistent with the
Bases of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.0.2 which states if a Required Action is not completed within the
specified Completion Time, a shutdown may be required ta place the unit in a Mode or condition
in which the specification is not applicable.

10.
Specification 3.4.11 (power-operated relief valves (PORVs]) Applicability was changed fror:
Modes 1,2, and 3, to Modes 1 and 2, and Mode 3 with any RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F |
(30l*F for Unit 2). This change is specific to Calvert Cl;ffs and was made because the LTOP
System Specification provides requirements for the PORVs in Mode 3 with any RCS cold leg
temperature s 365'F (301*F for Unit 2), and in Modes 4 and 5, and Mode 6 with the head on.
Appropriate Actions were adjusted to account for this Mode of Applicability change. This
change is consistent with Amendment Nos.188 and 165 (for Units I and 2, respectively) and the

4 ,

accompanying Safety Evaluation Report, dated April 20,1994.

11. Specification 3.4.ll Completion Times were changed to be consistent with Calvert Cliffs
Amendment Nos.188 and 165 (for Units I and 2, respectively) and the accompanying Safety
Evaluation Report, dated April 20,1994.

|
12.

NUREG 1432 3.4.11 was developed assuming the pressurizer PORVs are air operated valves.
Thus, it contains a surveillance to perform a complete cycle of each solenoid air control valve
and check valve on the air accumulators in the PORV control systems. At Calvert Cliffs, the
pressurizer PORVs are electric solenoid operated valves; they are not air operated valves. Thus,
ITS 3.4.11 does not include the NUREG 1432 surveillance to perform a complete cycle of each
solenoid air control valve and check valve on the air accumulators in the PORV control systems.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-2 Revision 5
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1)1SCUSSION OF TECilNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

systems are capable of being supplied by emergency power. Rus, the elimination of
NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.11.4 from the ITS is consistent with other specifications. Fu thermore, the
elimination of this SR is consistent with the liases of NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.11.4 which states:
"This Surveillance [SR 3.4.11.4] is not required for plants with permanent IE power supplies to
the valves."

35. In the event two PORVs are inoperable and not capable of being manually cycled, Action E of
NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 requires the closure of and removal of power from the associated
block valves within one hour, and it requires the plant to be placed in Mode 3 within six hours

and Mode 4 within 12 hours . Mode 4 is a Mode for which the NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 does
not apply. Action c of CTS 3.4.3 provides actions to take when two PORVs are inoperable due

j
to causes other than exctssive PORV seat leakage. It requires: a) closure of the associated 1, lock
valves; b) removal 6f power from the associated block valves; and c) restoration of one PORV to
an operabh status within the following 72 hours. If any of these actions are not met, the CTS
requires the plant to be placed in a Mode and condition for which the LCO does not apply.

Actions D, E, F, and G for NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.11 have been modified in ITS 3.4.11 to
incorporate the current licensing basis provided in Action c of CTS 3.4.3. De proposed
deviations include: a) adding an action to Action E of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.11 (i.e., Action D
ofITS 3.4.11) that would permit restoration of one PORV to an Operable status in the event two'

PORVs are inoperable and are not capable of being manually cycled; b) eliminating Actions E.3
and E.4 of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.11 from Action D ofITS 3.4.11; c) eliminating Action D of|

NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.1i from ITS 3.4.11; d) revising Action G of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.11
(i.e., Action F of ITS 3.4.11) to apply to all the previous actions; and e) labeling Actions E, F,
and G of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.11 as Actions D, E, and F ofITS 3.4.11.

Action E of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 provides the actions for two inoperable PORVs that are
not capable of being manually cycled. This Action is being revised to include a Required Action
that would provide 72 hours to restore one of the PORVs to an Operable status. This new action
provides a series of actions which lead to exiting the action. Thus, the shutdown requirements
provided in Required Actions E.3 and E.4 of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.11 have been eliminated
from ITS 3.4.11.

In the event the Required Actions and the associated Completion Times of the revised Action E
are not met, an action is needed that requires the plant to be placed in a Mode and condition for
which the LCO does not apply. "This type of action is consistent with the philosophy of
NUREG-1432. Also, Action c of CTS 3.4.3 contains an action which requires the plant to be
placed in a Mode and condition for which the LCO is nu applicable in the event one of its
required actions are not met within the specified completion time. Actions A, B, C and E of
NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.11 also require this type of Action. Actions D and G of NUREG-1432
LCO 3.4.11 contain actions to place the plant in a Mode and Condition for which the LCO does
not apply. Action D of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 addresses the event where a Re luired Action
and associated Completion Time cf Condition A, B, or C was not met, while Action G of
NUREG -1432 LCO 3.4.11 addresses the event where a Required Action and associated
Completion Time of Condition E is not met. In ITS 3.4.11, Action D of NUREG-1432 LCO
3.4.11 was consolidated into Action G of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.11, and Action G of NUREG-
1432 LCO 3.4.11 was also revised to address the event where a Required Action and associated
Completion Time of the revised Action E was not met. Due to the consolidation of Action D

CALVERT CLIFFS- UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-9 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF TECitNICAL NPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG.1431
SECTION 3.1 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

into Action O in ITS 3.4.11. Actions E, F, and O of NUREO.1432 LCO 3.4.11 were labeled as
Actions D, E, and F in the ITS,

nese proposed deviations from NUREG 1432 were necessary to incorporate the current
licensing basis provided in CTS 3.4.3, as approved by the NRC in License Amendments
Nos.188 and 165 (for Units 1 and 2, respectively) with a Safety Evaluation Report dated
April 20,1994. In License Amendment Nos.188 and 165, the NRC accepted the 72 hour
allowed outage time for restoring a PORV to an Operable status in the event both PORVs were
Inoperable due to causes other than excessive seat leakage, nis allowed outage time provides a

i more realistic opportunity to make repairs to the inoperable POR\ Thus, the plant would avoid'

unnecessary shutdowns, and would avoid entering the region when the PORVs are required to be
operable for low temperature overpressure purposes, it is safer to attempt repairs ofthe PORVso , , yg m.m

-

in Modes 1,2, and 3 with the temperature above the LTOP enable temperature, because the
PORVs are not credited in the accident analyses in Modes I,2, and 3 with ternperatures above
the LTOP enable temperature. During operations in Modes I,2, and 3 with the temperature
above the LTOP enable temperature, the pressurizer safety valves are the credited means for
overpressure protection in the accident analyses. %us, the proposed addition of the 72 hour
allowed outage time to restore a PORV to an operable status to Action D ofITS 3.4.11 and the
deletion of the shutdown requirements (Acti:.ns E.1 and E.2 of NUREO 1432 LCO 3.4.11) from
Action D ofITS 3.4.11 are acceptable.

To support this change, Actions D and O of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 had to be revised in
ITS 3.4.11. These requirements ensure that the plant is placed in a Mode and condition for which
the LCO does not apply in the event a Required Action and associated Completion Time are not
met. Action D of NUIEG 1432 LCO 3.4.ll was incorporated into Action F oflTS 3.4.11, and
Action F of ITS 3.4.11 was revised to apply to Condition D of ITS 3,4.11. The proposed
deviations regarding Actions D and O of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 are considered to be
acceptable, because the ITS continue to require the plant be placed in a Mode and Condition for

which the LCO does not apply in the event a Required Action and its associated Completion
Time are not met.

36. Note 1 of the Actions for ITS 3.4.11 was revised to pennit separate condition entry for the PORV
block valves, his Note has been modifled to also permit separate condition entry for each
PORV block valve, in the ITS, once a Condition has been entered, the subsequent discovery of
another inoperable component expressed in the Condition does not result in soprate entry into
the Condition, unless specifically stated. The Required Actions would continue to cpply to each~
additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial entry into the Condition, in the case
of an inoperabic block valve, the initial action for ITS 3.4.11 Action C is required to be
completed within one hour, if during this time, the second block valve becomes inoperable,
ITS 3.4.11 Action C would permit very little time (less than an hour) to take the initial action for
the second inoperable block valve, in the event separate condition entry was not explicitly stated,
Also, this time would be more limiting than the initial Completion Time permitted by ITS
Action E (l.c., one hour) which addresses the condition when both block valves are discovered to
be inoperable. Rus, Note 1 ofITS 3.4.11 was revised to pennit separate condition entry for the
PORY block valycs.

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-10 '
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26. 'the NRC requested additionaljustification for the deletion ofISTS SR 3.4.11.4 from ITS 3.4,11.
Justification for Deviation 34 to 3estion 3.4 has been added to provide the justification for
deletion of this SR. Additionally, the ISTS Ilases markup for ISTS SR 3.4.11.4 has been revised
to show that the justification for this deviation is JFD 2 to liascs Section 3.4, not JFD I to llases
Section 3.4 (ITS 3.4.11 Comrnent 9).
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DISCUSSION OF TECitNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM.

31. The Actions for NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.1 were modified to renect the Action requirements of
CTS 3.1.5 for RCS cold leg temperature not being within limits. ne Action for CTS 3.1.5
requires the restoration of RCS cold leg temperature to within limits, or Thermal Power be
reduced to less than 5% of Rated Thermal Power (l.c., Mode 2), ne Action for CTS 3.1.5 is the

1

same regardless of which parameter (l.c., pressurizer pressure, RCS How rate, or RCS cold leg
temperature) is out of limits. Hus, Action A of ITS 3.4.1 provides the requirements for
restoration of the parameter, and Action D ofITS 3.4.1 provides the requirements for exiting the
mode of applicability in the event the parameter cannot be restored to within limits within
Iwo hours.

1

32,
in NUREO 1432 LCOs 3.4.1.a and 3.4.1.b, the limits for pressurizer pressure and RCS cold leg
temperature are expressed in ranges. In ITS LCO 3.4.1.a, only a minimum limit is established,

for pressurizer pressure. This limit is consistent with the initial assumption regarding pressurizer
pressure in the Calvert Cliffs accident analysis. His limit was approved by the NRC in License
Amendment No. 88 to Facility Operating License No. DPR 53 for Unit No.1, and License
Amendment No. 61 to Facility Operating License No. DPR 69 for Unit No. 2. In ITS LCO
3.4.1.b, only a maximum limit is established for RCS cold leg temperature. His limit is
consir*ent with the initial assumptions regarding RCS cold leg temperature in the Calvert Cliffa
accident analysis. This limit was approved by the NRC in License Amendment No. 39 to
Facility Operating License No. DPR 53 for Unit No.1 and License Amendment No. 9 to
Facility Operating License No. DPR 69 for Unit No. 2. Thus, these deviations are consistent
with the current licensing basis for Calvert Cliffs.

33. NUREG 1432 SRs 3.4.63,3.4.7.3, and 3.4.8.2 require the verification of the correct breaker
alignment and indicated power available to the required pump that is not in operation.
NUREO 1432 SR 3.4.6.3 applies to the RCS and SDC pumps, while NUREG 1432 SRs 3.4.7.3

and 3.4.8.2 only apply to the SDC pumps. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 requires
the verincation of the correct breaker alignments and indicated power availability for the
required shutdown cooling pumps and valves that are not in operation. NUREG 1432
SRs 3.4.63, 3.4.7.3, and 3.4.8.2 have been modlSed to renect the additional requirement to
verify the correct breaker alignments and indicated power availability for the required shutdown
cooling valves, which is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis. These SRs
were modified by replacing the word " pump" with the words " loop components." The
components required to be checked by the SRs will be denoted in the Bases. For the RCS loop,
the required component is the RCS pump. For the SDC loop, the required components are the
pump and the valves.

34. NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.11.4 requires the verification that the PORVs and block valves are capable
of being powered by an emergency power supply. This surveillance does not exist in
CTS 3/4.4.3. Improved Technical Speci0 cation 3.4.11 will not contain a surveillance to verify
that the PORVs and block valves are capable of being powered by an emergency power supply.
This is appropriate, because the PORVs and block valves are permanently powered by Class lE
power supplies. Class IE power sources are backed up by the emergency diesel generators. The
transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency power supply for these buses occurs on
an under voltage condition, The transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency diesel
generators is currently ensured by testing in accordance with CTS SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.3t this SR has
been maintained in ITS 3.8.1. Additional!y, the specifications for other systems that are supplied
by a Class 1E power source (e.g., the safety injection systems) do not contain SRs to verify the

CALVERT CLIFFS. UNITS I & 2 3.48 Revision S
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION I EVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

systems are capable of being supplied by emergency power. Thus, the climination of
NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.11.4 from the ITS is consistent with other speel0 cations. Furthermore, the,

elimination of this SR is consistent with the Dases of NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.11.4 which states:
"This Surveillance [SR 3.4.11.4) is not required for plants with pennanent 18 power supplies to
the valves."

35. In the event two PORVs are inoperable and not capable of being manually cycled, Action E of
NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 requires the closure of and remeval of power from the associated
block valves within one hour, and it requires the plant to be placed in Mode 3 within six hours

and Mode 4 within 12 hours . Mode 4 is a Mode for which the NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 does
not apply. Action c of CTS 3.4.3 provides actions to take when two PORVs are inoperable due
to causes other than excessive PORV seat leakage, it requires: a) closure of the associated block
valves; b) removal of power from the associated block valves; and c) restoration of one PORV to
an operable status within the following 72 hours, if any of these actions are not met, the CTS
requires the plant to be placed in a Mode and condition for which the LCO does not apply.

Actions D, E, F, and O for NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 have been modlSed in IT9 3.4.1I to
incorporate the current licensing basis provided in Action c of CTS 3.4.3. The proposed *

deviations include: a) adding an action to Action E of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.ll (l.c., Action D
ofITS 3.4.11) that would permit restoration of one PORV to an Operable status in the event two
PORVs are inoperable and are not capable of being manually cycled; b) eliminating Actions E.3
and E.4 of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 from Action D ofITS 3,4.11; c) el8minating Action D of
NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 from ITS 3.4.11; d) revising Action G of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11
(l.c., Action F ofITS 3.4.11) to apply to all the previouJ actions; and c) labeling Actions E F,
and G of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 as Actions D, E, and F ofITS 3.4.11.

Action E of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 provides the actions for two inoperable PORVs that are
not capable of being manually cycled. This Action is being revised to include a Required Action
that would provide 72 hours to restore one of the PORVs to an Operable status. This new action
provides a series of actions which lead to exiting the action. Tims, the shutdown requirements
provided in Required Actions E.3 and E.4 of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 have been climinated
from ITS 3.4.11.

In the event the Required Actions and the associated Completion Times of the revised Action E
are not met, an action is needed that requires the plant to be placed in a Mode and condition for
which the LCO does not apply."This type of action is consistent with the philosophy of
NUREG 1432. Also, Action c of CTS 3.4.3 contains an action which requires the plant to be
placed in a Mode and condition for which the LCO is not applicable in the event one of its
required actions are not met within the specided completion time. Actions A, D, C and E of
NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 also require this type of Action. Actions D and G of NUREG-1432
LCO 3.4.11 contain actions to place the plant in a Mode and Condition for which the LCO does
not apply. Action D of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.1I addresses the event where a Required Action
and associated Completion Time of Condition A, B, or C was not met, while Action G of
NUREO .1432 LCO 3.4.11 addresses the event where a Required Action and associated
Completion Time of Condition E is not met. In ITS 3.4.11. Action D of NUREG 1432 LCO
3.4,11 was consolidated into Action G of NUREG-14321 CO 3.4.11, and Action G of NUREG.
1432 LCO 3,4,11 was also revised to address the event where a Required Action and associated
Completion Time of the revised Action E was not met. Due to the consolidation of Action D

CALVERT CLIFFS-UNITS I & 2 3.49 Revision 5
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Pressortaer PORVs
B 3.4.11
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$URVt!LLANCE st 3.4.11 '

Rt0VIREMENT5
j

' (continued) 5R 3.4.11. . reoutres complete cycling of each PORV. PORY 2.cilng 6 strates its function. The frequenc
stry accepted practice.ypical refueling cyc)y ofsenths is based en a t e and1

,
, , ,

ask[ [st (4
4R-t-4-11-1

,

/ Operating the sol old air control val es and check valets
on the air acc aters ensures the V control systee'

! actuates proper y when called upon. he frequency of(18]sonthsi based on a typical fueling cycle and thi i

Fro vene f se other survatilan s used to demonstrat_ POR opt ! TY. .

y
1R 3.4.11.4/ N
This Su 111ance is not required for lants with parsanen bIt pow supplies to the valves. 1 test demonstrates t tsee ncy power can be provided a is perfonned bytr sferring power from the no supply to the see cys~ ply and cycling the valves, heFrequencyof(1 monthss based on a typical refuel cycle and industry cceptedpractice,
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REFERENCES 1. NURIG-0737. Paragraph , C.I. November 1980. eA*d y**
2. Ins

21,pection and Enforcement (IE) Bulletin 79 058, Aprt)1979.
(

3. A5MI, Boller and Pressure Yessel Code, Section XI.
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27, 't he NitC requested DOC A.2 for 11S 3.4.13 to be revised to specify the ITS that addresses CTS
SRs 4.4.6.2.a.2 and 4.4.6.2.c. Discussion of Change A.2 for ITS 3.4.13 has been revised to
justify the deletion of CIS SRs 4.4.6.2.a.2 and 4.4.6.2.c from ITS 3.4.13; it includes a reference

; to the Actions of ITS LCO 3,4.14. which preserve the context of the CTS SRs (ITS 3.4.13
Cominent 2).
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.4.13 . MCS OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

AllMIMSIRATIVE CllAMjES
i

A.] He proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change of intent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,

i the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable -
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, censin wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional-

!
Information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG 1432. Ilowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. He refonnatting, renumbering, and rewording process .'
involves no technical changes to existing Specl0 cations.

,.

*

A.2 Current Technical Sp;cification SRs 4.4.6.2.a.2 and 4.4.6.2.c contain requirernents that are
associated with Actions from CTS LCO 3.4.6.1. These requirements have not been retained
as surveillance requirements in ITS 3.4.13; they have been retained in the Required Actions
of ITS 3.4.14. With the gaseous and particulate monitors inoperable, CTS SR 4.4.6.2.a.2
requires grab samples of the containment atmosphere be taken in accordance with the action
requirements of CTS 3.4.6.1. This requirement is maintained as Required Action B.l.1 of
ITS 3.4.14; this action requires grab samples of the containment atmosphere be analyzed
when the required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor is inoperable. The second
part of CTS SR 4.4.6.2.c requires the RCS leakage be determined at least once per 24 hours
when required by CTS Action 3.4.6.1.b, except when operating in the shutdown cooling
mode. This requirement is maintained as Required Actions A.1 and B.I.2 of ITS 3.4.14;
these ITS Actions provide requirements for determining RCS leakage at an increased
frequency when RCS leakage detection instrumentation is inoperable. Deleting CTS SRs
4.4.6.2.a.2 and 4,4.6.2.c is an administrative change, because the requirements are redundant '

to Action requirements in ITS 3.4.14. In addition to the justification provided above, the
proposed change is consistent with NtlREG 1432.

,

A.3 Improved Techn! cal Specification 3.4.13 will add SR 3.4.13.2 to CTS 3.4.6.2. It rquires the -
ver10 cation of Steam Generator (SG) tube integrity in accordance with the Steam Generator
Tube Surveillance Program, Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.5 contains surveillances*

which ensure SO tube integrity is maintained. The SG tube integrity surveillances were
moved to a program in ITS Chapter 5.0 (see the discussion of changes in ITS Chapter 5.0).
This proposed change is an administrative change, because it does not modify the operability
requirements for the SGs contained in this specification (i.e., SO tube inspection
requirements). hnproved Technical Specification SR 3.4.13.2 has si.nply been added to
invoke performance of the SG Tube Surveillance Program, in addition to the justi0 cation
provided above, this change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

| A.4 Current Technical Specification 3.4.6.2.c requires a limit of I gpm primary-to secondary
leakage through all SGs, and 100 gpd through any one SG. Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.13 will only require a limit of 100 gpd through any one SG. He I gpm
limit was deleted because the combined leakage from both SGs of 200 gpd is only a frrction
of the gpm limit (the 1 gpm rate can never be reached). Deleting a limit that can no longer
be reached is considered an administrative change.

CAlWERT CLIFFS UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.13 1 Revision 5
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28. The NRC requested that the deviations proposed by TSTF.138 be removed from the submittal.
This TSTF was rejected by the NRC. The fol'owing have been revised to exclude the changes
proposed by TSTF 138: 1) the markups of Action a of CTS LCO 3.4.6.2 for ITS 3.4.13; 2) the
markups of the Action of CTS LCO 3.4.5 for ITS 3.4.13; 3) the ISTS markup for ITS
1,CO 3.4.13; and 4) the ISTS Ilases markup for ITS 3.4.13. The ISTS 11ases markup for ITS
SR 3,4.13.2 was changed to indicate that compliance with LCO 3.0.3 is required when one or
more steam generators do not meet the requirernents of the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance
Program. This deviation isjustined by JFD 13 to llases Section 3.4. Additionally, DOC A.3 and

; DOC A.5 for ITS 3.4.13 were revised to ensure consistency with the revised CTS markup and to
| improve the just|0 cations. Also, DOC M.1 for ITS 3.4,13 was deleted, because it was no longer

used (ITS 3.4.13 Comments 4,5, and 6).

.
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE

3.4.13

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B .' Required Action and B.1 Be in H0DE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A 6.NJN

not net.
B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

| QB

Pressure boundary
LEAKAGE exists.-

S

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.13.1 Verify RCS Operational LEAKAGE is within -.... NOTE .--.
limits by performance of RCS water inventory Only required
balance, to be performed e-

during steady
state operation
..............

72 hours

SR 3.4.13.2 Verify SG tube integrity is in accordance In accordance
with the Steam Generator-Tube Surveillance with the Steam
Program. Generator Tube

Surveillance
Program

__

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.13-2 Revision /iS'
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE

B 3.4.13

BASES

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required conditions from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems. In H0DE 5, the pressure . tresses
acting on the RCPB are much lower, and further deterioration
is much less likely.

, -

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.13.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying RCS LEAKAGE to be within the LCO limits ensures
the integrity of the RCPB is maintained. Pressure boundary
LEAKAGE would at first appear as unidentified LEAKAGE and
can only be positively identified by inspection.
Unidentified LEAKAGE and identified LEAKAGE are determined
by performance of an RCS water inventory balance. Primary
to secondary LEAKAGE is also measured by performance of an
RCS water inventory balance in conjunction with effluent
monitoring within the secondary steam and feedwater systems.

The RCS water inventory balance must be performed with the
reactor at steady state operating conditions and near
operating pressure, y

5teady state operation is required to perform a proper water
inventory balance; calculations during maneuvering are not I

.

useful. For RCS operational LEAKAGE determination by water
inventory balance, steady state is defined as stable RCS Iy
pressure, temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup.
tank levels, makeup and letdown, and RCP seal leakoff flows.

An early warning of pressure boundary LEAKAGE or
unidentified LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems
that monitor the containment atmosphere radioactivity and
the containment sump level. These leakage detection systems
are specified in LCO 3.4.14 "RCS Leakage Detection
Instrumentation."

I

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.13-5 Revision g 5
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE

B 3.4.13

BASES

The 72 hour Frequency is a reasonable interval to trend
LEAKAGE and recognizes the importance of early leakage
detection in the prevention of accidents. A Note under the
Frequency column states that this SR is only required to be f,

performed during steady state operations.

I

SR 3.4.13.2 u,c '

This SR provides the means necessary to determine SG
OPERABILITY in an operational MODE. The requirement to
demonstrate SG tube integrity in accordance with the Steam
Generator Tube Surveillance Program emphasizes the

1

importance of SG tube integrity, even though this
Surveillance cannot be performed at nonnal operating
conditions.

In the event one or more steam generators are determined to
not meet the requirements of the SG Tube Surveillance
Program at anytime in MODES 1 through 4, action to comply f
with LCO 3.0.3 must be taken.

REFERENCES 1. - UFSAR, Appendix 10. Criterion 16 I

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, May 1973

3. UFSAR Section 14.15

4. UFSAR, Section 14.14
g

.
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@
~3. d}. W REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM h ](,Q

2/'.",0- I --

3.4 0 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEN LEAKAGE
^

Mxte, MLt L.tv .'.;tlegg

LINITING CONDIT!M F0P. OPERATION {J ,

3 3 hh4,4 Reactor Coolant System leakage shall be limited to:

- 1. a . No PRES $URE BOUNDARY. LEAKAGE. -

b. 1 GPM UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE.

'. h. [o tal primary MGtmeandarv teature throuah all Efeaml A.
, ratara__AytF1 & gallons per-day through any one steam
' generator, and

10 GPH IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE from the Reactor Coolant System.=,,
.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. 3 and 4.

ACTION:

| g* % With any PRES $URE SOUNDARY LEAKAGE. be in at least NOT STANDBY
| g within 6 hours and in COLD $NUTDOWN within the following
| 30 hours. [% ilth any Reactor Coolant System leakage greater than any one of

4A the above limits, excluding PRE $$URE B0UNDARY LEAKAGE. reduce the
-

ileakage rate to within limits within 4 hours or be in at least
ALS NOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours und in COLD SHUTDOWN within

-

l-the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRENENTS
-

4.4.6.2 Reactor Coolant Sys',em leakages shall be demonstrated to be within
each of the above limits bys

a. Ei thu.

t,Nfva e kIr U. g ae r gaseM

1 With the g scous and particul e monnors inoperacie,
conducti the containment a sphere grab sample a ysis in A. 2,accord a with the ACTION equirements of Techni

L Soect ention 3.4.6.1.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 4-19 Amendment No. 188 |
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J"t*o(I* ~b'^ 3 4.13

3,4 T4.4 tt&ff0RCOOLANT1r$ TEM}
5't^" 'd" >3 . 4 .13 **

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION j

h4ffach steam gepe~rator shall be OPEWLE.f
APPLICABILITY: N00t$ 1. 2, 3 and 4.

Ith one 0T1po--

in.
generator ( OPERA 5....dtors 1

erable, restore sNLE statu r to increati T.,,aboy) M,

y tns casa..., .r c.hu,p.'-

rv, Cp..Z dm 110
A g .a.A ,.4.- c. 4,h .i

/5URVE!LtANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.5.0 tech steam generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by perforsance
of the following augmented inservice inspection program and the
requirements of specification 4.0.5.

4.4.5.1 Steam Generator Samole Selection and Inspection . Each steam
generator shall be determined OPERABLE during shutdown by selecting and
inspecting at least the minimum number of steam generators specified in
Table 4.4 1.

4.4.5.2 Steam Generator Tube Samole Selection and Inspection . The steam
generator tube minimum sample size. inspection result classification, and
the corresponding action required shall be as specified in Table 4.4 2.
The inservice inspection of steam generator tubes shall be performed at the
frequencies specified in Specification 4.4.5.3 and the inspected tubes
shall be verified acceptable per the acceptance criteria of
Specification 4.4.5.4.

When applying the exceptions of 4.4.5.2.a through
4.4.5.2.c. previous defects or imperfections in the area repsired by
sleeving are not considered an area requi.*ing reinspection. The tubes
selected for each inservice inf.pection shall include at least 3% of the
total number of tubes in all steam generators; the tubes stlected for these
inspections shall be selected on a random basis except:

a. Where experience in sistlar plants with siellar water chemistry
indicates critical areas to be inspected, then at least 60% of
the tubes inspected shall be from these critical areas.

b. The first inservice inspection (subsequent to the preservice
inspection) of each steam generator.shall include:

1. All nonplugged tubrs that previously had detectable wall
penetrations (> 20%). and

CALVERT CLIFF 5 - UNii 1 3/4 4 10 Amendment No. 213
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- [Qp***fiaathLIMITING CONDITIN FOR OPERATIM

Reactor Coolant Systandakage shall be limited tos3. 4. l3 3.~.e.2
,

s. No PRES $URE B0UNDARY LEAKAGE,
' ' ""

b. I GPM W IDEKTIFIED LEAKAGE.

@g. I E tal prey 'a-marIdarv lankana thro (sh all stgeb A'
gen rn and 100 gallons.per-day through any one steam
l'enerator,and

;

b/. 10 GPH IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE from the Reactor Coolant $ystem.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. 3 and 4.

Act10N:

A c7totJ /| With any PRES $URE DOUNDARY LEAKAGE. be in at least liOT STANDBY
g within 6 hours and in COLD $NUTDOWN within the following

30 hours,

j C.' Og f. ith any Reactor Coolant $ stem leakage greater than any one of
the above limits, excludin PRES $URE $00NDARY LEAKAGE reduce theA leakage rate to within lim ts within 4 hours or be in at least

Ac raos) $NOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD $NUTDOWN within
r3 (thefollowing30 hours.

$URVEILLANCE REQUIRENENTS

4.4.6.2 Reactor Coolant System leakages shall be demonstrated to be within
each of the above limits by:

.4,---f4%en.

!. Hogoring the containmen teos here particul or gase s' l.t
'

4Mdioactivity at less oer$2hournor
2. With th aseous and par iculate monitors in rable,

cond ing the contal nt atmosphere grab ample analysis i
a rdance with t ION requirements Technical '

u_ pecification 3. . .!.
,
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LINITInt CONDITION Fet optRATION
f

.__

/
p.4.yEach steam gydtater shall baptRABLt.1

APPL 1tABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Ih one or
oSPERA!eneratorsi perable,vettore- ksteam

generator (3 LE statu or to increasin -

,

! h bist.ss + *F Sp sp.c,A.4e 5.0,P
!

,,

TSURVEILtANCE REQUlttMENT} W^ ''* # ' '
i

.4.4.5.0 Each steam generator shall be demonstrated GPERABLE by perfomance
4

of the following augmented inservice inspection program and the
requirements of Specification 4.0.5.

4.4.5.1 Steam Generator Samole te) ion and Inspection . Each steamgenerator shall be detemined OPE E during shutdown by selecting and
inspecting at least the minimum number of steam generators specified in
Table 4.4 1.

4.4.$.2 liens Generator Tube Sample Selection and Inspection . The steam
generator tube minimum sample size. Inspection result classification, and
the corresponding action required sh411 be as specified in Table 4.4.t.
The intervice inspection of steam generator tubes shall be perfomed at the }
frequencies specified in Specification 4.4.6.3 and the inspected tubes
shall be verified acceptable per the acceptance criteria ofSpecification 4.4.5.4. When applying the exceptions of 4.4.$.t.a through
4.4.5.2.c. Previous defects or imperfections in the area reptired by
sleeving are not considered an area requiring reinspection. The tubes
selected for each inservice inspection shall include at least 3% of the
total number of tubes in all steam generatorst the tubes selected for these iinspections shall be selected on a random basis except:

}
a. Where experience in stellar plants with similar water chemistry

indicates critical areas to be inspected, then at least 50% of
the tubes inspected shall be from these critical areas.

b. The first inservice inspection (subsequent to the preservice
inspection) of each steam generator shall include:

1. All nonplugged tubes that previously had detectable wall
penetrations ($20%).and

w
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3413 o RCS OPERATIONAlo LEAKAGEi

ADMINISTRATIVF EllANGES
_

A.1
He proposed change will refonnat, renumber, and reword the existing Tecimical
Specifications, with no change ofIntent, to be consistent with NURIB1432. As a result,
se Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable -
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
infonnation may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG 1432,110 wever, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. He refonnatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no tech,nical changes to existing Specincatiota. ,

A.2
Current Technical Specification SRs 4.4.6.2.a.2 and 4.4.6.2.c contain requirements that are
associated with Actions from CTS LCO 3.4.6.1. These requirements have not been retained
as surveillance requirements in ITS 3.4.13; they have been retained in the Required Actions
of ITS 3.4.14. With the gaseous and particulate monitors inoperable, CTS SR 4.4.6.2.a.2
requires grab samples of the ccetainment atmosphere be taken in accordance with the action,

requirements of CTS 3.4.6.1. This requirement is maintained as Required Action D.1.1 of
ITS 3.4.14; this action reodes grab samples of the containment atmosphere be analyzed
when the required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor is inoperable. He second
part of CTS SR 4.4.6.2.c requires the RCS leakage be detennined at least once per 24 hours
when required by CTS Action 3.4.6.1.b, except whers operating in the shutdown cooling
mode. This requirement is maintained as Required Actions A.1 and D.1.2 ofITS 3.4.14;
these ITS Actions provide requirements for detennh, lng RCS leakage at an increased'

| frequency when RCS leakage detection instrumentation is inoperable. Deleting CTS SRs
4.4.6.2.a.2 and 4.4.6.2.c is an administrative change, because the requirements are redundant
to Action requirements in ITS 3.4.14. In addition to the justification provided above,',he
proposed change is consistent with NUREO 1432.

A.3
Improved Technical Specification 3.4.13 will add SR 3.4.13.2 to CTS 3.4.6.2. It requires the
verification of Steam Generator (SO) tube integrity in accordance with the Steam Generator
Tube Surveillance Program Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.5 contains surveillances
which casure SO tube integrity is maintained. The SO tube integrity surveillances were
moved to a program in ITS Chapter 5.0 (see the discussion of changes in ITS Chapter 5.0).
This proposed change is an administrative change, because it does not modify the operability
requirements for the sos contained in this speelfication (i.e., SO tube inspection
requirements), improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.13.2 has simply been added to -
invoke perfonnance of the SO Tube Surveillance Program, in addition to the justification
provided above, this change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

A,4
Current Technical Specification 3.4.6.2.c requires a limit of I gpm primary to-secondary
leakage through all sos, and 100 gpd through any one SO. Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.13 will only require a limit of 100 gpd through any one SG. The 1 gpm
limit was deleted because the combined leakage from both sos of 200 gpd is only a fraction '
of the gpm limit (the I gpm rate can never be reached). Deleting a limit that can no longer
be reached is considered an administrative change.

CALVERT CLIFFS . UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.13 1
Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4213 RCS OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

A.5
Current Technical Specification 3/4A.5 provides requirements regarding the Steam
Generators. Current Tecimical Specification LCO 3.4.5 requires each Steam Generator to be
Operable. he Surveillances in this specification which ensure operability of the Steam
Generators deal speciGeally with the SO tubes, improved Technical SpeclGcation
LCO 3.4.13 does not speellically require the SGs to be Operable, however, it does place a
limit on primary to secondary leakage through the steam generators. His limit Indirectly
requires the sos to be Operable. Additionally, ITS SR 3.4.13.2 invokes the SG Tube
Surveillance Program.

Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.5 has been indirectly
incorporated into the requirements ofITS 3.4.13. His proposed change is an administrative
change, which does not change the requirements of the CTS. He CTS Surveillances which

,

established SO operability have been incorporated into the SO Tube Surveillance Program
contained in Chapter 5.0 of the ITS. He SO Tube Surveillance Program is invoked by ITS
SR 3.4.13.2. In accordance with ITS SR 3.0.4, ITS SR 3.4.13.2 will have to be met within its

!

} speelned frequency prior to entry into a Mode of Arg" ability of ITS LCO 3.4.13.'

| Herefore, the explicit LCO and Action of CTS 3/4.4.5 a . act required to be included in
ITS 3.4.13. In addition to the justification provided above, this change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

TEC11NICAL C11ANGES - MORE RENTRICTIVE
M.1 Not used.

|

'lICIINICAL CllANGES - RELOCATIONS
None

TECllNICAL CllANGES - h10VEh1ENT OF INFORhtATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLEDDHCUh1ENTS

None

IEC11bi1 CAL CllANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
L.1

Current Technical Speclucation SRs 4.4.6.2.a.1,4.4.6.2.b, and 4A.6.2.d require the periodic
monitoring of various RCS leakage detection instrumentation (i.e., containment atmosphere
gaseous or particulate monitor, the containment sump discharge, and the reactor vessel head
closure seal leakage detection system). Improved Technical Specification 3A.13 does not
contain these Surveillances. Hese Surveillances are being climinated. This is acceptable
because:

a) CTS SRs 4.4.6.2.a.1,4.4.6.2.b, and 4.4.6.2.d only provide gross indloation of
leakage; they do not provide a method for quantifying the leakage. Current Technical
Specification SR 4.4.6.2.c provides the method for quantifying RCS leakage; it has been
retained as ITS SR 3.4.13.1; b) ITS 3.4.14 will contain operability requirements for the
containment atmosphere gaseous and particulate monitors. Improved Technical
Speel0 cation SR 3.4.14.1 requires a channel check of the required containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitor to be performed every 12 hours. Improved Technical Specification SR
3.4.14.1 is essentially equivalent to CTS SR 4.4.6.2.a.it c) ITS 3.4.14 will contain
operability requirements for the containment sump level alarm system.An operable
containment sump level alarm system will provide continuous monitoring of the sump level.

.
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1)lSCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SEC1'lON 3.4a13. RCS OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

1hus, CTS SR 4.4.6.2.2.b is superfluous; d) the rea tor vessel head closure sea leakage
detection system does not necessarily relate directly to the leakage requirements. Neither
NUREG 1432 nor the CTS require this indication to be operable in the leakage detection
instrumentation specifications (NUREO 1432 LCO 3.4.15 and CTS LCO 3.4.6.1); thus, it is
not needed to support this specification; and c) prompt indication of RCS leakage will be
provided to the operators via various alanns (e.g., containment sump level alarm and high-

radiation alann from the containment atmosphere radiation monitoring system). In addition
to the justification provided above, the removal of these Surveillances is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

L.2 Not used.
|

, s.

i

1

.
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RCS Operational LEAKACE
(CT5) 3.4 13

3.4
REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.13 RCS Operational LEAKACE '

(3,4,y,g LC0 3.4.13
RCS operational LEAKACC shall be lleited tot,

(3.4.0.t. @ a. No pressure boundary LEAKAstl
,

, (7.4(.2.6)b. I gpa unidentified LEAKWI
,

'
, ,

6.(f,.1.d)c. 10 gpa identified LEAKAsti

(d- h ! 5 y M l d O '*!L ''.'! S "'''' ''^*^'' d @
(3.4 6.7.Qh' allons per day primary to secondary LEAKAGE @ug any one SG.

/40

APPLICA81LITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION
REQUllED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

<3' +.L ' 2 RCS LEAKAGE not within A.1 Reduce LEAKAGE to 4 hours

A.

Adw b 11alts for reasons
ether than pressure within limits.
boundary LEAKAGE.

--

3.4 c,.Z. B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hoursAc h' associated Completion
4 *p*" 4 Time of Condittot. A A51not met.

8.2 Be in M30E 5. 36 hoursQR

Pressure boundar
LEAKAGE exists. y

--

b
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3.4-30
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RC$ Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.13

BA$ES

ACT10NS B.I and R 2 (continued)
.

acting on the RCPS are much lower, and further deterioration Ais much less likely.
'M

At

-

$URVElllANCE 1R 1.4.11.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying RCS LEAKAGE to be within the LC0 Ilmits ensures
the integrity of the RCPS is maintained.
LEAKAGE would at first appear as unidenttfted LEAKAGE andPressure boundary
can only be positively identified by inspection.

| Unidentified LEAKAGE and identified LEAKAGE are deterstned
by performance of an RCS water inventory balance. Primary'

| to secondary LEAKAGE is also measured by performance of an
RCS water inventory balance in conjunction with effluent'

monitorin6 within the secondary steam and feedwater systems.

.The RCS water inventory balance must be performed with thereactor at steady s
operatina pressure, tat operatino conditions mad ==rhere ee th! $R is fot ree redrfo a is WEp J a ,u 12 A rs of en 1.st e rattihsnehrepe ina nureax sed.

Steady state operation is required to perform a proper waterinvent lancer calculations during saneuvering are notuseful te rewirus we i- i o- n = mat whew
f tate g estabitshgA / For RCS operational LLAKAGE'determinatTon my veier inventor

defined as stable RCS pressure,y balance, steady state is d
'

tem
pressurtter and makeup tank levels,perature, power level, makeup and letdown, andRCP seal $njecth ;-4 ntr- flows.

t /N

An early warning of pressure boundary LEAKAGE or /,. k, U
unidentified LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems
thu monitor the containment atmosphere radioactivity andthe containment sump level These leakage detection systemsare specified in LCO 3.4. 'RCS Leakage Detection
instrumentation.' y
The 72 hour Frequency is asonable interval to trend
LEAKAGE and recognizes the importance of early leakage
detection in the prevention of accidents. A Note under theFrequency column states that this SR is equired beperfonned during steady state operation.

(continued)

CE00 STS
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RCS Operattenal LEAKAGE
8 3.4 13

BASES

$URy[lLLANCE 1R 1.4.11.2
.

R[0UIREMENTS

(continued) This SR provides the oesns necessar
OP(MBILITV in an operettenal M00C.y to determine SGThe requirement to
demonstrate $4 tube integrity in accordance with the Stean
Generator Tube survet11ance Program emphastres the
tapertence of SG tube integrity, even though this
Survalliance cannet be performed at normal operating -~

*-
condttiens.

I
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29. The NRC requested additional justification for the deletion of CTS SRs 4.4.6.2.a.1,4.4.6.2.b, and
4.4.6.2.d frorn ITS 3.4.13. Discussion of Change L.1 for ITS 3.4.13 and its associated NSilC
have been revised to provide additionaljustification for the changes tlTS 3.4.13 Comment 7).

<
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DISCUSSION OF CllANGES
SECTION 3.4.13 o MCS OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

A.5 Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.5 provides requirements regarding the Steam
Generators. Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.5 requires each Steam Generator to be
Operable, ne Surveillances in this specification which ensure operability of the Steam
Generators deal specifically with the 50 tubes, improved Technical Specification
LCO 3.4.13 does not specifically require the sos to be Operable, however, it does place a
limit on primary to secondary leakage through the steam generators. His limit indirectly
requires the sos to be Operable. Additionally, ITS SR 3.4.13.2 invokes the SO Tube
Surveillance Program. Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.5 has been indirectly
incorporated into the requirements ofITS 3.4.13. This proposed change is an administrative
change, which does not change the requirements of the CTS. De CTS Surveillances which
established SO operability have been incorporated into the SO Tube Surveillance Program
contained in Chapter 5.0 of the ITS. %e SO Tube Surveillance Program is invoked by ITS|

SR 3.4.13.2. In accordance with ITS SR 3.0.4,ITS SR 3.4.13.2 will have to be met within its
specified frequency prior to entry into a Mode of Applicability of ITS LCO 3.4.13.
Derefore, the explicit LCO and Action of CTS 3/4.4.5 are not require *d to be included in
ITS 3.4.13. In addition to the justification provided above, this change is consistent with
NUREO 1432.

TECilNICAL C[IANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Not used.
|

TECliNICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS
None

TECIINICAL CilANGES MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - IISS RESTRICTIVE
L.! Current Technical Specification SRs 4.4.6.2.a.1,4,4.6.2.b, and 4.4.6.2.d require the periodic

monitoring of various RCS leakage detection instrumentation (i.e., containment atmosphere
gaseous or particulate monitor, the containment sump discharge, and the reactor vessel head
closure seal leakage detection system). Improved Technical Specification 3.4.13 does not
contain these Surveillances. These Surveillances are being eliminated. This is acceptable
because: a) CTS SRs 4.4.6.2.a.1,4.4.6.2.b, and 4.4.6.2.d only provide gross indication of
leakage; they do not provide a method for quantifying the leakage. Current Technical
Specification SR 4.4.6.2.e provides the method for quantifying RCS leakage; it has been
retained as ITS SR 3.4.13 lt b) ITS 3.4.14 will contain operability requirements for the
containment atmosphere gaseous and particulate monitors. Improved Technical
Specification SR 3.4.14.1 requires a channel check of the required containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitor to be performed every 12 hours. Improved Technical Specification SR
3.4.14.1 is essentially equivalent to CTS SR 4.4.6.2.a.1; c) ITS 3.4.14 will contain
operability requirements for the containment sump level alarm system. An operable
containment sump level alarm system will provide continuous monitoring of the sump level.

.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.13 - RCS OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

-

"thus, CTS SR 4.4.6.2.2.b is superfluous; d) the reactor vessel head closure seal leakage
detection system does not necessarily relate directly to the leakage requirements. Neither
NUREG 1432 nor the CTS require this indication to be operable in the leakage detection
instrumentation specifications (NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.15 and CTS LCO 3.4.6.1); thus, it is
not needed to support this specification; and c) prompt indication of RCS leakage will be
provided to the operators via various alanns (e.g., containment sump level alarm and high
radiation alarm from the containment atmosphere radiation monitoring system), in addition
to the justification provided above, the removal of these Suncillances is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

L.2 Not used.
|

. .
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any previously
analyzed accident.

,

3. Does this change involve a signincent reduction in margin of safety?

%is change remoses the explicit requirement, in the event lipSi How exceeds 210 gpm, to
verify that the flow condition did not result in the violation of RCS pressure / temperature limits.
%c verification of the status of compilance with Technical Specifications is an implicit part of
using Technical Specifications and detennining the appropriate Conditions to enter and Actions
to take in the event of a failure to meet a Surveillance Requirement. In addition, plant status is
continuously monitored by control room personnel. %e results of this monitoring process are
documented in records / logs maintained by control room personnel. He continuous monitoring
process includes re evaluating the status of compliance with Technical Specification
requirements when the plant conditions change. Therefore, the explicit requirement, in the event
lipSI now exceeds 210 gpm, to verify that the flow condition did not result in the violation of
RCS pressure / temperature limits is considered to be unnecessary for ensuring compliance with
the applicable Technical Specification requirements. The status of compliance with Technical,

Speel!1 cation requirements will continue to be monitored to assure the appropriate previously
:

j approved actions are taken in the event of a failure to meet Technical Specl0 cation requhements.'

%crefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

3.4.13 Cimnae L1

1. Does the change involve a signifleant leervase in the probability or consequences of an
aceldent previously evaluated?

Current Technical Specification SRs 4.4.6.2.a.1,4.4.6.2.b, and 4.4.6.2.d are being eliminated.
%ls is acceptable because: a) CTS SRs 4.4.6.2.a.1,4.4.6.2.b, and 4.4.6.2.d only provide gross
indication of leakage; they do not provide a method for quantifying the leakage. Current
Technical Specification SR 4.4.6.2.c provides the method for quantifying RCS leakage; it has
been retained as ITS SR 3.4.13.l; b) ITS 3.4.14 will contain operability requirements for the
containment atmosphere gaseous and particulate monitors. Improved Technical Specification
SR 3.4.14.1 requires a channel check of the required containment atmosphere radioactivity
monitor to be performed every 12 hours. improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.14.1 is
essentially equivalent to CTS SR 4.4.6.' .a.1; c) ITS 3.4.14 will contain operability requirements2

for the containment sump level alarm system. An operable containment sump level alann
system will provide continuous monitoring of the sump level. Dus, CTS SR 4.4.6.2.2.b is
super 0uous; d) the reactor vessel head closure seal leakage detection system does not necessa,rily
relate directly to the leakage requirements. Neither NUREG 1432 nor the CTS require this
ind8 cation to be operable in the leakage detection instrumentation speci0 cations (NUREG 1432
LCO 3.4.15 and CTS LCO 3.4.6.1); thus, it is not needed to support this speci0cationt and
c) pro.upt indication of RCS leakage will be provided to the operators via various alanns
(e.g., containment sump level alann and high radiation alarm from the containment atmosphere
radiation monitoring system).

The proposed changes do not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or
transient, nor do they significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events. Failure of
an RCS leakage detection system is not an initiator of any analyzed event. Also, the elimination
of these SRs do not affect the ability to quantify RCS leakage. Therefore, the proposed changes

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3424 Revision 5



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3A ~ REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

'

do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?1

Current Technical Specification SRs 4.4.6.2.a.1,4.4.6.2.b, and 4.4.6.2.d are being el8minated.
The elimination of these SRs do net affect the ability to quantify RCS leakage, improved|

Technical Specification LCO 3.4.13 will continue to provide leakage limits, and ITS SR 3.4.13.1|

provides the method for quantifying leaks to ensure these limits are maintained. Additionally,
ITS 3.4.14 will contain operability requirements regarding the RCS leakage detection systems;
these requirements ensure that RCS leaks that could potentially challenge the limits are promptly

. Identified. The proposed changes do not introduce a new mode of plant opert An and do not -

Involve physical modification to the plant. The proposed changes do not introduce any new
accident initiators. Therefore, they do not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

- 3. Doo this change involve a signifleant reduction la margin of safety?

'The margin of safety is established through the design of the plant structures, systems and
components, the parameters within which the plant is operated, and the establishment of the
setpoints for the actuation of equipment relied upon to respond to a event. The proposed changes
do not significantly impact the condition or perfonnance of structures, systems or components
relled upon for accident mitigation. The proposed changes do not impact any safety analysis
assumptions. Therefore, they do not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

LLQChange L1

Not used.
|

14.14 Change L1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.6.1 has been revised to only require two RCS leakage
detection systems to be Operable (l.c., the containment sump level alarm system and either the
'ntainment atmosphere - particulate radioactivity monitor or the containment atmosphere

'ecus radioactivity monitor). Current Technical Specification Table 3.3-6, item 2.a. has been
..,

ised to require a minimum of one channel b operable for tl.c gaseous or paniculate activity
monitor, These prorased changes are acceptable, because the LCO continues to require
instruments of diverse monitoring principles to be Operable to provide a high degree of
assurance that extremely small leaks are detected in time to allow actions to place the plant in a
safe condition, when RCS leakage indicates possible reactor coolant pressure boundary
degradation. Additionally, ITS 3.4.13 contains a Surveillance which requires a periodic
determination of RCS leakage; this Surveillance provides additional assurance that the integrity
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary is being maintained.

Failure of containment atmosphere radioactivity monitors is not an initiator of any analyzed
Reactor Coolant System leakage will still be adequately detected by the remainingevent.

instrumentation, the RCS inventory balance, and other instrumentation not required by this

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3425 Revision 5
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30; The deviations preposed by TSTF-ll6 have teen removed from the submittal, To accomplish
this, the following changes were made: 1) the markups of CTS SR 4.4.6.2.c for ITS 3.4.13 were
revised to eliminate the proposed note, and to denote that part of the SR would be addressed in
ITS 3.4.14; 2) DOCS A.2 and L.2 (and its associated NSitC) for ITS 3.4.13 were eliminated;
3)the markups of Action b.2 of ITS LCO 3.4.6.1 for ITS 3.4.14 were revised to eliminate the
proposed note; 4) markups of CTS SR 4.4.6.2.c were added to ITS 3.4.14. As a result, the CTS
markup pages for ITS 3.4.14 were repaginate 5 5) DOC L.6 for ITS 3.4.14 and its associated
NSilC were climinated; 6) DOC M.1 for ITS 3.4.14 was added to justify a change to CTS
SR 4.4.6.2.c; 7) the ISTS markup for ITS SR 3.4.13.1 was revised; 8) the deviation from ISTS
SR 3.4.13.1 was justified by JFD 38 to Section 3.4; 9) the ISTS markup for ITS ? 4.14 was
revised; and 10) the ISTS markups for the Bases of ITS 3.4.13 and 3.4.14 were revised
GTS 3.4.14 Comment 1).

1

|

. ~



RCS Operational LEAKAGE

304e13

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A AND
not met.

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours
QB

P'ressure boundary ~ '

LEAKAGE exists.

.W S

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.13.1 Verify RCS Operational LEAKAGE is within -----NOTE ----
limits by perfonnance of RCS water inventory Only required
balance, to be performed 3-

during steady
state operation
..............

i

72 hours

SR 3.4.13.2 Verify SG tube integrity is in accordance In accordance
with the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance with the Steam
Program. Generator Tube

Surveillance
Program

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.13-2 Revision /15'
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.14

3.4--REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.14 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

LCO 3.4.14 The following RCS leakage detection instrumentation shall be-

OPERABLE:

a. One containment sump level alarm; and
1

b. One containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor
(gaseousorparticulate).

|

APPLICABILITY:- MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
.

ACTIONS

-------------------------------------NOTE-----------------------------------_-
LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable.
...............___.......-...........................__.......................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

~

sA. Required containment A.1 -Perform SR 3.4.13.1. Once per
sump level alarm 24 hours
inoperable.

_

AND

A.2 Restore containment 30 days y
sump level alarm to
OPERABLE status.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.14-1 Revisiong5'
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RCS Leakage Detection-Instrumentation
3.4.14

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required containment B.1.1 Analyze grab samples Once per
atmosphere of the containment 24 hours

i

radioactivity monitor atmosphere.
inoperable.

- E

B.1.2 Perform SR 3.4.13.1. Once per
24 hours

AND

B.2 Restore required 30 days
containment
atmosphere

I -- radioactivity monitor'

to OPERABLE status.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

C.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

D. All required alarms D.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
and monitors
inoperable.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.14-2 Revision # 5
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE

B 3c4.13

BASES

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience. to reach the required conditions from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems. In MODE 5 the pressure stresses
acting on the RCPB are much lower, and-further deterioration
is much less likely.

5
- '-

-
..

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.13.1
_-

REQUIREMENTS

Verifying RCS LEAKAGE to be within the LCO limits ensures;

the integrity of the RCPB is maintained. Pressure botadary
LEAKAGE would at first appear as unidentified LEAKAGE and
can only be positively identified by inspection.
Unidentified LEAKAGE and identified LEAKAGE are determined

i by performance of an RCS waNr inventory balance. Primary
to secondary LEAKAGE is also measured by performance of an

!

RCS water inventory balance in conjunction with effluent
monitoring within the secondary steam and feedwater systems.

The RCS water inventory balance must be performed with the
reactor 1.t steady state operating conditions and near
operating pressure, y

Steady state operation is required to perform a proper water
inventory balance; calculations during maneuvering are_not I
useful. For RCS operational LEAKAGE determination by water
inventory balance, steady state is defined as stable RCS Iy
pressure, temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup.
tank levels, makeup and letdown, and RCP seal _ leakoff flows.

An early warning of pressure boundary LEAKAGE or
unidentified LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems
that monitor the containment atmosphere radioactivity and
the containment sump level. These leakage detection systems
are specified in LC0 3.4.14 "RCS Leakage Detection-
Instrumentation."

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.13-5
Revision JTS
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE

B 3.4a13
,

BASES
,

The 72 hour Frequency is a reasonable interval to trend
LEAKAGE cnd recognizes the importance of early leakage
detection in the prevention of accidents. A Note under the
Frequency column states that this SR is only required to be- f
performed during steady state operations.

SR 3.4.13.2 : ~%e e. =

This SR provides the means necessary to determine SG,

OPERABILITY in an operational MODE. The requirement to
demonstrate SG tube integrity in accordance with the Steam
Generator Tube Surveillance Program emphasizes the
importance of SG tube integrity, even though this
Surveillance cannot be performed at normal operating
conditions.

In the event one or more steam generators are determined to
t not meet the requirements of the SG Tube Surveillance

Program at anytime in MODES 1 through 4, action to comply fwith LC0 3.0.3 must be taken.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Appendix-10, Criterion 16 I
-

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, May 1973

~3. UFSAR Section 14.15

4. UFSAR, Section 14.14-
g

.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.13-6 Revisionpg,
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RCS Lcakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.14

BASES

I

propagation is much smaller. Therefore, the requirements of
this LC0 are not applicable in MODES 5 and 6.

ACTIONS The actions are modified by a Note that indicates the
provisions of LC0 3.0.4 are not applicable. As a result, a
MODE change is allowed when the containment sump and
required radiation monitor channels are inoperable. This ~"

allowance is provided because other means are available to
monitor for RCS LEAKAGE.

A.1 and A.2

If the containment sump level alarm is inoperable, no other
form of sampling can provide the equivalent information.

However, the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor
will provide indications of changes in leakage. Together
with the atmosphere monitor, the periodic surveillance for
RCS water inventory balance, SR 3.4.13.1, must be performed
at an increased frequency of 24 hours to provide information
that is adequate to detect leakage.

5-

Restoration of the sump level alarm to OPERABLE status is
required to regain the function in a Completion Time of
30 days after the monitor's failure. This time is
acceptable considering the frequency and adequacy of the RCS
water inventory balance required by Required Action A.1.

B.1.1. 8.1.2. and B.2

With both gaseous and particulate containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitoring instrumentation channels
inoperable, alternative action is required. Either grab
samples of the containment atmosphere must be taken and
analyzed, or water inventory balances, in accordance with
SR 3.4.13.1, must be performed to provide alternate periodic

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.14-4 Revision g 5
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.14

BASES-

information. With a sample obtained and analyzed or an
inventory balance performed every 24 hours, the reactor may
be operated for up to 30 days to_ allow restoration of at
least one of the radioactivity monitors. 1

The 24 hour interval provides periodic information that is
adequate to detect-leakage. The 30 day Completion Time f
recognizes at least one other form of leakage detection is
available.

C.1 and C.2
|

'

If any required Action of Condition A or 8 cannot be met
within the required Completion Time, the plant must be
brought to a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to ,at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

M

If all required alarms and monitors are inoperable, no
automatic means of monitoring leakage are available and
immediate plant shutdown in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 is
required.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.14.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.14.1 requires the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of
the required containment atmosphere. radioactivity monitors.
The check gives reasonable confidence the chennel is
operating properly. The Frequency of 12 hours is based on

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.14-5' Revision 45-
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3A 13 - RCS OPERATIONAL 1.EAKAGE

Thus, CTS SR 4.4.6.2.2.b is superfluous; d) the reactor vessel head closure seal leakage
detection system does not necessarily relate directly to the leakage requirements. Neither

-NUREG 1432 por the CTS require this indication to be operable in the leakage detection
instrumentation specificaticos (NUREG 1432 LCO 3A.15 and CTS LCO 3.4.6.1); thus, it is
not needed to support this specification; and c) prompt ind! cation of RCS leakage will be
provided to the operators via various alarms (e.g., containment sump level alarm and high
radiation alarm from the containment atmosphere radiation monitoring system). In cddition
to the justification provided above, the removal of these Surveillances is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

L.2 Not used.
]

!

!

i:

.

4

.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2.
Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

Current Technical Specification SRs 4.4.6.2.a.1,4.4.6.2.b, and 4.4.6.2.d are being eliminated.
The climination of these SRs do not affect the ability to quantify RCS kakage. Improved
Technical Specification LCO 3.4.13 will continue to provide leakage limits, and ITS SR 3.4.13.1

provides the method for quantifying leaks to ensure these limits are maintained. Additionally,
ITS 3.4.14 will contain operability requirements regarding the RCS leakage detection systems;
these requirements ensure that RCS Icaks that could potentially challenge the limits are promptly
. identified. He proposed changes do.not introduce a new mode of plant operation and do not

,

' --

involve physical modificativn to the plant. The proposed changes do not introduce any new
accident initiators. Therefore, they do not create the possii,ility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

ne margin of safety is established through the design of the plant structures, systems and
components, the parameters within which the plant is operated, and the establishment of the
setpoints for the actuation ofequipment relied upon to respond to a event. The proposed changes|

do not significantly impact the condition or performance of structures, systems or components
relied upon for accident mitigation. He proposed changes do not impact any safety analys:s
assumptions. Retefore, they do not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3AJ3 Chantic L2

Not used.
|

3.4.14 ChanEc L.I

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.6.1 has been revised to only require two RCS leakage
detection systems to be Operable (i.e., the containment sump level alarm system and either the
containment atmosphere particulate radioactivity monitor or the containment atmosphere~

gaseous radioactivity monitor). Current Tecimical Specification Table 3.3-6, Jtem 2.a. has been
_ , -

revised to require a minimum of one channel be operable for the gaseous or particulate activity
monitor. These proposed changes are acceptable, because the LCO continues to reqaire
instruments of diverse monitoring principles to be Operable to provide a high degree of
nssurance that extremely small leaks are detected in time to allow actions to place the plant in a
safe condition, when RCS leakage indicates possible reactor coolant pressure boundary
degradation. Additionally, ITS 3.4.13 contains a Surveillance which requires a periodic
determination of RCS leakage; this Surveillance provides additional assurance that the integrity
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary is being maintained.

Failure of containment atmosphere radioactivity monitors is not an initiator of any analyzed
Reactor Coolant System leakage will still be adequately detected by the remaining

event.

instrumentation, the RCS inventory balance, and other instrumentativ.i not required by this

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3-4-25 Revision 5
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|
4/4.4 ? REACTOR COOLANT SYSTERL "'!.0:

3 A it 1

.QeakaaeDetectionSystem._Q

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
tc.o

34,q. 3 * 6;t The following Reactor Coolant System Leakage Detection Systems
shall be OP LE:

L /. ntainment Atmosphere Particulate Radioactivity Monitor 4*t--
System,g L.I

o, W. ThEkontainment Sump Level Alarm Systcn, and

/. 5 ontainment Atmosphere Gaseous Radioactivity MonitorM; Sy:t-Q
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. 1 P- - A *@- ---

'
'

[*g
LCu - 3.o.4 e.s n,-\ e.,e k.M.4l

ACTION:
_ -

__ __
_

With only two of the above requireu Leenage vetemon sysi; ems 7g '^ 4 a.
i CPERABLE, operati may continue for up to 30 s provided grab'

@2 S y red samples of the ntainment atmosphere are obt .ned and analyzed A.3| pg,, g at least one er 24 hours when either the quired Gaseous or
-

! Particulat adioactivity Monitoring Syst is inoperable;; Nat. R.{ % L () othenvi be in at least HOT STANDBY wi n the next 6 hours and j
.

P
! 9

Ma C SHUTDOWN within the following 0 hours.j
~

d'. n
^ % FWith only one of the above required Leakage Detection Systems

,0, A.PERABLE, operation may continue for up tod provided that:
sp~.t

% Grab samples of the containment atmospher e obtained and L.- -- N
Cr @\.\ s Lanalyzed at least once per our,

e. : .

L.4< 'A The Reactor Coolant System r inventory balance of.h ,~ --

Surveillance Requirement (5K ~3 pr3 I)
f 0.4.0.2. is performed at least once

g, g 7 / per 24 hours.
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{ SURVEILLANCE REQUltEM[lfil (Contissed)
*

:* b. Monitoring the containment sump discharge frequency at least once
ger 12 hours, when the Containment Sump Level Alatu system is 5 Ail and

,,

'E * 't'-

, ' .

e ,i.: .s.; . .
c. Detenr.ining Reactor Coolant System leaka e at least once per ITS 3Ali' t gk h, g'g 72 hours durino steady state (31 e no at immut once =r*

24 hours when recuired by ACT
_

, .

| ~ . >, ^ K; kc4. % ,1.7 Qhyt shqown cylingyce, ah( \ --

og g #. g)_

u= m s m; epj

'd.
- .fj., Monitoring the reactor vessel head closure seal Leakage Detection

System at least once per 24 hours.

:

< See DiscunIon of Chan$tSk( Sp*'d Co-hon 3 9, \3,

j
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SURVEILtANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

il
,

. * . ' '

b. Monitoring the contatrument sump discharge frequency at least once''

per 12 hours, when the Containment Sump Level Alaru System is
GPERABLE.'. . | .

the Reactor Coolant System water leakane at least [$il oek
Determinin! hours durino steady s'; ate opera"!ortland it least oncedO'I'g 4 '

.. c.
. . once oer 7I
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d. Monitoring the reactor vessel head closure seal Leakage Detection

System at least once per 24 hours., ,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3AI4 - RCS LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

A.1 De- proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG-1432, liowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
invoives no technical changes to existing Specifications.

*
A.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.6.1 does not contain an Action when all the RCS laakage

detection instrumentation are inoperable. Therefore, the CTS would require a
Specification 3.0.3 entry if no leak detection instrumentation were Operable. Improved
Technical Specification 3.4.15 adds Action D which requires an LCO 3.0.3 entry when all
the required leakage detection monitors are inoperable. Therefore, since the addition of the
ITS Action did not change or add any requirements to the CTS, this is considered an
administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.3 Current Technical Specification 3.4.6.1 Action a contains requirements when two of the
three required leakage detection systems are inoperable. Improved Technical Specifications
will delete this Action. The ITS presents the leakage detection instrumentation by requiring
one containment sump monitor and one radiation monitor (either the particulate or the

i

gaseous containment atmosphere radiation monitors). Therefore, only two monitors are
required to be Operable, which allows the deletion of CTS 3.4.6.1 Action a. The deletion of
an Action that no longer applies constitutes an administrative change. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432. Changes to the LCO presentation and instrumentation
requirements are discussed in a less restrictive discussion of change in this section.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
M.1 The second part of CTS SR 4.4.6.2.c requires RCS leakage to be determined "at least once

per 24 hours when required by Action 3.4.6.1.b, except when operating in the shutdown
cooling mode." Required Actions A.l and B.I.2 ofITS 3.4.14 require RCS leakage to be

. determined in accordance with ITS SR 3.4.13.1 at least once per 24 hours, when the required
containment sump level alarm or the required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor
is inoperable, respectively. The exception contained in the CTS regarding the shutdown
cooling mode is not included in the ITS. In the event the containment sump level alarm or
the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor is inoperable, redundancy for RCS.
leakage detection is lost. Thus, compensatory actions should be taken to ensure that the RCS

leakage is within limits. The proposed change is acceptable, because it will provide
additional assurance that the RCS leakage is being maintained within limits.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS
None

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.14-1 Revision 5



DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3,4,14 o RCS LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

changes were not r.llowed constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent
with NUREG 1432.

L.6 Not used. .

|

. . _ . 7, . ;

:
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

instruments are inoperable, Actions require that remedial measures be taken (i.e., grab samples
of containment or RCS inventory balance at an increased Frequency). Also, other methods are
available to detect RCS leaks (such as monitoring containment pressure, containment humidity,
volume control tank level, etc.). These alternate methods ensure that RCS leakage will be
adequately detected if a leak were to occur. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the
mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators
or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a sigmficant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a requirement that allows Mode changes (LCO 3.0.4 exemption)
when in the Actions for RCS leakage detection instruments inoperable. The change will not
involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to
the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will net introduce any new
accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different

j kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
|

| 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change adds a requirement that allows Mode changes (LCO 3.0.4 exemption)
when in the Actions for RCS leakage detection instruments inoperable. Mode changes do not
affect the ability to detect leaks; however, they can affect leakage. His change affects only

>

leakage detection by allowing Mode changes when leakage detection instrumentation is
inoperable. However, adequate methods of leakage detection remain available. Another
Technical Specification will ensure that the leakage detection requirements are not exceeded.
This change will not affect the ability for the remaining leakage detection instrumentation to
adequately detect RCS leakage. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in
a margin of safety.

3.4.14 Chance L6

Not used.
|

3.4.15 Chance L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
. accident previously evaluated?

He proposed change revises the Modes of Applicability for the RCS Specific Activity
Specification from Modes 1,2,3,4, and 5, to Modes 1,2, and 3 with RCS average temperature
2 500'F. The RCS specific activity is not an initiator of any analyzed event. nere are not any
events for offsite release of RCS activity initiated from below 500'F. Also, below 500'F in
Mode 3 and in Modes 4 and 5, the release of radioactivity during a SG tube rupture is unlikely
since the saturation pressure of the reactor coolant is below the lift pressure settings of the main
steam afety valves. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of
analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3-4-29 Revision 5
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--RCS Operational LEAKAGE

6 70 3.4.13

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE '

FREQUENCY

b*4S'T * C\ SR 3.4.13.1 (---
bired tfbe

-'
--NO - -- ^-

C---- E-/ ; P:, reg ofue/in I3/r Oni qui
('u til/12 hours of st state o ratp. to perfo 6

-

1- Sn _ _ _ _ .-wA1 ket,'dpWM fr4K4de- ~- -
-- dur ng ste y

9 st te ope tion ,

gp, 4 (

Q g ?RCS water inventory balance.^ M k I 1 M N " ?- 4-

- - - 'D" ''
_

72 hours
. . . . . .

SR 3.4.13.2 ~

#M Verify SG tube integrity is in accordance In accordance-
with the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance59c 3 Ay! Program. with the Steam

Generator Tubeog A,3
Surveillance
Prograa

!

I
i

,
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(cro RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

2 *-| g O
.

3.4
CTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.lT RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
-h

3.46.1)LCO3.4. (T= '' 110 wing RCS 1;.akage detection instrumentationshall be E LE:

(3'4.L'l h a. -
--^ ~

fOne containment sump.ae*44+r;'{andFa-

[3,4 4.t.e 4 (,,) 6. One containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor
._u.

" ~

(gaseous or particulate); -[end
. n.
we . ...... _--, .,_ .._,__ .. >.....-

n,,,.w g a gg
. .-. ,w, w-w... .. .

. ......__ww

_ .,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

AtTION [
CONDITION

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLET!ON TIME

3 . 4.b, j A. Required containment ---------- NOT E-----------g sump.ac
inoperable. g LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. p 7F-GC

4,,

/% 4.4.(, 1. U -f B A.1 Perform SR 3.4.13.1. Once perN o....... . ...,__... 24 hours 8g.....3.. ,2-...
we aiu

eiG-4--r,ti$ A.2 Resto e conta naent 30 days 23 h
i

sump % n44*r to
OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumen to
-..

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRE'D ACTION COMPLET!0N TIME

o-
3,4 ' g ' { B. Required containment f STE f'---

Ad*a atmosphere LC0 3. s not y,5 yp- @radioactivity monitor appl e.Inoperable.

b64'N'b'I*
-- -~~

Anal ze grab s M
'

Once per3

of the containment 24 hours
atmosphere. ga

B.1.2 Perform SR 3.4.13.1. Once per|

1 24 hours .Y
B.2/ Restore required 30 days

containment
atmosphere
radioactivity monitor

_ to OPERABLE status.
-

~

g <

B.2.2 Ify containment 30' d'ays
I ir cooler condens e hflow rate monitor s

OPERABLE.

C. Require containment C.1 Perform SR 3.4.15.1. Once per
8 hours - \|air c ler condensate

flow ate monitor Eino rable.
Perform SR 3.4. .1. Once p

24 h s

(continued)
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- DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

37. TSTF 153 revised the Notes for the RCS loops, which provide exceptions to the requirements for
required pumps to be in operation in revising the Notes, TSTF-153 created the possibility for
misinterpretation. As a result of TSTF-153, the Notes were revised as follows:

Note to NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.5

"All reactor coolant pumps may not be in operation for s I hour per 8 hour period,
provided . . .".

Note 1 of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.6

"All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) and SDC pump;niaymot be in operation for s I hour per 8
hour period, provided. . . ".

Note 1 of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.7

"The SDC pump of the train in operation may not be in operation s I hour per 8 hour period,
,

provided . . .".
|-

Note 4 of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.7

"All SDC trains may not be in operation during planned heatup to MODE 4 when at least one
RCS loop is in operation."

Note 1 of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.8

"All SDC pumps may not be in operation for s 15 minutes when switching from one train to
another provided . . .".

The justification for TSTF-153 describes that this change is necessary to eliminate ambiguity
that culd lead to errors or improper enforcement, llowever, this change can now lead to a
misinterpretation of the allowance of the Notes. Specifically, the Notes can now be interpreted
as requiring the required loop or train to not be in operation for the specified periods; i.e., it must
be taken out of operation. The intent of the Notes (as described in the associated Bases) is to
allow (but not require) the required loop to not be in operation for the specified periods.
Therefore, for consistency with the original intent and to avoid improper enforcement, the Notes
have been revised by replacing the phrase "not be in operation" with the phrase "be not in
operation." These revisions make the Notes consistent with the ACTIONS, which use the phrase
"not in operation" to describe when the loop is not operating.

A generic change has been proposed with this correction to TSTF-153.

38. NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.13.1 provides the requirements for verifying RCS operational leakage is
within limits. It contains the following note in the surveillance column: "Not required to be
performed in Mode 3 or 4 until 12 hours of steady state operation." This Note was deleted from -
ITS SR 3.4.13.1 in order to maintain consistency with the current licensing basis, Current
Technical Specification SR 4.4.6.2.e requires RCS leakage to be determined at least once per 72
hours during steady state operation . . ." This proposed deviation will require the-initial

CALVERT CLIFFS- UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-11 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

performance of the surveillance to be performed 72 hours prior to achieving steady state
operation in order to comply with ITS SR 3.0.4. This is more restrictive than NUREG-1432,
which permits the initbl SR to be performed 12 hours after establishment of steady state
operation in Mode 3 or'4 This additional restriction is consistent with the current licensing

= bases, it is acceptable, because it ont; affects the initial performance of the SR. Subsequent
performances of the surveillance will be required to be performed at the same frequency (i.e.,72
hours during steady state operation).

39. Calvert Cliffs ITS LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable during shutdowns and during MODES 5 and 6.
Therefore, entry into LTOP conditions would be allowed without LTOP requirements being met.
Ilowever, it is inapprcpriate to entry conditions most susceptible to an LTOP event when the
necessary overpressure protection is not available. Therefore, the ACTIONS of NUREG-1432
Specification 3.4.12, " Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System," (ITS 3.4.12)
are modified by a Note which states that while the requirements of the LCO are not met, entry
into a MODE or other specified condition is the Applicability is not permitted.

!

|
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.13

BASES

.

ACTIONS B.1 and B 2 (continued)

acting on the RCPB are much lower, and further deterioration Ais much less likely, fU

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.13.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying RCS LEAKAGE to be within the LC0 timits ensures
the integrity of the RCPB is maintained. Pressure boundary
LEAKAGE would at first ap, war as unidentified LEAKAGE and
can only be positively identified by inspection.
Unidentified LEAKAGE and identified LEAKAGE are detemined
by performance of an RCS water inventory balance. Primary -
to secondary LEAKAGE is also measured by performance of an
RCS water inventory balance in conjunction with efflueri
monitoring within the secondary steam and feedwnter systems.

The RCS water inventory balance must be performed with the
reactor at steady state operatina conditions and ==ne
operatino pressure. here e,4thi SR is fot req red_rfo d 1p iw0E Ja ,u I
st e ratiphsne cpe ing ssurg2rs of ea 2

_.ar sed.

Stsady state operation is required to perfom a proper water
inventor balance; calculations during maneuvering are not
useful n a ote requires sne 2 in h a m ha mpt whelO

state (Vestablishe(fFor RCS operational LEAKAGE ~
determinatWn oy water inventory balance, steady state is Mdefined as stable RCS pressure, temperature, power level,
pressurizer and makeup tank levels, makeup and letdown, andRCP seal Jafeeth, . - . .... .. flows. g
An early warning of pressure boundary LEAKAGE or
unidentified LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems
that monitor the containment atmosphere radioactivity and
the containment sump level These leakage detection systems
are specified in LCO 3.4.1 , 'RCS Leakage Detection
Instrumentation." g
The 72 hour Frequency is a easonable interval to trend
LEAKAGE and recognizes the importance of early leakage
detection in the prevention of accidents. A Note under the
Frequency column states that this SR is equired be
perfonned during steady state operation, g

(continued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentatiohn8 3.4. QBASEE

.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

at an increased frequency of 24 hours
that is adequate to detect leakage.- v de information'

required to regain the function in a
~

gg
Restoration of the sump mea 44w to OPERABLE status is

,

.

30 days after the monitor's failure. Completion Time of
acceptable considering the fre This time is

gater inventory balance requirgency and adequac of the RCSby
red Act on A.1. e,

Re Jired Actua AJ rd "2;&;f A.t- Mkre modified by
'

a Sote that indicates the provistoifggr47 A applicable. As a result s of LC0 3.0.4 are not " Wg, p
/.r- containment sumpu h .,channea MODE cange is allowed when the ..

'"~

ino
ter for RCS LEAKAGE. 'perable. This

p' 3'gg allowance is prooided because o e r ^ f- *" ^ 1: m uiW)available to mon'
% ' __m

(M r'epir.J r4W
2.1.1.s.1.2.b.2 "' ,

With both gaseous and particulate containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitoring instrumentation channels
inoperable alternative action is required.
samples of,the containment atmo;phere must be taken andEither grab
analyzed, or water inventory balances

in accordance with
SR 3.4.13.1, must be performed to prov,ide alternate periodic
infonnation. - With a sample obtained and analyzed or an
inventory balance performed every 24 hours
be operated for up to 30 days to allow restoration of at, the reactor may
least one of the radioactivity sonitors.
Itern vely, ce nued operation is en u the atrool condens low rate monitoring om is OPERABL , Wnro ed crab les are taken every hours.

The 24 hour interval provides periodic information that is
adequate to detect leakage. The 30 day Completion Time a
recognizes at least one other form of leakage detection is /L\available.

S equired Ac ons 8.1.1, B.1.2, .2.1 and u.g.z er muu n inulby a Note at indicates th the pro, visions of 0 3.0.4are not plicable. As a sult, a MODE chan is allowhen gaseous and pa culate containmen tecspher 'fMp p. adt etivity monitor
annel is inoperab . This al wance;

.

(continued)
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INSERT 3.4.14 ACTION A

/ *

i = A Note ad3M allow' that SR 3.4.13. is not required to performed until 1 ours aner
estabi' * steady : e operation (sta e temperature, r level, pressurize makeup tank Ihleve , makeup an etdown, and R sealinjection return flows). The hour allowance
pr ides suffici t time to collect d process all n sary data after sta plant conditions are
establisted. I;

_.~

b.
.

, _ ..

INSERT 3.4.14 ACTION B
<

..

AN is added allowing t SR 3.4.13.1 i ot required to performed until I rs after
es ishing steady stat peration (stabla emperature, po level, pressurize makeup |h-

1 1s, makeup and I own, and RCp 1 injection an turn flows). Th hour allo ce
provides sufficien ime to collect

process all nec sary data after sp e plant con ' ions are
' established.

,
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM.NUREGol432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

inoperable (i.e., only an RCS loop is operable). The NUREG 1432 Bases for Action A.1 of LCO
3.4.6 state that the action.is required to be met whenever an RCS loop is Inoperable or an SDC
train is inoperable. The NUREG-1432 Bases for Action A.1 ofI.CO 3.4.6 is incorrect. Thus, in
the ITS, the Bases for Action A.1 of LCO 3.4.6 has been rev! sed to be consistent with Condition
A ofITS LCO 3.4.6. The Bases for Action A.1 ofITS 3.4.6 state: "If only one required RCS
loop is OPERABLE and in operation and no SDC loops are OPERABLE, redundancy for heat
removal is lost."

29, Condition B of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.6 applies when one required SDC train is inoperable and
two RCS loops are inoperable. The Bases for Action B.1 of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.6 state. "If
only one required SDC train is Operable and in operation, redundancy for heat removal is lost."
The NUREG 1432 Bases discussion is inconsistent with the applicable Condition. Action B.1 of,

NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.6 only applies when one SDC train and two RCS loops are inoperable
(i.e., only an SDC train is operable). The NUREG 1432 Bases for Action B.1 of LCO 3.4.6 state
that the action h required to be met whenever one required SDC loop is inoperable. The
NUREG 1432 Bases for Action A.1 of LCO 3.4.6 is incorrect. Thus, in the ITS, the Bases for

Action B.! of LCO 3.4.6 has been revised to be consistent with Condition B ofITS LCO 3.4.6.
I The Bases for Action B.I ofITS 3.4.6 state: "If one required SDC loop is OPERABLE and in
j operation and no RCS loops are OPERABLE, redundancy for heat removal is lost!'

30. The Bases for NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.13.1 states: "A note under the frequency column states that
.

this SR is required to be performed during steady state operation." This discussion is not i

consistent with the Note contained in the frequency column for SR 3.4.13.1. The Note states:
"Only required to be performed during steady state operation." Thus, in the Bases for ITS
SR 3.4.13.1, the discussion of the Note has been revised to be consistent with the Note contained
in the frequency column for ITS SR 3.4.13.1.

~
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31. The NRC requested additionaljustification for the changes to CTS Tables 3.3 6 and 4.3 3 for
ITS 3.4.14. The following changes were made to resolve the comments: 1) the references to the
ITS SRs in the markup of CTS SR 4.4.6.1 for ITS 3.4.14 had to be revised to be consistent with
the actual ITS SR rtumbers; 2) the markups for CTS Table 3.3 6 had to be remarked; 3) the
references to the applicable ils requirements on the markup for CTS Table 4.3 3 had to be
changod or added to be consistent with ITS 3.4.14; 4) DOC LA.1 for ITS 3.4 I4 had to be added
tojustify a change to CTS Table 3.3 6; 5) DOC L.1 for ITS 3.4.14 and its associated NSilC had
to be revised to reflect changes to CTS Table 3.3 6, and to improve the justification; 6) the ISTS
markup for ITS 3.4.14 had to be revised to properly reflect the CTS SRs and Tables; and 7) the
ISTS Ilases markup for ITS 3.4.14 had to be revised to include the range of operation for the
containment atmosphere radioactivity monitors (ITS 3.4.14 Comments 2 and 3).

i
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.14

BASES

both particulate and gaseous activities, bar:ause of their
sensitivities and responses to RCS LEAKAGE. These
radioactivity monitors have a range of 10'.10' counts per 5
minute (cpm).

An increase in humidity of the containment atmosphere would
indicate r(lease of water vapor to the containment which

p . would be an indicator of potential RCS LEAKAbs Since the
.'

humidity level is influenced by several factors, a
quantitative evaluation of an indicated leakage rate by this
means may be questionable and should be compared to observed
increases in liquid flow into or from the containment sump.
Humidity level monitoring is considered most useful as an

L indication to alert the cperator to a potential problem.
! Humidity monitors are not required by this LCO.

Air temperature and pressure monitoring methods may also be
used to infer unidentified LEAKAGE to the containment.
Containment temperature and pressure fluctuate slightly
during plant operation, but a rise abi,ve the normally
indicated range of values may indicate RCS LEAKAGE into the
containment. The relevance of temperature and pressure<

measurements are affected by containment free volume and,
for temperature, detector location. Alarm signals from
these instruments can be valuable in recognizing rapid and
sizable leakage to_the containment. Temperature and
pressure ' monitors are notJequired by this LCO.

APPLICABLE. The need to evaluate the severity of an alaan-or an
SAFETY ANALYSES. indication is important te the operators, and the ability to

compare and verify with indicatior.s from other systems is
necessar/. The RCS Leak Detection Instrumentation is

'

describedintheUFSAR(Ref.3). Multiple instrument
locations are utilized, if needed, to help identify the
location of the LEAKAGE and its source.

The safety significance of RCS LEAKAGE varies widely
dependir.g on its source, rate, and duration. Therefore,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS'1 & P. B 3.4.14-2 Revision $f
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3/4.4 AgAff01COOLANTSYSTEN

SURVE!LLANet ht0UlttNENTS

g ,. 7.e.&dr-lhe Leaksge Detection Systems shall be demonstrated OPthABLC by
7 4. Ia. 4

'

\. Containment Atmosphere Gaseous and Particulate Monitorine3, 4, i 4, 2
Systems. performance of CNANNEL CNECK, CRAINitL CALIl4ATI0il and!

3,4, 3 4, y CllAlllitt FilllCTI0llAL TEST at the frequencies specified ta ,

Table 4.3 3, and ig i
,

T. Containment S3* 9 ' M ' 1 Level Alarm $ stem. fCAL 184AT10ll abeast once per htFUEL E ormance of CilA101EL
INTERVAL. |

'

i

i
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i

b MINIMUM
""

;; CHANNELS APPLICABLE ALARM / TRIP MEASUREMDIT

". INSTPUMENT OPERABLE MODES __ SETPOINT_ RANGE ACTIO4 k
x

e 1. AREA MONITORS inDwa-J O E
''%)pi.A d5 m 2 2.re l

[ a. Containment mA;, ALL E
,

f. Fm ce & Evhaust Isolaticat 3 K < M mrY 10-8 - 10' er/hr ID 'g=

N
-

/
(b. Containment Area High Range 2 \ 1, 2. 3. & 4 <Wr 1 - 10" R/hr 3p

2. PROCESS MONITORS mr &,-

''2 a. Containscnt

f. Gaseous Activity /
,

a) RCS leattge Detection 1. 2. 3 &4 Not 10'.- cpm 14
Appitcab

11. Particulate Activity ,

i
8a) RCS Leatage Dat . on ' 1 2. 3. & 4 Not 10 - cpm 14

Applicabig _

Noble Gas Ef fluen ~~ flors Nb.

| f. Main V Ide Cange 1 1. 2. 3. & 4 10 to 10' pCf/cc 30#

|ce '
M*

11. Piat Steam Header 2 1. 2. 3. & 4 10 to 10' R/hr 34
z

~ .
b% '

d. I .'

s
._. p3 _ _ _ - _ . . _ _ _
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Q 4BLE 3.3- 'T

RM iun w iniaan
-

b NINDWE
a DuMIELS APPLICAsLE AUWE/ TRIP prN

. 7 JNSTRLNENT
SPERAsLE M -SETPOINT - M MT3M k

f
,

e 1. AREA PENIITORS
5.

a. Containment E; [
1. Purge & Exhaust Isolation 3- 6 5 220 ar/hr 10 - If ar/hr 164

b. Containment Area High Range 2 1. 2. 3. & 4 5 10 R/hr 1 - If R/hr 30

h PROCESS MORITORS

D3N.IT g 3,3, 3*
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TABLE NOTATION,

,

*
Alam setpoint to be specified in a controlled documen
(e.g., setpoint control manual).

! - Le Damf% e4 Ckeys
ACTION.$TATEMENTS $g,&wir,n 3.'y -), "c A 5" /

/9 d'on a @- With the msnber of channels OPERABLE less than required b

the]' /.fI
4g * q, p| the Minisun Channels OPERABLE requi n comp wits

ACTION requirements of Specification .. . .
._

. v. s v .

QCTION 16 -- With the msnber of channels OPERABLE less than required by'
the Mintsun Channels OPERABLE requirement, comply with thej -MCTION requirements of $pecification 3.9.9 7

ACTION 30 - With the manner of channels OPERABLE less than required by
the Mintsus Channels OPERABLE requirement initiate the
preplamed alternate method of monitoring the appropriate
parameter (s),within72 hours,and:

1) either restore the inoperablJ channel (s) to OPERABLE
status within 7 days of the~ event, or

/ ee Di l' * S 5 ' * #(' 2) prepare and submit a Special Re$ ort to the Conrnission
. .

S I pursuant to 10 CFR 50.4 within 0 da s following the |
Cm |h| s u b,as event, outlining the action taken, t e cause of the

O|'#^ S* * f.7I
th'perabtitty, and the plans and schedule for restoring i g\

'

ino

c T '. . 3. % s , " R nd. 'Y5t** '' ''E""''E $t't"5' j -- - \

H\o n | kts r s'r IM hun N*
g, ,, , g

Spefw k 3 3.so,**tsmt*

'
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a. Containment es s*
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(_ 1. Purge & Exhaust Isolation 5- _ RETWCLING M 6 ] \*owetuvat _f
1_ h_ Containment Area Minh Range S wtretLIuli M I.2.3.&4]

tImwAL f
t' 2. PROCESS MONITORS
=

t* a. Containment

OPI 3 'l'I'1. Gaseous Activity. 3. 8'l I f3 ,, y, y y q , ;.

a) RCS Leakage Detection S R M 1. 2. 3. 1 4
11. Particulate Activity

g a) RCS Leakage Detection 5 R M I, 2. 3 & 4

Noble Gas Effluent Monito.

3 '

1. Main Vent Wide Range 5 R M I. 2. 3. & 4 '
I2

I. 2. 3 & 4 )i? C it. Main Steam Header S R M
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3/4.4 ktACTOR C00LAlti SYSTDI

SURYtILLAllCE kt0V!tDltWTS

SM
-4M*1-The Leakage Detection Systems shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by:

3*i ' * I
%. Containment Atmosphere Gaseous and Particulate Monitort'',4.44.2

Systems. performance of CIIAlmtL CutCK. CRAlsitL CALIBRAT!h and*g,4,t4.q CilAlllitL F1111CT10llAL TEST at the frequencies spectfled in
Table 4.3 3, and k |

. *p
._7tbntainment$ Level Alarm $ rformance of CR41eltL ~ '

: , ~;p
3* 4 ' 8 +' I'' ~

'

CALIBRATI0li abeast once per btem-FUEL IIG INTERVAL. |

|
l

-
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2. PROCESS MOMITORS g gm,,

R a. Containment ke< C A 1 3.f* ,''F N "

1. Gase:ms Activity

10' - 10' cp]ma) RCS Leakage Detection 1. 2. &4 Not 14
Appitcable ;

'

11. Particulate Activity

a) RCS Leakage ection 1 2. 3. & 4 Not 10' - I cpm 14
- App 11 cab

g b. Noble Gas Eff ent tiont to

y 1. Mai ' Tent Wide Range 1 1. 2. 3. & 4 ' 10 to 10'.pCf /cc 30)#
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y a. Containment
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-

Q Containment cy - %Act2d pet 334,g
Y g Gsseous Actfvity |

@ RCS Lt-3kage Detection 1 ,II.2.3.&4| |10' - 10' cys| 4 '
'

\ - 11. Particulate Act ty \-

. a) RCS Leatage Det tion .: 2 1. 2, 3 4 Ilot 10'- Mf nei
_

Applicable \
b. Moble Gas Effluent Ponitors

*

1. Main vent wide b oe 1 1. 2. 3. a 4 10 to 20' pct /cc 30 g/)#

5' -c
E 11. Main Steam Header 2 1. 2. 3. & 4 10 to 10'R/hr 30 g#
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Alarm setkoint to be s$ecified in a controlled documentj
'

(e.g., se point contro manual).
' . :: -

ACTION $1MDM11

A r b o^. b ACTION 14 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by
the Minimum Channels CPERABLE requirement the A3*q'fy ACTION tequirements of Specificationq;Lhc . kwiti .s A,T4

(ACTION 16 - With the number of channels OPERABLE le';s than required by
the Minirum Channels OPERABLE requirement comply with the

kACTION reouirements of speci'iication 3.9,9e
,

|

(ACTION 30 - With the number of channels OPEPAtV. Its: than requirttit

,] the Minimum Channels CPERABLE requirement, initiate thepreplanned alternate ed. hod of monitoring tr.e sp;Mpriate
parameter (s),within72 hours,and:

1) either restere the inoperable channel (s) ttJ CPT.RABLE
status r. thin 7 days of the event, or

"" ()' ' " u '' *f ri ,,,du 2) prepare and submit a Special Re$0 days following the|
ort to the Cccuission*

pursuant to 10 CFR 50.4 within
' e c | (, c . , b e C7 L event, cutlining the action taken, the cause of the [,\- #r , , ,*

inoptrability, and the plans and schedule for restoringJ i

3,3,3,I,''dnd,i the system to OPERABLE status.p -m m, _,
_

To s b oi" ~ '' ' "'

'
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,
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.f.14 - RCS LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

TEUilNICAL CilANGES - h!OVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE CONTROLLED
HDCUMENII: _

-

.

LA.1 Current Technicel Specl0 cation Tsble 3.3 6, item 2.a contains requirements regarding the
containment atmosphere gaseous and particulate radioactivity monitors. The tab!c provides
the range for these instruments. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.14 will provide the '

requirements for the containment atmosphere gaseous and particulate radioactivity monitors;
however, it will not require the instrurnents pesess a specific range. 'the instrument ranges
will be relocated to the Bases of ITS 3.4.14. This is acceptable, because ITS 3.4,14 will
continue to provide the requirements for operability of the containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitors Additionally, the instrument ranges can be adequately controlled in f

the Bases, because the Bases will be controlled via the Bases Control Program provided in
ITS Chapter 5.0. This approach provideY an cirective level of iegulatory control and
provides for a more appropriate change ccStrol piocess, in addition to the justification
provided above, the relocation of this inferrantion to a lleensee controlled document is
consistent with NUREG 1432.

TECHNICALCMGES - IMiS IESIldC[lXE
L.1 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.6.1 requires the cont.ainment atmosphere

particulate radioactivity monitoring system, the containment sump level alarm system, and
| the containment atmosphere 13aseous radioactivity monitoring system to be operable.
'

Additionally, CTS Table 3.3 6, item 2.a requires a minimum of one channel of the
conteinment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitoring system to be operable, and a
minimum of one channel of the containment atmosphere particulate indicactivity monitoring

!

i system. ITS 3.4.14 requires the containment sump level alarm system and one containment
I atmosphere radiation monitor (either the particolate or the gaseous) to be operable. The'

requirements regarding the containment ritmosphere particulate and gaseous radioactivity
monitors in CTS LCO 3.4.6.1 and Table 3.3 6, item 2.a htye been modified to reflect the

I requirementi for the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor in ITS 3.4.14. Currem
Technical Specification LCO 3.4.6.1 has been revised to only require two RCS leakage
detection systems to be operable (i.e., the containment sump level alarm systern and either
the containment atmosphur particulate radioactivity monitor or the containment atmosphere
gaseous ndloactivity monitor). Cunent Technical Specification Tatle 3.3-6, item 2.a has
been revised to require a minimum of one char.nel be operable for the gaseous or particulate
activity monitor. Hese proposed chauges are acceptable, because the LCO continues to
require instruments of diverse monitoring principles to be Operable to provide a high degree
of assurance that extrernely small leaks are detected in time to allow actions to place the
plant in a safe condition, when RCS leakage indicatea possible reactor coolant pressure
boundary degradation. Reactor Coolant System leakage can be detected by other means
including: a) ITS SR 3.4.13.1 requires an RCS water balance to be performed periodically;
and b) other instrumentation not required by this Technical Specification (i.e., volume
contml tank level, pressurizer level, containment pressure, containment temperature, and
containment humidity). In addition to thejustification provided above, the proposal changes
are consistent with NUREG-1432.

1.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.6.1 Action b requires the inoperable RCS leakage
detection instrument to be restored to Operable status whhin seven days when only one RCS
leakage detection instrument temains Operable. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.14

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 ' '.4.14-23 Revision 5
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NO SIGNIFICANT 11NIARDS CONSIDTRATIONS
,SECTION 3.4 - REAcr0R COOLANT SYSTD1

do not involve a signlucant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2.
Does the change ercate the possibility of a new or different kind of aceldent from any
previously evaluated?

Cunent Technical Specification SRs 4.4.6.2.a.1, 4.4.6.2.b, and 4.4.6.2.d are being eliminated.
The climination of these SRs do not affect the ability to quantify RCS leakage. Improved
Technical Specincation LCO 3.4.13 will continue to provide leakage limits, and ITS SR 3.4.13.1

provides the method for quantifying leaks to ensure these limits are maintained. Additionally,
ITS 14.14 will contain operability requirements regarding the RCS leakage detection systems;
these requirements ensure that RCS leaks that could potentially challenge the limits are pmmptly
. identified. The proposed changes do not introduce a new mode of plant operation and do not -

involve physical modiGention to the plant. The proposed changes do not introduce any new
accident initiators. 'lherefore, they do not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

'I'he margin of safety is established through the design of the plant structures, systems and
components, the parameters within which the plant is operated, and the estabihhment of the
setpoints for the actuation of equipment relied upon to respond to a event. 'lhe proposed changes

. do not signlucantly impact the condition or perfonnance of structures, systems or components!

relied upon for accident mitigation. 'Ihe proposed changes do not impact any safety analysisI

assumptions. Therefore, they do not involve a signinennt reduction in a margin of safety.

3al3IhangcL2

| Not used.
j

JAL4fhangcL1
1. Does the change involve a significant lnercase in the probability or consequences of an

accident prerlausly evaluated?

Current Technical Specincation LCO 3.4.6.1 has been revised to only require two RCS leakage
detection systems to be Operable (i.e., the containment sump level alann system and either the
containment atmosphere particulate radioactivity monitor or the containment atmosphere
gaseous radioactivity monitor). Current Technical Specification Table 33-6, Item 2.a. has been

_

revised to require a minimum of one channel be operable for the gaseous or particulate activity
monitor. These proposed changes are acceptable, because the LCO continues to require
instruments of diverse monitoring principles to be Operable to provide a high degree of
nssurance that extremely small leaks are detected in time to allow actions to place the plant in a
safe condition, when RCS leakage indicates possible reactor coolant pressure boundary
degradation. Additionally, ITS 3.4.13 contains a Surveillance which requires a periodic
determination of RCS leakage; this Surveillance provides additional assurance that the integrity
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary is being maintained.

Failure of containment atmosphere radioactivity monitors is not an initiator of any analyzed
Reactor Coolant System leakage will still be adequately detected by the remaining

event.

instrumentation, the RCS inventory balance, and other instmmentation not required by this

CALVERT CLIFFS ImlTS 1 & 2 3 4-25 Revision $
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

Technical Specification (i.e., volume control tank level, pressurlier level; containment pressure,
containment temperature, and containment humidity). The change will not alter assumptions
relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not signincantly
affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

ne change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No
hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. De proposed change will
not introduce any new accident initiators. Herefore, the change does not create the possibility
of a new or difkrent kind of accident from any accident prevloissly evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

Cunent Technical Specification LCO 3.4.6.1 has been revised to only require two RCS leakage
detection systems to be operab.te (l.c., the containment sump level alarm system and either the
containment atmosphere particulate radioactivity monitor or the containment atmosphere
gaseous radioactivity monitor). Current Technical Specification Table 3.3 6, item 2.a. has been
revised to require a minimum of one channel be operable for the gaseous or particulate activity
monitors. Diverse methods of leck detectiw continue to be required by the Technical
Specification (onc containment sump monitor, one containment atmosphere radiation monitor,
and a periodic RCS inventory balance) which will assist in early detection of RCS leakage. In
nddition, other instrumentation which are part of'he plant design provide additional means for

j detecting RCS leakage. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a
; margin of safety.

|
| 3.4.14 Chanec L.2

1. Does the change involve a significant lucrease in the probability or cor. sequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time from seven days to 30 days when only
one RCS leakage detection instrument remains Operable. Failure of RCS leakage detection is
not an initiator of any analyzed event. One RCS leakage detection instrument remains operable

. during this period. Also, the Actions require that an RCS inventory balance or grab sample of
the containment atmosphere be performed once per 24 hours. These mechanisms, along with,

other methods (i.e., monitoring changes in volume control tank level and pressurizer level;
monitoring containment pressure, temperature and humidity; etc.) that are not part of the RCS
leak detection instrumentation Technical Specification, ensure that RCS leakage will be detected
while only one monitor remains Operable. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the
mitigation of an accident or transient, ne proposed change does not significantly affect
initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated? .

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time from seven days to 30 days when only
one RCS leakage detection instrument remains Operable. The change will not involve a

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3-4-26 Revision S
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RC$ Leakage Detection Instrumen
..

(m>
.

$URVtillANCE RIQUIR[MENTS (continued)

$URVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY,

(,4 (,l', R 3.4. 2 Perfore CHANNCL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the days
.V. A b raguiredcontainmentstaosphere

re
toactivity monitor.

|

q,g,g'$R3.4. Perfore CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the required months
3

containment sump

$R 3.4. 4 Perform CHANNEL CA T!0N o the required months /containment atmosphere radioactivity -

T d t.,, 4.3 2 *

2'A
s

_

SR 3. 15.5 Perfore CHANNE LIBRATION of the requi d (18]sonths [con nt cooler condensate f1 ate @

.

.
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RC$ teskage Detection Instrumentatiodnb8 3.4.

83.4 CTOR COOLANT SYSTDt (RCS) ,

8 3.4. RC$ Leakage Detection Instrumentation

BASIS

. . . .

BACKGROUND 0 of Aa6Mdix A trio cFR 50)(Ref. '1)' requires means
,

"

8e k' M.).slb ur e ENth[3Mkit [tegul -

| e

Guide 1.45 Uter. 2) describes acceptable methods for '

.
selecting leakage detection systems. j

Leakage detection systems must have the capability to detectI

significant reactor coolant pressure boundary
degradation as soon after occurrence as practic(RCPB)al to . -

minimize the potential for propagation to a cross fatture.

Thus|t proper evaluation of all unidentified LEAKAGE.an early indication or warning sinnel is necessary topers

Industry practice has shown that water flow changes of
W W le # 'aks % okiw 0.5 ppe to 1.0 gpa can readily be detected in contained
4 d.. 44 c4 c.id. J volumes by monitoring changes in water level. In flow rate,4i

i

or in the operating frequency of a kAKAGE'Thehontainment
ump.'har - M,

sump used to collect unidentified L Nm m - -t e u m --- r n u = .;.[is
-

a,.,.t u s % _n e --
/*jyl - 2*/ M fE N'2 N' hh - hhct# e r31,e m 3,4 ,;, detectir.gincreasesinunidentifiedLtkAGE.

O h .: Io,y, J The reactor coolant contains radioactivity that, whene,,)
* f'due Ajt,

monitoring instrumentation., Reactor coolant radioactivity
released to the containment can be detected by radiation

+

U c c/c /. fc 4, levels will be low during initial reactor startup and for a r_ _ _ _~'_
few weeks thereafter untti activated corros a= '.. - s nave Mt * 1'3 3
been formed and fission products appe a fuel element 'Q claddina e n or claddin acts. Instrumentsensitivittee o pct /ccGS arsevM
monitoring and #C1/ccm W-"="kfor oarticulate" Tor gaseo

3g morntering are tical for these leakage detection
systems. Radioactivity detection systems are included fo #~ # .5/
monitoring both particulate and gaseous activities. because-
of-their sensitivitles.and map 44 responses to RCS LEAKABE.

/ MbtAW q-l An increase in humidity of the containment atmosphe uld
1W. _tadicate alanse of water vapor to the containment

hofftaikab [sav f s n

-

(continued),

CE00 $TS 8 3.4-81 Rev1,04/07/g5
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32. The NRC requested additional justification for a change included in the markups of CTS
SR 4.10.5.2 for ITS 14.17. They also requested that the markups of CTS LCO 3.10.5.c for
ITS 3.4.17 be modined to accurately reDect the requirements of ITS 3.4.17. While resolving
these comments, numerous denciencies with the original submittal reguimg ITS 3.4.17 were
identined. To asolve these comments and issues, the following changes were required: 1)the
markups of CTS 3/4.10.5 for ITS 3.4.17 were revised to renect the current licensing bases;
2) DOCS LA.),IA.2, and A.2 were eliminated; 3) DOC A.3 was created tojustify changes to the
CTS; and 4) ITS 3.4.17 had to be revised to be consistent with the current licensing bases
(ITS 3.4.17 Comments 1 and 2).

,

|
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STE RCS Loops - MODES 4 and 5

3.4.17

3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.17 SpecialTestException(S1E)RCSLoops-MODES 4and5

LCO 3.4.17 The reactor coolant circulation requirements of LCO 3.4.6,
"RCS Loops-MODE 4 " !C0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops-MODE 5 Loops
Filled " and LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Not Filled" l

may be suspended during the time intervals required: 1) for,

local leak rate testing of containment penetration number 41 g
pursuant to the requirements of the Containment Leakage Rate.m n m,

Testing Programt and 2) to pennit maintenance on valves
l located in the comon shutdown cooling suction line or on the
; shutdown cooling flow control valve provided
|

| a. Xenon reactivity-is 5 0.1% Ak/k and is approaching
'

stability g

b. No operations are permitted which could cause reduction
of the RCS boron concentrationt

c. The charging pumps are deenergized and the charging flow
paths are closed; and

d. The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of LCO 3.1.1 is verified
every 8 hours.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A.. One or more- A.1 Suspend activities Inunediately
requirements of the being performed,under y
LCO not met, this STE.

CALVERT-CLIFFS.- UNITS.1 & 2 3.4.17 1 Revision Afr



STE RCS Loops - H0 DES 4 and 5

3.4.17

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.17.1 Verify xenon reactivity is tithin limits. Once within
I hour prior to
suspending the

l
reactor coolant ly
circulation
requirements of
LCO 3.4.6,.,_

LCO 3.4.7, and |y
LCO 3.4.8

SR 3.4.17.2 Verify charging pumps de-energized. 1 hour
_ _

SR 3.4.17.3 Verify charging flow paths isolated. 1 hour

.

'SR 3.4.17.4 Perform SR 3.1.1.1. 8 hours

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.17-2 Revision /r
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STERCSLoops-H0 DES 4and5|f
3.4.17

3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.17 bpecial Test Exception (S1E) RCS Loops - H0 DES 4 and 5

BASES

BACKGROUND This special test exception to LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops -
H0DE 4 " LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Filled," and S'
LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Not Filled" allows no
RCS or shutdown cooling (SDC) loops to be in operation
during the time intervals required: 1) for local leak rate y

_

testingofcontainmentpenetrationnumber41(shutdown
cooling); and 2) for maintenance on the comon shutdown S
cooling suction line or on the shutdown cooling-flow control
valve (CV-306).

APPLICABLE As described in LC0 3.0.7 coc11ance with Special Test
SAFETY ANALYSIS Exception LCOs is optional, and therefore no criteria of

10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) applies. Special Test Exception LCOs
provide flexibility to perform certain operations by
appropriately modifying requirements of other LCOs. A

discussion of the criteria satisfied for the other LCOs is
.provided in their respective Bases.

LC0 This LCO is provided to allow for the performance of testing
and maintenance in MODES 4 and 5 (normally after a
refueling),wherethecorecoolingrequirementsare
significantly different than after the core has been
operating. Without this LCO, plant operations would be held
bound to the normal operation LCOs for reactor coolant loops
and circulation (MODES 4 and 5), and the appropriate tests
or maintenance could not be performed in these MODES.

In MODES 4 and 5, operation is allowed under no flow
conditions provided the xenon reactivity is s 0.1%- Ak/k and
approaching stability, no operations are permitted which gcould cause reduction of boron concentration, the charging

CALVERT-CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.17-1 Revision $f
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STE RCS Loops - MODES 4 and 5 f
3.4.17

BASES

pumps are de-energized, the charging flow paths are
isolated, and the SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of LCO 3.1.1 I
is verified at least once per 8 hours. These limits along
with the Surveillances ensure no safety limits or fuel
design limits will be violated.

The exception is allowed even though there are no bounding|

safety analyses. These tests or maintenance are allowed.

|
--

since they are performed under close supervision during the
| test program and must stay within the requirements of the
,

LCO.
|
l

i

-APPLICABILITY The LCO ensures that while within this LCO the plant will
not be operated in any other MODE besides MODES 4 and 5
without forced circulation. This is because the MODES of
Applicability for this Specification are MODES 4 and 5.
This Specification allows testing and maintenance to be
performed on the SDC system while SDC is required to be
OPERABLE.

ACTIONS 6d

If one or more requirements of the LC0 are not met, all '
activities being performed under this STE must be
immediately suspended. These activities are local leak rate g
testing of the shutdown cooling penetration and maintenance
on valves in the shutdown cooling system. The Completion
Time to suspend these activities immediately ensures the
plant is not placed in an unanalyzed condition and prevents
exceeding the specified-acceptable fuel design limits.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.17.1
REQUIREMENTS

Xenon reactivity must be verified to be within limits once
within one hour prior to suspending the reactor coolant
circulation requirements of LC0 3.4.6, LCO 3.4.7, and g

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 8 3.4.17-2 Revisiongf



STERCSLoops-MODES 4and5lI
3.4.17

BASES

LC0 3.4.8. The frequency of once within one hour prior to
suspending the applicable RCS Loops LCO will ensure that the
xenon reactivity is within linilts and trending toward
stability prior to suspending forced flow cooling. This
will ensure no safety limits or fuel design limits will be
violated while testing or maintenance are being conducted.

SR 3.4.17.2 and SR 3.4.17.3

Verifying the charging pumps are de-energized and the
c //ging flow paths are isolated ensures that the major
source of a boron reduction is not available. These two
Surveillances support the requirement that no source be
available that could cause an RCS boron concentration
reduction. These SRs are required to be verified at a
frequency of one hour. The one hour frequency is sufficient
to ensure that these sources will not be available to cause
a reduction of the RCS boron concentration.

Subsequent perfonnance of these Surve111ances after the
initial verification that the charging pumps are de-
energized and the charging flow paths are isolated, may be
performed administratively.

LR, _L 4.17. 4

This SR requires that a SDM verification be performed in
accordance with SR 3.1.1.1 once per 8 hours. The nonnal
Frequency for these Surveillances is once per 24 hours. The S~
8 hour frequency reflects that no forced flow cooling t i
available and that the SDM should be verified more
frequently. The 8 hour frequency is sufficient to ensure
that the SDM remains within limits while under this STE.

5"

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.17-3 Revision 45-
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--

th M % d Es<<c b a 6 0 RC5 h.n m, ,m,,,.,,,o.,,
""-

tws- mecs 4..A r
LIMITIM C0WITION FOR OPERAi!0N 4 4,6, 3.4.7, ,J

L.cc ~~ 3. 4. 5
3'4'p 440d The react _ coolant circulation requirements of Specificattorr 3. . ,

all 'iaHBr woient pu,. ant stIUttsutt TUOTThDQq
|

,

ett testing o'%cen/UUFTNF thTTime Intervals worea al Tor inter 1Mt*
be e. g

its' nmenu nanatrattaa number 41 pursuant to the
requirements of tsnect"1 cat' on 4.n.1.2 Dand 2). to pemit maintenance on A ; ''

. valves located in common shutdown cooling suction line or on the g| shutdown cooling low trolwelpe-
aMh.sk,*ne n{CYA06)<pv,4 dedo m.7~e41-r - - .0 e,st' l.m , b.k. % th- 1.co ?..ot.n bcs, No operation use-diiO1'1Dn-17tliE'ggemitted-wflich-foui

Reactor Coolant System boron concentrationf and specifically, the
charging pumps shall be de. energized and'the charging flow paths

, gco 3, y, s)g shall be closed.

.a o s ..t. ) 44. The xenon reactivity is 10.1% ok/k and is approaching
stability, and pg

uo '+''' 8 74I The SWrDOWN MARGIN requirement of $ stification X.1.r]hisc.
v3rifjad at least nnre ner a heurs/w$on A'3 bA b 4,17 'I'

Creactof _cpelant puWre in operatifn.;p- shutgowfRoo#g%'

effilIA11LIII: N00t$ 4 and 5.

ACTION: With the requir.ements of the above soecification not tat < efied.suspend all operationsrinvolvi local leak rate testing of cent 'nmentGunwir
Vaaithon numoer 4Ti maintnce on valves located in the c n shutdown / A.,Han una. and

_ntenance on valve CV.306.

gg SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS
1'34,0 m

4, ir,. , rhe charoina mumss_sha'1 be verified de.enerairedland theM .-(cherg ng f' ow paths sha ll )e ver' fled closed _jat least once per hour.Ml1.3
:.10.3.2 The xenon reactivity shall be detemined to be 10.1% ok/k and

grt approaching stability within 1 hour prior to suspending reactor coolantcirculatio3 A,r?.I ., .. ,.. vs_, . , .

% 'I* "> b' 'l' ) %0 L
g.

(Yio e m.,a |: o5 *
l _. . -.
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fac'.or~ coolevitMLanfshut40Fn ee6TingM_ liMfdur' ng Welliniiliifervals reguliTI) for local ~Isa
inment penetr_gLion number 41 pursuant to the

requirements of JH119Lhtd.g@and 2) to pemit maintenance on
valves located common shutdown cooling suction line or on the

hshutdown cooling f1 co ,1 valv (CV406) y1 eds - sg~'t.-
.,

w g, gj7 b/. No operatins s' e Nte N i N oul'd cause utk M d D
Reactor Coolant System boron concentration, and specifically, the
chareing pw.ps shall be de energized and the charging flow pathsLC.c1 3. */, / 7. C- shallbeclosed,

g7 ,|> a F. The menon reactivity is a 0.1% Ak/k and is approaching
stability and

(to 3,4/. ' 7, d
The SMTDonal NARGIN requirement of Speciff eation 3.1.1.2 is )

'
c. /A.

ad_at least once per 8 hourf wh n *J 2.\or/coglant paga arean operetty_,yshupown pooli)g or5 & 1. 4. I 7,'/

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5.
'

ACTION: With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied.
-suspendalloperationsiinvomng

^

i leat rate ItThTTiconte.-..i A
cooli g suctionA fne.. mainte
.. ir.Ovn .. ,srA 1 on valves 1 ed in the n shut n iCV 306. _ pc -and ma nance on val

,

SR %
SURYtILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

I' 'N2
. _ _ _ .

4.lo.oriM charging ;" ps snaii os veriffYa ce-energriED and the
SQ

~5. 4. D .-@ing flow patns snan ne verifica closed)at least once per hour.
" . ;; . ", . The menon reactivity shall be detemined to be 5 0.1% Ak/k and

M approaching stability within 1 hour prior to suspending reactor coolant
circulatic3,4.1 % \

m;_s"sa m../wa s
, . ,. s - - %-sj %_

-
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~~

~
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|

DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.17 SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTION RCS LOOPS o MODES 4 AND 5

ADMINISTRATIVE CIIANGES
A.1 ne proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical |

Specifications, with no change of intent, to be consistent with NUREO 1432. As a result, '

the Techn! cal Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
infonnation may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREO 1432. Ilowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the

i

current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

_

!
A.2 Not used.

|

A.3 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.10.5 states: "The reactor coolant circulation - ;

requirements of Specification 3.4.1 may be suspended and all reactor coolant pumps and '

shutdown cooling pumps may be de energized. . ." Improved Technical Specification
LCO 3.4.17 simply states that the reactor coolant circulation requirements may be
suspended. This statement is equivalent to CTS LCO 3.10.5, because, whenever the reactor
coolant circulation requirements of the specified ITS LCOs are suspended, there are no
reactor coolant pumps or shutdown cooling pumps in operation. The method for removing
the pumps from service does not need to be addressed. This proposed change is
administrative; it does not change the intent of the CTS.

Additionally, CTS LCO 3.10 $.c states: "The SilUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of
Specification 3.1.1.2 is verified at least once per 8 hours when no shutdown cooling or
reactor coolant pumps are in operation." Section d ofITS LCO 3.4.17 simply states that the
SilUTDOWN MARGIN requirement must be verified every 8 hours. This statement is
equivalent to the statement in CTS LCO 3.10,5.c. The SilUTDOWN MARGIN is only
required to be verified at the increased frequency when the reactor coolant circulation
requirements of the specified LCOs are suspended (i.e., no shutdown cooling or reactor
coolant pumps are in operation). This proposed change is administrative; it does not change
the intent of the CTS.

TECllNICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None

TECllNICAL,CilANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECilNICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.) Not used.
|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.17-1 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.17 . SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTION RCS LOOPS . MODES 4 AND 5

LA.2 Not used.
|

i IA.3 Current Technical Specification 3.10.5 Action specifically lists the Actions (based on the'
LCO) to be suspended if the LCO is not met. *lhese specific Actions ' vill be moved to the
Bases, consistent with the movement of specific applications of the STE (see another^

movement of details discussion of change in this section). 'this is consistent with
NUREG 1432 philosophy to move specific details into the Bases. Any changes to the Bases
will be consistent with Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. 'the Bases Control
Program will ensure that changes to this requirement receives an appropriate review.

>

TECliNLCAL CilANG}:S . ITRS RESTRICTIVE

None

1
!

1

!

I

!

|

4

b

i

*

\

i

-
,

I
'

.

b

.
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3. 4

STE RCS Loops. MODES 4 an 5

6,4
3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.17 Special Test Exception (STE) RCS Qw - p(S 4 and 5
Ebh,' F?

Q tM) LCO 3.4.17 %e equirements of LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops MODE 4, LCO 3.4.7,
"RCS loops MODE 5, loops Filled"and LCO 3.4.8, "RCS loops-
MODE 5, loops Not Filled." may be sump:grovided: yb--

6.t'iS .Q. a. Xenon reactivity approaching stability;
.

-(3105.*)b. No operations are perniitsd which could cause reduction of the
RCS% g concentration' J g4

3.'~ e v e[s e.n s'

c_% ,y hlow& s t =}} * .Au ~
4,to. c.4 c. .

s va c-
6.Ic. S. c.) c( , Th. s OY 40 wI\/q uMM6Y c d o!

Ltc 3.1.1 I N ib, ujs" m uAPPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5 w v3 6 hout'

ACTIONS b
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLim0N TIME

A. kenon reactivity not withind A.1 Suspend activities being Immediately
limits - performed under this STE.

J ', OR

rations .urring
w 'ch could ca

redu tion of RC 'toron
(e tion.

,

,
4 Y" ~ * e .

rno r s r< q u.'tw u.NOru or

of. A Lc.o nob ma3.~-

PY| |
.

- .-
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INSERT 3,4.171

during the time latervals required: 1) for local leak rate testing of containment penetration number 41
pursuant to the requirements of the Containment Imkage Rate Testing Program; and 2) to permit
maintenance on valves located in the common shutdown cooling suction line or on the shutdown cooling
flow control valve (CV-306)

I

.
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'
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'2WJfrJ 3.4.17
e secv (d wi

r .-

(TS) SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTSreqvirenod M
_ 7-

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.17.1 Verify xenon reactivity is within limits, once within I hour /
priortosuspendmg 4

.l0.5. 2)
LCO 3.4.6, LCO 3.4.7,

,g,

.

SR 3.4.17.2 Verify charging pumps de energized.' Ibour
M.10 5.1)

SR 3.4.17.3 Verify charging flow paths isolated. Ibour
& to.c.1)

SR 3.4.17.4 OTE
'

On[requir to be ormed s no So/

) h(shbtdow coolin p is in ration.,g,
x _-

Perform SR 3.1.1.1. 8 hours
4

-

.

.

k

.
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TdS5d7 ' L 'l.II OC'M)
STE RCS Loops - MODES 4 and 5

B 3.4.17

1
D 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) ^

B 3.4.17 Special Test Exception (STE) RCS Loops - MODES 4 and 5

Bases
'

i

BACKGROUND This epocial test exception to LCO 3.4.6,"RCS 1. oops MODE
4;" LCO 3 A.7, "RCS loops-MODE 5, Imops Filled;" and 140

N~vi M b b
3 A.8, "RCS Loops-MODE 5, leo s (Jot Filled" allows p_oACS

q *- SDQoops.to be 'n vhile nin spesaltegC
'

i ,MN.b r y""' ')-o@orctatiqns, ohqain sce.Mesektiyit2 'nclu giocalleak b'

d for rate testing of contairunent penetration nT,nber 41 (shutdown f*
coolingand,Qmaintenance on the common sliutdown

-

Q[ coohng suTtIon line or on the shutdmvn cooling flow control valyc
(CV-306).

| APPLICABLE As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Special Test
i SAFETY ANALYSIS Exception LCOs is optional, and therefore no criteria of 10 CFR
| 50.36 (c)(2)(ii) apply. Special Test Exception LCOs provide
I

flexibility to perform certain operations by appropriately
modifying requirements of other LCOs. A discussion or the
criteria satisfied for the other LCOs is provided in their re*pective
' Bases.

LCO This LCO is provided to allow for the performance of testing and
maintenance in MODES 4 and 5 (normally during a refuehng
outagc), where the core cooling requirements are significantly
different thau after the core has been operating. Without this .
1 CO, plant operations would be held bound to the normal ')

operating LCOs for reactor coolant loops and circulation
(MODES 4 and 5), and the appropriate tests or maintenance
could not be performed in these MODES.

1

In MODES 4 and 5, operation is allowwi under no flow t

conditions provided the xenon reactivity is s 0.1% Ak/k and
i

approaching stability /$no operations are permitted which I D

could cause reduction of boron concentration, These limits along
,

with the Surveillances ensure . Jafety limits r fuel design limits
will be violated.

. ,~4 ~ , . m , ,, ~. ,. -
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STE-RCS Loops - MODES 4 and 5

B 3.4.17

BASES

-

| The exception is allowed evon though thue are no bounding
saf.:ty analyses. %ese tests or maintenance are allowed since

i they are performed under clooe supenision during the test
| program and must stay within the requirements of the LCO.

| .+ ..

I ~

f

.

| APPLICABILITY The LCO cast.res that while within this LCO the plant will not be
!

operated in any other MODE besides MODES 4 and $ without

forced circulation. This is because the MODES ofApplicability
for this Specification are MODES 4 and 5.1Fs Specification
allows testing and maicenance to be performed on tim SDC
system while SDC is required to be OPERADLR

- - -
.

ACT10NS M

}m.m.<~mJ)oneoernordif engnrc9ctivityis nojt vith imitjs tifope7ationsp
_ ._. .

(e v i, e e h curfinMh* cdd caG . .tetton m RCSmron c6ncentdition,
j

4 Lr o e all a'etivities being pe'rfonn
under this STE must t:oimmediat$lyg

~

sO

OO4 **}. suspended. nese activities @tavuidyd31ocalleak rate testing of y
the shutdown cooling penetration Gpmaintenance on val.ns in the
shutdown coaling system. The Completion Time to suspend these
activities immediately msures the plant is not placed in an
unanalyzed condition and prevents execeding the specified

-

t

acceptable fuel design limits.

~ ~ , -

k h d < coo k b
. SURVEILll.NCE SR 3 4.17.1

, o L {.| 3 FT
A

1

REQUIREMENTS
,

n We-eb ot
Xenon reactivity must be vc ficd to m 'n units once witidn
one hour prior to suspendin CO 3.4.6, LCO 3.4.7, and LCO
3,4.8. The frequency of once within one hour prior to suspending
th; appsmble RCS Loops LCO will ensure that the xenon -;

rer. M is within limits and trending toward stability prior to
suspendmg forced flow cooling. This will ensure no safety limits
or fuel design linuts will be violated while testing or mamtenance
are being conducted.

Fy Y
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STE-RCS I4 ops -MODES 4 and 5

B 3.4.17 i

- BASES

.

SR 3.4.17.2 and SR 3.4.17.3

Verifying the charging pumps are de mergized and the charging
flow paths are isolated ensures that the mahr source of a boron y
reduction is not available - %cse two Surveillandes support the
requirement that no source be available that could cause an RCS

boron concentration reduction. Dese SRs are required to be
wrified at a frequency ofone hour, ne one hour frequency is ,

sufficient to ensure that these sources will not be available to
,

| cause a reduction of the RCS boron concentration. -

|

Subsequent performance of these Surveillances after the initial

verification that the charging pumps are de-energized and the
charging flow paths are isolated, may be performed
administratively.

(
'

SR 3.4.17.4
,

his SR requires that a SDM verification be performed in

}5 _
accordance with SR 3.1.1.1 once per 8 hours. The normal

-

Frequency for these Surveillanc2@bonce per 24 hours. The 8
hour frequency reflects that no forced flow cooling is available
and that the SDM should be verified more frequently. The 8 hou
frequency is sufficient to ensure that the SDM remains within
limits while under this STE.

The SRis modified by,fa note. The note specifies that the S is-y requ to be per when no hutdown ling or S
1 is in tion. His res that th R frequ is not .

inct from i rmalinte untilall fon flow is -
opped.

6
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33. The NRC requested additionaljustification for Relocated Specifications based on not meeting
the four criteria in 10 CFR 50.36(2)(ii) for retention in the Calvert Cliffs Technical

- Specifkations. Discussion of Changes R.1, R.2, R.3, R.4, R.5, and R.6 were revised to provide
additionaljustification (ITS 3.4 Relocated Specific,tions Comment).
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS 3/4.4,7 - CHEMISTRY

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES

None

!
TECIINICAL CHANGES - MORE RNTRICTIVE
None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

R.1 Cur' rent Technical Specification 3/4.4.7 places limits on the oxygen, chloride and fluoride
content of the RCS to minimize corrosion. Minimizing corrosion of tne RCS reduces the
potential for RCS leakage or failure due to stress corrosion, and it ultimately ensures the-
structural integrity of the RCS. He chemistry monitoring activity serves a long term,

preventive rather than a mitigative purpose,,

a) Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.7 does not address installed instrumentation that is
used to detect and indicate in the control room a significant degradation of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary. Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.7 does not satisfy
Criterion 1.

b) Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.7 does address operating restrictions regarding
RCS water chemistry, llowever, these operating restrictions are not an initial condition
of a design basis accident or transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or

I

f
presents a challenp to the integrity of a fission product barrier. Current Technical
Specification 3/4.4./ does not satisfy Criterion 2.

c) While the water chemistry limits do protect the reactor coolant pressure boundary from
corrosion, this requirement is a long term preventive measure rather than a mitigative
function. He RCS water chemistry limits do not support a primary success path which
functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes
the failure of or presents a challerm to the integrity of a fission product barrier. Current
Technical Specification 3/4.4.7 does not satisfy Criterion 3.

d) The operating restrictions covered by CTS 3/4.4.7 have not been shown to be risk
significant to public health and safety by either operating experience or probabilistic
safety assessment. This was established in the Combustion Engineering Owner's Group
Criteria Application Report, CEN-355, issued in December 1987; which concluded the

RCS water chemistry limits were not a significant contributor to core damage frequency
and offsite releases. BGE has reviewed this evaluation, considers it applicable to Calvert
Cliffs, and concurs with the assessment. Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.7 does
not satisfy Criterion 4.

Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.7 does not satisfy any of the criteria of 10 CFR
50.36(c)(2)(ii). Thus, it will be relocated to the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM), a
licensee-controlled document. The TRM will be included in the Calvert Cliffs' UFSAR by
reference. Thus, any changes to this requirement, once it is relocated to the TRM, will be
made in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 CTS 3/4.4.7-1 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS 3/4A 9.2 - PRESSURIZER PRESSURE / TEMPERATURE LIMITS

ADMINISTRATIVE CIIANGES

None

IECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
None

TECHNICAL CHANGES - RFLOCATIONS

R.1 Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.9.2 places heatup and cooldown limits on pressurizer
temperature, as well as providing a limit regarding the maximum spray water temperature
difTerential. These limits are placed on the pressurizer to prevent non-ductile (i.e., brittle)
failure and ensure compatibility of operation with the fatigue analysis. Tne requirements are
consistent with those provided in ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,
Appendix 0. While the limits provided in CTS 3/4.4.9.2 do protect the pressurizer, the
passive functiom.1 integrity of the pressurizer is not maintained by activities of the operators
during plant operation. Pressurizer integrity is a design feature maintained by ASME Code

. design and component cyclic / transient limits imposed outside of the Technical
Specifications,

a) Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.9.2 does not address installed instrumentation that
is used to detect and indicate in the control room a significant degradation of the reactor

!
coolant pressure boundary. Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.9.2 does not satisfy
Criterion 1.

b) Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.9.' does address operating restrictions regarding2

pressurizer heatup and cooldown limits, and spray differential temperature. Ilowever,
these operating restrictions are not an initial condition of a design basis accident or
transient analysis that either assumet the failee of or presents a challenge to the
integrity of a fission product barrier. Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.9.2 does not I

4

satisfy Criterion 2.
.

c) The operating restrictions imposed by CTS 3/4.4.9.2 do not support a primary success
path which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that
either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product
barrier. Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.9.2 does not satisfy Criterion 3.

d) The operating restrictions covered by CTS 3/4.4.9.2 have not been shown to be risk
significant to public health and safety by either operating experience or probabilistic
safety assessment. This was established in the Combustion Engineering Owner's Group
Criteria Application Report, CEN-355, issued in December 1987; which concluded the
pressurizer pressure /temperattire limits were not a significant contributor to core damage
frequency and offsite releases. BGE has reviewed this evaluation, considers it applicable
to Calvert Cliffs,' and concurs with the assessment. Current- Technical
Specification 3/4.4.9.2 does not satisfy criterion 4.

Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.9.2 does not satisfy any of the criteria of 10 CFR
50.36(c)(2)(ii). Thus, it will be relocated to the TRM, a licensee-controlled document. 'Ihe

'CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 CTS 3/4.4.9.2-1 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
CTS 3/4.4.9.2 -- PRESSURIZER PRESSURF/ TEMPERATURE LIMITS

TRM will be included in the Calvert Cliffs' UFSAR by reference. Thus, any changes to this
rquirement, once it is relocated to the TRM, will be made in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

TECHNICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRIL7 LYE
None

.

: .. .+ . 5 s.-,

|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS 3/4.4.10.1 - STRUCTURAL INTEGRITWASME CODE CLASS 1. 2, & 3 COMPONENTS

_ .__

ADMINISTRATIVE CIIAMGEM
None

TECIINICAL CHANGES _J10RE RESIBICTIVE
None

TECIINICAL CHANGES - RELOCSUDES
R.1 Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.10.1 provides the inspection requirementa for the

ASME Code Class 1,2, and 3 componerts to ensure their structural integrity, ne inspection
prograrns for the ASME Code Class 1,2,:and 3, components ensure that the structural
integrity of these components will be maintained at an accepinble level throughout the life of
the plant. This Technical Specilication is directed toward prevention of component
degradation and continued long-term maintenance of acceptabic stmetural conditions, nese
requirements serve a long term preventive mther than a mitigative purpose.

<

a) Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.10.1 does not address installed instrumentation
that is used to detect and indicate in the control room a significant degradation of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary. Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.10.1 does not
satisfy Criterion 1.

b) Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.10.1 does not address a pr%.s vari.'..ble, design
feature, or operating restriction that is an initial condition of a design basis accident or
transient nnalysis that either aasumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the
integrity of a fission product barrier. Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.10.1 does not
satisfy Criterion 2.

!

I
,

c) The requiremects of CTS 3/4.4.10.1 do not support a primary success path which
functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes
the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. Current
Technical Specification 3/4.4.10.1 does not satisfy Criterion 3.

d) The requirements of CTS 3/4.4.10.1 have not been shown to be risk significam to public
health and safety by either operating experience or probabilistic safety assessment. This
was established in the Combustion Engineering Owner's Group Criteria Application

. Report, CEN-355, issued :in December 1987; which concluded the pressurizer
,

pressure / temperature limits were not a significant contributor to core damage frequency
[ and offsite releases. 'BGE has reviewed this evaluation, considers it applicable to Calvert!

; Cliffs, and concurs with the assessment. Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.101does
not satisfy Criterion 4.

Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.101 does not satisfy any of the criteria of 10 CFR
50.36(c)(2)(ii). Rus, it veill be relocated to the TRM, a licensee-controlled document. The
TRM will be included in the Calvert Cliffs' UFSAR by reference. Thus, any changes to this
requirement, once it is relocated to the TRM, will be made in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 h 2 CTS 3/4.4.10.1-1 R-vision 5
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DISCilSSION OF CHANGES
- CTS 3/4.4.1.1 - CORE BARREL MOVEMENT

- ADMIN 15TRAT1Y.I CIIANGES

None

TECHNICAL CilANGES - hiQRE RERTRICTIVE
None

IECHNICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

IL1 - Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.11 provides requirements to ensure early detection of
excessive com barrel movement ifit should occur. This Technical Specification is directed i

u d:s,, toward prevention of component degradation and continued long tmun_ maintenance.of |
acceptab!c structural conditions. These requirements serve a long term preventive rather
than a mitigative purpose,

a) Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.11 does not address instelled instrumentation that [
is used to detect and indicate in the control room a significant degradation of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary. Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.11 does not satisfy
Criterion 1.

b) Current Technical Specifiation 3/4.4.11 does not address a process variable, design
j feature, or operating restriction that is an initial condition of a design basis accident or

transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or prescuts a :halicnge to the
integrity of a fitsion product barrier. Current Tecimical Specification 3/4.4.11 does not,

| satisfy Criterion 2.

c) The requirements of CTS 3/4.4.11 do not support a primary success path which functions,

! or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumc . the failure
ofor presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier Current Technical
Specification 3/4.4.11 does not satisfy Criterion 3.

d) Core Barrel Movement is not considered to be a risk significant factor at Calvert Cliffs
to public health and safety by either operating experience or probabilistic safety
assessment.

Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.11 does not satisfy any of the criteria of 10 CFR
50.36(c)(2)(ii). Thus, it will be relocated to the TRM, a licensee. controlled document. The
TRM will be included in the Calvert Cliffs' UFSAR by reference. 'Ihus, any changes to this

_.

requirement, once it is relocated to the TRM, will be made in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MGVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

_

None
o

TECilNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None

h
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS 3/4.4.13 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM VENTS

"

ADMINISTRATIVE _QLMiGES
None

TECIINICaL_.CUANGES ,_MORE RESIBICTIYE
-

None

IECHNICAL CUANGES -3ELOCATFOE.S
R.1 Curre it Technical Specifwation T4.4.13 places Smits on the RCS vents. The RCS vents are

used to exhaust, from the scactor vessel, non-condensable gases arrd/or steam which could
inhibit naturai circeir6n core cooling flow fol;owing any event involving a loss of offsite
power and requhing long term cooling, such as a Loss of Coolant Accident, llowever, the
vents are not required to cperate to mihgate any design b'. sis accident or transient.

,
*,

| Opention of the vents is not assumed in the safety analysis. Operation of the vents is not
part of any primmy success path. It is au cperator action after the event has occurred, and it
is required only if there is indice. tion natural circulation is not occurring.

a) Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.13 does not address installed instrumentation that
is used to detect and indicate in the control room a signi0 cant degradation of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary. Current Technical Specification 3/4A.13 does not satir#y
Criterion 1,

b) Current Technical Specificatica 3/4A.13 does not address a process variable, design
j feature, or operating restriction that is an initial condition of a design basis accident or

transient analysis that either asscmes the failure of or presents a challenge to the
>

integrity of a fission product barrier. Current Technical Specification 3/4A.13 does not
satisfy Criterion 2.

c) The RCS vents do not support a primary success path which functions or actuates to
mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents
a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. Current Technical
Specification 3/4.4.13 does not satisfy Criterion 3.

d) The RCS vents have not been shown to be risk significant to public health and safety by
either operating experience or probabilistic safety assessment. This was established in
the Combustion Engineering Owner's Group Criteria Applicatic Report, CEN-355,
issued'in December 1987; which concluded the RCS vents wen: not a significant
contributor to core damage frequency and offsite releases. Baltimore Gas and Electric
Company has reviewed this evaluation, considers it applicable to Cahart Cliffs, and
concurs with the assessment. Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.13 doe. not satisfy
Criterion 4.

Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.13 does not satisfy any of the criteria of 10 CFR
50.36(c)(2)(ii). Thus, it will be relocated to the TRM, a licensee-controlled document. The
TRM will be included in the Calvert Cliffs' UFSAR by reference. Thus, any chanEes to this
requhement, once it is relocated to the TRM, will be made in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.'

~
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34. The NRC requested additionaljustificatien for excluding a specification regarding RCS primary
isolation valve leakage from the ITS. JFD 16 to Section 3.4 was revised to provide additional
justification (ITS 3 A Primpey isolation Valve Comment).

l
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

15.
Specification 3.4.12 (LTOP System) Applicability was changed from Mode 4 when any RCS
cold leg temperature is s 285'F, Mode 5, and Mode 6 when the reactor vessel head is on, to
Mode 3 with any RCS cold leg temperature is s 365'F (s 301*F for Unit 2) and Modes 4,5,
and 6. His change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs requirement to have the Pressurizer

Safety Valves and PORVs Operable in Modes 1 and 2, and Mode 3 with any RCS cold leg |
temperatures > 365'F (> 30l*F for Unit 2).- ne addition of the Note which exempts the LCO
when the RCS is vented to ;t 8 square inches allows the equipment for the LCO to not be
applicable when the reactce vessel head is off. Also, changes were made to the Actions
consistent with the changes made to the Applicability.

16. NUREG-1432 Specification 3.4.14 provides requirements for RCS pressure isolation valves.
ne Calvert Cliffs' ITS do not contain the requirements of this Specification, excent for the SR#

which tests the interlock that prevents the shutdown cooling system suction isolatiot. valves from
,.

opening at a specific pressure. His SR is currently addressed as CTS SR 4.5.2.e.1, and it has
,

'

been retained as ITS SR 3.5.2.9. Calvert Cliffs Unit Nos. I and 2 were licensed prior to 1979.
Neither unit has any specific requirements to individually leak test any pressure isolation valve.
Additionally, Calvert Cliffs was not identified by the NRC Event V order, dated April 20,1981,

_ as an older plant that was required to add a requirement for leak testing pressure isolation valves.
As described in the Calvert Cliffs' response to Generic Letter 87-06, " Periodic Verification of

j Leak Tight Integrity of Pressure Isolation Valves," dated July 7,1987, the pressure isolation
L valves are either; a) periodically tested in accordance with the requirements of ASME
f Section XI; b) periodically tested in acudance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J; or c) the
L pressure upstream of the valves (i.e., Sl 217,227, 237, and 247) is continuously monitored by

remote hdication in the control room. These activities ensure the valves are meeting their
pressure isolation function. Therefore, Calvert Cliffs does not need to add additional
requirements to the ITS to ensure these valves are leak tested.

17. Specification 3.4.15 (RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation) SR 3.4.15.2 Frequency is being
changed from 92 to 31 days. This change is consistent with the current Calvert Cliffs
Surveillance Frequency for the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor Channel
Functional Test.

18. Specification 3.4.16 (RCS Specific Activity) Required Action A.2 Completion Time to restore
i

the Dose Equivalent I-131 to within limits is being increased from 48 hours to 100 hours. This
change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

19.
A new Specification [ Specification 3.4.17, "Special Test Exception (STS) RCS Loops - Modes 4
and 5"] was added to Section 3.4. His new Specification is a Special Test Exception which
allows LCOs 3.4.6, 3.4.7, and 3.4.8 to be suspended while performing special tests or
maintenance (i.e., local leak rate testing on containment penetration 41, maintenance on valves
located in the common shutdown cooling line, or maintenance on the shutdown cooling flow
control valve). This Specification is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.
This i:hange also resulted in changing the title of Specification 3.4.16 to include Mode 2.

20. Not used.
|

21.
NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.9.3 requires the verification that the pressurizer heaters are capable of-
being powered by an emergency power supply. This surveillance does not exist in CTS 3/4.4.4.

CALV'ERT CLIFFS- UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-5 Revision 5
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I 35. Technical Specincation Task Force TSTF 153 modined the Note ofISTS LCO 3.4.5, Note 1 of
I

ISTS LCO 3.4.6 Notes I and 4 ofISTS LCO 3.4.7, and Note i ofISTS LCO 3.4.8. This TSTF
has been approved. Thus, :t was incorporated into the ITS. Unfortunately, the TSTF creates the
potential for an incorrect interpretation. It replaced various phrases in the notes with the phrase
"may not be in operation." This phrase could be misinterpreted to mean that the pumps cannot
be in operation. This was not the intent of the TSTF. The phrase "may not be in operation" was
replaced with the phrase "may be not in operation." The ISTS markups of Note I to ITS
LCO 3.4.5, Note 1 of ITS LCO 3.4.6, Notes I and 4 of ITS LCO 3.4.7, and Note 1 of ITS
LCO 3.4.8 were revised. These deviations are justined by JFD 37 to Section 3.4. Additionally,
the ISTS markup for the Bases of ITS 3.4.5 had to be revised to reDect the revised note; this
deviation isjustined by JFD 2 to Bases Section 3.4.

1
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RCS Loops - MODE 3
3.4.5

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
,

3.4.5 RCS Loops - MODE 3

LC0'3.4.5 Two RCS loops shall be OPERABLE and one RCS loop shall be in
operation.

..................--------- NOTES----------------------------
1. All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) may be not in operation 6

.for s 1 hour per 8 hour period and 5 2 houts per 8 hour
period for low flow testing, provided:

a. No operations are permitted that would cause
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

b. Core outlet temperature in maintained at least 10"F 5
below saturation temperature.

2. No RCP shall be started with any RCS cold leg
temperature s 365*F (Unit 1), s 301*F (Unit 2) unless:

1

a. The pressurizer water level is s 170 inches;

b. The pressurizer pressure is s 300 psia (Unit 1),
s 320 psia (Unit 2); and

f

[ c. The secondary water temperature of each steam
generator is s 30*F above the RCS temperature.i

......... .......____..... __..___ ..................__.....

APPLICABILITY: MODE 3.

t

.
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RCS Loops - MODE 4
3.4.6

3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.6 RCS Loops - HODE 4

LC0 3.4.6 Two loops consisting of any combination of RCC loops and
shutdown cooling (SDC) loops shall be OPERABLE and at least
one loop shall be in operation.

____....................-. NOTES----.....--.__----..__-___
1. All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) and SDC pumps may be |$I.

not in operation for s I hour per 8 hour period,
provided:

i

| a. No operations are permitted that would cause
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

b. Core _ outlet temperature is maintained at least- 10*F SI-

below saturation temperature.
!

2. No RCP shall be started with any RCS cold leg
-temperature s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301*F (Unit 2) unless:

,

a. Pressurizer water level is s 170 inches;

b. Pressurizer pressure is s 300 psia (Unit 1),
L .s 320 psia (Unit 2); and

c. -Secondary side water temperature in each steam
generator (SG) is s 30*F above each of the RCS cold
leg temperatures.

___....................____...________...__....._______ .__..

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4.

. .

L

i'

.

\e
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RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled
3.4.7

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.7 RCS Loops - MODE 5 Loops Filled

LC0 3.4.7 One shutdown cooling (SDC) loop shall be OPERABLE and in
operation, and either:

a. One additional SDC loop siall be OPERABLE; or

b. The secondary side water level of each steam generator,

(SG) shall be 2 -50 inches.

--------------------------- NOTES----------------------------
1. The SDC pump of the loop in operation may be not in T

operation for s 1 hour per 8 hour period provided:

, a. No operations are permitted that would cause
! reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10 F 5-
below saturation temperature.

2. One required SDC loop may be inoperable for up to
2 hours for surveillance testing provided that the other
SDC loop is OPERABLE and in operation.

3. No reactor coolant pump (RCP) shall be started with any
RCS cold leg temperature s 365*F (Unit 1), s 301*F
(Unit 2)unless:

a. The pressurizer water level is s 170 inches;
b. Pressurizer pressure is s 300 psia (Unit 1),

s 320 psia (Unit 2); and

c. The secondary side water temperature in each SG is
s 30*F above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

4. All SDC loops may be not in operation during planned
heatup to MODE 4 when at least one RCS loop is in
operation.

..............._______..-_...... ______________________......
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RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
3.4.8

3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.8 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled

LCO 3.4.8 Two shutdown cooling (SDC) loops shall be OPERABLE and one
SDC loop shall be in operation.

..........................-NOTES----.-----..------.-.-.----.
1. All SDC pumps may be not in operation for s 15 minutes 6

when switching from one loop to another provided:- r

a. The core outlet temperature is maintained at least 5
10*F below saturation temperature;

b. No operations are permitted that would cause a
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

, c. No draining operations to further reduce the RCS
! water volume are permitted.

2. Ona SDC loop may be inoperable for s 2 hours for
surveillance testing provided the other SDC leap is
OPERABLE and in operation.

....................__..................................__... -

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with RCS loops not filled.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One SDC loop A.1 Initiate action to Immediately
inoperable, restore SDC loop to

OPERABLE status.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.8-1 Revisiongg
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RCS Loops - MODE 3

B 3.4.5

BASES

RCS Loops - MODE 3 satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criterion 3.

-LC0 The purpose of this LC0 is to require two RCS loops to be
available for heat removal, thus providing redundancy. The
LC0 requires the two loops to be OPERABLE with the intent of
requiring both SGs to be capable (> -50 inches water level) ~

of transferring heat from the reactor coolant at a
controlled rate.- Forced reactor coolant flow is the
required way to transport heat, although natural circulation
flow provides adequate removal. A minimum of one running
RCP meets the LCO requirement for one loop in operation.

,

Note 1 permits a limited period of operation without RCPs.
All RCPs may be not in operation for 51 hour per 8 hour 5
period and s 2 hours per 8 hour period for low flow
testing. This means that natural circulation has been
established. When in natural circulation, a reduction in
boron concentration is prohibited because an even
concentration distribution throughout the RCS cannot be
ensured. Core outlet temperature is to be maintained at
least 10'F below the saturation temperature so that no vapor
bubble may form and possibly cause a natural circulation
flow obstruction.

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, it is sometimes necessary to stop all
RCPs or shutdown cooling (SDC) pump forced circulation
(e.g., to change operation from one SDC train to the other,
to perform surveillance or startup testing, to perform the
transition to and from SDC System cooling, or to avoid
operation below the RCP minimum net positive suction head
limit). The time period is acceptable because natural
circulation is adequate for heat removal and the reactor
coolant temperature can be maintained subcooled.

CALVERT-CLIFFS - UNITS.1 & 2 B 3.4.5-2 Revision #5
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RCS Loops-HODE 3
3.4.5

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.5 - RCS Loops-MODE 3

'

.4.t.hC0 - 3.4.5 Two)(RCS loops shall be OPERABLE and one RCS loop shall ben operation. f+- . . .. .

_ NOTE---- I b
hAllreactorcoolan

... . .. . - ...

pumps may seen-aaadited for s 1 hour gg 4.(;.s .per 8 hour period provided /
a. No operations are pomi ed that would cause reduction

of the RCS boron concen ration; and
,

u, _ ,, - . ,

b. Core outlet temperatu is maintained at least 10*F
,_

below saturation temp rature._ mmeer
-----~~ ---~~~----- --~~- - - ~ ~ - " - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - Leo AWG E-

APPLICABILITY: MODE 3. *~ ^ W* ~

e .
| ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION- COMPLETION TIME

A. Oct required RCS loop A.1 Restore required RCS 72 hoursnoperable. loop to OPERABLE

(Acre. a
3A .t. 4. status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 4. 12 hoursassociated Completion3AL Time of Condition A^ * * " not ret.
.

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 4
3.4.6

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
j

3.4.6 RCS Loops-MODE 4

leo 4
(3. 4.la) LC03.4.6- Two loeps r t:N consisting of an combination of RCS hloops and shutdown cooling (

shall be OPERABLEand at least one loop e in._ hall be in operation.c
k n d sq g

NOTES------ ---..._ _ _ _ . - - -
'

O/2*'4 M 1.
All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) hour periodandSDCpumpsmay(S'TSf8* /S 3

-

descersizee for 51 hour per 8 , provided:

3 4.1.3 ~ No operations are permitted that would causea.

Agiwq @ reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and :~
A
5L1b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10'F

below saturation temperature.

2. No RCP shall be started with any RCS cold leg 365 # )iioi GA 8:temperature s ta4[}'F unless: O,

.'b' Pressurizer water level is q:.ar @
a.9

hW. Secondary side water temperature in each steam
generator (SG) is +tt90}'F abo e each of the RCS
cold leg temperatures- 63o O

t
'

pfr<m,:. u pre m ,,. u a ''* " " I" * O u JL @
:, . : . = _ v , .

b.

%3EY93 LAPPLICABILITY: MODE 4. g

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

34,l.3 A. One required RCS loop A.'
A*4 " " inoperable. Initiate action to immediately

restore a second loop
Ni2

e t; .6 to OPERABLE
status.

Two SDC
inoperable.

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops fillW
3.4.7

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.7 RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops' Filled

One shutdown cooling (SDC)Siiiit shall be OPERABLE and in@A13) LC0 3.4.7
operation, and either:

N Alh a. One additional SDC shall be OPElhWLE; or gusw b. The secondary side wate_rJaval of =Jch'(SC) shall beamnar e-foPN _ steam generator Cse tA."1
o*e a \ -

- La if+&. ~ ,
.-

-

7*t-ft'-/53. . _ . - N0TES - -.
" " 1. The SDC pumptof_theAceit in operation ma/S

gewersees for s I hour per 8 hour pertoa provt
'

(3A.13-
:

No operations are persitted that would causea.

reduction of the RCS baron concentration; and
b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10'F

below saturat erature.
NEv/ 2. One required SDC may be inoperable for up to5 , p g1

2 hours for surveillance testing provided that the other
BLE and in operation. g .g %

b o c. 1,. t, SDC

3. No reactor co t pump (RCP) shall be started with M
' '" RCS cold leg temper ures y

- - - - -

1AM unless:
k n U"'*O 366.a t)

N W ~ * D)
The pressurizer water level is~.e 46$3%; era.

The secondary side water temperature in eac ~

" "0^'"T above each of the RCS cold le JUM3 hempe tures. g ,w

#N 4. A CSoc M,"1 may b --- o fan operation during
planned heatup to MODE 4 when at least or.e RCS loop is0" L. t in operattor..

k, Nu i"' r'u S*'E b d--
_~.

.-

a g
APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with RCS loops filled.

CEOG STS 3.4-13
Rev 1. 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
3.4.8

4m>
3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.8 RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loo s Not Filled

loop (h h(SA.thc0 3.4.8 Two shutdown coolino (SDC) DE9fs shall be OPERABLE and one'7 SDC uda shall be In operation. a
Q2/ I/dg ' ^Op *en efanfron,

1. All SDC puC BayChe4e-enarnim for g l$ minutes when-
7117.)$'3 PMTES._ _ ... -- - - -

switching f.ve one to another provided:
<3A.Ii3.b*\/ a. he core outle emperature is maintained

,

low saturation temperature; M '

O' @ d '

4 ,u /d
b. No operations are permitted that would cause a

reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and
! c. No draining operations to further reduce the RCSi

water volume are permitted.

NEW 2. One SDC may be inoperable for s 2 hours fe leo b
% surveillance testing provided the other SDC isM'4'I OPERABLE and in operation.b*:. L.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with RCS loops not filled.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIREDACTION COMPLETION TIME

3A I1 A. One SDC A! Initiate action to InnedtatelyAdoa * inoperable, restore SDC to
OPERABLE status, g

(continued)

CEOG STS 3.4-16 Rev 1. 04/07/95
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3A - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM I

|
1

37.
TSTF-153 revised the Notes for the RCS loops, which provide exceptions to the requirements for |,

requinA pumps to be in operation, in revising the Notes, TSTF-153 created the possibility for
{misinterpretation. As a result of TSTF-153, the Notes were revised as follows.
;

Note to NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.5 |
1

"All reactor coolant pumps may not be in operation t' r s I hour per 8 hour period,o
provided . . .".

Note 1 of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.6

"All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) and SDC pumppaymot_ be in operation for s I hour per 8
hour period, provided. . . ". ' ' -

Note 1 of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.7

"The SDC pump of the train in operation may not be in operation s I hour per 8 hour period,
provided . . .".

Note 4 of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.7

"All SDC trains may not be in operation during planned heatup to MODE 4 when at least one
RCS loop is in operation."

Note 1 of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.8

"All SDC pump; may not be in operation for s 15 minutc when switching from one train to
another provided . . .".

The justification for TSTF-153 describes that this change is necessary to climinate ambiguity
that could lead to errors or improper enforcement, llowever, this change can now lead to a
misinterpietation of the allowance of the Notes. Specifically, the Notes can now be interpreted
as requiring the requirci loop or train to not be in operation for the specified periods; i.e., it must
be taken out of operation. The intent of the Notes (as described in the associated Bases) is to
allow (but not require) the required loop to not be in operation for the specified periods.
Therefore, for consistency with the original intent and to avoid imprope enforcement, the Notes
have been revised by replacing the phrase "not be in operation" with the phrase "be not in
operation." These revisions make the Notes consistent with the ACTIONS, which use the phrase
"not in operation" to describe when the loop is not operating.

A generic change has been proposed with this correction to TSTF-153.

38. NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.13.1 provides the requirements for verifying RCS operational leakage is
within limits, it contains the following note in the surveillance column: "Not required to be
pei ormed in Mode 3 or 4 until 12 hours of steady state operation." This Note was deleted from

'

ITS SR 3.4.13.1 in order to maintain consistency with the current licensing basis. Current
Technical Specification SR 4.4.6.2.c requires RCS leakage to be detennined at least once per 72

.

hours during steady state operation . . ." This proposed deviation will require the initial 1

CALVERT CLIFFS-UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-11 Revision 5
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|RCS Loops-MODES 3
8 3.4.5

BASES (continued)

h
LCO

The purpose of this LCO is to requirebtwo
arallable for heat removal, thus providing[ dundancy.loops to be

LCO requires theattwo 1 oops to be OPERAB with the intentThe
of requiring both SGs}^to be capable (d
transferring heat from the reactor co4%nt at a controlledwater level) ofk n at ''' rate.

Forced reactor coolant flow is the required way totransport heat
althou$ntmum of one runninh natural circulattan flow prfvidesNY~08 8 '*M'" adequate remova,l. Am

'
LCO requirement for one loop in operation.g RCP meets the -

,,,,,,_g,,,
.The Hot

permits a limited period of operation wi hout RCPs. hAll RCPs mawt woe .u. ee..P for s 1 hour per 8 hour peri
This means that natural circulation has been established.When in natural circulation, a reduction in boron ,nj f 2 6

concentration is prohibited because an even concentration pu t b.,

distribution throughout the RCS cannot he ensured. p,#ot C,
Core d

outlet temperature is to be maintained at least 10*F belowthe saturation temperature so that no vapor bubble may form' 4g a p,se .yT
and possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction..

In MODES 3, 4, and 5
RCPsorshutdowncooling(SDC)pumpforcedcirculationit is sometimes necessary to stop all
(e.g., to change operation from one SDC train to the other,
to perform surveillance or startup testing, to perform the
transition to and from SDC System cooling or to avoid
operationbelowtheRCPminimum~netpositlvesuctionhead
limit). The time period is acceptable because natural nJ

Icirculation is adequate for heat removal,-or- the reactor
coolant temperature can be maintained subcooled M i;..,,s+rti'h;;;;, ''-" * r; - act M t, n..L .'. ; . ...; .w,4. gusf # @Sco BMd
An_ OPERABLE sists of at least one R grpeunnb '

(foret
flow Is heat transeorb and an SG t at

'3hOPERABLE in. sccorc
ance with the Steam Generator Tube Survet lance

Program. An RCP is OPERABLE if it is capable of being
powered and is able to provide forced flow if required, fEMGf,E

.

APPLICABILITY
In MODE 3.- the heat load is lower than at power; therefore,
one RCS loop in operation is adequate for transport and heatremoval. A second RCS loop is required to be OPERA 8tE but
not in operation for redundant heat removal capability.

Operation in other MODES is covered 6y:

.

(continued)

CEOG STS- B 3.4-22 Rev1,04/07/95
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| 36.- Combustion Engineering Owners Group (CEOG) .109 has not received NRC apprcM. Thus,
the deviations proposed by the CEOG were provided with a plant specific justification.,

Justification for Deviations 28 and 29 to Bases Section 3.4 were added to provide the plant-
specific justification for the deviations to the ISTS Bases. Additionally, while resolving this

-issue, it was discovered that a deviation was made to the ISTS Bases in the Bases for lTS 3.4.6

-without a justification being identified. This issue was corrected; the proposed deviation is
_

justifiert by JFD 6 to 13ases Section 3.4.

,

4

4

I
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RCS Loops-MODE 4

B,3.4,.6

BASES

,

LCO
forced flow to' the SDC heat exchanger
pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable (s). RCPs and SDC(contiaued)
are able to provide flow if required. of being p9wered and

APPLICABILkTY In MODE 4,'this LC0 applies because it is possible to remove
core decay heat and to provide proper boron sixing with
either the RCS loops and SGs or the SDC System. r "'*r' & ti,-' ^

j
Operation in other MODES is covered by:

.

LCO 3.4.4, 'RCS Loops-MODES I and 2';
LCO 3.4.5, 'RCS Loops-MODE 3';
LCO 3.4.7, 'RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled";
LCO 3.4.8, 'RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled';
LCO 3.9.4, ' Shutdown Coo 11'

Circulation-Hi h(Water Level" (MODE 6); and'SOC)andCoolant

LCO 3.9.5. ' Shutdown Coolin

1(14ter Level" (M00E 6).
SOC) and Coolant*

Circulation-L

ACTIONS Ad

* od e* 8K If only. one required RCS loopw3DCJeaub islPEPMLE and,
e

in operatiog,. redundancy for heat removal is lost. Actionio.p are
must De initiated tamediately to restore a second loop ee h4*e4a to OPERABLE status.

i gg
The immediate Completion Time

reflects the importance of maintaining the availability oftwo paths for decay heat removal.
. y ]]

Ad lo w #"

red @undancyforheatremovalislost.
If one required 500 is OPE LE nd in operatt Y

he ant must beplaced in MODE 5 within the next 24 ours. Placing the
plant in MODE 5 is a conservative a ton ith regard to
decay heat removal. With only one DC OPERABLE,redundancy for decay heat removal
of a loss of the remaining 50C s lost and, in the event

it would be safer to
initiate that loss from MODE 5 ($ 200'F) rather than MODE 4
( 00'F to<300'F). The Completion Time of 24 hours is1

r asonab11 , based on operating experience, to reach MODE 5
#

gw.J wa s

~
(continued)
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DISCUSSION OF BASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432'

SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

23. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the General Design Criteria in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix At
Calvert Cliffs is committed to the draft General Design Criteria. Therefore, the Criteria in thei

draft General Design Criteria, where applicable, were referenced in the Technical Specification
Bases.

.

24. Bases statements which refer to the CFR or the Standard Review Plan as the source of offsite
dose or other accident analysh acceptance criteria are changed to reference the Calvert Cliffs
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. Plant specific acceptance criteria for Calvert Cliffs are

approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and stated in the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report. De CFR contains the maximum allowable limits, not plant-specific limits
which are typically more conservative. Calvert Clifts is not committed to the Standard Review

s

. Plan and, therefore, the current licensing basis may not be the Standard Review Plan values.

25. NUREG 1432 B 3.4.12 SR 3.4.12.1 Section allows an alternate method of LTOP control to be
.

employed using at least two independent means to prevent in.lection into the RCS such that a
i single failure or single action will not result in an injection into the RCS it allows this to be

accomplished through the pump control switch being placed in pull to lock and at least one valve
in the discharge flow path being closed. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.12.1 Bases
will allow verification that the IIPSI pumps will not inject into the RCS by verifying their
discharge valves are locked shut. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs design and
current licensing basis.

I

26. The Actions for NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.1 were modified to reflect the Action requirements of;

, CTS 3.1.5 for RCS cold leg ter..perature not being within limits. The Action for CTS 3.1.5
| requires the restoration of RCS coM leg temperature to within limits, or Thermal Power be
i reduced to less than 5% of Rated Thennal Power (i.e., Mode 2). The Action for CTS 3.1.5 is the
j same regardless of which parameter (i.e., pressurizer pressure, RCS flow rate, or RCS cold leg'

temperature) is out of limits, Thus, Action A of ITS 3.4.1 provides the requirements for
restoration of the parameter, and Action B ofITS 3.4.1 provides the requirements for exiting the
mode of applicability in the event the parameter cannot be restored to within limits within two
hours.

27. The Bases for NUREG-1432 LCO 3,4.5 state, "An OPERABLE loop consists of at least one
RCP providing forced flow for heat' transfer and . . . ." This statement is not consistent with the
requirements of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.5. NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.5 requires (twol RCS loops
to be OPERABLE and one RCS loop to be in operation. The LCO only requires one loop to be
providing forced circulation; the second loop only needs to bo capable of providing forced
circulation. Improved Technical Specification LCO 3.4.5 requires two RCS loops to be
Operable and one RCS loop to be in operation. This is consistent with CTS LCO 3.4.1.2. Thus,

*

the Bases for ITS LCO 3.4.5 have been revised to state, "An OPERABLE RCS loop consists of
at least one OPERABLE RCP and . . . ." In addition to this plant-specific justification, this
deviation is being addressed as TSTF-177.

28. Condition A of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.6 applies when one required RCS loop is inoperable and
two SDC trains are inoperable. The Bases for Action A.1 of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.6 state: "If
only one required RCS loop or SDC train is OPERABLE and in operation, redundancy for heat
removal is lost." The discussion in the NUREG-1432 Bases is inconsistent with the Condition.;

Action A.1 of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.6 only applies when one RCS loop and two SDC trains are
>

CALVERT CLIFFS-UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-3 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF OASES DEVIAT?.ONS FROM NUREG 1432 i
i

SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM |
.

inoperable (i.e., only an RCS loop is operable). The NUREG 1432 Bases for Action A.I of LCO
3.4.6 state that the action is required to be met whenever an RCS loop is inoperable or an SDC
train is inoperable. The NUREG 1432 Bases for Action A.1 of LCO 3.4.6 is incorrect. Thus, in
the ITS, the Bases for Action A.I of LCO 3.4.6 has been revised to be consistent with Condition
A ofITS LCO 3.4.6. The Bases for Action A.1 ofITS 3.4.6 state: "If only one required RCS
loop is OPERABLE and in operation and no SDC loops are OPERABLE, redundancy for heat
removal is lost."

29. Condition B of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.6 applies when one required SDC train is inoperable and
two RCS loops are inoperable. The Bases for Action B.1 of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.6 state: "If
only one required SDC train is Operable and in operation, ret undancy for heat removal is lost."i

The NUREG 1432 Bases discussion is inconsistent with the applicable Condition. Action B.1 of
NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.6 only applies when one SDC train and two RCS loops are inoperable

.

(i.e., only an SDC train is operable). The NUREG 1d32 Bases for Action B.1 of LCO 3.4.6 state
j that the action is required to be met whenever ,ne required SDC loop is inoperable. The
; NUREG-1432 Bases for Action A.1 of LCO 3.4.6 is incorrect. Thus, in the ITS, the Bases for'

Action B.) of LCO 3.4.6 has been revised to be consistent with Condition B ofITS LCO 3.4.6.
The Bases for Action B.I ofITS 3.4.6 state: "If one required SDC loop is OPERABLE and in,

operation and no RCS loops are OPERABLE, redundancy for heat removal is lost."

1 30. The Bases for NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.13.1 states: "A note under the frequency column states that
this SR is required to be performed during steady state operation." This discussion is not
consistent with the Note contained in the frequency column fo- SR 3.4.13.1. The Note states:
"Only required to be performed during steady state operation." Thus, in the Bases for ITS

*

SR 3.4.13.1, the discussion of the Note has been revised to be consistent with the Note contained
in the frequ:ncy column for ITS SR 3.4.13.1.

t
y

i

i

d

1

5
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37. While tcsolving NRC questions regarding ITS 3.4.14, it was discovered that the markups of
Action b of CTS LCO 3.4.6.1 for ITS 3.4.14 did not accurately reflect the changes made to
convert to ITS 3.4.14. The CTS markups were revised to denote the changes, and DOC L.3 for
ITS 3.4.14 and its associated NSilC were revised tojustify the changes,
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sp.6b 3.4.14

@
_1,4 -4/4,4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTE

-B/4,4,4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTDLLC'."4:3 A li i

haceDetectionSysTems].

LINITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
lao - -

34'g4 h4tet The following Reactor Coolant System Leakage Detection Systems
shall be OP BLE:-

' b /. ntainment Atmosphere Particulate Radioactivity Monitork -
~' '

System, or t L.I
TNI'ontainmentSump'LevelAlatzSystem,andl4. W.
ou

f. A'Containmer.t Atmosphere Gaseous Radioactivity MonitorE; SM
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. T NM- - - [

''

ACTION: LCo 3.o.4 ang.) g k,W {'p
i

_ _

g '^ 4 a. With only two of th above requirco Leskave uctemon aysi; ems 7
OPERABLE, operatt may continue for up to 30 s provided grab-(I" S y Lyh samples of the ntainment atmosphere are obt ned and analyzed A. 3-.g, s g_ at least one er 24 hours when either the quired Gaseous or
Particulat adioactivity Monitoring Syst is inoperable:

Nep. M % L () othervi be in at least HOT STAND 8Y wi n the next 6 hours and jP'

%_C SHUTDOWN within the following 0 hours.j
~ '

, - %J With oniy one of the above required Leakage Detection Systems
0PERABLE, operation may continue for up to da providedthatifA .n

x. m .t 4 zo.r~ ' %| Grab samples of the containment atmospher re obtained and L..3
k.1d s)

O'd'% l., analyzed at least once per our,

iE / L,4f / % The Reactor Coolant System r inventory balance of.fh 3-
,

-

Surveillance Requirement (AK 'L4.r3 D'.4.0.2.c is performed at least once
g, g 7 /. per 24 hours.

_ ,

@l' 2 ; 6therw[se be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in"

COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.
. jfde
( C

J;'I'p,. b. m op:nk bd & *' LC* 3**'3 ##
-,

o n. .s. , ,,

0

\
CALVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 4 17 Amendment No.188 m.- 4t-- x _ . - ~x. . . . --.
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bpec8.cedeo4 ''5. 4. t 4

t

'

,.s - N-. C.0- ,,,,oq
3,4, g 4 1/' ' M REACTOR C0OLANT SYSTgiUS."

hoeDetectionSystem]s
'

<

LIMITING cow ! TION FOR OPERATIONLCO
y,g $r4r0-t The following Reactor Coolantg, ,Leakage Detection Systemsshall be LE: J 'T er,

b. onta sphere Particulate Radioactivity Monitoring
Sys

L.('

c4. neent Sump Level Alaru System, and

/. t inment Atmosphere Gaseous Radicactivity Monitoring $ M,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. - hoPr -%-
^

LC.O 3.09 4 ~1 a pP .cc.htel
ACTION:

. _- _y,

A@g a7WiWonly two of t e above requi d Leakage Detectio SyM
,AIPERABLE,oper n may conti for up to 30 day rovided grabg p*' g'P la*P samples of containnent sphere are obtal dandan4Wzedat least e per 24 hcur hen either the re tred Gase or / A'3' N'I b'

Particu e Radioactivi Monitoring Syst s inopera- :
( C. g, s..lDa f% otherpse be in at 1 t NOT STANDBY wit the next hours / d)i n.,p , y (infdLD5NUTDOWNwi in the following hours. f

v,, 'h ] %.[With only one of the above required Leakage etection Systems L,2f,
+

,< t.r.3 / OPERABLE,operationmaycontinueforupto da t.Lrovided that:,
sot

( A.7 4(y.]s ,,,1'.(Grab samples of the containment atmospher e%tainedand b.3' -Tar.alyzed at least once per urs --
j. . . . _ ,

p

k[l1 # he Reactor Coolant System ' inventory balance of-~J Survelliance Requirement '.".?.0.c is performed at least once
-

- per 24 hours. S pg 5.4.13 I
A[A m (Otherwise be in at least NOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and

Q in COLD $NUTDOWN p Q th @ N nr w khnoh k\

A. l 8 ng 3,0

- Q ''- (Q v|ceh cohre

acs vaan 3 tfCC. t &r<-( 3A.< ~ _ ._

%u oe ma lc.cra,
W~de,si~p [gg3 6 d' agg - Y

,

LVERT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 3/4 4 17 An,endment No.165 |

- - _ _.

,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
- SECTION 3A.14 - RCS LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

increases the allowed outage time from 7 days to 30 days. This change is acceptable because
one other leakage detection system remains available along with_ required contingency
actions. These Actions include performing an RCS inventory belance or taking grab samples
of the containment atmosphere once per 24 hours. These methods, along with other
instrumentation (i.e., containment temperature, pressure, and humidity; and pressurizer and
volume control tank level) ensure that RCS leakage is adequately detected. His change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.3 - In the event only one of the required RCS leakage detection % stems is operable, Action b of
CTS 3.4.6.1 permits the plant to continue to operate provided grab samples of the
containment atmosphere are obtained and analyzed periodically, and an RCS water inventory
balance is performed in accordance with CTS SR 4.4.6.2.c at an increased frequency, in the
event the Containment Sump Level Alann System is inoperable (i.e., only the Containment
Atmosphere Radioactivity Monitoring System is operable), Action A ofITS 3.4.14 permits
continued operation of the plant provided an RCS water inventory balance is performed in
accordance with ITS SR 3.4.13.1 at an increased frequency, in the event the Containment
Atmosphere Radioactivity Monitoring System is inoperable (i.e., only the Containment
Sump Level Alarm System is operable), Action B ofITS 3.4.14 permits continued operation
of the plant provided a grab sample of the containment atmosphere is performed
periodically, or an RCS water inventory balance is performed at an increased frequency.
Action b of CTS 3.4.6.1 has been revised to reflect Actions A and B ofITS 3.4.14. Action b
of CTS 3.4.6.1 has been revised to require: a) only one contingency action to be performed
(either periodic grab samples or RCS inventory balance) when the Containment Atmosphere
Radioactivity Monitoring System is inoperable; and b) only an RCS inventory balance to be
conducted at an increased frequency in the event the Containment Sump Level Alarm
System is inope.able. These proposed changes are acceptablt because: a) one of the RCS
leakage detection systems remains Operable; b) other instrumentation not required to be
operable by the specification will be available to detect F,CS leakage (e.g., volume control
tank icvel, pressurizer level, containment pressure, contaimnent temperature, containment
humidity); and c) the required compensatory measure provides added confidence that RCS
leakage will be identified in a timely manner. In addition to thejustification provided above,
the proposed change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

L.4 Current Technical Specification 3.4.6.1 Action b requires grab samples of the containment
atmosphere to be analyzed once per 12 hours when used as contingency actions when only
one RCS leakage detection system remains Operable, improved Technical
Specification 3.4.14 decreases the Frequency for the performance of this action to once every
24 hours. This change is acceptable because the 24-hour interval provides results that are
adequate to detect leakage. Also, the 24-hour interval is adequate because one remaining
RCS leakage detection instrument remains Operable along with other methods
(i.e., containment temperature, pressure, and humidity; and pressurizer and volume control
tank level) to adequately detect RCS leakage. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.5 Improved Technical Specification 3.4.14 adds an LCO 3.0.4 exemption to CTS 3.4.6.1 which
allows the changing of Modes within the Modes of Applicability while RCS leakage

- detection instrumentation is inoperable. This change is acceptable because Mode changes do
not affect the ability to detect RCS leakage, and other methods remain available to detect

- RCS leakage. Adding a requirement that allows Mode changes when previous Mode

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.14-3 Revision 5
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONt
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as
part of the proposed change. He proposed change will not introduce any new accident
initiators. Herefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

He proposed change increases the allowed outage time from seven days to 30 days when only'

one RCS leakage detection instrument remains Operable, ne remaining Operable RCS leakage
detection instrument, the leak detection mechanisms required by the Actions, and other methods
for detecting RCS leakage, will ensure that the RCS leakage will continue to be detected.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.3 ,m,;- -

\
;.

,

3.4.14 Chance L3,

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
,

accident previously evaluated? !

Action b of CTS 3.4.6.1 has been revised to reflect Actions A and B ofITS 3.4.14.- Action b of
CTS 3.4.6.1 has been revised to require: a) only one contingency action to be performed (either
periodic grab samples or RCS inventory balance) when the Containment Atmosphere
Radioactivity Monitoring System is inoperable; and b) only an RCS inventory balance to be
conducted at an increased frequency in the event the Containment Sump Level Alarm System is

'

inoperable. These proposed changes are acceptable, because: a) one of the RCS Inkage
detection systems remains Operable; b) other instrumentation not required to be operable by the
specification will be available to detect RCS leakage (e.g., volume control tank level, pressurizer
level, containment pressure, containment temperature, containment humidity); and c) the
required compensatory measure provides added confidence that RCS leakage will be identified.

in a timely manner. Failure of RCS leakage detection instrumentation is not an initiator of cny
analyzed events. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident
or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly afTect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of,

| an accident previously evaluated.
.

4 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

He proposed change requires either analyzing grab samples or performing RCS inventory
balances as contingency actions, when only one RCS leakage detection instrument remains,

Opernble, instead of performing both actions. The change will not involve a significant change
in design or operation. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does

'

not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change requires the performance of either analyzing grab samples or perfonning
RCS inventory balances as contingency actions, when only one RCS leakage detection
instrument remains Operable, instead of performing both actions. One contingency action, along
with the one remaining Operable RCS leakage detection instrument and other methods available

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3-4-27 Revision 5
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NO SIGNIFICANT IIAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

for detecting RCS leakage, ensures that the RCS leakage will continue to be detected. Therefore, !
the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

'

3.4.14 Change L4

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency from 12 hours to 24 hours for obtaining and
analyzing containment atmosphere grab samples when used as the contingency action when only,

one RCS leakage detection instrument remains Operable The Frequency for obtaining and,

analyzing grab samples is not an initiator of any analyzed event. He 24-hour Frequency
provides results frequently enough to detect leakage. Also, one RCS leakage detecti.on
instrumentation is operable and other methods ofleak detection are available (i.e., monito' ring " '
changes in volume control tank level and pressurizer level; monitoring containment pressure,
temperature and humidity; etc.) to ensure detection of RCS leaks. The change will not alter
assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. He required system will be
capable of quantifying the RCS leakage following an accident so that mitigative action can be
taken. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency from 12 hours to 24 hours for obtaining and
analyzing containment atmosphere grab samples, when used as the contingency action, when
only one RCS leakage detection instrument remains Operable. The change will not involve a
significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as
part of 6 e proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident
initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency from 12 hours to 24 hours for obtaining and
analyzing containment atmosphere grab samples, when used as the contingency action, when
only one RCS leakage detection instrument remains Operable. The 24-hour Frequency is
adequate to detect RCS leakage, Also, one remaining RCS leakage detection instrument remains
Operable along with other methods available for detecting RCS leakage. Therefore, the change
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.14 Change L.5

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

He proposed change adds a requirement that allows Mode changes (LCO 3.0.4 exemption)
while in the Actions for RCS leakage detection instruments inoperable. Failure of RCS leakage
detection is not an initiator of any analyzed events. While Mode changes may affect RCS
leakage, they do not affect the ability to detect RCS leakage. When leakage detection

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3-4-28 Revision 5
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38. The deviation proposed by TSTF 3 was removed from ISTS Bases markup for ITS 3.4.15. This
generic change was rejected by the NRC.
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.15

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.15 RCS Specific Activity

BASES

BACKGROUND The Code of Federal Regulations,10 CFR Part 100 specifies '

the maximum dose to the whole body and the thyroid an
indivictual at the site boundary can receive for 2 hours-e

during an accident. The limits on specific activity ensure
that the doses are held to within the acceptance criteria

Igiven in the UFSAR (Ref.1) during analyzed transients and
accidents.

The RCS specific activity LCO limits the allowable
concentration level of radionuclides in the reactor coolant. ,

The LC0 liaits are established to minimize the offsite
radioactivity dose consequences in the event of a steam,

| generator tube rupture (SGTR) accident.

The LC0 contains specific activity limits for both DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131 and gross specific activity. The allowable 6
levels are intended to limit the dose at the site boundary
to within the acceptance criteria given in the VFSAR g

(Ref. 1).

APPLICABLE The LC0 limits on the specific activity of the reactor
SAFETY ANALYSIS coolant ensure that the resulting doses at the site boundary

will not exceed the acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR I

(Ref. 1). The SGTR safety analysis (Ref. 2) assumes the
specific activity of the reactor coolant at the LC0 limits
and an existing reactor coolant steam generator (SG) tube
leakage rate of 1 gpm.

The rise in pressure in the ruptured SG causes radioactively
contaminated steam to discharge to the atmosphere through
the atmospheric dump valves and the main steam safety
valves.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.15-1 Revisiondi
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- 39. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.12, " Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) -
System," and associated Bases have been revised to be consistent with the Calvert Cliffs LTOP

analysis reflected in CTS 3/4,9.3, As a result of this change and subsequent review of supporting
information, the' following changes were also made: 1) DOCS A.2, A.3, A.4, LA.1, LA.2, and
L.2_(and _ associated NSHC) for ITS 3.4.12 were revised; 2) DOCS A.5, M.1, and L.1 (and
associated. NSilC) for ITS 3.4.12 are deleted, because they' are 2 0 longer used; 3) new
DOCS A 8, M 2, and L.5 (and associated NSilC) were provided for ITS 3.4.12; 4) JFD 14 for |
Section 3,4 was revised; 5) JFD 20 for Section 3.4 was deleted; 6) JFD 24 for Section 3,4 was |

deleted; and 7) JFD 39 for Section 3.4 was added. A typographical / grammatical error in JFD for .!
ITS Bases Section 3.4 was corrected. These changes were made in the response to NRC
Comments (ITS 3.4.12 Comments 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9,10,11,12, and 13). <

1

_
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LTOP System
3.4.12

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System
-

LCO 3.4.12 An LTOP System shall be OPERABLE with:

a. 1. A maximum of one high pressure safety injection
(HPSI)pumpcapableof.injectingintotheRCS,and:

2. When HPSI suctiongs_ aligned _to the Refueling Water
Tank (RWT), the HPSI pump shall be in manual
control and either:

I

a) HPSI flow limited to s 210 gpm, or

| b) An RCS vent of 2 2.6 square inches
established;

blQ

-b. - HPSI loop motor operated valves (MOVs) only capable of
manually aligning HPSI pump flow to the RCS;

g
-------------------------NOTE.--------------.----------.

HPSI loop MOVs may be capable of automaticully aligning
HPSI pump flow to-the RCS for the purposes of testing.
.. .....................................................

AND

c. 1. Two OPERABLE power operated relief valves (PORVs),
and associated block valves open, with PORY lift-
settings on or-below the curve _in Figure 3.4.12-1
whentheShutdownCooling(SDC)Systemisnotin
operaticn and PORV lift settings s 492 psia
(Unit 1), s 443 psia (Unit 2), when the SDC is in
operation, or

2. One OPEPABLE PORV, and associated. block valve open,
with PORV lift setting on or below the curve in

_

Figure 3.4.12-1 when the SDC System is not in

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.12-1 Revisicaff$
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LTOP System*

3.4.12

operation and PORY lift setting s 429 psia (Unit
1). s 443 psia (Unit 2), when the SDC is in

.

-operation; and an RCS vent of 2 1.3 square inches 5' '

established; or

3. An RCS vent of a 2.6 square inches established.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 3 with any RCS cold leg temperature s 365'f (unit 1), 5'
s301*),(U. nit _2)..

<

MODES 4, 5, and 6.

............................N0TE..-------.--------.---.-....

This Specification is not applicable O:n the RCS is vented
to 2 8 square inches.
.............................................................

|
ALTIONS

....................................-N0TE--.--.....-.-..-..-...-......-...-...

While the requirements of this LCO are not met, entry into a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability is not permitted.
....................................................... ......................

' CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
'

A. One or more HPSI A.1 Initiate action to Intnediately
pumps capable of verify a maximum of
automatically one HPSI pump only
injecting into the capable of manually

,,

RCS. injecting into the
RCS and no HPSI pumps 6

98 capabla of -

automatically
Two or more HPSI injecting into the
pumps capable of RCS.

manually injecting
into the RCS.

-CALVERT CLIFFS . UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.12-2 Revision g 5
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LTOP System
3.4.12

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION = REQUIRE 0 ACTION- COMPLETIbkTIME_

B. HPSI flow > 210 gpm B.1- Initiate action to Immediately
and suction aligned reduce flow to
to RWT. s 210 gpm.

8.!iQ

RCS vent < 2.6 square
inches established.

.

-C. One or more HPSI loop C.1 Initiate action to Immediately
MOVs capable of verify HPSI loop MOVs
automatically- are only capable of

S-aligning HPSI pump manually aligning
flow to the RCS, HPSI pump flow to the

RCS.

D. One of two required D.1 Restora required PORV- 5 days
PORVs inoperable in to OPERABLE status. 5

-MODE 3 with any RCS
cold leg temperature
s 365'F (Unit 1), s
301*F (Unit 2), or
NDE 4,

8. lie
!

RCS vent < 1.3 square 6
inches established.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.12-3 Revisionp'y
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LTOP System
3.4.12

~

ACTIONS (continued)
CONDITION REQUIREDACTION COMPLETION TIME

E.- One of two required E.1 Restore required PORV 24 hours 3r
PORVs inoperable in to OPERABLE status.
MODE 5 or 6.

AND<

RCS vent < 1.3 square
, SI

inches established.
.

F. Requirea Action and F.1 Depressurize RCS and 48 hours j-

associated Completion establish RCS vent -

e

Time of Condition D 2 1.3 square inches,
or E not met. F

; _

G. All required PORVs G.1 Depressurize RCS and 48 hours 5'
inoperable, establish RCS vent of

2 2.6 square inches.
. , S'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.12.1 Verify a maximum of one HPSI pump is only 12 hours-

capable of manually injecting into the RCS. 3r
'

SR 3.4.12.2 Verify HPSI loop MOVs are only capable of 12 hours 5-
manually aligning HPSI pump flow to the RCS.

<

i

j
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LTOP System
3.4.12

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE .tREQUENCY

SR 3.4.12.3 Verify required RCS vent is open. 12 hours for i
unlocked open
ventvalve(s)

5
31 days for
locked open

-
ventvalve(s)

... ..

'

SR 3.4.12.4 Verify PORY block valve is open for each 72 hours
required PORV.

5SR 3.4.12.5 ----------.-.----.-NOTE----------------.-.

Not required to be performed until 12 hours,

j after decreasing any RCS cold leg g
temperature to s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301*F
(Unit 2).
___........................................

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 31 days
required PORV, excluding actuation.

SR 3.4.12.6 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each required 24 months f
PORV actuation channel.

,

1

l

I

I

i
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LTOP System,

B 3.4.124

i

B 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYS1EM(RCS)
'

B 3.4.12 LowTemperatureOverpressureProtection(LTOP) System
,

,

BASES

BACKGROUND The LTOP System controls RCS pressure at low temperatures so
the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary

: p .- .- (RCPB) is not compromised by violating the pressure and
temperature (P/T)limitsof10CFRPart50,AppendixG
(Ref.1). The reactor-vessel is the limiting RCPB component'

for demonstrating such protection. LCO 3.4.3, "RCS Pressure
andTemperature(P/T) Limits,"providestheallowable<-

;
' combinations for operational pressure and temperature during

cooldown, shutdown, and heatup to keep from violating the
Reference 1 requirements during the LTOP MODES.

The reactor vessel material is less tough at low
temperatures than at normal operating temperatures. As the
vessel neutron exposure accumulates, the material toughness
decreases and becomes less resistant to pressure stress at-

E low temperatures (Ref. 2). Reactor Coolant System pressure.
: therefore, is maintained low at low temperatures and is

increased only as temperature is increased.

The potential for vessel overpressurization is most acute
when the RCS is water solid, occurring only while shutdown;

! a pressure flectuation can occur more quickly than an
operator can react to relieve the condition. Exceeding the
RCS P/T limits by a significant amount could cause brittle
cracking of the reactor vessel. LCO 3.4.3-requires,

administrative control of RCS pressure and temperature
duringheatupandcooldowntopreventexceedingtheP/T
limits,

,

This LC0 provides RCS overpressure protection by having a
minimum coolant input capability and having adequate

'

-pressure relief capacity. Limiting coolant input capability
requires all but one high pressure safety injection (HPSI)
pump incapable of injection into the RCS and this HPSI pump 5

1
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LTOP System
B 3.4.12

BASES

will only be capable of manually injecting into the RCS.
When suction of this HPSI pump is aligned to the Refueling
Water Storage Tank (RWT), the HPSI pump will be throttled
unless an adequate vent path exists. The HPSI motor g
operator valves must be in pull-to-override so that valves
do not automatically actuate. In addition, administrative
controls are placed on charging pump operation. The
pressure relief capacity requires either two OPERABLE
redundantpoweroperatedreliefvalves(PORVs),onePORVand
an RCS vent of 1.3 square inches, or the RCS depressurized g
and an RCS vent of 2.6 square inches. One PORV or the 1.3
square inch RCS vent is the overpressure protection device
that acts to terminate an increasing pressure event. The
extra PORV or extra 1.3 square inch vent is for single
failure criteria.

'

With minimum coolant input capability, the ability to
provide core coolant addition is restricted. The safety

{ injection (SI) actuation circuits are blocked to HPSI. If'

conditions require the use of more than one HPSI for makeup
,

in the event of loss of inventory, then pumps can be made
availab'le through manual actions.

I
'

The LTOP System for pressure relief consists of two PORVs
with reduced lift settings, one PORV with reduced lift
setting and an RCS vent of 1.3 square inches, or an RCS vent gof 2.6 square inches. Two relief valves are required for
redundancy. One PORV has adequate relieving capability to
prevent overpressurization for the required coolant input
capability.

PORV Reauirements

As designed for the LTOP System, each PORV is signaled to
open if the RCS pressure approaches a limit determined by
the LTOP actuation logic. The actuation logic monitors RCS
temperature and pressure and determines when the LTOP
overpressure setting is approached. If the indicated

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.12-2 Revision 0 5



LTOP System
B 3.4.12

-BASES

_ pressure meets or exceeds the calculated value, a PORV is
signaled to open.

The LCO presents the PORV setpoints for LTOP. Having the
setpoints of both valves within the limits of the LCO
ensures the P/T limits will not be exceeded in any analyzed
event.

. we
When a PORV is opened in an increasing pressure transient,
the release of coolant causes the pressure increase to slow
and reverse. As the PORV releases coolant, the system
pressure decreases until a reset pressure is reached. At
this point the event is terminated and the operator manually
closes the PORV.

!
!

RCS Vent Recuirements

Once the RCS is depressurized, a vent exposed to the
containment atmosphere will maintain the RCS at containment
ambient pressure in an RCS overpressure transient,-if the
relieving requirements of the transient do not exceed the
capabilities of the vent. Thus, the vent path must be

I capable of relieving the flow resulting from the limiting
LTOP mass or heat input transient and maintaining pressure
belowtheP/Tlimits.-Therequiredventcapacitymay:be
provided by one or more vent paths.

If.the vent path is :t 8 square inches (e.g., removing the
pressurizer manway) the RCS can not be pressurized above the
P/T limits, and the LTOP System is not required. 6

APPLICABLE Safety analyses (Ref. 3) demonstrate that the reactor vessel
SAFETY ANALYSES is adequately protected against exceeding the Reference 1

P/T limits during shutdown. In MODES 1 and 2, and MODE 3
with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F (Unit 1), > 301'F s-

'

(Unit 2), the RCPB is sufficiently above the nil-ductility
temperature that the pressurizer safety valves prevent

CALVERT CLIFFS - U!!ITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.12-3 Revi sion- fr5'
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LTOP System
B 3.4.12

BASES

brittle fracture. At-365'F (Unit 1), 301*F (Unit 2) and |I
below, overpressure prevention falls to the OPERABLE PORVs
and administrative controls or to a depressurized RCS and a 5
sufficient sized RCS vent. Each of these means has a
limited overpressure relief capability.

Each time the P/T limit curves are revise <J, the LTOP System
e- - will be re-evaluated to ensure its functional requirements

can still be satisfied using the PORY method or the
depressurized and vented RCS condition.

Reference 3 contains the acceptance limits that satisfy the
LTOP requirements. Any change to the RCS must be evaluated
against these analyses to determine the impact of the change
on the LTOP acceptance limits.

Transients that are capable of overpressurizing the RCS are
categorized as either mass or heat input transients,
examples-of which follow:

'

Mass Inout Tvoe Transients

a. Inadvertent high pressure safety injection pump start;

b. Inadvertent HPSI and charging pump start; or

c. Charging / letdown flow mismatch.

Heat Inout Tvoe Transients

a. Inadvertent actuation of pressurizer heaters;
*

b. Loss of shutdown cooling (SDC); or

c. Reactor coolant pump (RCP) startup with temperature
asymmetry within-the RCS or between the RCS and steam

-generators.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.12-4 Revisiong5
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B 3.4.12

BASES

The following are requi*ed during the LTOP MODES to ensure
that mass and heat input transients do not occur, which
either of the LTOP overpressure protection means cannot
handle:

a. Rendering all but one HPSI pump incapable of injection
and blocking automatic initiation from the remaining
HPSI. pump;

,

b. When HPSI suction is aligned to the RWT, the HPSI pump
shall be in manual control and either:

1) HPSI flow is limited to s 210 gpm, or-

2) an RCS vent > 2.6 square inches is established;

Reading HPSI motor operator valves (MOVs) only capablec.
| of manually aligning HPSI pump flow to the RCS;

d. Running only one charging pump when injecting via HPSI
| (chargingpumprequirementsarecontrolled f'

administrativcly);and

e. Maintaining a pressure bubble with level s 170 inches, y

The Reference 3 analyses demonstrate that either one PORV or
the RCS vent and pressurizer steam volume can maintain RCS f
pressure below limits when only one HPSI pump is actuated
provided two of the three HPSI pumps are disabled and the
remaining HPSI pump's flow is throttled. If HPSI pump flow
is not throttled during addition of mass to the RCS through
on HPSI loop MOV, then two PORVs or an RCS vent 2 2.6 y
square inches are capable of maintaining RCS pressure below
limits. Thus, the LCO allows only one HPSI pump OPERABLE
with flow throttled, or with an RCS vent 2 2.6 square
inches during the LTOP MODES.

Also to limit pressure overshoot over the PORV setpoint, the
remaining HPSI and two charging pumps are rendered incapable

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.12-5 Revision g g
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of injection, and the RCPs are disabled during water solid
operation.

Heatup and cooldown analyses established the temperature of
LTOP Applicability at 365'F (Unit 1), and 301'F (Unit 2) and
below based on SRP criteria. Above this temperature, the
RCPB is sufficiently above the nil-ductility temperature and

' ~ ' - the pressurizer safety valves provide the reactor vessel ~ chi

pressure protection against brittle fracture. The vessel
matericls were assumed to have a fluence level equal to
2.61 x 10" n/cm* (Unit 1), 4.0 x 10" n/cm (Unit 2).

The consequences of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) in
LTOP conform to 10 CFR 50.46 and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix K
(Refs.4and5),requirementsbyhavingSITsoperablein
MODE 3 and one HPSI pump available for manual actuation.

| PORV Perfonnance

The fracture mechanics analyses'show that the vessel is
protected when the PORVs are set to open at or below the

,

curves in Figure 3.4.12-1 and are applicable when the I g
Shutdown Couling (SDC) System is not in operation. The
setpoint is derived by modeling the performance of the LTOP
System, assuming the limiting case of loss of SDC and one
charging pump injecting into the RCS during water solid
operation. These analyses consider pressure overshoot
beyond the PORV opening setpoints, resulting from signal
processing and valve stroke times. The PORV setpoints below
the derived limit ensure the Reference 1 limits will be met. '

When the SDC System is in operation, the PORV lift setting
must be s 429 psia (Unit 1), s 443 psia (Unit 2). This
ensures that the PORV lift setting is low enough to mitigate s'
overpressure transients when SDC is in-operation, since RCS
temperature measurement is not cccurate in this condition.

ThePORVsetpointswillbere-evaluatedforcompliancewhen
the revised P/T limits conflict with the LTOP analysis '

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.12-6 Revision g r
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limits. The P/T limits are periodically modified as the
reactor vessel material toughness decreases due to
embrittlement caused by neutron irradiation. RevisedP/T
limits are determined using neutron fluence projections and
the results of examinations of the reactor vessel material
irradiation surveillance specimens. However, the Calvert
Cliffs' P/T limita are not projected to change through the
end of Calvert Cliffs current operating license. The Bases
for LC0 3.4.3, "RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits,"
discuss these examinations.

The PORVs are considered active components. Thus, the
failure of one PORV represents the worst case, single active
failure.

RCS Vent Performance

With the RCS depressurized, analyses show a vent size of
1.3 square inches is capable of mitigating the limiting
allowed LTOP overpressure transient provided a pressurizer
steam volume exists, two of the three HPSI pumps are g
disabled and the remaining HPSI pump's flow is throttled.
In that event, this size vent maintains RCS pressure less
than the maximum RCS pressure on the P/T limit curve. A
2.6 square inch vent is required to allow for single
failures of other equipment, such as HPSI throttle valves.
An 8 square inch vent is sufficient to preclude RCS
overpressure events. Therefore, when an 8 square inch vent g
is established LT0e System requirements are not necessary
to maintain RCS pressure within litits.

The RCS vent size will also be re-evaluated for compliance
each time the P/T limit curves are revised based on the
results of the vessel material surveillance.

The RCS vent is pastive and is not subject to active
failure.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.12-7 Revision #5
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LTOP System sitisfies 10 CfR 50.36(c)(2)(ti) Criterion 2.

LCO This LCO is required to ensure that the LTOP System is
OPERABLE. The LTOP System is OPERABLE when the minimum
coolant input and pressure relief capabilities are OPERABLE.
Violation of this LCO could lead to the loss of low
temperature overpressure mitigation and violation of the
Reference 1 limits as a result of an operational transient.

To limit the conlant input capability, the LCO requires a,

maximumofo.<tiPSIpumponlycapableofmanuallyinjecting
into the Rv , This is accomplished by disabling two.HPSI
pumps by eitner removing (racking out) their motor circuit
breakers from the electrical power supply circuit or by
locking shut their discharge valves. During required
testing, other means of preventing two HPSI pumps from
injecting into the RCS may be used. In addition, when not
in use the remaining HPSI pump shall have its handsnitch in

'

pull-to-lock. When HPSI suction is aligned to the RWT for 5
injection into the RCS, the HPSI pump must be in manual
control and either HPSI flow shall be limited to s 210 gpm
or an RCS vent of 2 2.6 square inches is established. To
provide single failure protection against a HPSI pump mass
addition transient, the HPSI loop H0V handswitches must be
placed in pull-to. override so the valves do not
automatically actuate upon receipt of a safety injection
signal. During required testing this requirement may be
suspended.

The elements of the LCO that provide overpressure mitigation
thre;M pressure relief are:

a. Twc OPERABLE PORVs and associated block valves opent

b. One OPERABLE PORV and associated block valve open and
an RCS vent open with an area 2 1.3 square inches; or T

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.12-8 Revisionp'S'
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;s

){ The depressurized RCS and an RCS vent open with an area
f

c.
4

2 2.6 square inches. !

i !

A PORY is OPERABLE for LTOP when its block valve is open. !'

its lift setpoint is set in accordance with the LCO and !

testing has proven its ability to open at that setpoint, and
motive power is available to the two valves and their

; control circuits. "

i The combination of these methods of overpressure prevention I
(as specified in LCO 3.4.12) are capable of mitigating the

. limiting LTOP transient.
|5

i

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODE 3 when the temperature of any gRCS cold leg is s 365'T (Unit 1), s 301'F (Unit 2), in
i MODES 4, 5, and 6.

LCO 3.4.3 provides the operational P/T limits for all MODES.
'

LCO 3.4.10. " Pressurizer Safety Valves," requires the
OPERABILITY of the pressurizer safety valves that provide
overpressure protection during MODES I and 2, and MODE 3.

] above 365'F (Unit 1), 301'F (Unit 2).

Low temperature overpressure prevention is most critical
during shutdown when the RCS is water solid, and a mass or4

: heat input transient can cause a very rapid increase in RCS t

pressure when little or no time allows operator action to
;

mitigate the event. i

The Applicability is modified by a Nato stating that this
. 'pecification is not applicable when the RCS is vented
'

2 8 square inches. An RCS vent of this size precludes RCS
overpressure events.

,

!

ACTIONS A Note to the ACTIONS restricts entry into MODES or other
specified conditions in the Applicability of this LCO while 6

,

,

4

d

CALVERT CLIFFS-- UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.12-9 Revisiongy. .
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complying with the ACTIONS (i.e., while the LCO is not met).
LCO 3.0.4 typically allows entry into MODES or other
specified conditions in the Applicability as part of any y
unit shutdown, however, the restriction of this Note is
necessary to assure low temperature overpressure protection
is available prior to operating within the Applicability of
this LCO.'

-..

U
!

With one or more HPSI pumps capable of automatically g
injecting into the_RCS or with two or more HPSI pumps
capable of manually injecting into the RCS,
overpressurization is possible.

The imediate Completion Time to initiate actions to restore
restricted coolant input capability to the RCS reflects the
importance of maintaining overpressure protection of the
RCS.

.

M

With HPSI flow > 210 gpm and suction aligned to the RWT and
an RCS vent < 2.6 square inches established, sufficient
overpressure protection may not exist and overpressurization
may be possible.

The inanediate Completion Time to initiate actions to reduce
HPSI flow to 5 210 gpm reflects the importance of

'

maintaining overpressure protection of the RCS. f

M

With one or more HPSI loop MOVs capable to automatically
aligning HPSI pump flow to the RCS, single failure
protection against a HPSI pump mass addition transient is

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.12-10 RevisionJff
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lost. Therefore, action is required to be immediately
initiated to restore single failure protection by placing
the affected HPSI loop MOV handswitch to pull-to-override,
or shutting and disabling the affected HPSI loop MOV, or
isolating the affected HPSI header flow path, f
The immediate Completion Time to initiate action to restore

- single failure protection for the HPSI pump mass addition
transient reflects the importance of restoring single
failure protection for low temperature overpressurization
mitigation.

. -

0.1 5

In MODE 3 when any RCS cold leg temperature is s 365'F
(Unit 1), s 301*F (Unit 2) or in MODE 4, with one of the two g
required PORVs inoperable and an RCS vent 41.3 srluare
inches established, the inoperable PORV must be restored to
OPERABLE status within a Completion Time of 5 days. The
inoperable PORY is required to meet the LCO requirement and
to provide low temperature overpressure mitigation while
withstanding a single failure of an active component.

The Completion Time is based on the fact that only one PORV
is required to mitigate an overpressure transient.

f.d |Y
The consequences of operational events that will
overpressure the RCS are more severe at lower temperature
(Ref.6). Thus, with one of the two required PORVs
inoperable and an RCS vent < 1.3 square inches established I
in MODE 5 or in MODE 6, the Completion Time to restore two
valves to OPERABLE status is 24 hours.

The 24 hour Completion Time to restore the inoperable PORY
to OPERABLE status in MODE 5 or in MODE 6 is a reasonable

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.12-11 Revision #f
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amount of time to investigate and repair several types of
PORV failures without exposure to a lengthy period with only
one PORV OPERABLE to protect against overpressure events,

f_d |6
' ~ If the required Actions and associated Completion Times of- !

Condition D or E cannot be met the RCS is required to be f *

depressurized and vented through a vent h 1.3 square
inches. This action must be completed within 48 hours. y
This action along with the OPERABLE PORY restores single i

failure protection and ensures the flow capacity is greater '

than that required for the worst case mass input transient
reasonable during the applicable MODES. This action
protects the RCPB from an overpressure event and a possible
brittle failure of the reactor vessel.

The Completion Time of 48 hours to depressurize and vent the.
RCS is based on the time required to place the plant in this
condition and in a controlled manner. The probability of an
overpressure event occurring along with a single failure of
the remaining OPERABLE PORV is unlikely.

[LJ 5

If all required PORVs (i.e., when one PORV is required and
it is inoperable or when two PORVs are required and both are f
inoperable) are inoperable, the RCS must be depressurized
and a vent established within 48 hours. The vent must be
sized at_least 2.6 square inches to ensure the flow capacity
is greater than that required for the worst case mass input
transient reasonable during the applicable MODES.- This
action protects the RCPB from a low temperature overpressure.
event and a possible brittle failure of the reactor vessel.

The Completion Time of 48 hours to depressurize and vent the
RCS is based on the time required to place the plant in this

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS 1-& 2 B 3.4.12-12 Revisionfy
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condition and the relatively low probability of an
overpressure event during this time period due to increased
operator awareness of administrative control requirements.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.1 and SR 3.4.12.2
REQUIREMENTS

g

To minimize the potential for a low temperature overpressure
event by limiting the mass input capability, verification
that a maximum of one HPSI pump is only capable of manually
injecting into the RCS and automatic alignment of the HPSI; g
loop H0Vs, is prevented (by disabling the automatic opening
featuresoftheHPSIloopH0Vs)isrequired. The HPSI pumps
are rendered incapable of injecting into the RCS through
removing the power from the pumps by racking the breakers

!

out under administrative control or by verifying their
discharge valves are locked shut.

The 12 hour interval considers operating practice to
regularly assess potential degradation and to verify
operation within the safety analysis.

SR 3.4.12.3 f

SR 3.4.12.3 requires verifying that the required RCS vent is |f
open once every 12 hours for a valve that is unlocked open
and once every 31 days for a valve that is locked open. |f

The passive vent arrangement must only be open to be
OPERABLE. This Surveillance need only be performed if the
vent is being used to satisfy the requirements of this LCO.
The Frequencies consider operating experience with
mispositioning of unlocked and locked vent valves,
respectively.

SR 3.4.12.4

T

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 8 3.4.12-13 Revision A 5~
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The PORV block valve must be verified open every 72 hours to
provide the finw path for each required PORV to perform its
function when actuated. The valve can be remotely verified
open in the main control room.

The block valve is a remotely controlled, motor operated
valve. The power to the valve motor operator is not
required to be removed, and the manual actuator is not '-

1

required locked in the inactive position. Thus, the block
valve can be closed in the event the PORV develops excessive
leakage or does not close (sticks open) after relieving an
overpressure event.

The 72 hour Frequency considers operating experience with
- accidental movement of valves having remote control and
position indication capabilities available where easily
monitored. These considerations include the administrative
controls over main t.ontrol room access and equipment
control.

SR 3.4.12.5 |5
Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TLST is required every
31 days to verify and, as necessary, adjust the PORV open
setpoints. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST will verify on a
monthly basis that the PORV lift setpoints are within the
LCO limit, Power operated relief valve actuation could
depressurize the RCS and is not required. The 31 day
Frequency considers experience with equipment reliability.

A Note has been added indicating this SR is required to be
performed 12 hours after decreasing RCS cold leg temperature
to s 365'F (Unit 1), .s 301'F (Unit 2). The test cannot be
performed until the RCS is-in the LTOP MODES when the PORY
lift setpoint can be reduced to the LTOP setting. The test
must be performed within 12 hours after entering the LTOP
MODES.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 8 3.4.12-14 Revisionpf
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!

SR 3.4.12.6 (

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each required PORV
actuation channel is required every 24 months to adjust the
whole channel so that it responds and the valve opens within
the required LTOP range and with accuracy to known input,

The 24 month Frequency considers operating-experience with !m:
equipment reliability and matches the typical refueling
outage schedule.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G

2. Generic letter 88-11

3. UFSAR, Section 4.2.2

4. 10 CFR 50.46

5. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix K

6. Generic Letter 90-06-

4
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3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

.

3.4.12 LowTemperatureOverpressureProtection(LTOP)Systes
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I ndM 3. 4.11.

An LTOP System shall be OPERADLE witle

1.4.94. 1.
M **l'I'* A maximum of one high pressure safety injection (11 PSI) pump only capable of

.

manualinjecting into the RCS, and

;4'q' q'3' p 2. When llPSI suction is aligned to the Refueling Water Tank (RWT), the llPSI pump
shall be in manual control and either:

a) IIPSI flowlimited to s 210 gpm, or

b) An RCS vent of 2 2.6 square inches established;
.

. ,.

MD

. . /,*i.1.c) b.
IIPSI loop motor operated valves (hiOVs) only capable of manually aligning IIPSI pump
flow to the RCS;

................... NOTE.-..-.........---....--....-.-............ M4.9. 3.c) IIPSI loop hiOVs may be capable of automatically aligning IIPSI pump flow to the RCSi il A for the purposes of testing.

....... . . . . ... . .. . .... . ..... ..... . .. .. .. . . ._.

| MD
I

'( )
1. Two OPERABLE power operated relief valves (PORVs), and associated blockc

"

valves open, with PORV lift settings on or below the curve in Figure 3.4.12 1 when
the Shutdown Cooling (SDC) System is not in operation and PORV lift settings
s 429 psia (Unit 1), s 443 psia (Unit 2), when the SDC is in operation, or

'i../.9.3.a 2.
Add One OPERABLE PORV, and associated block valve open, with PORV lift setting on

or below the curve in Figure 3.4.12 1 when the SDC System is not in operation and
s

PORV lift setting s 429 psia (Unit 1), s 443 psia (Unit 2), when the SDC is in
operation; and an RCS vent of h 1.3 square inches established; or

f,q,9,3.u.h3. An RCS vent of h 2.6 square inches established.

.
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$URVI!LLANCE REQUIRIMENTS (continued)

SURVIILLANCE -

FR(QUENCY

, -

SR 3.4.1 .3
<

- - - - - - - - TE- - - - - - -

h eutrod to be omed when complying
with LCO 3.4.1 .

Vr IT is isolated !! hour:
_

hSR 3.4.!!. Verify 4RCS vent t!! *: ::::7 '- 4 ! is !! hours foropen
unlocked open ,

(4.4.93.z) *L"'" ventvalve(s)'
.

31 days for
locked open |$ventvalve(s)

b
(41.93,) hSR 3.4.12.) Verif PORV block valve is open for each

T2 hoursrequi ed PORV.

$R 3.4.!! --------- ---------NOTE---- --------------
Not required to be perfomed untti

4^'3l@ Hit}< hours after decreasing RCs cold leg sts tudi g'

2"*':"":'.'' 5 f$'------------------- 3H ?O-

Perfom CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 31 daysrequired PORV, excluding actuation,

f R 3.4.1 Perfom CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each(MDS.) required PORY actuation channel. pf months
gg
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NURFA1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

Additionally, two plant specific surveillances have been added to ITS 3.4.11. CTS SRs 4.4.3.1.a
and 4.4.3.1.b require the perfonnance of a Channel Functional Test and Channel Calibration for
each PORV. Rese requirements have been maintained, because they provide assurance that the
PORVs' actuation channels will perform their intended function, and the PORVs will open at theappropriate setpoint.

13.
He Note in NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.1.4, which allows the measured RCS total flow rate to not be
perfonned until 24 hours after 2 90% Rated Thermal Power, is being deleted. Calven ClitTs uses
a pump differential pressure method that can be performed accurately in Mode 3. %1s change is
consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current operating practices.

14.
The requirements of NUREG 1432 Specification 3.4.12, Low Tempeinture Overpressure'

'

Protection (LTOP) System, are modified to reflect the Calvert Cliffs specific LTOP analysis
requirements as reflected in the CTS 3.4.9.3.

i

The requirements of CTS 3.4.9.3.d and 3.4.9.3.c are reflected in the ITS 1 CO 3.4.12.a.1; a
maximum of one llPSI pump only capable of manually injecting into the RCS, with the CTS

,

details of how to accomplish these requirements moved to the associated ITS Bases. The
requirements of CTS 3.4.9.3.d are reflected in ITS LCO 3.4.12.a.2; when llPSI suction is aligned
to the Refueling Water Tank, the lipsi pump shall be in manual control and either llPSI flow is
limited to s 210 gpm or an RCS vent of 2 2.6 square inches established. The requirements of
CTS 3.4.9.3.c and the associated # note are reflected in ITS LCO 3.4.12.b and Note; llPSI loop
motor operated valves (MOVs) only capable of manually aligning IIPSI flow to the RCS and
ilPSI loop MOVs may be capable of automatically alignhig ilPSI flow to the RCS for the
purposes of testing, with details of how to accomplish the requirements moved to the ITS Bases.
The requirements of CTS 3.4.9.3.a.1, a.2, and a.3 and thc * note are reflected in ITS
LCO 3,4.12.c.1, c.2, and c.3; which provide requirements for PORVs (and lift settings), block)

valves, vents, and PORV lift settings when on shutdown cooling. He corresponding CTS
requirements were provided in Amendment 145 (Unit 1) and Amendment 131 (Unit 2) except for
the LTOP cnable temperature and PORV lift settings which were revised to their current values
in Amendment 188(Unit 1)and Amendment 178(Unit 2).

The requirements in NUREG 1432 Specification 3.4.12 regarding Safety injection Tanks (SIT)
are not included in ITS 3.4.12 since an inadvertent or spurious opening of tin SIT outlet motor
operated valves at Calvert Cliffs has no effect on the limiting LTOP analysis. The Calvert Cliffs
SlT pressure is less than 400 psia; the Calvert Cliffs LTOP allowed pressure is over 400 psia.
Herefore, the SITS will not cause a mass addition when the RCS is at or near the LTOP
allowable pressure, in addition, the limiting mass addition transient (inadvertent ilPSI pump
start) is initiated at over 400 psia in the analysis. Therefore, even a simultaneous opening of the
SIT motor operated valve and start of the llPSI pump will not affect the analysis. Not including
these requirements in the Calvert Cliffs ITS is consistent with the current licensing basis
reflected in CTS 3.4.9.3.

The requirements in NUREG 1432 Specification 3.4.12 regarding charging pumps are not
included in the Calvert Cliffs ITS. Not including these requirements in the Calvert Cliffs ITS is
consistent with the current licensing basis reflected in CTS 3.4.9.3. The amendment requests
(submitted in letters dated May 14, 1990 for Unit I and October 22, 1990 for Unit 2) that
supported the issuance of CTS 3.4.9.3 requirements in their current form identified charging

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS I & 2 3.4-3
Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG.1432
i SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

i

pump requirements as being administratively controlled, nis was accepted in the issuance of ,

the amendments (145 for Unit I and 131 for Unit 2) for CTS 3.4.9.3, which did not include |
charging pump requirements.

ne Applicability requirements of CTS 3.4.9.3, which excludes the condition with the RCS
vented to a 8 square inches, are reflected in the Note to the Applicability ofITS 3.4.12. This
exclusion was provided in Amendment 145 (Unit 1) and Amendment 131 (Unit 2).

:

j ACTION A of NUREG 1432 Specification 3.4,12 is modified to reficct the Calvert Cliffs
'

specific !!!OP analyses which are reflected in the CTS. Specifically, the LTOP analysis requires
allllPSI pumps to be incapable of automatic injection into the RCS and only allows one pump to,

'

be capable of manual injection into the RCS.. NUREG 1432 ACTIONS II, C and D of
SpeH% tion 3 A12 are not included in ITS 3.4.12 since charging pump and SIT requirements :
are i,. meluded in ITS 3.4.12. NUREO.1432 ACTIONS E and F of Specification 3.4.12 are
revised in ITS 3.4.12 ACTIONS D and E to reflect the Calvert Clifb current licensing basis
which allows various combinations of PORVs and vents to be used to provide overpressure
protection. In addition, the completion time for restoration of the required PORV in MODE 3
with all cold leg temperatures < 365'F (Unit 1), < 301'F (Unit 2), or MODE 4 is revised to r

, reflect the current licensing basis reflected in CTS 3.4.9.3 Action a (5 days). If the required
PORVs are not restored within the required completion time, CTS 3.4.9.3 Actions s and b
require the RCS to be depressurized and an RCS vent 21.3 square inches established within 48
hours. This requirement is reflected in ITS 3.4.12 ACTION F. NUREO.1432 ACTION O of
Specification 3.4.12 is revised in ITS 3.4.12 ACTION O to the reflect the Calvert Cliffs current
Ilcensing basis. CTS 3.4.9.3 Action c requires, with both PORVs inoperable, the RCS to be
depressurized and an RCS vent 2 2.6 square inches established within 48 hours. ITS 3.4.12
ACTION O will require, when all required PORVs are inoperable, the MCS to be depressurized
and an RCS vent 2 2.6 square inches established within 48 hours. He remaining conditions
addressed in NUREG 1432 ACTION G of Speci0 cation 3.4.12 are not included consistent with
Calvert . Cliffs LTOP requirements in CTS 3.4.9.3. The corresponding CTS requirements were
provided in Amendment 145 (Unit 1) and Amendment 131 (Unit 2) except for the LTOP enable
temperature which was revised to the current value in Amendment 188 (Unit 1) and
Amendment 178 (Unit 2).

,

NUREO 1432 Surveillance Requirements for Specification 3,4.12 are revised to be consistent
with changes made to NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.12 described above. These changes reDect the
SurycF. lance Requirements provided in CTS 4.4.9.3.1,4.4.9.3.2, and 4.4.9.3.3 and the * footnote,
with details of how to accomplish the surveillances moved to the ITS Bases. He corresponding
CTS requirements were provided in Amendment 145 (Unit 1) and Amendment 131 (Unit 2)
except for the Frequency of CTS 4.4.9.3.1 (ITS SR 3.4.12.6) which was revised in
Amendment 208 (Unit 1) and Amendment 186 (Unit 2).

NUREG 1432 SpeciGcation 3.4.12 is revsed to include ITS Figure 3.4.121 and associated
references to the Figure, which includes LTOP PORV setpoints. This change is consistent with
the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis reflected in CTS 3.4.9.3. This change was issued in

Amendments 185 (Unit 1) and 178 (Unit 2).

Amendments 146 (Unit 1) and 165 (Unit 2) are not used for thisjustlGeation.

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS 1 & 2 3.4 4 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECrlON 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

15. Specifiention3.4.12 (L'IVp System) Applicability was changed from Mode 4 when any RCS
cold leg temperature is s 285'F, Mode 5, and Mode 6 when the reactor vessel head is on, to
Mode 3 with any RCS cold leg temperature is s 365'F (s 301*F for Unit 2) and Modes 4,5,
and 6. His change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs requirement to have the Pressurizer

Safety Valves and PORVs Operable in Modes I and 2, and Mode 3 with any RCS cold leg |
temperatures > 365'F (> 301'F for Unit 2). The addition of the Note which exempts the LCO
when the RCS is vented to 2 8 square inches allows the equipment for the LCO to not be
applicable when the reactor vessel head is off. Also, changes were made to the Actions
consistent with the changes made to the Applicability.

; 16. NUREG 1432 Specification 3.4.14 provides requirements for RCS pressure isolation valves.
He Calvert Cliffs' ITS do not contain the requirements of this Specification, except for the SR.

which tests the interlock that prevents the shutdown cooling system suction isolation valves from
opening at a specific pressure. His SR is currently addressed as CTS SR 4.5.2.e.l. and it has
been retained as ITS SR 3.5.2.9. Calvert Cliffs Unit Nos. I and 2 were licensed prior to 1979.
Neither unit has any speci0c requirements to individually leak test any pressure isolation valve.
Additionally, Calvert Cliffs was not identified by the NRC Event V order, dated April 20,1981,
as an older plant that was required to add a requirement for leak testing pressure isolation valves.
As described in the Calvert Cliffs' response to Generic Letter 87 06," Periodic Verification of
Leak Tight Integrity of Pressure isolation Valves," dated July 7,1987, the pressure isolation

4

'

valves are either: a) periodically tested b accordsnee with the requirements of ASMB
'

Section XI; b) periodically tested in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J; or c) the
pressure upstream of the valves (i.e., SI 217,227,237, and 247) is continuously monitored by

*

remote indication in the control room, nese activities ensure the valves are meeting their
pressure isolation function. Herefore, Calvert Cliffs does not need to add additional
requirements to the ITS to ensure these valves are leak tested.

;

'
17. Specification 3.4.15 (RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation) SR 3.4.15.2 Frequency is being

changed from 92 to 31 days. This change is consistent with the current Calvert Cliffs
Surveillance Frequency for the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor Channel
Functional Test.

18. Specification 3.4.16 (RCS Specific Activity) Required Action A.2 Completion Time to restore
the Dose Equivalent 1 131 to within limits is being increased from 48 hours to 100 hours, nis

'

change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

A new Specification [ Specification 3.4.17. "Special Test Exception (STE) RCS bops - Modes 419

and 5") was added to Section 3.4. This new Specification is a Special Test Exception which
; allows LCOs 3.4.6, 3.4.7, and 3.4.8 to be suspended while performing special tests or

maintenance (l.c.,ic .a leak rate testing on containment penetration 41, maintenance on valves
located in the common shutdown cooling line, or maintenance on the shutdown cooling flow
control valve). His Specification is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.
This change also resulted in changing the title of Specification 3.4.16 to include Mode 2,

20. Not use".
|

21. NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.9.3 requires the verincation that the pressurizer heaters are capable of
being powered by an emergency power supply. This surveillance does not exist in CTS 3/4.4.4.

CALVERT CLIFFS-UNITS 1 & 2 3.4 5 Revision 5
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IllSCUSSION OF TFCHNICAL SPECIFICATION I)EVIATIONS FROM NUMEG.1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COO 1 ANT SYSTEM

improved Technical Specification 3.4.9 will not contain a surveillance to verify that the
pressurlier heaters are capable of being powered by an emergency power supply. This is
appropriate, because the pressurizer heaters are permanently powered by Class IE power
supplies. Class lE power sources are backed up by the emergency diesel generators. The
transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency power supply for these buses occurs on
an under voltage condition. The transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency diesel
generators is currently ensured by testing in accordance with CTS SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.3; this SR has
been maintained in ITS 3.8.1. Additionally, the specifications for other systems that are supplied

I
'

by a Class lE power source (e.g., the safety injection systems) do not contam SRs to verify the
systems are capable of being supplied by emergency power. Thus, the climination of SR 3.4.9.3!

|

from the ITS is consistent with other specifications. Furthermore, the climination of this SR is

consistent with the Bases of NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.9.3 which states: "This SR [SR 3.4.9.3] is not
applicabic if the heaters are permanently powered by lE powcr supplies."

22. Reference to "specified in the COLR"in SR 3.4.1.4 was deleted because the limit in the LCO is
the hmit tested for in the SR. Therefore, placing the value in the Core Operating Limits Report
is not necessary. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

23. The containment sump monitor in Specification 3.4.15 was changed to containment sump level
alarm. Calvert Cliffs has a contcInment sump level alarm system. This change is consistent with
the current Calvert Cliffs licensing basis.

24. Not used.
|

25. Not used.
|

.

26. NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.9.h requires the pressurizer to tw Operable with two groups of
pressurizer heaters Operable with the capacity of each group 2 [150 kW) (and capable of being
powered from an emergency power supply). Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.4 requires
the pressurizer to be Operable with a steam bubblo and with at least 150 kW of pressurizer heater
capacity capable of being supplied by emergency power. Improved Technical Specification
LCO 3.4.9 will not contain a requirement to ensure that the pressurlier heaters are capable of
being supplied by emergency power. This is appropriate, because the pressurizer heaters are
permanently powered by Class 1B power supplies. Class IE power sources are backed up by the
emergency diesel generators. The transfer from the nonnal power supply to the emergency
power supply for these buses occurs on~an under voltage condition. The transfer from the
nonnal power supply to the emergency diesel generators is currently ensured by testing in
accordance with CTS SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.3; this SR has been maintained in ITS 3.8.l. Additionally,
the specifications for other systems that are supplied by a Class IE power source (e.g., the safety
injection systeins) do not contain requirements in the LCOs to verify the systems are capable of
being supplied by emergency power. Thus, the elimination of the LCO requirement from the
ITS is consistent with other specifications. Furthermore, the Bases of NUREO 1432 SR 3.4.9.3
(the NUREG SR which confirms the pressurizer heaters are capable of being supplied by an
emergency power) states that it is not applicable if the heaters are permanently powered by lE
power supplies, This implies that the LCO requirement is also not applicable if the heaters are
permanently powered by Class lE power supplies.

CALVERT CLIFFS. UNITS 1 & 2 3.46 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NURE61432
| SEC110N 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
,

perfonnance of the surveillance to be performed 72 hours prior to achieving steady state
_ operation in order to comply with ITS SR 3.0.4. This is more restrictive than NUREO.1412,

j
;

which permits the initial SR to be performed 12 hours aller establishment of steady state !

operation in Mode 3 or 4. This additional restriction is consistent with the current licensing |
bases.1; is acceptable, because it only affects the initial performance of the SR. Subsequent
performances of the surveillance will be required to be performed at the same frequency (i.e.,72
hours during steady state operation).

!
39. Calvert Cliffs ITS LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable during shutdowns and during MODES $ and 6.

1herefore, entry into LTOP conditions would be allowed without LTOP requirements being met.; '

; liowever, it is inappropriate to entry conditions most susceptible to an LTOP event when the
''

necessary overpressure protection is not available. Therefore, the ACTIONS of NUREO.1432
Specification 3.4.12, " Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System," (ITS 3.4.12)

4

are modified by a Note which states that while the requirements of the LCO are not met, entry
:

into a MODE or other specified condition is the Applicability is not permitted,
i

,' ,

i

!

J

|
t

j

!
4

4

9

.

+
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3/4.4 ktACT0k COOLANT SY1 TEN

LIMITING CONDIT!M FOR OPERATION (Continued)

2. Verify the excessive flow condition did not raise pressure
above the maximum allowable pressure for the given RC$ L. D Atemperature on Figure 3.4.9-1 or figure 3.4.9 2. r4

3. If a pressure limit was exceeded. take action in accordance
with 5pecification 3.4.9.1;~,'7.' '* '
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__

i
_

,
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Figure with its associated block valve open and. a
_

Reactor nt Systen vent of a 1.3 square inches, or
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LIMITINGCON0!TIONFOROPERATION(Continued)
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status within ti days or depressurtre and vent the RCS
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3/4.4 g rTea COOLANT $YSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION Fet OPERATION (Continued)

2. Verify the excessive flow condition did niet raise pressure L . .,
above the maximum allowable
temperature on Figure 3.4.9 gressure for the elven RCS gor f tpur6 3.4.9 2.

w'thgpecifIcation3.4.9.1.IP a ressure Itait was exceeded, take action in accordance
3.
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SR
3,4, g * tj c. Verifying the PORY block valve is open at least once per 72 hours

when the PORY is being used for overpressure protection.
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.12 LTOP SYSTEM

ADMINISTitADVE CilANGES
A.1 ne proposed change will ref9rmat, renumber, and reword thw existing Technical

Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREO.1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG 1432, llowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the

current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process . .

Involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.9.3 requires the trip setpoints to be "below" the |
improved Technical Specifications requires the setpoints to be "on or below" thecurve,

curve. This change is administrative because "on or" only clarifies the CTS. The term
below the curve also includes points on the curve, which is consistent with Calvert Cliffs
current analyses.

I

A.3 Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.3 Actions a, b, and c require the RCS to be
depressurir.ed and vented through a vent. It goes on to require the unit to be maintained in
this condition until it is satisfied or the LCO is satisfied, improved Technical
Specification 3.4.12 will delete the requirement that the result of the Actions be maintained.
His requirement is redundant to LCO 3.0.2, which requires the associated Action to be
taken when an LCO is not met. The deletion of redundant requirements constitutes an
administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREO.1432.

, A.4 Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.3 Action g requires specific actions to be taken when
the high pressure safety injection (IIPSI) flow exceeds 210 gpm with an RCS vent
< 2.6 square inches. De Actions require that flow be reduced to below 210 gpm, the
verification that the excessive flow did not raise pressure in violation of the P/r Limits
Technical Specification, and if the P/r limits were violated, action should be taken in
accordance with that Specification. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.12 will not
include the explicit requirements to take action in accordance with P/r limits specification if
a pressure limit was exceeded (CTS 3.4.9.3 Action g.3). Current Technical Specification
3.4.9.3 Action g.3 will automatically be followed because whenever the P/r litnits are
violated, the Actions of ITS 3.4.3 must be followed, his requirement is only a cross
reference. Repeating the requirement to enter an ACTION when an LCO is not met is
unnecessary. Herefore, cross references are not included in ITS 3.4.12. Since this change is
only a difference in presentation preference, this change is considered administrative.

A.5 Not used.
|

A.6 Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.3 SR 4.4.9.3.1.d requires testing in accordance with
the Inservice Testing Program, pursuant to Specification 4.0.5. Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.12 -will delete this Surveillance, inservice testing is required per
Chapter 5.0 and regulations. Therefore, requiring it specifically in this Technical |
Specification is duplicative of other Technical Specification requirements and other

CALVERT CLIFFS . UNITS I & 2 3.4.12-1 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.12 LTOP SYSTEM

|

regulations. De deletion of duplicative requirements is considered an administrative'

change. his change is consistent with NUREO 1432,

1
A.7 Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.3 Action d requires a special report be provided to the |

NRC if either PORVs or the RCS ,ents Are used to mitigate sm RCS pressure transient. |

Improved Tecimical Specification 3.4.12 deleted this requirement. His requirement is
redundant to the Chapter 5.0 requirement, which requires a report to be written if the PORVs

;

or RCS vents are used to relieve overpressure events. The deletion of redundant '

requirements in Technical Specifications constitutes an administrative chanEe. This change
is consistent with NUREG 1432.

4

A.8 Current Technical SpeclAcation 3.4.9.3 provides a requirement, in the. event one or more
ilPSI loop motor operated valves are disabled, to implement the ACTION requirements of

*

CTS 3.1.2.1,3.1.2.3, and 3.5.3, as applicable. These requirements are only cross references.
He referenced Specifications are aheady required by CTS 3.0.1 (ITS LCO 3.0.1 and-

i LCO 3.0.2). Repeating the requirement to rneet an LCO and its Required Actions is
unnecessary. Herefore, the cross references are not included in ITS 3.4.12. Since this

| change is only a difference of presentation preference, this change is considered
; administrative.

t

IECilNICAL CilANGES - h10RE RMTRICTIVE
M.1 Not used. |

M.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.3.h states that the provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are
not applicable. Herefore, CTS 3.4.9.3.h allows entry into LTOP conditions when the
requirements of the LTOP LCO are not satisfled. The ITS 3.4.12, " Low Temperature
Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System," ACTIONS are modified by a Note which states
that while the requirements of this LCO are not met, entry into a MODE or other specified
condition in the Applicability is not permitted. Therefore, this change will no longer allow
entry into LTOP conditions unless the requirements of the LTOP LCO are satisfied. This
change represents an additional restriction on plant operation necessary to ensure that
overpressure protection is provided during the conditions most susceptible to an LTOP
event.

IECIINICAL CIIANGES - IW10 CATIONS

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Details associated with the methods used to disable llPSI pumps (CTS 3.4.9.3.b, the
associated # Note, and 3.4.9.3.c), prevent ilPSI loop motor operated valves from
automatically aligning IIPSI pump flow to the RCS (in CTS 3.4.9.3.c and 3.4.9,3.f), and
prevent the one llPSI pump allowed to be capable of injecting into the RCS from
automatically actuating are to be moved to the Bases for ITS 3.4.12. These details are not
necessary for ensuring the Calvert Cliffs LTOP analyses assumptions are maintained during

$

CALVERT Cl.lFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.4.12 2 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3A.12 o LTOP SYSTEM

-

LIOP conditions, ne requirements of ITS LCO 3.4.12 a.1 and b. ACTIONS and
Surveillance Requirements are adequate to ensure that a maximum of one llPSI pump is
only capable of injecting into the RCS (manual injection only) and llPSI loop motor
operated valves are only capable of manually aligning IIPSI pump flow to the RCS. Dese
requirements are considered to be adequate for maintaining Calvert Cliffs LTOP
assumptions, nerefore, the details to be moved are not required to be included in the ITS to
provide adequate low tempercture overpressure protection. Changes to the Bases will be
controlled in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0.

His approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more
appropriate change control process, ne level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by
the change, because there is no change in the requirements for maintaining LTOP analysis
assumptions when the LTOP System is required. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs
resources associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will be
reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact
on safety, nis change is consistent with NUREO.1432. |

LA.2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.9.3.3 contains details of methods for verifying a
maximum of one llPSI pump is capable of manually injecting into the RCS and for verifying
the llPSI loop htOVs are only capable of manually aligning IIPSI pump flow to the RCS.
Improved Technical Specification 3.4.12 will not contain these details. These details are
being moved to the Bases of Specification 3.4.12. This la acceptable because moving these
details to the Bases does not impact the requirement to verify only one llPSI pump is
capable manually of injecting into the RCS and for verifying the llPSI loop hiOVs are only
capable of manually aligning IIPSI pump flow to the RCS, nese verification requirements
are maintained in ITS SR 3.4.12.1 and SR 3.4.12.2. The details of the verifications can be

| adequately controlled in the Bases which require change control in accordance with the
Bases Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. His approach provides an effective level of
regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. He level of
safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change, because there is no change in the
requirement to verify only one llPSI pump is capable of injecting into the RCS.
Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing lleense
amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive
movement of information change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

IFCIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RMTRICTIVE
L.1 Not used.

|

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.3 Action e requires placing at least two llPSI pumps
handswitches in pull to lock within 15 minutes and disabling two llPSI pumps within the
next 4 hours when less than two 11 PSI pumps are disabled. Current Technical
Specification 3.4.9.3.e requires the one !! PSI pump capable of injection into the RCS to be
incapable of automatic actuation, the CTS do not provide actions for the conditions where
the CTS 3.4.9.3.e requirement is not met. Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.3 Action f
requires with one or more llPSI loop hiOVs not prevented from automatically aligning a
llPSI pump to the RCS, the htOV handswitch to be placed in pull to override immediately or

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS I & 2 3.4.12 3- Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
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shut and disable the affected MOV or isolate the affected !! PSI header flow path within
4 hours, improved Technical Specification 3.4.12 ACTION A requires, with one or more

| llPSI pumps capable of automatically irdecting into the RCS or with two or more !! PSI.
pumps capable of manually injecting into the RCS, that action be immediately initiated to

i verify a maximum of one llPSI only capable of manually injecting into the RCS and no
'

lipSI pumps capable of automatically injecting into the RCS. Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.12 ACTION C requires, with one or more llPSI loop MOVs capable of
automatically aligning IIPSI pump flow to the RCS, action to be immediately initiated to -
verify llPSI loop MOVs are only capable of manually aligning IIPSI pump flow to the RCS,
Restoration of restricted coolant input capability to the RCS within a specified time period
may not alwr.ys be porsible. In this situation, the CTS do n# pmvide direction as to the

| - action to take. As a result, the ITS provide Required Actio9s to immediately commence and' 'j 1,,

continue attempts to restrict coolant input capability to the RCS consistent with assumptions
of the LTOP analysis. This change ensures that actions are taken to restrict coolant input
capability to the RCS in a timely marmer while continuing to provide directior, if attempts<

fall to restore the required coolant input capability restrictions within a specific time period.
This change is considered to be acceptable since ITS 3.4.12 ACTIONS A and C do not
preclude, but continue, to require action to restore restricted coolant input capability which
will decrease the possibility of overprr ssrization further as additional coolant input source
restrictions are restored, in addition,!TS 3.4.12 ACTIONS A and C require actions to be
taken immediately, which is defined in ITS Section 1.4 as without delay in a controlled
manner. As a result, this change ensures that actions to be taken to restore required coolant
input restrictions are immediately initiated rather than allowing up to the CTS Completion
Time for satisfying the action and also ensures that direction is provided for restoring all

l conditions where coolant input restrictions are not satisfied.

; L.3 Current Technical Specification 4.4.9 3.1.a requires a STE to be performed on the PORV
'

actuation channel within 31 days prior to decreasing RCS cold leg temperature below 365'F
(s 301'F for Unit 2), improved Technical Specification 3,4.12 does not contain this
requirement, and allows the SR to not be performed until 12 hours after decreasir g any RCS |
cold leg temperature below 365'F. This eliminates declaring the PORV inoperable and
changing the PORV lift setting in L Mode [ Mode 3 with RCS cold leg temperature > 365'F
(> 30l'F for Unit 2)) when the PORV is required to be Operable. A STE is also required in
Mode 3 > 365'F (> 301'F for Unit 2). The change is reasonable because it allows 12 hours
to stabilize plant conditions, change the PORV lift setting fcr the present temperature

;
requirements, and prepare for the STE. It climinates plant personnel from changing the
PORV lift settings unnecessarily in a Mode where the PORVs are required, which involves
manipulation ofinstrumentation that can lead to human error. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

L.4 Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.3 Applicability requires the LTOP System LCO to be
met when RCS temperature is s 365'F (s 301'F for Unit 2), and the RCS vented
< 8 square inches, improved Technical Specification 3.4.12 requires the LTOP System LCO
to be met in Mode 3, with any RCS cold leg temperature s 365*F (s 301*F for Unit 2), and |
Modes 4,5, and 6. The CTS requirement that exempts the Specification when the RCS is
vented > 8 inches was made into an Applicability Note. This change essentially eliminates
the CTS requirement which requires the Specification to be applicable when the unit is

CALVdRT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.4.12-4 Revision 5
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defueled. This change is less restrictive only since it deletas the defueled Mode of
Applicability. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

L.5 in the event liPSI flow exceeds 210 gpm, CTS 3.4.9.3 Action g.2 requires verification that
-

the flow condition did not raise the RCS pressure above the maximum allowable pressure for
a given RCS temperature on Figure 3.4.9-1 or Figure 3.4.9 2 (i.e., verity the RCS
pressure / temperature limits are not vio):ted). This requirement is to be removed from
Technical Specifications. This requirement is not necessary to be included in the Calvert
Cliffs ITS because the requirements ofITS 3.4.3 require RCS pressure / temperature limits to,

be met at all times, in ITS, LCOs must be continually met during the Applicability (per ITS
LCO 3.0.1). Thus if IIPSI flow exceeds 210 gpm and this results in the RCS
pressure / temperature limits not being met, LCO 3.4.3 would not be met and appropriate

4

ITS 3.4.3 ACTIONS must be taken. In general, this type of requirement is addressed by
plant specific processes which continuously monitor plant conditions to ensure that changes
in the status of the plant that require entry into ACTIONS (as a result of failure to satisfy an
LCO) are identified in a timely manner. This verification is an implicit part of using
Technical Specifications and determining the appropriate Conditions to enter and Required

,

Actions to take in the event of a failure to meet an LCO . In addition, plant status is
continuously monitored by control room personnel. The results of this monitoring process

>

are documented in records / logs maintained by control room personnel. The continuous
monitoring process includes re-evaluating the status of compliance with Technical
Specification requirements when the plant conditions change. Therefore, the explicit
requirement, in the event HPSI flow exceeds 210 gpm, to verify that the flow condition did
not result in the violation of RCS pressure / temperature limits is considered to be unnecessary
for ensuring compliance with the applicable Technical Specification requirements..

4

s

1
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tTOP Systen
8 3.4.12

8 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS).
t 3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) Systen

BASES -

K4ROUND The LTop System centrols RCS pressurJ at low t retures soQ 's (4PSr pump g mthe integrity of the reacter coolant pressure
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acts to terminate an increast re event.

@.-
. c. w i~~

%k'% - "_"
(continued)
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LTOP System
iB 3.4d2 '

BA$t$ #f0
m.

& HMgBACKGROUND
With minimum coolant input capability, the ability(continued) providecorecoolantadditionisrestricyed. The". ? fr:not 7'

" - ^

safetyinjection(SI);r;../..-d4.;;; t et h: d .. ...t-
actuation circuitsfblocktb 1-r p*eir r : . tL '.T =; J the-en-.9ee-w-*rf ere |1

6 h Ib
the use of more than one {MR! ?-b

oki srdih- '

' 't
v +

,

^ _
~

K- '- "

available through manual actions.,
the;'p;mps can be madein the event of loss of inventory pump for makeup '

n u

h
The LTOP System for pressure reitef consists of two PORVs
with reduced lift settings.apr an RCS vent of ="ffMM;t

Two relief valves arg required for redundancy. One .la g e [Aa4ee.
PORY has adequate relieving capability to prevent

a

overpressurization for the
capability, equired coolant input

g g,/4

PORY Recuirements re}uub /WfulhN "dggy,,+ ,f j,T5 par.ia k hu

As designed for the LTOP System, each PORY is signaled to
,_ = :

open if the RCS pressure approaches a limit deterwined by
the LTOP actuation logic. The actuation logic monitors RCS
pressure and determines then the LTOP overpressure settingheukt 0''d ,

is approached. If the indicated pressure meets or exceeds- ~~

the calculated value, a PORY is signaled to open. h
The LCO presents the PORY setpoints for LTOP. The-set

e. 9; pointsit

; g -......y ,+ 7 ...,e y --sy - ; f . ,.e.., i;;. .; ; - . . ... . . tM ' rt . Having the setpoints of
,

both valves within the limits of the LC0 ensures the P/Tlimits will not be exceeded in any analyzed event.
*

When a PORY is opened in an increasing pressure transient,
the release of coolant causes the pressure incrcue to slow<

and reverse. As the PORY releases coolant the s stes:
ressuredecreasesuntila,resetpressureIsreacNedynot ;v ivy ,s signaiea to ciop .

depresse below the reset nressure as the valve m oses.me ymsm 6enunfs soJ

5 kb ad M emt i.s tem:mMaulp
& y<<de m.will ekS<s th, P Q V

-
- .- =

_

(continued)
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LTOP Systen
B 3.4.12

BASES

SACKCROUND RCLYggLRgauirements '

(continued)
Once the RCS is depressurized, a vent exposed to the
containment atmosphere Will maintain the RCS at containment
ambient pressure in an RCS overpressure transient, if the

f[ /de ved pd M reiteving requirements of the transient do not exceed the.

capabilities of the vent.^ Thus, the vent path must be ~ "3
capable of relieving the flow resulting from the limitingd sy. art O (f.$.j-

LTOP sass or heat input transtant and maintaining pressure
below the P/T ltatts. The required vent capacity may be/f*vMp M petWriter Provided by one or more vent paths.

'#d*f)-//s M S c*a 4*
da 8rt.u e)?cd aled M requir removing a pressurizer

tor an vens to meet the spec hafety valveisoriowcapacityli
remov aPORV' internals, and disabit its block valve inO'T' L',4.r, o ej th4

pos ton..or sisiintly estab shing a vent by open an RCS
.e open

7op ggg,, j, g ve valve. The vent path ) sust be above the vet . actor coolant in as n to drain the Rct *A an== f,

g3g
a a ..-

(gfJ /,f.A d **APPLICABLE Safety analyses (Ref. 3) demonstrate that >37@,kthe reac r vessel/ih SAFETY ANALYSES is adequately protected against exceeding the Ref rence 1\! *> 5
P/Tl.imitsdurinL, shutdown.._u ,__ .In MODE,S 1 d, and , am..H. .n. .

m-
,, ,.. n /.me _

' % s W 6 is sA F.ut % 'tEphebfl'e'r s'ifdy vanes pre' vent "C" ;r:d$3 C ''
..,..o__ -

( 4d 4 n.(- hel.lij ext;;d'.rG 'M Pa'"r T e I b'ts. At *F and 3NU#l 'Abelow, overpressure; prevention falls t@o the
,

1
"

E LE PORVs 30/&4 2)4 Ph p- fior to a depressurtzed RCS and a sufficient sized RCS ven
Each of these means has a limited overpressure relief .

capablitty.c

"'b ' Q j,,,, y /l

The act 1t erature at ch the pressure in t /1-- (;h tait urve is below t pressurizer safety eM7/ e int increases as t reactor vessel matar +anahnessi
|8

rentes due to neutr
limit curves are revised, the LTOP System will ben-Mt+1 aman + f Each time the P/T~
re-evaluated to ensure its functional requirements can still
be satisfled using the PORY method or the depressurized and
vented RCS condition.

Reference 3 contains the acceptance limits that satisfy the
LTOP requirements. Any change to the RCS must be evaluated
against these analyses to determine the impact of the changeon the LTOP acceptance limits.

(continued)
,

1
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LTOP Systee
B 3.4.12.

1. BASES

APPLICABLE Transients that are capable of overpressuriting the RCS are
SAFETY ANALYSES categorized as either mass or heat input transients.

(continued) examples of which follows
_ __

Matt fnnut Tyne Transients- ''

8["
Inadvertent (safety; injection; Afa. g .

-

h 8. Charging / letdown flow mismatch. L L. hem HPC* and

Heat Innut Tyne Trantients %,..,,.-,4,9.c

Inadvertent actuation of pressurizer heaters:a.

b. Loss of shutdown cooling (SDC): or;

Reactor coolant pump (RCP) startup with temperaturec.
j i

| Tn 5.ar r D C- asymmetry within the RCS or between the RCS and steam
generators. A

I.f,\
'

The following arm required during the LTOP N00ES to ensure
Il that mass and heat input transients do not occur which

either of the LTOP overpressure protection means,cannot
handlet-

an0 \,b Ma} 8MES-
l, Aab (mm 4Ac a. . Rendering all but one HPS! pump, ::d " i.;4

- m r t--4 ; -.
sincapable of injectioy *nd

u

b* %^Hl'C p-4 %mm .. ..- .. .
.

g; p '; p"3 Tjdt' "'""*' " ,~_,j .. , __ ,, . _ _ , _
@ g

- = *

, ,f f |phnue a 1. o~ '' * i1'

hn,a h u\U o n,,, (dhe Reference /J analfits1
i.

n ra e that eit er ne PORY or
the RCS vent 8' tan maintain RCS pressure below imits when Ei

,

c.hseg toy pq i,ak only one HPSI pump =ad - th:- '-

. . . g *) d'* gg Thus, the LC0 allows only one HN5g p., = actuated. En s.c SA hi .

d pump :-d = 0...y.9-I **d'
-pump.0PERABL(ar.uringtheLTOPMODES.n 't-9- the ;=;.. . ^ . ..,. :th;r t..;0: V

,

i c nh '' = --'ae th: "00
ec.t.'.t "-- *** t: ; =,t = ' 7; ;h., th;-

::. r:' r d#--- ==h t. r ' ,ie en .i . . ... . 6. . a . . i . . -- a - -d . -- --# 4 a t e am na

. n r. e. h. .., < . . , y , ^L, =*w '"

/* s'de a4c b(,(a 3. 6. av g
--- - - - - - -- --

_ 73Q(,s'Q';7p;..g, m " QQ,
M I4vQ $ no W T ,.,g. . C 5 V* .2 4 qese

o.. .u u . -. . n

[q' , 3
x ,, . % , _ - _ _... ..... ,,,.. ..,,r. .. ,.. ,..g....y. ..q. 6.v..u,

_

' T^'"'2^^ "'' < - ; i . g''' ,,.......,,..,...._.o... .r. ..gg. *"' ' ' ' '" " ' ' ' ' 8 8 *'n e m i s,

ro p it** *^ b C N
'

cWro lI*A
(continued)-,

c,4 ; m |n h > c d v<^ )
' *
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INSERT b & c

b. -- When HPSI suction is aligned to the RWT, the HPSI pump shall be in
manual control and either: 1) HPSI flow is limited to s 210 gpm or 2) an
RCS vent 2 2.6 square inches is established;

Rendering HPSI motor operator valves (MOVs) only capable of manuallyc.

aligning HPSI pump flow to the RCS; .

:, . , q. .og . .
r- r. m r t _ .u- .. ...

.

INSERT ASA
,

provided two of the three HPSI pumps are disabled and the remaining HPSI
pump's flow is throttled. If HPSI pump flow is not throttled during addition of
mass to the RCS through one HPSI loop MOV, then two PORVs or an RCS vent
2 2.6 gpm are capable of maintaining RCS pressure below limits.

.

1

#

4

4

4

=
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9haa^u le.J epd O
| 24I k 3CO n|cm3 Gr 64 I

) LTOP Systes(9,o u r n/c-s Sesi. & 2.) , t 8 3'4 32
-

BASES
'

-

, gigi..4\APPLICABLE
Heat Innut Twoe Trantients (continuedSAFETY ANALYSES ,g.g f. ,, ,c,4 2..

t-- :
ti... tMt ;f 't; ' 00 (i^;-]"in c:. ., - ; ; n ;:~.'"-- 1 -- (]?;;"T ,,,,, ,,,,,,,,M4.

hA.b.# Tr;;t.. . .:....h; analys established the temperature of
,

hu j en%-6-qAC " ghris i
# LTOP Apolicability at-

'F and belou.O Above this I
1 sKf tem

-

wrature,4the pressuruer safety valves provide thei
Md u i.,Me<< rg.neter vessel pressure protectiork.. The vessel materials

a f.n 4 ,,7j j,4 --":t ' e " -"-c' ve a --"- --- f " 8 - -
1f re assumed to ha

^Ed"'?*f' N " A
* e *rP ;:n: ;nn :? ;:r''9,cc m ht;. L )

~ The consequences ofla ;11 i:.3 loss of coolant accidentO g b*.m.p,g ,g g0CA)ixKin LTOP R/Jnform to 10 CFR 50.46 and 10 CFR 50 g'

pend Refs. 4 and 5
-- -

ef one HPS!(pump and-enec), requirements by having 6eam4 eve....
/t>,;' ; ;q ; ;,= _-j ::$ s oy L in ::tnth:,22h}!=* ;r

Q
PORY Performancese,m c, ua

(b l siaC C+D C- DJ TY ^#
. cMMen The fracture mechanics analyses show t t e vesse :i -

~'7
protected when the PORVs are set to open at or below O ' # 'n

-f ]2M] M. The setpoint is derived by modeling the E1d 2d9'i

perfomance of the LTOP System, assuming the limiting g ~~

3

eP r:f '.T^^ tr=&-t ef - : ""!! ;"- rd :n 3;is ;,,, -g ,4 Ng
go

7 'ssur.4.
.a.-

... au'_ overshoottfrqPUnd(rsh5o3 beyond the PORY opening6 O C *(* ,p lj

i n'*
.These analyses co. sider, re e'

cloMinh setpoints resulting from signal processing and c ^' d **/ D
n

;

valve s me times.' The PORV setpoints h belcit the*

p ~p (@RCS, g,g,,
'^ $ Iderived limit ensure the Reference 1 limits will be met.Hm ' 4, C,ter,t

The PORY sethT limits conflict with the LTOP analysisints will be re-evaluated for compliance whoel d a3 @ k .ss\ A
*1 0 ,.#8, f/T M84 the revised ." " 'd* f ** 4

'

w .o f
'*.,.,'p The P/T limits are periodically modified at the op44^limits.i- b d.. 4 reactor vessel material toughness decreases due to -

_

Q embrittlement caused by neutron irradiation.. Revised P/T h.c
ch,4 cyn.

11alts are determined using neutron fluence pro,1ections ande,,,,, w ,p J: g,
the results of examinations of the reactor vessel materiali py gj*

. _ - - U rradiation survelliance specimens.J The Bases for
Lc0 3.4.3, 'RCS Pressure ano issperature (P/T) Lietts "
discuss these examinations.

< -

The PORVs are considered active components. Thus, the
failure of one PORY represents the worst case, single activefailure..

|. \

(continued)
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LTOP systen
%v 8 3.4.12

'

i
BASES

F
APPLICABLE Rcs Vent performance h'

SAFETY ANALYSES
_

>

(continued) W1 the RCS depresLurized, analyses show a vent site -f fyp y/ms,n | , , , , 'square inches is capable of a ti
eued LTOP everpressure transion . enting the liettinga In that event, thi

site vent maintains RCS pressure less than the.

f?A.sp&4.d64i<di ved , - pressure.gn _tJ)e.P/T 11eit curve.
I* - repiet

~
- ,_'s>.,',,.." "

i.
The RCS vent size will also evaluated for compliance6. 3,,,/q . p.,,t ,, ,p each ties the P/T 11 es are revised based on the :
results of t e material surveillance.ob pE, s.aA.

! at W.52: .K,,Mu Aae. S vent is passige and is not subject to active
,

failure. .
_,

3

LTOP Systes satisfies Critorion 2 of the NRC Policy ~

Statement.
'

4' LCO
This LC0 is required to ensure that the LTOF System is

; OPERABLE. : The LTOP System is OPERABLE when the einfan
.,

coolant input and pressure relief capabilities are OPERABLE.
Violation of this LCO could lead to the loss of low

,

| temperature overpressure attigation and violation of the
Reference 1 limits as a result of an operational transie t

.

A
o eno.,4en am o G.\

|
. Q To limit the coolant input capability, the LCO requires y

~ j 'f.C'edibii7f"E" ** .gectW

, . . - , - . . .' ''. . ..' ' '" I "' " ".!! -"."y .". n"' y,"'.* '.'E
ln __ .._ u.c _ m .

3__ . 3 g - . -;.- .v ...
. a-..,........,.ymnm. n..... .m ..

;- /g
The elements of the LCO that provide ovefpressure e

'
-

through pressure relief are: iga ton
y - = - - = - ---

- " A5#0''0- _

Two OPERABLE PORVsk g g,* one cemed toMeA "x\a.
b loc.k VeJue.s o - / %Res n . e r.# i

i v
@/. The depressurized RCS and an RCS ventg

e
;h y 9 i\-@ A ''"' 2 I' >* 9 c A PORY is OPERABLE for LTOP when its block va ve is open, b 8 C0

i. { n c3-t.6 - its lift setpoint is set a6-fm] r=9 - .- : nd testing
has proven its ability to open at that setpt, int, ad motive'

power is available to the two valves and their co rol
; circuits.

-? o p w e.
>
"^

2.C sq M .g
(con n (-

T

CEOG STS- 8 1.4-61 Rev g g yg

hn 9 syvw4 .h t / .' a svh 'e.'m h -k u 4. (0U

ru w .,p J .. rk Li, & pac.e- e n u--

| ;d ud b a s U lh Y LToP spL req ui<emab b
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INSERT LCO

i

This is accomplished by disabling two HPSI pumps by _either removing (racking;.

-out) their motor circuit breakers from the electrical power supply circuit or by.;

locking shut their discharge valves. During required testing, other means of;
-

!

preventing the two HPSI pumps from injecting into the RCS may be used. In
; addition, when not in use the remaining HPSI pump shall have its handswitch in

/[_ j

pull-to-lock. When HPSI suction is aligned to the RWT for injection into the.

1
- RCS, the HPSI pump must be in manual control and either HPSI flow shall be

: limited to s 210 gpm or an RCS vent of 2: 2.6 square inches-is established. -Tom ..j
_ s

D provide single failure protection against a HPSI pump me.ss addition transient, the
-

'
;

HPSI loop MOV handswitches must be placed in pull-to-override so the valves do
--

L
. not automatically actuate upon receipt of a safety injection signal. During '

j. required testing this requirement may be suspended '
.

1
.

i;

._

4
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L10P Systee
B 3.4.12

.mggggg aa # /.
suv s? sfu.<e. Aelu -M cua. @.

a onnees.
__

LCO
An RC vent is OPERABL when open with an area(continued) 2 square inches.

Each of these methods of overpressure prevention is capableof mitigating the limiting LTOP transient.
P' M R Lc9 W 9 2R.c - -=-
E

QsstussQ 2of(a .t & G ~-APPLICABILITY This LCO is applica e in MODE K n the emperature of anyRCS cold leg ts s , in MODES ; and[. y 6/wS4hthe hyean or vs I head is on.
-

ine pre vr 4 i .. .ir valvesprovide orpressure protectic,n t
meets the Reference QiP

je/T 1 ts above 24ti'F and When the reactor elis off, over(eretturinti .

cannot neeuw.
.

LC^ 3.4.3 provides the operational P
LCc 3.4.10, ' Pressurizer Safety Valve /T limits for all MODES. .s,' requires the
OPERABILITY of the pressurizer safety y es that provide

4 2, n /, and MODE Qtoverpressure prot,Rttion duri MODES 1above 'F. 3ML*NO
So u-r + *

Low temperature ov hressare prevention is most critical
during shutdown when the RCS is water solid, and a mass or
heat input transient can cause a very rapid increase in RCS

.- _

b*"
e ev

Kc.tr /, y,4 >
The Applicability is modified by a Note stating that'#At-g 87 .a ,h h > :73 7:; -4 a-- the MT ;r;;;;r; '; v.ater
4.at.+u-

fcg y g *g g", 4
thu 1 +a +A: n.c ;7:::re r-- tL- -- q t ie q. 3

tai- :tr;, ;; .1h ;d ij t|.; "/T l'.;''. ;.; ; ; ;grnid;d in+ba#'i''Prech b "?' . Tht: Met: ; --it:-th: C:! d';c;... .J
seeilh=: ;rnr d er.ij .-Jer-the;; pr..; .aeAC1 hamn sua eph. teapustec ~4';h,.;. .......J-

==

ACTIONS A.1 4ad44

With two or more HPSI pumps capable of injecting into the
RCS, overpressurization is possible.

The immediate Completion Time to initiate actions to restore
restricted coolant input capability to the RCS reflects the
importance of maintaining overpressure protection of the
RCS.

(continued)

CEOG STS
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INSERT LCO BASES '

/ |
/ /

The LCQ is modified by t o Notes. Npt6I requires the following restri ions wher using
b the HP I pump.

| A-

a; the pump must in manual ntrol, and

b./ - an RCS ve ;t 2.6 square i ches must exist r HPSI > 21 gpm.j

; These restricti s placed on HP I pump operati ensure that overpr e transient -
does not oc by either auto tic HPSI actua on or by oper ing a HPSI mp greater4

than 210 . Note 2 requi the PORVli tting to be 429 psia (U 1), s 443 psia,-

(Unit 2) n on shutdo cooling. This sures that the RVlift se ngis low
< - enough mitigate overp ssure transient hen operati on shutdo cooling, since the

RCSt perature meas ement is not ac rate in this dition.,

J

J

s

f

i

.

w . c --
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LTOP Systen
8 3.4.12

BASES

_

ACTION $ -O id0*. ';n".t.;J)
'

b ;.t . .J ^ . '... ;. ; .. f !!' :f S; i ''''- ' M' ;. J t: ^.;; h.

cyjg, i , -ih ;f ?." SJ- ^ I ... S. $ . . ...^... " o- . - - - , ,-.

OM' ET o. i . and 022
.

An unisola $1T requires i lation within I hour. Thisil
'

only req when the $1T ssure is greater than or equalto the ximum RCS pressu for the existing cold leg
,

temp sture allowed in PTLR.
>

3 isolation s need and cannot be accomplished within
i

H ar, Requi ed A on D.1 and Required Action 0.2 pro
12 ho." tons, sit

etwt . of which must be performed within 2;

Sli pressure, i reasing the RCS te. perature to > J'F a
*urs.i

[600)psigcannotexceedtheLTOP mitsIf,

the tanks ar fully injected. C; pressurizing t SIT belowthe LTOP 1 it stated in the PTLR also protec againstsucN; an event

{The C letion Times are based on opera g experience thatthe activities can be accomplished i these time periods
a on engineering evaluations indi ing that an event

'

quirino LTOP is not likelv in t allowed times.

(hEI[oiuN GSbadd bo f- o
N-ts ' e t GArf e)

,

e,. y In' MODE he any RCS coldleg temperature,is $ {384'F,[M[',g 11L5 M {
%

h-withone
R inoperab of4wo POR

OPERABLE status wit aCompletio$mustberestoredto or Mn Time of a s. -'Mkg veher.n M re to meet the LCO require gs' A< g ,1 m) W provide in erature overpressure mitigation while g- (Qwithstanding a single failure of an active component.

The Completion Time is based on the fact / that only one PORY % W'
is required to mitigate an overgressure transtant s.J ^.:..".+"

' R9 'M;d ;f :.:. ;d';; S' .r: :f " r rtning-veke p
7 t' '. . L r. . %d u . . . , S.:. ilun 6-4

>

(continued)
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~

Insert Actions B and C
,

4 '

,

- With IIPSI flow > 210 gpm and suction aligned to the RWT and a RCS vent < 2.6 square inches
'

established, sufficient overpressure protection may not exist and overpressurization may be
possible.

,

The immediate Completion Time to initiate actions to reduce IIPSI flow to 5: 210 gpm reflects'

the importance of maintaining overpressure protection of the RCS.-
.

g h
With one or more HPSI loop MOVs capable of automatically _ aligning HPSI pump flow to the,

~

RCS, single failure protection against a HPSI_ pump mass addition transient is lost.' Therefore,
action is required to be immediately initiated to restore single failure protection by placing the
affected HPSI loop MOV handswitch in pull-to-override, or shutting and disabling the affected:

HPSI loop MOV, or isolating the affected HPSI header flow path.
*

!
!

The inunediate Completion Time to initiate action to restore single failure protection for the
- HPSI pump mass addition transient reflects the importance of restoring single failure protection

'

for low temperature overpressurization mitiga ion.
-

.
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ACTIONS

(continued)
The consequences e operat 1 events that willoverpressure the Sa re severe at lower trature(Ref. 6). 4

utred PORY inoperable n M00E 5 orin MODE 6 th
'

o the Completion
ER/ ALE s atus is 24 hours, Time to restore @two valves o

e p.g
The 24 hour Completion 31me in restore-4de PORV
MODE 5 or in MODE 6maAG wan*r_heTC$rm / 4,3

is a ',-
reasonable amount of time to investiga'.e and repair s al L
types of PORY failures without exposure to a lengthy period
with only one PORY OPERABLE to protect against overpressure~e

\g_

g33 fu

(i.e.) V|^ O^ PoAy If utred PORVdare ingerabi or if Requi ed
i

,

,{f (gr. cgv|c*M Ml^CP # J k er W
g g ., on a The

E. -er/.'. are, a socia edT TR on me o Condi ion . 3, ht me or f th L Sys em is nope able /A| ar any reason ther han ond on thr uch C 114 a rie"lltreun ce otTf (,,,,,,1ep

{ go 90M Scd h hours.
,

The vent must be sized at least ( T square 64 ...a a vtnt estabushed within /{* gQ
,

r cr{(U L ''j
| s

inches to ensure the flow capacity is greaterlhan thatg4, g iMf#f(A required for the worst case mass input transient reasonable I
s

during the applicable MODES. This action protects the RCPB 13from a low temperature overpressure event and a possiblebrittle failure of the tor vessel.
The Completion Time of hours to depressurtre and vent the

condition and the relatively low probability of anrequired to place the plant in this
@RCS is based on the ti

overpressure event during this time period due to increased
operator awaraness of administrative control requirements.

-~ -- ,,

g mWSURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.1r3; * : .101. =d "" 2.0.: o
*

REQUIREMENTS Q
To minimite the potential for a low temperature overpressure
event by limiting the mass input capability. ony one NP50lm ::. - n m __.,:. , , _ . verifiedthe other p slockedoutwt LE fl-

power remo and the=-'=q= ennable of inier P-g intn the J Jhg'""" pumpisf-d C....., M;} are rendered incapable i
HP33
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INSERT ACTION 1

-F
A /A
If the required Actions and associated Completion Times of&- n b (Deannot be
met the RCS is required to be depressurized and vented through a vent 21.3 square
inches. Thisp(ction must be completed within 48 hours. Thipction along with the
OPERABLE PORV restores single failure protection and ensures the flow capacity is -

,

greater than that required for the worst case mass input transient reasonable during the
applicable MODES. This action protects the RCPB from an overpressure event and a
possible brittle failure of the reactor vessel, r '' 1

-

The Completion Time of 48 hours to depressurize and vent the RCS is based on the time

required to place the plant in this condition and in a controlled manner. The probability of
- an overpressure event occurring along with a single failure of the remaining OPERABLE
PORV is unlikely. ~
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LTOP System
B 3.4.12

BASES

f,)RVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12. li :: I ' !! 2. -..? Z .".:El (continued) hkEQUIREMENTS

of injecting into the RCS through removing the power fromthe b racking the b,reakers out under administrative
on to

.

}rue 6e es6:ivu UT Lsvr sensrol

o,-(Yg,.,ff)d
{fust t least two independent means prevent a i

,
/ pump art s h that a single failure or si e action willM ).g.ka Y n no ruult n an irdection into the RCS. s may be hcompli ed t ugh the pump control : ch bei placed inktlothJd.4 >4pu11 lock nd at least one valve ,_ the dis arge f1

*

(path ing closed. f

The 12 hour interval considers operating practice to
regularly assess potential degradation and to verify +

operation within the safety analysis.

SR 3.4.12 .f
SR3.h12# quire verifyingtg R S vent,is open,

7;Ef.'I$d?5ihi555Edi.'""~ ~~"~~'

C
/nce every 12 hours for a valve that is unlocked open(I els
M a

g. (pnce every 31 days for a valve that is locked open.

The passive vent arrangement must on1 be open to be
OPERABLE.-This Surveillance need on1 be perfomed if the
vent is being used to satisfy the requirements of this LCO.
The Frequencies consider operating experience with 4

alspositioning of unlocked and locked vent valves,
respectively,

i

SR 3.4.12

The PORY block valve must be verified open every 72 hours ')
provide the flow path for each required PORV to perform it.
function when actuated. The valve can be remotely verified ,

open in the main control roce.

The block valve is a remotely controlled, entor operated
valve. The power to the valve actor operator is not required
to be removed, and the manual actuator is not required -

(continued)
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LTOP Systes
B 3.4.12

BASES
i

ED
SURVE]LLANCE SR 3.4.12.t (continued)

-

/A'REQUIREMENTS Q4
~

locked in the inactive position. Thus the block valve can
be closed in the event the PORY develop,s excessive leakageor does not closs
overpressure event.(sticks open) after relieving an

The 72 hour Frequency considers operating experience with
accidental movement of valves having remote control and
position indication capabilities available where easily
monitored. These considerations include the adstatstrativecwtrols over main control room access and equipmentcontrol.

SR 3.4.12

31 days to verify and. at necessary, adjust the PORV openPerformance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is required every
CD

<

setpoints. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST will verify on a
monthly basis that the PORV lift setpoints are within theLCO limit. PORY actuation could depressurite the RCS and is

; not required. The 31 day Frequeruq.sp
scS cq,.u) experience| with equipment reliability,

&3or w.sz
A Note has been adde ndicating s required to be
performed *fl?}4our after decreasing RCS cold legtemperaturetosi *- F. The test cannot be perfonned
untti the RCS is in t e LTOP MODES when the PORY lift
setpoint can be reduced to tha LTOP setting. The test must
be performed within 12 hours after entering the LTOP MODES.

SR 3 3.12 _ h
Performance cf a CHANNEL CAL]BRATION o
actuation channel is required every each required PORV @months to adjust
the whole channel so that it responds and the valve opens
within the required LTOP range and with accuracy to knowninput.

The no h Frtauency considers operatin e ertence with bequipmentreliabilityandmatchesthetypic!1 fuelingoutage schedule.

(continued)
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DISCUSSION OF HASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

assumed that the turbine has not tripped. Therefore, this statemerrt was deleted from the
Specification 3.4.16 Bases, Applicable Safety Analyses Section.

15 ne Calvert Cliffs Specification 3.4.15 Action, when the Dose Equivalent lodine is out oflimit
but within limits of the Figure 3.4.15-1, was changed from 48 hours to 100 hours. Based on this
change and consistent with the Current Technical Specification requirements, a statement was
added to the Bases which requires the cumulative operating time in this condition to not exceed
10% of the unit's total yearly operating time.

16. Specification 3.4.11 Bases (Background Section) states the power-operated relief valve setpoint
is above the high pressure reactor trip setpoint, This change will incorporate changes that
specify the power-operated relief valve setpoim is equal to the high pressure reactor trip setpoint.
his change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs current trip settings.

17. The word analog is deleted from places in the Bases where it is used to modify Specifications.
Calvert Cliffs is an analog plant and it is unnecessary to specify this for Specifications.

18. His portion of the Applicable Safety Analyses Section of Specification 3.4.12 Bases is being
deleted because the pressurizer safety valves do not protect the PN limits at all temperatures
above minimum pressurization temperature. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs'
design.

19. NUREG 1432,3.4.2 Bases, Applicable Safety Analyses Section was changed to accommodate
that Calvert Cliffs is not standard in its analysis of the minimum temperature for criticality. He
analyses assume a minimum temperature consistent with normal hot zero power operation
instead of the Technical Specifications limit. This discrepancy was justified by Combustion
Engineering Owners Group Task 889, as documented in CENPSD-1026, " Evaluation of NRC
Notice 94-75."

20. NUREG 1432,3.4.14 Bases, Background Section was changed to delete reference to measuring
dew point temperatures and to delete that humidity level is useful as an indirect alarm. Calvert
Cliffs does not measure dew point temperature, nor does it use humidity level as an alarm. This
change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' design.

21. A requirement was added to NUREG-1432 Bases Section 3.4.3 (Calvert Cliffs ITS Bases
Section 3.4.3) Actions A.1 and A.2, which requires the engineering evaluation when P/r limits
are exceeded to include a determination of the effects of the out-oflimit condition on the
fracture toughness properties of the RCS. This change is a result of moving a requirement out of
the Current Technical Specifications into the ITS Bases.

22. These changes to NUREG-1432 incorporate Calvert Cliffs specific requirements, allowances, or
exemptions currently located in the Calvert Cliffs Current Technical Specification. These items

were relocated out of the Current Technical Specification to the ITS Bases. These changes are |
consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

CALVERT CLIFFS- UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-2 Revision 5
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3;4 -- REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3.4.12 Change L.2

| 1.- Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change replaces specific times for Actions when more than one high pressure |
safety injection (liPSI) pump is capable ofinjecting water into the RCS with a requirement to -
immediately initiate action to verify a maximum of one llPSI pump only capable of manually
injecting into the RCS The proposed change also replaces specific times for Actions when one
or more liPSI loop MOVs are capable of automatically aligning HPSI pump flow to the RCS
with a requirement to immediately initiate action to verify HPSI loop MOVs are only capable of
manually aligning HPSI flow to the RCS, In addition, the change adds requirements, when one

^
or more llPSI pumps are capable of automatically injecting into the RCS, to immediately verify. <

no HPSI pumps are capable of automatically injecting into the RCS. The aidount of time
required to take actions, and to restore required coolant injection capability restrictions, is not an
initiator of any analyzed event. Restoration of restricted coolant input capability to the RCS
within a specified time period may not always be possible, in this situation, the CTS do not
provide direction as to the action to take. A . result, the ITS provide Required Actions to
immediately commence and continue attempts to restrict coolant input capability to the RCS
consistent with assumptions of the LTOP analysis. This change ensures that actions are taken to

restrict coolant input capability to the RCS in a timely manner while continuing to provide
direction if attempts fall to restore the required coolant input capability restrictions within a
specific time period. This change is considered to be acceptable since ITS 3.4.12 ACTIONS A
and C do not preclude, but continue to require action to restore restricted coolant input capability
which will decrease the possibility of overpressurization further as additional coolant input,

source restrictions are restored. In addition,ITS 3.4.12 ACTIONS A and C require actions to be,

i
taken immediately, which is defined in ITS Section 1.4 as without delay in a controlled manner.
As a result, this change ensures that actions to be taken to restore required coolant input

*

restrictions are immediately initiated rather than allowing up to the CTS Completion Time for
satisfying the action and also ensures that direction is provided for restoring all conditions where
coolant input restrictions are not satisfied. In addition, the consequences of an event occurring

; under the proposed action are the same as the consequences of an event occurring under the
'

current action. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or
transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change ercate the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change replaces specific times for Actions when more than one high pressure
safety injection (HPSI) pump is capable of injecting water into the RCS with a requirement to
immediately initiate action to verify a maximum of one HPSI pump only capable of manually
injecting into the RCS. The proposed change also replaces specific times for Actions when one
or more HPSI loop MOVs are capable of automatically aligning HPSI pump flow to the RCS
with a requirement to immediately initiate action to verify HPSI loop MOVs are only capable of
manually aligning HPSI flow to the RCS In addition, the change adds requirements, when one

'

or more HPSI pumps are capable of automatically injecting into the RCS, to immediately action
to verify no HPSI pumps are capable of automatically injecting into the RCS. The change will
not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added

,
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NO SIGNIFICANT IIAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

to the plant as fart of the proposed change. The proposed che, will not introduce any new
accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new cr different
kind of accident from any accident previously esaluated. j

i3. Does this change IFYolve a significant FMlWC11oh |n margin of safety? J

De proposed change replaces specific times for Actions when more than one high pressure
safety injection (liPSI) pump is capable of injecting water into the RCS with a requirement to
immediately initiate action to verify a maximum of one llPSI pump only capable of manually
injecting into the RCS. He proposed change also replaces specific times for Actions when one
or more IIPSI loop MOVs are capable of automatically aligning HPSI pump flow to the RCS
with a requirement to immediately initiate action to verify liPSI loop MOVs are only capable of
manually aligning IIPSI flow to the RCS. In addition, the change adds requirements, when one
or more llPSI pumps are capable of automatically injecting into the RCS, to immediately action
to verify no liPSI pumps are capable of automatically injecting into the RCS. Restoration of
restricted coolant input capability to the RCS within a specified time period may not always be
possible. In this situation, the CTS do not provide direction as to the action to take. As a result,
the ITS provide Required Actions to immediately commence and continue attempts to restrict

| coolant input capability to the RCS consistent with assumptions of the LTOP analysis. This
change ensures that actions are taken to restrict coolant input capability to the RCS in a timely
manner while continuing to provide direction if attempts fail to restore the required coolant input
capability restrictions within a specific time period. This change is considered to be acceptable
since ITS 3.4.12 ACTIONS A and C do not preclude, but continue, to require action to restore
restricted coolant input capability which will decrease the possibility of overpressurization
further as additional coolant input source restrictions are restored. In addition, ITS 3.4.12
ACTIONS A and C require actions to be taken immediately, which is defined in ITS Section L4
as without delay in a controlled manner. As a result, this change ensures that actions to be taken

to restore required coolant input restrictions are immediately initiated rather than allowing up to
the CTS Completion Time for satisfying the action and also ensures that direction is provided for
restoring all conditions where coolant input restrictions are not satisfied. Therefore, the change
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.12 Change L.3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to perform a Channel Functional Test on the
PORVs actuation channel at least 31 days prior the entering the LTOP System Modes of
Applicability. This is being replaced with a requirement that allows a 12-hour delay once in the
LTOP Modes of Applicabi!ity before the Channel Functional Test is required to be performed.
A delay in performing a Surveillance test on the LTOP System is not an initiator of any analyzed
event. Allowing 12 hours aller entering the LTOP Mode of Applicability for plant conditions to
stabilize ensures more accurate test results. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the
mitigation of an accident or transient. Therefore, the change will not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3-4-21 Revision 5
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NO SIGNIFICANT IIAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

-ieg temperature s 365'F for Unit I and s 301'F for Unit 2, and Modes 4,5, and 6. nis change
essentially deletes the requirement for the Specification to be applicable when the reactor is
defueled. The LTOP System is not needed to mitigate any analyzed event when the reactor is
defueled. Adequate remedial action is still required to be taken if any pressure / temperature
limits are exceeded per the RCS Pressureffemperature Limits Technical Specification.
Herefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.12 Chnnce LS

1. Does the change involve a signilleant inercase in the probability or consequences of an
i

accident previously evaluated? )
This change removes the explicit requirement, in the event IIPSI flow exceeds 210 gpm, to
verify that the flow condition did not result in the violation of RCS pressure /smperature limits.
This verification is not considered in the initiation of any previously analyzed accident.
Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the frequency of such accidents. The
explicit requirement, in the event IIPSI flow exceeds 210 gpm, to verify that the flow condition
did not result in the violatica of RCS pressure / temperature limits, is not necessary to be included
in the Calvert Cliffs ITS because the requirements of ITS 3.4.3 require RCS
pressure / temperature limits to be met at all times, in ITS, LCOs must be continually met during

i

the Applicability (per ITS LCO 3.0.1) Rus ifIIPSI flow exceeds 210 gpm and this results in
the RCS pressure / temperature limits not being met, LCO 3.4.3 would not be met and appropriate
ITS 3.4.3 ACTIONS must be taken. In general, this type of requirement is addressed by plant
specific processes which continuously monitor plant conditions to ensure that changes in the
status of the plant that require entry into ACTIONS (as a result of failure to satisfy an LCO) are
identified in a timely manner. This verification is an implicit part of using Technical
Specifications and determining the appropriate Conditions to enter and Required Actions to take
in the event of a failure to meet an LCO . In addition, plant status is continuously monitored by
control room personnel. The results of this monitoring process are documented in records / logs
maintained by control room personnel. The continuous monitoring process includes re-
evaluating the status of compliance with Technical Specification requirements when the plant
conditions change. Therefore, the explicit requirement, in the event HPSI flow exceeds 210
gpm, to verify that the flow condition did not result in the violation of RCS pressure / temperature
limits is considered to be unnecessary for ensuring compliance with the applicable Technical ;

Specification requirements. The status of compliance with Technical Specification requirements
will continue to be monitored to assure the potential consequences are not significantly
increased. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the probability or consequences
of any previously analyzed accident.

2. Does the change ercate the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

This change removes the explicit requirement, in the event IIPSI flow exceeds 210 gpm, to
verify that the flow condition did not result in the violation of RCS pressure / temperature limits,
The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.
In addition, the change does not introduce any new accident initiators. The status of the plant
and compliance with Technical Specification requirements will continue to be monitored to
assure the possibility for a new or different kind of accident is not created. Therefore, this

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3-4-23 Revision 5
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NO SIGNIFICANT IIAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3A - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any previously
analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

This change removes the explicit requirement, in the event HPSI flow exceeds 210 gpm, to
verify that the flow condition did not result in the violation of RCS pressure / temperature limits,
ne verification of the status of compliance with Technical Specifications is an implicit part of
using Technical Specifications and determining the appropriate Conditions to enter and Actions

to take in the event of a failure to meet a Surveillance Requirement. In addition, plant status is
continuously monitored by control room personnel. He results of this monitoring process are
documented in records / logs maintained by control room personnel. The continuous monitoring
process includes re-evaluatingJtho~ status of compliance with Technical Specification
requirements when the plant conditions change. Herefore, the explicit requirement, in the event
HPSI flow exceeds 210 gpm, to verify that the flow condition did not result in the violttion of
RCS pressure / temperature limits is considered to be unnecessary for ensuring compliance with
the applicable Technical Specification requirements. The status of compliance with Technical
Specification requirements will continue to be monitored to assure the appropriate previously
approved actions are taken in the event of a failure to meet Technical Specification requirements.
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

MJ3 Chance L.1

1. Does.the change involve a signifleant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

Current Technical Specification SRs 4.4.6.2.a.1,4.4.6.2.b, and 4.4.6.2.d are being eliminated.
This is acceptable because: a) CTS SRs 4.4.6.2.a.1,4.4.6.2.b, and 4.4.6.2.d only provide gross
indication of leakage; they do not provide a method for quantifyinF the leakage. Current
Technical Specification SR 4.4.6.2.c provides the method for quantifying RCS leakage; it has
been retained as ITS SR 3.4.13.1; b)ITS 3.4.14 will contain operability requirements for the
containment atmosphere gaseous and particulate monitors, improved Technical Specification
SR 3.4.14.1 requires a channel check of the required containment atmosphere radioactivity
monitor to be performed every 12 hours, improved Technical Specification SR 3,4.14.1 is
essentially equivalent to CTS SR 4.4.6.2.a.1; c)ITS 3.4.14 will contain operability requirements
for the containment sump level alarm system. An operable containment sump level alarm
system will provide continuous monitoring of the sump level. Hus, CTS SR 4.4.6.2.2.b is
superfluous; d) the reactor vessel head closure seal leakage detection system does not necessarily
relate directly to the leakage requirements. Neither NUREG-1432 nor the CTS require this
indication to be operable in the leakage detection instrumentation specifications (NUREG-1432
LCO 3.4.15 and CTS LCO 3.4,6.1); thus, it is not ceded to support this specification; and
e) prompt indication of RCS leakage v,01 be provided w the operators via various alarms
(e.g., containment sump level alarm and high radiation alarm trum the containment atmosphere
radiation monitoring system).

The proposed changes do not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or
transient, nor do they significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events. Failure of
an RCS leakage detection system is not an initiator of any analyzed event. Also, the elimination
of these SRs do not affect the ability to quantify RCS leakage. Therefore, the proposed changes
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40. The proposed deviations of TSIT-27 were removed. This TSTF has not been approved by the
NRC. The following changes were required to remove this TSTF: 1) the markups for
CTS 4.1.1.5.a and 4.1.1.5.b were revised to reDect that the current SRs were being maintained,
except the frequency for CTS 4.1.1.5.a is being extended to 30 minutes; 2) DOC L.1 for
ITS 3.4.2 and its associated NSilC were revised to reDect the change to CTS 4.1.1.5.a;
3) DOCS A.3 and L.2 (and its associated NSliC) for ITS 3.4.2 were eliminated, because they are
no longer used; 4)ISTS markup for ITS SR 3.4.2.1 was revised to reDect CTS SRs 4.1.1.5.a and

4.1.1.5.b, except for the frequency of CTS SR 4.1.1.5.a; 5) the deviation to the ISTS wasjustined
by JFD 28 to Section 3.4; and 6) the ISTS Bases markup for ITS SR 3.4.2.1 was revised to be
consistent with the revised ITS SR.

Additionally, an internal review identified that the nominal T.v, for making the reactor critical
was not correct in the ISTS Bases markup for ITS 3.4.12. The value is 532*F, not 525'F. This

,

i

issue has been corrected in the ISTS Bases markup for ITS 3.4.2.



RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
3.4.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

I

SR 3.4.2.1 Verify RCS T.,, in each loop 2 515'F. Once within 30
minutes prior
to reaching
criticality

AND

..... NOTE - -- E
Only required
to be performed
when RCS T.,,is
< 525'F
..............

30 minutes
thereafter

.

i

:

[
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| RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality.
;

B 3.4.2
h

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

BASES

BACKGROUND Establishing the value for the minimum-temperature for
reactor criticality is based upon considerations for: -

Operation within the existing instrumentation rangesa.
and accuracies;

b. Operation within the bounds of the existing accident
analyses; and

c. Operation with the reactor vessel above its minimum nil
ductility reference temperature when the reactor is
critical.

The reactor coolant moderator temperature coefficient used
in core operating and accident analysis is defined for the

|normal operating temperature range as specified in the
operating procedures. The Reactor Protective System
receives inputs from the narrow range hot and cold leg
temperature detectors,-which have a range of 515'F to 665'F
and 465"F to 615'F, respectively. The RCS temperature is
controlled using inputs of the same range. Nominal T.y for
making the reactor critical is 532'F. Safety and operating. 5-analyses for lower temperature have not been made. J

-APPLICABLE There are no accident analyses that dictate the minimum
>: SAFETY ANALYSES temperature for criticality, but all low power safety

-

.

analyses can accommodate initial temperatures near the 515'F
limit (Refs. I and 2).

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.2-1 Revision #5-
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

,

BASES

The RCS minimum temperature for criticality satisfies
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) Criterion 2.

-LC0 The purpose of the LCO is to prevent criticality outside the
normal operating regime and to prevent operation in an
unanalyzed condition.

i-~ p

APPLICABILITY The reactor has been designed and analyzed to be critical in
MODES 1 and 2 only and in accordance with this
specification. Criticality is not permitted in any other
MODE. Therefore, this LCO is applicable in MODE 1 and
MODE 2 when K gr 2 1.0.

ACTIONS b_d

If T.,, is below 515'F, the plant must be brought to a MODE
in which-the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status,
the plant must be brought to MODE 2 with K gr < 1.0 within
30 minutes. Rapid reactor shutdown can be readily and
practically achieved-within a 30 minute period.- The allowed
time reflects the ability to perform this action and to
maintain the plant within the analyzed range.

SURVEILLANCE. SR 3.4.2.1
REQUIREMENTS-

T.,, is initially required to be verified 2 515'F within
30 minutes prior to reaching reactor criticality, then T.,,
is required to be verified 2 515 F every 30 minutes. The
30 minute time period .is frequent enough to prevent 6
inadvertent violation of the LCO. The second frequency is
modified by a Note which states that the Surveillance is
only required to be performed when RCS T.,, is less than
525'F.. This provides a reasonable distance to the limit of
515'F . Adequate time will be available to trend RCS T.,, as

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.2-2 Revisiong6
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality,

; - B 3.4.2
t

1- - BASES .

:

it approaches 515'F, and take corrective action (s) prior-to'
exceeding the limit. T

'

.

; REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 14.

2. CENPSD-1026. Evaluations of NRC Information -

Notice 94-75 x -*
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'

nimum Temeerature For Criticalityg

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

LC'
3,4,2. 3.1.10 The Reactor Coolant System lowest operating loop temperature (T.,,)

shall be t $15'F when the reactor is critical.
. .z- :-.~..

APPLICABillTY: MODES 1,and 2 with K,n 11.0. |

A CT'8 M N: With e Jteactor Coolant System operatina loop temperature
'

.4 h, < 515'F. ff = = ' M ""- " ' im;; . "."- ;; d ...;,.. G be in hT

_ _ _ _ 3 within the neXt minutes.
0MAehEA)A

k.cf 41.o h
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

5.A
3'42'I . 4drbfr The Reactor Coolant System temperature (T,,,) shall be determined

to be 1515'Fs

a. -Within minutes prior to achievin; reactor criticality, and

b. At least once per,30 Ininutes when the reactor is critical and the
Reactor. Coolant System T.,, is less than $25-f c ' ' b

' dh

I
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gg _c.coLhRV A.I3. I 4/4rt HAff!Y!fY t5ft0L SY$fDi$
4/2 11 rfaiim G,um

intenan Tennerature For triticality
3.92

LIMIY1116 Cele!T!aN Fet 9PttAY!all

LCO
'O.;.1.G The Reactor Coolant ${or is critica{.stes lowest o rating loop temperatutt}f,,,) -v ,v. -- T 4. 7 thall be t $15'r when the rest

,

\ -+

APPL 1 tab 1L11Y: IIDDES 1 and 2 with k,n k 1.0.
|A('llotQ Eh2!!:1

With a Reactor Coolant System operating loop temperature (O, )
,

T'

A * 515'F' " t = i 0ithin the% ; dt't ''' .'!:it #O'u ;; ; t -* b' in
nutes '

| tA06E '2 Ji%|
V ccc 4 \ . Q h.s a rittanet7 r pitwis

SR
4drh4 The Reactor Coolant System temperature (f.,,) shall be determined.I. 4 . 2. I'

to be t 516'rt g I

a. Within 4@ minutes prior to achieving reactor criticality, u,d
'b. At least once per 70 minutes when the reactor is tritical anc the

Reacter Coolant Syltem T,,, is less than $1''F. g

.

.

i

|
-

(
'
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I)lSCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.2 - HCS MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

A1)A11NISTRATIVE CIRNGES

A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Teshnical
Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a .esult,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG 1432. Ilowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications. '#

A.2 Current Technical Specification 3.1.1.5 Actions require RCS Tr, to be restored in
15 minutes, and the unit to be in hiode 3 in the following 15 minutes. Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.2 Action A will require the unit to be in biode 3 within 30 minutes. The
CTS statement to '' restore . . ." is being deleted because the option to restore always exists.
The deletion of a requirement that is always implied in the ITS constitutes an adrainistrative
change. 'ihls change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

A.3 Not used. |

A.4 Current Technical Specification 3.1.1.5 requires the plant to be in hiode 3 If the RCS average
Temperature is not 2 515'F in hiode 1 or biode 2 with Na 21.0. Ilowever, per LCO 3.0.1,
the plant is only required to be taken outside the blode of Applicability, which would be
biode 2 with Ng < l.0. Improved Technical Specifications require the plant to be taken to
hiode 2 with Ng < l.0 in this situation. Therefore, changing the requirement for the plant to
be in hiode 2 with Ng < l.0 is consistent with CTS requirements and is considered an
administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432, Generic Change
TSTF 26,

TECilNICAL CilANGES MORE RENIRICTIV.E

None.

TECllNICAL CIIANGES - Rl: LOCATIONS

None

TECllNICAL CilANGES . MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE CONTROLLEE
DOCUMENTS

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LFSS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification SR 4.1.1.5.a requires RCS T.,, to be verified within'

15 minutes prior to achieving reactor criticality. This requirement will be relaxed to

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.21 Revision 5
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IllSCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.2 - RCS MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

30 minutes in ITS SR 3.4.2.1. It will require RCS T.,, to be verified within 30 minutes of.

- achieving reactor criticality. Allowing the Surveillance to be performed 15 minutes earlier la
reasonable because it is within the same Frequency the Surveillance is perfonned during
operation. Reactor Coolant System tempcrature will still be verified to be within limits prior
to achieving reactor criticality. The frequency of ITS SR 3.4.2.1 is adequate to detect a
significant temperature change considering the volume of the RCS, the severity of a
cooldown transient necessary to effect a significant temperature change and the likelihood
that such a transient will be immediately self revealing. Thus, the proposed change is
acceptable.

L.2 Not used.
|

.,....;1 ...

-

t
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-NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

>

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different klad of accident from any
previously evaluated?

He proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months for
the total flow rate measurement. nis change does not affect the probability of an accident. He
change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is
being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. ne proposed change will not introduce
any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction la margin of safety?

ne proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months for
the total flow rate measurement. Decreasing the Frequency from 18 months to 24 months
ensures that the Surveillance is performed when a change in RCS flow rate is most likely to have
occurred (following a refueling outage when the core has been altered). Any significant RCS
flow rate change throughout the fuel cycle is unlikely to go undetected because of the shiftly
RCS flow rate verification. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a|

margin of safety.

| M2_ Change 11

| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an'

accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to criticality that the average RCS
temperature must be verified from 15 minutes to 30 minutes. He Frequency of measurement of
RCS minimum temperature for criticality is not an initiator of any analyzed event. Allowing the
Surveillance to be performed 15 minutes earlier is reasonable, because it is within the same

,

Frequency the Surveillance is performed during operation. Reactor Coolant System temperature
will still be verified to be within limits prior to achieving reactor criticality. He frequency of
ITS SR 3.4.2.1 is adequate to detect a significant temperature change considering the volume of
the RCS, the severity of a cooldown transient necessary to effect a significant temperature
change and the likelihood that such a transient will be immediately self revealing. The proposed
changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do
not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to criticality that the SR must be met
from 15 minutes to 30 minutes. He change will not involve a significant change in design or
operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The preposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 347 Revision 5



NO SIGNIFICANT llAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to criticality that the SR must be met
from 15 minutes to 30 minutes. Als change will make the time to verify average temperature
prior to criticality and after criticality consistent. The increased time will continue to provide
assurance that average temperature is within limits prior to achieving reactor criticality.
Herefore, the change does not involve a signincant reduction in a margin of safety.

,LL2 Chamme Ia

Not used.
|

3.4.3 Channe L.1 -

1, Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

He proposed change increases the amount of time specifically allowed to perform an evaluation
to determine if the RCS is acceptable for continued operation, following a violation of the
pressure / temperature (P r) limits, from no specified time allowed (which is assumed to require
an immediate evaluation) to 72 hours. The P/r limits are not derived from design basis accident
analyses. Hey are prescribed during normal operation to avoid encountering pressure,
temperature, and temperature rate of change conditions that might cause undetected flaws to
propagate and cause nonductile failure of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, which is an
unanalyzed condition. He time required to evaluate RCS when the pressure or temperature
limits have been exceeded is not an initiator of any analyzed event %e out of limit condition is
required to be restored in 30 minutes or a shutdown must commence. Also, the time allowed for

the evaluation is long enough only to evaluate mild violations, which most likely will prove the
RCS to be acceptable for continued operation. He change does not alter assumptions relative to
the mitigation of an analyzed event. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators
or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the amount of time specifically allowed to perform an evaluation
*o determine if the RCS is acceptable for continued operation, following a violation of the
P/f limits, from no specified time allowed to 72 hours. While a nonductile failure in the RCS is
an unanalyzed condition, the unit is required to restore the P/r limits within 30 minutes. The
72 hour evaluation prior to shutting down is only enough time to evaluate mild violations. As a
result, this change will not allow continued operation following a significant violation of the
P/T limits. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change, The proposed change
will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the .
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the amount of time specifically allowed to perform an evaluation
to determine if the RCS is acceptable for continued operation, following a violation of the P/r

4
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4rs> RCS Mintmun Temperature for Criticg1]

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYST[M (RCS) '

3.4.2 RCS Minimus Toeperature for Criticality

313 5) LCO 3.4.t toch RCs loop average.tomperature (Tm ) shall be,k
.

^ " " " ' ' " " ' =g 2:: 2:g;m: z h g )
ACTIONS

CON 01110N
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

hMhA. T in one or more RCs A.! Be in M00[ 30 minutesI s not within .

* . . z,
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$_URVE1ltANCE REOU!REMENTS
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

NUREG 1432 Sli 3.4.9.2 requires the verification of the pressurizer heater capacity once per27.

92 days. Calvert Cliffs ITS will require verificat!an of the pressurizer heater capacity once per |
24 months. Calvert Cliffs Current Technical Specification does not contain this SR, thus this is a
new SR for Calvert Cliffs, llowever, the test the SR will require is currently being performed'

every refuele interval (i.e., every 24 months). An historical review of maintenance history has
determined that no failures of the test have occurred in the past 5 years. Herefore, the Calvert
Cliffs ITS will continue to require the test every 24 months consistent with current practice. In

-

addition, the 24 month interval is consistent with NUREG 1432, Generic Change TSTF 93.

28. He Mode of Applicability for NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.2 is Mode 1 with T.,,in one or more RCS;

loops < [535'F] and Mode 2 with T.,, in one or more RCS loops < [535'F] and Nrr 21.0.
.NUREG SR 3.4.2.1 requires verifying RCS T.,,in each loop to be 2 [520'F) every 30 minutes. e m a

thereafler. NUREG 1432 SR 3.0.4 requires surveillances to be met prior to entering the Mode of ,

Applicability for an LCO. He requirements regarding RCS minimum temperature for criticality
should be applicable whenever the reactor is critical and not just below a certain temperature.
ne following changes were made to NUREG 1432 Specification 3.4.2: a) the Applicability of ,

ITS 3.4.2 was revised to be Mode I and Mode 2 with Nrr h 1.0; b) an additional frequency was
added to ITS SR 3.4.2.1 to require the verification of T,9 prior to reaching criticality; and c) the
current frequency was modified by a note which addresses the temperature requirements
provided in the Applicability of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.2; thus, aller achieving criticality, the
SR will only be required to be perfonned when RCS T.,, is less than $25'F. The revised |

Applicability of ITS LCO 3.4.2 is the same as the Applicability of CTS LCO 3.1.1.5. It is'
broader than the Applicability provided in NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.2. With the revised

j Applicability, ITS 3.4.2 will require cach RCS loop average temperature to be 2 515'F in Modes
I and 2 with Ntr 21.0. The revised frequency ofITS SR 3.4.2.1 requires verification of RCS.

1

T.,, to be performed: a) once within 30 minutes prior to reaching criticality; and b) at once per
'

30 minutes thereafter whenever RCS T.,,is less than 525'F. These frequencies are consistent
with the intent of NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.2.1 and CTS 4.1.1.5.a and 4.1.1.5.b.

! 29. NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.1.4 requires the RCS total flow rate to be verified within limits by
precision heat balance. Calvert Cliffs ITS will require the RC.', total flow rate to be determined
by measurement. The Calvert Cliffs ITS will not specify the method by which to verify the RCS-

total flow rate. Calvert Cliffs does not use the precision heat balance method of verifying RCS
total flow rate. Calvert Cliffs current Technical Specification requires the measurement of the

'

total flow rate. Thus, this deviation from NUREG 1432 is also consistent with the Calvert Clift:
current licensing basis.

30. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.1.3, which verifies RCS total flow rate, contains a Note
'

which states, " Required to be met in MODE 1 with all RCPs running" TSTF 62 revised the
Note to read "Only required to be met in MODE 1" with the justification that all RCPs are.

required to be running in MODE 1. However, the Applicability of LCO 3.4.1 is Mode 1.
Therefore, a Note which states, "Only required to be met in MODE 1" is superfluous. He
NOTE has been deleted,

TSTF 62 was approved by the NRC on September 18, 1996. A new generic change will bc-

proposed to delete the Note from NUREG 1432.,.

!
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RCS Ninimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

5 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT $VSitM (RCS)

S 3.4.2 RC$ Minimum temperature for Criticality

Basts

SACKGROUND Estabitshing the value for the minimum toeperature for
reactor criticality is based upon considerations fort

Operation within the existing instrumentation rangesa.
and accuracles:

~

bi" Operation within the bounds of the existing accident
analysest and

c. Operation with the reactor vessel above its minimum
nil duett 11ty reference temperature when the reactor o h + h l'Inis critical.

4 p p,,,
i

The reactor coolant moderator temperature coefficient used fema J'a rukin core operating and accident analysis is ^ - E
for the normal o>erating temperature range 9 ':!b defin9d

^-
" b T ^7,.(adc) une neactor Pro 0pction System receives inputh from the f.h

~

narrowrangehotologtemperaturedetectors,whichhavea
rance of- ^^^ lhe RCS S:-
Nom 7n)al Tlicontrolled using inputs of the:sr ; temperaturefor making the reactor critical is 83 3, *F @ (, d

ggg'r 44, 46 6 % (T ame r4n e.5* ** d 4G M Safety anEoperating analyses for lower temperature have
.

j 4/cT, regch*|| been made. o

-=

APPLICABLE . There are no accident analyses that dictate the minimum
*

$AFETY ANALY$t$ temperature for criticality, but all low power safair hanalyses ginttial_tesiperatsres near the (436FF limitQ (Ref.}}. g.24,QQ --
The RCS minimum temperature for criticality satisfies '

Criterton 2 of the NRC Policy Statement. .

LCO The purpose of the LC0 is to prevent criticality outside the
normal operating regimep5N2FMTQ-~ and to prevent /
operation in an unanalyzed conditio% c-

(continued)

CEOG STS B 3.4-7 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Minimus Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

8ASES

LC0 (TheLCO only applicable
limit o[ftw $30 'F anrovidesaD(continued) reason e distance to *

1his allowsadog e time to tre ts approach and ake corrective @.

tact ns prior to en Ing the 11 alt.
.

APPLICABILITY

MODES 1 and 2 only and in accordance with thisThe reactor has been designed and analyzed to be critical in_
specification.

Therefore, this Lgis applicable in MODE lCriticality is not permitted in any other ', _.,#,
MODE.

4u-rt and '. . . s ,',

Nnitor oIc $ Itt
" ' '

tn
turi 11

The)'
t e '

g is required below a T of
.

ino 1 temperature of is maintaNed by[51 )* .;

.n1 tvein ., t 5 team Dumpr= ,

'

_

ACTIONS L1
.

'

If T
MODETnwhichtheLCOdoesnotapply.is belov4440FF, the plant must be brought to abstatus, the To achieve this
30 minutes. plant must be brought to MODE X withu

.

In
Rapid reactor shutdown can be readliy and

practically achieved within a 30 minute period. %

time reflects the ability to perform this acti The allowed a ga4
maintain the plant within the analyzed range. on and to 8,& # /' pF F.fo

,

+x

REQUIREMENT 5 2 %$ 'yE lI erkvie s.s0
- xQ ls isskwISURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.1 i b e- V tr| o'< &

* j cs in- rior4T isrequhed$o~bedified1Oe et INtc.
II+utes. ~Q h1$7 30 minute time period is frequ(ent]enough no nrevent520 *Pevery'30 '

inadvertent violation of the LC0 'elhelurveillanceislfrequired whenever the reactor critical and temperature is nl below 535)*F,tinpracticet
surveillance is most /J\.appr ritte dur,ing the pert when the reactor is ghtgr ical. )

_

14REFERENCES 1.
_.

h"@SAR,sectionJag[.
-_

g

_
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41. . ihe NRC requested additional justification for changing the 17 equency of CTS 4.2.5.2 from
'

t
18 months to 24 months (ITS 3.4.1 Comment 2). Additional justification has been provided in
DOC 1,.3 for ITS 3.4.1. This change is not beyond the scope of the 11S process. Ihtending
surveillance frequencies from 18 to 24 months has been conducted as part of the ITS process.

. .. . .. .

.
_
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RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Floa DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

BASES

SR 3.4.1.3

The 12 hour Surveillance frequency for RCS total flow rate
is performed using the installed flow instrumentation. The
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating experience to
be sufficient to assess for potential degradation and to
verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions.

| |

SR 3.4.1.4
i

Measurement of RCS total flow rate is performed once every
24 months. This verifies that the actual RCS flow rate is f
within the bounds of the analyses.

The Frequency of 24 months reflects the importance of
verifying flow after a refueling outage where the core has
been altered, which may have caused an alteration of flow
resistance.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR. Section 14.1.2
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Spee<{nsben J. 4./

M MIT$~ ~
.- _n,,- - g',

3.4.1 3/4.2.6 .g gg g g g g R u P,a ,.ce, % p A .<<.,c 4 Flu Ser a bre F* * "

A**'*h }}"5,L}@ L; &" -

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERAT10N
~'-

Lc0 3 4.1 h%4 The following DNB related parameters shall be maintained within the
limits shown:

5 t r trs e|.u ss, e o fb 4. Cold Leg Temperature s $48'r i

q | d.

st. /. Pressurizer Pressure 2 2200 psis' ' *' yy(q et'
,

c. Reactor Coolant System total Flow Rate 2 370.000 gim
|

d. AXIAL $NAPt !NDEX, THERNAL POWER as specified in the COLR.
|

APPLICABillll: MODE !.ta9..o th
4 4".'" g ACllMa With any of the above parameters exceeding its limit, restore the k4

trameter to within its limit within 2 hours or reduce THERMAL POWER to
est than 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next ours.

SURYt!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

*MtI
4rer!b4 tach of the erame{ Q ,'',y at least once per 12 bours.ters shall be verified to be within their limits |

.

-

.4,W The Reactor Coolant System total flow rate shal be determined to5" 3. 4 I 4 be within its limit by measurement at least once per months.
24

b

- b ~6 '

Limit not applicable during either a THERMAL POWER ramp increase inI

'* excess of 5% of RAT [0 THERMAL POWER per minute or a THERMAL POWER step
nerease of greater than 10% of RAT [0 THERMAL POWER.

CALYtRT CLIFFS - UNIT 1 3/4 2 8 Amendment No. 186
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PFC 8 es 4.an ~3. $. | |
!

O' (9J6Cl?%N-AM S YSTEM (RCSi) A,g

~ - - : _ ___ _-

g,4 4/4rt- 70WIR distr!auf!Du Ltitifsi' ~ ~

3,4. | 3/4.2.6 .!ma.htstuu. Rc.s A ,u . , <, T~ r =6 s e , .m.1 Fl. ~
O.p. < 4 , e i% ~ th e 5 , = < < G o. Im

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION NG)L.y.j
_

Grftt- The following DN8 related parameters shall be maintained within the
*'

limits shown:
|

b p. Cold Leg Temperature s $48'F 4 et 0.'auq W
CA t. Pressurizer Pressure k 2200 psia \

Q 3.1.f..

c. Atoctor Coolant System Total Flow Rate 2 370.000 ppe " M d }* b *W
d. AX1AL SRAPC INDEX. THERNAL D0VER as specified in the COLR

|
APPtlCABILITY: MODE 1.

A c 'l in t.1 B
&-ACIl.pff: With an of the above parameters exceedin ts limitAche,o,A

gess than 5% of RATED intRNAL POWER within the nextar meter to wit (in its iimit within 2 hours or. reluc(e TMcRNAL , restore the0 Wit to
ours.

f0RVEILLANCE REQUIRthENTS l

,' 4 , 't ,' 4,4rGr4
at least once per 12 pours.Each of the arameters shall be verified to be within their limits |g 3 4,i,

4.2.5.2 The Reactor Coolant System total flow rate shall be detemined tg
be within its limit by measurement at least once per.Hr months.f -h-@ 3 4 g,4

,
-

A

f^Let 1PcLimit not applicable during elg. \
er THERNAL POWER ramp increase in

excess of 5% of RATED THERNAL POWEP per minute or a TNERNAL POWER step
increase of greater than 1M of RATED THERNAL POWER.

CALVtRT CLIFFS - UNIT 2 3/4 2 8 Amendment No. 163
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.4.1 - RCS PRESSUk4E, TEMPERATURE, AND FLOW (DNZ) LIMITS

performed aner a refueling outage v'nen the RCS flow is most likely to have changed. A
review of 5 years of maintenance nistory found no failures of this surveillance test. The
Current Technical Specifications (CTS) Frequency of 18 months will not coincide with the
test to be perfonned aner each refueling outage. 1herefore, this change reflects the
importance of performing this test aner a reft.eling outage. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

b^4 .c au .

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3 A.1-2 Revision 5



42. Discussion of Change L.1 was revised to provide additional justincation for allowing a steam
generator at a leve' of t 50 inches as a second method for removing decay heat. This change has
been made to respond to an NRC comment (ITS 3.4.7 Comment 1).

|
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3A,7 - RCS LOOPS . MODE 5, LOOPS FILLED

alignment and indicated power available to the required SDC pump and valves that are not in
operation.

LA.3 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.3 requires the coolant loops to be verifled in
operation and circulating reactor coolant. The requirement to circulate reactor coolant is
being rnoved to the ITS 3.4.7 Dases. Specific requirements for verifying that the reactor
coolant loop is in operation will be located in the Bases or plant procedures, as appropriate.
Any changes to the Bases w811 be in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS
Chapter 5.0, and any changes to plant procedures will be in accordance with the Calvert
Cliffs change control process. De Bases Control Program and the Calvert Cliffs change
control process will ensure that changes to this requirement will receive an appropriate

,y . review. His change la consistent with NUREG 1432. - gp . ea

TECilNICAL CIIANGES . I rER prRTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification LCOs 3.4.1.3.a.1 and 2 require the reactor coolant loops,
thelt associated sos, and at least one associated RCP to be Operable if used to satisfy the
LCO. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.7 will only require that the secondary side water
level of each SO be a .50 inches if used as the backup system to the required.SDC train.
This is acceptable in Mode 5 with the loops filled because even though the sos cannot
produce steam, they are capable of being a heat sink due to the large contained volume of
secondary side water. Forced cooling using the RCPs is not required because natural
circulation occurs, which is sufficient to remove the small heat load in the reactor core until

a SDC train can be made available. A plant specific calculation was developed to verify that

I
the sos could be used for decay heat removal. The calculation was performed in response to

'

NUMARC Ouldance Document 9106, Ouldelines for Industry Action to Assess Shutdown
Management. The calculation considers or detennines the maximum core decay heat
generation rate, total primary to secondary heat transfer area, heat transfer coef0clents,
relative pr| mary and secondary temperatures, total natural circulation Ocw rate, and
combined SO ambient heat loss rate, as well as other considerations. The calculation
determines that a SO level of a 50 inches with the associated RCS loop Olled is suf0cient to
remove the generated decay heat load. His change is consistent with NUREO.1432,

L2 Two notes are being added to CTS LCO 3.4.1.3. nese notes permit: a) one required SDC
loop to be inoperable for up to two hours for Surveillance testing, provided the other SDC
loop is Operable and in operation; and b) all SDC loops to be removed from operation during
planned he,itup to Mode 4 when at least one RCS loop is in operation.

Note 2 to ITS LCO 3.4.7 pennits periodic Surveillance tests to be performed on one of the
SDC loops when both SDC loops are credited for meeting the LCO. His note p ovides
operational flexibility by allowing two hours before entering the Action statement. The note
is acceptable, because: a) the note requires one SDC loop to be Operable and in operation.
The forced coolant circulation provided by one SDC loop is suflicient to remove decay heat
in Mode 5 with the loops filled; and b) the Operators will be focused on the status of SDC

while operating under the provisions of this note, nus, in the event the required SDC loop
becomes inoperable or ceases to be in operation, the Operators would take action in a short
period of time to restore a SDC toop to an Operable status and place it in operation.

CALVERT CLIFFS . UNITS 1 & 2 3a.7-4 Revision 5
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43. Discussion of Deviation 27 for Section 3.4 was revised to provide additionalJustification for
extending ITS SR 3.4.9.2 from 92 days to 24 months. This change has been made to respond to
an NRC comtnent (ITS 3.4.9 Cornment 3).

;

.
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DISCUSSION OF TECllNICAL SPECirlCATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOI. ANT SYSTEM,.e

27. NUREO 1432 SR 3.4.9.2 tequires the verification of the pressurizer heater capacity once per
92 days. Calvert Cliffs ITS will require verincation of the pressuriter heater capacity once per |
24 months. Calvert Cliffs Cunent Technical Specification does not contain this SR, thus this is a
new SR for Calvert Clifts. Ilowever, the test the SR will require is currently being performed |

every refueling interval (i.e., every 24 months). An historical review of maintenance history has
determined that no failures of the test have occurred in the past $ years. Therefore, the Calvert
Cliffs ITS will continue to require the test every 24 months consistent with current practice, in
addition, the 24 rnonth interval is consistent with NUREG 1432, Ocneric Change TSTF 93.

28. %e Mode of Applicability for NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.2 is Mde I with T.,,in one or more RCS
loops < [$35'F] and Mode 2 with T.,, in one or more RCS loops < [$35'F) and Nn h 1.0.
NUREO SR 3.4.2.1 requires verifying RCS T., in each loop to be a [520'F] every 30 minutes
thercefter. NUREO 1432 SR 3.0.4 requires surv,eillances to be met prior to entering the Mode of
Applicability for an LCO. The requirements regarding RCS minimum temperature for criticality
should be applicable whenever the reactor is critical and not just below a certain temperature.
The following changes were made to NUREG 1432 Specification 3.4.2: a) the Applicability of
ITS 3.4.2 was revised to be Mode 1 and Mode 2 with Nn 21.0; b) an additional frequency was
added to ITS SR 3.4.2.1 to require the verification of T,9 prior to reaching criticality; and c) the
current frequency was modified by a note which addresses the temperature requirements
provided in the Applicability of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.2; thus, after achieving criticality, the
SR will only be required to be performed when RCS T.,, is less than 525'F. The revised
Applicability of ITS LCO 3.4.2 is the same as the Applicability of CTS LCO 3.1.1.5. It is
broader than the Applicability provided in NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.2. With the revised
Applicability, ITS 3.4.2 will require each RCS loop average ten.perature to be h $15'F in Modes
I and 2 with Nrr d 1.0. The revised frequency ofITS SR 3.4.2.1 requires verifkation of RCS
T.,, to be performed: a) once within 30 minutes prior to reaching criticality; and b) at once per
30 minute thereafler whenever RCS T,v,is less than $25'F. These frequencies are consistent
with the intent of NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.2.1 and CTS 4.1.1.5.a and 4.1.1.5.b.

29 NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.1.4 requires the RCS total flow rate to be verified within limits by
precision heat balance. Calvert Clifts ITS will require the RCS total flow rate to be Atermined
by measurement. The Calvert Cliffs ITS will not specify the method by which to verify the RCS
total Dow rate. Calvert Cliffs does not use the precision heat balance method of verifying RCS
total flow rate. Calvert Cliffs current Tahnical Specification requires the measurement of the
total flow rate. Thus, this deviation from NUREG 1432 is also consistent with the Calvert Cliffs
current licensing basis.

30. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.1.3, w hich verifies RCS total flew rate, contains a Note
which states, " Required to be met in MODE 1 with all RCps running." TSTF 62 revised the
Note to read "Only required to be met in MODE I" with the justification that all RCPs are
required to be running in MODE 1, llowever, the Applicability of LCO 3.4.1 is Mode 1.
Therefore, a Note which states, "Only required to be met in MODE 1" is superfluous. The
NOTE has been deleted.

TSTF 62 was approved by the NRC on September 18, 1996. A new generic change will be
proposed to delete the Note from NUREG 1432.

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS I & 2 3.47 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.!! PRESSURIZER PORVs

credited for overpressure mitigation. 1hese proposed changer are consistent with
NUREG 1432. '

L.2 Current Technical Specifications require the PORY CllANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
(CIT) to be performed every 31 days, in accordance with CTS Table 4.31, item 4.
Improved Technical Specificaticas will decrease the Surveillance Frequency to 92 days. The
PORY actuation instrumentation is the same as that used for the RPS liigh Pressurizer
Pressure Function, described in CTS Table 4.31, item 4. The RPS liigh Pressuriter
Pressure Function CIT Surveillance Frequency was decreased from 31 days to 92 days in the
RPS and ESFAS " monthly to cuarterly" Technical Specification change (approved in an

i NRC Safety Evaluation Report for Amendments 193 and 170 for Units I and 2, respectively,'

dated August 24,1994). In this report, the NRC stated that Calvert Cliffs had _to satisfy three
requirements necessary to extend the CFT Frcquency. These requirements were: a) the
licensee must confirm thet they have reviewed instrument drifl infonnation for each channel
involved; b) have to determine that drift occurring in that channel over the period of
extended surveillance test interval would not cause the setpoint value to exceed the
Allowable Value as calculated for that channel by the lleensee's methodologyt and c) should
have onsite records of the as found and as-left values showing actual calculations and
supporting data for planned future NRC audits. The NRC further stated that Calvert Cliffs

I met these three requirements and could extend the CFR Frequency from 31 days to 92 days
fbr certain instruments, including the liigh Pressurizer Pressure Function. Calvert Cliffs has
evaluated this instrumentation as it relates to the PORV opening setpoint ensured that it
meets the three requirements listed above. Since the PORY actuation and the liigh
Pressurizer Pressure liigh Trip Setpoint share the same instrumentation and the signal that
actuates the PORV is generated from the same portion of the instrument that actuates the
RPS, this change is acceptable,

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11-4 Revision 5
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OVERVIEW OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

The significant differences between the current Technical Speci0 cations and the proposed improved
Technical Specifications are:

e

Delay is allowed in the performeace of some surveillances to allow plant conditions to stabilizee

or time to assess the situation.

The specification which requires coolant loops to be Operable in Modes 4 and 5 is split into three*

specifications.

Sorne allowed outage times are reduced,*

Some Limiting Condition for Operations are being relocated out of the speci0 cations.e

The significant differences between the proposed improved Technical Specifications and NUREG-1432,
Revision 1, as modified by generic changes, are:

,

t

An improved Technical Specification allowance to de-energize the reactor coolant pumps for upe

to two hours per eight hour period for low flow testing, as contained in the current Technical
Specifications, was added to Specification 3.4.5. The Calvert Cliffs low flow test requirement
requires more than one hour,

plant specific power-operetest relief valve and low temperature overpressure protectione

specifications are incorporated.

The Reactor Cocht System pressurizer isolation valve leakage specification was note

t incorporated. Calvert Cliffs does not currently have this specification, and the Calvert Cliffs -
'

design for the applicable 5 %:.* does not warrant this specification.

.

;-

!

>
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RCS Pressure, Temperature. and Flow DNB Limits
3.4.1

3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.1 RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling
(DNB) Limits

LC0 3.4.1 RCS DNB parameters for pressurizer pressure, cold leg
temperature, and RCS total flow rate shall be within the
limits specified below:

a. Pressurizer pressure 2 2200 psia;

b. RCS cold leg temperature (Tc) $ 548'F; and

c. RCS total flow rate 2 370,000 gpm.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.

----------------------------NOTE---------------------------.

Pressurizer pressure limit does not apply during:

a. THERMAL POWER ramp > 5% RTP per minute; or

b. THERMAL POWER step > 10% RTP.
..................._____. _____..________..________......__..

ACTIONS-

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. RCS DNB parameter (s) A.1 Restoreparameter(s) 2 hours
not within limits. to within limit.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours
associated Completion g
Time not met.

S'

i
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Floa DNB Limits
3.4.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.1.1 Verify pressurizer pressure 2 2200 psia. 12 hours

SR 3.4.1.2 Verify RCS cold leg temperature s 548'F. 12 hours

SR 3.4.1.3 Verify RCS total flow rate 2 370,000 gpm. 12 hours i

SR 3.4.1.5 Verify measured RCS total flow rate is 24 months
within limits,

l

|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.1-2 Revision #f
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
3.4.2

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

LCO 3.4.2 Each RCS loop average temperature (T.,,) shall be 2 515'F.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1, 4

MODE 2 with K,,, 2 1.0.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIREDr?. TION COMPLETION TIME

:

A. T.,,in one or more A.1 Be in MODE 2 with K,rr 30 minutes
RCS loops not within < 1.0.
limit.

__

:

,

I

i
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
3.4.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.2.1 Verify RCS T.,, in each loop 2 515'F. Once within 30
minutes prior
to reaching
criticality

AND

-----NOTE .-.- 6
Only required
to be performed<

when RCS T.,,is
< 525'F
..............

30 minutes
thereafter

CALVERT CLIFFS . UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.2-2 Revision /fg
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RCS Loops - MODE 3 |

3.4.5

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT. SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.5 RCS Loops - N0DE 3

LLCO 3.4.5 Two RCS loops shall be OPERABLE and one RCS loop shall be in:
! operation.-

---------------------_----- NOTES-------------------------.--
1. All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) may be not in operation 6

'

for s 1 hour per 8 hour period and s 2 hours per 8 hour
period for low flow-testing, provided:

a. No operations are permitted that would cause
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

i

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least-10'F 5
below saturation temperature.

,

2. No RCP shall be started with rny RCS cold leg
temperature s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301*F (Unit 2) unless:

a. The pressurizer water level is s 170 inches;

b. The pressurizer pressure is s 300 psia (Unit 1),
s 320 psia (Unit 2); and

c. The secondary water temperature of each steam
generator is s'30'F above the RCS temperature.

..................__ ........__......__...__.............____

APPLICABILITY: MODE 3.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS l'& 2 3.4.5-1 RevisionAf



RCS Loops - MODE 4
3.4.6

3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.6 RCS Loops _- MODE 4

LC0 3.4.6 Two loops consisting of any combination of RCS loops and.

shutdown cooling (SDC) loops shall be OPERABLE and at least
one loop-shall be in operation.

.-------------------------- NOTES---------------------------.
1. All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) and SDC pumps may be E

;

not in operation for s 1 hour per 8 hour period,
;

provided:

a. No operations are permitted that would cause-

reduction of the-RCS boron concentration; and
'

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F f
below saturation temperature.

2. No~RCP shall be started with any RCS cold leg
temperature s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301*F (Unit-2) unless:

a. Pressurizer water level is s 170 inches;

b. Pressurizer pressure is s 300 psia (Unit 1),
s320 psia (Unit 2);and

c. Secondary side water temperature-in each steam
.

generator (SG) is s 30 F above each of the RCS cold I
leg temperatures.

-. ---..-...___.---.. ___ - ---___.--..........--__.....-----

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4.
i

i
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RCS Loops - MODE 4
3.4.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.6.1 Verify one RCS or SDC loop is in operation. 12 hours

i

SR 3.4.6.2 Verify secondary side water level in 12 hours
required SG(s) is > -50 inches.

SR 3.4.6.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
indicated power available to the required
loop components that are not in operation, g

i

|
|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.6-3 Revisiongg



RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Filled
3.4.7

3.4 : REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.7 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled

LC0 3.4.7 One shutdown cooling (SDC) loop shall be OPERABLE and in
operation, and either:

a. One additional SDC loop shall be OPERABLE; or

b. The secondary side water level of each steam generator
(SG) shall be 2 -50 inches.

......___......__ .......-- NOTES------------------__---.----
1. The SDC pump of the loop in operation may be not in S'

operation for s I hour per 8 hour period provided:

a. No operations are permitted that would cause
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at.least 10'F 5'
below saturation temperature.

2. One required SDC loop may be inoperable for up to
2 hours for surveillance testing provided that-the other
SDC loop is OPERABLE and in operation.

3. No reactor coolant pump (RCP) shall be started with any
RCS cold leg temperature s 365*F (Unit 1), s 301*F
(Unit 2)unless:

a. The pressurizer water level' is s 170 inches;

b. Pressurizer pressure is s 300 psia.(Unit 1),
s 320 psia (Unit 2); and

c. The secondary side water temperature in each SG is
s 30*F above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

4. - All SDC loops may be not in operation during planned
heatup to MODE 4 when at least one RCS loop is in
operation.

_____..........._______...._____.......___.....__...._____...

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.7-1 Revision g y
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RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Filled
3.4.7

,

i

SURVEILLANCE-REQUIREMENTS (continued)
'

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.7.2 Verify requited SG secondary side water 12 hours
level is > -50 inches.

SR 3.4.7.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
indicated power available to the required
SDC loop components that are not in 5operation.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.7-3 Revisiongg
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RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
3.4.8

3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.8 RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops'Not Filled

LC0 3.4.8 Two shutdown cooling (SDC) loops shall be OPERABLE and one
SDC loop shall be in operation.

........................... N0TES-.....-.-...-..-....-....-..

1. All SDC pumps may be not in operation for s 15 minutes 6
when switching from one loop to another provided:

a. The core outlet temperature is maintained at least S-
10*F below saturation temperature;

b. No operations are permitted that would cause a
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

c. No draining operations to further reduce the RCS
vater volume are permitted.

2. One SDC loop may be inoperable for s 2 hours for
surveillance testing provided the other SDC loop is-

OPERABLE and in operation.
.................................................... ........

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with RCS loops not filled.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One SDC loop A.1 Initiate action to Immediately
inoperable, restore SDC loop to

OPERABLE status.

CALVERT CLIFFS . UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.8 1 Revision #5-
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RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not filled
3.4.8

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required SDC loops B.1 Suspend all Immeoiately
inoperable, operations involving

reduction of RCS
QB boron concentration.

No SDC loop in AND

operation.
B.2 Initiate action to Immediately

restore one SDC loop
to OPERABLE status
and operation.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.8.1 Verify one SDC loop is in operattu. I? hoi:rs

SR 3.4.8.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
indicated power available to the required
SDC loop components that are not in 5
operation.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.8-2 Revision # 5
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|
|

Pressurizer PORVs |

3.4.11

3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.11 PressurizerPowerOperatedReliefValves(PORVs)

LC0 3.4.11 Two PORVs and associated block valves shall be OPERABLE.

| APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2

MODE- 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F (Unit 1),
> 301*F (Unit 2) .

1

ACTIONS

.....__........................---..N0TES..---..---...---..--...-...--.......

1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each PORV and each block valve.<

5
2. LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable.
.......__....................___..........___..................__...__........

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or two PORVs A.1 Close and maintain 1 hour
inoperable and power to associcted
capable of being block valve.

; manually cycled.

.

:

t

/CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11-1 Revision 9 5'
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E

c Pressurizer PORVs
3.4.11*

ACTIONS (continued)

. CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION. TIME;

'

B. One.PORV inoperable B.1 Close associated I hour
and not capable of block valve.
being manually
cycled. AND

:

; B.2 Remove power from
| associated block I hour
'

valve.
i

AND
-

i B.3 Restore PORV to

[ OPERABLE status. 5 days 6

;-

C. One block valve C.1 Place associated PORY 1 hour4

inoperable. in override closed..

AND

:
"

C.2 Restore block valve 5 days 5'
} to OPERABLE status,

i

D. Two PORVs inoperable 0.1 C'ose associated 1 hour
and not capable of block valves.
being manually
cycled. AND

D.2 Remove power from 1 hour
associated block
valves.

AND

0.3' Restore one PORV to 72 hours
OPERABLE status.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 .3.4.11-2 Revisiong5'
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.

Pressurizer PORVs
3.4.11.

' -
ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. Two block valves E.1 Place associated 1 hour
inoperable. PORVs in override

closed.

AND

E.2 Restore one block 72 hours
valve to OPERABLE
status.

F. Required Action and F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

F.2 Reduce any RCS cold 12 hours g-
leg temperature
s 365'F (Unit 1),
s 301*F (Unit 2).

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.11.1 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of each 92 days
PORV.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11-3 Revision)75'
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Pressurizer PORVs
3.4.11

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.11.2 -------------------NOTE-------------------

Not required to be performed with block
valve closed in accordance with the Required
Actions of this LCO.
...........................................

Perform a complete cycle of each block 92 days
valve.

SR 3.4.11.3 Perform a complete cycle of each PORV. 24 months

SR 3.4.11.4 Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of each PORV. 24 months

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11-4 Revision 0
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LTOP System

-3.4.12

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.12_ Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System

LC0 3.4.12 An LTOP System shall be OPERABLE with:

a. 1. A maximum of one high pressure safety injection
(HPSI) pump capable of injecting into the RCS, and:

2. When HPSI suction is aligned to the Refueling Water :

Tank (RWT), the HPSI pump shall be in manual. I
control and either: '

a) HPSI flow limited to s 210 gpm, or

b) An RCS vent of 2: 2.6 square inches 4

establhhed;

6!iQ

b. HPSI loop motor operated valves (MOVs) only capable of
manually aligning HPSI pump flow to the RCS; g
......................... NOTE--------------------------
HPSI loop MOVs may be capable of automatically aligning
HPSI pump flow to the RCS for the purposes of testing.

!........................................................

AND

c. 1. TwoOPERABLEpoweroperatedreliefvalves(PORVs). j
and associated block valves open, with PORV lift
settings on or below the curve.in Figure 3.4.12-1
when the Shutdown Cooling (SDC)' System is not in
operation and PORV lift settings s 492 psia
-(Unit 1), s 443 psia (Unit 2), when the SDC is in
operation, or |

2. One OPERABLE PORV, and associated block valve-open.
-with PORV lift setting on or below the curve in
Figure 3.4,12-1 when the SDC System'is not in

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.12-1 Revision ( $



LTOP System

3.4.12

operation and PORV lift setting s 429 psia (Unit .

1), s 443 psia (Unit 2), when the SDC is in
operation; and an RCS vent of 2 1.3 square inches f
established; or

3. An RCS vent of 2 2.6 square inches established.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 3 with any RCS cold leg temperature s 365'F (Unit 1), 6
s 301*F (Unit 2),
MODES 4, 5, and 6.

...........................-NOTE---------------------------

This Specification is not applicable when the RCS is vented
to 2 8 square inches.
.............................................................

ACTIONS

..................................... NOTE-----------------------------------..

While the requirements of this LC0 are not met, entry into a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability is not permitted.
..............................................................................

~

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more HPSI A.1 Initiate action to Immediately
pumps capable of verify a maximum of
automatically one HPSI pump only
injecting into the capable of manually
RCS. injecting into the

IRCS and no HPSI pumps

03. capable of
automatically

Two or more HPSI injecting into the
pumps capable of RCS.

manually injecting
into the RCS.-

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.12-2 Revisiong5
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.

LTOP System
3.4.12

.

ACTIONS (continued)
i CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION . COMPLETION TIME
.

B. HPSI flow > 210 gpm B.1 Initiate action to Immediately.

and suction aligned reduce flow to
to RWT. s 210 gpm.-

SFi AND

i
'

RCS vent < 2.6 square
inches established.,

.

C. One or more HPSI loop C.1 Initiate action to Immediately
MOVs capable of verify HPSI loop MOVs

| automatically are only capable of
c7

aligning HPSI pump manually aligning
; flow to the RCS. HPSI pump flow to the i

a RCS.

D. One of two required D.1 Restore required PORV 5 days.

PORVs inoperable :n to OPERABLE status. SF*

MODE 3 with any RCS '

; . cold leg temperature ;

I s 365'F (Unit 1), s
301*F. (Unit 2), or

,

MODE 4. ;
,

- AND
4'

s

RCS vent < 1.3 square SF

inches established.

|

|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.12-3 Revisionjfsr
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LTOP System
; 3.4.12

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

; E. One of two required E.1 Restore required PORV 24 hours 5
PORVs inoperable in to OPERABLE status.
MODE 5 or 6.

4

b.@'

'

RCS vent < 1.3 square 5'
inches established.

''

F. Required Action and F.1 Depressurize RCS and 48 hours
-associated Completion establish RCS vent
Time of Condition D 2 1.3 square inches.'

or E not met. 5

G. All required PORVs G.1 Depressurize RCS and 48 hours 5'
inoperable, establish RCS vent of

2 2.6 square inches.
S*

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY;

SR 3.4.12.1 Verify a maximum of one HPSI pump is only 12 hours
capable of manually injecting into the RCS, y

SR 3.4.12.2 Verify HPSI loop MOVs are only capable of 12 hours y
manually aligning HPSI pump flow to the RCS.

:

4

4

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.12-4 Revisiongg
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LTOP System
3.4.12

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.12.3 Verify required RCS vent is open. 12 hours for i
unlocked open
ventvalve(s)

5
31 days for
locked open
ventvalve(s)

'
SR 3.4.12.4 Verify PORV block valve is open for each 72 hours

reoiired PORV.

5
SR 3.4.12.5 -------------------NOTE-------------------

Not required to be performed until 12 hours y
after decreasing any RCS cold leg
temperature to s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301*F
(Unit 2).
..__.....__.......___........____... _____.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 31 days
required PORV, excluding actuation.

SR 3.4.12.6 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each required 24 months f
PORV actuation channel.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.12-5 Revisiongy
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LTOP System

3.4.12
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LTOP System
3.4.12
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a

RCS Operational LEAKAGE,

3.4.13

ACTIONS (continued)4

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
,

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours.

associated Completion
Time of Conditica A AND

,

not met.
B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours.

'

QB

! Pressure boundary
LEAKAGE exists.

5
,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.13.1 Verify RCS Operational LEAKAGE is within -----NOTE ----
limits by performance of RCS water inventory Only required

| balance. to be performed cp
: during steady
*

state operation
..............

72 hours
:

SR 3.4.13.2 Verify SG tube integrity is in accordance- In accordance
with the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance with the Steam
Program. Generator Tube,

Surveillance
Program

,

Y

i
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
'

3.4.14

- 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

3.4.14- RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

i

LC0 3.4.14 The following RCS leakage detection instrumentation shall be
OPERABLE:

-

a. One containment sump level alarm; and

b. One containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor
(gaseousorparticulate).

e

i

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
,

ACTIONS

.................................----N0TE---.-.-----..----.....-.-..-....----.

LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable.
,

......................__................___...___.............................

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

~

5
A. Required containment A.1 Perform SR 3.4.13.1. Once per

sump level alarm 24 hours
inoperable.

AND

A.2 Restore containment- 30 days y
sump level alarm to
OPERABLE status,

i

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.14-1 RevisionAS'
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.14

ACTIONS-(continued)

CONDIIION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required containment- B.1.1 Analyze grab samples Once per
atmosphere of the containment 24 hours
radioactivity monitor atmosphere.
inoperable,

93

B.1.2 Perform SR 3.4.13.1.. Once per
24 hours

AND

B.2 Restore required 30 days-
containment
atmosphere
radioactivity monitor
to OPERABLE status.-

i

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

C.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

D. All required alarms D1 Enter LC0 3.0.3. Inunediately
and monitors
inoperable.

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.14-2 Revision #5 !
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I'

STE RCS Loops - MODES 4 and 5

,

3.4.17
>

c 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS) ;

3.4.17- Special Test Exception (STE) RCS Loops - MODES 4 and 5

LCO 3.4.'' The reactor coolant circulation requirements of LCO 3.4.6,
"RCS Loops-MODE 4 " LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops-MODE 5 Loops
Filled," and LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-MODE 5 Loops Not Filled"
may be suspended during the time intervals required: - 1) for g
local leak rate testing of containment penetration number 41
pursuant to tSe requirements of the Containment Leakage Rate
TestingProgram;and2)topermitmaintenanceonvalves

; located in the common shutdown cooling suction line or on the
'

shutdown cooling flow control valve provided:

a. Xenonreactivityiss0.1%Ak/kandisapproaching,

stability; I
!
! b. No operations are permitted which could cause reduction

of the RCS boron concentration;
,

E

c. The charging pumps are deenergized and the charging flow
paths are closed; and

i 5'
d. The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of LC0 3.1.1 is verified

every 8 hours.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more A.1 Suspend activities Immediately
requirements of the being performed under g
LCO not met. this STE.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.17-1 Revision # 5
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STE RCS Loops - MODES 4 and 5

3.4.17
'

: SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.17.1 Verify xenon reactivity is within limits. Once within'

1 hour prior to
suspending the.

reactor coolant y
circulation
requirements of
LC0 3.4.6,
LCO 3.4.7, and |f
LC0 3.4.8

,.

SR 3.4.17.2 Verify charging pumps de-energized. I hour
.

SR 3.4.17.3 Verify. charging flow paths isolated. I hour

SR 3.4.11.4 Perform SR 3.1.1.1. 8 hours

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.17-2 Revisiongy
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and floa DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

B 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

B 3.4.1 RCS Pressure Temperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling
(DNB) Limits

BASES
,

BACKGROUND These Bases address requirements for maintaining RCS
pressure, temperature, and flow rate within limits assumed
in the safety analyses. The safety analyses (Ref. 1) of
normal operating conditions and anticipated operational
occurrences assume initial conditions within the normal
steady state envelope. The limits placed on DNB related
parameters ensure that these parameters will not be less
conservative than were assumed in the analyses and thereby
provide assurance that the minimum departure from nucleate
boiling ratio (DNBR) will meet the required criteria for
each of the transients analyzed.

The LCO limit for minimum RCS pressure as measured at the
pressurizer is consistent with operation within the nominal
operating envelope and is bounded by the initial pressure in
the analyses.

The LCO limit for maximum RCS cold leg temperature is
consistent with operation at the indicated power level and
is bounded by the initial temperature in the analyses.

The LC0 limit for minimum RCS flow rate is bounded by the
initial flow rate in the analyses. The RCS flow rate is not
expected to vary during plant operation with all pumps
running.

APPLICABLE The requirements of LC0 3.4.1 represent the initial
SAFETY ANALYSES conditions for DNB limited transients analyzed in the safety

analyses (Ref.1). The safety analyses have shown that
transients initiated from the limits of this LCO will meet
the DNBR criterion. Changes to the facility that could
impact these parameters must be assessed for their impact on
the DNBR criterion. The transients analyzed for include

,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.1 1 Revision 0
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

BASES
-

loss of coolant flow events and dropped or stuck control
elementassembly(CEA) events. A key assumption for the
analysis of these events is that the core power distribution
is within the limits of LCO 3.1.6, " Regulating Rod Insertion
Limits " LCO 3.2.4 " AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T,)I" and
LCO 3.2.5, " AXIAL SHAPE INDEX." The safety analyses are I
performed over the following range of initial values RCS

oressure 2154 2300 psia, core inlet temperature s 548"F, and
reactor vessel inlet coolant flow rate 2 370,000 gpm.

The RCS DNB limits satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criterion 2.

,

.

; LCO This LC0 specifies limits on the monitored process variables
3 - RCS pressurizer-pressure, RCS cold leg temperature, and
#

RCS total flow rate - to en.are that the core operates
i within the limits assumed for the plant safety analyses.
) Operating within these limits will result in meeting the

-

j DNBR criterion in the event of a DNB limited transient.

The LCO numerical values /or pressure and temperature are
given for the measurement location and have been adjusted

i for instrument error. RCS Flow Rate is given as an f
j analytical value.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, the limits on RCS pressurizer pressure, RCS cold
leg temperature, and RCS flow rate must be maintained during
steady state operation in order to ensure that DNBR criteria
will be met in the event of an unplanned loss of forced
coolant flow or other DNB limited transient. In all other
MODES, the power level is low enough so that DNBR is not a
Concern.

A Note has been added to indicate the limit on pressurizer
pressure may be exceeded during short . term operational
transients such as a THERMAL POWER ramp increase of

CALVERT CLIFFS _ UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.1 2 Revision 9'S
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RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
;

8 3.4.1 |
;

!
BASES

:

> 5% RTP per minute or a THERMAL POWER step increase of [> 10% RTP. These conditions represent short term i

perturbations where actions to control pressure variations :

might be counterproductive. Also, since they represent
transients initiated from power levels < 100% RTP, an
increased DNBR margin exists to offset the temporary ;
pressure variations.

Another set of limits on DNB related parameters is provided I

inSafetyLimit(SL)2.1.1,"ReactorCoreSafetyLimits."
-Those limits are less restrictive than the limits of this
LCO, but violation of SLs merits a stricter, more severe
Required Action. Should a violation of this LCO occur, the
operator should check whether or not an SL may have been
exceeded.

ACTIONS M

Pressurizer pressure and RCS cold leg temperature are y
controllable -and measurable carameters. RCS flow rate is
not a controllable parameter and is not expected to vary
during steady state operation. With any parameter not F
within its LCO limit, action must be taken to restore _the
parameter, f

The 2 hour Completion Time for restoration of the parameters
.

provides sufficient time to adjust plant parameters, to .

determine the cause of the off normal condition,-and to
restore the readings within limits. The Completion Time is
based _on plant operating experience tnat shows the parameter
can be restored in this tiF4 period.

M

if Required Action A.1 is not met within the associated
Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this_ status, the

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.1-3 Revision 6 f
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RCS Pressure Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits

:

D 3.4.1

BASES

plant must be brought to at least MODE 2 within 6 hours. In
H0DE 2, the reduced power condition eliminates the potential
for violation of the accident analysis bounds.

Six hours is a reason ele time that permits the plant power
to be reduced at an oederly rate in conjunction with even
control of steam generator (SG) heat removal.

G

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of 4

2 hours to restore parameters that are not within limits,
the 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for pressurizer pressure !

is sufficient to ensure that the pressure can be restored to
a r:ormal operation, steady state condition following load
changes and other expected transient operations. The
12 hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be i
sufficient to regularly assess for potential degradation and
verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions.

SR 3.4.1.2

Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of
2 hours to restore parameters that are not within limits,
the 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for cold leg temperature
is sufficient to ensure that the RCS coolant temperature can
be restored to a normal operation, steady state condition
following load changes and other expected transient
operations. The 12 hour interval has been shown by
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for
potential degradation and to verify operation is within
safety analysis assumptions.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.1-4 Revisiongf
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RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

BASES

SR 3.4.1.3

The 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for RCS total flow rate
-is performed using the installed flow instrumentation. The
12 hour frequency has been shown by operating experience to
be sufficient to assess for potential degradation and to
verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions.

1

SR 3.4.1.4
i

Heasurenent of RCS total flow rate is performed once every i

24 months. This verifies that the actual RCS flow rate is 5F
within the bounds of the analyses.

The Frequency of 24 months reflects the importance of
verifying flow after a refueling outage where the co.e has
been altered, which may have caused an alteration of flow
resistance.

.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 14.1.2

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.1-5- Revision JTS-
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

B 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

B 3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

BASES

BACKGROUND Establishing the value for the minimum temperature for
reactor critiolity is based upon considerations fort

,

a. Operative Hi% n the existing instrumentation ranges
and accuracing

b. Operation within the bounds of the existing accident
analysest and

c. Operation with the reactor vessel above its minimum nil
ductility reference temperature when the reactor is
critical.

The reactor coolant moderator temperature coefficient used
in core operating and accident analysis is defined for the
normal operating temperature range as specified in the
operating procedures. The Reactor Protective System
receives inputs from the narrow range hot and cold leg
temperature detectors, which have a range of 515'F to 665'F
and 465'F to 615'F, respectively. The RCS temperature is
controlled using inputs of the same range.. Nominal T,n for
caking the reactor c_ritical is 532'F. Safety and operating g
analyses for lower temperature have not been made.

APPLICABLE There are no accident analyses that dictate the minimum
SAFETY ANALYSES temperature for criticality, but all low power safety

analyses can accommodate initial temperatures near the 515'F;

limit (Refs.1and2).

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.2-1 Revisiongf
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

BASES

The RCS minimum temperature for criticality satisfies
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(11), Criterion 2.

LCO The purpose of the LCO is to prevent criticality outside the
normal operating regime and to prevent operation in an

,
unanalyzed condition.

APPLICABILITY The reactor has been designed and analyzed to be critical in
MODES 1 and 2 only and in accordance with this
specification. Criticality is not permitted in any other
MODE. Therefore, this LC0 is applicable in MODE 1 and

|
MODE 2 when K.,, 2 1.0,

ACTIONS Ad

If T.,, is below 515'F, the plant must be brought to a MODE |

in which the LC0 does not apply. To achieve this status,
the plant must be brought to MODE 2 with K,,, < 1.0 within
30 minutes. Rapid reactor shutdown can be readily and
practically achieved within a 30 minute period. The allowed
time reflects the_ ability to perform this action and to
maintain the plant within the analyzed range.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

T.,, is initially required to be verified 2 515'F within.
30 minutes prior to reaching reactor criticality, then T.,,
is required to be verified 2 515'F every 30 minutes. The

'

30 minute time period is frequent enough to prevent
_

6
inadvertent violation of the LCO. The second frequency is
modified by a Note which states that-the Surveillance is
only required to be performed when RCS T.,, is less than
525'F. This provides a reasonable distance to the limit of
515'F . Adequate time will be available to trend RCS T.,, as

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.2-2 Revisiongs
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RCS Hinimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

BASES

it approaches 515'F. and take corrective action (s) prior to
exceeding the limit. 7

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 14

2. CENPSD-1026. Evaluations of NRC Information
Notice 94-75

|

..
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RCSP/TLimits
B 3.4.3

BASES

c. The existences, sizes, and orientations of flaws in the
vessel material.

APPLICABILITY TheRCSP/TlimitsSpecificationprovidesadefinitionof
acceptable operation for prevention of nonductile failure in
accordancewith10CFRPart50,AppendixG(Ref.1).
AlthoughtheP/Tlimitsweredevelopedtoprovideguidance
foroperationduringheatupor_cooldown(H0 DES 3,4,and5)
or ISLH testing, their Applicability is at all times in
keeping with the concern for nonductile failure. The limits f
do not apply to the pressurizer.

During MODES 1 and 2, other Technical Specifications provide
limits for operation that can be more restrictive than or
cansupplementtheseP/Tlimits. LCO 3.4.1, "RCS Pressure,
Temperature,andFlowDeparturefromNucleateBoiling(DNB)
Limits;" LCO 3.4.2, "RCS Minimum Temperature for
Criticality " and Safety Limit 2.1, " Safety Limits," also
provide operational restrictions for pressure and
temperature and maximum pressure. Furthermore, MODES 1
and 2 are above the temperature range of concern for
nonductile failure, and stress analyses have been performed
for normal maneuvering profiles, such as power ascension or
descent.

The actions of this LC0 consider the premise that a
violation of the limits occurred during normal plant
maneuvering. Severe violations caused by abnormal
transients, at times accompanied by equipment failures, may
also require additional actions from emergency operating
procedures.

._
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RCS Loops - MODE 3

8 3.4.5

B 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

B 3.4.5 RCS Loops - MODE 3

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary function of the reactor coolant in MODE 3 is
removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat, via the
steam generators (SGs), to the secondary plant fluid. The

; secondary function of the reactor coolant is to act as a
L carrier for soluble neutron poison, boric acid.
<

In MODE 3, reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) are used to provide
forced circulation heat removal during heatup and cooldown. !

;

!

The MODE 3 decay heat removal requirements are low enough
that a single RCS loop with one RCP is sufficient to remove
core decay heat. Horever, two RCS loops (i.e., RCS loop
Nos. 1 and 12 for Unit No. 1 and RCS loop Nos. 21 and 22 for F,

UnitNo.2)arerequiredtobeOPERABLEtoprovideredundant
paths for decay heat removal. Only one RCP needs to be
OPERABLE to declare the associated RCS loop OPERABLE.

Reactor coolant natural circulation is not normally used but
is sufficient for core cooling. However, natural
circulation does not provide turbulent flow conditions.
Therefore, boron reduction in natural circulation is
prohibited because mixing to obtain a homogeneous
concentration in all portions of the RCS cannot be ensured.

APPLICABLE Failure to provide heat removal may result in challenges to
SAFETY ANALYSES a fission product barrier. The RCS loops are part of the

primary success. path that functions or actuates to prevent
or mitigate a Design Basis Accident or transient that either
assumes the failure of, or presents a challenge to, the
integrity of a fission product barrier.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.5-1 Revision #s
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RCS Loops - H0DE 3
8 3.4.5

BASES

RCS Loops - MODE 3 satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criterion 3.

LCO The purpose of this LCO is to require two RCS loops to be
available for heat removal, thus providing redundancy. The
LCO requires the two loops to be OPERABLE rith the intent of
requiring both SGs to be capable (> -50 inches water level)
of transferring heat from the reactor coolant at a
controlled rate. Forced reactor coolant flow is the
required way to transport heat, although natural circulation
flow provides adequate removal. A minimum of one running
RCP meets the LCO requirement for one loop in operation.

Note 1 permits a limited period of operation without RCPs.
All RCPs may be not in operation for s 1 hour per 8 hour 5
period and s 2 hours per 8 hour period for low flow
testing. This means that natural circulation has been
established. When in natural circulation, a reduction in
boron concentration is prohibited because an even
concentration distribution throughout the RCS cannot be-
ensured. Core outlet temperature is to be maintained at
least 10'F below the saturatiun temperature so that no vapor
bubble may form and possibly cause a natural circulation
flow obs;ruction.

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, it is sometimes necessary to stop all
RCPsorshutdowncooling(SDC)pumpforcedcirculation
(e.g.,tochangeoperationfromoneSDC-traintotheother,
to perform surveillance or startup testing, to perform the
transition to and from SDC System cooling, or to avoid
operation below the RCP minimum net positive suction head
limit). The time period is acceptable because natural
circulation is adequate for heat removal and the reactor
coolant temperature can be maintained subcooled.

CALVERT~ CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2. B 3.4.5-2 Revision JL5'
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RCS Loops - MODE 3

8 3.4.5 |

!
BASES

!

Note 2 requires that all of the following three conditions
1

be satisfied before an RCP can be started when any RCS cold
leg temperature is s 365"F (Unit 1), s 301"F (Unit 2):

3

a. the pressurizer water level is s 170 inches,

b. the pressurizer pressure is s 300 psia (Unit 1),
s320 psia (Unit 2),and

c. the secondary water temperature of each steam generator
is s 30"F above the RCS T g.

Ensuring the above conditions are satisfied will preclude a
PORV from opening as a result of the pressure surge in the
RCS when an RCP is started.

An OPERABLE loop consists of at least one OPERABLE RCP and
an SG that is OPERABLE in accordance with the Steam
Generator Tube Surveillance Program. An RCP is OPERABLE if
it is capable of being powered and is able to provide forced
flow if required. -

g_

APPLICABILITV' In MODE 3, the heat load is lower than at power; therefore,_
one RCS loop in operation is adequate for transport and heat
removal. A second RCS loop-is required to be OPERABLE but 4

not in operation for redundant heat removal capability.

Operation in other M0uES is covered by:
,

| LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2;"
LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops - MODE 4;":

LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5 Loops Filled;"i

LC0 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5 Loops Not Filled;";

i LCO-3.9.4, " Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant
; Circulation-HighWaterLevel"(MODE 6);-and-
.

:
I

t

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.5-3 Revision #1
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RCS Loops - MODE 4

B 3.4.6

B 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

B 3.4.6 RCS Loops - MODE 4

BASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 4, the primary function of the reactor coolant is
l the removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat to the
'

steamgenerators(SGs)orshutdowncooling(SDC) heat
exchaigers. The secondary function of the reactor coolant
is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron poison, boric
acid.

- -

,

In MODE 4, either reactor _ coolant pumps (RCPs) or SDC loops
-

car, be used for coolant circulation. The intent of this LCO
is to provide forced flow from at least one kCP or one SDC

-

loop for decay heat removal and transport. The flow
provided by one RCP or SDC loop is adequate for heat
removal. The other intent of this LCO is to require that
two paths be available to provide redundancy for heat
removal. For Unit No. 1, the two paths can be any
combination of RCS loop No. 11, RCS loop No. 12. SDC loop
No. 11 or 500 loop No. 12. For Unit No. 2, the two paths f
can be any combination of RCS loop No. 21. RCS loop No. 22,
SDC loop No. 21, or SDC loop No. 22.

APPLICABLE In MODE 4. RCS circulation is considered in the
SAFETY ANALYSES determination of the time available for mitigation of the

accidental boron dilution event. The RCS and SDC loops
provide this circulation.

RCS Loops - MODE 4 have been identified in
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) as important contributors to risk
reduction.

LCO The purpose of this LCO is to require that at least two
loops, RCS or SDC, be OPERABLE in MODE 4 and one of these

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.6-1 Revision gS
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RCS Loops - MODE 4

0 3.4.6

BASES

loops be in operation. The LCO allows the two loops that
are required to be OPERABLE to consist of any combination of
RCS and SDC System loops. Any one loop in operation

J
provides enough flow to remove the decay heat from the core
with forced circulation. An additional loop is required to
be OPERABLE to provide redundancy for heat removal.

Note 1 permits all RCPs and SDC pumps to not be in operation
5; 1 hour per 8 hour period. The Note prohibits boron
dilution when forced flow is stopped because an even
concentration distribution cannot be ensured. Core outlet
temperature is to be maintained at least 10*F below
saturation temperature so that no vapor bubble may form and
possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction. The

| response of the RCS without the RCPs or SDC pumps depends on
the core decay heat load and the length of time that the
pumps are stopped. As decay heat diminishes, the effects on
RCS temperature and pressure diminish. Without cooling by
forced flow, higher heat loads will cause the reactor
coolant temperature and pressure to increase at a rate
proportional to the decay heat load. Because pressure can
increase, the applicable system pressure limits (pressure
andtemperature(P/T)limitsorlowtemperatureoverpressure
protection (LTOP) limits) must be observed and forced SDC
flow or heat removal via the SGs must be re-established
prior to reaching the pressure limit. The circumstances for
stopping both RCPs or SDC pumps are to be limited to
situations where:

a. Pressure and temperature increases can be maintained
well within the allowable pressure (P/T limits and
LTOP) and 10*F subcooling limits; or

b. An alternate heat removal path through the SGs is in
operation.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.6-2 Revision 0
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)

RCS Loops - MODE 4
8 3.4.6 !:

'

)
|

BASES
j

Note 2 requires O tt the following conditions be satisfied
before an RCP may be started with any RCS cold leg <

temperature s 365'T (Unit 1), s 301'F (Unit 2): |

.

| a. Pressurizer water level is s 170 inches;
!-

b. Pressurizer pressure is s 300 psia (Unit 1), s 320 psia,

(Unit 2);and ,

'

1 i

c. Secontry side water temperature in each SG is s 30'F !
| above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.
4

4

; Satisfying the above conditions will preclude a PORV from
i opening due to a pressure surge in the RCS when the RCP is
| started.
!

An OPERABLE RCS loop consists of at least one OPERABLE RCP
[ and an SG that is OPERABLE in accordance with the Steam
'

Generator Tube Surveillance Program and has the minimum
water level specified in SR 3.4.6.2.*

,

Similarly, for the SDC System, an OPERABLE SDC loop is
composedoftheOPERABLESDCpump(s)capableofproviding

j forcedflowtotheSDCheatexchanger(s). Reactor coolant
pumps and SDC pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of,

j being powered and are able to provide flow if required.
,

d

d

i APPLICABILITY In MODE 4, this LCO applies because it is possible to remove
core decay he6t and to provide proper boron mixing withi

n either the RCS loops and SGs or the SDC System,
i ;

j Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2;"1

. LCO 3.4.5, "RCS Loops - MODE 3;"
! LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Filled;"

LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - N0DE 5. Loops Not Filled;"
,

;

'
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RCS Loops - MODE 4

8 3.4.6

BASES

LCO 3.9.4, "ShutdownCooling(SDC)andCoolant
Circulation - High Water Level" (MODE 6); and

LCO 3.9.5, "ShutdownCooling(SDC)andCoolant
Circulation - Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

I

1

ACTIONS M

If only one required RCS loop is OPERABLE and in operation,
and no SDC loops are OPERABLE, redundancy for heat removal
is lost. Action must be initiated innediately to restore a
second loop to OPERABLE status. The innediate Completion
Time reflects the importance of maintaining the availability
of two paths for decay heat removal.

M

If one required SDC loop is OPERABLE and in operation and no
RCS loops are OPERABLE, redundancy for heat removal is lost.
The plant must be placed in MODE 5 within the next 24 hours.
Placing the plant in MODE 5 is a conservative action with
regard to decay heat removal. With only one SDC loop
OPERABLE, redundancy-for decay heat: removal is lost and, in
the event of a loss of the remaining SDC loop, it would be
safer to initiate that loss from MODE 5 (s 200*F) rather
than MODE 4 (> 200'F to < 300*F). The Completion Time of
24 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to
reach MODE 5 from MODE 4, with only one SDC loop operating,
in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

C.1 and C.2

If no RCS or SDC loops are OPERABLE or in _ operation, except
during conditions permitted by Note 1 in the LCO section,
all operationt, involving reduction of RCS boron
concentration must be suspended and action to restore one
RCS or SDC loop to OPERABLE status and operation must be
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RCS Loops - MODE 4

8 3.4.6

BASES

initiated. Boron dilution requires forced circulation for
proper mixing, and the margin to critical u y must not be
reduced in this type of operation. The imediate Completion
Times reflect the importance of decay heat removal. The,

l action to restore must continue until one loop is restored
| to operation.

( _

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one
required loop is in operation. This ensures forced flow is
providing heat removal. Verification includes flow rate,
temperature, or pump status monitoring. The 12 hour
Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess RCS loop status. In
addition, control room indication and alarms will normally
indicate loop status.

SR 3.4.6.2

This SR requires verification every 12 hours of secondary
side water level in the required SG(s) > -50 inches. An
adequate SG water level is required in order to have a heat
sink for reinoval of the core decay heat from the reactor
coolant. The 12 hour interval has been shown by operating
practice to be sufficient to regularly assess degradation
and verify operation within safety analyses assumptions.

SR 3.4.6.3

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that
an additional RCS or SDC loop can be placed in operation, if
needed to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper
breaker alignment and power available to the required loop g
components that are not in operation. For an RCS loop, the

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.6-5 Rewision 9Y
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RCS Loops - MODE 4- 1
B 3.4.6 i

: ;

I

i BASES
;.

4 ,

i
.

,

required component is a pump. For an SDC loop, the required y
'

i

components are the pump and valves. The frequency of 7 dayt
'

is considered reasonable in view of other administrative ;
i- controls available and has been shown to be acceptable by !
{ operating experience. !
j -!

-

,

! REFERENCES None
;-

'
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RCS Loops - MODE 5. Leops filled
B 3.4.7

8 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

B 3.4.7 RCS Loops - MODE S. Loops filled

BASES

BACKGROUND in MODE S with the RCS loops filled, the primary function of
the reactor coolant is the removal of decay heat and the i

transferofthisheateithertothesteamgenerator(SG) l
se:condary side coolant or the component cooling water via
taeshutdowncooling(SDC)heatexchangers. While the
p>incipal means for decay heat-removal is via the SDC

1

System, the SGs are specified as a backup means for
redundancy. Even though the SGs cannot produce steam in
this MODE they are capable of being a heat sink due to
their large contained volume of secondary side water. As
long as the SG secondary side water is at a lower
temperature than the reactor coolant, heat transfer will
occur. The rate of heat transfer is directly proportional
to the temperature difference. Due to the non condensible
gasses that come out of solution and restrict flow through
the SG tubes, the SGs can only be credited when the RCS is
capable of being pressurized. The secondary function of the
reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron
poison, boric acid.

In MODE S with RCS loops filled, the SDC loops are the
principal means for decay heat _ removal. The number of loops 5
in operation can vary to suit the' operational needs. The
intent of this LCO is to provide forced flow from at least
one SDC loop for decay heat removal and transport. The - flow
provided by one SDC loop is adequate for decay heat removal.
The other intent of this LCO is to require that a second
path be available to provide redundancy for decay heat
removal.

The LC0 provides for redundant paths of decay heat removal
capability. The first path can be an SDC loop (i.e., SDC

' loop No.11' or_ No.12 for Unit No.1, and SDC loop No. 21 or S
No.22forUnitNo.2)thatmustbeOPERABLEandin

CAliERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.7-1 Revision D'S



RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Filled
B 3.4.7-

BASES

operation. The second path can be another OPERABLE SDC loop
(i.e., SDC loop No. 11 or No. 12 for Unit No. 1 and SDC yloopNo.21orNo.22forUnitNo.2),orthroughtheSGs,
each having an adequate water level,

i

APPLICABLE In MODE 5. RCS circulation is considered in the
SAFETY ANALYSES determination of the time available for mitigation of the_

,

accidental boron dilution event. The SDC svops provide this |circulation. |,

RCSLoops-MODE 5(LoopsFilled)havebeenidentifiedin
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) as important contributors to risk |

reduction.
|

LCO- The purpose of this LCO is to require at least one of the
SDC loops be OPERABLE and in operation with an additional
SDC loop OPERABLE or secondary side water level of each SG
shall be 2 -50 inches. One SDC loop provides sufficient

' forced circulation to perform the safety functions of the
reactor coolant under these conditions. The second SDC loop
is normally maintained OPERABLE as a backup to the operating
SDC loop to provide redundant paths for_ decay heat removal.
However, if the standby SDC loop is not OPERABLE, a
sufficient alternate method to provide redundant paths for
decay heat removal is two SGs with their secondary side
water levels 2 -50 inches. Should the operating SDC loop
fail, the SGs could be used to remove the decay heat.

Note 1 permits'all SDC pumps to not be in operation
s 1 hour per 8 hour period.- The circumstances for stopping
both SDC loops are to be limited to situations where
pressure and temperature increases can be maintained well
withinthe'allowablepressure(pressure'andtemperatureand-
low temperature overpressure protection) and 10'F subcooling
limits,oranalternateheatremovalpaththroughtheSG(s)
is in operation.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 8 3.4.7-2 Revision 6S
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

BASES

This LCO is modified by a Note that prohibits boron dilution
when SDC forced flow is stopped because an even
concentration distribution cannot be ensured. Core outlet,

temperature is to be maintained at least 10'F below
saturation temperature, so that no vapor bubble would form

'

and possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction. !

InthisH0DE,theSG(s)canbeusedasthebackupfor500
heat removal. To ensure their availability, the RCS loop I

flow path is to be maintained with subcooled liquid.

In MODE 5 it is sometimes necessary to stop all RCP or SDC
forced circulation. This is permitted tu change operation
from one SDC loop to the other, perform surveillance or
startup testing, perform the transition to and from the SDC,
or to avoid operation below the RCP minimum net positive
suction head limit. The time period is acceptable because
natural circulation is acceptable for decay heat removal,

, the reactor coolant temperature can be maintained subcooled,
and boron stratification aff6cting reactivity control is not
expected.

Note 2 allows one SDC loop to be inoperable for a period of
up to 2 hours provided that the other SDC loop is OPERABLE
and in operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests
to be performed on the inoperable loop during the only time 5
when such testing is safe and possible.

Note 3 requires that the following conditions be satisfied
before an RCP may be started with any RCS cold leg
temperature s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301*F (Unit 2):

a. Pressurizer water level must be s 170 inchest

b. Pressurizer pressure s 300 psia (Unit 1), s 320 psia
(Unit 2);and

c. Secondary side water temperature in each SG must be
s 30*F above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures,
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RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Filled
B 3.4.7 i

BASES

Satisfying the above conditions will preclude opening a PORY,

^

during a pressure transient when the RCP is started.

Note 4 provides for an orderly transition from MODE 5 to
1 MODE 4 during a planned heatup by permitting SDC loops to

not be in operation when at least one RCP is in operation. 6,

This Note provides for the transition to MODE 4 where an RCP
is permitted to be in operation and replaces the RCS
circulation function provided by the SDC loops.-

!

An OPERABLE SDC loop is composed of an OPERABLE SDC pump and 5
an OPERABLE SDC heat exchanger.

; SDC pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered
; and are able to provide flow if required. An OPERABLE SG
i can perform as a heat sink when it has an adequate water
: level and is OPERABLE in accordance with the Steam Generator
[ Tube Surveillance Program.

>

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with RCS loops filled, this LCO requires forced"

circulation to remove decay heat from the core and to
,

provide proper boron mixing. -One SDC loop provides.

; sufficient circulation for these purposes.
i

: Operation in other MODES is covered by: *

LCO 3.4.4 "RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2;"
LCO_3.4.5, "RCS Loops - MODE 3;"
LC0 3.4.6 "RCS Loops - MODE 4;"

, LCO 3.4.8 "RCS Loops - MODE 5, loops Not Filled;"
'

LCO 3.9.4 " Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant
Circulation - High Water Level". (MODE 6); and

LCO 3.9.5, "ShutdownCooling(SDC)andCoolant
Circulation - Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

-

,

3
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RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops filled
B 3.4,7

. BASES

i

AC110NS A.1 and A.2

If the required SDC loop is inoperable and any SGs have
secondary side water levels < -50 inches, redundancy for
heat removal is lost. Action must be initiated immediately
to restore a second SDC loop to OPERABLE status or to
restore the water level in the required SGs. Either
Required Action A.1 or Required Action A.2 will restore|

redundant decay heat removal paths. The immediate
Completion Times reflect the importance of maintaining the I

availability of two paths for decay heat removal.

B.1 and B.2

If no SDC loop is in operation, except as permitted in
Note 1, all operations involving the reduction of RCS boron
concentration must be suspended. Action to restore one SDC
loop to OPERABLE status and operation must be initiated.<

Boron dilution requires forced circulation .for proper mixing
and the margin to criticality must not be reduced in this
type of operation. The inmed19*.e Completion Times reflect
the importance of maintaining operation for decay heat
removal.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

,

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one SDC
loop is in operation. Verification includes flow rate. |6
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure
that forced flow is providing decay heat removal. The
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess- degradation and verify
operation is within safety analyses assumptions. In
addition control room indication and alarms will normally
indicate loop status.
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RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops filled )
B 3.4.7

BASES I

The SDC flow is established to ensure that core outlet
temperature is maintained sufficiently below saturation to
allow time for swapover to the standby SDC loop should the
operating loop be lost.

SR 3.4.7.2

Verifying the SGs are OPERABLE by ensuring their :;econdary
side water levels are 2: -50 inches ensures that redundant
heat removal paths are available if the second SDC loop is
inoperable. The Surveillance is required to be performed
when the LCO requirement is being met by use of the SGs. If

both 500 loops are OPERABLE, this SR is not needed. The
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify
operation within safety analyses assumptions.

SR 3.4.7.3

Verification that the second SDC loop is OPERABLE ensures
that redundant paths for decay heat removal are available.
The requirement also ensures that the additional loop can be
placed in operation, if needed, to maintain decay heat
removal and reactor coolant circulation. Verification is
performed by verifying proper breaker alignment and power
available to the required pumps and valves that are not in goperation. The Surveillance is required to be performed
when the LCO requirement is being met by one of two SDC
loops, e.g., both SGs have < -50 inches water level. The
Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of
other administrative controls available and has been shown
to be acceptable by' operating experience.
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RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

,

'

B 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

B 3.4.8 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled
i

BASES
,

BACKGROUND In MODE 5 with the RCS loops not filled, the primary
1 function of the reactor coolant is the removal of decay heat '
'

and transfer of this heat to the shutdown cooling (SDC) heat
exchangers. Thesteamgenerators(SGs)arenotavailableas
a heat sink when the loops are not filled. The secondary

; function of the reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for
| the soluble neutron poison, boric acid.-

In MODE 5 with loops not filled, only the SDC System can be |1

used for coolant circulation. The number of loops in,

operation can vary to suit the operational needs. The
intent of this LCO is to provide forced flow from at least j

one SDC loop for decay heat removal and transport and to
i require that two paths (i.e., SDC loop No.11 or No.12 for g-

Unit No.1, and SDC loop No. 21 or No. 22 for Unit No. 2) be
available to provide redundancy for heat removal.

>

| APPLICABLE In MODE 5, RCS circulation is considered in determining
SAFETY ANALYSES the time available for mitigation of the accidental boron'

dilution event. The SDC loops provide this circulation.
The flow provided by one SDC loop is adequate for decay heat
removal and for boron mixing.

Reactor Coolant System loops - MODE 5 (loops not filled)
satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 4.

LC0 The purpose of this-LC0 is to require a minimum of-two SDC
loops be OPERABLE and one of these loops be in operation.
An OPERABLE loop is one that is capable of transferring heat
from the reactor coolant at a controlled rate. Heat.cannot
be removed via the SDC System unless forced flow is used. A ,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.8-1 Revision Ar
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RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

BASES

minimum of one running SDC pump meets the LCO requirement
for one loop in operation. An additional SDC loop is
required to be OPERABLE to meet the single failure
criterion.

Note 1 permits the $bC pumps to not be in operation for
s 15 minutes when switching from one loop to another. The
circumstances for stopping both SDC pumps are to be limited
to situations when the outage time is short and the core
outlet temperature is maintained at least 10'F below S'
saturation temperature. The Note prohibits boron dilution
or draining operations when SDC forced flow is stopped.

| Note 2 allows one SDC loop to be inoperable for a period of f
| 2 hours provided that the other loop is OPERABLE and in
'

operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests to be
performed on the inoperable loop during the only time when
these tests are saft and possible.

An OPERABLE SDC loop is composed of an OPERABLE SDC pump
capable of providing forced flow to an OPERABLE SDC heat
exchanger, along with the appropriate flow and temperature
instrumentation for control, protection, and indication.
Shutdown cooling pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of
being powered and are able to provide flow if required.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with loops not tilled, this LC0 requires core heat
removal and coolant circulation by the SDC System.

4

Operation in other MODES.is covered by:

LCO 3.4.4. "RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2;"
LCO 3.4.5, "RCS Loops - MODE 3;"
LC0 3.4.6, "RCS Loops - MODE 4;"
LC0 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Filled;"
LC0 3.9.4, " Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant

Circulation - High Water Level" (MODE 6); and
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RCS Loops - H0DE 5. Loops Not filled
B 3./. 8

4

BASES

LCO 3.9.5 "ShutdownCooling(SDC)andCoolant
Circulation-LowWaterLevel"(H0DE6).

ACTIONS 6.d

If the required SDC loop is inoperable, redundancy for heat
removal-is lost. Action must be initiated immediately to-
restore a second loop to OPERABLE status. The Completion |f

i

I Time reflects the importance of maintaining the availability
of two paths for heat removal.

!

B.1 and B.2

If no SDC loop is OPERABLE or in operation, except as
provided in Note 1, all operations involving the reduction

- of RCS boron concentration must be suspended. Action to
restore one SDC loop to OPERABLE status and operation must
be initiated immediately. Boron dilution requires forced
circulation for proper mixing and the margin to criticality
must not be reduced in this type of operation. The
immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of
maintaining operation for decay heat removal.

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one SDC
loop is in operation. - Verification includes flow rate,
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure
that forced flow is providing decay heat removal. The
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify
operation is within safety analyses assumptions.
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RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Not Filled :
B 3.4.8 [

,

BASES

i

SR 3.4.8.2 :

Verification that the required number of loops are OPERABLE I I
ensures that redundant paths for heat removal are available

.

and that additional loops can be placed in operation, if '

needed. to maintain decay-heat removal and reactor coolant ,

circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper
breaker alignment and indicated power available to the
required pumps and valves that are not in operation. The f
Frequency. of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of

,

other administrative controls available and has been shown ,

to be acceptable by operating experience.

'

REFERENCES. None

1

i

e

t

i
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

,

BASES-

'
The maximum water level limit permits pressure control

~

equipment to function as designed. The limit preserves the
steam space during normal operation, thus, both sprays and
heatars can operate to maintain the design operating
pressure. The level limit also prevents filling the
pressurizer (water solid) for anticipated design basis
transients, thus ensuring that pressure relief devices

_

(PORVs or pressurizer safety valves) can control pressure by
steam relief rather than water relief. If the level limits

; were exceeded prior to a transient that creates a large
,

pressurizer insurge volume leading to water relief, the
maximum RCS pressure might exceed the Safety Limit of,

4 2750 psia,
,

The requirrment to have two banks of pressur'zer heaters,
which are permanently powered by Class 1E power. supplies. 6

,
_

ensures that RCS pressure can be maintai.ed. The4

pressurizer heaters maintain RCS pressure to keen the
; reactor coolant subcooled. Inability to control RCS

pressure during natural circulation flow could result in.

loss of single phase-flow and decreased capability to remove
core decay heat.

,

APPLICABLE In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the LCO requirement for a steam bubble-
SAFETY ANALYSES is reflected implicitly in the at.cident analyses. All

analyses performen from a critical reactor condition assume
the existence of a steam bubble and saturated conditions in
the pressurizer. In making this assumption, the analyses

| neglect the small fraction of noncondensable gases normally
present.

Safety analyses presented in the UFSAR do not take credit
'

for pressurizer heater operation; however, an implicit
initial condition assumption of the safety analyses is that
the RCS is operating at normal pressure.

Although the heaters are not specifically used in accident
analysis, the need to maintai:. subcooling in the long term

4
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9,

-

BASES-
.-.

during loss of offsite power, as indicated in 6cnEG-0737
(Ref.1), is the reason for their inclusion. The
requirement for emergency power supplies is based on
NUREG-0737 (Ref.1). The intent is to keep the reactor
coolant in a subcooled condition with natural circulation at
hot, high pressure conditions for an undefined, but

; extended, time period after a loss of offsite power. While
loss of offsite power is a coincident occurrence assumed in
the accident analyses, maintaining hot, high pressure;

conditions over an extended time period is not evaluated in,

the accident analyses.

The pressurizer satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criteria 2
and 3.

'

4

LC0 The LC0 requirement for the pressurizer to be OPERABLE with
'

water level 2133 inches and s 225 inches ensures that a
steam bubble exists. Limiting the maximum operating water

: level preserves the steam space for pressure centrol. The
! LC0 has been established to minimize the consequences of

potential overpressure transients. Requiring the presence
of a steam bubble is also consistent with analytical
assumptions.*

.

The LC0 requires two banks of OPERABLE pressurizer heaters, |5F
.

each with a capacity 2 150 kW. The minimum heater capacity-

required is sufficient to maintain the RCS near normal
operating pressure. By maintaining the pressure near the
operating conditions, a wide subcooling margin to saturation
can be obtained in the loops. The generic value of 150 kW
is derived from the use of 12 heaters rated at 12.5 kW each.

'

The amount needed to maintain pressure is dependent on the
ambient heat losses.

,.

APPLICABILITY. The need for pressure control is most pertinent when core
heat can cause the greatest effect on RCS temperature

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.9-3 Revision,65-
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

,

BASES

resulting in the greatest effect on pressurizer level and,

,

RCS pressure control. Thus, Applicability has been
~

designated for MODES 1 and 2. The Applicability is also
provided for MODE 3. The purpose is to prevent solid water

. RCS operation during heatup and cooldown to avoid rapid
] pressure rises caused by normal operational perturbation,
'

such as reactor coolant pump startup. The LC0 does not
i apply to MODE 5 (Loops Filled) because LCO 3.4.12, " Low

Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System," applies.
The LCO does not apply to MODES 5 and 6 with partial loop

: operation.

' In MODES 1, 2, and 3, there is the need to maintain the
availability of pressurizer heaters capable of being powered
from an emergency power supply. In the event of a loss of
offsite power, the initial conditions of these MODES gives
the greatest demand for maintaining the RCS in a hot
pressurized condition with loop subcooling for an extended
period. For MODE 4, 5, or 6, it is not necessary to control

'

pressure (by heaters) to ensure loop subcooling for heat
transfer. When the Shutdown Cooling System is in service,

| this LC0 is not applicable.
;

-ACTIONS 6 1 and A.2
.

With pressurizer water level not within-the limit, action
' must be taken to restore the plant to operation within the

bounds of the safety analyses. To achieve this status -the
unit must be brought to MODE 3, with the reactor trip
breakers open, within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within 12 hours.
This takes the-plant out of the applicable MODES and
restores the plant to operation within the bounds of the
safety analyses. Six hours is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.
Further pressure and temperature reduction to MODE 4 brings
the plant to a MODE where the LCO is not applicable. The

:

,
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12 hour time to reach the nonapplicable MODE is reasonable
based on operating experience for that evolution.

Ild

If one required bank of pressurizer heaters is inoperable,
restoration is required within 72 hours. The Completion
Time of 72 hours is reasonable considering that a demand'

caused by loss of offsite power would be unlikely in this
period. Pressure control may be maintained during this time
using normal station powered heaters.

C.1 and C.2

If one required bank of pressurizer heaters is inoperable
and cannot be restored within the allowed Completion Time of
Required Action B.1, the plant must be brought to a MODE in

f which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the
plant must be brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4
within 12 hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach !!0DE 3
from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
safety systems. Similarly, the Completion Time of 12 hours
is reasonable, based on operating experience to reach MODE 4
from full power to an orderly manner and withcut challenging

'

plant systems.

._

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance ensures that during steady state
operation, pressurizer water level is maintained below the
nominal- upper limit to provide a minimum space for a steam
bubble. The Surveillance is performed by observing the
indicated level. The 12 hour interval has been shown by
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess the
level for any deviation and verify that operation is within
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safety analyses assumptions. Alarms are also available for
early detection of abnormal level indications.

SR 3.4.9.2

The Surveillance is satisfied when the power supplies are
demonstrated to be capable of producing the minimum power
and the associated pressurizer heaters are verified to be at

| their design rating. (This may be done by testing the power
supply output and by performing an electrical check on
heater element continuity and resistance.) The Frequency of

! 24 months is considered adequate to detect heater
degradation and has been shown by operating experience to be
acceptable.

REFERENCES 1. NUREG-0737. II.E.3.1, November 1980
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(Ref. 1) could include damage to RCS components, increased
leakage, or a requirement to perform additional stress i

analyses prior to resumption of reactor operation. ,

APPLICABLE All accident analyses in the UFSAR that require safety valve !

SAFETY ANALYSES actuation assume operation of both pressurizer safety valves
to limit increasing reactor coolant pressure. The
overpressure protection analysis is also based on operation
of both safety valves and assumes that the valves open at
the high range of the as found setting. These valves must
accommodate pressurizer insurges that could occur during a
loss of load, loss of main feedwater, or main feedwater line 1

break accident. The startup accident establishes the
iminimum safety valve capacity. Single failure of a safety

valve is neither assumed in the accident analysis nor
required to be addressed by the ASME Code. Compliance with |
this specification is required to ensure that the accident
analysis and design basis calculations remain valid.

The pressurizer safety valves satisfy
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 3.

LCO One pressurizer safety valve is set to open at 2500 psia and
one is set to open at 2565 psia. These setpoints are within
the. ASME specified tolerance to avoid exceeding the maximum
RCS design pressure SL, to maintain accident analysis-

,

assumptions, and to comply with ASME Code requirements. The
upper and lower pressure tolerance limits are based on the

1% tolerance requirements (Ref.1) for lifting pressures
above 1000 psig. The limit protected by this specification
is the reactor coolant. pressure boundary (RCPB) SL of 110%
of design pressure. Inoperability of one or both valves
could result in exceeding the SL if a transient were to
occur. The consequences of exceeding the ASME pressure
-limit could include' damage to one or more RCS components,

4
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increased leakage, or additional stress analysis being
; required prior to resumption of reactor operation.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, and portions of MODE 3 above the low
temperature overpressure protection (LTOP) temperature,,

OPERABILITY of two valves is required because the combined
capacity is required to keep reactor coolant pressure below,

110% of its design value during certain accidents. MODE 3
is conservatively included, although the listed accidents
may not require both safety valves for protection.

The LCO is not applicable in MODE 3 when all RCS cold leg
temperatures are s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301'F (Unit 2), and
MODES 4 and 5, and MODE 6 with the reactor vessel head on,4

because LTOP protection is provided. Overpressure
protection is not required in MODE 6 with the reactor vesseli

q head off.

The Note allows entry into MODE 3 > 365'F (Unit 1), > 301*F
" (Unit 2) with the lift settings outside the LCO limits.

This permits testing and examination of the safety valves at
high pressure and temperature near their normal operating
range, but only after the valves have had a preliminary cold
setting. The cold setting gives assurance that the-valves-

are OPERABLE near their design condition. Only one valve at4

a time will be removed from service for testing. The,

36 hour exception is based on 18 hour outage time for each
'

of the two valves. The 18 hour period is derived from
operating experience that hot testing can be performed
within this time frame.

ACTIONS A.1

With one pressurizer safety valve inoperable, restoration
must take place within 15 minutes. The Completion Time of
15 minutes reflects the importance of maintaining the RCS

'
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B 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

B 3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)

BASES

BACKGROUND The pressurizer is equipped with two types of devices for
pressure relief: pressurizer safety valves and PORVs. The
PORV is an electric, solenoid operated valve that is |5
automatically opened at a specific set pressure when the
pressurizer pressure increases and is automatically closed
on decreasing pressure. The PORY may also be manually
operated using controls installed in the control room.

An electric, motor operated, normally open, block valve is
installed between the pressurizer and the PORV. The
function of the block valve is to isolate the PORV. Block
valve _ closure is accomplished manually using controls in the
control room and may be used to isolate a leaking PORV to
permit continued power operation. Most importantly, the
block valve is used to isolate a stuck open PORV to isolate
the resulting small break loss of coolant accident (LOCA).
Closure terminates the RCS depressurization and coolant
inventory loss.

The PORV and its block valve controls are powered from
normal power supplies. Their controls are also capable of
being powered from emergency-supplies. Power supplies for
the PORV are separate from those for the block valve, Power
supply requirements are defined in NUREG-0737, Paragraph II,
G.1 (Ref.1) .

The PORV setpoint is equal to the high pressure reactor trip
setpoint and below the opening setpoint for the pressurizer
safety valves as required by Reference 2. The purpose of
the relationship of these setpoints is to reduce the-
frequency of challenges to the safety valves, which, unlike-
the PORV, cannot be isolated if they were to fail open. |5
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The possibility of a small break LOCA through the PORV is
reduced when the PORY flow path is OPERABLE. The
possibility is minimized if the flow path is isolated.

Overpressure protection is provided by safety valves, and
analyses do not take credit for the PORV opening for
accident mitigation.

Pressurizer PORVs satisfy 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii),
Criterion 3.

LC0 The LCO requires the two PORVs and their associated block
valves to be OPERABLE. The block valve is required to be
OPERABLE so it may be used to isolate the flow path if the
PORV is not OPERABLE.

_

'

Valve OPERABILITY also means the PORV.setpoint is correct.
Ensuring the PORV opening setpoint is correct reduces the
frequency of challenges to the safety valves, which, unlike y
the PORVs, cannot be isolated if they were to fail open..

APPLICABILITY In MODES I and 2, and MODE 3 with all RCS cold leg |F
temperatures > 365'F (Unit 1), > 301'F (Unit 2), the PORV
and its block valve are required to be OPERABLE to limit the
potential for a small break LOCA through the flow path. A
likely causo for PORV small break LOCA is a result of
pressure increase transients that cause the PORV to open.-
Imbalances in the energy output of the core and heat removal
by the secondary system can cause the RCS pressure to
increase to the PORV opening setpoint. Pressure increase
transients can occur any time the steam generators are used
for heat removal. The most rapid increases will occur at
higher operating power and pressure conditions of MODES 1
and 2.

Pressure increases are less prominent in MODE 3 because the
core input energy is reduced, but the RCS pressure is high.
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Therefore, this LCO is applicable in MODES 1 and 2, and
MODE 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F (Unit 1), |6
> 301*F (Unit 2). The LC0 is not applicable in MODE 3 with
all RCS cold leg temperatures s 3G5'F (Unit 1), s 301*F i

(Unit 2),whenbothpressureandcoreenergyaredecreased
and the pressure surges become much less significant. The
PORV setpoint is reduced for LTOP in MODE 3 with T,n s 365'F I

(Unit 1), s 301'F (Unit 2) and in MODES 4, 5, and 6 with the
reactor vessel head in place. LCO 3.4.12 addresses the PORV
requirements in these MODES.

ACTIONS 1he ACTIONS are modified by two Notes. Note 1 clarifies
that the pressurizer PORVs and block valves are treated as 5
separate entities, each with separate Completion Times
(i.e., the Completion Time is on a component basis). Note 2
is an exception to LC0 3.0.4. The exception to LC0 3.0.4
permits entry into MODES 1, 2, and 3 to perform cycling of
the PORV or block valve to verify their OPERABLE status.
Testing is typically not performed in lower MODES.

A.1

With one or two PORVs inoperable and capt. ole of being
manuallycycled,eithertheinoperablePORV(s)mustbe
restored or the flow path isolated within 1 hour. The block
valve should be closed but power must be maintained to the
associated block valve, since removal of power would render
the block valve inoperable. Although the PORV may be
designated inoperable, it may be able to be manually opened
and closed and in this manner can be used to perform its
function. Power operated relief valve-inoperability may-be
due to seat leakage, instrumentation problems, automatic
control problems, or other causes that do not prevent manual
use and do not create a possibility for a small break LOCA.
For these reasons,'the block valve may be closed but the
Action requires power be maintained to the valve. This

,

|
- Condition is only intended to permit operation of the plant ;

-
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for a limited period of time not to exceed the next
refuelingoutage(MODE 6)sothatmaintenancecanbe
performed on the PORVs to eliminate the problem condition. >

The PORVs should normally be available for automatic
mitigation of overpressure events and should be returned to
OPERABLE status prior to entering startup (MODE 2).

Quick access to the PORV for pressure control can be made
;

when power remains on the closed block valve. The 1

Completion Time of 1 hour is based on plant operating
experience that minor problems can be corrected or closure
can be accomplished in this time period.

S
B.I. B.2. and B.3

If one PORV is inoperable and not capable of being manually
cycled, it must either be isolated, by closing the
associated block valve and removing the power from the block |
valve, or restored to OPERABLE status. The Completion Time

'

of 1 hour is reasonable, based on challenges to the PORVs i
during this time period, and provides the operator adequate
time to correct the situation. If the inoperable valve
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, it must be isolated I

within the specified time. Because there is at least one
PORY.that remains OPERABLE, 5 days are provided to restore 6
the inoperable PORV to OPERABLE status.

C.1 and C.2

If one block valve is inoperable, then.it must be restored
to OPERABLE status, or the associated PORY placed in-

override closed. The prime importance for the capability to
close the block valve is to isolate a stuck open PORV.
Therefore, if the block valve cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within.1 hour, the Required Action is to place the
PORV in override closed to preclude its automatic opening
for an overpressure event and to avoid the potential for a
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stuck open PORV at a time that the block valve is
inoperable. The Completion Times of I hour are reasonable
based on the small potential for challenges to the system
during this time period and provide the operator time to

{
correct the situation. Because at least one PORY remains
OPERABLE, the operator is permitted a Completion Time of

|

5 days to restore the inoperable block valve to OPERABLE 5
states. The time allowed to restore the block valve is
based upon the Completion Time for restoring an inoperable
PORV in Condition B since the PORVs are not capable of
automatically mitigating an overpressure event when placed

| in override closed. If the block valve is restored within
the Completion Time of 5 days, the power will be restored |5! and the PORV restored to OPERABLE status.

D.I. D.2. and D.3

If both PORVs are inoperable and not capable of being
manually cycled, it is necessary to either restore at least
one valve within the Completion Time of 1 hour or isolate-t-

the flow path by closing and removing the power to the-
associated block valves. The Completion Time of 1 hour is
reasonable based on the small potential for challenges to
the system <iuring this time and provides the operator time
to correct the situation. .If Required Actions D.1 and D.2
have been completed, Required Action D.3 allows 72 hours -to
restore a PORV to OPERABLE status. This time is reasonable
to perform required repairs. This time also accounts for
the overpressure protection provided by the pressurizer
safety valves in LCO 3.4.10.

E.1 and E.2

If both block valves are inoperable, it is necessary to
either restore the block valves within the Completion Time
of 1 hour or place the associated PORVs in override closed
and restore at least one block valve to OPERABLE status
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within 72 hours and the remaining block valve in 5 days, per gRequired Action C.2. The Completion Time of 1 hour to
-

either restore the block valves or place the associated
PORVs in override closed is reasonable based on the small
potential for challenges to the system during this time and
provides the operator time to correct the situation.

F.1 and F.2

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are
not met, then the plant must be brought to a MODE in which
the LC0 does not apply. The plant must be brought to at
least MODE 3 within 6 hours and reduce any RCS cold leg 5
temperature s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301'F (Unit 2) within
12 hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full
power in an orderly manner and without challenging safety
systems. Similarly, the Completion Time of 12 hours to iy
reduce any RCS cold leg temperature s 365'F (Unit 1), I

s 301'F (Unit 2) is reasonable considering that a plant can
cool down within that time frame. In MODE 3 with any RCS g-
cold 1eg temperature's 365'F (Unit 1), s 301*F (Unit 2) and
i_n MODES 4, 5, and 6. maintaining PORV OPERABILITY is

!
required per LC0 3.4.12. '

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.11.1
REQUIREMENTS

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each PORV
instrument channel every 92 days to ensure the entire
channel will perform its intended function when needed,

i

SR 3.4.11.2

Block valve cycling verifies that it can be closed if
necessary. The basis for the Frequency of 92 days is
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section XI
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(Ref. 3). If the block valve is closed to isolate a PORV
that is capable of being manually cycled, the OPERABILITY of
the block valve is of importance because opening the block
valve is necessary to permit the PORV to be used for manual
control of RCS pressure. If the block valve is closed to
isolete an otherwise inoperable PORV, the maximum Completion
Time to restore the PORV and open the block valve is
120 hours, which is well within the allowable limits (25%)
to extend the block valve surveillance interval of 92 days.
Furthermore, these test requirements would be completed by
the reopening of a recently closed block valve upon
restoration of the PORV to OPERABLE status (i.e., completion
of the Required Action fulfills the SR).

The Note modifies this SR by stating that this SR is not
required to be performed with the block valve closed in
accordance with the Required Actions of this LCO.

SR 3.4.11.3

SR 3.4.11.3 requires complete cycling of each PORV. Power
operated relieve valve cycling demonstrates its function.
The Frequency of 24 months is based on a typical refueling
cycle and indus,try accepted practice.

SR 3.4.11.4

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each required PORV
actuation channel is required every 24 months to adjust the

,

whole channel so that it responds and the valve opens within
the required range and with accuracy to known input.

The 24 month Frequency considers operating experience with
equipment reliability and matches the refueling outage
Frequency.
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;- -REFERENCES 1. NUREG-0737. Paragraph II, G.I. November 1980

2. Inspection and Enforcement (IE) Bulletin 79-058,
!- April 21, 1979

3. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI

.

1

.i

--l
!
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!

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) |

; B 3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System

BASES

BACKGROUND The LTOP System controls RCS pressure at low temperatures so
: the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary

(RCPB) is not com pomised by violating the pressure and
temperature (P/T)limitsof10CFRPart50.AppendixG
(Ref.1). The reactor vessel is the limiting RCPB component
for demonstrating such protection. LC0 3.4.3, "RCS Pressure<

: andTemperature(P/T) Limits,"providestheallowable
combinations for operational pressure and temperature during
cooldown, shutdown, and heatup to keep from violating the
Reference 1 requirements during the LTOP MODES.

.

The reactor vessel material is less tough at low
1 temperatures than at normal operating temperatures. As the

vessel neutron exposure accumulates, the material toughness
decreases and becomes less resistant to pressure stress at
lowtemperatures(Ref.2). Reactor Coolant System pressure,

1 therefore, is maintained low at low temperatures and is
increased only as temperature is increased.

The potential for vessel overpressurization is most acute
when the RCS is water solid, occurring only while shutdown;4

a pressure fluctuation can occur more quickly than an
; operator can react to relieve the condition. Exceeding the-

RCS P/T limits by a significant amount could cause brittle
;. cracking of the reactor vessel. LC0 3.4.3 requires
'

administrative control of RCS pressure and temperature
during heatup and cooldown to prevent exceeding the.P/T
limits.

This LC0 provides RCS overpressure protection by having a
'

minimum coolant input capability and having adequate
pressure relief capacity. Limiting coolant input capability
requires all but one high pressure safety injection (HPSI)
pump incapable of injection into the RCS and this HPSI pump 5
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'

will only be capable of manually injecting into the RCS.
When suction of this HPSI pump is aligned to the Refueling
Water Storage Tank (RWT), the HPSI pump will be throttled
unless an adequate vent path exists. The HPSI motor 5
operator valves must be in pull-to-override so that valves
do not automatically actuate. In addition, administrative
controls are placed on charging pump operation. The
pressure relief capacity requires either two OPERABLE
redundant power operated relief valves (PORVs), one PORV and,

an RCS vent of 1.3 square inches, or the RCS depressurized g
! and an RCS vent of 2.6 square inches. One PORV or the 1.3
) square inch RCS vent is the overpressure protection device

that acts to terminate an incrasing pressure event. The
extra PORV or extra 1.3 square inch vent is for single
failure criteria.

With minimum coolant input capability, the ability to
provide core coolant addition is restricted. The safety
injection (SI)actuationcircuitsareblockedtoHPSI. If

I conditions require the use of more than one HPSI for makeup
in the event of loss of inventory, then pumps can be made
available through manual actions.

The LTOP System for pressure relief consists of two PORVs
with reduced lift settings, one PORV with reduced lift
setting and an RCS vent of 1.3 square inches, or an RCS vent yof 2.6 square inches. Two relief valves are required for
redundancy. One PORV has adequate relieving capability to
prevent overpressurization for the required coolant input
capability.

PORV- Reoui rements

As designed for the LTOP System, each PORV is signaled to
open if the RCS pressure approaches a limit determined by
the LTOP actuation logic. The actuation logic monitors RCS
temperature and pressure and determines when the LTOP i

overpressure setting is approached. If the indicated
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pressure meets or exceeds the calculated value, a PORV is
signaled to open.

The LCO presents the PORV setpoints for LTOP. Having the
setpoints of both valves within the limits of the LCO
ensures the P/T limits will not be exceeded in any analyzed,

' event.

When a PORV is opened in an increasing pressure transient,,

the release of coolant causes the pressure increase to slow, -

'
and-reverse. As the PORY releases coolant, the system
pressure decreases until a reset pressure is reached. At
this point the event is terminated and the operator manually
closes the PORV.

RCS Vent Reauirements

Once the RCS is depressurized, a vent exposed to the
. containment atmosphere will maintain the RCS at containment
ambient pressure in an RCS overpressure transient, if the
relieving requirements of the transient do not exceed the
capabilities of the vent. Thus, the vent path must be
capable of relieving the flow resulting from the limiting
LTOP mass or heat input transient and maintaining pressure
below the P/T limits. The required vent capacity may be
provided by one or more vent paths.

If the vent path is 2 8 square inches (e.g., removing the
pressurizer manway) the RCS can not be pressurized above the
P/Tlimits,andtheLTOPSystemisnotrequired. 6

APPLICABLE Safety analyses-(Ref. 3) demonstrate that the reactor vessel
SAFETY ANALYSES is adequately protected against exceeding the Reference 1

P/Tlimitsduringshutdown. In MODES 1 and 2, and MODE 3
with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F (Unit 1), > 301*F s-
(Unit 2), the RCPB is sufficiently above the nil-ductility-
temperature that the pressurizer safety valves prevent
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brittle fracture. At 365'F (Unit 1), 301*F (Unit 2) and- |I
below, overpressure prevention falls to the OPERABLE PORVs
and administrative controls or to a depressurized RCS and a 5
sufficient sized RCS vent. Each of these means has a
limited overpressure relief capability.

Each time the P/T limit curves are revised, the LTOP System
will- be re-evaluated to ensure its functional requirements
can still_be satisfied using the PORY method or the
depressurized'and vented RCS condition.

Reference 3 contains the acceptance limits that satisfy the
LTOP requirements. -Any change to the RCS must be evaluated
against these analyses to determine the impact of the change
on the LTOP acceptance limits.

Transients that are capable of overpressurizing the RCS are
categorized as either mass or heat input transients,
examples of which follow:

Mass Inout Tvoe Transients

a. Inadvertent high pressure safety injection pump start;

b. Inadvertent HPSI and charging pump start; or

c.--Charging /letdownflowmismatch.

Heat Inout Tvoe Transients

a. Inadvertent actuation of pressurizer heaters;

b. Loss of shutdown cooling (SDC); or

c. Reactor coolant pump (RCP) startup with temperature
asymmetry within the RCS or between the RCS and steam
generators.
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The following are required during the LTOP MODES to ensure
that mass and heat input transients do not occur, which
either of the LTOP overpressure protection means cannot
handle:

a. Rendering all but one HPSI pump incapable of injection
and blocking automatic initiation from the remaining
HPSI pump;

b. When HPSI suction is aligned to the RWT, the HPSI pump
shall be in manual control and either:

1) HPSI flow is limited to s 210 gpm, or
|

2) an RCS vent > 2.6 square inches is established;

Reading HPSI motor operator valves (MOVs) only capablec.
of manually aligning HPSI pump flow to the RCS;

d. Running only one charging pump when injecting via HPSI
'

(chargingnumprequirementsarecontrolled f
administratively);and

e. Maintaining a pressure' bubble with level s 170 inches, y

The Reference 3 analy:es demonstrate that either one PORV or
the RCS vent and pressurizer steam volume can maintain RCS I
pressure below limits when only one HPSI pump is actuateri
provided two of the three HPSI pumps are disabled and the
remaining HPSI pump's flow is throttled. If HPSI pump flow
is not throttled during addition of mass to the RCS through
on HPSI loop M0V, then two PORVs or an RCS vent 2 2.6 g-
square inches are capable of maintaining RCS pressure below
limits. Thus, the LC0 allows only one HPSI pump OPERABLE
with flow throttled, or with an RCS vent 2 2.6 square
inches during the LTOP MODES.

Also to limit pressure overshoot over the PORV setpoint, the
remaining HPSI and two charging pumps are rendered _ incapable
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of injection, and the RCPs are disabled during water solid
operation.

Heatup and cooldown analyses established the temperature of
LTOP Applicability at 365'F (Unit 1), and 301'F (Unit 2) and
below based on SRP criteria. Above this temperature, the
RCPB is sufficiently above the nil-ductility temperature and
the pressurizer safety valves provide the reactor vessel
pressure protection against brittle fracture. The vessel
materials were assumed to have a fluence level equal to
2.61 x 10" n/cm (Unit 1), 4.0 x 10" n/cm' (Unit 2).2

The consequences of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) in
LTOP conform to 10 CFR 50.46 and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix K
(Refs. 4 and 5), requirements by having SITS operable in

,

MODE 3 and one HPSI pump available for manual actuation.

PORV Performance

The fracture mechanics analyses show that the vessel is
protected when the PORVs are set to open at or below the
curves in Figure 3.4.12-1 and are applicable when the g
Shutdown Cooling (SDC) System is not in operation. The
setpoint is derived by modeling the performance of the LTOP
System, assuming the limiting case of loss of SDC and one
charging pump injecting into the RCS during water solid
operation. Thase analyses consider pressure overshoot
beyond the PORV opening setpoints, resulting from signal

-processing and valve stroke times. The PORV setpoints below
the derived limit ensure the Reference 1 limits will be met.
When the SDC System is in operation, the PORV lift setting
must be s 429 psia (Unit 1), s 443 psia (Unit 2). This
ensures that the PORV lift setting is low enough to mitigate 5'
overpressure transients when SDC is in operation, since RCS
temperature measurement is not accurate in this condition.

The PORV setpoints will be re-evaluated for compliance when
the revised P/T limits conflict with the LTOP analysis
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limits. The P/T limits are periodically modified as the
reactor vessel material toughness decreases due to
embrittlement caused by neutron irradiation. RevisedP/T
limits are determined using neutron fluence projections and
the' results of examinations of the reactor vessel material
irradiation surveillance specimens. However, the Calvert
Cliffs' P/T limits are not projected to t.hange through the

.

end of Calvert Cliffs current operating license. The Bases '

forLC03.4.3,"RCSPressureandTemperature(P/T) Limits,"
discuss these examinations.

The PORVs are considered active components. Thus, the
failure of one PORV represents the worst case, single active
failure.

RCS Vent Performance

With the RCS depressurized, analyses show a vent size of
1.3 square inches is capable of mitigating the limiting
allowed LTOP overpressure transient provided a pressurizer
steam volume exists, two of the three HPSI pumps are g
disabled and the remaining HPSI pump's flow is throttled.
In that event, this size vent maintains RCS pressure less
thanthemaximumRCSpressureontheP/Tlimitcurve.-A
2.6 square inch vent is required to allow for single
failures of other equipment, such as HPSI throttle valves.
An 8 square inch vent is sufficient to preclude RCS
overpressure events. Therefore, when an 8 square inch vent g
is established, LTOP System requirements are not necessary
to maintain RCS pressure within limits.

The RCS vent size will also be re-evaluated for compliance
eachtimetheP/Tlimitcurvesarerevisedbasedonthe
results of the vessel material surveillance.

The RCS vent is passive and is not subject to active
,

failure. '
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LTOP System satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) Criterion 2.

LC0 This LC0 is required to ensure that the LTOP System is
OPERABLE. The LTOP System is OPERABLE when the minimum
coolant input and pressure relief capabilities are OPERABLE.
Violation of this LCO could lead to the loss of low
temperature overpressure mitigation and violation of the
Reference 1 limits as a result of an operational transient.

To limit the coolant input capability, the LC0 requires a
maximum of one HPSI pump only capable of manually injecting
into the RCS. This is accomplished by disabling two HPSI
pumps by either removing (racking out) their motor circuit
breakers from the electrical power supply circuit or by
locking shut their discharge valves. During required
testing, other means of preventing two HPSI pumps from
injecting into the RCS may be used. In addition, when not
in use the remaining HPSI pump shall have its handswitch in
pull-to-lock. When HPSI suction is aligned to the RWT for 5
injection into the RCS, the HPSI pump must be in manual
control and either HPSI flow shall be limited to s 210 gpm
or an RCS vent of 2 2.6 square inches is established. To
provide single failure protection against a HPSI pump mass
addition transient, the HPSI loop HOV handswitches must be
placed in pull-to-override so the valves do not
automatically actuate upon receipt of a safety injection
signal. During required testing this requirement may be
suspended.

The elements of the LC0 that provide overpressure mitigation
through pressure relief are:

a. Two OPERABLE PORVs and associated block valves open;

b. One OPERABLE PORV and associated block valve open and
an RCS vent open with an area 21.3 square inches; or Y
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c. The depressurized RCS and an RCS vent open with an area g
2 2.6 square inches.

A PORY_is OPERABLE for LTOP when its block valve is open,
its lift setpoint is set in accordance with the LCO and
testing has proven its ability to open at that setpoint, and
motive power is avaibble to the two valves and their
control circuits.

The combination of these methods of overpressure prevention 5
(as specified in LCO 3.4.12) are capable of mitigating the
limiting LTOP transient.

|6

APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applicable in MODE 3 when the temperature of any g
RCS cold leg is s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301'F (Unit 2), in-
MODES 4, 5.-and 6.

LC03.4.3providestheoperationalP/TlimitsforallMODES.
LC0 3.4.10. " Pressurizer Safety Valves," requires the
OPERABILITY of the pressurizer safety valves that provide
overpressure protection during MODES 1 and 2, and MODE 3 i

above 365'F (Unit 1), 301'F (Unit 2).

Low temperature overpressure prevention is most critical
during shutdown when the RCS is water solid, and a mass or
heat input transient can cause a very rapid increase in RCS
pressure when little or no time allows operator action to
mitigate the event.

The Applicability is modified by a _ Note stating- that this
Specification is not applicable when the RCS is vented
2 8 square inches. An RCS vent of this size precludes RCS
overpressure events.

ACTIONS A Note-to the ACTIONS restricts entry into MODES or other
specified conditions in the Applicability of this LC0 while 6~

i
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complying with'the ACTIONS (i.e., while the LC0 is not met).
LC0 3.0.4 typically allows entry into MODES or other
specified conditions in the Applicability as part of any y
unit stutdown, however, the restriction of this Note is
necessary to assure low temperature overpressure protection
is available prior to operating within the Applicability of
this LCO.

<

A.1

With one or more HPSI pumps capable of automatically g
injecting into the RCS or with two or more HPSI pumps
capable of manually injecting into the RCS,
overpressurization is possible.

The immediate Completion Time to initiate actions to restore
restricted coolant input capability to the RCS reflects the
importance of maintaining overpressure protection of the
RCS,

bl

With HPSI flow > 210 gpm and suction aligned to the RWT and
an RCS vent <-2.6 square inches established, sufficient
overpressure protection may not exist and overpressurization
may be possible.

The immediate Completion Time to initiate actions to reduce
HPSI flow to s; 210 gpm reflects the importance of
maintaining overpressure protection of the RCS. f

C.1

With one or more HPSI loop MOVs capable to automatically
aligning HPSI pump flow to the RCS, single failure
protection against a HPSI pump mass addition transient is
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lost. Therefore, action is required to be immediately
initiated to restore single failure protection by placing
the affected HPSI loop MOV handswitch to pull-to-override,,

or shutting and disabling the affected HPSI loop MOV, or
isolating the affected HPSI header flow path, f
The immediate Completion Time to initiate action to restore
single failure protection for the HPSI pump mass addition
transient reflects the importance of restoring single
failure protection for low temperature overpressurization
mitigation.;

1

9l 5
:

In MODE 3 when any RCS cold leg temperature is s 365'F
' (Unit 1), s 301'F (Unit 2) or in MODE 4, with one of the two g
i required PORVs inoperable and an RCS vent < 1.3 square
; inches established, the inoperable PORY must be restored to

-OPERABLE status within a Completion Time of 5 days. _ The i

inoperable PORV is required to meet the LCO requirement and
to provide low temperature overpressure mitigation while
withstanding a single failure of an active component.

The Completion Time is based on the fact that 'only one PORV
is required to mitigate an overpressure transient.

E.d |Y
The consequences of operational events that will
overpressure the RCS are more severe at lower temperature
(Ref. 6). Thus, with one of the two required PORVs

Iinoperable and an RCS vent < 1.3 square inches established
in MODE 5 or in MODE 6,.the Completion Time to restore two '

valves to OPERABLE status is 24 hours.

The 24 hour Completion Time to restore the inoperable PORV
to OPERABLE status in MODE 5 or in MODE 6 is a reasonable
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amount of time to investigate and repair several types of
PORV failures without exposure to a lengthy period with only
one PORV OPERABLE to protect against overpressure events.

F.1 |5
If the required Actions and associated Completion Times of
Condition D or E cannot be met the RCS is requi/Jd to be- f
depressurized and vented through a vent 21.3 :"w
inches. This action must be completed within 48 qours, y
This action along with the OPERABLE PORY restores single
failure protection and ensures the flow capacity is greater
than that required for the worst case mass input transient
reasonable during the applicable MODES. This action
protects the RCPB from an overpressure event and a possible
brittle failure of the reactor vessel.

The Completion Time of 48 hours to depressurize and vent the
RCS is based on the time required to place the plant in this
condition and in a controlled manner. The probability of an
overpressure event occurring along with a single failure of
the remaining OPERABLE PORV is unlikely.

b.1 5

If all required PORVs -(i.e., when one PORV is required and
it is _ inoperable or when two PORVs are required and t,oth are f
inoperable) are inoperable, the RCS must be depressurized

.

and a vent established within 48 hours. The vent must be
sized at least 2.6 square inches to ensure the flow capacity
is greater than that required for the worst case mass input
transient reasonable during the applicable MODES. This
action protects the RCPB from a low temperature overpressure
event and a possible brittle failure of the reactor vessel.

The Completion Time of 48 hours to depressurize and vent the
RCS is based on the time required to place the plant in this
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condition and the relatively low probability of an
overpressure event during this time period due to increased
operator awareness of administrative control requirements.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.1 and SR 3.4.12.2 h
REQUIREMENTS

To minimize the potential for a low temperature overpressure
event by limiting the mass input capability, verification
that a maximum of one HPSI pump is only capable of manually
injecting into the RCS and automatic alignment of the HPSI g
loop MOVs, is prevented (by disabling the automatic opening
featuresoftheHPSIloopMOVs)isrequired. The HPSI pumps
are rendered incapable of injecting into the RCS through

-removing the power from the pumps by racking the breakers
out under administrative control or by verifying their
discharge valves are locked shut.

The 12 hour interval considers operating practice to
regularly assess potential degradation and to verify
operation within the safety analysis.

SR 3.4.12.3 f

SR 3.4.12.3 requires verifying that the required RCS vent is |5
'

-open once every 12 hours for a valve that is unlocked open
and once every 31 days for a valve that is locked open. |f

The passive vent arrangement must only be open to be
OPERABLE. This Surveillance need only be performed if the
vent is being used to satisfy the requirements of this LCO.
The Frequencies consi6'r operating experience with
mispositioning of unlocked and locked vent valves,
respectively.

SR 3.4.12.4

5
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The PORV block valve must be verified open every 72 hours to
provide the flow path for each required PORV to perform its

|
function when actuated. The valve can be remotely verified I

open in the main control room,
i

The block valve is a remotely controlled, motor operated
valve. The power to the valve motor operator is not
required to be removed, and the manual actuator is not
required locked in the inactive position. Thus, the blocki

l valve can be closed in the event the PORV develops excessive
leakageordoesnotclose(sticksopen)afterrelievingan
overpressure event.

I

The 72 hour Frequency considers operating experience with
accidental movement of valves having remote control and
position indication capabilities available where easily
initored. These considerations include the administrative
ntrols over main control room access and equipment
introl.

SR 3.4.12.5 |6
Performance of a CilANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is required every
31 days to verify and, as necessary, adjust the PORV open
setpoints. The CHANNE1. FUNCTIONAL TEST will verify on a
monthly basis that the PORY lift setpoints are within the
LCU limit, Power operated relief valve actuation could
depressurize the RCS and is not required. The 31 day
Frequency considers ey.perience with equipment reliability.

A Note has been added indicating this SR is required to be
performed 12 hours after decreasing RCS cold leg temperature
to s 365'F (Unit 1), s 301'F (Unit 2). The test cannot be
performed until the RCS is in the LTOP MODES when the PORV
lift setpoint can be reduced to the : TOP setting. The test
must be performed within 12 hours after entering the LTOP
MODES.
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SR 3.4.12.6 |f
Performance of a CHANNEL CAllBRATION on each required PORV
actuation channel is required every 24 months to adjust the
whole channel so that it responds and <he valve opens within
the required LTOP range . ,d with accuracy to known input.

The 24 month Frequency considers operating experience with
equipment reliability and matches the typical refueling
outage schedule.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G

2. Generic Letter 8811

3. UFSAR, Section 4.2.2

4. 10 CFR 50.46

5.- 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix K

6. Generic Letter 90-06

e

i

:

;
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i

i
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on |
operating experience, to reach the required conditions from

'

full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems. In MODE 5, the pressure stresses

,

acting on the RCPB are much lower, and further deterioration '

is much less likely.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.13.1
REQUIREMENTS

.

i

Verifying RCS LEAKAGE to be within the LCO limits ensures
the integrity of the RCPB is maintained. Pressure boundary
LEAKAGE would at first appear as unidentified LEAKAGE and
can only be positively identified by inspection.
Unidentified LEAKAGE and identified LEAKAGE are determined
by performance of an RCS water inventory balance. Primary
to secondary LEAKAGE is also measured by performance of an
RCS water inventory balance in conjunction with effluent
monitoring within the secondary steam aad feedwater systems.

The RCS water inventory balance must be performed with the -j
reactor at steady state operating conditions and near i

operating pressure. y *

Steady state operation is required to_ perform a proper water
inventory ba13nce, calculations during maneuvering are not f '

useful. For RCS operational LEAKAGE determination by water
Iinventory balance, steady state is defined as stable RCS y

pressure, temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup
tank levels, makeup and letdown, and RCP seal leakoff flows - |

An early warning of pressure boundary LEAKAGE or
unidentified LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems
that monitor the containment atmosphere radioactivity and
the containment sump level. These_ leakage detection systems

-

are specified in LCO 3.4.14. "RCS Leakage Detection &

Instrumentation."

:
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The 72 hour Frequency is a reasonable interval to trend
LEAKAGE and recognizes the importance of early leakage
detection in the prevention of accidents. A Note under the
Frequency column states that this SR is only required to be i
performed during steady state operations.

SR 3.4.13.2

This SR provides the means necessary to determine SG
OPERABILITY in an operational MODE. The requirement to
de:nonstrate SG tube integrity in accord 6nce with the Steam
Generator Tube Surveillance Program emphasizes the

;

importance of SG tube integrity, even thcugh this '

Surveillance cannot be performed at normal operating
conditions.i

In the event one or more steam generators are determined to
not meet the requirements of the SG Tube Surveillance
Program at anytime in MODES 1 through 4, action to comply f
with LCO 3.0.3 must be taken.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Appendix 10, Criterion 16 I

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, May 1973.

3. UFSAR, Section 14.15

4. UFSAR, Section 14.14
g

<
.
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both particulate and gaseous activities, because of their
sensitivities and responses to RCS LEAKAGE. These
radioactivity monitors have a range of 10 -10' counts per 5'

3

minute (cpm).

An increase in humidity of the containment atmosphere would
indicate release of water vapor to the containment which
would be an indicator of potential RCS LEAKAGE. Since the
humidity level is influenced by several factors, a
quantitative evaluation of an indicated leakage rate by this
means may be questionable and should be compared to observed
increases in liquid flow into or from the containment sump.
Humidity level monitoring is considered most useful as an
indication to alert the operator to a potential problem.
Humidity monitors are not required by this LCO.

Air temperature and pressure monitoring methods may also be
used to infer unidentified LEAKAGE to the containment.
Containment temperature and pressure fluctuate slightly
during plant operation, but a rise above the normally
indicated range of values-may indicate RCS LEAKAGE into the
containment. The relevance of temperature and pressure
measurements are affected by containment free volume and,
for temperature,_ detector location. Alarm signals.from
these instruments can be valuable in recognizing rapid and
sizable leakage to the containment. Temperature and
pressure monitors are not required by this LCO.

APPLICABLE The need to evaluate the severity of an alarm or an
SAFETY ANALYSES indication is important to the operators, and the ability to

compare and verify with indications from other systems is
necessary. The RCS Leak Detection Instrumentation is
described in the UFSAR (Ref. 3). Multiple instrument
locations are utilized, if needed, to help identify the
location of the LEAKAGE and its source.

The safety significance of RCS LEAKAGE varies widely
depending on its source, rate,-and duration. Therefore,
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detecting and monitoring RCS LEAKAGE into the containment
area are necessary, Quickly separating the identified

,

LEAKAGE from the Ridentified LEAKAGE provides quantitative
,

information to the operators, allowing them to take |
corrective action should leakage occur detrimental to the

Isafety of the facility and the public.

Reactor Coolant System leakage detection instrumentation
satisfies 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) Criterion 1. '

LCO One method of protecting against large RCS LEAKAGE derives
from the ability of instruments to rapidly detect extremely.
small leaks. This LCO requires instruments of diverse
monitoring principles to be OPERABLE to provide a high
degree of confidence that extremely small leaks are detected
in time to allow actions to place the plant in a safe
condition when RCS LEAKAGE indicates possible RCPB
degradation.

The LCO is satisfied when monitors of diverse measurement
means are available. Thus, the containment sump monitor, in
combination with a particulate or gaseous radioactivity
monitor provides an acceptable minimum.

APPLICABILITY Because of elevated RCS temperature and pressure in H0 DES 1,
2, 3, and 4, RCS leakage detection instrumentation is
required to be OPERABLE.

In H0DE 5 or 6, the temperature is s 200'F and pressure is :
'maintained low or at atmospheric pressure. Since the

temperatures and pressures are far lower than those for
H0 DES 1, 2, 3, and 4 the likelihood of leakage and crack
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|

; propagation is much smaller. Therefore, the requirements of
j this LCO are not applicable in MODES 5 and 6.

ACTIONS The actions are modified by a Note that indicates the
| provisions of LCO 3.0.4 are not applicable. As a result, a
) H0DE change is allowed when the containment sump and
| required radiation monitor channels are inoperable. This

allowance is provided because other means are available to
monitor for RCS LEAKAGE.

A.1 and A.2

If the containment sump level alarm is inoperable, no other
form of sampling can provide the equivalent information.

However, the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor
will provide indications of changes in leakage. Together
with the atmosphere monitor, the periodic surveillance for
RCS water inventory balance SR 3.4.13.1, must be performed
at an increased frequency of 24 hours to provide information
that is adequate to detect leakage. 5

Restoration of the sump level alarm to OPERABLE status is
required to regain the function in a Completion Time of
30 days after the monitor's failure. This time is
acceptable considering the frequency and adequacy of the RCS
water inventory balance required by Required Action A.1.

B.1.1. B.1.2. and B.2

With both gaseous and particulate containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitoring instrumentation channels
inoperable, alternative action is- required. Either grab
samples of the containment atmosphere must be taken and
analyzed, or water inventory balances, in accordance with'

SR 3.4.13.1, must be performed to provide alternate periodic
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information. With a sample obtained and analyzed or an
inventory balance performed every 24 hours, the reactor may
be operated for up to 30 days to allow restoration of at
least one of the radioactivity monitors.

The 24 hour interval provides periodic information that is
adequate to detect leakage. The 30 day Completion Time f
recognizes at least one other form of leakage detection is
available.

C.1 and C.2

If any required Action of Condition A or B cannot be met
within the required Completion Time, the plant must be
brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

Ad

If all required alarms and monitors are inoperable, no
automatic means of monitoring leakage are available and
intnediate plant shutdown in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 is
required.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.14.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.14.1 requires the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of
the required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitors.
The check gives reasonable confidence the channel is
operating properly. The frequency of 12 hours is based on
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l

instrument reliability and is reasonable for detecting off
normal conditions.

SR 3.4.14.?

SR 3.4.14.2 requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST of the required containment atmosphere radioactivity
monitors. The test ensures that the monitor can perform its
function in the desired manner. The test verifies the alarm
setpoint and relative accuracy of the instrument string.
The Frequency of 31 days considers instrument reliability,
and operating experience has shown it proper-for detecting __
degradation.

SR 3.4.14.3 and SR 3.4.14.4

These SRs require the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
for each of the RCS leakage detection instrumentation
channels. The calibration verifies the accuracy of the
instrument string, including the instruments located inside
containment. The Frequency of 24 months is a typical
refueling cycle and considers channel reliability.
Operating experience has shown this Frequency is acceptable.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Appendix IC, Criterion 16

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45

3. UFSAR, Section 4.3
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B 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS) '

B 3.4.15 RCS Specific Activity

BASES,

I

| BACKGROUND- The Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR Part 100 specifies
.

'
'

the maximum dose to the whole body and the thyroid an
individual at the site boundary can receive for 2 hours
during an accident. The limits on specific activity ensure
that the doses are held to within the acceptance criteria

Igiven in the UFSAR (Ref.1) during analyzed transients and
accidents.

The RCS specific activity LCO limits the allowable
concentration level of radionuclides in the reactor coolant.
The LCO limits are established to minimize the offsite
radioactivity dose consequences in the event of a steam
generatortuberupture(SGTR) accident.

The LCO contains specific activity limits for both DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131 and gross specific activity. The allowable 6
levels are intended to limit the dose at the site boundary
to within the acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR g'

(Ref.1).

APPLICABLE The LCO limits on che specific activity of the reactor
SAFETY ANALYSIS coolant ensure that the resulting doses at the site boundary

will not exceed the acceptance criteria given in the UFSM i-
(Ref.1). The SGTR safety analysis (Ref. 2) assumes the
specific activity of the reactor coolant at the LCO limits
and an existing reactor coolant steam generator (SG) tube
leakage rate of 1 gpm.

The rise in pressure in the ruptured SG causes radioactively-

contaminated steam to discharge to the atmosphere through
the atmospheric dump valves and the main steam safety
valves.
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The safety analysis shows the radiological consequences of
an SGTR accident are within the Reference 1 acceptance
criteria. Operation with iodine specific activity levels
greater than the LCO limit is permissible, if the activity
levels do not exceed the limits shown in Figure 3.4.15-1 for
more than 100 hours.

The remainder of the above limit permissible iodine levels
shown in Figure 3.4.15-1 are acceptable because of the low
probability of an SGTR accident occurring during the
established 100 hour time limit. The occurrence of an SGTR
accident at these permissible levels could increase the site
boundary dose levels beyond the acceptance criteria given in
theUFSAR(Ref.1).

Reactor Coolant System specific activity satisfies
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii), Criterion 2.

LCO Thespecificactivityislimitedto1.0pCi/gmDOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131, and the gross specific activity in the
primary coolant is limited to the number of pCi/gm equal to
100 divided by ? (average disintegration energy of the sum
of the average beta and gama energies of the coolant
nuclides). The limit on DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 ensures the
thyroid dose to an individual at the site boundary during
the Design Basis Accident (DBA) will be within the
acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR (Ref.1). The limit
on gross specific activity ensures the whole body dose to an
individual at the site boundary during the DBA will be
within the acceptance criteria given in the UFSAR (Ref.1).

TheSGTRaccidentanalysis(Ref.2)showsthatthesite
boundary dose levels are within acceptable limits.
Violation of the LCO may result in reactor coolant
radioactivity levels that could, in the event of an SGTR,
lead to site boundary doses that exceed the Reference 1
acceptance criteria.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 0 3.4.15-2 Revision 0
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RCS Specific Activity i

B 3.4.15
i
;

BASES !
:

:
:

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 3 with RCS average temperature
2 500'F, operation within the LCO limits for DOSE EQUIVALENT
I-131 and gross specific activity is necessary to contain
the potential consequences of an SGTR to within the
acceptable site boundary dose values.

For operation in MODE 3 with RCS average temperature '

< 500'F, and in MODES 4 and 5, the release of radioactivity
in the event of an SGTR is unlikely since the saturation
pressure of the reactor coolant is below the lift pressure
settings of the atmospheric dump valves and main steam
safety valves, i

.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 greater than the LCO limit,s

samples at intervals of 4 hours rs't be taken to demonstrate
the limits of Figure 3.4.15-1 are not exceeded. The
Completion Time of 4 hours is required to obtain and analyze
a sample, t

Sampling must continue for trending. The DOSE EQUIVALENT
I-131 must be restored to within limits within 100 hours.

'The Completion Time of 100 hours is required if the limit
violation resulted from normal iodine spiking.

The cumulative operating time in this condition shall not
exceed 10% of the units total yearly operating time.

A Note to the Required Action of Condition A excludes the
MODE change restriction of LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows
entry into the applicable MODE (S) while relying on the
ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS may eventually require plant
shutdown. This exception is acteptable due to the
significant conservatism incorporated into the specific

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.15-3 Revision 0
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RCS Specific Activity,

B 3.4.15

BASES

activity limit, the low probability of an event which is
limiting due to exceeding this limit, and the ability to,

restore transient specific activity excursions while the
plant remains at, or proceeds to power operation.

1

bl

| If a Required Action and_ associated Completion Time of
| Condition A is not met or if the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 is in'

the unacceptable region of Figure 3.4.15-1, the reactor must
be brought to MODE 3 with RCS average temperature < 500'F '

within 6 hours. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is
required to reach MODE 3 below 500*F without challenging
plant systems.

L.1

With the gross specific activity in excess of the allowed
limit, the unit must be'placed in a MODE in which the
requirement does not apply.

The change within 6 hours to MODE 3 and RCS average
temperature < 500'F lowers the saturation pressure of the
reactor coolant below the setpoints of the main steam safety
valves and prevents venting the SG to the environment in an
SGTR event. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is
required to reach MODE 3 below 500*F from full power
conditions and without challenging plant systems.

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.4.15.1
REQUIREMENTS

The Surveillance requires performing a gamma isotopic
analysis as a measure of the gross specific activity of the
reactor coolant at least once per 7 days. While basically a
quantitative measure of radionuclides with half lives longer
than 15 minutes, excluding iodines, this measurement is the

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.15-4 Revision 0



RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.15

BASES

sum of the degassed ganina activities and the gaseous gama
activities in the sample taken. This Surveillance provides
an indication of any increase |n gross specific activity.

1

) Trending the results of this Surveillance allows proper
| remedial action to be taken before reaching the LCO limit
| under normal operating conditions. The Surveillance is
| applicable in MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 3 with RCS average
| temperature at least 500*F. The 7 day Frequency considers
| the unlikelihood of a gross fuel failure during the time.

SR 3.4.15.2

This Surveillance is performed to ensure iodine remains
within limit during normal oneration and following fast
power changes when fuel failure is more apt to occur. The
14 day Frequency is adequate to trend changes in the iodine
activity level considering gross activity is monitored every
7 days. The Frequency, between 2 hours and 6 hours after a
power change of 2 15% RTP within a 1 hou. period, is
established because the iodine levels peak during this time
following fuel failure; samples at other times would provide
inaccurate results.

The SR is modified by a Note which requires the Surveillance
to only be performed in MODE 1. This is required because
the level of fission products generated in other MODES is
much less. Also, fuel failures associated with fast power
changes is more apt to occur in MODE 1 than in MODES 2
and 3.

SR 3.4.15.3

A radiochemical analysis for i determination is required
every 184 days (6 months) with the plant operating in MODE 1
equilibrium conditions. The i detennination directly

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.15-5 Revision 0
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relates to the LCO and is required to verify plant operation
within the specified gross activity LCO limit. The analysis
for E is a measurement of the average energies per
disintegration for isotopes with half lives longer than
15 minutes, excluding iodines. The Frequency of 184 days
recognizes ? does not change rapidly.

This SR has been modified by a Note that indicates samplir.g
is not required to be performed until 31 days after 2
effective full power days and 20 days of MODE 1 operation
have elapsed since the reactor was last subcritical for
2 48 hours. This ensures the radioactive materials are at
equilibrium so that analysis for i is representative and
not skewed by a crud burst or other similar abnormal event.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 14

2. UFSAR, Section 4.15

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.15-6 Revision 0
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STERCSLoops-MODES 4and5{f
3.4.17

3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS),

3.4.17 SpecialTestException(STE)RCSLoops-H0 DES 4and5

BASES

L
BACKGROUND This special test exception to LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops - {

MODE 4," LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - H0DE 5. Loops Filled," and f |
LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - H0DE 5, Loops Not Filled" allows no
RCSorshutdowncooling(SDC)loopstobeinoperation
during the time intervals required: 1) for local leak rate y
testingofcontainmentpenetrationnumber41(shutdown
cooling);and2)formaintenanceonthecommonshutdown F;

cooling suction line or on the shutdown cooling flow control
valve (CV-306).

APPLICABLE As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Special Test
SAFETY ANALYSIS Exception LCOs is optional, and therefore no criteria of

10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) applies. Special Test Exception LCOs
provide flexibility to perform certain operations by
appropriately modifying requirements of other LCOs. A
discussion of the criteria satisfied for the other LCOs is
provided in their respective Bases.

LC0 This LC0 is provided to allow for the performance of testing
andmaintenanceinMODES4and5(normallyaftera
refueling), where the core cooling requirements are
significantly different than after the core has been
operating. Without this LCO, plant operations would be held
bound to the normal operation LCOs for reactor coolant loops
andcirculation(MODES 4and5),andtheappropriatetests
or maintenance could not be performed in these MODES,

In MODES-4 and 5 operation is allowed under no flow
conditions provided the xenon reactivity is s 0.1% Ak/k and-
approaching stability, no operations are permitted which ycould cause reduction of boron concentration, the charging

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.17-1 Revision $f-
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STE RCS Loops - MODES 4 and 5 f 1

3.4.17

BASES

pumps are de-energized, the charging flow paths are 1

isolated, and the SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of LCO 3.1.1 I
is verified at least once per 8 hours. These limits along
with the Surveillances ensure no safety limits or fuel
design limits will be violated.

,

The exception is allowed even though there are no bounding
safety analyses. These tests or maintenance are allowed
since they are performed under close supervision during the-
test program and must stay within the requirements of the
LCO.

APPLICABILITY The LC0 ensures that while within this LCO the plant will
not be operated in any other MODE besides MODES 4 and 5

,

without forced circulation. This is because the MODES of
Applicability for this Specification are MODES 4 and 5.
This Specification allows testing-and maintenance to be
performed on the SDC system while SDC is required to be
0PERABLE.

ACTIONS Ad
'If one or more requirements of the LC0 are not met, all

activities being performed under this STE must be
immediately suspended. These activities are local leak rate g .

testing of the shutdown cooling penetration and maintenance
on valves in the shutdown cooling system. The Completion
Time to suspend'these activities immediately ensures the
plant is not placed in an unanalyzed condition and prevents
exceeding the specified acceptable fuel design limits.

-SURVEILLANCE $H).4.17.1
REQUIREMENTS

'Xenon reactivity must be verified to be within limits once
within one hour. prior to suspending the reactor coolant g
circulation requirements of LCO 3.4.6, LC0 3.4.7, and

CALVERT CLIFFS -. UNITS 1 & 2 B 3.4.17-2 Revisiongy
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|

BASES

LCO 3.4.8. The frequency of once within one hour prior to
suspending the applicable RCS Loops LCO will ensure that the
xenon reactivity is within limits and trending toward

| stability prior to suspending forced flow cooling. This
i will ensure no safety limits or fuel design limits will be
| violated while testing or maintenance are being conducted.
!

SR 3.4.17.2 and SR 3.4.17.3

Verifying the charging pumps are de-energized and the
charging flow paths are isolated ensures that the major
source of a boron reduction is not available. These two
Surveillances support the requirement that no source be
available that could cause an RCS boron concentration
reduction. These SRs are required to be verified at a
frequency of one hour. The one hour frequency is sufficient
to ensure that these sources will not be available to cause
a reduction of the RCS boron concentration.

Subsequent performance of these Surveillances after the
initial verification that the charging pumps are de-
energized and the charging flow paths are isolated, may be
performed administrative 1y.

SR 3.4.17.4

This SR requires that a SDH verification be performed in
accordance with SR 3.1.1.1 once per 8 hours. The normal
Frequency for these Surveillances is once per 24 hours. The S~
8 hour frequency reflects that no forced flow cooling is
available and that the SDH should be verified more
frequently. The 8 hour frequency is sufficient.to ensure
that the SDH remains within limits while under this STE.

5"
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REFERENCES None

I

,

4

4
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Lc0 3 4.1 4rh4 The following DNB related parameters shall be maintained within the
limits shown

s(t h s|.ussios of
,

b 4. Cold Leg Temperature s 548'T g | h.

4. #. Pressurizer Pressure 2 2200 psia'
fP*''fa tJ s{e T~(*j"

c. Reactor Coolant System Total Flow Rate 2 370.000 g m |

d. ARIAL $HAPE INDEX, THERMAL POWER as specified in the COLR. |

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.-luoi a th kACTION: With any of the above parameters exceeding its limit, restore the'** 4 ".J" gs

arameter to within its limit within 2 hours or reduce THERMAL POWER to
ess than 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next ours.

$URVE!LLANtt REQUIREMENTS

$katt I
4,GrM tach of the kours.ters shall be verified to be within their limits |

arame
" ,8 jj, at least once per 12

4,4,4re-The Reactor Coolant System total flow rate shair be detemined to 11RL414 be within its limit by measurement at least once per months.

na
.

limit not applicable duri either a THERMAL POWER ramp increase inI

excess of 5% of RATED THENL POWER per minute or a THERMAL POWtt step4

increase of greater than 10% of RATED THERMAL POWER.
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LIMITIIIS C000! TION FOR DPERAT!0N 03 G) _L i~ { '

Mrfr- The following DNS related parameters shall be maintained within the
''

limits shown:
|

b /s Cold Leg Temperature s $44'r
Sec Dinwt.Ws

CA. /. PressurfterPressure22200 psia \
, , . 4 1.1.6'

c. Reactor Coolant Systaa Total flow Rate 2 370.000 gpa ''M M O "f\
d. AXIAL SNAPt IllDEX. TNtip%L 900ER as speciffed in the COLR

|
APPLICABILITY: Il00E 1.

A < 1 uiti Q,
b'ACTION: With an of the above paraetters exceedin its limit restore theA c.f e.on A arameter to witfin its Ilmit within 2 hours or re!uce futIMA[ POWtt to

est than M (d Raft 9 TWERNAL POWER within the next ours.

t

$URVEILLAllCE REQUIREMENTS

"
'4,\,'

4,2t6tk tech of the kours.ters shall be verified to be within their Ilmits |
, arameh 3'q, at least once per 12

4.2.5.2
The Reactor Coolant System total flow rate shall be detemined 19% *,4 to be within its limit by measurement at least once per.34rmonths.# - L.3

-

..
-.

&

_ - -

gM.s, .e, y.a c ,
Limit not applicable during et er TWERNAL POWER ramp increase in
excess of % of RATED Tutip%L POWit per minute or a TWERMAL POWER step
increase of greater than 10% of RATED THERMAL POWER.
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.1 - RCS PRESSURE. TEhlPERATURE. AND FLOW (DNH) LIMITS

A1)A11NISTRATIVE CllANDES

A.1 The proposed change will refonnat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change of intent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs improved Technical Specl0 cation (ITS) development, certain
wording preferences or conventions were adopted which resulted in no technical changes to
the Technical Specifications. Additional information may also have been added to more
fully describe cach Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) and to be consistent with
NUREG 1432. Ilowever, the additional infonnation does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specl0 cations. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Not used.
|

|

11CilNICAL CilANGIL 310RE ItESTRICTIVE
None

IEC11NICAL_CilANGES_ _]tEl OCAT10NS

None

TECllNICAL CilANGES . MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
1)DCUMENTS

( None

IECllNICAL CllANGES - IISS RESTRICTIVE
L.1 Not used.

|

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.2.5 Action requires the unit to reduce power within
four hours who the Action cannot be met, improved Technical Specification Act;ons D and
D will allow six henrs to reduce power when Actions A and C, respectively, cannot be met.
The two additional hours to reduce power, from four hours to six hours, will allow for a
more controlled power reduction (which is a transient in itself), in conjunction with even
control of steam generator (SG) heat removal. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

L.3 Current Technical Specification 3.2.5 Surveillance Requirement (SR) 4.2.5.2 requires the
RCS total flow rate to be determined within its limit by measurement once per 18 months,
improved Technical Speci0 cation 3.4.1 SR 3.4.1.4 decreases the Surveillance Frequency to
24 months (consistent with the Calvert Cliffs refueling interval). The RCS flow rate does
not normally change much during the fuel cycle; however, changes will be detected by ITS
SR 3.4.1.3 which requires the now to be verined every 12 hours, Reactor Coolant System
Dow will be most likely to change aRer refueling outages when the core has been altered,
which may cause a change in How resistance. Thus, it is important that this detailed test be

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.1-1 Re cision 5



DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.1 ~ HCS PRESSURE. TEMPERATURE. AND FLOW (DNH) LIMITS

performed aner a refueling outage when the RCS flow is most likely to have changed. A
review of 5 years of rnalntenance history found no failures of this suncillance test. The
Current Technical Specifications (CTS) Frequency of 18 months w!Il not coincide with the
test to be perfonned aner each refueling outage. Therefore, this change reflects the
importance of performing this test aner a refueling outage. This change is consistent with
NUREO.1432.

.
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'

3,4 SYSTEMS... _.... - .

..n,, -- - . . . mm m . m

i

g nimum Temetrature For criticality

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION .

LCO
y'g * !.iit* the Reactor Coolant System lowest operating loop temperature (f.,,).

thall be t $1$'F when the reactor il critical. .

APPLICA81tlTY: MODL5 1.and 2.wlth K.,, t 1.0. |
AM8M 3: With aJtaarter foolant System operatino loop temocrature

'

A g .$.515'F, S u -- - - ---- ' s; e n = .. .. r,be in h?
-. ...---. within the next minutes.

MSE 2.,u
V.tr 4 8,0 Q__

$URyt!LLANCE Rt00!RLMENTS

SA -

3 . 4 .1 4r4M The Reactor Coolant System temperature (i.,,) sha11 be determined
to be t $15'F:

a. Within minutes prior to achievir.; reactor criticality, and
b. At least once per,30 minutes when tt.e reactor is critical and the

Reactor Coolant System T,, is less r | ' 52b'(c ' ~ ~ h'
:

I
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LINrTING CONDITI M FOR OPttAf! N
>

LCO 4rtitti
shall be t $16'r when the rest {or is critica .The Reactor Coolant ! stem lowest e rating loop temperatg (T,.,) -s i. T. 4. '2p ;

APPLicAllLITY: M00t$ 1 and I with K,n k 1.0.
|

ACil0M K
'

g "With a Reactor Coolant Systes operating loop temperatureA *! f* !i 0ithin the % ; # t'5: it! 't it #';;'17' " ;i t ;"b' i.41 *nutes.

M o O L '2 w . %
V a.rt <\.Q

$t It1ANCt'lttWI tutNTS .

$ I'd
3. 4 . 2. I 4rivh6 The Reactor Coolant System temperature (7,,,) shall be determined

to be t $15'F g I

a. Within )@sinutes prior to achieving reactor criticality, and ~

b. At least once per 10 minutes when the reseter is critical and the
Reacter Coolant System T.,, is less than 5tl'F. g- g

.

f

|
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.2 - RCS MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

AIB11NISTRATIVE CllANGES

A.I The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional '

| information may also have been added to more fully describe cach LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG 1432. Ilowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the

'

current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification 3.1.1.5 Actions require RCS T.,, to be restored in
15 minutes, and the unit to be in Mode 3 in the following 15 minutes, improved Technical
Specification 3.4.2 Action A will requlte the unit to be in Mode 3 within 30 minutes. The
CTS statement to " restore . . ." is being deleted because the option to restore always exists.
The deletion of a requirement that is always implied in the ITS constitutes an administrative

I change. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

A.3 Not used.
|

A.4 Current Technical Specification 3.1.1.5 requires the plant to be in Mo& 3 If the RCS average
Temperature is not 2 515'F in Mode 1 or Mode 2 with Ken 21.0. !iowever, per LCO 3.0.I,
the plant is only required to be taken outside the Mode of Apr,licability, which would be
Mode 2 with K,g < l.0. Improved lechnical Specifications require .he plant to be taken to
Mode 2 with Kerr < l.0 in this situation. Therefore, changing the requirement for the plant to
be in Mode 2 with Kerr < l.0 is consistent with CTS requirements and is considered an
administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432, Generic Change
TSTF 26.

TECilNICAL CilANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE
None.

TECilNICAL CllANGES_ _ RELOCATIONS

None

TECilNICAL CilANGES . MOVEMENT OF INFORM ATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUh1ENTS

None

IEC11NICAL CilANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification SR 4.1.1.5.a requires RCS T.,, to be verified within
15 minutes prior to achieving reactor criticality. This requirement will be relaxed to

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.4.21 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.2 - RCS MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

30 minutes in ITS SR 3.4.2.1. It will require RCS T.,, to be veri 0ed within 30 minutes of
achieving reactor criticality. Allowing the Surveillance to be performed 15 minutes earlier is
reasonable because it is within the same Frequency the Surveillance is perfornmd during
operation. Reactor Coolant System temperature will still be verifled to be within limits prior
to achieving reactor criticality. The frequency of ITS SR 3.4.2.1 is adequate to detect a
significant temperature change considering the volume of the RC', the severity of a
cooldown transient necessary to effect a significant temperature change and the likelihood
that such a transient will be immediately self revealing. Thus, the proposed change is
acceptable.

L.2 Not used.
|
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W 4,4rt h RES$URE/ TEMPERATURE LIMITS

LIMITING CON 0!TI M FOR OPERATIM

L A.ILeo 3j al The Reactor C W ant Syst e _' "_''_9 : r ___ r_- ' w nera q ~J 4.) e
-

nresuurewshs11 imi in accordance.w
during hef(up, cyb,th the Jimit iines[hown o

'

I gurfs % 4.v f EB .4.9-
g sterice le6f and dros. tic testma witpf '

- n - [/Idown/critiallty
W,IuA|em,1)QL

,

[ a. A maximum heat f:
"_

%a

J g|]6M figximum Allow e Heatuo Ratt RC$ Temoerahtg,

a 30*F in any e hour period 70' to 164'F
43 F 40'F in an one hour period > 64'F to 256'F"

60'F in y one hour period 256'F g,-
b. A max eum cooldown oft

Mantmum Allowable CooldowLrL alt R(3. TemperatureR

'F in any one hour period * 270'F
O'F in any one hour period 270'F to 184'r j( 10'F in any one hour period < 184'F j

L C, o
3 4,g \ A maximum temperature change of 5'F in any one hour period.
OvrE during hydrostatic testing operations above system design

pressure.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.
#

kAC11Q!is With any of the above limits exceeded, restore the temperatureAC[[ and/or pressure to within the limit within 30 minutest perfom an
Fengineering evaluation toldetemine Lne enecu or the out-or 11mit7 /l.4 f"#%# ponomon on tne irauvre touanness crocerties of the Reactor CoolantFi-

( hital Aletemine that the Reactor Coolant System remaths acceptable for
continued operations or be in at least NOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours

Aen*"
rey::U.;4.wIthinand reduce & "" '',l e following 30 hours.and pressure to less than ?^^*r M 300 psia.O
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.3 - RCS PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS

ADMINISTRATIVE CIIANGES

A.I The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change of intent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG 1432. Ilowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the
CTS. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process involves no technical changes
to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.9.1 requires the RCS temperature and pressure to
be within the limits shown on Figures 3.4.91 and 3.4.9 2 during heatup, cooldown,
criticality, and inservice leak and hydrostatic testing, and the Figures list the maximum
heatup and cooldown rates. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.9.l.1 requires the RCS
temperature and pressure to be determined to be within limits during system heatup,
cooldown, and inservice leak and hydrostatic testing operations. Improved Technical
Specification LCO 3.4.3 requires RCS pressure, RCS temperature, and RCS heatup and
cooldown rates to be maintained within limits, and ITS SR 3.4.3.1 requires the verincation

! that the RCS pressure, RCS temperature, and RCS heatup and cooldown rates are within the
limits specified in Figures 3.4.3-1 and 3.4.3 2. Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.9.1
is being revised to simply require the RCS pressure, RCS Temperature, and RCS heatup and
cooldown rates to be within limits. The limits will be defined in two figures. Current
Technical Specification Figures 3.4.91 and 3.4.9 2 contain the RCS pressure, RCS
temperature, and RCS heatup and cooldown rates. These Figures are being incorporated into
the ITS as Figures 3.4.3-1 and 3.4.3 2. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.9.1.1 is being
revised to invoke these figures. These proposed changes are presentation changes only.
They do not involve any technical changes to the RCS pressure, RCS temperature, or
RCS heatup and cooldown rates. This method of presentation is consistent with the
NUMARC Writer's Guide for the Restructured Technical Specifications, NUMARC 93-03.
Section 4.1.4.b of the Writer's Guide states: " Typically, LCOs which require more than one
parameter limit be met will only refer to the parameters as required to be within limits . . .."
Section 4.1.7.b states: "Surveillances or. parameter limits will specify, to the extent
practical, the limit. This applies whether or not the LCO also requires the precise limit.
Reference to where the limit (s) may be located is an acceptable alternative . . .."

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.1 Actions are not required to be completed if the LCO
is restored prior to expiration of the required time intervals (CTS 3.0.2 and ITS 3.0.21
Improved Technical Specification 3.4.3 adds a Note which requires completion of the
evaluation to determine if the RCS remains acceptable for continued operation (which is an
exception to ITS 3.0.2). This change is acceptable because it is reasonable to ensure that the
RCS remains acceptable for continued operation following an excursion outside the
allowable P/T limits. Restoration alone is insufficient because higher than analyzed stresses
may have occurred and may have affected the reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.3-1 Revision 5
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This change will not detrimentally affect plant safety because it ensures the RCS is
acceptable for continued operation. The addition of this Note, which is an exception to
SR 3.0.2, constitutes a more restrictive change. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

9
M.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.1 Actions are applicable at all times. The Actions

require the restoration of limits within 30 minutes, and an evaluation to be performed to
ensure that the RCS remains acceptable for continued operation, or the plant is required to be
in Mode 3 within 6 hours and pressure reduced within 36 hours (the CTS requirement to
reduce temperature is being deleted per a less restrictive discussion of change). Improved
Technical Specincation 3.4.3 Action C (any time other than in Modes 1,2,3, or 4) requires
the initiation of Actions to restore the parameters to within limits immediately, and the
determination that the RCS is acceptable for continued operation prior to entering Mode 4.
Here is also a Note which requires the RCS determination to be completed whenever the
Condition is entered. The change essentially reduces the Completion Time to initiate Action
to restore the parameters f.om 30 minutes to immediately, and adds a Note which takes
exception to LCO 3.0.2. The addition of these more stringent requirements constitute a more
restrictive change. This change will not adversely affect plant safety because it requires
immediate action to restore the out-oflimit condition. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS
None

| TECilNICAL CHANGES . MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
' DOCUMENTS

LA.I Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.1 LCO requires the RCS (except the pressurizer) P/r
limits to be limited in accordance with the limit lines in Figures 3.4.9-1 and 3.4.9 2.
Improved Technical Specification 3.4.3 LCO will not contain the exemption for the
pressurizer. This exemption is being moved to the Bases of Section 3.4.3. This is acceptable
because moving this requirement to the Bases will not affect the exemption for the
pressurizer. This requirement can be adequately controlled in the Bases which require
change control in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. This
approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more
appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by
the change because there is no change in the requirement to ensure the RCS P/r limits or to
exempt the pressurizer from this Specification. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs
resources associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will be
reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact
on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.1 Action requires an evaluation to determine the
effects of the out-of-limit condition on the fracture toughness properties of the RCS when the
Pfr limits have been exceeded. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.3 will only require an
engineering evaluation and is not specific. This requirement is being moved to the Bases of
Section 3.4.3. This is acceptable because moving this requirement to the Bases does not

)
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impact the requirement to determine the effects of the out-of limit condition on the fracture
toughness properties of the RCS. This requirement can be adequately controlled in the Bases
which require change control in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS
Section 5.0 His approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for
a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is
unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement to ensure the RCS
integrity is satisfactory to allow continued operation. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs
resources associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will be
reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement of information change with no impact
on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RPRTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification 3,4,9.1 Action requires an evaluation be performed to
determine if the RCS is acceptable for continued operation after any RCS pressure or
temperature limit has been exceeded. Ilowever, no specific time is allowed for this
evaluation; a shutdown after 30 minutes is required if the temperature and pressure are not
restored. Rus, no time is specifically provided to complete this evaluation in the CTS.
Improved Technical Specification 3.4.3 Action A will allow 72 hours to completc this
evaluation. The 72 hour Completion Time is reasonable to accomplish the evaluation for
mild violations where the RCS will probably be acceptable for continued operation.
Ilowever, a more severe violation will most likely take longer than the allowed Completion

| Time due to special, event specific stress analyses or inspections. The more severe
violatiors are not as likely to be found acceptable for continued operation. This change is!

consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.1 Action requires the unit to be in Mode 5 with
pressure and temperature reduced if the Actions cannot be met. The temperature is required
to be reduced to less than 200 F, improved Technical Specification 3.4.3 Action B has the
same requirements except it will not specifically require temperature to be reduced. The
restriction on temperature is provided as a Mode 5 requirement for temperature to be less
than or equal to 200*F. Therefore, this change relaxes the CTS temperature requirement to
allow it to be l'F more, This change is acceptable because the new temperature requirement
is consistent with Mode 5 and within the limits of the RCS P/r limits curves. Also l'F is
within the instrument error band, This change is consistent with NUREG-1432,

L.3 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.9.1.2 requires the reactor vessel material irradiation
Surveillance specimen to be removed and examined in accordance with the Code of Federal
Regulations (10 CFR Part 50, Appendix II), and the results be used to update the Technical
Specification Figures. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.3 deletes this requirement.
Calvert Cliffs is committed to this 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix H requirement, therefore, it
does not need to be duplicated in Technical Specifications. He Code also requires the
Technical Specification figures to be updated. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.
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temperature of each steam generator is less than or equal to 30*F
above the RCS temperature, and (3) the pressurizer pressure is less
than or equal to 300 psia.
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.5 - RCS LOOPS - MODE 3

ADMINISTRATIVE CllANGES

A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change of intent, to be consistent with NUREG.1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG 1432. Ilowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Speci0 cations. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

'A.2 Current Technical Specification LLv 3.4.1.2.b footnote * discusses the requirements which
allow all RCPs to be de-energized for a period of time. One requirement is that no
operations be permitted that would cause dilution of the boron concentration. Improved
Technical Specification LCO 3.4.5 LCO Note I changes the word " dilution" to " reduction."
Both words are used in the same context; reducing boron concentration is unacceptable.
This wording change is solely for consistency with NUREG-1432. Word changes made to
be consistent with NUREG 1432 constitute an administrative change,

A.3 The Applicabilities for CTS LCOs 3.4.1.2 are modified by Footnotes **. For Unit No.1,
Footnote " states, "A reactor coolant pump shall not be started with the RCS temperature
less than or equal to 365 F unless . . .." For Unit No. 2, Footnote " states, "A reactor
coolant pump shall not be started with the RCS temperature less than or equal to 30l*F
unless . . .." Note 2 ofITS LCO 3.4.5 states, "No RCP shall be started with any RCS cold
leg temperature s 365'F (Unit I), s 301'F (Unit 2) unless . . .," Footnotes " for CTS
LCOs 3.4.1.2 have been modified to state,"A reactor coolant pump shall not be started with
any RCS cold leg temperature less than or equal to. . .," These proposed changes are
consistent with Calvert Cliffs current interpretation of the CTS Footnotes; RCS cold leg
temperatures are monitored to ensure compliance with the requirements of the Footnotes.
These proposed changes are administrative comments; they are consistent with the current
interpretations of Footnotes " of CTS LCOs 3.4.1.2. The ITS limit will ensure a reactor
coolant pump is not started when overpressure protection is being provided by the low
temperature overpressure protection system and the established prerequisites regarding
pressurizer water level, secondary water temperature, and pressurizer pressure are not met.
This ensures the plants will be operated in accordance with the existing design bases.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Current Technical Specification 3.4.1.2 Action b requires the initiation of corrective action
within one hour to retum a loop to operation when no loop is in operation. Improved
Technical Specification 3.4.5 Action C will require immediate initiation of corrective action.
This change, which requires immediate initiation of corrective action, reflects the importance
of maintaining an RCS loop in operation for decay heat removal. This change will not
adversely affect plant safety because it requires immediate action to restore decay heat
removal capability. The addition of this more stringent requirement constitutes a more
restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.5- 1 Revision 5



DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.4.5 - RCS LOOPS MODE 3

M.2 Current Technical Speci0 cation LCO 3.4.1.2.b footnote * allows all RCPs to be de energized
for up to one hour, improved Technical Specification 3.4.5 LCO Note I allows all the RCPs
to be de-energized for up to one hour per eight hour period. Therefore, the amount of time
all RCPs may be de-energized has been restricted from less than or equal to one hour, to less
than or equal to one hour per eight period. Current Technical Speci0 cations permit repeated
application of the one-hour exemption, indennitely. This additional restriction on plant
operations restricts immediate, repeated application of the one hour nilowance, which would
circumvent the intent of the Note. Placing a limitation on the de-energization of all the
RCPs will not adversely affect plant safety. Placing additional restrictions on plant operation
constitutes a more restrictive change, nis change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

M.3 Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.5.2 is an added Surveillance which requires the
veri 0 cation of secondary side water level in each SG once per 12 hours. His Surveillance is
required to verify adequate SG water level in order to have a heat sink for removal of the
core decay heat from the reactor coolant. The Frequency has been shown by operating
practice to be sufficient to regularly :.ssess degradation and verify operation within the safety
analyses assumptions. This change will not adversely affect plant safety because it ensures
an adequate heat sink is available for the removal of decay heat. The addition of this SR
constitutes a more restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

TECllNICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

None-

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 - Current Technical Specification 3.4.1.2 LCO lists the loop numbers required to be Operable
and requires that at least one RCP be Operable. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.5
LCO will require two reactor coolant loops to be Operable. The specific loop numbers and
number of required RCPs per loop is being moved to the Bases of Section 3.4.5. This is
acceptable because moving this requirement to the Bases will not affect the requirement for-
the loop consisting of at least one RCP per loop to be Operable. Throughout the ITS, the
Bases usually describes the contents of the system and the specine requirements of the
system contents. This information can be adequately controlled in the Bases which require
change control in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Section 5.0. This
approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more
appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by
the change because there is no change in the requi.ement for two reactor coolant loops. This |
change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on safety. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.2.2 requires the reactor coolant loops to be verified
in operation and circulating reactor coolant, improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.5.1
will require the reactor coolant loops to be verified in operation. The requirement that the
reactor coolant loops be verified to be circulating reactor coolant is being moved to the
Bases of Section 3.4.5. This is acceptable because moving this requirement to the Bases will

)
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not affect the requirement to verify that the reactor coolant loop is in operation, which
requires the circulation of reactor coolant. This requirement can be adequately controlled in
the Bases which require change control in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS
Section 5.0. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for
a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is
unafTected by the change because there is no change in the requirement for the reactor
coolant to be circulating for the reactor coolant loop to be in operation. This change is a less
restrictive movement of information change with no impact on safety. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None

s

i..
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concentration, and (2)
10'F below saturation temperature ~.

.

~
_

A reactor coolant pump shall not be started with RCS t e reMO
less than or equal to 365'F unless (1) the pressurizer water level is |ont t. less than or equal to 170 inches, and (2) the secondary water jp
temperature of each steam generator is less than or equal to 30*F
above the RCS temperature, and (3) the pressurizer pressure is less
than or equal to 300 psia.

' k;. Opic h' k :t 5;;,,1 b , 0.10.;.
g,g
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LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

''

_ - _

K With no coolant loop in fo btration, suspend all operationsb'3 involving a reduction in ron concentration of the ReactorC- Coolant System and initiate corrective action to return the
required coolant loop to operation w4

imm Jidd M3
o /Y RA 8 L) 55 A' ) h --

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS .-u a

44.1.3.1 The re utred65s- ;;Mi loop (s), if not in operation,3, g,3

shall be detemin d OPERA 8LEYn e';F!T 7@ days by verifying corect breaker

lignments and indicated power availability for Q~ Q ' f c Q R &f4 # Ar _ . . _ ___. 3 L A,2,
oo o sM ~ ~ _a^ ' I.3.2 The required steam generator (s), M '' '- "'-- " -d..

+ ^ n 't .43A4,2 Sr'.1.0 4 shall be detemined OPERABLE by verifying the secondary side
water level to be above -50 inches at least once per 12 hours,

s g. 4.4.1.3.3 At least one coolant loop shall be verified to be in operation
grtoairculaung-reactor ce;;st)at least once per 12 hours. k
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3.4 s/** REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
-

[Q}f{3.4. b 3/4dd ML*F ' M*! ^?2 "L*F f!*0_'L'? ___
='-- =^-

N
_ .

.

_ . , . . , . , . , ~ , . ,
LIMIT!alG C0010!T!0ll FOR OPERAT!0ll et Rc.S 1. c3 7 _ S Oc 1.,g

L C. O i----~-
_

-

5,4, 6 9.'.1.3 4. ". I..;; t ^' ".; ;;;hr.: loopsout. kh.; shall be
OPERA 8Ltd ga

, _ . ,

i 1. actor ant Loop fZ1 d its associated eam 3
genera and at least associated re r coolant

2. eactor Coolant p #22 and its ociated ste
generator an t least one asso ated reactor olant
Pump,

. 3. Shut Cooling Loop # [,

4. utdown Cooling #

5 % t least g e c' the t :: !? hr.t loopf shall be ij -

ration
. E

f. 4 . . . . . . . . u F c.b a . , ,5M.S
__ APPLICABILITY: _M0T0 1 sp.r..4,,_ L'.7,~

g ggg ,,, " k e.S t. .. . . Ho cr s, I co w r. t ud
,,

ACTION:
s *. cn. 4 . S " R C-n .d pe. sea * 1. c. m *,m - '*Q C 1ho W r L-. e e+

D' M l'hh G-E M 251. . m L . c$nt 'ter: ^*i"fli .4.
_.

luste corrective action to return the reouired coolant loo ^ M-^N
Action th o OPERABLE status within ent-houygype in COLD SHUfDOWN withi, a

4 4 nours.

@<E++~ h a;p.3;:::;
_

Th: 50 . *! ^- --a"~y r=- ::n;; n, i taoper h ' "" .

*

All reactor coolant pumps {provided (1) no operations are permittednd shutdown cooling pumps may be de. ^ pe Yt- MLCO energized for up to I hour 9""*4 x' WYT E I that would cause dih*Sr. of the Reactor Coolant System boron ~~~

concentration, and (2 e outlet temperature i maintained at least
10'F below saturation tem

" ~ Q_ [i.7
-

e

tc, o A reactor coolant pump shall not be s with RCShemperature
NOTE 2 less than or equal to 301'F unless (1) the pressurizer water level is

less than or equal to 170 inches, and (2) the secondary water *U'*
temperature of each steam generator is less than or equal to 30'F
above the RCS temperature, and (3) the pressurizer pressure is less
than or equal to 320 psia.

Y 5. 0,,n h1 Tn' Ere;th;,0.E.5. *
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LIMITIM C0WITION FM GPERATIO (Continued)

ACT t0M
% With no coolant loopWn oN ration, suspend all operationsC involving a reduction in ron concentration of the Reactor

Coolant System and initiate corrective action to atturn the.
required coolant loop to operation w'u ;i. e,a har:

. ,/. 4ely M,] p
$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS p[eN e .,5 LA,JI) /46

4.4.4.54 The required @c _:::191oop(s), if not in operation. M 'N
3. 9 S * 3 - shall be detemined OPERAELE once per7 ' days b verif

alignments and indicated power evs11 ability fo .cpggetbreaker
__ ; . ;;:'imW* -

A. g
+.ti.3.t The required steam generator (s), b '-Q'6.'~d?'Gn2_onsi9 -. - ~ n

~5. 4 . 6. 2 hi-- ^^' '"

5,',1.3. .- shall be detemined OPERA 8LE by verifying the secondary side
water level to be above -50 inches at least once per 12 hours.

SR
, 4 * 4, g 4 4.1.3.3 At least one coolant loop shall be verified to be in operation Q'-,3,4hu .rr; - ~^ em:nO at least once per 12 hours.''

.

I
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.6 - RCS LOOPS - MODE 4

,. ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES
f

A.I The proposed change will reformt, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,

-

the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no techn: cal changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
informatior, may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG-1432, llowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications,

A.2 Not used.
|

A.3 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.1.3 b footnote " discusses the requirements which
allow all RCPs to be de energized for a period of time. One requirement is that no
operations be permitted that would cause dilution of the boron concentration. Improved
Technical Specification LCO 3.4.6 LCO Note I changed the word " dilution" to " reduction."
Both words are used in the same context; reducing boron concentration is unacceptable.
This wording change is solely for consistency with NUREG 1432. Word changes made to
be consistent with NUREG-1432 constitute an administrative change.

A.4 Current Technical Specification 4.4.1.3.2 requires the SG(s), if used to meet the LCO, to be
determined Operable by verifying the secondary side water level to be above -50 inches at
least once per 12 hours. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.6.2 will delete the phrase,
"if it is used to meet the LCO." The statement is redundant with " required" SG(s). If the
SGs are not associated with a reactor coolant loop, which is required to meet the LCO, then
the Surveillance will not be performed on that SG, The deletion of redundant information
constitutes an administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.5 Current Technical Specification 3.4.1.3 Applicability footnote (#) references STE 3.10.5.
Improved Technical Specification 3.4.6 will delete the reference to the STE. This change is
consistent with the ITS format which does not typically include cross references, in
addition, LCO 3.0.7 has been provided to clarify the Applicability of STEs The deletion of
cross references, consistent with the ITS format, constitutes an administrative change. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.6 Current Technical Specification LCOs 3.4.1.3.a.3 and 4 footnote * allow the normal or
emergency power source to be inoperable for the SDC loops. Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.6 will not include this allowance. The ITS definition of Operability only
requires a normel or an emergency source be available for the system, subsystem,
component, etc. (see Section 1.0 less restrictive discussion of changes). Therefore, the
footnote is no longer required. This change is considered administrative since the
justification for the Operability definition change has already been made. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1432.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.6-1 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.6 - RCS LOOPS - MODE 4

A.7 Current Technical Specification 3.4.1.3 Applicability fnotnote *" specifies requirements
which allow the RCPs to be started when the RCS terrrerature is less than a certain amount.
Improved Technical Specification 3.4.6 specifies thu she requirements apply if any RCS
cold leg temperature is less than a certain amount. This is censistent with current Calvert
Cliffs practice, therefore the change is administrative. His Sange is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

|- TECilNICAL CllANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Current Technical Specificad m 3.4.1.3 Action a requires the initiation of corrective actionsi

within one hour to return the required coolant loops to Operable status when less than two
coolant loops are Operable. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.6 Action A will require
immediate initiation of corrective action. This change, which requires immediate initiation
of corrective action, reflects the importance of maintaining the availability of two paths for,

| decay heat removal. This change will not adversely affect plant safety because it ensures an
adequate decay heat removal mechanism exists. The addition of this more stringent
requirement constitutes a more restrictive change. His change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

M.2 Cu rent Technical Specification LCO 3.4.1.3.b footnote " allows all reactor coolant and
SDC pumps to be de-energized for up to one hour. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.6
LCO Note 1 allows all the RCPs to be de energized for up to one hour per eight. hour period.
Therefore, the amount of time all reactor coolant and SDC pumps may be de-energized has
been restricted from less than or equal to one hour, to less than or equal to one hour per
eight hour period. Current Technical Specifications would permit repeated application of
the one hour exemption, indefinitely, nis additional restriction on plant operations restricts
immediate, repeated application of the one-hour allowance, which would circumvent the
intent of the Note. Placing a limitation on the de-energization of all the RCPs will not
adversely affect plant safety. Placing additional restrictions on plant operations constitutes a
more restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

M.3 Current Technical Specincation 3.4.1.3 Action b requires the initiation of corrective asions
within one hour to return the required coolant loop to Operable status when no coolant loop
8 in operation. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.6 Action C will require immediate
i .tiation of corrective action. This change, which requires immediate initiation of
corrective action, reflects the importance of decay heat removal. This change will not
adversely affect plant safety because it ensures immediate action to restore decay heat
removal. The addition of this more stringent requirement constitutes a more restrictive
change. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

M.4 Current Technical Specifications 4.4.1.3.1 requires verification of current breaker alignment
and indicated power availability for the SDC pumps. Improved Technical Specification
SR 3.4.6.3 will require verification of correct breaker alignment and indics?-d power
availability to the required pump that is not in operation. The ITS Surveillance, therefore,
applies to either the SDC or RCS pumps. The addition of additional requirements constitutes
a more restrictive change. Ensuring the availability of power to the SDC pumps will not
adversely affect plant safety. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.6-2 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.6 - RCS LOOPS - MODE 4

M.5 Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 requires, when less than the required coolant loops are OPERABLE,
action be initiated to retum the required coolant loops to an OPERABLE status, or the plant
be placed in COLD SilUTDOWN. Action b of CTS 3.4.1.3 requires, when no cochnt loop
is in operation, the suspension of all operations involving a reduction in boron concentration

of the RCS and the initiation of corrective action to return the required coolant loop to
operation. As discussed below, the CTS actions are being revised to match the Actions of
ITS 3.4.6.

in Action A of ITS 3.4.6, if only one RCS loop is OPERABLE (i.e., one RCS loop,

) inoperable and both SDC loops inoperable) the plant will be required to initiate action to
-

restore a second loop to OPERABLE status. Currently, in the event only one RCS loop is
| OPERABLE, Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 requires the initiation of corrective action to restore
l

the required coolant loops to an OPERABLE status, or the plant placed in Cold Shutdown
(i.e., Mode 5). While Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 does contain the option to bring the plant to
Mode 5, corrective action to restore the required coolant loops to an OPERABLE status can
always be initiated within the Completion Time; thus, the option to cooldown to Mode 5 is
never required to be invoked. Based on this, Action A ofITS 3.4.6 essentially requires the
same course of action as Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 for the given condition, even though it does
not contain a requirement to place the unit in Mode 5. Changing Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 to
match Action A ofITS 3.4.6 is a presentation change only.

In Action B of ITS 3.4.6, if only one SDC loop is OPERABLE (i.e., one SDC loop
inoperable and both RCS loops inoperable), the plant will be required to be placed in
Mode 5. If a second loop can be restored to an OPERABLE status prior to the end of the
stated completion time, the action may be exited, Currently, in the event only one SDC loop
is OPERABLE, Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 requires the initiation of corrective action to restore
the required coolant loops to an OPERABLE status or the plant placed in Cold Shutdown
(i.e., Mode 5). Action B of ITS 3.4.6 is more restrictive than Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3,
because it requires the plant to be placed in Mode 5 and Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 permits the
plant to operate indefinitely with only one SDC loop OPERABLE, if corrective action has
been initiated. Changing Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 to match Action B of ITS 3.4.6 is
acceptable, because redundancy is lost when only one SDC loop is OPERABLE in Mode 4.
Thus, if another coolant loop cannot be restored within a reasonable time, the plant should be
placed in a Mode for which the LCO does not apply to reduce the risk of operating with a
single coolant loop OPERABLE. Cooling the plant down to Mode 5 exits the Mode of
Applicability for ITS LCO 3.4.6. The 24-hour Completion Time for placing the plant in
Mode 5 is reasonable (i.e., will permit a controlled cooldown), and is consistent with other
actions which require the plant to be placed in Mode 5. Additionally, a SDC loop remains
OPERABLE. Thus, the plant would be brought to Mode 5 utilizing the safest method. The
operators would not have to rely on infrequently performed operations, such as feed and
bleed, to achieve Mode 5.

In Action C for ITS 3.4.6, if no coolant loops are OPERABLE, the plant is required to
suspend all operations involving a reduction in boron concentration of the RCS, and initiate
corrective action to return one required coolant loop to OPERABLE status and operation.
Currently, in the event no coolant loop is OPERABLE, Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 requires the
initiation of corrective action to restore the required coolant loops to an OPERABLE status
or the plant placed in Cold Shutdown (i.e., Mode 5). While Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 does

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.4.6-3 Revision 5
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SECTION 3.4.5 -- RCS LOOPS - MODE 4

contain the option to bring the plant to Mode 5, corrective action to restore the required
coolant loops to an OPERABLE status can always be initiated within the Completion Time;
thus, the option to cooldown to Mode 5 is never required to be invoked. While Action C of
ITS 3.4.6 does not contain a requirement to place the unit in Mode 5, it is equivalent to
Action a of CTS 3.4.1.3 because its shutdown requirement is never required to be invok-d.
Action C of ITS 3.4.6 provides a more restrictive course of action than Action a of
CTS 3.4.13, because, in addition to requiring the initiation of corrective action to restore the
loops to an OPERABLE status, it requires the suspension of all operations involving a
reduction in boron concentration of the RCS. The more restrictive action to suspend all
operations involving a reduction in boron concentration of the RCS is appropriate. In most
scenarios with no coolant loops OPERABLE, there will also be no forced flow. Without
forced now, proper mixing would not occur. Thus, if boron dilution was occurring, slugs of
water with a significantly reduced boron concentration could develop. These slugs could
lead to reactivity excursions. This requirement will ensure that this does not occur. To
incorporate Action C of ITS 3.4.6, Action b of CTS 3.4.1.3 was modified to apply to the
condition of no coolant loops OPERABLE. Currently, Action b of CTS 3.4.1.3 only applies
when no coolant loops are in operation. It essentially contains the same actions as Action C
of ITS 3.4.6.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

.

IAl Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.1.3.a lists the loop numbers (reactor coolant and
SDC) required to be Operable and defines the components which comprise an Operable RCS
toop. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.6 LCO will require two reactor coolant or SDC
loops to be Operable. The specific RCS and SDC loop numbers and the definition of an
Operable RCS loop will be meved to the Bases. This is acceptable, because 'TS 3.4.6 will
continue to require two cooling loops to be Operable. Throughout the ITS, the Bases usually
describe the contents of the system and the specific requirements of the system contents.
This information can be adequately controlled in the Bases. Any changes to the Bases will
be in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. This approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change becatae
there is no change in the requirement for two coolant loops to be Operable. This change is a |
less restrictive movement of information change with no impact on safety. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 requires the verification of the correct breaker
alignment and indicated power availability for the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.6.3 contains the same !
verification requirements except it requires them to be performed for the required loop l

components that are not in operation. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 has been
modified by replacing the phrase "SDC pump and valves" with the phrase " loop
components." The Bases of ITS SR 3.4.6.3 will be revised to identify the loop components

1
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
| SECTION 3.4.6 - RCS LOOPS - MODE 4

that will be required to be tested. Relocation of this information to the Bases is acceptable,
because ITS SR 3.4.6.3 will continue to require the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation to be 8:sted. Throughout the ITS, the Bases usually describe the contents of
the system and the specific requirements of the system contents. The Bases will be
maintained in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. This approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change, because
the SR will continue to require the verification of the correct breaker alignment and indicated
power available to the required SDC pump and valves that are not in operation.

LA.3 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.3 requires the coolant loops to be verified in
operation and circulating reactor coolant. He requirement to circulate reactor coolant is
being moved to the ITS 3.4.6 Bases. Specific requirements for verifying that a reactor
coolant or SDC loop is in operation will be located in the Bases or plant procedures, as
appropriate. Any changes to the Bases will be in accordance with the Bases Control
Program in ITS Chapter 5.0, and any changes to plant procedures will be in accordance with
the Calvert Cliffs change control process. The Bases Control Program and the Calvert Cliffs
change control process will ensure that any changes to this requirement will receive an
appropriate review. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Not used.
|

|
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3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT $YSTEN

LINITING CONDITION FOR APERATION (Continued)

g b. With no p in operation, suspend all operations
g involving a reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor

Coolant System and initiate corrective action to return the
required coolant loop to operation wMMr := i:.r.

\mmeb;.hh

n,_ $URVEILtANCE REQUIREMENTS

Y'
4. i .1.t1 The required shutdown cooling loop (s), if not in operation.

3,4|')3 shall be determined OPERABLE once per 7 days by verifying correct _ breaker
411onments and indicated power availability for0anbs and'WEhur,221pf '

g D ooPICd''Uf3'dh @'g'N #M
50 t. . .^^ 2 Et _ __ . __ steam generator (s) 8f it ': icin :::f 1: =eD1432. Qyggshall be determinec vrtustt cy verifying the secondary side *

watei sevel to be above -50 inches at least once per 12 hours.
5A 0.4.1.0.0 At lea loo shall be verified to be in operation
V,7 1 @ rur"un ne :st one::= := ; ..T;)ht east once per 12 hours.

N
!

!
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3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTDI

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Coettened)

WithnoManACTIg b.
involving a reduction in $ ration, suspend all e$*he Reactor \o rations

ron concentration of6 Coolant System and inttiste corrective action to return the
required coolant loop to operation -t'h?: ::: in .

- $
*

., _ __ ti. '$
SURVE!LLANCE REQUlkD4DITS - --

SR
* :.:.; Tie required shutdown cooling loop (s), if not in operation.'t . 9 . 7.3

.

shall be determined OPERABLE once per 7 days by verifyino correct breaker
alt men s and indicated power availability for Yapd _shiiT3oiirn cio61)WE) L A.G)6p Jg

-

SR c,3p 67,95 .) A,g g
'h:_ . .;;r., steam generator (s) R ii -i. ;, ...: '- %.

3, 4. 7, ~2 ( nail Delitthminea vrtzAsLFby verTfying sne secondary side *7
-

w m sevel to be above -50 hes at least once per 12 hours.
"A AA' '' " lagst one oop shall be verified to be in operation3,4."?. I 6 t W a+4aa -aar'er ::::= at least once per 12 hours. *)

,-
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
)SECTION 3.4.7 - RCS LOOPS - MODE 5, LOOPS FILLED l

|
delineates the coolant loop requirements in Mode 5 with loops filled. Therefore, the ITS I

Actions are specific to the coolant loops required by the LCO. This change is administrative
since the words in the Actions are changed to specifically address the ITS LCO. His change
is consistent with NUREG.1432.

A.7 Current Technical Specification 4.4.1.3.2 requires the required SG(s), if they are used to
meet the LCO, to be determined Operable by verifying the secondary side water level to be
above 50 inches. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.7.2 will delete the phrase,"ifit
is used to meet the LCO." ne statement is not required because if the RCS loop is used to
satisfy the LCO, then both SGs are required. The deletion of a statement that is not required
constitutes an administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.8 Current Technical Specification 3.4.1.3 Applicability footnote "* specifies requirements
which allow the RCPs to be started when the RCS temperature is less than a certain amount.
Improved Technical Specification 3.4.7 specifies that the requirements apply if any RCS
cold leg temperature is less than a certain amount. This is cor.4istent with current Calvert
Cliffs practice; therefore, the change is administrstive. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

A.9 Current Technical Specification 3.4.1.3 requires the unit to cooldown to Mode 5 when the -
Actions cannot be completed. improved Technical Specification 3.4.7 (RCS Loops -
Mode 5, Loops Filled) will not include this requirement because the unit is already in
Mode 5. Requiring the unit to be in Mode 5 when it is in Mode 5 is not required. Deleting a
requirement which is not applicable to the Technical Specifications constitutes an
administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432,

TECllNICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Current Technical Specification 3.4.1.3 Action a requires the initiation of corrective actions
within one hour to return the required coolant loops to Operable status when less than the

_

required coolant loops are Operable. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.7 Action A will
require immediate initiation of corrective action. This change, which requires immediate
initiation of corrective action, reflects the importance of maintaining the availability of two
paths for decay heat removal. This change will not adversely affect plant safety because it
ensures the availability of two paths for decay heat removal. The addition of this more
stringent requirement constitutes a more restrictive change. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1432.

M.2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.1.3.b footnote " allows all SDC pumps to be de-
energized for up to one hour. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.7 LCO Note I allows all
of the SDC pumps to be de-energized for up to one hour per eight hour period. Therefore,
the amount of time all SDC pumps may t>e de-energized has been restricted from less than or
equal to one hour, to less than or equal to one hour per eight-hour period. Current Technical
Specifications would permit repeated application of the one hour exemption, indefinitely.
This additional restriction on plant operations restricts immediate, repeated application of the
one hour allowance, which would circumvent the intent of the Note. Placing a limitation on
the de-energization of all the SDC pumps will not adversely affect plant safety. Placing
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additional restrictions on plant operation constitutes a more restrictive change. His change
is consistent with NUREG 1432.

M.3 Current Technical Specincation 3.4.1.3 Action b requires the initiation of corrective actions
within one hour to return the required coolant loop to Operable status when no coolant loop
is in operation, improved Technical Speci0 cation 3.4.7 Action D will require immediate
initiation of corrective action. This change, which requires immediate initiation of
corrective action, reDects the importance ol' decay heat removal. This change will not
adversely affect plant safety because it ensures the immediate initiation of action to restore
decay heat removal. The addition of this more stringent requirement constitutes a more
restrictive change. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECilNICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
ROCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Speci0 cation LCOs 3.4.1.3.a3 & 4 list the SDC loop numbers required to
be Operable, improved Technical Speci0 cation 3.4.7 LCO will require two SDC loops or
one SDC loop and both SGs to be Operable, but the ITS will not list specinc loop numbers.
The specific loop numbers are being moved to the Bases. This is acceptable because moving
this requirement to the Bases will not affect the requirement for the specific loops to be
Operable. Throughout the ITS, the Bases usually describe the contei.u of the system. The
loop numbers can be adequately controlled in the Basesg which require change control in
accordance with the Bases Control Program provided in ITS Chapter 5.0. This approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because

there is no change in the requirement for two coolant loops to be Operable. This change is a |
less restrictive movement ofinformation change with no impact on safety. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Speci0 cation SR 4.4.1.3.1 requires the veri 0 cation of the correct breaker
alignment and indicated power availability for the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation. Improved Technical Speci0 cation SR 3.4.7.3 contains the same
verification requirements except it requires them to be performed for the required loop
components that are not in operation. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 has been
modified by replacing the phrase "SDC pump and valves" with the phrase " loop
components." The Bases ofITS SR 3.4.7.3 will be revised to identify the loop components
that will be required to be tested. Relocation of this information to the Bases is acceptable,
because ITS SR 3.4.7.3 will continue to require the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation to be tested. Throughout the ITS, the Bases usually describe the contents of
the system and the specific requirements of the system contents. The Bases will be
maintained in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. This
approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more
appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by
the change, because the SR will continue to require the verification of the correct breaker
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.7 - RCS LOOPS MODE 5, LOOP 3 FILLED

.

alignment and indicated power available to the required SDC pump and valves that are not in
operation.

LA.3 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.3 requires the coolant loops to be verified in
operation and circulating reactor coolant. The requirement to circulate reactor coolant is
being moved to the ITS 3.4.7 Bases. SpeciOc requirements for verifying that the reactor
coolant loop is in geration will be located in the Bases or plant procedures, as appropriate.
Any changes to the Bases will be in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS
Chapter 5.0, and any changes to plant procedures will be in accordance with the Calvert
Cliffs change control process. The Bases Control Program and the Calvert Clifts change
control process will ensure that changes to this requirement will receive an appropriate
review. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES 1 ESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Speci0 cation LCOs 3.4.1.3.a.1 and 2 require the reactor coolant loops,
their associated SGs, and at least one associated RCP to be Operable if used to satisfy the
LCO. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.7 will only require that the secondary side water
level of each SG be 2 50 inches if used as the backup system to the required SDC train.
This is acceptable in Mode 5 with the loops filled because even though the SGs cannot
produce steam, they are capable of being a heat sink due to the large contained volume of

'

secondary side water. Forced cooling using the RCPs is not required because natural
circulation occurs, which is sufficient to remove the small heat load in the reactor core until

a SDC train can be made available. A plant specific calculation was developed to verify that
the SGs could be used for decay heat removal. The calculation was performed in response to
NUMARC Guidance Document 91-06, Guidelines for Industry Action to Assess Shutdown
Management. The calculation considers or determines the maximum core decay heat
generation rate, total primary to secondary heat transfer area, heat transfer coef0cients,
relative primary and secondary temperatures, total natural circulation flow rate, and
combined SG ambient heat loss rate, as well as other considerations. The calculation
determines that a SG level of 2 50 inches with the associated RCS loop Olled is suflicient to
remove the generated decay heat load. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

L.2 Two notes are being added to CTS LCO 3.4.1.3. These notes permit: a) one required SDC
,

loop to be inoperable for up to two hours for Surveillance testing, provided the other SDC
loop is Operable and in operation; and b) all SDC loops to be removed from operation during
planned heatup to Mode 4 when at least one RCS loop is la operation.

Note 2 to ITS LCO 3.4.7 permits periodic Surveillance tests to be performed on one of the
SDC loops when both SDC loops are credited for meeting the LCO. This note provides
operational Dexibility by allowing two hours before entering the Action statement. The note
is acceptable, because: a) the note requires one SDC loop to be Operable and in operation.
The forced coolant circulation provided by one SDC loop is suf0cient to remove decay heat
in Mode 5 with the loops filled; and b) the Operators will be focused on the status of SDC
while operating under the provisions of this note. Thus, in the event the required SDC loop
becomes inoperable or ceases to be in operation, the Operators would take action in a short
period of time to restore a SDC loop to an Operable status and place it in operation.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.4.7-4 Revision 5
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SECTION 3.4.7 - RCS LOOPS . MODE 5, LOOPS FILLED

Note 4 to ITS LCO 3.4.7 provides for the transition to Mode 4 and permits an RCP to be in
operation to replace the reactor coolant circulation function provided by the SDC loop. This
proposed change is acceptable, because: a) the note does not permit the required SDC loop
to be inoperable; it only permits it to not be in operation. Thus, if required, the SDC loop
could be returned to service in a shon period of time; b) the note requires an RCS loop to be
in operation to provide forced circulation in place of the SDC loop; c) the Steam Generators
are required to be Operable in accordance with LCO 3.4.7, thus, decay heat removal via
natural circulation would be available; and d)ITS SR 3.0.4 requires the surveillances for
LCOs to be met prior to entry into a Mode or other specified condition in the Applicability of
the LCO. Improved Technical Specification LCO 3.4.6 provides the Mode 4 requirements
regarding the RCS loops. This LCO requires two loops consisting of any combination of
RCS and SDC loops to be Operable and at least one loop to be in operation. ITS SRs 3.4.6.1,
3.4.6.2, and 3.4.6.3 provide the surveillances which establish operability. These SRs are
required to be met within their frequency prior to entering the Mode of Applicability for ITS
LCO 3.4.6 (i.e., Mode 4). Thus, when a transition to Mode 4 is planned, two loops capable of
providing forced circulation of the RCS would be required to be Operable,

in addition to the justifications provided above, these proposed changes are consistent with
NUREG 1432.

I

l
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.8 - RCS LOOPS . MODE 5. LOOPS NOT FILLED

TECHNICAL CilANGES . MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE CONTROLLED
DOCUhtENTS

LA.I Current Technical Specification LCOs 3.4.1.3.a.3 & 4 list the SDC loop numbers required to
be Operable, improved Technical Spcallication 3.4.8 LCO will require two SDC loops
Operable, but the ITS will not list specific loop numbers. He specitic loop numbers are
being moved to the flases. His is acceptable because moving this requirement to the Bases |
will not affect the requirement for the specific loops to be Operable. Droughout the ITS,
the flases usually describe the contents of the system. %is information can be adequately

l

controlled in the liases. Any changes to the Bases will be in accordance with the Bases
Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory,

control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. He level of safety of
facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the requirement

for two coolant loops to be Operable. This change is a less restrictive movement of |
Infonnation change with no impact on safety. His change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 requires the verificatio of the correct breaker
alignment and indicated power availability for the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.8.2 contains the same
verification requirements except it requires them to be performed for the required loop
components that are not in operation. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 has been >

modified by replacing the phrate "SDC pump and valves" with the phrase " loop
components." ne Bases ofITS SR 3.4.8.2 will be revised to identify the loop components
that will be required to be tested. Relocation of this information to the Bases is acceptable,
because ITS SR 3.4.8.2 will continue to require the required SDC pump and valves that are
not in operation to be tested. uroughout the ITS, the flases usually describe the contents of
the system and the specific requirements of the system contents. The !!ases will be
maintained in accordance with the llases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. This approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. He level of safety of facility operation is unalrected by the change, because
the SR will continue to require the verification of the correct breaker alignment and indicated
power available to the required SDC pump and salves that are not in operation.

LA.3 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4,l.3.3 requires the coolant loops to be verifned in
operation and circulating reactor coolant. The requirement to circulate reactor coolant is
being moved to the ITS 3.4.8 Dases. Specific requirements for verifying that the reactor
coolant loop is in operation will be located in the llases or plant procedures, as appropriate.
Any changes to the Bases will be in accordance with the Bases Control Program in ITS
Chapter 5.0, and any changes to plant procedures will be in accordance with the Calvert
ClitTs change control process. The llases Control Program and the Calvert Cliffs change
control process will ensure that changes to this requirement will receive an appropriate
review. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432. 3

TECllNICAL CilANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
L,1 Improved Technical Specification 3.4.8 will add a note to CTS LCO 3.4.L3 which permits

one required SDC loop to be inoperable for up to two hours for Surveillance testing,

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.83 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.8 - MCS LOOPS MODE 5. LOOPS NOT FILLEI)

provided the other SDC loop is Operable and in operation. This note provides operational
flexibility by allowing two hours before entering the Action statement. The note is
acceptable, because: a) the note requires one SDC loop to be Operable and in operation.
The forced coolant circulation provided by one SDC loop is suflicient to remove decay heat
in Mode 5 with the loops not filled: and b) the Operators will be focused on the status of
SDC while operating under the provisions of this note. Thus, in the event the required SDC
loop becomes inoperable or ceases to be in operation, the Operators would take action in a
shon period of time to restore a SDC loop to an Operable status and place it in operation. In
addition to the justification provided above, this proposed change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

,
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1)lSCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.10 PRESSURIZER SAFETY VALVES

ADMINISURTIVE CilANGES
,

A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical |
Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,

I
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable 1

by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe cach LCO and to be consistent
with NUREO 1432. Ilowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the ;

current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
'

involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3 A.2.1 contains the valve listing and the "As Found"
and "As Left" tolerances. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.10 moves the valve listing
and tolerances to SR 3.4.10.1. The ITS als , specifically lists the upper and lower lif) settings
for "As Found" and "As Lef)," based on the tolerances provided in the CTS. The movement
of requirements from the LCO to the SRs and changing the presentation of the information is
considered an administrative change.

A.3 Current Technical Specification 3.4.2.1 Action for Modes 1,2, and 3 requires the plant to
proceed to Mode 4 in 12 hours if the Actions cannot be met. ImprcveJ Technical
Specification 3.4.10 Action Il for Modes I and 2, and Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg
temperatures > 365'F (> 301'F for Unit 2) requires the plant to be in Mode 3 in six hours
(see a more restrictive discussion of change for a description of the addition of this
intermediate action), and to reduce all cold leg temperatures to s 365'F (s 301*F for Unit 2)
in 12 hours. This reflects the change in the Modes of Applicability for the Specification (see
a less restrictive discussion of change for the description of the Mode change). This change .

is consistent with CTS 3.0.1 and ITS 3.0.1, which stipulate that once outside the
Applicability, the LCO no longer applies. Therefore, this change is considered
administrative. This change is consistent with NUREO 1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Not used. |

M.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.2.1 requires an LCO 3.0.3 entry when two pressurizer
safety valves are inoperable. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.10 requires the plant to
be in Mode 3 in 6 hours, and to reduce all RCS cold leg temperatures to s 365'F (s 30l'F
for Unit 2)in 12 hours. This change is considered more restrictive since an LCO 3.0.3 entry
allows an additional hour to be in Mode 3 (Mode 3 in seven hours). Decreasing the time to
shut down is considered a more restrictive change, however, this change will not adversely
affect plant safety. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES . RELOCATIONS

None

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS I & 2 3.4.10 1 Revision 5.
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.10 - PRESSURIZER SAFETY VALVES

TECllNICAL CilANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

None

TECllNICAL CilANGES LENS RECTRICTIVE

L.I Curient Technical SpeciHcation LCO 3.4.2.1 and 3.4.2.2 provide the minimum operability
requirements for the pressurizer code safety valves. Limiting Condition for Operation
3.4.2.1 is applicable in Modes I,2, and 3, and LCO 3.4.2.2 la applicable in Modes 4 and 5.i

! Improved Technical Specification LCO 3.4.10 provides the minimum operability
requirements for the pressurlier code safety valves. Improved Technical Speelucation

| 3.4.10 is applicable in: a) Modes I and 2 for Units I and 2, b) Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg
'

temperatures > 365'F for Unit 1; and c) Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 301'l-
;

for Unit 2. The Applicability for CTS LCO 3.4.2.1 was revised to be consistent with the
Applicability for CTS LCO 3.4.10. Current Technical Speelucation LCO 3.4.2.2, its
associated footnote (i.e., footnote '), Applicability statement, and Action requirement have
been climinated. These proposed changes are acceptable, because the pressurizer safety
valves are only needed to provide overpressure protection of the RCS in: a) Modes 1 and 2
for Units I and 2, b) Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 365*F for Unit 1; and c)
Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 301'F for Unit 2. In Mode 3 with the RCS
cold leg temperatures s 365'r for Unit I and s 301'F for Unit 2, and Modes 4 and 5 for both
Units, overpressure protection of the RCS is provided by the low temperature overpressure
protection (LTOP) system. The requirements for the LTOP system are contained in ITS
3.4.12. In addition, the Bases for the Applicability of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.10 states that
the LCO is not applicable when overpressure protection is provided by the LTOP system.

To support this change, the Action of CTS LCO 3.4.2.1 was revised, in the event one
pressurizer code safety valve is inoperable,6 Action of CTS LCO 3.4.2.1 requires the
inoperable valve be restored to an Operabic status or the plant be placed in llot Shutdown
(i.e., Mode 4). Action u ofITS LCO 3.4.10 requires the plant to be placed in Mode 3 with
all RCS cold leg temperatures less than or equal to 365'F for Unit I or 301*F for Unit 2; this
is a condition where the ITS LCO for the pressurizer safety valves will not be applicable, and
the ITS LCO for the LTOP system will be applicable to ensure overpressure protection of the
RCS is available. The Action of CTS LCO 3.4.2.1 was revised to require the unit to be
placed in a condition for which the LCO does not apply in the event the pressurizer safety
valve could not be restored to an Operable status in 15 minutes. This proposed change is
consistent with the Bases of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.0.2 which states if a Required Action is
not completed within the specified Completion Time, a shutdown may be required to place
the unit in a Mode or condition in w hich the specincation is not applicable.

L.2 Improved Technical Specification 3.4.10 adds a Note to CTS 3.4.2.1 which allows the
pressuriz, safety valve lift settings to be outside the limits of the LCO for 36 hours,
following entry into Mode 3 > 365'F (Mode 3 > 301'F for Unit 2), for the purpose of setting
the pressurizer safety valve liR settings under ambient conditions, provided a preliminary
cold setting was made prior to heatup. The Note permits testing and examination of the
safety valves at high pressure and temperature near their normal operating range, but only
aRer the valves have had a preliminary cold setting. The cold setting gives assurance that

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.4.10 2 Revision 5
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1 IllSCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.10 - PRESSURIZER SAFETY VALVES.

the valves are Operable near their design condition. Only one valve is allowed to be,

removed from service for testing. His change is consistent with NUREG.1432.

CALVERT CLIFFS . UNITS I & 2 3.4.10-3 Revision 5
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LIMITI N Ce m !T1001 FOR OPERATI M
i

M 4,4.3. Two rated relief valve PORVs
r.of4ABLE. ; , g isocittd oc !3D valves shal DP

AM{T| k'J7
o y. g

#APPLICAblLITY: MBDES 1. 2. and 3 , '

AElIE8 Yia('" II 'Y
^

L' 3( ne or both PORV s Ikas excessive set h;';;;. within I hourAr<.+t /1 c1 e the associate lockvalvejs)andmaintainpowertothe
block Valve (s). . G W f .j. p .r' L.;{ a;J.u pQ~

% With one PORV ino erable ;..;;; :t i f 5 . ; :_;: h ; . RJ
Astion B nt h ;h;io. wit in 1 hour ther restore the PORV to OPERABLE

^

status or c se the associa d block valve and remove power " rom
<the block valves restore t PORY to OPERABLE status within()

Anno F Wh %.; 5 days or be in T STANDBY within the next hours $Land at or below 365'T with|
n the following ghours.

% With both PORVs inoperab186- M .....; .;t.;r it.. . :_;;.;h;
4 ' I'"' D T!! =:t ht;: within 1 hour either restore one PORY to*

DPERABLE status or close the associated block valve and remove
power from the block valves restore one PORV to OPERABLE status

Awithin({&filliifG) 72 hours or be in NOT STANotY within the
Acra a p ext ours and at or below 36$'F within the following Mi

d. f'With one or both block valve (s) inoperable within 3 hour restore Q^.D
A "**# 8 the block valve (s) to OPERABLE status or p ace its associated #

PORV(s in override clo Restore at least one block valve to.,

44t DPERAB E status within 72 hours if both block valves are )inoperable restore a n ng ino erable block valve to|

J(ADPERABLE status withi
j*DF dayst otherwise, be in at

1 east NOT STANotY wit the next hours and at or below 365'T/k rs.g
within the following urs. 'E A . ,Ay

% The provisions of Spec ation 3.0.4 are not applicable. |

^m
bioli, u ll R $ e.1) b -fen.p r. h.c o

w: __ _.

yy

8606 U
M.64 3 NA** A814ftj

Above 365'M.^.t ;r- t.;6 ;;;*T, ;g;;';;;th , 3f, m,;,; ;g en |
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$URVI!LLANC[ kt0 Ult [ MENT $

p 4.4.3.1 tech PORV shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
-

L 4.11.1
a. At least once perm {s b{h ' M. !'r '.performance of a CRANutL FUNCTIONAL ATEST, P !!!?W- e -!L ?.. 8*, (.t)SS

g,,3,ii,4 b. At least once per REFUELING INTERVAL by performance of a CNANNEL |CAltlRATION.

"A
tit:t:t- fach block valve shall be demonstrated OPitABLt at least once $er14. M*1 92 days by operating the valve through one complete cycle of fyll trave

funless the blp_ck _ valve is closed to meet the re utrements ofqspee r, _a /Asf Mr c inpecificaw J.4._Dq jj ,, j y
s3,i.z. n3

a ,, w
,

GR %4.ti. 3 p, r. . , '

. pi,4 ov.y r.

eack 90RU,
24~..%,

; __
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y,q,e| -0/0.0.0 AILitF VALVES

ki *[ P. *.
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Llet! TIM C0WITIM P9R OPERATIM -
~ ~ _ OM.f d' 9,If % '[c (.

~ ~~

LC D ~Q
). 4. I g 4; tit Two

r.o rated relief valves,(5 3,& .& rap);latept k,.s9
PORVs)and,thetbeDPpRARLE.

,

valves shal g e b n
!6 ft . e m L ,.Y,o A V ann i t,)kAPPLICAllLITY: olitetsi y 9 (,, g , j3

AU.IES Ch.de ..,I e bI *
AC y

K.',WDne or both PORV(s{ lock valve (s) and majntainpower to thehee- M eive-seat 4eebegu within 1 hourA
c1 Ae the associated
block valve (s).

___f,gg
| Acwd X. ith one PORY inoperable ..; 0: : :::: :th: t = n; n d 5 . .- ~~

-

13 T st hahese, within 1 hour eith restore the PORY to SPERABLE
|

! status or close the associated ock valve and remove power "' @ he block valves restore the P to OPERABLE status within
.Ac7 t JM . A ;,.y $ days or be in N T AllDIY within the next hoursF

and at or below 301'F within he folitwing hours. G | J

h tth both P0RVs inoperable ... ;e ;enn vw.r dwn mm;,,gDog = tett M re, within I hour either restore the PORVs to
OPERARLE status or close its associated block valve and remove
ower from thn_ block valves restore one PORV to OPERABLE status ,~~

/\nion ithitLC; % 6%72 hours or be in HT STAptV within the '
p: n ut hour and at or below 301'F within the following |

o -

d. It one or bein block valve (s) inoperable within 1 hour restore '4;

AN 'O MS
the block valve (s) to OPERABLE status or PIace its associatedc, 4 g
PORV(s) in override closed. Restore at least one block valve to
OPERABLE status within@|t3|ND 72 hours if both block valves are /A
noperables restore anygomaining inoperable block valve togg PERABLE status within m!:::'P 5 days: otherwise, be in at '

p, least HT STAMBY within the nextd hours and at or below 301'F |within the following urs. L(g
.

AcmN % The Provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.N oT "L

. _- , _-

% ti Ws ,.a# e , B ($3) &
N e 1 4.

/ mod E" "I A g.p l.. t. 4,4 yf ye 301'F) 14 u-5:6 ^"F, 0;;;;f t;:t':- ?!' ' 0 ' :;;'es. |
-
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4.4.3.1 tech PORY shall be demonstrated DPtRABLE: I
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34fl.l -b *!f I"CMI.h._[.s,by,perfomance of _a CaAlsitL FINICT!allAL
3 3- -- ..... ,..... .. ,,

g,[k 4 $gge per hintLIIIG INTERVAL by perfomance of a CllANNEL |

N och block valve shall be demonstrated DPttABLE at least once $er
A t

374 11 4
92 days by operatino the valve through one complete cycle of full travethe b ocLvalve is closed to meet the requirements of(Agu

speemean our.4.B3 ' ,,, i, g -
o),9
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"f ?'Y g 'g
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,
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.11. PRESSURIZER PORVs

AD311NISTRATIVr CliANGES

A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change of intent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
infonnation may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREO.1432. liowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4,3 Applicability footnote * contains a reference that
below 365'F (30l'F for Unit 2) the LTOP Technical Specification applies, improved
Technical Specification 3.4.11 deletes this reference, in general, the ITS does not reference
other Specifications, in this case, the Applicability for this Specification and the LTOP
Specification are precise enough so that no confusion should exist as to which Technical
Speellication applies. Deletion of thb unwarranted reference constitutes an administrative
change. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

A.3 Not used. |

A.4 Current Technical Specification 3.4.3 requires the Specification to be applicable in Modes I
and 2, and Mode 3 above 365'F (above 301*F for Unit 2). Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.11 specifies that in Mode 3 the Specification be applicable with all RCS
cold leg temperatures > 365'F (> 30l*F for Unit 2). This change is administrative because
this is consistent with current Calvert Cliffs practice. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

A.5 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.3.1.a requires each PORV to be demonstrated
Operable by performance af a Channel Functional Test in accordance with Table 4.3-1,
item 4. Table 4.31, item 4 provides the Surveillance Requirements for Pressurizer Pressure

liigh reactor trip, improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.11.1 requires a Channel
Functional Test of each PORV, Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.3.1.a has been
revised to be consistent with ITS SR 3.4.11.11 the reference to Table 4.31, item 4 has been
deleted. This proposed change is an administrative change, because a Channel Functional
Test of each PORV will be required to be performed in accordance with ITS SR 3.4.11.1,
and the Channel Functional Test for the pressuriter pressure high reactor trip will be
required to be performed in accordance with ITS SR 3.3.1,4 for item 4 of Table 3.3.1 1. In
addition to the justification provided above, this proposed change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

A.6 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.3 does not specify a method for tracking allowable
out of service times. Note I for the Actions ofITS LCO 3.4.1i states that separate condition
entry is allowed for each PORV and each block valve. This note provides a methodology for
tracking Completion Times, it allows the Conditions and Completion Times to be entered
and tracked separately for each inoperable PORV or block valve. In the ITS, once a

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11-1 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.11. PRESSURIZER PORVs

Condition has been entered, the subsequent discovery of another inoperable component
expressed in the Condition does not result in separate entry into the Condition, unless
specifically stated, ne Required Actions would continue to apply to each additional failure,
with Completion Times based on initial entry into the Condition. In the case of an
inoperable PORV or block valve, the initial actions for ITS 3.4.11 Actions A,11, and C are
required to be completed within one hour, if during this time, the second PORY or block

_

valve becomes inoperable, very littic time (less than one hour) would be permitted to take
the initial action for the second inoperable PORV or block valve, in the event separate
condition entry was not explicitly allowed. Also, this time would be more limiting than: a)

|
the initial Completion Time penuitted by ITS Action A (l.c., one hour) in the event both
PORVs were concurrently discovered to be inoperable, but capable of being manually
cycled; and b) the initial Completion Times permitted by ITS Actions D and E (i.e., one
hour)in the event both PORVs or block valves are discovered to be inoperable. Thus, a note
permitting separate condition entry for each PORV and each block valve has been added to

| CTS 1.CO 3.4.3. His clarification is necessary due to the refonnatting of the requirements
| contained in the ITS. This change is perceived as the intent of the Actions of CTS 3.4.3.

Thus, this proposed change is considered be an administrative change, because it does not
involve a technical change to the CTS.

TECllNICAL C11ANGES . MORE MrRTRICTIVE

M1 Current Technical Specification 3.4.3 Actions b and d require the one inoperable PORV and
block valve, respectively, to be restored to Operable status within 121 hours; and Actions e
and d require one of two inoperable PORVs and block valves, respectively, to be restored to
Operable status within 73 hours, improved Technical Specification 3.4.11 Actions 13, C, D,
and E will reduce the time allowed to restore the PORVs and block valves to Operable status
by one hour. Reducing the allowed outage time constitutes a more restrictive change, ne
change does not adversely alTect plant safety. The change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

M.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.3 Actions b, e, and d shutdown requirements require the
unit to be in Mode 3 within 12 hours and temperature to be below 365'F (Unit 1), and 30l'F
(Unit 2) within 36 hours, improved Technical Specification 3.4.11 Action F requires the unit
to be in Mode 3 within 6 hours and temperature to be below 365'F (Unit 1), and 301'F
(Unit 2) within 12 hours. This change reduces the time allowed to be in Mode 3 and
Mode 3 with temperature below 365'F (Unit 1) and 301'F (Unit 2) Reducing the shutdown
times constitutes a more restrictive change. The change does not adversely affect plant
safety because the plant is still capable of shutting down in a safe and orderly manner. This
change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

M.3 Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4,11.3 was added to CTS 3.4.3. He added SR will
require the PORVs to be cycled once per 24 months. This SR is required to demonstrate that
the PORVs function. The addition of new requirements to Technical Specifications
constitutes a more restrictive change. This change will not detrimentally affect safety
becaure it proves the PORV can perform its function. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11 2 Revision 5



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
SECTION 3.4.11 - PRESSURIZER PORVs

TECIINICAL CIIANGES RELOCATIONS

None

TECilNICAL CHANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Not used.
|

TECIINICAL CliANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
1

! L.1 Actions a, b, and c of CTS 3.4.3 provide the required actions in the event one or two PORVs
are inoperable. Action a provides the actions for one or two inoperable PORVs due to
excessive seat leakage, and Actions b and c address one or two inoperable PORVs for causes
other than excessive seat leakage, respectively. Actions A, D, and D ofITS 3.4.11 provide
the required actions in the event one or two PORVs are inoperable. Action A provides the
actions for one or two inoperable PORVs that are capable of being manually cycled.
Actions 11 and D provide the actions for one or two inoperable PORVs that are incapable of
being manually cycled, respectively. The CTS have been revised to reflect the ITS
methodology for addressing PORY inoperability. These proposed changes are considered to
be a less restrictive change, because they appear to broaden the applicability for Action a of
CTS 3.4.3 and narrow the range of applicability for Actions b and c of CTS 3.4.3. Actually,
excessive seat leakage is an example of an inoperat>le PORV which does not prevent the
PORV from being manually cycled. Thus, this change could be interpreted as meeting the
intent of the CTS.

Action a of CTS 3.4.3 has been revised to be applicable when one or both PORVs are
inoperable and the applicable PORVs are capable of being manually cycled, in the event this
occurs, the inoperable PORV can be manually opened and closed to perform its function.
Thus, the PORV should remain available so that the operators could manually utilize the
relief pathway. For this condition, the prudent course of action is to close the block valve
and maintain power to the block valve. This methodology permits the operators to have
relatively quick access to the PORV for pressure control, if the power were removed from
the block valve, additional operator actions would be required to manually utilize the
pathway. Therefore, the proposed change to Action a of CTS 3.4.3 is acceptable.y

Actions b and c of CTS 3.4.3 have been revised to be applicable when the PORVs are
inoperable and the valve is not capable of being manually cycled, in this case, the PORV
cannot be used manually for pressure control, and the condition of the PORV may be
uncertain. Thus, the prudent course of action is to secure the PORV by closing the block
valve, and provide additional assurance that the PORV is isolated by removing power from
the valves. Actions b and c of CTS 3.4.3 require these actions, and they also require the
PORVs to be restored to an Operable status. Thus, the proposed changes to Actions b and e
of CTS 3.4.3 are acceptable,

in addition, at Calvert ClitTs, the PORVs are not credited in the accident analyses for
overpressure protection during Modes 1,2, and 3 with the RCS cold leg temperature greater
than the enable temperature for the Low Temperature Overpressure Protection System._ in
these Modes and specified conditions, the pressurizer safety valves are the mechanism

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.11 3 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECFION 3.4.11 PRESSURIZER PORVs

,

credited for overpressure mitigation. These proposed changes are consistent with
NUREG 1432.;

L.2 Current Technical Specifications require the PORY CilANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
(CFT) to be performed every 31 days, in accordance with CTS Tab!c 4.31, item 4.
Improved Technical Specifications will decrease the Surveillance Frequency to 92 days. The
PORV actuation instrumentation is the same as that used for the RPS liigh Pressurizer
Pressure Function, described in CTS Table 4.31, item 4. The RPS liigh Pressurizer
Pressure Function CFT Surveillance Frequency was decreased from 31 days to 92 days in the
HPS and ESFAS " monthly to quarterly" Technical Specification change (approved in an

'

; NRC Safety Evaluation Report for Amendments 193 and 170 for Units 1 and 2, respectively,
dated August 24,1994). In this report, the NRC stated that Calvert Cliffs had to satisfy threei

requirements necessary to extend the CFT Frequency. These requirements were: a) the
licensee must confirm that they have reviewed instrument drin infonnation for each channel
involved; b) have to determine that drift occurring in that channel over the period of

! extended surveillance test interval would not cause the setpoint value to exceed the
Allowable Value as calculated for that channel by the lleensee's methodology; and c) should
have onsite records of the as found and as len values showing actual calculations and,

supporting data for planned future NRC audits. The NRC further stated that Calvert ClllTs
met these three requirements and could extend the CFR Frequency from 31 days to 92 days
for certain instruments, including the liigh Pressurizer Pressure Function. Calvert Cliffs has

' evaluated this instrumentation as it relates to the PORV opening setpoint ensured that it
meets the three requirements listed above. Since the PORV actuation and the liigh
Pressurizer Pressore liigh Trip Setpoint share the same instrumentation and the signal that
actuates the PORV is generated from the same portion of the instrument that actuates the4

RPS, this change is acceptable.

.

4

1
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C.1. Two power operated relief valves (PORY
setpoint below the curve in Figure r(3 with their

A,,A Ai a trip.

r4
associst valves open, or

3 ,,, ,

C., 2. A singl th a trip setpoint below the curve in
.|Figure with its associated block valve open and a

Reactor Cn ent System vent of 1 1.3 square inches, or

C ,3. A Reacttt Coolant System (RCS) vent 12.6 square inches.

T iwo nign byrn urt surety injection finip pumps; snall De
._

om the electrical (rack g outs their motor circuit [ /_ [i ldisabled ither removing
4

breakers
t shut t r discharge valves. pow

supply circuit, or by loqYing i

_
_f _. 4

c. The HPSI loop motor operated valves (MOVs)' shall be prevented
from automatically, LA+g( to 3.*/, /1.h ..

dMii Tiihd'siiTches,a igging.hPSI pump flow to the RCSAy jiliiclng 4)< n pdl.to override.
__

% t.No more than one OPERABLE high pressure safety injection pump
a cO 3W,il A with suction aligned to the Refueling Water Tank may be u:ed to

etnjer.Lfi~ 4-te tM "C! e-d -haa m ed it must be under manual
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1. The total high pressure safety injection flow shall be
@ k '/ h-''* ' '
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2. A Reactor Coolant System vent of 1 2.6 square inches shall
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1/4.4 MACTOR COOLANT SYSTIM

, LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

ACTION:

A With one PORY inoperable *n H0DE 3 with the RC$ temperature
Aeri .i () < 365'F or in H0DE 4. either rettore the inoperable PORV to

n{IPERABLE status within 6 days or depressurite and vent the RCS^
f.a.through a 1 s vare inch. vent (s).withirtthe ntit _40 hourst #

A C 1**8 I. it.athfalif o OPI/lABLEj atht.f jtiop/until
thf0RVtyhaye }/eep$n4 entepcond

testoredu

% ITlith one PORV inoperable in H0 DES S or 6. either restore the
Ac m f inoperable PORV to CPERABLE status within 24 hours, or

i;depressurire and vent the RCS through a >ie RCS in this vented1.3 square inch vent (s)
'within the next 48 hourst and maintain ti

Aaw2F (condition until both PORVs have been restored to CPERABLE status.

A '"With both PORVs ino' stable, depressurire and vent the RCS through
.a a 2.6 square ine'. vent (s) within 48 hours psiid.in i RC5-in

Ac.riod G- r, u,,m ' w g .,n unn i eTTn ne ursRAs w PORY en ent of gy
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,
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i
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_
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LINITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

.2. Verify the excessive flow condition did nut raise pressure
above the maximum allowable pressure for the given RC$ t.,b

3
temperature on Figure 3.4.91 or Figure 3.4.9 2. 'A

3. If a pressure limit was exceeded, take action in accordance
with Specification 3.4.9.1. , '

.
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SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS % - _ g A --

4.4.9.3.1 Each PORV shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by: N L . ~5
e. Perfomance of a CNANNEL FilNCTIONAL TEsten the PORY actuation-

t 4 . '? **
( channel.but.AASlH 1re operstjon5within ed opt"*ytodays pri b. 3(eisterjag"4 conditio wh' ch thr rv u is mad

u im. vn6e per J1 days thereaf str unen Ine rum 15 requ' red
j ey OPERABLE.

I M .'?< 4 b. Perfomance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on the PORY actuation
channel at least once per REFUELING INTERVAL. |

,N /.k' c. Verifying the PORV block valve is open at least once per 72 hours
1 A .1"2, i-/ when the PORV is being used for overpressure protection.

dt'''~iest130'in accordance h the intervice/ flit requireme d.4(purecenttoSpecif ion 4.0.5 -7 ,

eR
4.4.9.3.[ hen the vent (s) is being used for overpressure protection.The RCS vent (s) shall be verif ted to be open at least once per

*

3 4. l2, J, 12 hours w

4.4.9.3.3 All high pressure safety injection pumps except the above
OPERABLE pump. shall be demonstrated, inoperable at. IeasLonce per 12 hours, *

'by v
.

nu inc musyr-sir 6u n [m . . n m [*ir discharge vuives are) A
1 . .= vra iramj neir )

tr suco1v4treutts_or vtrifyinn tel ric
The automalTc openirro feature of the high presIDrT'Tifetr' rd's (.::3~

W. L'I. I L 'L- njectic cop MOVs shall be verifled disabled at ' east once ner 12 hours.
4,, 1- g' g,gt,g The above OPERABLE pump shall be verif teppve ' ts hjndswitch inplg@ 4 W-etfleast once per 12 hours.

Va . . f ., .
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p... . . , %p * . _ _

Except when the vent pathway is locked sealed, or otherwise secured ~

3(,4.17 3 in the open position then verify these vent pathways open at least
once per 31 days.
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.L41M '50 fet ?dr.; p;;e;.;;.. . ;--triior. n;C --t: 05:1I i; =t:

[" h4 . *2 NM['' '' " i '2 " ' e7

periti ef valves h a tripC,1. Two power
lowthecurveinFigure(PORsetpoint with their..-

.associa valves open, or m

ithatripsetpointbelow[thecurvein.Oo#
c' 2. A sing

Figure with its associated block valve open and a
Reactor Coolant System vent of g 1.3 square inches, or

|
C ,3. A Reactor Coolant System (RCS) vent t 2.6 square inches.

b. Two high pressure safety injection (HPSI) pumps'shall be
disabled by either removing (racking out) their motor circuit
breakers from the electrical power supply circuit, or by locking
shut their discharge valves.

. c. The HPSI loop motor operated valves (MOVs)' shall be prevent.eq lha
-

I W E 8ML . D
'gostautom41{Cally_Bligningf$s94PL{. low to_thtJC$'f~[afing

HP$! pum f
pr pangaw tphes 1/i nub

_

t C , 3 .,f. im % do more than one OPERABLE high pressure safety injection pump wiWC

gg gggg77;ng;;r ,,;.,; 7,; g: ;7 ,,,, . 7 ;, _; _ L L A ,(n}ect fi;; t-t: th: "CS rd t::. =d--it must be under manual _ I
control and one of the following restrictions shall apply: g

L c, o 1. The total high pressure safety injection flov shall be
N .4 c. |

limited to 5 210 ppm OR-

2. A Reactor Coolant System vent of 12.6 square inches shall

t co 1 /e ^ #-

G9dski)&)vge,11-tP licF. />the_aboveOPERABLEHPS!pWp_nbill/h)Veh
When ine.

u os.q u,*i n op
ASP i; 2 Orr er. (the _RCS is vente]h |

Arru usiory, u" .-the a
M o < a square inchet

Cs e :r;.p r 1twtE ggoop y amy q s
.is e. 4 - e. . % .3 . % ),

N_.MJ * F ) M acFs d,s. y a 6,t/A 4L'Q (""gr.(~ ' ' ' '" When on shutdown cooling, the PORV trip setpoint shell be i44T) |
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LIMITINCCONDITIONFOROPERATION(Continued)

}fdlDH

A.blith one PORY inokerable in MODE 3 with RCS temperature < 301'FA 7'* */ D pr in N00t 4. ett er restore the inoperable PORV to OPERXBLE
status within b days or depressurtre and vent the RCS througi

.

* 1.3Jggtra iMh.yentII)Jdthittiht. peut 48 hoy_ts feralnta4<.r,W f (.E5'Ah$ vented
nditio ntti both PORVil:WTelp o. .

AP1RAtt st1 # ,/
.

/

A With one PORV inoperable in MODES 5 'or 6. either restore the,

Acf16s/ f inoperable PORV to OPERABLE status within 24 hours, or

within the next 48 hours and maintain tEt RCS in this vented (s)
depressurite and vent the RCS through a > 1.3 square inch vent A

Cd 1
by f ut F condition until both PORys have been restored to OPERABLE status.

4. (J t 2.6 square inch vent (s) within 48 hourst $ sin sin 5With both PORVs inoperable,.depressurire and vent the RCS through
~

nk,---nuA@'*# b
6vna non unATTNi(er onedvrm

a and en's i n5e '

a nches as bet estah she POR ha bt)to Prmant[s tatifs .;3
ret t

.

In the eve eitner the evnys or the R vent (s) are used to.
mitigate RCS pressure transien' pecial Report shall b
prepare and submitted to the Cont sion pursuant to 10 CF 50.4- |
withi 0 days. The report shal 1escribe the circumsta es -

int ting the transient, the ett of the PORVs or v (s) on
i th transient and any correc ve action necessary to event ;

j rurrence,e

% With lesL4an two HPSI pumps'_ disabled.mme at lean two nm'
LA.

(pvum namwi n - in nut i-in-iotD withi
fleen minutes 1n,.,y )31say two HP51 pumps within the nex our hours. /

With one or more HPSI loo MOVs' not prevented from aut call 'f.g' 4' C
(h~a~n3sidtpr1hTull p,,,1_tge REL inmedit. lyalianing a HPSI pum lace the M6

to verride, or shu nd Isable the aff ted f..h . )
,e 1 MOV or solate the fected HPSI hea flowp th with'in f r
L i 'l ihou ADAimpl t the action re trements

(Sp ications ). 2.1, 3.1.2.3 d 3.5.3 as polic e

4 ' (~' 0 " g g. With HPSI flow exceeding 210 gpm while suction i aligned to the
}

- RWT and an RCS vent of * 2.6 square inches exists

1. 'avnediately take action to reduce flow to less than or equal M
-

to 210 gpm.
,
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3/4.4 REACTf5 C00lMT SYSTEM

LIMITING C0us!T10N Fet SPERATION (Continued)

2. Verify the excessive flow condition did not raise pressure L5above the maximum allowable pressure for the given RCS Atemperature on Figure 3.4.91 or Figure 3.4.9 2. /.f.'
3. If a pressure 11:1t was exceeded, take action in accordance 5-

with specification 3.4.9.1.
-.

.hr-The-provisions - - ik I! : 3.4., ... .-. _ ,... ... _
-

W. 4 4 - Uh--

W4 e at . e 4. (. p ,. r ,- ,.i ., a .t i 2 L .,,, ,,|
.r 4 n 4y, .

. L q c,c, 7, , g 4, .3, 7, , p
_

-- - -l_|gSURVEILLANCE REQUIR - ~AC- - - %- f
4.4.9.3.1 Y shall be deconstrated SPERABLE by:

a. erformance of a CNANilEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the *^*V actuation3 * 4 - ( *2. D- channel. hut exF udina valve eneration. fit!ITinE days prior
[Wntet)(a condtc1 serin which tWRV 1s rged1 red SPERA8L l . '$st iuses vm err n uun smi..iser r.cn sne rvm is required
OPERABLE.

, e7 * c b. Performance of a CNANilEL CALIBRATION on the PORV actuation /N I
channel at least once per REFUELING INTERVAL.

| i
*

SR
Verifying the PORY block valve is open at least once per 72 hoursg'4' g * y c.

;
when the PORY is being used for overpressure protection.

oYp -

u t n4 5,

4.4.9.3.) hen the vent (s) is being used for overpressure protectionThe RCS vent (s) shall be verified to be open at least once per
, , 4 , q ,,,

12 hours w
.

~

4.4'.9.3.3 All high pressure safety injection pumps except the above
OPERABLE pump, shall be demonstrated inoperable at least once per 12 hours
by verifying that the motor circuit breakers have been removed from their
electrical powe pply cir_cjttiLor_by verifying t~ heir,j[ilche_rge valves are

.

A,lopka shut s i utonRic openine featum of the high pressurt'18te - C
.r A 3 . Q* | L ' 2. .6aj a" an lne Vs shall be van (fIed disablad,e(Ligast enct4tr_R he*

The above OPERABLE pump shall be verifted to have its handswitch in ~psk
w

AU., 4. I L . I to lock at least once per 12 hours.

Ve < . % ~. . . m f e 4, ypq
r* *. ~ p 4 e p.b l e. .r . y u g

9q '"' % D'y _ l'2 % ., h*e,

T, 4.12.1
Exce$e open position, then verify these vent pathways open at leastt when the vent pathway is locked, sealed. or otherwise secured %~ hin tW f', . once per 31 days.
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.12 . LTOP SYSTEM

ADMINISTRAT1YE.. CllANGEh
A,1 The proposed change will reformat, renember, and reword the existing Technical

Specifications, with no change ofintent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,
the Technical Specl0 cations should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG.1432. However, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.9.3 requires the trip setpoints to be "below" the |
curve. Improved Technical Speci0 cations requires the setpoints to be "on or below" the
curve. This change is administrr.tive because "on or" only clarifies the CTS. The term
below the curve also includes points on the curve, which is consistent with Calvert Cliffs
current analyses.

A.3 Current Technical Specification 3,4,9.3 Actions a, b, and c require the RCS to be
depressurized and vented throngl a vent, it goes on to require the unit to be maintained in
this condition until it is satis 0ed or the LCO is satisfied. Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.12 will delete the requirenient that the result of the Actions be maintained.
This requirement is redundant to LCO 3.0.2, which requires the associated Action to be
taken when an LCO is not met. The deletion of redundant requirements constitutes an
administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

A.4 Current Technical Specification 3.4,9.3 Action g requires specific actions to be taken when
the high pressure safety injection (IIPSI) flow exceeds 210 gpm with an RCS vent
< 2.6 square inches. The Actions require that flow be reduced to below 210 gpm, the
verification that the excessive flow did not raise pressure in violation of the P/r Limits
Technical Specification, and if the Pfr limits were violated, action should be taken in
accordance with that Specification, improved Technical Specification 3.4.12 will not
include the explicit requirements to take action in accordance with Pfr limits specification if
a pressure limit was exceeded (CTS 3.4,9.3 Action g 3), Current Technical Specification
3.4,9.3 Action g.3 will automatically be followed because whenever the Pfr limits are
violated, the Actions of ITS 3.4.3 must be followed. This requirement is only a cross
reference Repating the requirement to enter an ACTION when an LCO is not met is
unnecessary. Therefore, cross references are not included in ITS 3.4,12, Since this change is
only a difference in presentation preference, this change is considered administrative.

A,5 Not used. |

A6 Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.3 SR 4.4.9.3.1.d requires testing in accordance with
the Inservice Testing Program, pursuant to Specification 4.0.5. Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.12 will delete this Surveillance. Inservice testing is required per
Chapter 5.0 and regulations. Therefore, requiring it specifically in this Technical |
Specification is duplicative of other Technical Specification requirements and other

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4,12 1 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CllANGES
SECTION 3.4.12 LTOP SYSTEM

regulations. The deletion of duplicative requirements is considered an administrative
change. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

A.7 Current Technical Specification 3.4,9.3 Action d requires a special report be provided to the
*

1 NRC if either PORVs or the RCS vents are used to mitigate an RCS pressure transient.
Improved Technical Specification 3.4.12 deleted this requirement. This requirement is
redundant to the Chapter 5.0 requirement, which requires a report to be written if the PORVs

'

or RCS vents are used to relieve overpressure events. Ihc deletion of redundant
requirements in Technical SpeelHeations constitutes an administrative change. This change
is consistent with NUREG 1432.

A.8 Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.3 provides a requirement, in the event one or more
'

llPSI loop motor operated valves are disabled, to implement the ACTION requirements of
CTS 3.1.2.1,3.1.2.3, and 3.5.3, as applicable. These requirements are only cross references.
The referenced Specifications are already required by CTS 3.0.1 (ITS LCO 3.0.1 and
LCO 3.0.2). Repeating the requirement to meet an LCO and its Required Actions is
unnecessary. 'Iherefore, the cross references are not included in ITS 3.4.12. Since this
change is only a difference of presentation preference, this change is considered
administrative.

TEC11NICAL CilANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Not used. |

M.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.3.h states that the provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are.

not applicable. Therefore, CTS 3.4.9.3.h allows entry into LTOP conditions when the
requirements of the LTOP LCO are not satisfied. The ITS 3.4.12. " Low Temperaturee

Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System," ACTIONS are modified by a Note which states
that while the requirements of this LCO are not met, entry into a MODE or other specified
condition in the Applicability is not permitted. Therefore, this change will no longer allow
entry into LTOP conditions unless the requirements of the LTOP LCO are satisfied. This
change represents an additional restriction on plant operation necessary to ensure that >

'

overpressure protection is provided during the conditions most susceptible to an I. TOP
event.

TECilNICAL CilANGES - REl.OCATIONS

Nonec

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Details associated with the methods used to disable llPSI pumps (CTS 3.4.9.3.b. the
associated # Note, and 3.4.9.3.e), prevent ilPSI loop motor operated valves from
automatically aligning IIPSI pump flow to the RCS (in CTS 3.4,9.3.c and 3.4.9.3.f), and
prevent the one llPSI pump allowed to be capable of injecting into the RCS from
automatically actuating are to be moved to the Bases for ITS 3.4.12. These details are not

,

necessary for ensuring the Calvert Cliffs LTOP analyses assumptions are maintained during

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.12 2 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
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LTOP conditions. The requirenients of ITS LCO 3.4.12 a.1 and b, ACTIONS and
Surveillance Requirements are adequate to ensure that a maximum of one llPSI pump is
only capable of injecting into the RCS (manual injection only) and liPSI loop motor
operated valves are only capable of manually aligning IIPSI pump How to the RCS. These
requirements are considered to be adequate for maintaining Calvert Cliffs LTOP
assumptions. Therefore, the details to be moved are not required to be included in the ITS to
provide adequate low temperature overpressure protection. Changes to the Bases will be
controlled in accordence with the Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0.

This approach provides an efTective level of regulatory control and provides for a mme
appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected by
the change, because there is no change in the requirements for maintaining LTOP analysis
assumptions when the LTOP System is required. Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs
resources associated with processing license amendments to these requirements will be
reduced. This change is a less restrictive movement ofinformation change .vith no impact
on safety. This change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

LA.2 Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.9.3.3 contains details of methods for verifying a
maximum of one llPSI pump is capable of manually injecting into the RCS and for verifying
the !! PSI loop MOVs are only capable of manually aligning IIPSI pump flow to the RCS.
Improved Technical Specification 3.4.12 will not contain these details. These details are
being moved to the Bases of Speci0 cation 3.4.12. This is acceptable because moving these
details to the Bases does not impact the requirement to verify only one llPSI pump is
capable manually ofinjecting into the RCS and for verifying the llPSI loop MOVs are only
capable of manually aligning IIPSI pump flow to the RCS These verification requirements
are maintained in ITS SR 3.4.12.1 and SR 3.4.12.2. The details of the verifications can be
adequately controlled in the Bases which require change control in accordance with the
Bases Control Program in ITS Section 5 t This approach provides an effective level of
regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of
safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change, because there is no change in the
requirement to verify only one llPSI pump is capable of injecting into the RCS.
Furthermore, NRC and Calvert Cliffs resources associated with processing license
amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive
movement ofinformation change with no impact on safety. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

TECilNICAL CilANGES - LESS RPRTRICTIVE

L.l' Not used. |

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.3 Action e requires placing at least two llPSI pumps '
handswitches in pull to lock within 15 minutes and disabling two llPSI pumps within the
next 4 hours when less than two llPSI pumps are disabled. Current Technical
Specification 3.4.9.3.c requires the one llPSI pump capable of injection into the RCS to be
incapable of automatic actuation, the CTS do not provide actions for the conditions where
the CTS 3.4.9.3.c requirement is not met. Current Technical Specification 3,4.9.3 Action f
requires with one or more llPSI loop MOVs not prevented from automatically aligning a
llPSI pump to the RCS, the MOV handswitch to be placed in pull to override immediately or

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS I & 2 3.4.12 3 Revision 5
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shut and disable the affected MOV or isolate the affected IIPSI licader flow path within
4 hours, improved Technical Specification 3.4.12 ACTION A requires, with one or more
llPSI pumps capable of automatically injecting into the RCS or with two or more llPSI
pumps capable of manually injecting into the RCS, that action be immediately initiated to
verify a maximum of one llPSI only capable of manually injecting into the RCS and no
llPSI pumps capable of automatically injecting into the RCS. Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.12 ACTION C requires, with one or more llPSI loop MOVs capable of
automatically aligning ilPSI pump flow to the RCS, action to be immediately initiated to
verify llPSI loop MOVs are only capable of manually aligning IIPSI pump flow to the RCS.
Restoration of restricted coolant input capability to the RCS within a specified time period
may not always be possible. In this situation, the CTS do not provide direction as to the
action to take. As a result, the ITS provide Requhed Actions to immediately commence and
continue attempts to restrict coolant input capability to the RCS consistent with assumptions
of the LTOP analysis. This change ensures that actions are taken to restrict coolant input
capability to the RCS in a timely manner while continuing to provide direction if attempts
fall to restore the required coolant input capability restrictions within a specific time period.
This change is considered to be acceptable since ITS 3.4.12 ACTIONS A and C do not
preclude, but continue, to require action to restore restricted coolant input capability which
will decrease the possibility of overpressurization further as additional coolant input source
restrictions are restored. In addition, ITS 3,4,12 ACTIONS A and C require actions to be
taken immediately, which is defined in ITS Section 1.4 as without delay in a controlled
manner As a result, this change ensures that actions to be taken to restore required coolant
input restrictions are immediately initiated rather than allowing up to the CTS Completion
Time for satisfying the action and also ensures that direction is provided for restoring all
conditions where coolant input restrictions are not satisfied.

L.3 Current Technical Specification 4.4.9.3.1.a requires a STE to be performed on tiie PORV
actuation channel within 31 days prior to decreasing RCS cold leg temperature below 365'F
(s 301'F for Unit 2), improved Technical Specification 3.4.12 does not contain this
requirement, and allows the SR to not be performed until 12 hours after decreasing any RCS |
cold leg temperature below 365'F, This climinates declaring the PORV inoperable and
changing the PORV lift setting in a Mode [ Mode 3 with RCS cold leg temperature > 365'F
(> 301'F for Unit 2)] wLen the PORV is required to be Operable. A STE is also required in
Mode 3 > 365'F (> 301'F for Unit 2). The change is reasonable because it allows 12 hours
to stabilize plant conditions, change the PORV lill setting for the present temperature
requirements, and prepare for the STE. It eliminates plant personnel from changing the
PORV lift settings unnecessarily in a Mode where the PORVs are required, which involves
manipulation ofinstrumentation that can lead to human error. This change is consistent with
NUREG 1432,

L4 Current Technical Specification 3.4.9.3 Applicability requires the LTOP System LCO to be
met when RCS temperature is s 365'F (s 301*F for Unit 2), and the RCS vented
< 8 square inches. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.12 requires the LTOP System LCO
to be met in Mode 3, with any RCS cold leg temperature s 365'F (s 30l'F for Unit 2), and |
Modes 4,5, and 6. The CTS requirement that exempts the Specification when the RCS is
vented > 8 inches was made into an Applicability Note. This change essentially eliminates
the CTS requirement which requires the Specification to be applicable when the unit is
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defueled. This change is less restrictive only since it deletes the defueled Mode of
Applicability, lhls change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

L.5 In the event lipSI now exceeds 210 gpm, CTS 3.4.9.3 Action g.2 requires verification that
the flow condition did not raise the RCS pressure above the maximum allowable pressure for
a given RCS temperature on Figure 3.4.91 or Figure 3.4.9 2 (l.c., verify the RCS
pressure / temperature limits are not violated). This requirement is to be removed from
Technical Specifications.1his requirement is not necessary to be included in the Calvert
Cliffs ITS because the iequirements of ITS 3.4.3 require RCS pressure / temperature limits to
be met at all times. In ITS, LCOs must be continually met during the Applicability (per ITS
LCO 3.0.l). Thus if lipSI How exceeds 210 gpm and this results in the RCS
pressure / temperature limits not being met, LCO 3.4.3 would not be met and appropriate

; ITS 3.4.3 ACTIONS must be taken, in general, this type of requirement la addressed by'

plant specific processes which continuously monitor plant conditions to ensure that changes
| In the status of the plant that require entry into ACTIONS (as a result of failure to satisfy an

LCO) are identified in a timely manner. This verification is an implicit part of using
Technical Speelfications and determining the appropriate Conditions to enter and Required
Actions to take in the event of a failure to meet an LCO . In addition, plant status is
continuously monitored by control room personnel. The results of this monitoring process
are documented in records / logs maintained by control room personnel. The continuous
monitoring process includes re-evaluating the status of compliance with Technical
Specification requirements when the plant conditions change. Therefore, the explicit
requirement, in the event lipSi flow exceeds 210 gpm, to verify that the flow condition did

i not result in the violation of RCS pressure / temperature limits is considered to be unnecessary
for ensuring compliance with the applicable Technical Specification requirernents.

>

I
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3/'.0.0- REACTORCOOLANT$YSTEMkEAKAGE '

3.4.1)
N

LIMITINGCONDITIONFOROPERATION{ty
'

,

3 3 4,4,6,4 Reactor Coolant System leakage shall be limited to:

- a. No PRES $Utt SOUNDARY LEAKAGE, <

b. 1 GPM UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE.

h.[p-ratnetfGptal primary.K.taenndarv laakmfa throuah all Efeam]h
^

- '1 3 gallons per-day through any one steam
generator, and

h.10GPMIDENTIFIEDLEAKAGEfromtheReactorCoolantSystem.

APPLICABillTY: MODE $ 1, 2. 3 and 4.

EllQ!it
g' % With any PRES $URE SOUNDARY LEAKAGE. be in at least NOT STANDBY
g within 6 hours and in COLD $NUTDOWN within the following

[30 hours.

% ilthanyReactorCoolantSystemleakagegreaterthananyoneof
Mg the above limits, excluding PREE5URE SOUNDARY LEAKAGE reduce the-

ileakage rate to within limits within 4 hours or be in at least
M-B NOT STAN0sY within the next 6 hours and in COLD $NUTD0WN within-

6the following 30 hours.

$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.6.2 Reactor Coolant System leakages shall be demonstrated to be within
each of the above limits by:

:. Ef tMr.

1. Monttwing the containment atmosphere partijdlate or gaseoul- (, , [ra#nactivity at laatvanca ner 19 h-< Air

T. With the g seous and particul e monn ors inoperaole.
conducti the containment a sphere grab sample ysis in A. 2,
accord e with the I.CTION equirements of Techni

L. Soeci cation 3.4.6.1.
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:| SUNVI!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) )

I . rwnu pri Ene 6pntainment sump scnary Trequency s1 le I once

g rt, when the Contai t Sump Level Alam Sys is

58- M Det trwining Reactor Coolant System leakage at least once per A
3'4'f;,| 72 sourstdurina sinaar ',tattioperation and at least once per 44\

'24 soes. when requ red by ACTION 3.4.6.1.b. except when operating
gg in the shutdown cooling mode, and,
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LIMITIIIE CONDITI0ll FOR OPERATIM /

h4[Each steam geperator shall be OPE %LE

APPLICABILITY; MODES 1. 2. 3 and 4.

y ith one or D i. v.n rttWi~Ipot$rable, restore eN*

pe egenerator( OPERAsLE statupirfor to increast _ T.,. abov) M4

00 ;

y towa.., .F c.hmp.
& Co.s.L.h. 5 0
A n... A , .4.m c.A. h .o

($URVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS

4.4.5.0 Each steam generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by perfonnance
of the following augmented inservice inspection program and the
requirements of Specification 4.0.5.

4.4.5.1 Steam Generator Samole Selection and Inspection - Each steam
generator shall be detennined OPERA 8LE during shutcown by selecting and
inspecting at least the minimum number of steam generators specified in
Table 4.4-1.

4.4.5.2 Steam Generator Tube Samole Selection and Insoection - The steam
generator tube minimum sample size. Inspection result classification, and
the corresponding action required shall be as specified in Table 4.4 2.
The inservice inspection of steam generator tubes shall be performed at the
frequencies specified in Specification 4.4.5.3 and the inspected tubes
shall be verified acceptable per the acceptance criteria of
Specification 4.4.5.4. When applyfon the exceptions of 4.4.5.2.s through
4.4.5.2.c. previous defects or imperfections in the area repaired by
sleeving are not considered an area requiring reinspection. The tubes
selected for each inservice inspection shall include at least 3% of the
total number of tubes in all steam generators; the tubes selected for these4

inspections saall be selected on a random basis except:
'

Where experience in similar plants with similar water chemistrya.
indicates critical areas to be inspected, then at least 50% of
the tubes inspected sh.all be from these critical areas.

b. The first inservice inspection (subsequent to the preservice
inspection) of each steam generator.shall include:

8

1. All nonplugged tubes that previously had detectable wall
penetrations (> 20%), and
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y,4,g3 '3/tt6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM [EAKAGE l'N * O
.266440s-Ceoll'd Sustas Laakane.
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bh hhthLIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
-

'3.4.|} 3.4.o.2 Reactor Coolant System akage shall be limited to

a. No PRES $URE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE,
~

b. 1 GPM UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE, -

@g./1GgPMotal prpy ta-=*eddary leakana thrdch all stpdi\
'm

Lgen ators and 100 gallons per-day through any one steam
generator, and

b/ 10 GPM IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE from the Reactor Coolant System.4

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:;

A any) ,af With any PRES 5URE BOUKDARY LEAKAGE, be in at least NOT STANDBY
g within 6 hours and in COLD $NUTDOWN within the following

30 hours,

M I mg 'g /. ith any Reactor Coolant System leakage greater than any one of
the above limits, excluding PRES 5URE SOUNDARY LEAKAGE, reduce theA leakage rate to within limits within 4 hours or be in at least

C

[ HOT 51ANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD $NUTDOWN within
j\cy yy

the following 30 hours.g
>

$URVEILtANCE ret)UIREMENTS ,

4.4.6.2 Reactor Coolant System leakages shall be demonstrated to be within
each of the above limits by:

a EMM-*

1. Mogoringthecontainmen tmosphere particulate or gaseous L.I
'

L __Mdioactivity at less ,ce per 12 hours. or / /

2. With th faseous and particulate monitors in rable,
cond ing the contai nt atmosphere grab ample analysis in -

a rdance with th ION requirements Technical / '

pecificaticn 3. . .I. fu
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SURVEIL *.AllCE REQUIRDIDrr$ (Continued)

'. Monitoring the cent nannt sump di herge frequency at Jeest once4

ump Level Alars)(stem is j L.Its, he Contal

bR .g. nota =iaina the Reactor Coolant tvates water leakage at least-L 4 Jh I ___once per 72 hours curing steady star operation'and at least once h~ per rg nours wnen requirec Dy ACTI0li 3.4.6.1.b. except when
operating in the shndown cooling mode, and
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Ef hf4.4 REdTORCOOLANT1FITEM

3,<),13 3/_4 5 TEAM RATORS ,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION /
-_ /

f3.4. /Each steam ggrator shall be/ERABLE.1J
APPL 1tABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4

JiiTth one or more steam generators ipoperable Mstore~the
able generator (;f to CPERABLE statusArfor to increasingC abov *

h tnu nm *F CMP
p we hb 5A ,,

[$URVEILLANCEREQUIREMENT4 " W^M
. L 4
4.4.5.0 Each steam generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance
of the following augmented inservice inspection program and the
iequirements of Specification 4.0.5.

4.4.5.1
i Steam Generate- Samole Selection and Inspecti_o!1 - Each steam
| generator shall be determined OPERABLE during shutdown by selecting and

inspecting at least the minimum number of steam gerierators specified in
| Table 4.4 1.

4.4.5.2 Steam Generator Tube Samole Selection and Inspectice, - The steam
generator tube minimum sample size, inspection result classiftettion, and
the corresponding action required shall be en specified in Tabla 4.4 2.
The inservice inspection of steam generator tubes shall be perfanned at the |

frequencies specified in Specification 4.4.5.3 and the inspected tubes
shall be verified acceptable per the acceptance criteria of
Specification 4.4.5.4. blhen applying the exceptions of 4.4.5.2.a through
4.4.5.2.c. previous defects or imperfections in the area repaired by
sleeving are not considered an area requiring reinspection. The tubes
selected for each inservice inspection shall include at least 3% of the
total number of tubes in all steam generatorst the tubes selected for these
inspections shall be selected on a random basis except:

Where experience in similar plants with similar water chemistrya.
indicates critical areas to be inspected, then at least 5% of
the tubes inspected shall be from these critical areas.

b. The first inservice inspection (subsequent to the preservice
inspection) of each steam generator shall include:

.

1. All nonplugged tubes that previously had detectable wall
penetrations (>204, and

w
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.4.13 - RCS OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

ADMINISTRATIVE CIIANGES

A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change of intent, to be consistent with NUREG-1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications, Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG 1432. Ilowever, the additional infermation does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process

i involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification SRs 4.4.6.2.a.2 and 4.4.6.2.c contain requirements that are
associated with Actions from CTS LCO 3.4.6.1. These requirements have not been retained
as surveillance requirements in ITS 3.4.13; they have been retained in the Required Actions
of ITS 3.4.14, With the gaseous and particulate monitors inoperable, CTS SR 4.4.6.2.a.2

f
requires grab samples of the containment atmosphere be taken in accordance with the action
requirements of CTS 3.4.6.8 This requirement is maintained as Required Action B.l.1 of
ITS 3.4.14; this action requires grab samples of the contain.c.ent atmosphere be analyzed
when the required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor is inoperable. The second
part of CTS SR 4.4.6.2.c requires the RCS leakage be determined at least once per 24 hours
when required by CTS Action 3.4.6.1.b, except when operating in the shutdown cooling
mode. This requirement is maintained as Required Actions A.1 and B.l.2 of ITS 3.4.14;
these ITS Actions provide requirements for determining RCS leakage at an increased
frequency when RCS leakage detect'on instrumentation is inoperable. Deleting CTS SRs
4.4.6.2.a.2 and 4.4.6.2.c is an admin'strative change, because the requirements are redundant.

to Action requirements in ITS 3.J.14. In addition to the justification provided above, the
proposed change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

A.3 Improved Technical Specificatior 3.4.13 will add SR 3.4.13.2 to CTS 3.4.6.2. It requires the
verification of Steam Generator (SG) tube integrity in accordance with the Steam Generator
Tube Surveillance Program. Cmrent Technical Specification 3/4.4.5 contains surveillances
which ensure SG tube integrity is maintained. The SG tube integrity surveillances were
moved to a program in ITS Chapter 5.0 (see the discussion of changes in ITS Chapter 5.0).
This proposed change is an administrative change, because it does not modify the operability
requirements for the SGs contained in this specification (i.e., SG tube inspection
requirements). Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.13.2 has simply been added to
invoke performance of the SG Tube Surveillance Program. In addition to the justification
provided above, this change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.4 Current Technical Specification 3.4.6.2.c requires a limit of I gpm primary-to-secondary
leakage through all SGs, and 100 gpd through any one SG. Improved Technical
Specification 3.4.13 will only require a limit of 100 gpd through any one SG. The I gpm
limit was deleted because the combined leakage from both SGs of 200 gpd is only a fraction
of the gpm limit (the I gpm rate can never be reached). Deleting a limit that can no longer
be reached is considered an administrative change.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.4.13-1 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.4.13 - RCS OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

A.5 Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.5 provides requirements regarding the Steam
Generators. Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.5 requires each Steam Generator to be
Operable. The Surveillances in this specification which ensure operability of the Steam
Generators deal specifically with the SG tubes. Improved Technical Specification
LCO 3.4.13 does not specifically require the SGs to be Operable, however, it does place a
limit on primary to secondary leakage through the steam generators. This limit indirectly
requires the SGs to be Operable. Additionally, ITS SR 3.4.13.2 invokes the SG Tube
Surveillance Program. Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.5 has been indirectly
incorporated into the requirements ofITS 3.4.13. This proposed change is an administrative
change, which does not change the requirements of the CTS. The CTS Surveillances which

established SG operability have been incorporated into the SG Tube Surveillance Program
contained in Chapter 5.0 of the ITS. The SG Tube Surveillance Program is invoked by ITS
SR 3.4.13.2. In accordance with ITS SR 3.0.4,ITS SR 3.4.13.2 will have to be met within its
specified frequency prior to entry into a Mode of Applicability of ITS LCO 3.4.13.
Therefore, the explicit LCO and Action of CTS 3/4.4.5 are not required to be included in
ITS 3.4.13. In addition to the justification provided above, this change is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 Not used.
|

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECHNICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFCRMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.I Current Technical Specification SRs 4.4.6.2.a.),4.4.6.2.b, and 4.4.6.2.d require the periodic
monitoring of various RCS leakage detection instrumentation (i.e., containment atmosphere
gaseous or particulate monitor, the containment sump discharge, and the reactor vessel head
closure seal leakage detection system). Improved Technical Specification 3.4.13 does not
contain these Surveillances. These Surveillances are being eliminated. This is acceptable
because: a) CTS SRs 4.4.6.2.a.1,4.4.6.2.b, and 4.4.6.2.d only provide gross indication of
leakage; they do not previde a method for quantifying the leakage. Current Technical
Specification SR 4.4.6.2.e provides the method for quantifying RCS leakage; it has been
retained as ITS SR 3.4.13.1; b) ITS 3.4.14 will contain operability requirements for the
containment atmosphere gaseous and particulate monitors, improved Technical
Specification SR 3.4.14.1 requires a channel check of the required containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitor to be performed every 12 hours. Improved Technical Specification SR
3.4.14.1 is essentially equivalent to CTS SR 4.4.6.2.a.1; c) ITS 3 4<14 will containj

operability requirements for the containment sump level alarm sys7em. An operable
containment sump level alarm system will provide continuous monitoring of the sump level.

|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.13-2 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.4.13 - RCS OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

Thus, CTS SR 4.4.6.2.2.b is superfluous; d) the reactor vessel head closure seal leakage
detection system does not necessarily relate directly to the leakage requirements. Neither
NUREG 1432 nor the CTS require this indication to be operable in the leakage detection
instrumentation specifications (NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.15 and CTS LCO 3.4.6.1); thus, it is
not needed to support this specification; and e) prompt indication of RCS leakage will be
provided to the operators via various alarms (e.g., containment sump level alarm and high
radiation alarm from the containment atmosphere radiation monitoring system). In addition
to the justification provided above, the removal of these Surveillances is consistent with
NUREG 1432.

L.2 Not used.
|

!
|

|
,

I

i
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4/4.04 REACTOR C00tMT SYSTE%it'O^,:
3 A l{ - 1

Q.eakaceDetectionSystems] |

LINITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
t.c.o

34.it h++tt The following Reactor Coolant System Leakage Detection Systems
shall be 0P BLE:

b /. ntainment Atmosphere Particulate Radioactivity Monitork --t
System g L.I

o W. DeMontainment Sump Level Alam System, and
ou

t. A' Containment Atmosphere Gaseous Radioactivity Monitor' ; Sy:t Q

APPLICABILITY:- MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. -P'
M* - - - - ~

{*p
ACTION:

-. Le e.> 3o4 o r..-\ s er k &l
-

g '^ 4 a. With only two of the above requireu Leskage u eci;1on ays ems 7
OPERABLE, operati may continue for up to 30 s provided grab

1

(I'' 5 y nd samples of the ntainment atmosphere are obt ned and analyzed
'

A,3---
! 4 g at least one er 24 hours when either the r quired Gaseous or
! t Particulat adioactivity Monitoring Syst is inoperable

(Par. 6{ % T*P) otherwi be in at least HOT STANDBY wi n the next 6 hours and j
.

!

! ' WC SHUTDOWN within the following 0 hours.j
i FR. __ % With only one of the above required Leakage Detection SystemsA,d,. n ,0PERABLE, operation may continue for up to da providedthat:[

. A.2 4 9.,2. ,4 30M % Grab samples of the containment atmosphert re obtained and L.,
~~

Cat A % Lanalyzed at least once per our W,

E ' \ ' \_ s /
L.4

-
-

_

% The Reactor Coolant System er-inventory balance of., ,

Surveillance Requirement (5# 't$r3) perfomed at least once
~

4.4.f,.2 x isf
[, j / per 24 hours.

1 Ihl' 2 4 .[ OtherwIse be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and inX" COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours,f

( jh4.u/
c

p,, k. m o p ;_<< S bl Eda' l e * L * 3 W '#' l -

O en. h ,, , y
-

\
\

\.
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3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

$URVEILLANCE PEQUIREMENTS

eThe Leakage Detection Systems shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by:g. . ...

'I 4. I a . i K. Containment Atmosphere Gaseous and Particulate Monitorings. 4, e4. 2
Systems performance of CNANNEL CHECK. CNAlstEL CALIBRATION and

3,4, y , y CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at the frequencies specified in
Table 4.3-3 and

'S - g,

I* 9 * l i ' 3 N. Containment Sump Level Alarn System-performance of CHANNEL
CALIBRATION at least once per REFUELING INTERVAL.

|
|

I
!

l.
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RAB ON ING ATI

Ee -1. M Ia O WNIELS APPLICABLE ALAlft/ TRIP MFA55RENDIT

** IllSTRUMENT OPERABLE MODES _SETPOINT_ _ RANGE ACTION k
e 1. AREA MONITORS
5 1

.

a. Containment E[
1. Purge & Exhaust Isolation 3 6 5 220 er/hr 10-8 - 10* mr/hr 16

b. Containment Area High Range 2 1. 2. 3. & 4 5 10 R/hr 1 - 10' R/hr 30

h PROCESS MONITORS

Ct.cos.'f.lQf8 '*"*''"""* [,""'b (A m u @ g Q 3

ApMic\ K - 10' M@ RCS Leakage Detection 1- | 1. 2. 3. A 4 | Not
abre

11. Part vlate Activity K
a) RCS kage Detecti 1 1 . 3, & 4 t - 10' cpm 1''

cable th
b. Noble Gas Effluent Monitors

1. Main Vent Wide Range 1 1. 2. 3. & 4 10 to 10' pC1/cc 30 35
*

4

z 11. Main Steam Header 2 1. 2. 3. & 4 10 to 10' R/hr 30
,

4
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

h . 7. [ TABLE 3.3-6 (Continued)". $

p ~% u,. - 1,,t, ,,,,,,,,..

*
Alam setpoint to be specified in a controlled documen
(e.g.,setpointcontrolmanual).

Le Dinwn.e.g Mkiegb'

ACTION STATEMENTS Sg,dadem 3.73 'tas"

/id'on B @- With the msnber of channels OPERABLE less than required

ACTION requirements of Specification (. . gdv)the]'
the Minigun Channels OPERABLE requi compKwithg,q u

QCTION 16 -With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, comply with the

MCTION requirements of Specification 3.9.9.f - --

|

$CTION30- With the neer of channels OPERABLE less than required by
' the Minimum Channels CPERABLE requirement, initiate the

preplanned alternate method of monitoring the appropriate
parameter (s), within 72 hours, and

1) either restore the inoperable channel (s) to OPERABLE
status within 7 days of the' event, or

,/6ee di 5 t ' t 5 ' * *( \
2) prepare and submit a Special Re$ ort to the Comnission

|
. .

; pursuant to 10 CFR 50.4 within 0 days following the
Cn ,ku ys event, outlining the action taken, the cause of the'

C.|'#^ Q* * C.7f inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring j g\'

C 7 '- 7. 3. L L , " R wI - the system to OPERABLE ststus. j . -\

ffkoo.'kt>rin Iru buo M g ,, , 4 g
h ec 6.. b 3.S.to , vam:t'
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I '* b. Monitoring the containment sump discharge frequency at least once
!

per 12 hours, when the Containment Sump Level Altru System is 3 M g,3d
,

OPERABLE.. .

,| 6 A2 d,'
*

Determining Reactor Coolant System leakage at least once per ITS 3 A.14c..

* *: 72 hours durino steady statg'e Acq , g,g
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3,4 , g 4 9/' '.5 REACTOR C0OLANT SYSTDLiE"' TJ

hoeDetectionSystem]s

LIMITIM Com! TIM FM OPERAT1011
LCO
pj 4 1h4r0rt The following Reactor Coolant System Leakage Detection Systems

shall be LE:

to g % onta teosphere Particulate Radioactivity Monitoring
System r- (,(m x

a.4. neent Sump Level Alam S) stem, and

g. ( inment Atmosphere Geseous Radioactivity Monitoring S M _
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. ' "'~

L. C.O 3.09 4 ~lapF'<<.brI eACTION -
- J_ _

Aptcy 3
_

a. WL6only two of the above requi d Leakage Detectio Sy
,ASERA8LE,oper n may conti for up to 30 day rovided ab'' I" 'P l-' 9 samples of containment sphere are obtat d and ana zed

;
- at least e per 24 hour hen either the re tred Gase or6 ," D b| Particu e Radioactivi Monitoring Syst s inopera : /

,

D at i% othe se be in at I t M T STA 28Y wit the next hoursj6d)i +g9,0. 4) (in SWTD0tAl wit in the following hours. f
v,,'h D' %.[With only one of the above required Leakage etection Systems b. 2r

/ OPERABLE,operationmaycontinueforupto da vided that:

a _ ! y! a
'

; [. w# - f_ . The Reactor Coolant Systempatti inventory balance of~x'
leas ne "r

/
v *I J Surveillance Requirement '..'.?.0.c is perfomed at least once_

per 24 hours. S ;q 3,4,13.I
A , b -n ~

Otherwise be in at least MT STAND 5Y within the next 6 hours and
g A. n .4 in COLD Sil @ j th{n jht p ilowing 30 hours
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A.\
3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT $Y3TDI

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 5

W's
-tit;$d-The Leakage Detection Systens shall be demonstrated OPERA 8LE by:

l' 4 W I
'' 4. M.2 Containment Atmosphere Gaseous and Particulate Monitoring4

Systems perfcrmance of CNAINIEL CNECK. CHANNEL CALIBRATION and
,

g.a.ta,q CNANNEL FUIICTICIIAL TEST at the frequencies specified in
Table 4.3-3. and

3.4 .14.3 h Containment $ Level Alaru System-performance of CNANNEL
CALIBRATICII a east once per REFUELING INTERVAL.

|

|
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OPERABLE MODES SETPOINT RANGE ACTI0lt g ,

. 1. AREA MDWITORS g
C- >

] a. Contairment

1. Purge & Exhaust Isclation 3 6 5 220 mr/hr 10-' - 10* mr/hr 16"

b. Containment Area High Range 2 1. 2. 3. & 4 5 10 R/hr 1 - 10' R/hr 30

h PROCESS MONITORS
l y @ Containment cy - b4(Ak+ pet 3,q,g '

{ g Gaseous Activity |
.

@ RCS Leakage Detection 1 |1. 2. 3. & 4| |10' - 10' ci=1 L1*J '
,

\ 11. Particulate Act ty

N a) RCS Leakage Det ion 1 1, 2. 3 4 Not 10'
.

Applicable \ pm
c

b. Noble Gas Effluent Monitorsg
'

g 1. Main Vent Wide Range 1 1. 2. 3. & 4 10 to 10' pC1/cc 30 {f)" #

4* *

5 11. Main Steam Header 2 1, 2. 3. & 4 10 to 10' R/hr 30, g4
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'3'(* Alam setpoint to be s cified in a controlled documen
((e.g., setpoint contro manual). j

ACTION STATEMENTS

A ( b o^ b ACTION 14 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by
3 ' q , j tj the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requiremen c ly wit _ the A

ACTION requirements of Specification 4.1 k\*

QCTION16- With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, comply with the
ACTION reautrements of Specification 3.9.9..

ACTION 30 - With the number of channels OPERABLE less than required by )
the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, initiate the,

preplanned alternate met.iod of monitoring the appropriatei

; parameter (s),within72 hours, ands
i

1) either restore the inoperable channel (s) to CPERABLE
. status within 7 days of the event, or

, c e g k < u u d es i."$o 2) prepare and submit Special Re
'

pursuant to 10 CFR 50.4 within $ ort to the Commission
|

t. e *
s 0 days following the
g" ;f , < ; (, c a b , cl i event, outlining the action taken, the cause of the hinoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoringJ3,3,L 1, " k d.f.n e, the system to OPERABLE status. ,
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I. AREA MONITORS.
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a. Containment h3

" Purge & Exhaust isolation S REFUELIIIG IllTERVAL M 6 ) |
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2. PROCESS MONITORS t.e N,n,w of Ck..p .b

a. Containment b"N" * D #g
'r~W SK

3 4 ;4.i 2.4.W Y Ahl 3.4.o'{{ i. Gaseous Activity
g

y,4, f g,2, . ph
a) RCS Leakage Detection S R M I. 2. 3. 1 4 f

it. Particulate Activity I[
_

' f,)a) RCS Leakage Detection S R M I. 2. 3 & 4
.

-
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$ 1. Main Vent Wide Range " }'*
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'

b. Monitoring the containment sunp discharge frequency at least once''

per 12 hours, when the Containment Sump Level A'iaru System is
OPERABLE.

. . . ' .
kil obA*

Determininh the Reactor Coolant System water leak 3ne at leastleast once_Jg,g'g ,4
c.

once oer 7 hours durina steady h", ate coera"tortf nd AE th: N k'I a :

(oM rattsg in 4he sh Adown egoling poon.sarw_nr 243ours when renuired by AtTou%Lw Swy\ N.. hT S 3 'N'N i9 , g g,i,g s
d.

4 Monitoring the reactor vessel head closure seal Leakage Detection !
, System at least once per 24 hours. ~j
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.4.14 - RCS LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRUM;NTATION

,

A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change of intent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users.

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adop'.ed which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
with NUREG-1432. However, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.6.1 does not contain an Action when all the RCS leakage
detection instrumentation are inoperable. Therefore, the CTS would require a
Specification 3.0.3 entry if no leak detection instrumentation were Operable. Improved
Technical Specification 3.4.15 adds Action D which requires an LCO 3.0.3 entry when all
the required leakage detection monitors are inoperable. Therefore, since the addition of the
ITS Action did not change or add any requirements to the CTS, this is considered an
administrative change. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

A.3 Current Technical Specification 3.4.6.1 Action a contains requirements when two of the
three required leakage detection systems are inoperable. Improved Technical Specifications
will delete this Action. The ITS presents the leakage detection instrumentation by requiring
one containment sump monitor and one radiation monitor (either the particulate or the
gaseous containment atmosphere radiation monitors). Therefore, only two monitors are
required to be Operable, which allows the deletion of CTS 3.4.6.1 Action a. The deletion of
an Action that no longer applies constitutes an administrative change. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1432. Changes to the LCO presentation and instrumentation
requirements are discussed in a less restrictive discussion of change in this section.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 The second part of CTS SR 4,4.6.2.c requires RCS leakage to be determined "at least once
per 24 hours when required by Action 3.4.6.1.b, except when operating in the shutdown
cooling mode." Required Actions A.1 and B.l.2 of ITS 3.4.14 require RCS leakage to be
determined in accordance with ITS SR 3.4.13.1 at least once per 24 hours, when the required
containment sump level alarm or the required containment atmos phere radioactivity monitor
is inoperable, respectively _The exception contained in the CTS regarding the shutdown
cooling mode is not included in the ITS. In the event the containment sump level alarm or
the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor is inoperable,. redundancy for RCS
leakage detection is lost. Thus, compensatory actions should be taken to ensure that the RCS

leakage is within li:aits. The proposed change is acceptable, because it will provide
additional assurance that the RCS leakage is being maintained within limits.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.4.14-1 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.14 - RCS LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

TECliNICAL CliANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Current Technical Specification Table 3.3 6, item 2.a contains requirements regarding the
containment atmosphere gaseous and particulate radioactivity monitors. The table provides
the range for these instruments. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.14 will provide the '

requirements for the containment atmosphere gaseous and particulate radioactivity monitors;
however, it will not require the instrume.as possess a specific range. The instrument ranges
will be relocated to the Bases of ITS 3.4.14. This is acceptable, because ITS 3.4.14 will
continue to provide the requirements for operability of the containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitors. Additionally, the instrument ranges can be adequately controlled in
the Bases, because the Bases will be controlled via the Bases Control Program provided in
ITS Chapter 5.0. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and

: provides for a more appropriate change control process. In addition to the justification
| provided above, the relocation of this informatien to a licensee controlled document is
i consistent with NUREG-1432.

|
'

TECilNICAL CIIA.NGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

L.1 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.6.1 requires the containment atmosphere
paniculate radioactivity monitoring system, the containment sump level alarm system, and
the containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitoring system to be operable.
Additionally, CfS Table 3.3-6, Itern 2.a requires a minimum of one channel of the
containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitoring system to be operable, and a
minimum of one channel of the containment atmosphere particulate radioactivity monitoring
system. ITS 3.4,14 requires the containment sump level alarm system and one containment
atmosphere radiation monitor (either the particulate or the gaseous) to be operable. The
requirements regarding the containment atmosphere particulate and gaseous radioactivity
monitors in CTS LCO 3.4.6.1 and Table 3.3-6, i:em 2.a have been modified to reficct the
requirements for the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor in ITS 3.4.14. Current
Technical Specification LCO 3.4.6.1 has been revised to only require two RCS leakage
detection systems to be operable (i.e., the containment sump level alarm system and either
the containment atmosphere particulate radioactivity monitor or the containment atmosphere
gaseous radioactivity monitor). Current Technical Specification Table 3.3 6, item 2.a has
been revised to require a minimum of one channel be operable for the gaseous or particulate
activity monitor. These proposed changes are acceptable, because the LCO cor.tinues to
require instruments of diverse monitoring principles to be Operable to provide a high degree
of assurance that extremely small leaks are detected in time to allow actions to place the
plant in a safe condition, when RCS leakage indicates possible reactor coolant pressure
boundary degradation. Reactor Coolant System leakage can be detected by other means
including: rt)ITS SR 3.4.13.1 requires an RCS water balance to be performed periodically;
and b) other instrumentation not required by this Techt.ical Specification (i.e., volume
control tank level, pressurizer level, containment pressure, containment temperature, and
containment humidity). In addition to thejustification provided above, the proposed changes
are consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.2 Current Technical Specification 3.4.6.1 Action b requires the inoperable RCS leakage
detection instrument to be restored to Operable status within seven days when only one RCS
leakage detection instrument remains Operable. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.14

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.14-2 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.4.14 o RCS LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

increases the allowed outage time from 7 days to 30 days. His change is acceptable because
one other leakage detection system remains available along with required contingency
actions. Dese Actions include performing an RCS inventory balance or taking grab samples
of the containment atmosphere once per 24 hours. Rese methods, along with other
instrumentation (i.e., containment temperature, pressure, and humidity; and pressurizer and
volume control tank level) ensure that RCS leakage is adequately detected. This change is
consistent with NUREG 1432.

L.3 In the event only one of the required RCS leakage detection systems is operable, Action b of
CTS 3.4.6.1 permits the plant to continue to operate provided grab samples of the
containment atmosphere are obtained and analyzed periodica'ly, and an RCS water insentory
balance is performed in accordance with CTS SR 4.4.6.2.c at an increased frequency. In the
event the Containment Sump Level Alarm System is inoperable (i.e., only the Containment
Atmosphere Radioactivity Monitoring System is operable), Action A of ITS 3.4.14 permits
continued operation of the plant provided an RCS water inventory balance is performed in
accordance with ITS SR 3.4.13.1 at an increased frequency, in the event the Containment
Atmosphere Radioactivity Monitoring System is inoperable (i.e., only the Containment
Sump Level Alanu System is operable). Action H ofITS 3.4.14 permits continued operation
of the plant provided a grab sample of the containment atmosphere is performed
periodically, or an RCS water inventory balance is performed at an increased frequency.
Action b of CTS 3.4.6.1 has been revised to reDect Actions A and B ofITS 3.4.14. Action b
of CTS 3.4.6.1 has been revised to require: a) only one contingency action to be performed
(either periodic grab samples or RCS inventory balance) when the Containment Atmosphere
Radioactivity Monitoring System is inoperable; and b) only an RCS inventory balance to be
conducted at an increased frequency in the event the Containment Sump Level Alarm
System is inoperable. These proposed changes are acceptable, because: a) one of the RCS
leakage detection systems remains Operable; b) other instrumentation not required to be
operable by the speci0 cation will be available to detect RCS leakage (e.g., volume contral

| tank level, pressurizer level, containment pressure, containment temperature, containment
humidity); and c) the required compensatory measure provides added con 0dence that RCS
leakage will be identined in a timely manner. In addition to thejustincation provided above,
the propo.,ed change is consistent with NUREG 1432.

L.4 Current Technical Specification 3.4.6.1 Action b requires grab samples of the containment
atmosphere to be analyzed once per 12 hours when used as contingency actions when only
one RCS leakage detection system remains Operable, improved Technical
Speci6 cation 3.4.14 decreases the Frequency for the performance of this action to once every
24 hours. This change is acceptable because the 24-hour interval provides results that are
adequate to detect leakage. Also, the 24 hour interval is adequate because one remaining
RCS leakage detection instrument remains Operable along with other methods
(i.e., containment temperature, pressure, and humidity; and pressurizer and volume control
tank level) to adequately detect RCS leakage. This change is consistent with NUREG-1432.

L.5 Improved Technical Specification 3.4.14 adds an LCO 3.0.4 exemption to CTS 3.4.6.1 which
allows the changing of Modes within the Modes of Applicability while RCS leakage
detection instrumentation is inoperable. This change is acceptable because Mode changes do
not affect the ability to detect RCS leakage, and other methods remain available to detect
RCS leakage. Adding a requirement that allows Mode changes when previous Mode

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.14-3 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.14 - RCS LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

changes were not allowed constitutes a less restrictive change. This change is consistent
with NUREG-1432.

L.6 Not used.
|

.
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
SECTION 3.4.17 - SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTION RCS LOOPS - MODES 4 A.ND 5

ADMINISTRATIVE CIIANGES

A.1 The proposed change will reformat, renumber, and reword the existing Technical
Specifications, with no change of intent, to be consistent with NUREG 1432. As a result,
the Technical Specifications should be more easily readable and, therefore, understandable
by plant operators, as well as other users. '

During the Calvert Cliffs ITS development, certain wording preferences or conventions were
adopted which resulted in no technical changes to the Technical Specifications. Additional
information may also have been added to more fully describe each LCO and to be consistent
wi6 NUREG-1432. liowever, the additional information does not change the intent of the
current Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process
involves no technical changes to existing Specifications.

A.2 Not used.
|

A3 Current Technical Specification LCO 3.10.5 states: "The reactor coolant circulation
requirements of Specification 3.4.1 may be suspended and all reactor coolant pumps and
shutdown cooling pumps may be de-energized . . ." Improved Technical Specification
LCO 3.4.17 simply states that 'he reactor coolant circulation requirements may be
suspended. This statement is equivalent to CTS LCO 3.10.5, because, whenever the reactor
coolant circulation requirements of the specified ITS LCOs are suspended, there are no
reactor coolant pumps or shutdown cooling pumps in operation. The method for removing
the pumps from service does not need to be addressed. This proposed change is
adminisaative; it does not change the intent of the CTS.

Additionally, CTS LCO 3.10.5.c states: "The SilOTDOWN MARGIN requirement of
Specification 3.l.l.2 is verified at least once per 8 hours when no shutdown cooling or
reactor coolant pumps are in operation." Section d ofITS LCO 3.4.17 simply states that the
SilUTDOWN MARGIN requirement must be verified every 8 hours. This statement is
equivalent to the statement in CTS LCO 3.10.5.c. The SIIUTDOWN MARGIN is only
required to be verified at the increased frequency when the reactor coolant circulation
requirements of the specified LCOs are suspended (i.e., no shutdown cooling or reactor
coolant pumps are in operation). This proposed change is administrative; it does not change
the intent of the CTS.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

None

TECIINICAL CflANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

LA.1 Not used.
|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3.4.17-1 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
SECTION 3.4.17 - SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTION RCS LOOPS - MODES 4 AND 5

LA.2 Not used.
|

LA.3 Current Technical Specification 3.10.5 Action speci0cally lists the Actions (based on the
LCO) to b( suspended if the LCO is not met. These specine Actions will be moved to the
Bases, consistent with the movement of specinc applications of the STE (see another
movement of details discussion of change in this section). This is consistent with
NUREG 1432 philosophy to move specine details into the Bases. Any changes to the Bases
will be consistent with Bases Control Program in ITS Chapter 5.0. The Bases Control
Program will ensure that changes to this requirement receives an appropriate review.

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None

,

i

.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS 3/4.4.7 - CIIEMISTRY

ADMINISTRATIVE CIIANGES

None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - MORE RETRICTIVE
None

TECIINICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

R.1 Curitnt Technical Specification 3/4.4.7 places limits on the oxygen, chloride and Ouoride
content of the RCS to minimize corrosion. Minimizing corrosion of the RCS reduces the
potential for RCS leakage or failure due to stress corrosion, and it ultimately ensures the
structural integrity of the RCS. The chemistry monitoring activity serves a long term
preventive rather than a mitigative purpose.

a) Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.7 does not address installed instrumentation that is
used to detect and indicate in the control room a signi0 cant degradation of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary. Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.7 does not satisfy
Criterion 1.

b) Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.7 does address operating restrictions regarding
RCS water chemistry. Ilowever, these operating restrictions are not an initial condition

} of a design basis accident or transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or
'

presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. Current Technical
Specification 3/4.4.7 does not satisfy Criterion 2.

c) While the water chemistry limits do protect the reactor coolant pressure boundary from
corrosion, this requirement is a long term preventive measure rather than a mitigative
function. The RCS water chemistry limits do not support a primary success path which
functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes
the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier Current
Technical Specification 3/4.4.7 do:s not satisfy Criterion 3.

d) The operating restrictions covered by CTS 3/4.4.7 have not been shown to be risk
signiGcant to public health and safety by either operating experience or probabilistic
safety assessment. This was established in the Combustion Engineering Owner's Group
Criteria Application Report, CEN-355, issued in December 1987; which concluded the

RCS water chemistry limits were not a significant contributor to core damage frequency
and offsite releases. BGE has reviewed this evaluation, considers it applicable to Calvert
Cliffs, and concurs with the assessment. Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.7 does
not satisfy Criterion 4.

;

Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.7 does not satisfy any of the criteria of 10 CFR
50.36(c)(2)(ii). Thus, it will be relocated to the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM), a I

licensee-controlled document. The TRM will be included in the Calvert Cliffs' UFSAll by
reference. Thus, any changes to this requirement, once it is relocated to the TRM, will be
made in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

|

~

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 - CTS 3/4.4.7-1 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
CTS 3/4,4.7 - Cff EMISTRY

TECilNICAL CilANGES MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

None

IECilNICALC11ANGES - LESS RESIR1CIlYE
None

i

I

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 CTS 3/4,4.7 2 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES .

CTS 3/4.4.9.2 - PRESSURr4ER PRESSURE /rEMPERATURE LIMITS

A11MINISIRATIVE CilANGES
None

TEC11NICAL CllANGES MORE MENTRICTIVE
i

None

.

: IECllNLCAL CilANGES - RELOCATIQES
R.I Current Technical Speclucation 3/4.4.9.2 places heatup and cooldown limits on pressurizer

temperature, as well as providing a lhnit regarding the maximum spray water temperature
diUerential. These limits are placed on the pressuriter to prevent non ductile (l.c., brittle)
failure and ensure compatibility of operation with the fatigue analysis. The requirements are

,
consistent with those provided in ASME liciler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 111,
Appendix G. While the limits provided in CTS 3/4.4.9.2 do protect the pressurlier, the

'

passive functional integrity of the pressurizer is not maintained by activities of the operators
during plant operation. pressurlier integrity is a design feature maintained by ASME Code
design and component cyclic / transient limits imposed outside of the Technical
Speel0 cations,

a) Current Technical Specl0 cation 3/4A.9.2 does not address installed instrumentation that
is used to detect and indicate in the control room a signl0 cant degradation of the reactor
coolant preswre boundary Current Technical Speci0 cation 3/4.4.9.2 does not satisfy
Criterion 1.

b) Current Technical Speci0 cation 3/4.4.9.2 does address operating restrictions regarding
pmsurizer heatup and cooldown limits, and spray differential temperature, llowever,

4 these operating restrictions are not an initial condition of a design basis accident or

~

transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the,

integrity of a Ossion prodnet barrier. Cu rent Technical Specification 3/4.4.9.2 does not

: satisfy Criterion 2.

c) The operating restrictions imposed by CTS 3/4.4.9.2 do not support a primary success
path which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that
either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a Ossion product
barrier. Current Technical Speci0 cation 3/4,4.9.2 does not satisfy Criterion 3.,

d) The operating r3strictions covered by CTS 3/4.4.9.2 have not been shown to be risk
signincant to public health and safety by either operating experience or probabilistic
safety assessment. This was established in the Combustion Engineering Owner's Group
Criteria Application Report, CEN 355, issued in December 1987; which concluded the
pressurizer pressure / temperature limits were not a signincant contributor to core damage
frequency and offsite releases. BGE has reviewed this evaluation, considers it applicable
to Calvert Cliffs, and concurs with _ the assessment. Current Technical
Specl0 cation 3/4.4.9.2 dcas not satisfy criterion 4.

Current Technical Speci0 cation 3/4.4.9.2_does not satisfy any of the criteria of 10 CFR
50.36(c)(2)(ii). Thus, it will be relocated to the TRM, a licensee-controlled document. The

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS I & 2 - CTS 3/4.4.9.2 1 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
CTS 3/4.4.9.2 - PRESSURIZER PRESSURE /I'EMPERATURE LIMITS

TRM will be included in the Calvert Cliffs' Ul:SAR by reference. 'lhus, any changes to this
requirement, once it is relocated to the TRM, will be made in accordance with 10 CI R 50.59.

TECliNICAL CilANGES MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

'

None

|
IEC11NICAl, CilANGES LESS RESTRICTIVE

Nonc
i

l

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 CTS 3/4.4.9.2 2 Revision 5



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS 3/4.4.10.1 - STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY ASME CODE CLASS 1,2, & 3 COMPONENTS

ADMINISTRATIVE CilANGES

None

TECilNICAL CilANGES - MORE RI'STRICTIVE

None

TECilNICAL CllANGES REI OCATIONS

R.! Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.10.1 provides the inspection requirements for the
'

ASME Code Class 1. 2, and 3 components to ensure their structural integrity. The inspection
programs for the ASME Code Class I,2, and 3 components ensure that the structural

| integrity of these components will be maintained at an acceptable level throughout the life of
| the plant. This Technical Specification is directed toward prevention of component

degradation and continued long. term maintenance of acceptable structural conditions. These
requirements serve a long term preventive rather than a mitigative purpose,

a) Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.10.1 does not address installed instrumentation
that is used to detect and indicate in the control room a significant degradation of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary. Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.10.1 does not
satisfy Criterion 1.

b) Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.10.1 does not address a process variable, design
feature, or operating restriction that is an initial condition of a design basis accident or
transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the
integrity of a fission product barrier. Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.10.1 does not
satisfy Criterion 2.

c) The requirements of CTS 3/4.4.10.1 do not suppon a primary success path which
ftmeticas or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes
the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. Current
Technical Specification 3/4.4.10.1 does not satisfy Criterion 3,

d) The requirements of CTS 3/4.4.10.1 have not been shown to be risk significant to public
health and safety by either operating experience or probabilistic safety assessment. This
was established in the Combustion Engineering Owner's Group Criteria Application
Report, CEN 355, issued in December 1987; which concluded the pressurizer
pressure / temperature limits were not a significant contributor to core damage frequency
and offsite releases. BGE has reviewed this evaluation, considers it applicable to Calvert
Cliffs, and concurs with the assessment. Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.10.1 does
not satisfy Criterion 4.

Current Tect nical Specification 3/4.4.10.1 does not satisfy any of the criteria of 10 CFR
50.363)(2)(ii). Thus, it will be relocated to the TRM, a licensee-controlled document. The
TRM will be included in the Calven Cliffs' UFSAR by reference. Thus, any changes to this
requirement, once it is relocated to the TRM, will be made in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS I & 2 CTS 3/4.4.10.1 1 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
CTS 3/4.4.10.1 - STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY ASMI: CODE CLASS 1,2, & 3 COMPONENTS

TECIINICAL CilANGES MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
1)oCUMENTS

None

TEClINICAL CilANGES - LESS RESTRICTLYE
j

Nonc i
!

!

.

'l

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 CTS 3/4.4.10.12 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CilANGES
CTS 3/4.4.11 - CORE HARREL MOVEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE CIIANGES

None
.

TECilNICAlcCIIANGES - MORE RESIRLCTIVE
None

IECIINICAL CllANGES - RELOCATIONS

R.! Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.11 provides requirements to ensure early detection of
excessive core barrel movement ifit should occur. This Technical Specification is directed
toward prevention of component degradation and continued long term maintenance of
acceptable structural conditions. *lhese requirements serve a long term preventive rather
than a mitigative purpose,

a) Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.11 does not address installed instrumentation that
is used to detect and indicate in the control room a significant degradation of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.11 does not satisfy
Criterion 1.

b) Current Tecimical Specification 3/4.4.11 does not address a process variable, design
feature, or operating restriction that is an initial condition of a design basis accident or
transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the
integrity of a fission product barrier Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.11 does not
satisfy Qerion 2.

.

c) The requirements of CTS 3/4.4.11 do not support a primary success path which functions
or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure
of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. Current Technical
Specification 3/4.4.11 does not satisfy Criterion 3.4

d) Core Barrel Movement is not considered to be a risk significant factor at Calvert Cliffs
to public health and safety by either operating experience or probabilistic safety
assessment.

Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.11 does not satisfy any of the criteria of 10 CFR
50.36(c)(2)(ii). Thus, it will be relocated to the TRM, a licensee-controlled document. The
TRM will be included in the Calvert Clifts' UFSAR by reference. Thus, any changes to this
requirement, once it is relocated to the TRM, will be made in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.

TECilNICAL CIIANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE-CONTROLLED
DOCUMENTS

None

,

TECIINICAL CilANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE -

None

CALVERT CLIFFS UNITS I & 2 CTS 3/4.4.11 1 lievision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
CTS 3/4.4.12 - LETDOWN LINE EXCESS FLOW

''

|
|

ADMINISTitATLYE CIIANGES1

None

i

TECilNICAL CilANGES - MORE RERTRICTIVE,

None

TECilNICAL CIIANGES - RELOCATIONS

R.1 Current Technical Speci0 cation 3/4.4.13 places limits on the RCS vents. The RCS vents are
used to exhaust, from the reactor vessel, non-condensable gases and/or steam which could
inhibit natural circulation core cooling How following any event involving a loss of offsite
power and requiring long term cooling, such as a Loss of Coolant Accident, llowever, the
vents are not required to operate to mitigate any design basis accident or transient.
Operation of the vents is not assumed in the safety analysis. Operation of the vents is not
part of any primary success path, it is an operator action after the event has occurred, and it

*
is required only if there is indication natural circulation is not occurring.

,

a) Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.13 does not address installed instrumentation that
is used to detect and indicate in the control room a significant degradation of the reactor ;

coolant pressure boundary Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.13 does not satisfy
Criterion 1.

b) Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.13 does not address a process variable, design '

feature, or operating rettriction that is an initial condition of a design basis accident or
transient analysis that either assunies the failure of or presents a challenge to the

. Integrity of a fission product barrier. Current Technical Specification 3/4 4.13 does not
'

satisfy Criterion 2.

c) The RCS vents do not support a primary success path which functions or actuates to
mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents
a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. Current Technical
Specification 3/4.4.13 does not satisfy Criterion 3.

d)- The RCS vents have not been shown to be risk signliicant to public health and safety by
either operating experience or probabilistic safety assessment. This was established in
the Combustion Engineering Owner's Group Criteria Application Report, CEN 355,
issued in December 1987; which concluded the RCS vents were not a significant
contributor to core damage frequency and ofTsite releases. Baltimore Gas and Electric
Company has reviewed this evaluation, considers it applicable to Calvert Clifts, and
concurs with the assessment. Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.13 does not satisfy.

Criterion 4.
.

Current Technical Specification 3/4.4.13 does not satisfy any of the criteria of 10 CFR
; 50.36(cX2Xii). Thus, it will be relocated to the TRM, a licensee controlled document. The

TRM will be included in the Cah ert Cliffs' UFSAR by reference. Thus, any changes to this<

- requirement, once it is relocated to the TRM, will be made in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 CTS 3/4.4.12-1 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF CIIANGES
CTS 3/4.4.12 - LETDOWN 1.INE EXCESS FLOW

TECilNICAL CilANGES - MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION TO LICENSEE. CONTROLLED
DDC.UliENTS

None

TEC11NICAL CilANGES .1.ESS RESTRICTIVE

None

i

.

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 CTS 3/4.4.12 2 Revision 5
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NO SIGNIFICANT llAZARDS CONSIDI: RATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

;

|

2.
Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of aceldent from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes move details from the Technical Specifications to a licensee-controlled
document, ne changes will not involve a signi0 cant change in design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the propo,ed changes. The proposed changes
will not i..troduce any new accident initiators. The changes will not impose different
requirements, and adequate control of information will be maintained. The changes will net alter
assumptions made in the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, the changes will not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a signincant rcduction in the margin of safety?

The proposed changes move details from the Technical Specifications to a lleensee controlled
document. The changes do not reduce the margin of safety since they have no impact on any
safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the details to be moved from the Technical

.

|

Specifications to a licensee-controlled document are the sarne as the existing Technical
Specifications. Since any future changes to this licensee controlled dc.,cument will be evaluated

!

per the requirements of the Calvert Clifts change control process, no reduction (significant or
insignificant) in a margin of safety will be allowed without prior NRC approval.

He NRC review provides a certain margin of safety, and although this review will no longer be
performed prior to submittal, the NRC can audit the Calvert Cliffs change control process.
Therefore, the margin of safety lost by not requiring NRC prior approval is not significant. Also,
since the proposed changes are consistent with the Combustion Engineering Plants Standard
Technical Speci0 cation, NUREG 1432, approved by the NRC Staff, revising the Technical
Specl0 cations to reflect the approved level of detail reinforces the conclusion that there is no
significant reduction in the margin of safety, Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant
reduction in the margin of safety.

TECIINICAL CilANGES - LESS RESIRICT1YE

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, Calvert Cliffs Units I and 2, is converting to the ITS as outlined in
NUREG 1432, " Standard Technical Speci0 cations, Combustion Engineering Plants " The proposed
change involves making the Current Technical Specifications (CTS) less restrictive. Below ar'e the No
Significant llazards Considerations for conversior e NUREG 1432,

in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, DGE has evaluated these proposed Technical
Specification changes and determined they do not represent a signincant hazards consideration. Tne
following is provided in support of this conclusion.

3Al Changs.L1

Not used.
|

CALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS 1 & 2 3-4-5 Revision 5
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

M.1 ChamatL2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase la the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

%e proposed change increases the amount of time allowed to reduce power, when Actions to
restore DNB parameters canrot be met, from four hours to six hours. Departure from nucleate
boiling parameters are not an initiator of any analyzed event. Allowing an additional two hours
to reduce power is reasonable. %e consequences of an accident is the same in the additional two
hours as it is in the Orst four hours. He proposed change does not significantly affect initiators,

or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any!

previously evaluated?

| %e proposed change increases the amount of time allowed to reduce power when Actions to
! restore DNB parameters cannot be met, from four hours to six hours. The change will not
j involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to

- the plant as part of the proposed change. %c proposed change will not introduce any new
accider.t initiators. %erefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or ditTerent
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change luvolve a signifleant reduction in margin of safety?

%e proposed change increases the amount of time allowed to reduce power, when Actions to
restore DNH parameters cannot be met, from four hours to six hours. The change allows for a
more controlled power reduction which places less stress on plant components. Therefore, the
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.1 Chance L.3

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
aceldent previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months for the
total Dow rate measurement. Decreasing the RCS flow rate test Frequency to 24 months is not
an initiator of any analyzed event. The RCS Dow measurement is required to accurately verify
the RCS flow rate has not changed. Any significant RCS flow rate change throughout the fuel
cycle is unlikely to go undetected, because of the shiflly RCS Dow rate verification. The most
likely cause of a change in How rate would occur following a refueling outage. Thus, it is
essential that the Dow rate measurement be taken after refbeling outages. Calvert Cliffs is
currently on a 24 month refueling outage Frequency, therefore a 24 month Surveillance interval

is appropriate. Maintenance history supports this frequency extension. The change will not alter |
assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transler.t The proposed changes do not
significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

|

CALVERT CLilTS - UNITS I & 2 346 Revision 5
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NO SIGNIFICANT llAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The poposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months for
the total Dow rate measurement. This change does not affect the probability of an accident. The
change will not involve a signincant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is
being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce
any new accident initiators.1herefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

| 'the proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency from 18 months to 24 months for
the total flow rate measurement. Decreasing the Frequency from 18 months to 24 months
ensures that the Surveillance is performed when a change in RCS flow rate is most likely to have
occurred (following a refueling outage when the core has been altered). Any significant RCS
flow rate change throughout the fuel cycle is unlikely to go undetected because of the shiftly
RCS flow rate verification. 'iherefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

M1 Change 11

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to criticality that the average RCS
temperature must be verified from 15 minutes to 30 minutes. The Frequency of measurement of
RCS minimum temperature for criticality is not an initiator of any analyzed event. Allowing the
Surveillance to be performed 15 minutes earlier is reasonable, because it is within the same
Frequency the Surveillance is performed during operation. Reactor Coolant System temperature
will still be verified to be within limits prior to achieving reactor criticality. The frequency of
ITS SR 3A.2.1 is adequate to detect a significant temperature change considering the volume of
the RCS, the severity of a coeldown transient necessary to effect a signincant temperature
change and the likelihood that such a transient will be immediately self reveallug. The proposed
changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do
not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
cvaluated.

2. -Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to criticality that the SR must be met
from 15 minutes to 30 minutes. The change will not involve a significant change in design or
operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

,
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3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the maximum time prior to criticality that the SR must be met
from 15 mirutes to 30 minutes. His change will make the time to verify average temperature
prior to criticality and after criticality consistent. The increased time will continue to provide
assurance that aveinge tempc ature is within limits prior to achieving reactor criticality.
Herefore the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.2 Chance IJ

Not used.
|

M,1 Change _L1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

He proposed change increases the amount of time specifically allowed to perfona an evaluation
to determine if the RCS is acceptable fer continued operation, following a violation of the
pressure / temperature (p6) limits, from no specified time allowed (which is assumed to require
an immediate evaluation) to 72 hours. The P/T limits are not oerived from design basis accident
analyses. They are prescribed during normal operation to avoid encountering pressure,
temperature, and temperature rate of change conditions that might cause undetected flaws to
propagate and cause nonductile failure of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, which is an
unanalyzed condition. He time required to evaluate RCS when the pressure or temperature
limits have been exceeded is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The out-of limit condition is
required to be restored in 30 minutes or a shutdown must commence. Also, the time allowed for
the evaluation is long enough only to evaluate mild violations, which most likely will prove the
RCS to be acceptable for continued operation. The change does not alter assumptions relative to
the mitigation of an analyzed event. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators
or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the amount of time specifically allowed to perform an evaluation
to determine if the RCS is acceptable for continued operation, following a violation of the
PR limits, from no specified time allowed to 72 hours. While a nonductile failure in the RCS is
an unanalyzed condition, the unit is required to restore the PR limits within 30 minutes. He
72-hour evaluation prior to shutting dowr is only enough time to evaluate mild violations. As a
result, this change will not allow contin med operation following a significant violation of the
PR Fmits. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change
will not introdue: any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

- 3. Does this change involve a significant reduction la margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the amount of time specifically allowed to perform an evaluation
to determine if the RCS is acceptable for continued operation, following a violation of the PR
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J

limits, from no speciHed thne allowed to 72 hours. While operation is allowed to continue for
72 hours after violation of the P/r limits, the time is only suf0cient to evaluate mild violations,
which most likely will prove that the RCS is acceptable for continued operation. Requiring an

; immediate shutdown is a transient that places safety systems in stressful conditions. Therefore,
the change does not involve a signincant reduction in a margin of safety.

M.3 Changel,2,

1. Does the change involve a signincant increase in the probabilky or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

'lhe proposed change increases the temperature requirement, that is part of the shutdown track
following a violation of the pressure or temperature limits, from tvquiring temperature to be less
than 200'F, to allowing temperature to be less than or equal 200'F. The required temperature
reduction after violation of the pressure or temperature limits is not an initiator of any analyzed
event. Allowing the temperature to be less than or equal to 200'F is within the temperature,

assumptions for Mode 5 accidents in the safety analysis. 'the change will not alter assumptions
relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly
affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not favolve a signincant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the temperature requirement that is part of the shutdown track
following a violation of the pressure or temperature limits, from requiring temperature to be less
than 200'F, to allowing temperature to be less than or equr.1200*F. The change will not involve
a signiHeant change in design or operation. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of
the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators.
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different king of accident from
any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a signincant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the temperature requirement that is part of the shutdown track
following a violation of the pressure or temperature limits, from requiring temperature to be less
than 200 F, to allowing temperature to be less than or equal 200cF. This one degree increase
allows the new temperature requirement to be consistent with the cmrrnt Mcdc 5 accidents and
transients. The temperature is also consistent with the Pfr limit curves. Therefore, the change
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

.

3.4.3 Change L3

1. Does the change involve a signincant increase in the probability or cot.nequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the Te:hnical Specification requirement to remove and examine the
irradiation Surveillance specimens, in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 11, and '.o
update the Technical Specincation figures based on the reruits. This requirement will still be
performed because Calvert Cliffs is comn'itted to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 11. The Technical
Speci0 cation figures will still be upoteted becc.use the requirement to do so is written in

. __ -
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10 CFR part 50, Appendix 11. The removal from Technical Speci0 cations of a requirement
located in the Code of Federal Regulations is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The
requirements outlined in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 11 will still be performed. He change will
not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. He proposed changes
do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not
involve a signincant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The prc> posed change deletes the Technical Specification requirement to remove and examine the
irradiation Surveillance specimens in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 11, and to

| update the Technical Specification Ogures based on the results. The change will not involve a
i significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as
| part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident
| initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
'

accider.t from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a algnificant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change deletes the Technical Speci0 cation requirement to remove and examine the
irradiation Surveillance specimens in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix II, and to,

! uf ate the Technical Specification Agures based on the results. The requirements ofd

la CFR Part 50, Appendix 11 will still be performed because Calvert Cliffs is committed to this
Code. Also, the Technical Specification figures are required to be updated based on the results
of the Surveillance specimen examination as required by the Code. Therefore, the change does
not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

LL4 Chance L1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the time to reach Mode 3 from one hour te six hours when two
reactor coolant loops are not Operable and in operation. The time allowed to shut down
following the loss of a reactor coolant loop is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The unit
will still be brought down to Mode 5, however, the reduction in power is being performed in a

i
more controlled manner. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an
accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly alTect initiators or mitigation of
analynd events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of aceldent from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the time to reach Mode 3 from one hour to six hours when two
reactor coolant loops are not Operable and in operation. The change will not involve a
significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as
part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident
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initiators. Derefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

Ec proposed change increases the time to reach Mode 3 from one hour to six hours when two
reactor coolant loops are not Operable and in operation. The change will still require the plant to
be placed in a condition where two reactor coolant loops with both RCPs are Operable and in
operation (Mode 3), llowever, the plant will be brought to this condition in a more controlled
manner, which places less stress on safety system components and with less risk of a plant upset.
Therefore, the change does not involve a signincant reduction in a margin of safety.

316 Channe L1

Not used.
|

3.4.7 Chance Li

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change climinates the requirement to have the reactor coolant loop Operable
(i.e., the RCPs, SGs, required support systems, etc.) in Mode 5 with the loops Olled when the
reactor coolant loops are used to satisfy the Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO). The
change will require the SGs, used to satisfy the LCO, to have secondary side level 2 50 inches.
He specine means by which cooling is provided to the reactor in Mode 5 with the loops filled is
not an initiator of any analyzed event. Shutdown cooling is the desired cooling method and one
train is required to be Operable and in operation, per the LCO. The reactor coolant loops can
only be used as the backup means, as also required by the LCO. He SGs with their large
contained volume of secondary side water is a natural heat sink, and is capable of dissipating the
required heat load while one SDC train is being restored. He heat load is capable of being
dissipated by the SG through natural circulation. Thus, the change will not alter assumptions
relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not signincantly
affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accidut from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change climinates the requirement to have the reactor coolant loop Op:rable
(i.e., the RCPs, SGs, required support systems, etc.) in Mode 5 with the loops filled when the
reactor coolant loops are used to satisfy the LCO. The change will require the SGs used to
satisfy the LCO to have secondary side level 2 50 inches. The change will not involve a

- significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as
part of the proposed change, The proposed change will not introduce any new accident
initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.
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3.; Does this change involve a signincant reduction in margin of safety?

He proposed change eliminates the requirement to have the reactor coolant loop Operable
!

(l.c., the RCps, SGs, required support systems, etc.) in Mode $ with the loops filled when the
reactor coolant loops are used to satisfy the LCO. The change will require the SGs used to
satisfy the LCO to have secondary side level 2 -50 inches. The SGs are used only as a backup
for the SDC loops. He LCO requires one SDC loop to be Operable and in operation. Ilowever,

! if the SG is required to be used, the large volume of secondary side water will ensure the EGs
| capability as a heat sink to remove the heat load generated by the reactor, %erefore, the change
j does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
.

j MJ_ Change 12

1. Does the change involve a signiDeant increase in the probability or consequences of an
j acendent previously evaluated?

| Note 2 to ITS LCO 3.4.7 permits periodic Surveillance tests to be performed on one of the SDC
loops when both SDC loops are credited for meeting the LCO. This Note provides operational-
flexibility by allowing two hours before entering the Action statement. The note is acceptable, -,

! because: a) the note requires one SDC loop to be Operable and in operation. The forced coolant
'

circulation provided by one SDC loop is sufficient to remove decay heat in Mode 5 with the
loops filled; and b) the Operators will be focused on the status of SDC while operat;ng under the
provisions of this note. Thus, in the event the required SDC loop becomes inoperable or ceases2

to be in operation, the Operators would take action in a short period of time to restore a SDC
; loop to an Operable status and place it in operation.
<

. Note 4 to ITS LCO 3.4.7 provides for the transition to Mode 4 and pennits an RCp to be in
I operation to replace the reactor coolant circulation function provided by the SDC loop. This
j proposed change is acceptable, because: a) the note does not permit the required SDC loop to be

inoperable; it only permits it to not be in operation. Thus, if required, the SDC loop could bei

returned to service in a short period of time; b) the note requires an RCS loop to be in operation,

to provide forced circulation in place of the SDC loop; c) the Steam Generators are required to
he Operable in accordance with LCO 3.4,7, thus, decay heat removal via natural circulation;

i would be available; and d)ITS SR 3.0.4 requires the surveillances for LCOs to be met prior to
_

entry into a Mode or other specified condition in the Applicability of the LCO. ITS LCO 3.4.6
provides the Mode 4 requirements regarding the RCS loops. This LCO requires two loops-

consisting of any combination of RCS and SDC loops to be Operable and at least one loop to bc
<

in operation. ITS SRs 3.4.6.1, 3.4.6.2, and 3.4.6.3 provide the surveillances which establish,

*
operability, These SRs are required to be met within their frequency prior to entering the Mode
of Applicability for ITS LCO 3.4.6 (i.e., Mode 4). Thus, when a transition to Mode 4 is planned,

! two loops capable of providing forced circulation of the RCS would be Operable.

These proposed changes will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or
tramient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
a ents, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of,

i an accident previously evaluated.
f

.
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

These proposed changes will not imolve a signincant change in design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed changes
will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the
possibility of a new or different Lind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

I
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The margin of safety is established through the design of the plant structures, systems and
components, the parameters within which the plant is operated, and the establishment of the
setpoints for the actuation of equipment relied upon to respond to a e/ent. The proposed changes
do not signincantly impact the condition or performance of structures, systems or components,

relled upon for accident mitigation. The proposed changes do not impact any safety analysis
'

assumptions. Therefore, they do not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

) 3.4.8 Chanec L.1 '

:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

Improved Technical Specification 3.4.8 will add a note to CTS LCO 3.4.1.3 which pennits one I

required SDC loop to be inoperable for up to two hours for Surveillance testing, provided the
other SDC loop is Operable and in operation. This note provides operational flexibility by
allowing twa hours before entering the Action statement. The note is acceptable, because: a) the
note requires one SDC loop to be Operable and in operation. The forced coolant circulation
provided by one SDC loop is sufficient to remove decay heat in Mode 5 with the loops not Olledt
and b) the Operators will be focused on the status of SDC while operating under the provisions
of this note. 'thus, in the event the required SDC loop becomes inoperable or ceases to be in
operation, the Operators would take action in a short period of time to restore a SDC loop to an
Operable status and place it in operation. This proposed change will not alter assumptions
relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed change does not significantly
affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously esaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

This proposed change will not involve a significant change in design or operat;on of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change
will not introdt." any new accident initiators. Therefore, the proposed change does not create
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The margin of safety is established through the design of the plant structures, systems and
components, the parameters within which the plant is operated, and the establishment of the
setpoints for the actuation of equipment relied upon to respond to a event. The proposed change
does not significantly impact the condition or performance of structures, systems or components
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relied upon for accident mitigation. The proposed change does not impact any safety analysis
assumptions. Therefore, it d"es not insolve a signifkant reduction in a margin of safety. '

M.9 Change L1

1. Does the change involve a signincant increase In the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

He proposed change increases the allowed outage time, when one bank of pressurizer heaters
are inoperable for reasons other than an inoperable power source, from no time to 72 hours. The
loss of one bank of pressurizer heaters is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The pressurizer
pressure is still capable of being maintained with the non emergency power supplied heaters and
one remaining bank of emergency powered heaters. Also, the likelihood of an event occurring in
72 hours which would require the heaters powered from an emergency power source is unlikely.
The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The
proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and
therefore_ do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident

L previously evaluated.

I
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any

r-

previously evaluated?

He proposed change increases the allowed outage time, when the pressurizer heaters are
inoperable for reasons other than an inoperable power source, from a shutdown track to 72 hours,

ne change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No
hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will
not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time, when the pressurizer heaters are
inoperable for reasons other than an inoperable power source, from a shutdown track to 72 hours.
Pressure control is still available using the normal plant power supplied pressurizer heaters and
the one remaining bank of emergency supplied heaters. It is unlikely that an event will occur
during the 72. hour period which would require the pressurizer heaters, it is also possible that
this change would prevent a plant shutdown, which is a transient that places thermal stress on
safety components and could cause plant upset. Therefore, the change does not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3 4.9 Change 13

1. Does the change involve a significant lucrease in the probability or consequences of an
accilent previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to limit pressurizer level to less than 210 inches
when three charging pumps are running with less than 25 gpm letdown flow. The change deletes -
a condition that places the plant in an analyzed accident scenario. This change will not
significantly increase the probability of an accident. Pressurizer level is not an initiator of any
analyzed event. The deletion of this requirement will not significantly increase the consequences
of an accident. If the three cha:ging pumps are running with less than 25 gpm letdown flow, the
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plant is in an excessive charging event, which is analyzed in the Updated Final Safety Analysis
Repon Chapter 14 accident analyses. This change will not significantly affect the assumptions
relative to the mitigation of accidents or transients, because the plant is already in the accident if

. In this condition. Since the deleted condition places the plant in an analyzed accident scenario,
i deleting the condition does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequence of

an accident previously evaluated.i

; 2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to limit pressurizer level to less than 210 inches
when three charging pumps are running with less than 25 gpm letdown flow. 'this change does
not involve a significant change in the design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being ,

added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any
'

new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

'lhe proposed change deletes the requirement to limit pressurizer lev ~cl to less than 210 inches
when three charging pumps are running with less than 25 gpm letdown flow. The change deletes
a condition that places the plant in an accident. If the plant was in this condition, it would
already be in a Updated Final Safety Analysis Repon Chapter 14 analyzed accident. This

~

condition should not be in the LCO treause the LCO should not contain a condition that places
the plant in an accident. Therefore, deleting an accident condition from the LCO does not.

involve a signliicant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.10 Changt.Ld

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The Applicability for CTS LCO 3.4.2.1 was revised to be consistent with the Applicability for4

CTS LCO 3.4.10, and the Action of CTS 3.4.2.1 was revised to be consistent with the revised
Applicability. Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.2.2, its associated footnote (i.e.,
footnote *), Applicability statement, and Action requirement have been eliminated, These
proposed changes are acceptable, because the pressurizer safety valves are only needed to,

provide overpressure protection of the RCS in: a) Modes 1 and 2 for Units 1 and 2, b) Mode 3
with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F for Unit 1; and c) Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg4

temperatures > 301'F for Unit 2. In Mode 3 with the RCS cold leg temperatures s 365'F thr
Unit 1 and s 30l*F for Unit 2, and Modes 4 and 5 for both Units, overpressure protection of the
RCS is provided by the low temperature overpressure protection (LTOp) system. The
requirements for the LTOp system are contained in ITS 3.4.12. Additionally, in the event a
pressuriier safety valve is inoperable and can not be restored within the associated Completion
Time, the revised Action will ensure that the plant is placed in a condition for w hich the LCO for
pressuriter safety valves does not apply in the event a pressurizer safety valve is inoperable and
can'not be restored within the Completion Time of the Action.

The proposed changes do not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or
transient, nor do they significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events. Therefore,,
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the proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any,

previously evaluated?
<

The proposed changes do not introduce a new mode of plant operation and do not involve
physical modincation to the plant. He proposed changes do not introduce any new accident
initiators. Therefore, they do not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The Applicability for CTS LCO 3.4.2.1 was revised to be consistent with the Applicability for
CTS LCO 3.4.10, and the Action of CTS 3.4.2.1 was revised to be consistent with the revised.

Applicability. CTS LCO 3.4.2.2, its associated footnote (i.e., footnote *), Applicability
statement, and Action requirement have been climinated. %cse proposed changes are
acceptable, because the pressuriier safety valves are only needed to provide overpressure
protection of the RCS in: a) Modes 1 and 2 for Units I and 2, b) Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg
temperatures > 365'F for Unit 1; and c) Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 30l'F for
Unit 2. In Mode 3 with the RCS cold leg temperatures s 365'F for Unit I and s 301'F for
Unit 2, and Modes 4 and 5 for both Units, overpressure protection of the RCS is provided by the
low temperature overpressure protection (LTOP) system. Thus, overpressure protection of the
RCS will be assured. The margin of safety is established through the design of the plant
structures, systems and components, the parameters within which the plant is operated, and the
establishment of the setpoints for the actuation of equipment relied upon to respond to a event.
The proposed changes do not signincantly impact the condition or performance of structures,
systems or components relied upon for accident mitigation. The proposed changes do not impact
any safety analysis assumptions. Therefore, they do not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

3A.10 Change L2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a Note to the Applicability, which allows the pressurizer safety valve
lift settings to be outside the limits of the LCO for 36 hours aller entry into the Modes of
Applicability, for the purposes of setting the pressurizer safety valve lift settings under ambient
conditions provided a preliminary cold setting was made. The pressurizer safety valves are not
an initiator of any analyzed event. The pressurizer safety valve lifl settings are required to have
had a preliminary cold setting prior to heatup. The cold setting provides assurance that the
valves are operable near their design condition. Establishing pressurizer safety lift setting at
ambient conditions gives assurance that they will be able to perform their design function. Also,
one valve remains available for relief, along with the power-operated relief valves (PORVs), to-
mitigate overpressure events. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of
an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation
of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
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2, Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a Note to the Applicability, which allows the pressurizer safety valve '

110 settings to be outside the limits of the LCO for 36 hours aner entry into the Modes of '

Applicability, for the purposes of setting the pressurizer safety valve lift settings under ambient
conditions. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. |
No hardware is being adde <l to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change
will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

'

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change adds a Note to the Applicability, which allows the pressurizer safety valve
lin settings to be outside the limits of the LCO for 36 hours aner entry into the Modes of
Applicability, for the purposes of setting the pressurizer safety valve lin settings under ambient
conditions. Allowing the pressurizer safety valves to be set at ambient conditions ensures a more
accurate lift setting, which provides confidence that the pressurizer safety valves will lih when
requi"d to mitigate design basis accidents. Also, only one safety valve is allowed to be tested at
a time; therefore, one pressurizer safety valve and both PORVs remain available to mitigate any
overpressure events that may occur. Therefore the change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

14.11 Chanoe L1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

Action a of CTS 3.4.3 has been revised to be applicable when one or both PORVs are inoperable
and the applicable PORVs are capable of being manually cycled, in the event this occurs, the
inoperable PORV can be manually opened and closed to perform its function. Thus, the PORV
should remain available so that the operators could manually utillic the relief pathway. For this
condition, the prudent course of action is to close the block valve and maintain power to the
block valve. This methodology permits the operators to have relatively quick access to the
PORV for pressure control. If the power were removed from the block valve, additional operator
actions would be required to manually utilire the pathway.

Actions b and c of CTS 3.4.3 have been revised to be applicable when the PORVs are inoperable
and the valve is not capable of being manually cycled. In this case, the PORV cannot be used
manually for pressure control, and the condition of the PORV may be uncertain. Tims, the
prudent course of action is to secure the PORV by closing the block valve, and provide
additional assurance that the PORV is isolated by removing power from the valves. Actions b
and c of CTS *> 4.3 require these actions, and they also require the PORVs to be restored to an
Operable status.

The PORVs are not credited in the accident analyses for overpressure protection during Modes 1,
2, and 3 with the RCS cold leg temperature greater than th: enable temperature for the Low
Temperature Overpresure Protection System, in these Modes and specified condition, the
pressurizer safety valves are the mechanism credited for overpressure mitigation. The proposed
changes do not significantly afTect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do !

.
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,

not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously !
evaluated,

,

g

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident f om any
previously evaluated?

;
The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No |
hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will,

not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility:

of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

'
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

i
The PORVs are not credited in the accident analyses for overpressure protection during Modes 1,

'

2, and 3 with the RCS cold leg temperature greater than the enable temperature for the Low
Temperature Overpressure Protection System. In these Modes and specified conditions, the
pressuriter safety valves are the mechanism credited for overpressure mitigation, llowever, the!

: PORVs are the prefened method of relieving an overpressure event and will still be available to
'

perform this function. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin
ofsafety.

'

3.4.11 Change 1.2

| 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
'

accident previously evaluated?
.

! The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency for the PORY Special Test
; Exception from 31 days to 92 days. Decreasing the PORV Special Test Exception Frequency to
; 92 days is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The PORV shares the same instrumente.tlon as

the Reactor Protective System Pressurizer Pressure liigh Function, which was approved for.

quarterly Channel Functional Testing in an NRC Safety Evaluation Report, dated,

August 24,1994. A plant specific setpoint drift analysis demonstrated that the observed changes
in instrument uncertainties for extended Surveillance test intervals do not exceed the current

) 30-day setpoint assumptions. This provides confidence the 90-day test interval will not impact
the ability of the PORV to perform its safety function. The change will not significantly alter
assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not
significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

.

Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any2.,

previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency for the PORV Channel Functional
Test from 31 days to 92 days. The change will not involve a significant change in design or
operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change.
The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously

,
evaluated.

,
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3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Surveillance Frequency for the PORV Channel Functional
Test from 31 days to 92 days, lhe PORV shares the same instrumentation as the Reactor
Protective System Pressurizer Pressure liigh Function, which was approved for quarterly
Channel Functional Testing in an NRC Safety Evaluation Report, dated August 24,1994. This
change makes the testing frequency for the PORY consistent with the Reactor Protective System
liigh Pressurizer Pressure Function, which shares the same instrumentation. The core melt
Frequency remains unchanged. Also, the instrument drift resulting from the proposed
Surveillance interval is less than the instrument drift presently assumed for the current
Surveillance interval. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety.

MJ2_ChangcL1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase 1. the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time, when one Pressurizer PORV is
inoperable, from five days to seven days De amount of time a pressurizer PORV is inoperable
is not an initiator of any analyzed event, The LTOP System will still be capable of mitigating an
overpressure transient with the remaining Operable PORV. Also, the probability of an event
occurring and the second PORV experiencing a single failure is unlikely in the 48 hour allowed
outage time extension. The change will not significantly alter assumptions relative to the
mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators
or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of aceldent from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time, when one Pressurizer PORV is
inoperable, from five days to seven days. The change will not involve a significant change in
design or operation of the plant, No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed
change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated,

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time, when one Pressurizer PORV is
inoperable, from five days to seven days Overpressure protection is still available with the
remaining Operable PORV. The margin of safety is not significantly affected by one valve being
inoperable for 48 additional hours because the 48 hours may allow time to restore the inoperable
valve and prevent a plant depressurization, A plant cooldown and depressurization is a transient
due to the stress applied to safety system components which can cause a plant upset, Also,

; adequate overpressure protection is provided by one PORV, Therefore, the change does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety,

,
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3A12 Ch=== 13

1. 1)oes the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change replaces specific times for Actions when more than one high pressure
safety injection (llPSI) pump is capable of injecting water into the RCS with a requirement to
immediately initiate action to verify a maximum of one lipSI pump only capable of manually
injecting into the RCS. The proposed change also replaces specific times for Actions when one

| or more llPSI loop MOVs are capable of automatically aligning IIPSI pump flow to the RCS
with a requirement to immediaWy initiate action to verify llPSI loop MOVs are only capable of

I
manually aligning IIPSI flow to the RCS In addition, the change adds requirements, when one
or more llPSI pumps are capable of automatically injecting into the RCS, to immediately verify
no llPSI pumps are capable of automatically injecting into the RCS. He amount of time
required to take actions, and to testore required coolant injection capability restrictions, is not an
initiator of any analyzed event. Restoration of restricted coolant input capability to the RCS
within a specified time period may not always be possible, in this situation, the CTS do not
provide direction as to the action to take. As a result, the ITS provide Required Actions to
immediately commence and continue attempts to restrict coolant input capahility to the RCS
consistent with assumptions of the 1, TOP analysis. This change ensures that actions are taken to

restrict coolant input capability to the RCS in a timely manner while continuing to provide
direction if attempts fall to restore the required coolant input capability restrictions within a
speellic time period. This change is considered to be acceptable since ITS 3.4.12 ACTIONS A
and C do not preclude, but continue to require action to restore restricted coolant input capability
which will decrease the possibility of overpressurization further as additional coolant input
source restrictions are restored, in addition,ITS 3.4.12 ACTIONS A and C require actions to be
taken immediately, which is defined in ITS Section 1,4 as without delay in a controlled manner,
As a result, this change ensures that actions to be taken to restore required coolant input
restrictions are immediately initiated rather than allowing up to the CTS Completion Time for
satisfying the action and also ensures that direction is provided for restoring all conditions where
coolant input restrictions are not satafled. in addition, the consequences of an event occurring
under the proposed action are the same as the consequences of an event occurring under the
current action. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or -
transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated.

2, Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change replaces specific times for Actions when more than one high pressure
safety _ injection (llPSI) pump is capable of injecting water into the RCS with a requirement to
immediately initiate action to verify a maximum of one llPSI pump only capable of manually
injecting into the RCS. The proposed change also replaces specific times for Actions when one
or more llPSI loop MOVs are capable of automatically aligning IIPS1 pump flow to the RCS
with a requirement to immediately initiate action to verify llPSI loop MOVs are only capable of
manually aligning IIPSI flow to the RCS. In addition, the change adds requirements, when one
or more llPSI pumps are capable of automatically injecting into the RCS, to immediately action
to verify no llPSI pumps are capable of nutomatically injecting into the RCS. The change will
not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added
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to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new
accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or dilTerent
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

;

3. Does this change involve a signincant reduction in margin of safety?
,

%e proposed change replaces specific times for Actions when more than one high pressure !
safety injection (llPSI) pump is capable of injecting water into the RCS with a requirement to
immediately initiate action to verify a maximum of one llPSI pump only capable of manually
injecting into the RCS. The proposed change also replaces specific times for Actions when one

,i or more llPSI loop MOVs are capable of automatically aligning IIPSI pump flow to the RCS
with a requirement to immediately initiate action to verify llPSI loop MOVs are only capable of
manually aligning IIPSI flow to the RCS In addition, the change adds requirements, when one
or more llPSI pumps are capable of automatically injecting into the RCS, to immediately action
to verify no llPSI pumps are capable of automatically injecting into the RCS. Restoration of,

restricted coolant input capability to the RCS within a specified time period may not always bc
; possible, in this situation, the CTS do not provide direction as to the action to take. As a result,

the ITS provide Required Actions to immediately commence and continue attempts to restrict
,

coolant input capability to the RCS consistent with assumptions of the LTOP analysis. This,

change ensures that actions are taken to restrict coolant input capability to the RCS in a timelys

I manner while continuing to provide direction if attempts fall to restore the required coolant input
capability restrictions within a specific time period. This change is considered to be acceptable
since ITS 3.4.12 ACTIONS .A and C do not preclude, but continue, to require action to restore
restricted coolant input capability which will decrease the possibility of overpressurization
further as additional coolant input source restrictions are restored. in addition, ITS 3.4.12 >

ACTIONS A and C require actions to be taken immediately, which is defined in ITS Section l A
as without delay in a controlled manner. As a result, this change ensures that actions to be taken'

to restore required coolant input restrictions are immediately initiated rather than allowing up to
| the CTS Completion Time for satisfying the action and also ensures that direction is provided for

restoring all conditions where coolant input restrictions are not satisfied. Therefore, the change
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

'

3.4.12 Chamme L3

; 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to perform a Channel Functional Test on the
PORVs actuation channel at least 31 days prior the entering the LTOP System Modes cf
Applicability. This is being replaced with a requirement that allows a 12 hour delay once in the
LTOP Modes of Applicability before the Channel Functional Test is required to be performed.
A delay in performing a Surveillance test on the LTOP System is not an initiator of any analyzed
event. Allowing 12 hours after entering the LTOP Mode of Applicability for plant conditions to4

stabilize ensures more accurate test results. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the
mitigation of an accident or transient. Therefore, the change will not involve a significant

,

increase in the probability or consequence of an accident previously evaluated.
'

,
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leg temperature s 365'F for Unit I and s 30l*F for Unit 2, and Modes 4,5, and 6. His change
essentially deletes the requirement for the Specification to be applicable when the reactor is
defueled. He L10P System is not needed to mitigate any analyzed event when the reactor is
defueled. Adequate remedial action is still required to be taken if any pressure / temperature
limits are exceeded per the RCS Pressure / Temperature Limits Technical Specification.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

14.12 Ci angtL5t

1. Does the change involve a significant inercase in the probability or consequences of an
aceldent previously evaluated?

This change removes the explicit requirement, in the event ilPSI flow exceeds 210 ppm, to
verify that the flow condition did not result in the violation of RCS pressure / temperature limits.
This verification is not considered in the initiation of any previously analyzed accident.
Herefore, this change does not significantly increase the frequency of such accidents. He
explicit requirement, in the event ilPSI Pow exceeds 210 gpm, to verify that the flow condition
did not result in the violation of RCS pressure / temperature limits, is not necessary to be included
in the Calvert Cliffs ITS because the requirements of ITS 3.4.3 require RCS
pressure / temperature limits to be met at all times. In ITS, LCOs must be continually met during
the Applicability (per ITS LCO 3.0.I). nus ifIIPSI flow exceeds 210 ppm and this results in
the RCS pressure / temperature limits not being met LCO 3.4.3 would not be met and appropriate
ITS 3.4.3 ACTIONS must be taken. In general, this type of requirement is addressed by plant
specific processes which continuously monitor plant conditions to ensure that changes in the
status of the plant that require entry into ACTIONS (as a result of failure to satisfy an LCO) are
identhled in a timely manner. His veri 0 cation is an implicit part of using Technical
Specifications and detennining the appropriate Conditions to enter and Required Actions to take
in the event of a failure to meet an LCO . In addition, plant status is continuously monitored by
control room personnel. De results of this monitoring process are documented in records / logs
maintained by control room personnel. The continuous monitoring process includes re-
evaluating the status of compliance with Technical Specification requirements when the plant
conditions change. Therefore, the explicit requirement, in the event ilPSI now exceeds 210
gpm, to verify that the flow condition did not result in the violation of RCS pressure / temperature
limits is considered to be unnecessary for ensuring compliance with the applicable Technical
Speci0 cation requirements. The status o compliance with Technical Specification requirementsr

will continue to be monitored to assure the potential consequences are not signincantly
increased. Herefore, this change does not significantly increase the probability or consequences
of any previously analyzed accident.

2.- Does the change ercate the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

His change removes the explicit requirement, in the event ilPSI flow exceeds 210 gpm, to
verify that the now condition did not result in the violation of RCS pressure / temperature limits.
He proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters goveming normal plant operation.
In addition, the change does not introduce any new accident initiators. The status of the plant
and compliance with Technical Speci0 cation requirements will continue to be monitored to
assure the possibility for a new or different kind of accident is not created. Therefore, this
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change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any previously
analyzed accident.

3. Does this change involve a signineant reduction in margin of safety?

1his change removes the explicit requirement, in the event lipSI flow exceeds 210 ppm, to
verify that the flow condition did not result in the violation of RCS pressure / temperature limits.
The verification of the status of compliance with Technical Specifications is an implicit part of ;
using Technical Speel0 cations and determining the appropriate Conditions to enter and Actions
to take in the event of a failure to meet a Surveillance Requirement. In addition, plant status is
continuously monitored by control room personnel. The results of this monitoring process are
documented in records / logs maintained by control room personnel. The continuous monitoring
process includes re-evaluating the status of compliance with Technical Specification
requirements when the plant conditions change. Therefore, the explicit requirement, in the event
lipSI flow exceeds 210 ppm, to verify that the b v condition did not result in the violation of
RCS pressure / temperature limits is considered to be unnecessary for ensuring compliance with
the applicable Technical Specification requirements. The status of compliance with Technical
Specification requirements will continue to be monitored to assure the appropriate previously :

approved actions are taken in the event of a failure to meet Technical Specification requirements.
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

3A13 Chance L1

1. Does the change involve a signlucant lacrease in the probability or consty unces of an
accident previously evaluated?

,

Current Technical Specification SRs 4.4.6.2.a.1,4.4.6.2,b, and 4.4.6.2.d ere being elimimited.
This is acceptable because: a) CTS SRs 4,4.6.2.a.1,4.4.6.2.b, and 4.4.6.2.d only provide gross
indication of leakage; they do not provide a method for quantifying the leakage. Current
Technical Specification SR 4.4.6.2.c provides the method for quantifying RCS leakage; it has
been retained as ITS SR 3.4.13,1; b) ITS 3.4.14 will contain operability requirements for the
containment atmosphere gaseous and particulate monitors, improved Technical Specification
SR 3.4.14.1 requires a channel check of the required containment atmosphere radioactivity
monitor to be performed every 12 hours. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.14.1 is
essentially equivalent to CTS SR 4,4.6.2.a.l; c) ITS 3.4.14 v.ill contain operability requirements
for the containment sump level alarm system. An operable containment sump level alann
system will provide continuous monitoring of the sump level. Thus, CTS SR 4,4.6.2.2.b is
supertiuous; d) the reactor vessel head closure seal leakage detection system does not necessarily
relate directly to the leakage req'ilrements. Neither NUREG 1432 nor the CTS require this
indication to be operable in the leakage detection instrumentation spec fications (NUREG 14328

LCO 3.4.15 and CTS 1 CO 3.4.6.1); thus, it is not needed to suppon this specification; and
c) prompt indication of RCS leakage will be provided to the operators via various alarms
(e.g., containment sump level alarm and high radiation alarm from the containment atmosphere
radiation monitoring system).

The proposed changes do not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or
transient, nor do they significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events. Failure of
an RCS leakage detection system is not an initiator of any analyzed event. Also, the elimination
of these SRs do not affect the ability to quantify RCS leakage. Therefore, the proposed changes

,
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do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

,

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

Current Technical Speci0 cation SRs 4.4.6.2.a.1,4.4.6.2.b, and 4.4,6.2.d are being eliminated.
The elimination of these SRs do not affect the ability to quantify RCS leakage. Improved
Technical Speci0 cation LCO 3.4.13 will continue to provide leakage limits, and ITS SR 3.4.13.1
provides the method for quantifying leaks to ensure these limits are maintained. Additionally,
ITS 3.4.14 will contain operability requirements regarding the RCS leakage detection systems;
these requirements ensure that RCS leaks that could potentially challenge the limits are promptly
identined. The proposed changes do not introduce a new mode of plant operation and do not
involve physical modl0 cation to the plant. The proposed changes do not introduce any new
accident initiators. Therefore, they do not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The margin of safety is established through the design of the plant structures, systems and
components, the parameters within which the plant is operated, and the establishment of the
setpoints for the actuation of equipment relled upon to respond to a event. The proposed changes
do not signincantly impact the condition or performance of structures, systems or components
relied upon for accident mitigation. The proposed changes do not impact any safety analysis
assumptions. Therefore, they do not involve a signincant reduction in a margin of safety.

,

A4,13 Change L2

Not used. |

14.14 Chance L.1

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

Current Technical Speelucation LCO 3.4.6.1 has been revised to only require two RCS leakage
detection systems to be Operable (i.e., the containment sump level akrm system and either the
containment atmosphere particulate radioactivity monitor or tlw containment atmosphere
gaseous radioactivity monitor). Current Technical Specification Table 3.3 6, item 2.a. has been
revised to require a minimum of one channel be operable for the gaseous or particulate activity
monitor. These proposed changes are acceptable, because the LCO continues to require
instruments of diverse monitoring principles to be Operabic to provide a high degree of
assurance that extremely small leaks are detected in time to allow actions to place the plant in a
safe condition, when RCS leakage indicates possible reactor coolant pressure boundary
degradation. Additionally, ITS 3.4.13 contains e Surveillance which requ!res a periodic
determination of RCS leakage; this Surveillance provides additional assurance that the integrity
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary is being maintained.

Failure of containment atmosphere radioactivity monitors is not an initiator of any analyzed
event. Reactor Coolant System leakage will still be adequately detected by the remaining
instrumentation, the RCS inventory balance, and other instrumentation not required by this
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Technical S;rcification (i.e., volume control tank level, pressurizer level; containment pressure,
containment temperature, and containment humidity). The change will no; alter assumptions
relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly

; Vfect initiators or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a signiHeant
'oerease in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

s

[ 2. Does ti.e change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any#
previously evaluated?

__ The change will not involve a significant change in desh i or operation of the plant. No
E'

hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change will
vt introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

c
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

Current Technical Specification LCO 3.4.6.1 has been revised to only require two RCS leakage
detection systems to be operable (i.e., the containment sump level alann system and either the '

containment atmosphere particulate radioactivity monitor or the containment atmosphere
U gasecus radioactivity nionitor). Current Technical Speci6 cation Tabb 3.3-6, item 2.a. has been

revised to require a minimum of one channel be operable for the gaseous or particulate activity
n.onitors. Diverse methods of les detection continue to be required by the Technical
Speci0 cation (one containment sump monitor, one containment atmosphere radiation monitor,
and a periodic RCS inventory balance) which will assist in early detection of RCS letkage, in
addition, other instrumentation which are ;. art of the plant design provide additieral means for
detecting RCS leakage. Therefore, the change does not involve a signi6 cant reduction in a

,

margin of safety.

3414 Chang L2

1. Does the change involve e significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change mereases the allowed outage time from seven days to 30 di.ys when only
one RCS leakage detection instrument remains Operable. Failure of RCS leakage detection is
not an initiator of any analyzed event. One RCS leakage detection instrument remains operable
during this period. Also, the Actions require that en RCS inventory balance or grab sample of
the containn.ent atmosphere be performed once per 24 hours. These mechanisms, along with
other methods (i.e., monitoring changes in volume control tank level and pressurizer level;
monitoring containment pressure, temperature and humidity; etc.) that are not part of the RCS

- leak deti.ction instrumentation Technical Specification, ensure that RCS leakage will be detected
'

while only one monitor remaind Operable. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the
. mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed change 6es not significantly affect

!nitiators or mhigation of anclyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Den the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident irom any
p. eiously evaluated?,

The proposed change increases the allowed ou: age time from seven days to 30 days w!.en only
one RCS leakage detection instrument remails Operable. The change will not involve a
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significant change in design or operatien of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as
part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident
initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change increases the allowed outage time from seven days to 30 days when only
one RCS leakage (letection instrument remains Operable. The remaining Operable RCS leakage.

detection instrument, the leak detection mechanisms required by the Actions, and other methods
for detecting RCS leakage, will ensure that the RCS leakage will continue to be detected.
Therefore, the change does not involve a signi0 cant reduction in a margin of safety.

M 3.4.14 Chance L3
9 -

:J 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

Action b of CTS 3.4.6.1 has been revised to re0cct Actions A and B oflTS 3.4.14. Action b of
CTS 3.4.6.1 has been revised to require: a) only one contingency action to be performed (either
periodic grab samples or RCS inventory balance) when the Containment Atmosphere
Radioactivity Monitoring System is inope'rable; and b) only an RCS inventory balance to bc,

) conducted at an increased frequency in the event the Containment Sump Level Alarm System is
inoperable. These proposed changes are acceptable, because: a) one of the RCS leakage
detection systems remains Operable; b) other mstrumentation not required to be operable by the
specification will be available to dcicct RCS leakage (e.g., volume control tank level, pressurizer
level, containment pressure, containment temperature, containment humidity); and c) the
required compensatory measure provides added confidence that RCS leakage will be identified
in x timely manner. Failure of RCS leakage detection instrumentation is not an initiator of any
analyzed events. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident
or transient, The proposed changes do not significantly afTect nitiators or mitigation of analyzedi

events, and therefore do not involve a signi0 cant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change reeuires either analyzing grab samples or performing RCS inventory
balances as contingency actions, when only one RCS leakage detection instrument remains
Operable, instead of performing both actions. ihe c'.inge will not involve a signi0 cant change
in design or operation. No hardware is being addec. ;o t e p' ant as part of the proposed change.h

The proposed change will not introduce any new accidero initiators. Therefore, the change does
not create the possibitity of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluatei j

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change requires the performance of either analyzing grab samples or performing
RCS inventory balances as contingency actions, when only one RCS leakage detection
inst., ment remains Operable, instead of performing both actions. One contingency action, along
with the one remaining Operable RCS leakage detection instrument and other methods available
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for detecting RCS leakage, ensures that the RCS leakage will continue lo t e detected. Therefore,
the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.14 Chance L.4

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency from 12 hours to 24 hours for obtaining and
anc.'yzing containment atmosphere grab samples when used as the contingency action when only
one RCS leakage detection instrument remains Operable The Frequency for obtaining and
analyzing grab samples is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The 24-hour Frequency
provides results frequently enough to detect leakage. Also, one RCS leakage detection
instrumentation is operable and other methods of leak detection are available (i.e., monitoring
changes in volume control tank level and pressurizer level; monitoring containment pressure,
temperature and humidity; etc.) to ensure detection of RCS leaks. The change will not alter
assumptions relative to the mitigation of an accident or transient. The required system will be
capable of quantifying the RCS leakage following an accident so that mitigative actiot, can be
taken. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analy. ed
events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consegances of
an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different klud of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed chaage decreases the Frequency from 12 hours to 24 hours for obtaining and
analyzing containment atmosphere grab samples, when used as the contingency actinn, whe'
only one RCS leakage detection instrument remains Operable. The change will not involve a
significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the olant as
part of the proposed change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident
initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different 'xind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency from 12 hocrs to 24 hours for obtaining and
analyzing containment atmosphere grab samples, when used as the contingency action, when
only one RCS leakage detection instrenent remains Operable. The 24-hour Frequency is
adequate to detect RCS leakage. Also, one remaining RCS leakage d(tection instrument remains
Operable along with other methods available for detecting RCS leakage. Therefore, the change
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.,

3.4.14 Chance L.5

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change adds a requirement that allows Mode changes (LCO 3.0.4 exemption)
while in the Actions for RCS leakage detection instruments inoperable. Failure of RCS leakage
detection is not an initiator of any analyzed events. While Mode changes may affect RCS
leakage, they do not affect the ability to detect RCS leakage. When leakage detection
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instruments are inoperable, Actions require that remedial measures be taken (i.e., grab samples
of containment or RCS inventory balance at an increased Frequency). Also, other methods are
available to detect RCS leaks (such as monitoring conteinment pressure, containment humidity,
volume control tank level, etc.). These alternate methods ensure that RCS leakage will be
adequately detected if a leak were to occur. He change will not alter assumptions relative to the

i

mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators I

or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previot. sly evaluated?

The propo>ed change adds a requirement that allows Mode changes (LCO 3.0.4 exemption)
when in the Actions for RCS leakage detection instruments inoperable. He change will not,

| involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to
the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed c|.ange will not introduce any new

I acciJent initiators. Therefore, the change doer not create the possibility of a new or different
'

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change inve'.ve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change adds a requirement that allows Mode changes (LCO 3.0.4 exemption)
when in the Actions for RCS leakage detection instruments inoperable. Mode changes do not
affect the ability to detect 1:aks; however, they can affect leakage. This change affects only
leakage detection by allowing Mode changes when leakage detection instrumentation is
inoperable. Ilowever, adequate methods of leakage detection remain available. Another
Technical Specification will ensure that the leakage detection requirements are not exceeded.
This change will not affect the ability for the remaining leakage detection instrumentation to
adequately detect RCS leakage.- Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in
a margin of safety.

3dd'_Chr. age L.6

Not used.
|

3.4.15 Chnnge L.1

1. Dori the change involve a significant increase in the probability or tonsequences of an
accident previously evaluated?1

The proposed change revises the Modes of Applicability for the RCS Specific Activity
Specification from Modes 1,2,3,4, and 5, to Modes 1,2, and 3 with RCS average temperature
d 500*F. The RCS specific activity is not an initiator of any analyzed event. There are not any
events for offsite release of RCS activhv ir.idated from below 500 F. Also, below 500*F in
Mode 3 and in Modes 4 and 5, the relear 4 ulioactivity during a SG tube rupture is unlikely
since the saturation pressure of the reactor coolant is below the lift pressure settings of the main
steam safety valves. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of
analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
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2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any I

previously evaluated?

The proposed change revises the Modes of Applicability for the RCS Specific Activity
Specification from Modes 1,2,3,4, and 5, to Modes 1,2, and 3 with RCS average temperature
2 500'F. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the pr posed change. He proposed change
will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change invoive a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change revises the Modes of Applicability for the RCS Specific Activity
Specification from Modes I,2,3,4, and 5, to Modes 1,2, and 3 with RCS average temperature
d 500*F. No events that are analyzed for offsite release of rr.dioactivity are initiated from below
500*F. Also, in Mode 3 below 500*F, it is very unlikely that a release could occur during a SG
tube rupture because the saturation pressure of the reactor coolant is below the lift pressure
setting of the main steam safety valves. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

3.4.15 Change L2

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency of the gross activity determination from 72 hours
to 7 days. The RCS gross activity is not an initiator of any analyzed event. The gross activity is
a measurement of the com of the degassed gamma activities and the gaseous gamma activities in
the sample taken, This gamma activity determination provides an indication of gross specific
activity. The results from this determination are trended in order to detect any problems prior to

,

exceeding the Technical Specification limit. The seven-day Completion Time is sufficient to
adequately trend the gross activity in order to ensure the accident analysis assumptions are
within limits. The consequences of an acciden are not affected by this change. The
Surveillance will still be performed and will still be capable of detecting an increased specific
activity. The change will not alter assumptions re!.tive to the mitigation of an accident or
transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of analyzed
events, and therefore do not invelve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency of the gross activity determination from 72 hours
to 7 days. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the plant.
No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed change
will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
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3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change decreases the Frequency of the gross activity determination from 72 hours
to 7 days. The detection of fuel failure through the determination of gross activity will not be
affected by this change. The gross cctivity is trended and the seven-day Frequency is sufficient
to ensure that any indication of fuel failure will be detected in time to take remedial action.
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

14.15 Chance LJ

I. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to verify the Dose Equivalent 1-131 specific
activity in Modes 2 and 3. The RCS Dose Equivalent 1-131 specific activity in Modes 2 and 3 is
not an initiator of any analyzed event. The Dose Equivalent 1 131 specific activity in Modes 2
and 3 is significantly lower than in Mode 1. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the
mitigation of an accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators
or mitigation of analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different idnd of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The proposed change deletes the requirement to verify the Dose Equivalent 1-131 specific in
Modes 2 and 3. The change will not involve a significant change in design or operation of the
plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed change. The proposed
change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

The proposed change de!etes the requirement to verify the Dost Equivalent I-131 specific
activity in Modes 2 and 3. The fission products generated in Modes 2 and 3 are significantly
lower than in Mode 1. Also, fuel failures associated with fast power changes are more apt to-
occur in Mode 1. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

3 4.15 Chance L4

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change allows 31 days to elapse, after a minimum of 2 Effective Full Power Days
and 20 days of Mode 1 operation have elap;ed since the reactor was subcritical for 2 48 hours,
prior tc determining the gross activity. The RCS gross activity is not an initiator of any analyzed
event. The 31-day _ extension allows for more accurate results, which leads to ensuring that the
assumptions in the accident analysis are maintained. The 31 days allow time to elapse which
ensures the radioactive materials are at equilibrium so the analysis for E-Bar is representative of
the actual gross activity. The change will not alter assumptions relative to the mitigation of an
accident or transient. The proposed changes do not significantly affect initiators or mitigation of
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analyzed events, and therefore do not involve a signincant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
previously evaluated?

The propmed change allows 31 days to elapse, after a minimum of 2 Effective Full Power Days
and 20 days of Mode 1 operation have elapsed since the reactor was suberitical for 2 48 hours,
prior to determining the gross activity. The change will not involve a significant change in
design or operation of the plant. No hardware is being added to the plant as part of the proposed
change. The proposed change will not introduce any new accident initiators. Therefore, the
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident

i previously evaluated.

3. Does this change luvolve a significant reduction in margin of safety?

| The proposed change al'ows 31 days to elapse, after a minimum of 2 Effective Full Power Days
| and 20 days of Mode 1 operation have elapsed since the reactor was suberitical for 2 48 hours,

prior to determining the gross activity. The results of the E-Bar determination will be more
representative of the RCS due to the 31-day allowance. The 31 days ensure the radioactive
materials are at equilibrium so the analysis for E-Bar is representative of the actual gross

!

activity. Also, the value of E-Bar changes slowly. Therefore, the change does not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

This proposed Technical Specification changes have been evaluated against the criteria for and
identification oflicensing and regulatory actions requiring environmental assessment in accordance with

10 CFR 51.21. It has been determined that the proposed changes meet the criteria for categorical
exclusion as provided for under 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). The following is a discussion of how the proposed
Technical Specification changes meet the criteria for categorical exclusion.

10 CFR 51.22(c)(9): Although the proposed change involves changes to requirements with respect to
inspection or SRs,

(i) proposed change involves No Significant liazards Consideration (refer to the No Significant
11azards Consideration section of this Technical Specification Change Request);

(ii) there is no significant change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluents
that may be released offsite since the proposed changes do not affect the generation of any
radioactive effluents nor do they affect any of the permitted release paths; and

(iii) there is no significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure.

Accordingly, the proposed change meets the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in
10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Based on the aforementioned and pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22 (b), no environmental
assessment or environmental impact statement need be prepared in connection with issuance of an
amendment to the Technical Specifications incorporating the proposed changes of this request.
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RCS Pressure. Temperature, and FlowbBfLimits

dr4 - 3.4.1,

3.4 REACTOR COOL #fT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.1 RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow (Departure from Nucleate Boiling8

(DN8)}4 Limits -

(3,2,5h LC0 3.4.1 RCS DNB parameters for pressurizer pressure, cold leg
temperature and RCS total flow rate shall be within thelimits specified below:

h 2. C b ) a.

.

Pressurizer pressure 2 psiaad;(227!'--i$

,;r,,:..""4:.RT.", ;r ;. [ L{T )I|i k'." nd s(3.2.T' bb. RCS cold leg temperature *Fg"'

.' , trd ; ''"0""'=
'6m- ' ' 34. _ _

g, 4
[3,7,Ec)c. al flow rate y te 54 sinnrkd : ""!ESB.

APPLICABILITY: e.JE 1.

................. .. ......N0TE----------------------------
Pressurizer pressure limit does not apply during:

12.f.% a. THERMAL POWER ramp > 51 RTP per minute; or
i

b. THERMAL DOWER step > 10% RTP.

ACTIONS.

--.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLLil0N TIME

_
A. Pr s iz A.1- Restoreparameter(s) 2 hours-fl w rkb-- . g,qp R to within limit.

I2C L d_Nb]ur a-- JrithirL.11 Its.
-

g m .t %-(:
,

. -

B. Required Action and 0.1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours

hk N Con
not met.

(continued)
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RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow [DNB) Limits-
3.4.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TINE

g -
%

C. RCS coldQeg C. Restore cold leg s 2 hourt. Ntemperatu not within temperaturetowithin Nlimits. limits.

D. utred Action a 0.1 Redu THERMAL POWER 6 ursass- isted Completion to5[ 1 RTP.
Time f Condition C
not me

.

--
. - - .

SURVElllANCE REOUIREMENTS

i SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY!

[47A8)SR 3.4.1.1 Verify pressurizer pressure it psia 12 hoursi

|- rd : {???5' ;;'.e.
l-

4

(4.2.n)SR 3.4.1.2 Verify RCS cold leg temperature t-[535"F- 12 hours ,Bend s .-F fr : |70;; "" : 1 (54d 1E V
*

4rd ; ,55"; *" f;- t 70, 5 "".

'

)
(1.7 31)SR 3.4.1.3 -----------NOT ---------------------

ig---

Requ ed to be met.1 MODE 1 with all cps
ru ng. go

t- - - - , - -
- -_.-.- .--- -------

37o, oco 3 ca.
V ify RCS total tiow rate 12 hours @
G 7".5 i?' R/fG@
t :"a E!! *!5-

g kh
(continued)
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

4rs> 3.4.2

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) '

3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

31.\.5) LCO 3.4.2 Each RCS loop average. temperature (T,) shall be.h
.

^>'''c^''''a'
d"oo g m,<2-2'm A' @ '3

.

ACTIONS
,

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

CCMPLETION TIME

-(*3.khA. T in one or more RCS A.) Be in MODE 30 minutesIEEpsnotwithin ,,

| limit, _ c_ v

\ g
l

. _ .

g g,o

!
_ nr! n

)
i

| SURVEILLt.NCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

h.t.I 5)SR 3.4.2.1 Verify RCS T in each loop 2
.

g . n

4)- _ . - - - x, . - m- -- *
1

On c.e_ J,h;,s 30 mINka p r i ci
,

^bf"b])
tri t ica b b) NJ

'

-

. . [10T 17 - ' ' '

h $r-A
Opj\

'

/ re9u,ra
p _(L w L RO /,

is < S1C * F &Te-v g
/-

,

. CEOG STS
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RCS Loops-! ODE 3
3.4.5

<m>
3.4 REAC10R COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.5 RCS Loops-MODE 3

-(3,4,g.hC0 3.4.5 #fTwo)(RCS loops shall be OPERABLE and one RCS loop shall be
in operation. m-=f

ud S 2 hoei p.* t be pe r n e Or
- - MOTE.. . . < #cmd p. J.a........ .. .

All reactor coolan pumps may ca = "Mirad for s I hour gju &#,%per 8 hour period provided: /
a. No operations are peral ed that would cause reduction

of the RCS boron concen ration; and

&b. Core outlet-temperatu is maintained at least 10*F
below saturation temp rature., xmcer

-....w...... .... .......... tc. .rs. c.
.............. .........

APPLICABILITY: MODE 3. be nof in opuahlin fH~M
_

_

__

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTIOi. COMPLETION TIME

A. One required RCS loop A.1 Restore required RCS 72 hoursi
(_.3.4,t L\ noperable.

loop to OPERABLE
status.

Ar,.. =/
!
,

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

(^*"""" associated Completion' c d''' ^
not met.

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 4
4r3y 245

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.6 RCS Loops-MODE 4

leo 4
(3. 4.13) LC03.4.6 Two loope :- t 9: consisting of an combination of RCS hloops and shutdown cooling (SOC) tmat shall be OPERABLE

m and at least one loop t- '_n._ hall be in operation.
k n d sq g

.. .. ... ..- -.N0T E S.-----.--.-- -
O2eofo^ 1.

All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) hour periodand SDC pumps may@d:WF' /33/ desdhetsize@ for s 1 hour per 8 provide,

3. 4.t.3.
a. No operations are permitted that would cause

-

Agiwq h reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and A
Stb. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10'F

below saturation temperature.

2. No RCP shall be started with any RCS cold leg (L) gtemperature 5f34gt*Funless:
.

,

,h
Pressurizer water level is q; .sf )* @

a.

hW. Secondary side water temperature in each steam
generator (SG) is 'F abo each of the RCS| cold leg temperatures. $ CD,-

.................................... :-- - _.y _n, _^,rer - , ^ ,'^ - ' "

M

~''$5d"t'l.5,bY_
~~ ~|. APPLICABILITY: MODE 4.

ACTIONS

, CON 0! TION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
.

3,4,g 3 A. One required RCS loop A.1 Initiate actior, to lamediatelyg,, , inoperable. restore a second loop
u tren to OPCRAELE

6 tid status.
"

Two SDC
inoperable. f

-

(centinued)

!
|

Cf0G Sif: 3.4-10 i
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RCS Loops-MODE 4
3.4.6

7
SURVEILLANCE REQUIRfMFN iTgtj,nued)

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUINCi

(4 gg,jpR 3.4.6.3 Verify correct breaker altyraent and 7 daysindicated power available o the required(f that ration.
.

e( p co f o^
; --. m _-- e

N . a . .z<

:

\ --

|.
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RCS Loops-H00E 5. Loops Filled
3.4.7

3.4 REACTOR COOLMT SYSTEM (RC5)

3.4.7 RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops' Filled

m
_ (3,4,\3) LC0 3.4.7 One shutdown cooling

operation,andeither:(SDC) shall be OPERABLE and in

Q 4,t.'h) a. One additional 500 shall be OPERABLE; or @usw b. . The secondary side wataplaval or a ch steam generator $(SC) shall bemer e-F#P"
_- -

se i.4.1
one t s -- ~

--C_i @r.hm f$~ff*- /C3... .. ... .......--~~ NOTE 5-~~- '-
-1. The SDC pump of_the 4eet* in operation may _ o

1

ciperspee@ for s I hour per 8 hour perloc provi e :
(3A.\ 3- Nooherationsarepermittedthatwouldcause

4.

redu tion of the RCS boron concentratio.1; and
b. Core outlet temperature is maintained.at least 10'F

below saturat operature.

Ngv/ 2. One required SDC may be inoperabit for up to'

uns41 2 hours for surveillance testing provided that the other
SDC g i LE and in operation. g g%h a c. t. 2.

i
I 3. No reactor co ant puau: (GP) shall be started with

' '" RCS cold leg temperatures <{ 'iAda unless:
w-~~ *

A g *w. O A
*

3 n
a. The pressurizer water level sys; er,

The secondary side water temperature in ea ~

-' (M""i above each of the RCS cold le g not m ##~ N ,

espe tures.

WM 4. A say@,,Mo im operation duringMe (4 >
0" L. t planced heatup to MODE 4 when at least one RCS loop is bin operation.

... ...... .. . .... ..... ....- ,

6, %u.<u cra n..e a f ), c,u
4 .

APPLICABIL11Y: MODE 5 with RCS toops filled.

CEOG STS 3.4-13 Rev1,04/07/95
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RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops filled
3.4.7

$URVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

Verify one SDCW.0 is in operation. 04 g,g,g SR 3.4.7.1 It hours

R 3.4.7.24 I12- Verify required SG seco14ary Jide water
level is-b i 12 hours

,

SR 3.4.7.3
(4,4, g,g, Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 daysindi ed ower available to the required

SDC t at peration,

g . e A

.

CEOG STS 3.4-15 Rev1,04/07/95
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RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Not filled
3.4.8

[C.T h.
3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSYDi (RCS)

3.4.8 RCS Loops-H00E 5, Loo s Not filled

too * lo.p h(3,4,thC0 3.4.8 Two shutdowncooling(SDC) shall be OPERABLE and one
/ SCC MLl4 shall be ln operation. $/dh* ^OS *#A ef.ukon fsfr )$'3 P. . - _-- .---NOTES-v - -Nww-

1. All SDC pumps mayG=4=-anerinse for s 15 minutes when
switching from one to another provided:

<3.4.13.b*>
a. M The core outle esperature is maintained 10*fn gr-

below saturation temperature; R ef{as
b. No operations are permitted that would cause a

reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

c. No draining operations to further reduce the RCS
water volume are pe'1ittted.

O 2. One SDC may be inoperable for s 2 hours f
surveillance testirg provided the other SOC

NM'g'' OPERABLE and in operation.
s

i APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with RCS loops not filled.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TlHE

3A *O A. One SDC A.1 Initiate action to imediatelyAdm a inoperable, restore SDC to
OPERABLE status, g e

(continued)

.

(

CEOG STS 3.4 16 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-MODE 5. Lwps Not ( 4l
.

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACT10N CONPLETION TJHE

W5
B. Required SDC 4 8.1 Suspend all lamed!atelyinoperable, operations involving

reduction of RCS40 ,QR 'm boron concentration.N.ho* hy
/ No SDC in MQoperation.

B.2 Initiate action to Innediatel.y
restore one SDC
to OPERABLE 'tatus
and operation. S

._

_SURVElt.lMCE RE0dlREMENTS

5tjRVEILLANCE
-_

,. (4AIS 3
_

FREQUENCY

h! SR 1.4,8.1 Verify one SDC is in operation. 12 hours
i

!
SR 3.4.8.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days

'

('kIsl+,3.I indicated power available to the required
$

SDC inat @ not in operation.
/

phoog enG an a3n * g&~

l'
ws#

,

CEOG STS 3.4-17 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Pressurtzer
.

3.4.9C
k3 ledE =aI
-W^ ^ ^ 6 215 iad gSURVElliANCE REQUIREMENTS -~= v

[.SURVEILLANCE
FREQUERCY

/ ,4,4h SR 3.4.9.1 Verify pressurtzer water level is : {' O. It hours

tred ( 'A (T4Aah/ NIM SR 3.4.9.2 Verify capacity of each of ;i 5:f:74 3.4 9 pressur1zer heaters W150 W.
D o c 6A.

_

Sk3.4.9.
capabfe ofutred pres rtzer heaters are [1 InthsVerif re

being red from an energencyj

power supply.,

| ,A
~

i

|
|
,

CEOG STS 3.4-19 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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1

I

!

Pressurizer PORVs '

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Yalves (PORVs)
%

POR$nd associated block valv$ hall be OPERABLE.gLCO 3.4.11

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1p 1 _ _ _ _ _,_

_ -y, s'r (u-
M"oG 3 y,W cul( tc.s ../</ hy he,nh''' > ,3al *FG''{' b

_ ,

, _ ._A-=---

( @ t. A , O .. _ .....
.. . .. NOTES.-1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each POR . ~ . ~ . . - - -.

3,
Ae4,4,7 Enie Mod% e 2. LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable, cu

gg _

CON 0!T10h REQUIRED ACTION COMPLET!0N' TIME

34.3 A. One or PORVs A.1 Close and maintain I hourhrw a inoperable and capable power to associated
of being manually block valve,cycled.

-

B. One PORY ino erable B.3 Close associated I hour34'3 and not caps le of block valve.Ac hm b being manually cycled.
'

AliQ

B.2 Remove power from I hour
associated block
valve.

'_ @B.3 Restore PORY to @ l
OPERABLE status.

(continued)

CEOG STS 3.4-22 Rev 1, 04/07/95
,
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.

Pressurtzer PORVs
3.4.11

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

3,4,3 C. One block valve C.1 Place associated PORY
4c4. ) inoperable. - * l hour

g
n qEQn g |&C.2 Restore block valve W

to OPERABLE status.

D. Requ ed Action and 0.1 in MODE 3. 6 heass lated completion
T of Condition A. E, or C not met.

j
.2 Fe in-MODE 4. f [12] hours]

Two PORVs ino erable 1 Close associated I hour
.

ard not capab e of block valves,
being manually cycled.3A 3

cam cI

/
34 h..2 Remove power from I hour

associated block
valves.

habe ou Paw .h ( 17-Y @OPEORE s4bs .3 8e twt J.1 hours
- _- - J

[.4 Se in MODE il2]/rs)j.

3,4'3 E N = block 1 Place associated I hourvalvesinoperable. PORVs inAbd h
a e l* CO

(continued)

CEOG STS 3.4-23 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Pressurizer PORVs ,

3.4.11

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

__

- % |
c.

(continued) .2 Restore :t M.t one rs il
block valve to
OPERABLE status.

Required Action and 1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

Q''h . ~ ~ ' '3t,M. S f tl "
3.4.3

| [,.
.

not s
,

b_ _N__9_9_''J*'+ b 5N!r I,n h h,
_ _ _ _

1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

4,4,g, R 3.4.1 -----------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be performed with block
valve closed in accordance with the
Required Actions of this LCO.

Perform a complete cycle of each block A{92 days}^valve.

(6"*3/ SR 3.4.llY) Perfem a complete cycle of each PORY.no/\ _. (3
months

fSR 3
'

_3.11.3 Perfom a e ete cycle of each solenoid .3] months !

air control alve and check valve on the -Cair acc ators in PORY control systems. /
L._

ntinued)M ' i'" *i fab'm CHAnnu e cauge_amda,4.1.4 0f cd 2 4 %.A hmy, _ m
.

i.) LGes tnA44EL_ [* d W* d * ' %'I N #1 'st-
,

C of ,,, y pay' 3 4-74 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Pressuriter PORVs -

3.4.11

SURVF!lLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 1

SURVEILLMCE
FREQUENCY

r-
SR 3.4. .4 Verify POAVs and lock valve s are able (16] months Aof being power from an emer(ge)ncyt -

| rsupply. MU~
- ~J

CEOG STS 3.4-25 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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LTOP System
.

3.4.12
(CTih

3.4 P.EACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)
.

3.4.12 LowTemperatureOverpressureProtection(LTOP) System

LCO 3.4.12
An LTOP System sh 11 be OPERABLE with a maximum of one high
pressure safety 1 jection (HPSI) pump and-one charging pump

- 4 '" l. cap /ble of inje.,

ing into the'RCS cnd the s fety inject 4en hIt ks($1Ts)i lated, and*
L : o 3 . '/. I l '

Two OP LE power perated relief alves ( Ys)with
.

' Doc. A D lift ttings ed ] prig;or
M~# Ns b. Th RCS depres rized and_ S vent of0T E

~ ~ '

2 [1.3) squa inches. '~ ' 6n
. ..

,,s k',It IL '*ivb'] 4, e- -

, -ed b* EPIl LITY: " MODE yJtCScoldlegtemperature s,sb ic h r^ e '

5,
8' 1d gg get i F & whanA ka a t (.a 39Ao Dt, r0 -^^^ * wettel M ad { Q Qo ' #

, ,,),; M e i ^ 4 ' --

o

(|L d,tAgi|{) ,; n f ---------------------------NOTE---------------------- = c,g ..I @
l ' .j ' o b inv 4uun is uniy r qvirva wnen u pressure iT greb than equal to the ximum RCS re for the ext ing

=--

_ _ ' , ' - . . ~ _'{M_ -
-

RCS cid leg temper ure allowed he P/T limit vos j
_-

p .a f X
( ---vided in the p Rs

WJ - ,- m ---- _'

5 Sp c./Tc A*** U <>.f nep *c< % a kir S
'

'

I
Jn e o " " * ' ACTIONS V AC/J. BN ''l _ M* D tl 315aNb~PG Pwf *

i g (, of, CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIMElend r- i t ;t$
--.g

j a ' R^ 3 ' '' A.
e s of .

'Two or more HPSI pumps A.1 Initiate action to ! latelycapable of injecting verify a maximum of y~'s into the RC,. one HPSI pumpvcapable_ '-

/3,4.9.1N F 4']- of njecting into the -

mmuc.
RC

g Atb,e e j'
_ _ ~ _ _ -

mnvw
-

fc J no H'nr eL m p s w (continued 3,

eu p la|e ob cw b
c4 |h;,, y . : n k + (w

v ss'_

.

CEOG STS '

3.4-26 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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'

An LTOP System shall be OPERABLE with:

$W.93 ch. 1. A maximum of one high pressure safety injection (llPSI) pump only capable ofM 'i ' '" manual injecting into the RCS, and

3 _' q ' q ' 3 ' p 2. When llPSI suction is aligned to the Refueling Water Tank (RWT), the llPSI pump
,

shall be in manual control and either: -

a) IIPSI flow limited to s 210 gpm, or

b) An RCS vent of 2 2.6 square inches established;
,

- , ,

AND

d.e,1.c) b.
IIPSI loop motor operated valves (MOVs) only capable of manually aligning HPSI pump
flow to the RCS;

......_..-NOTE---------------------~~-------------- M
IM ) IIPSI loop MOVs may be capable of automatically aligning HPSI pump flow to the RCS3. c.,,y,9

for the purposes of testing.Td

AND

'( 3k
. Two OPERABLE power operated relief valves (PORVs), and associated bleekc 1

'

valves open, with PORV lin settings on or below the curve in Figure 3.4.12-1 when
V

the Shutdown Cooling (SDC) System is not in operation and PORV lift settings
s 429 psia (Unit 1), s 443 psia (Unit 2), when the SDC is in operation, or

/3 d,9. 3.a A 2.
nab One OPERABLE PORV, and associated block valve open, with PORV lift setting on

or below the curve in Figure 3.4.12-1 when the SDC System is not in operation and
PORV lift setting s 429 psia (Unit 1), s 443 psia (Unit 2), when the SDC is in
operation; and an RCS vent of 21.3 square inches established; or

[,4,9,3.<.,D3. An RCS vent of 2 2.6 square inches established.

--



, . . 4 ,. \,

. (L' I c
x - v-

& HPE dowitto3),% B.1 I n,' <.m +o n '< '
g g, ~s.,A s utNe a.l<jaa 5hw h G h.IO SPM |' */ 9, '3 ta R W T. ;,,

|* * k' y)
"[, 'e avka > <;

-

l CL l Ini NeaM b#
-

or mot * [<IPal*\ oW* * *')Y ' t ' / ,) )
t.,. On. '

***
rAO h c H90 loc,e D V'r

J^

I J *
n ,' n }4 PS vmf *W

-

Act!0NSDconNsudP - - b b C", > > - T i

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLET10N TIME

r~ .

8. Two'or more chargin;, - - - /|

-NOTE--pumps capable of T charging pumps may beinjecting into the
RCS, pable of injecting into the

CS during pump swap'

operation for s 15 minutes.
{

_.- .

5.1 Initiate action to immediately
verify a maximum
one enarging p
capable of inj ting

7 into the RCS
|

j
IC. A SJ not isolated C.! Isolat affected SIT. I hourwha $1T pressure is

gr ster than or equal
1 the maximus RCS
1 pressure for existing

cold leg temperature i

allowed in the PTLR. }

.
D. Required Action and D.1 Increase RCS cold leg 12 ho sassociated Completion temperature to

Time of Condition C >[175]'F.not met.

.

D.2 Depressurize affect 12 hours
SIT to less than t
maximus RCS p ess e
for existing col leg
temperature all
in the PTLR.

-

m
-

@f. One< required PORY*N @ Grddays e-

[.1 Restore required PORY3.4.93
Ah., inoperable in huDE 4. to OPERABLE status.

fc's
(continued),

( CEOG STS 3.4-27 Rev 1. 04/07/95N- ywm
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LTOP System
.

3.4.12

ACTIONS fenntinued)- *

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
-

8jf3 One required PORY Restore required PORY 24 hoursinoperable in MODE 5 to OPERA 8LE status,(prp- ~ ----- -
n:5 vd < l,3 4w n halu * 6 Mll

_- - - -

G. required PORVs G.1 Depressurire RCS and K hours hinoperable, establish RCS vent of

nc
8 "' 3

.

E'* ' utr Acti'nand)
ssoc ated C letion'

Time f Cond tionk4

! f8,' 04 E, e F not
Be .

,

i LTOP Sy en ino r le
i for an reason t r
ithan ond8tio A, 8.-)(C,D,E,orF

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,.

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.12.1 Verif a muinum of one HPSI pump is 12 hours @.i.13 -capab e o et1,ng t the RCS.
$^ *P 3

SR 3.4.12.2 Veri muinum of one chargir ump is 12 hours
(apa e of injecting into thy.S. _

t,b | 14 PSI loop Mot s e on() (continued)
/

d( ok ,noysuc k cd! rdt\ 3
* * *

eMt pume N k A '-

g i) ue $15 - o.4. ,e, ,, ,4,,,,,5
-

iF. Apa,4 Ach., .n 0 r,) b,,,ou,3,, Rs .J
'

Ac.ciAc h 444 t&Mh4 fr% ok 4 k"'5 h
; u.2 sr 2.s. .c u.u,, o em

E nol m d.

,



. - . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _. ..

LTOP Systee *

3.4.12

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

- ;-
-

[ SR 3.4.1 .3 TE
--

--------f Required to be ormed when complying
with LPA 3.4.1 .

''
Verify e IT is isolated. 12 hour

'

D3 @hSR 3.4.12T. Verify RCS vent t (L?! rm '--W 1:- 12 hours foropen,
unlocked open

4. 4.9 3,z N b" " ventvalve(s)'.

31 days for
locked open %ventvalve(s)

I b h4,93,) SR 3.4.12.) Verify PORY block valve is open for each 72 hoursrequired PORV.

sg 3,4,12 ........... .... N0TE------------------ -

Not required to be performed until

4^'319
H12Hhours after decreasing RC:; cold leg 365 WO g!.''.'"*" ' ** 5 Q'- 3*&$). . ....

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 31 days
required PORY, excluding actuation.

SR 3.4.1 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each months449.3.S required PORV actuation channel.

CEOG STS 3.4-29 Rev1,04/07/95
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE

(CTSh 1,

3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)
, ,

3.4.13 Res operational LEAKAGE

(3,4,y,q LCO' 3.4.13 RCS operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to
,

(3.4.4 4 D 4. No pressure boundary LEAKAGE;
, ,

(7.4c.'2.6)b.- 1 gpa unidentified LEAKAGE;

6.49 2.@ c. 10 gpa identified LEAKAGE;
,

k' !t! - ! eN.'In# *#
. d

3,4.6.tk allons per day primary to secondary LEAKAGE @ug any one SG.
i

!00

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.a

ACTIONS

CONDITION
REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TINE

<> " * 2
* "" "'** " "" " ' ^~'

limits for reasons"'" "''"'' "'**''
within limits. '' " '"''Ache b other than pressure

bouncary LEAKAGE.

.

3.44,g B. Required Action and 8.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hoursA'b' associated Completion
A '*" 4 ' Time of Condition A 8251not met.-

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hoursOR

Pressure boundary
LEAKAGE exists.

-

_. g

CEOG STS 3.4-30 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Operational LEAKACE
3.4.13

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS,
'

SURVE!LLANCE
FREQUENCY

N *4S'T''(/
'

- b-/4 sg 3.4.13,1 (

d..-. --N0 -- 7 F
E--

onme/ in p:t$r 4
P re ired t be 33 Oni qui 6

i

Q ;1142 hours of st state opera to perto
,

.

_ _ _ , 23 _ frin4 4 0.
__ :-=wy dur ng ste yM.5 opJ.4-M st te ope tion f gyp, g (Wr,fy'

Ib 9eW* _Y*fjjQ*'*|_^* 4 % &a

h?%5fRCS water inventory balance. 72 hours

SR 3.4.13.2NfM Verify SG tube integrity is in accordance in accordance.
with the Steam Generator Tube Survelliance with the Steamsuc 3 A.n Program.

Generater Tubeox. A.3 Surveillance
Program

,

!

CEOG STS 3.4 31 Rev 1. 04/07/95
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I

,

RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
(CT5h 3'4*I h.

3.4 TOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4. W RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation h
?.4 6.1 LC0 3.4.

{? g owing RCS leakage detection instro entation @
:

(3'4.L'l- lOne containment suspase44er;8[ cad}e-a.

(3d.t..t.a4c)b. One containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor.,5 ' ~

(gaseous or particulats);-[end4

. *- ...a R_-._a

..
-. 1. _

___1 _ . _J____i_ m_
. . .
..

_
. . . . . . - _ __.. , , _

a

APPLICARILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

.

ACTION

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION CONPLETION TIME

3 . 4.b. ) A. Required containment ----------- NOTE-~~-----gg,, g sump - '.t-- gg LC0 3.0.4 is not applicable, 7577-40,

inoperable. 4, ,

in A.! Perform SR 3.4.13.1. Once per g(%4.%0.1*U -

24 hours"- :f- ' ---*r'r n ". g[1
.4- ..1-- ri m g tvtl dc rrv i
"""^' ' g rebkr] A.2 Resto a m nt 30 days 23 h

OPERABLE status.

(continued)
.

*

.

CEOG STS 3.4-36 Rev1,04/07/95.
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumen on -,.

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRE'O ACTION COMftfl!0N TIME

3,4, g , \ B. Required containment '

TE-- ''-

Ath*a
atmosphere LCO 3.0. s not ,

fyr/:-CO-

radioactivity monitor app 11 e.inoperable. - - - - - - - -----

.hA4.'I.S*1'' '

Anal ze grab s M
'

Once perB

oftbcontainment 24 hours
atmosphere. g

Q1

B.I.2 Perform SR 3.4.13.1. Once per
24 hours

A51

B.2/ Restore required 30 days
containment
atmosphere
radioactivity montter
to OPERA 8LE status.

_

B.2.2 ify containment 30'd'ays

hir cooler condens e
flow rate monitor s
OPERABLE.

L
_ -

-

_
-

=
C. Requ.r containment t.1 Perforu SR 3.4.15.1. Once per.

\jair c ler condensate 8 hoursflow ate monitor Qlt
.ino rable. -

Perform SR 3.4. .l. Once
24 h : j

(continued)

CEOG STS 3.4-37 Rev1,04/07/95
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|

|

4

RCS Leakage Detection Instrumen i g
drt)

AC'TIONS (continued)
CONDITION' REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIhE

cr
. mD. Required contal 0.1 Restore required 30 day-atmosphere containmentradioactivity atmosphere

monitor inope ble. raJtoactivit ttor '

to OPERABLE tatus. / Iale
QRRequir containment .

-

air ler condensate D.2 Rest- required 30 daysf1 rate monitor co alnment airi perable.
Ier condensate

low rate monitor to4

OPERABLE status.
,

L
-

~

[cj c QT. Required Action and- .1 Be in M00E 3. 634 associated Completion
Ah.'.g

,

Time not met. E
g A,,, , ,

.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 4*='
_

g lolorn=3 o4gN6 7. All required 1 monitors 7.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3.- Immediately
g

- inoperable, wq
oc k_.1 J

,

SURVEllLANCE RFQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

$.OhSR 3.4.1 1 Perfom CHANNEL CHECK of the required it[ hourscontainment atmosphere radioactivityW 4.1* monitor.
2A

(continued)

CEOG STS 3.4-38 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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4

RCS Leasage Detection Instrumen
.

- Cfi)
'

|ERVEILLANCEREQUIRENENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
. FREQUENCY

,

A 4,l', 3.4. 2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the days
!re trod containment atmosphere

. U. 4 '5 - ra toactivity monitor. |

!24

SR 3.4. 3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the required months -

'

q; g- |, h containment sump
,

SR 3.4. 4 Perform CHANNEL CAL T o the required months
contalement atmosphere radioactlytty d; ~

Td\= H3*2 *

I''
_

_

SR 3. 15.5 Perform CHANNE llBRATION of the requi d (18] months [
_.

containment cocler condansate f1 ate
nonitor. @-

}

.

4

:
_

CEOG ST.3 3.4-39 Rev1,04/07/95
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RCS Specific Ac 1 it
.

ACTIONS (continued)

CON 0! TION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLET!0N TINE

B. Required Actica and B.1 Be in MODE 3 with 6 hours3,4% associated Completion T < 500'F.
Ar n.4 b Time of Condition A

not met.

g
-.

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131
in the unace table
region of
Figure 3.4.1,

.

C. Gross spectfic [C.1 Perfe d 3.4.10.2 / 4hoprs] n-r F - t%activity of the3A.t reactor coolant not
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prior to suspendmg A
LCO 3.4.6, LCO 3.4.7,

(4.10.6.2h
g
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3 SR 3.4.17.2 Verify charging pumps de-energized. Ihour
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|
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INSERT 3.4.17.I

during the time intervals required: 1) for local leak rate testing of containment penetration number 41 --
pursuant to the requirements of the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program; and 2) to permit
maintenance on valves located in the common shutdown cooling suction line or on the shutdown cooling -

L flow controlvalve (CV 306)
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

itself better to be in the SRs where the as-found values and as-left values are specifically listed.
Placing these values in the LCO would have rplit the required tolerances in two different places
within the Specification (the as-founds in the LCO and the as-lefts in the SR). This change is
plant-specific because Calvert Cliffs has different setpoints for each Pressurizer Safety Valve,
and two different as-found tolerances for one of the Safety Valves. This change was found to
make the Specification less confusing to the Operations staff.

9. NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.10 is applicable in Modes I through 3, and Mode 4 with all RCS cold leg
temperatures > [285]'F. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.10 will be applicable in Modes 1

. through 2, and Mode 3 with all RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F for Unit No.1, and > 301'F
for Unit No. 2. This deviation is acceptable, because the pressurizer safety valves are only
needed to provide overpremre protection of the RCS in: a) Modes 1 and 2 for Units 1 and 2, b)
Mode 3 with ai. RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F for Unit 1; and c) Mode 3 with all RCS cold

- leg temperatures > 301'F for Unit 2. In Mode 3 with the RCS cold leg temperatures 1365'F for
Unit 1 and s 30l*F for Unit 2, and Modes 4 and 5 for both Units, ove pressure protection of the
RCS is provided by the low temperature overpressure protection (LTOP) system. The
requirements for the LTOP system are contained in ITS 3.4.12. Additionally, this deviation is
consistent with the intent of NUREG-1432. The Bases for the Applicability of NUREG 1432
LCO 3.4.10 states that the LCO is not applicable when overpressure protection is provided by the
LTOP system.

To support this deviation, Required Action B.2 was revised to reflect the Applicability of
! ITS 3.4.10. The revised Required Action will require the plant to be placed in Mode 3 with all

RCS cold leg temperatures less than or equal to 365'F for Unit 1 or 30l*F for Unit 2; this is a
condition where the ITS LCO will not be applicable. This proposed change is consistent with the
Bases of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.0.2 which states if a Required Action is not completed within the
specified Completion Time, a shutdown may be required to place the unit in a Mode or condition
in which the specification is not applicable.

10. Specification 3.4.11 (power-operated relief valves [PORVs]) Applicability was changed from
Modes 1,2, and 3, to Modes I and 2, and Mode 3 with any RCS cold leg temperatures > 365'F |
(301'F for Unit 2). This change is specific to Calvert Cliffs and was made because the LTOP-

System Specification provides aquirements for the PORVs in Mode 3 with any RCS cold leg
temperature s 365'F (301*F for Unit 2), and in Modes 4 and 5, and Mode 6 with the head on.
Appropriate Actions were adjusted to account for this Mode of Applicability change. This
change is consistent with Amendment Nos,11:3 and 165 (for Units 1 and 2, respectively) and the
accompanying Safety Evaluation Report, dated April 20,1994,

11. Specification 3.4.11 Completion Times were changed to be consistent with Calvert Cliffs
Amendment Nos.188 and 165 (for Units 1 and 2, respectively) and the accompanying Safety
Evaluation Report, dated April 20,1994.

|

12. NUREG-1432 3.4.11 was developed assuming the pressurizer PORVs are air operated valves.
Thus, it contains a surveillance to perform a complete cycle of each solenoid air control valve .
and check valve on the air accumulators in the PORV control systems. At Calvert Cliffs, the
pressurizer PORVs are electric solenoid operated valves; they are not air operated valves. Thus,
ITS 3.4.11 does not include the NUREG-1432 surveillance to perform a complete cycle of each
solenoid air control valve and check valve on the air accumulators in the PORV control systems.

CALVERT CLIFFS-UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-2 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
-

SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

Additionally, two plant specific surveillances h' ave been added to ITS 3.4.11. CTS SRs 4.4.3.1.a
and 4.4.3.1.b require the perfonnance of a Channel Functional Test and Channel Calibration for
each PORV. These requirements have been maintained, because they provide assurance that the
PORVs' actuation channels will perfonn their intended function, and the PORVs will open at the

!

appropriate setroint.
|
|

13. The Note in NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.1.4, which allows the measured RCS total flow rate to not be
performed until 24 hours afler 2 90% Rated Thermal Power, is being deleted. Calvert Cliffs uses
a pump differential pressure method that can be performed accurately in Mode 3. His change is
consistent with Calvert Cliffs' current operating practices.

14. The requirements of NUREG-1432 Specification 3.4.12, Low Temperature Overpressurc
Protection (LTOP) System, are modified to reflect the Calvert Cliffs specific LTOP analysia
requirements as reflected in the CTS 3.4.9.3.

The requirements of CTS 3.4.9.3.d and 3.4.9.3.c are reflected in the ITS LCO 3.4.12.a.1; a
maximum of one 11 PSI pump only capable of manually injecting into tle RCS, with the CTS
details of how to accomplish these requirements moved to the associated ITS Bases. The
requirements of CTS 3.4.9.3.d are reflected in ITS LCO 3.4.12.a.2; when HPSI suction is aligned
to the Refueling Water Tank, the HPSI pump shall be in manual control and either llPSI flow is
limited to s 210 gpm or an RCS vent of 2 2.6 square inches established. The requirements of
CTS 3.4.9.3.c and the associated # note are reflected in ITS LCO 3.4.12.b and Note; ilPSI loop
motor operated vahes (MOVs) only capable of manually aligning HPSI flow to the RCS and
HPSI loop MOVs may be capable of automatically aligning HPSI flow to the RCS for the
purposes of testing, with details of how to accomplish the requirements moved to the ITS Bases.
The requirements of CTS 3.4.9.3.a.1, a.2, and a.3 and the * note are reflected in ITS
LCO 3.4.12.c.1, c.2, and c.3; which provide requirements for PORVs (and lift settings), block
valves, vents, and PORV lift settings when on shutdown cooling. The corresponding CTS
requirements were provided in Amendment 145 (Unit 1) and Amendment 131 (Unit 2) except for -
the LTOP enable temperature and PORV lift settings which were revised to their current values

in Amendment 188 (Unit 1) and Amendment 178 (Unit 2).

The requirements in NUREG-1432 Specification 3.4.12 regarding Safety Injection Tanks (SIT)
. are not included in ITS 3.4.12 since an inadvertent or spurious opening of the SIT outlet motor
operated valves at Calvert Cliffs has no effect on the limiting LTOP analysis. The Calvert Cliffs
SIT pressure is less than 400 psia; the Calvert Cliffs LTOP allowed pressure is over 400' psia.
Therefore, the SITS will not cause a mass addition when the RCS is at or near the LTOP
allowable pressure, in addition, the limiting mass addition transient (inadvertent HPSI pump _
start) is initiated at over 400 nsia in the analysis. Therefore, even a simultaneous opening of the
SlT motor operated valve knd start of the HPSI pump will not affect the analysis. Not including
these requirements in the Calvert Cliffs ITS is consistent with the current licensing basis i

reflected in CTS 3.4.9.3.
.

The requirements in NUREG-1432 Specification 3.4.12 regarding charging pumps are not
included in the Calvert Cliffs ITS. Not including these requirements in the Calvert Cliffs ITS is
consistent with the current licensing basis reflected in CTS 3.4.9.3. The amendment requests

)
(submitted in letters dated May 14, 1990 for Unit I and October 22,1990 for Unit 2) that
supported the issuance of CTS 3.4.9.3 requirements in their current form identified charging

CALVERT CLIFFS-UNITS I & 2 3.4 2 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

pump requirements as being administratively controlled. This was accepted in the issuance of
the amendments (145 for Unit I and 131 for Unit 2) for CTS 3.4.9.3, which did not include
charging pump requirements.

The Applicability requirements of CTS 3.4.9.3, which excludes the condition with the RCS
vented to 2 8 square inches, are reflected in the Note to the Applicab.lity of ITS 3.4.12. This
exclusion was provided in Amendment 145 (Unit 1) and Amendment 131 (Unit 2).

ACTION A of NUREG 1432 Speci0 cation 3.4.12 is modified to reflect the Calvert Cliffs
specific LTOP analyser which are reflected in the CTS. Specifically, the LTOP analysis requir-
all llPSI pumps to be incapable of automatic injection into the RCS and only allows one pump to
be capable of manual injection into the RCS. NUREG-1432 ACTIONS B, C and D of
Specification 3.4.12 are not included in ITS 3.4.12 since charging pump and SlT requirements
are not included in ITS 3.12. NUREG 1432 ACTIONS E and F of Specification 3.4.12 are
revised in ITS 3.4.12 ACflONS D and E to reflect the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis
which allows various combinations of PORVs and vents to be used to provide overpressure
protection, in addition, the completion time for restoration of the required PORV in MODE 3
with all cold leg temperatures < 365'F (Unit 1), < 301*F (Unit 2), or MODE 4 is revised to
reflect the current licensing basis reDected in CTS 3.4.9.3 Action a (5 days). If the required
PORVs are not restored within the required completion time, CTS 3.4.9.3 Actions a and b
require the RCS to be depressurized and s.n RCS vent 21.3 square inches established within 48
hours. This requirement is reflected in ITS 3.4.12 ACTION F. NUREG-1432 ACTION G of
Specification 3.4.12 is revised in ITS 3.4.12 ACTION G to the reflect the Calvert Cliffs current
licensing bas.!s. CTS 3.4.9.3 Action c requires, with both PORVs inoperable, the RCS to be
depressurized and an RCS vent 2 2.6 square inches established within 48 hours. ITS 3.4.12
ACTION G will require, when all required PORVs are inoperable, the RCS to be depressurized
and an RCS vent 2 2.6 square inches established within 48 hours. The remaining c anditions
addressed in NUREG-1432 ACTION G of Specification 3.4.12 are not included consistent with
Calvert Cliffs LTOP requirements in CTS 3.4.9.3, The corresponding CTS requirements were
provided in Amendment 145 (Unit 1) and Amendment 131 (Unit 2) except for the LTOP enable
temperature which was revised to the current value in Amendment 188 (Unit 1) and
Amendment 178 (Unit 2).

NUREG-1432 Surveillance Requirements for Specification 3.4.12 are revised to be consistent
with changs made to NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.12 described above. These changes reacct the
Surveillance Requirements provided in CTS 4.4.9.3.1,4.4.9.3.2, and 4.4.9.3.3 and the * footnote,
with details of how to accomplish the surveillances moved to the ITS Bases. The corresponding
CTS requirements were provided in Amendment 145 (Unit 1) and Amendment 131 (Unit 2)
except for tb Frequency of CTS 4.4.9.3.1 (ITS - SR 3.4.12.6) which was revised in
Amendment 108 (Unit 1) and Amendment 186 (Unit 2).

NUREG-1432 Specification 3.4.12 is revised to include ITS Figure 3.4.121 and associated
references to the Figu e, which includes LTOP PORV setpoints. This change is consistent with
the Calvert Clifts curn.nt licensing basis reflected in CTS 3.4.9.3. This change was issued in
Amendments 185 (Unit 1) and 178 (Unit 2).

Amendments 146 (Unit 1) and 165 (Unit 2) are not used for thisjustification.

CALVERT CLIFFS-UNITS I & 2 3.4-4 Revision 5
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. DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
l- SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

15. Specification 3.4.12 (LTOP System) Applicability was chas.ged from Mode 4 when any RCS
cold leg temperature is s 285'F, Mode 5, and Mode 6 when the reactor vessel head is on, to
Mode 3 with any RCS cold leg temperature is s 365'F (s 301*F for Unit 2) and Modes 4,5,

<

and 6. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs requirement to have the Pressurizer

Safety Valves and POKVs Operable in Modes 1 and 2, and Mode 3 with any RCS cold leg |
.

temperatures > 365'F (> 301*F for Unit 2). The addition of the Note which exempts the LCO
when the RCS is vented to 2 8 square inches allows the equipment for the LCO to not be
applicable when the reactor vessel head is off, Also, changes were made to the Actions
consistent with the changes made to the Applicability.

16. NUREG 1432 Specification 3.4.14 provides requirements for RCS pressure isolation valves.
- The Calvert ClitTs' ITS do not contain the requirements of this Specification, except for the SR
which tests the interlock that prevents the shutdown cooling system suction isolation valves from
opening at a specific pressure. His SR is currently addressed as CTS SR 4.5.2.c.1, and it has
been retained as ifs SR 3.5.2.9. Calvert Cliffs Unit Nos. I and 2 were licensed prict to 1979.

p
Neither unit has any specific requirements to individually leak test any pressure isolation valve.
Additionally, Calvert Cliffs was not identified by the NRC Event V order, dated April 20,1981,
as an older plant that was required to add a requirement for leak testing pressure isolation valves.
As described in the Calvert Cliffs' response to Generic Letter 87 06, " Periodic Verification of
Leak Tight integrity of Pressure Isolation Valves," dated July 7,1987, the pressure isolation
valves are either: a) periodically tested in accordance with the requirements cf ASME
Section XI; b) periodically tested in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J; or c) the
pressure upstream of the valves (i.e., SI 217,227,237, and 247) is continuously monitored by

-remote indication in the control room. These activities ensure % valves are meeting their
pressure isolation function. Therefore, Calvert Clifts does not need to add additional
requirements to the ITS to ensure these valves are leak tested.

; 17. Specification 3.4.15 (RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation) SR 3.4.15.2 Frequency is being
changed from 92 to 31 days. This change is consistent with the current Calved Cliffs
Surveillance Frequency for the containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor Channeli

Functional Test.

18. Specification 3.4.16 (RCS Specific Activity) Required Action A.2 Completion Time to restore
the Dose Equivalent 1 131 to within limits is being increased from 48 hours to 100 hours. This
change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

19. - A new Specification [ Specification 3.4.17, "Special Test Exception (STE) RCS Loops - M ades 4
and 5"] was added to Section 3.4. This new Specification is a Special Test Exception which
allows LCOs 3.4.6, 3.4.7, and ' 3.4.8 to be suspended while performing special terts or-
maintenance (i.e., local leak rate testing on containment penetration 41, maintenance on salves
located in the common shutdown cooling line, or maintenance on the shutdown cooling flow

{control valve). This Specification is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.
|

't his change also resulted in changing the title of Specification 3.4.16 to include Mode 2. '

- 20. Not used.
|

21. NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.9.3 requires the verification that the pressurizer heaters are capable of
being powered by an emergency power supply. This surveillance does not exist in CTS 3/4,4.4.

.
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DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

Improved Technical Specification 3.4.9 will not contain a surveillance to verify that the
pressuriier heaters are capable of being powered by an emergency power supply. This is
appropriate, because the pressurizer heaters are permanently pawcred by Class IE power
supplies. Class lE power sources are backed up by the emergency diesel generators. .The

= transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency power supply for these buses occurs on
an under voltage condition. The transfer from the nonnal power supply to the emergency diesel
generators is currently ensured by testing in accordance with CTS SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.3; this SR has
been maintained in ITS 3.8.1. Additionally, the speci0 cations for othe systems that are supplied
by a Class lE power source (e.g., the safety injection systems) do not contain SRs to vcnfy the
systems are capable of being supplied by emergency powrr. Tnus, the elimination of SR 3.4.9.3
from the ITS is consistent with other specl0 cations. Furthermore, the elimination of this SR is

consister.t with the Bases of NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.9.3 which states: "This SR [SR 3.4.9.3) is not
applicable if the heaters are permanently powered by 1E power supplies."

22. Reference to "specined in the COLR" in SR 3.4,1.4 was deleted because the limit in the LCO it
the limit tested for in the SR. Therefore, placing the value it. ue Core Operating Limits Report
is not necessary. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

| 23. The containment sump monitor in Specification 3.4.15 was changed to containment sump level
; alarm. Calvert Cliffs has a containment sump level alann system. This change is consistent with

| the current Calvert Clitis licensing basis.
.

24. Not used.
|

( 25. Not used.
|

|

} 26. NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.9.b requires the pressurizer to be Operable with two groups of
pressurizer heaters Operable with the capacity of each group > [150 kW) [and capable of being
powered from an emergency power supply]. Current Technical Speci0 cation LCO 3.4.4 requires
the Pressurizer to be Operable with a steam bubble and with at least 150 kW of pressurizer heater
capacity capable of being supplied by emergency power. Impioved Technical Speci0 cation
LCO 3,4.9 will not contain a requirement to ensure that the presmrizer heaters are capable of
being supplied by emergency power. This is appropriate, because the pressurizer heaters are
pern;anently powered by Class IE power supplies. Class 1E power sources are backed up by the
emergency diesel generators. The transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency
power supply for these buses occurs on an under voltage condition. The transfer from the
normal power supply to the emergency diesel generators is currently ensured by testing in
accordance with CTS SR 4.8.1.1.2.d 3; this SR has been maintained in ITS 3.8.1. Additiorv'

the specifications for other systems that are supplied by a Class IE power source (e.g., the ;.aN
injection systems) do not contain requirements in the LCO3 to verify the systems are capable of
being supplied by emergency power. Thus, the elimination of the LCO requirement from the
ITS is consistent with other speci0 cations. Furthermore, the Bases of NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.9.3

(the NUREG SR which confirms the pressurizer heaters are capable of being supplied by an
emergency power) states that it is not applicable if the heaters are permanently powered by lE

i power supplies. This implies that the LCO requirement is also not applicable if the heaters are
permanently powered by Class I E pov'er supplies,

iCALVERT CLIFFS - UNITS I & 2 3.4-6 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

27. NUREG 1432 SR 3,4.9.2 requires the veri 0 cation of the pressurizer heater capacity once per
92 days. Calvert Cliffs ITS will require veri 0 cation of the presserizer heater capacity once per |
24 months. Calvert Cliffs Current Technical Specification does not contain this SR, thus this is a
new SR for Calvert Cliffs. Ilowever, the test the SR will require is currently being performed
every refueling interval (i.e., every 24 months). An historical review of maintenance history has
determined that no failures of the test have occurred in the past 5 years. Therefore, the Calvert
Cliffs ITS will continue to reluire the test every 24 months consistent with current practice, in
addition, the 24 month interval is consistent with NUREG 1432, Generic Change TSTF 93. i

28. The Mode of Applicability for NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.2 is Mode 1 with T.,,in one or more RCS
loops < [535'F] and Mode 2 with T,,, in one or more RCS loops < [535'Fj and K,g h 1.0.
NUREG SR 3.4.2.1 requires verifying RCS T. ,in each loop to be 2 (520"F] every 30 minutes
thereafler. NURSO 1432 SR 3.0.4 requires surveillances to be rnet prior to entering the Mode of
Applicability for an LCO. The requirements regarding RCS minimum temperutb 'or criticality
should be applicable whenever the reactor is critical a,d not just below a certain temperature.
The following changes were made to NUREG-1432 Specification 3.4.2: a) the f.pplicability of
ITS 3 A.2 was revised to t e Mode 1 and Mode 2 with K,g h 1.0; b) an additional frequency was
added to ITS SR 3.4.2.1 to require the verification of T.,, prior to reaching criticality; and c) the
current frequency was mcdified by a note which addresses the temperature requirements
provided in the Applicability of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.2; thus, aller achieving criticality, the

| SR will only be required to be performed when RCS T.,, is less than 525*F. The revised
| Applicability of ITS LCO 3.4.2 is the same as the Applicability of CTS LCO 3.1.1.5. Itis
i broader than the Applicability provided in NUREG 1432 LCC 3.4.2. With the revised ?

Applicability, ITS 3.4.2 will require each RCS loop average temperature to be 2 515'F in Modes
1 and 2 with Kend 1.0. The revised frequency ofITS SR 3.4.2.1 requires verification of RCS
T,y, to be performed: c) once within 30 minutes prior to reaching criticality; and b) at once per
30 minutes thereafter whenever RCS T.y,is ! css than 525'F. These frequencies are consistent
with the intent of NUREG-1432 SR 3.4.2.1 and CTS 4.1.1.5.a and 4,1,1.5.b.

29 NUREG-1432 ER 3.4.1.4 requires the RCS total flow rate to be verified within limits by
pruimon heat balance. Calvert Cliffs ITS will require the RCS total How rate to be determined
by measuremeat. The Calvert Cliffs ITS will not specify the method by which to verify the RCS
total flow rate Calvert Cliffs does not use the precision heat balance method of verifying RCS
tota? How rate Calvert Cliffs cunent Technical Specification requires the measurement of the
total Dow rate. Thus, this deviation from NUREG-1432 is also consistent with the Calvert ChUs
current licensing basis.

30. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.1.3, which verities RCS total Dow rate, contains a Note
which states," Required to be met in MODE 1 with all RCPs running." TSTF-62 revised the
Note to read 'Only required to be met in MODE 1" with the justification that all RCPs are
required to be running in MODE 1. However, the Applicability of LCO 3.4.1 is Mode 1.
Therefore, a Note which states, "Only required to be met in MODE 1" is superfiuous. The
NOTE has been deleted.

TSTF-62 was approved by the NRC on September 18, 1996. A new generic change will be
proposed to delete the Note frorr. NUREG-1432.
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31. The Actions for NUREG 1432 LCO 3A.] were modified to reflect the Action requirements of J

- CTS 3.1.5 for RCS cold leg temperature not being within limits. The Action for CTS 3.1.$
requires the restoration of RCS cold leg temperature to within limits, or Thermal Power be
reduced to less than 5% of Rated Thermal Power (i.e., Mode 2). The Action for CTS 3.1.5 is the

same regardless of which parameter (i.e., pressurlier pressure, RCS flow rate, or RCS cold leg
temperature) is out of limits. Thus, Action A of ITS 3.4.1 provides tha requirements for '

- restoration of the parameter, and Action D ofITS 3.4.1 provides the requirements for exiting the
mode of applicability in the event the parameter cannot be restored to within limits within
two hours.

32, in NUREG 1432 LCOs 3.4.La and 3.4.1.b, the limits for pressurizer pressere and RCS cold leg
temperature are expressed in ranges. In ITS LCO 3.4.1.a, only a minimum limit is established
for pressurizer pressure. This limit is consistent with the initial assumption regarding pressuriter
pressure in the Calvert Cliffs accident analysis. This limit was approved by the NRC in License ,
Amendment No. 88 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-53 for Unit No.1, and License |
Ammdment No. 61 to Facility Operating License No. DPR 69 for Unit No. 2. In ITS LCO '
3A.I.b, only a maximum limit is established for RCS cold leg temperature. This limit is
consistent with the initial assumptions regarding RCS cold leg temperature in the Calvert Cliffs,

! accident ar.alysis. This limit was approved by the NRC in License Amendment No. 39 to
Facility Operating License Ne DPR 53 for Unit No.1, and License Amendment No. 9 to
Facility Operating License No. DPR 69 for Unit No. 2. Thus, these deviations are consistent
with the current licensing bois for Calvert Cliffs,

p 33.- NUREG 1432 SRs 3.4.6.3,3.4.7.3, and 3.4.8.2 require the verification of the correct breaker
i

alignment and indicated power available to the required pump that is not in operation.
f NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.6.3 applies to the RCS and SDC pumps, while NUREG-1432 SRs 3.4.7.3

and 3,4.8.2 only apply to the SDC pumps. Current Technical Specification SR 4.4.1.3.1 requires
the verification of the correct breaker alignments and indicated power evailability for the '

required shutdown cooling pumps and valves that are not in operation. NUREG 1432
SRs 3.4.6.3, 3.4.7.3, and 3.4.8.2 have been modified to reflect the additional requirement to
verify the correct breaker alignments and indicated power availability for the required shutdown
cooling valus, which in consistent with the Calven Cliffs current licensing basis. These SRs
were modified by replacing the word " pump" with the words " loop componer,ts." The
components required to be checked by the SRs will be denoted in the Bases. For the RCS loop,
the required component is th- RCS pump For the SDC loop, the required components are the
pump and the valves.

34. NUREG-1432 SR 3 A,11.4 rcquires the verification that the PORVs and block valves are capable
of being powered by an emergency power supply. This surveillance does not exist in
CTS 3/4.4.3. Improved Technical Specification 3.4.11 will not contain a surveillance to verify
that the PORVs and block valves are capable of being powered by an emergency power supply.
This is appropriate, because the PORVs and block valves are permanently powered by Class IE
power supplier. Class lE power sources are backed-up by the emergency diesel generators. The
transfer from the normal power supply to the emergency power supply for these buses occurs on

. an under voltage condition. The transfer from the normal power supply to the e.nergency diesel
generators is currently ensured by testing in accordance with CTS SR 4.8.1.1.2.d.3: this SR has
been maintained in ITS 3.8.1. Additionally, the specifications for other systems that are supplied
by a Class 1E pov. ,,ource (e.g., the safety injection systems) do not cor.tain SRs to verify the
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sysic.ns are capable of being supplied by emergency power. Thus, the climination of
NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.11.4 from the ITS is consistent with other specifications. Furthermore, the

elimination of this SR is consistent with the Bases of NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.11.4 which states:
"This Surseillance [SR 3.4.11.4) is not required for plants with permanent IE power supplies to
the valves.",

i 35. In the event two PORVs are inoperable and not capable of being manually cycled, Action E of
l NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 requires the closure of and removal of power from the associated
i block valves within one hour, and it requires the plant to be placed in Mode 3 within six hours
'

and Mode 4 within 12 hours . Mode 4 is a Mode for which the NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 does
not apply. Action c of CTS 3.4.3 provides actions to take when two PORVs are inoperable due
to causes other than excessive PORV seat leakage. It requires: a) closure of the associated block
valves; b) removal of power from the associated block valves; and c) restoration of one PORV to
an operable status within the following 72 hours. If any of these actions are not met, the CTS

| requires the plant to be placed in a Mode and condition for which the LCO does not apply.
I

o

Actions D, E, F, and G for NUREG 14321.CO 3.4.11 have been modified in ITS 3.4.11 to
incorporate the current licensing basis provided in Action c of CTS 3.4.3. -The proposed

'
.

deviations include: a) adding an action to Action E of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.11 (i.e., Action D
ofITS 3.4.11) that would pennit restoration of one PORV to an Operable status in the event two
PORVs are inoperable and are not capable of being manually cycled; b) eliminating Actions E.3
and E.4 of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 from Action D ofITS 3.4.11; c) eliminating Action D of
NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 from ITS 3.4.11; d) revising Action G of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.11
(i.e., Action F of ITS 3.4.11) to apply to all the previous actions; and e) labeling Actions E, F,
and G of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 as Actions D, E, and F oflTS 3.4.11.

Action E of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 provides the actions for two inoperable PORVs that are
not capable of being manually cycled. This Action is being revised to include a Required Action
that would provide 72 hours to restore one of the PORVs to an Operable status, This new action
provides a series of actions which lead to exiting the action. Thus, the shutdown requirements
provided in Required Actions E.3 and E.4 of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 have been climinated
from ITS 3.4.11.

In the event the Required Actions and the associated Completion Times of the revised Action E
are not met, an action is needed that requires the plant to be placed in a Mode and condition for
which the LCO does not apply. This type of action is consistent with the philosophy of
NtJREG-1432. Also, Action c of CTS 3.4.3 contains an action which requires the plant to be
placed in a Mode and condition for which the LCO is not applicable in the event one of its
required actions are not met within the specified completion time. Actions A, B, C and E of
NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 also require this type of Action. Actions D and G of NUREG 1432
LCO 3.4.11 contain actions to place the plant in a Mode and Condition for which the LCO does

;

not apply. Action D of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.11 addresses the event where a Required Action
and associated Completion Time of Condition A, B, or C was not met, while Action G of

<

-NUREG -1432 LCO 3.4.11 addresses the event where a Required Action and associated
Completion Time of Condition E is not met. In ITS 3.4.11, Action D of NUREG-1432 LCO
3.4.11 was consolidated into Action G of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.11, and Action G of NUREG-
1432 LCO 3.4.1I was also revised to address the event where a Required Action and associated
Completion Time of the revised Action E was not met. Due to the consolidation of Action D
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into Action G in ITS 3.4.11 Actions E. F, and G of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 were labeled as
Actions D, E, and F in the ITS,

-These proposed deviations from NUREG 1432 were necessary to incorporate the current
licensing basis provided in CTS 3.4.3, as approved by the NRC in License Amendments
Nos.188 and 165 (for Units 1 and 2, respectively) with a Safety Evaluation Report 6ted
April 20,1994. In License Amendment Nos.188 and 165, the NRC accepted the 72 Lour
al! owed outage time for restoring a PORV to an Operable status in the event both PORVs were
inoperable due to causes other than excessive seat leakage. This allowed outage time provides a
more realistic opportunity to inake repairs to the inoperable PORV. Thus, the plant would avoid
unnecessary shutdowns, and would avoid entering the region when the PORVs are required to be
operable for low temperature overpressure purposes, it is safer to attempt repairs of the PORVs
in Modes 1,2, and 3 with the temvrature above the LTOP enable temperature, because the
PORVs are not credited in the accident analyses in Modes 1,2, and 3 with temperatures above
the LTOP enable temperature. During operations in Modes 1,2, and 3 with the temperature
above the LTOP enable temperature, the pressurizer safety valves are the credited means for
overpressure protection in the accident analyses. Thus, the proposed addition of the 72-hour
allowed outage time to restore a PORV to an operable status to Action D ofITS 3.4.11 and the
deletion of the shutdown requirements (Actions E.1 and E.2 of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11) from

L Action D ofITS 3.4.11 are acceptable.

'

To support this change, Actions D and G of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.11 had to be revised in
ITS 3.4.11. These requirements ensure that the plant is placed in a Mode and condition for which
the LCO does not apply in the event a Required Action and associated Completion Time are not
met. Action D of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 was incorporated into Action F ofITS 3.4.11, and

( Action F of ITS 3.4.11 was revised to apply to Condition D of ITS 3.4.11. The proposed
deviations regardin;; Actions D and G of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.11 are considered to be
acceptable, because the ITS continue to require the plant be placed in a Mode and Condition for
which the LCO does not apply in the event a Required Action and its associated Completion
Time are not met.

,

36. Note 1 of the Actions for ITS 3.4.11 was revised to permit separate condition entry for the PORV
block valves. This Note has been modified to also permit separate condition entry for each
PORV block valve. In the ITS, once a Condition has been entered, the subsequent discovery of
another inoperable component expressed in the Condition does not result in separate entry into
the Condition, unless specilically stated, The Required Actions would continue to apply to each
additional failure, with Completion Times based on initial entry into the Condition, in the case
of an inoperable block valve, the initial action for ITS 3.4.11 Action C is required to be
completed within one hour. If during this time, the second block valve becomes inoperable,
ITS 3 4.11 Action C would permit very little time (less than an hour) to take the initial action for
the secud inoperable block valve, in the event separate condition entry was not explicitly stated.
Also, this time would be more limiting than the initial Completion Time permitted by ITS
Action E (i.e., one hour) which addresses the condition when both block valves are discovered to

be inoperable. Thus, Note 1 ofITS 3.4.11 was revised to permit separate condition entry for the
PORV block valves.
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37. TSTF 153 revised the Notes for the RCS loops, which provide exceptions to the requirements for
required pumps to be in operation, in revising the Notes, TSTF-153 created the possibility for
misinterpretation. As a result of TSTF 153, the Notes were revised as follows:

Note to NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.5 -

"All reactor coolant pumps may not be in operation for s I hour per 8 hour period,
provided . . .".

Mig _Lof NUREG.1432 I CO 3.4.6

"All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) and SDC pump may not be in operation for s I hour per 8
hour period. provided. . . ".

&1e 1 of NUREG-1432 LCO 3.4.7

"The SDC pump of the train in operation may not be in operation s I hour per 8 hour period,
provided . . .".

Note 4 of NilllEG-1432 LCO 3.4.7

"All SDC trains may not be in operation during planned heatup to MODE 4 when at least one
RCS loop is in operation."

Note I of NUREG.1432 LCO 3.4.8
-

"All SDC pumps may not be in operation for s 15 minutes when switching from one train to
another provided . . .".

The justification for TSTF-153 describes that this change is necessary to eliminate ambiguity
that could lead to errors or improper enforcement. Ilowever, this change can now lead to a
misinterpretation of the allowance of the Notes. Specifically, the Notes can now be interpreted
as tcqtdring the required loop or train to not be in operation for the specified periods; i.e., it must
be taken out of operation. The intent of the Notes (as described in the associated Bases) is to
allow (but not require) the required loop to not be in operation for the specified periods.
Therefore, for consistency with the original intent and to avoid improper enforcement, the Notes
have been revised by- replacing the phrase "not be in operation" with the phrase "be not in
operation." These revisions make the Notes consistent with the ACTIONS, which use the phrase
"not in operation" to describe when the loop is not operating.

. A generic change has been proposed with this correction to TSTF-153,

38. NUREG 1432 SR 3.4.13.1 provides the requirements for verifying RCS operational leakage is
within limits. It contains the following note in the surveillance column: "Not required to be

_ performed in Mode 3 or 4 until 12 hours of steady state operation." This Note was deleted from
ITS SR 3.4.13.1 in order to maintain consistency with the current licensing basis, Current
Technical Specification SR 4.4.6.2.c requires RCS leakage to be determined at least once per 72

- hours during steady state operation . . ." This proposed deviation will require the initial
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performance of tne surveillance to be performed 72 hours prior to achieving steady state.
operation in order to comply with ITS SR 3.0.4, This is more restrictive than NUREG 1432,
which permits the initial SR to be performed 12 hours after establishment of steady state
operation in Mode 3 or 4. This additional restriction is consistent with the current licensing
bases, it is acceptable, because it only affects the initial performance of the SR. Subsequent
performances of the surveillance will be required to be performed at the same frequency (i.e.,72
hours during steady state operation).

39, Calvert Cliffs ITS LCO 3.0.4 !s not applicable during shutdowns and during MODES S and 6.
Therefore, entry into LTOP conditions would be allowed without LTOP requirements being met,
llowever, it is inappropriate to entry conditions most susceptible to an LTOP event when the
necessary overpressure protection is not available. Therefore, the ACTIONS of NUREG 1432
Specification 3.4.12. " Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System," (ITS 3.4.12)
are modified by a Note which states that while the requirements of the LCO are not met, entry
into a MODE or other specified condition is the Applicability is not permitted.

!

F

.
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB imits
B 3.4.1

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

RCS Pressure. Temperature, and FlowkDeparture from Nucleate Botling
' '

B 3.4.1
(DNB)y81,ia1ts

- - _ _ . _ __

ansa ct.c4A L .* UM Pal.c 3 %1eM --P io df 5D.3(o(Q2Yg) <gBASES- se W 8
-

.

BACKGROUND These Bases address requirements for maintaining RCS
pressure, temperature, and flow rate within limits assumed
in the safety analyses. The safety analyses (Ref.1) of
nonnal operating conditions and anticipated operatiMal *

occurrences assume initial conditions within the nursal
steady state envelope. The limits placed on DNS related
parameters ensure that these partetters will not be less,

n
conservative than were assumed in the analyses and thereby
provide assurance that the minimum departure from nucleate
bolling ratio (DNBR) will meet the required criter for
each of the transient; analyzed. 4
The LCO limit [for minimue r f 4
measured at the pressurizer M on =sistentRCS pr sure/ asth operation
within the nominal operating envelope and bounded by
th :: ::d a the i i pressurgt in the analyses.

TheLCOlimit/ ___ fr ed maxhua RCS cold leg
| temperaturet nsistent with operation at tt:e indicated

power level and bounded b
temperaturep in the analyses.y '' _::d :: the initial

I The LCO limit $for minimum NP RCS flow rat @ hi bounded by t..::: e:-d u the initial flow rate / in the d

analyses. The RCS flow rate is not expected to vary during
plant operation with all pumps running.

[- APPLICABLE The requirements of LC0 3.4.1 represent the initial
SAFETY ANALYSES conditions for DNB limited transients analyzed in the safety

analyses (Ref.1). The saiety analyses have shown that
transients initiated from the limits of this LCO will meet
the D TMs '? n- ::ah. iinitt ||n .NBR c,riter, ton ;f i 3 3).Changestochefac1Iitythatun c nur . . - - " - -

could impact these parameters must be assessed for their
impact on the DNBR criterton. The transients analyzed for
include loss of cooltnt flow events and dropped or struck
control element assembly (CEA) events. A key assumption for
the analysis of these events is that tlie core power-

(continued)
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RCS Pressure, Teeperature, and Flow DNS Limits
B 3.4.1

BASES 4

.

APPLICABILITY:
counterproductive. Also since they represent transients(continued);
initiated from power leve,ls < 1005 RTh an increased DNBR
margin exists to offset the temporary pressure variations,

Another set of limits on DNS related parameters is provided
i

--in Safety Limit ($L) 2.1 1 ' Rear. tor Core Safety L'imits."
. These limits are less res. ,ictive than the limits of thistr

LCO, but violation of SLs merits a stricter, m)re severe -Required Action.
Should a violation of this LC0 occur, the

operator should check whether or not an SL may have beenexceeded.

.

ACTIONS L1
cmd

essuriserhressure entrn11able and measurable&('fenp remeter A tth arameter not within
eactiogstdetakento,restorethe-,arameter. , 11stts,

,
, n u... w . . . . u _ . . _ _ _ . , _ _ . _ _'

gf nas snows une parameter can ce restorea in this = J A*"a3 . a.m
| YCS flow rate is not a controllable parameter and 's noo!

4xpected to varv durina steady state anarattans . '' ^"" -i _,_ .. _. m ._ u. .-- -- -- -
. .- m

|-
Z 1. _ _2 ;; ___., .1 E 7' ' ; '' ' P s ' ' - ' " rzz' - ~ ~ ' ~

i

_ x;; :a m-" rf
-

z _'f r -"' i' r;"C..: z r-'-"''-'yrr L?*; ""J:E!!_'!Pn! "a
- .-

. ' - '
~ ' - ' - ' ' ' - - ' '

,

The 2 hour Completion Time for restoration of the parameters
provides sufficient time to adjust plant parameters, to

,

I

determine the cause of the off normal condition, and to
restore the readings within Itatts.
based on plant operating experience The Completion Tine is J

g J

L1

If Required Action A.1 is not met within the associated
Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in
which the LCD does not apply. To achieve this status, the
plant must be brought to at least MODE 2 within 6 hours,
MODE 2, the reduced power condition eliminates the potential-in
for violation of the accident analysis bounds.

.

(continued)
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-RCS Pressure. Temperature, and F1 DN8 mits
8 3.4.1

Basts -
*-

'

|
-FACTIONS- Ad:-(continued)-

Six hours is a reasonable time that permits the plant power.
to be reduced at an orderly rate in conjunction with even
control of steam generator (SG) heat removal. '

- Ed h . -

P ld leg t rature is a entre 11able and' asurablep ter. this parame is not within LC0 lietts.
e

.
act must be kon to rest the parameter, .

.

s-

N 'The t . ur Complet Time is ba on plant opera 'ng. N perte that show that the par ter can be rest ed int time riod.

DJ

'If Requir Acti C.1 is net within the sociatedC letion RMAL POWER be reduced f05)RTP. Iant peration may . tinue for an ndefinite
-

- pe od of time th condition. A he reduced rleve the pot 6nt 1f violation of DNB limits. great reduced.

The 4 hou ampletion me a reasonable that persr reduct at an o rly ate in conjunc on with even( trol'of SG t removal
,

.

^
,-

SURVEILLANCE SR= 3.4.1.1
'

REQUIREMENTS-

Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of
t hours to restore parameters that are not within limits _
the 12 hour Surve111anc.e Frequency for pressuriger pressu.
is sufficient.to ensure that the pressure can be restored to-

re

a normal operation, steady state condition following load
changes ~and other expected transient operations.< The-
It hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess for potential degradation and.
verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions.

__

(continued)
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RCh Pressure, Temperature, and flow DNB Limits.

8 3.4.1

BASES
/

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.2
REQJIREMENTS

(continued) Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of
2 hours to restore parameters that are not within limits,
the 12 hour Surveillance frequency for cold leg temperature
is sufficient to ensure that the RCS coolant tempsrature can
be restored to a normal operation, steady state condition
following load changes and other expected transient

.' operations'. The 12 hour interval has been shown t,y
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess f r
potential degradation and to verify operation is within
safety analysis assumptions. .

.

SR 3.4.1.3

The It hout Surveillance Frequency for RCS total flow rate
is performed using the installed flow instrumentt, tion. The
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating expertence to
be sufficient to assess for potential degradation and to -

verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions.,

/Ihis SR i modified by a Ncet that only requires forsance
mens ment of RCS flow te at normal npera gconditions) @ \ hof this R in MODE 1. The ote is necessary t low,

4t wer with all RCPs unning g --
"

is kored
SR 3.4.1.4

Measureme, t of RCS total flow rateQibrfmmne hprec p on ca' m== = naimerts'once 'every months. @ 'a'

Inis allows Ghe installed RCS flow instrumentat to be
calibrated and verifies that the actual RCS flow rate is a LL\
within the bounds of analyses. gg

L
The Frequency of J months reflects the importance of'

verifying flow after a refueling outage where the core has
been altered, which may have caused an alteration of flow
resistance,

iCR 1 modified by a Note that sliics se n is n1
require to be performed

necessary to allow [2 hours after it (90'|5 TP. The INote i asurement of the fI rate at L
norm, operating conditi s at power in MODE 1/ The g

(continued)
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RC$ Nt'dmus Temperature for Critica11ty
B 3.4.2

8 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)

8 3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperatt.re for Criticality

Salts

8ACKG400le Establishing the value for the minimum temperatuit for
reactor criticality is based upon considerations fort

a. Onoration within the entsting instrumentation ranges
and accuracles:

b. Operation within the bounds of the existing accident ~

analyses: and

c. Operation utth the' reactor vessel above its minimum
nti d ' sity reference temperature when the reactor a s 9 .f'*l' h jis c':' al. 4 p p,,,

The reac'. * coolant moderster temperature coeff tetent used ret * JMin ccre operstin H r" v=-

ine nesETo&g and accident analysis is j9" ;;; defin9dfor thj no >erating tkaperature range, U" T, .a d c) r Protaction System receives inpuis from the G~

- narrow range hotolog temperature detectors, which have a
ranan of...; T .. ;.e 7. The RCS S: r n temp

for making the reactor critical is 8p *F @6Noe7p)alTlicontro11r J using inputs of the s:ame;ran e.eraturegig *r 4t, 6667 1 (T
$a d 405'M Safety anToperating analyses for lower tempirature have no

.

t,tg q, p y dy been made.
__

APPLICABLE There are no accident analyses that dictate the minimum
'

$AFETY ANALYSIS temperature for criticality, but all low power safniv h
analyses qinitial_tooperstyres near the $44FF limitQ (Ref.g). (cI(eschoJQ g
The RCS minimum temperature for criticality satisfies
Criterton 2 of the NRC Policy Statement. .

LCO The purpose of the LC0 is to orevent criticalhy outside the
normal operating regineusM25-ta43Md /
operation in an unentlyzed condition. K and to preventc*

(continued)
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RC3 Minteum Temperature for Criticality
B J.4.2

BA$t$

LC0 (The LC0 enly appitcable low(continued) reason e distance to iteit o[530 'F anrovides D
f *

1his allows @ade e time to tre is approach and
.

t

Lac s prior to es ing the Itatt. ske corrective
.

APPLICAttllTY-
M00t5 I and 2 only and in accordance with this-The reactor has been designed and analyzed to be critical in
specificatten.

Therefore, this LLO is apCriticality is not permitted in any other 'm ,,MODE.

MODE 2 when K.u & l.0. F::5 ~ pitcable in MODE li and, ..e+
,, ,

-i e .: w /.^.. a ii;.,w r cr m cality temperature Italt qnito is required
,

hbelow a T of The'F ts maintaTIIed by[$3f),'. no 1 temperature of
t steam Dumpr. 1 in t . ,

_;

ACil0N$ Ad
.

if T
M00(,TnwhichtheLCOdoesnotapply.is below4440FF, the plant must be brought to ab!
status, the To achieve this
30 minutes. plant must be brought to MODE X within

Rapid reactor shutdt,wn can be readily and
practically achieved within a 30 minute period.
time reflects the abtitty to perform this acti The al'iowed Ag4

M4// d'o mf: r.6
_

maintain the plant within the analyzed range. on and to
M

-
_-

T

R ls s%sk%l n uit a 0 i be-VeN ed &
-

hk '' 'I'h /g*[N $M, $' h
+

b *

isrequhedto'be4i
ifted? 520 * P everf 31E 30 minute time pertud is frequ[ent)enovah so nrawantfiutes. I

inadvertent violation of the LCO/IETTo'the Surveillance islf reoutred whenever the reactor s critical and temperature is abelow 535]'F,:in practice t
surve111ance is most /11| appr riate during the pert when the reactor is htQr teal.

- )
-

REFERCNCES 1.h&AR,Section .

- & . g
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RCS P/1 Limits
8 3.4.3

BA$ts
*

LC0 c. The existences, stres
(continued) the vessel material. , and orientations of flaws in

'

.-

APPLICA81LITY
The RCS P/T limits Specification provides a definition of
acceptable operation for prevention of monductile failure in

the P/T limits were developed to provide guidance foraccordance with 10 CfR 60, Appendix G (Ref.f. mnougn4, 'I
operation during heatup or cooldown (MODC$ 3

with the conc,ern for penductile fatture.their Applicability is at all lime,sdn ke)eping
1g15LH testing 4 and 5 or

apply to the pressurtrer. The 11mits do not |

During MODES I and 2, other Tech.ilcal Specifications provide
limits for operation that can be more restrictive than or
can supplement these P/T limits. LCO 3.4.1 'RCS PressureTemperature
Limits' LCd 3.4.2and Flow Departure from Nucleale Bolling (DN0|

,
'

Criticagity' sand $afityLimitt.1,geraturefor'RC$ Minimus Ton I-

Safety Limits ' also
nrovide operations. restrictions for pressure and ,
{emperatureandm;ximumpressure.

Furthermore MODES 1 /
and I are above the temperature range of concer,n for
nonductile fatture, and stress analyses have been performed
for nonmal maneuvering profiles, such as power ascension ordescent.

The actions of this LC0 consider the premise that a
violation of the Italts occurred during normal plant
maneuvering. Severe violations caused by abnormal

also require additional actions from emergency operatingtransients, at times accompanied by equipment failures, mayprocedures.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.f

Operation outside the P/T limits must be corrected so that
the RCPB is returned to a condition that has been vertfledby stress analyses.

The 30 minute Completion Time reflects the urgency ofrestoring the
violations wt) parameters to within the analyzed range. Most

) not be severe and the activity can t,e
accomplished in this time in a, controlled manner.

(continued)
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RCS Loops-M00t 3
,.8,3.4.5

6 3.4 itEACTOR C00LAN1 $YSTEM (RCS)

8 3.4.5 RC$ Loops-MODE 3

Bast $ '

SACKGROUND The primary function of the reactor coolant in MODE 3 is
removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat via the

to the secondary plant fluid. Thesteamgenerators($4s){hereactorcoolantistoactatasecondary function of
' * carrier for soluble neutron poison, boric acid. n .{

'

In MODE 3 reactor coolant pumps
forcedcirculationheatremovaldu(RCPs)heatupandcooldown.are used to provide-(i.e.8CS!OOP

. ring
1he MODE 3 decay heat removal requirements are low enough

NS 118^j 4 Sp that a single RC$ loop with one RCP is suffletent to remove

V'"4 )}o, I eJ ~be OPERABLE to provide reduMant paths for decay heatHowever.MtwoPRCS loomare required to
core decay heat.

'

*

RL5 loop g8 removc.. Only one RCP needs to be OPERABLE to declare the
associattd RCS loop OPERABLE.

il *^ No 7 D Reactor coolant natural circulation is not normally used butgS is sufficient for core cooling. However natural
'W circulation does not provide turbulent flow conditions.

Therefore, boron reduction in natural circulation is
prohibited because mixing to obtain a homogeneous
concentration in all portions of the RCS cannot be ensured.

APPLICABLE TAnaly s have shown that e rod withdra event from /'SAFETY ANALYSES MOD 3 with one RCS 1 in operation bounded by thy fody drawal initiate rom MODE 2. <

failure to provide heat removal may result in challenges to
a fission product barrier. The RCS loops are part of the
primary success path that functions or actuates to prevent

,

or mitigate a Design Basis Accident or transient that either
assumes the failure of, or presents a challenge to, the
integrity of a fission product barrier.

RCS Loops-MODE 3 satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

(continued)
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RC$ Loops-NODES 3
8 3.4.5

'

BA$tS(continued)
ifd h

LC0

The$$$eforheatremoval,thus$rovidtose of this LC0 is to requirektwo[loops to beavat
N undancy. TheLCO requires thet two loops to be OPERA % with the intentof requiring both($Gs)*to be capable (> 956 water level) ledtransferring heat from the reactor coolant at a control of

be,nafa4 rate. forced reactor coolant flow is the required way to
transport heat, althou$nimum of one runninh natural circulation flow providesM,,CP M *^ adequate remova). Am A
LCO requirement for one loop in operation.g RCP meets the (D '

c,
.

* _, ,_

h Not permits a limited eriod of operation without RCPs. hAll RCPs mag - for s I hour per 4 hour seri
This means that natural circulation has been established.a d f 4 banWhen in natural circulation, a reduction in boron
concentration 18 prohibited because an even concentration ? p.aot C,

4 p4 w

distribution throughout the RC5 cannot be ensured. Core
outlet temperature is to be maintained at least 10'F below ' g,,p s
the saturation temperature so that no vapor bubble may form (myT
and possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction. -- "^

.

In M00t$ 3, 4, and 5, it is sometimes necessary to stop all
RCPs or shutdown cooling (500) pump forced circulation
(e.g., to change operation from one $0C train to the other,
to perform surveillance or startup testing to perform the
transition to and from SDC System cooling,,or to avoid
operation below the RCP minimum net positive suction head
limit . The time period is acceptable because natural I

J

circu)ation is adequate for heat removal,-ee. tne reactorl
coolant temperature can be maintained subcooled M L..... yms# @s t_-".''i nt t _ "-" M n act iv,t, ;...^.. .: L .... .. ,... W . W e W3(

-An OPERABLE sists of at least one EN1Pmt
mwena now w heat tran= arb and an 50 t unuBLE in

'
,

accordance w
th the steam Generator Tube Surveillance mProgram. An RCp is OPERABtt if it is capable of being v. c .-

powered and is able to provide forced flow if required. cred8&E ,

APPLICABIL11Y In MODE 3, the heat load is lower than at power therefore,
one Rt3 loop in operation is adequate for transp; ort and heat
removal. A second RCS loop is required to be OPERABLE but
not in operation for redundant heat removal capability.

Operation in other H0 DES is covered by:

4

(continued)
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h RCS Loops-MODE 3
0 3.4.5

BASES (continued)

$URV[llLANCE SR 3.4.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the
required nunber of RCS loops are in operetton. Vertftcation
includes flow rate, temperature, and pump status monitoring,
which help ensure that forced flow is providin heatremoval. The 12 hour interval has been shown y operating
practice to be sufficient to regularly assets degradation
and verify operation within safety analyses assumptions. In
addition, loop status. control room indication and alarms will normallyindicate

$R 3.4.5.2
> >

m

This SR requires vertftcation every 12 hour that the
secondary side water level in each $G is 6)L An
adequate SG water level is required in order to have a heat
sink for removal of the core decay heat from the reactor
coolant. The 12 hour interval has been shown by operating
practice to be sufficient to regularly assess degradation
and verify operation within the safety analyses assumptions.

SR 3.4.5.3

Vertftcation that the required number of RCPs are OPERABLE
ensures that the single failure criterton is met and that an
additional RCS loop can be placed in operation, if needed,'

to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper
breaker alignment and power availability to the required
RCPs. The Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in
view of other administrative controls available and has beenshown to be acceptable by operating experience.

.

REFERENCES None.

CEOG STS B 3.4-24
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RCS Loops-M00C 4
8 3.4.6

8 3.4 REACTOR COOL. ANT SY$1EN (RC$)

8 3.4.6 RCS Loops-M00C 4

8Ast$ *

BACKGA00ND In MODE 4 the primary function of the reactor coolant is
the removal of decay heat and transfor of this heat to the

steam generators ($lis)dary function of the r(eacter coolanter shutdown cooling 50C) heatk enchangers.Por gn,q g o,| J The secon
is to act as a carrier ter a.iubie neutron poison, serie {

.bwo . pdt t m L acid.
M p ,.n o.'nc N onf In MODE 4, either reactor coolant pum

can be used for coolant circulation. ps (RCPs) er SDC
o( SC.S |007 gig The intent of this LCO lee gJ is to orovide forced flow free at least one RCP n. one 50C

RC.'* IOof b 3 DC. bes% for cecay nest removal and transoort. The rg av
provided by one RCP hop or 50C 4 peen is acequate For host

f00f g g, or S DC.dIA. removal. The other intent of this LC0 is to require that
for drd o'g A two paths be available to provide redundancy for heat ,3 k
bo po i 5 0"^ g' removal.9-

a

q c.c.m Gs'na. Wen o f
APPLICABLE n MODE 4 RC$ circulation is considered in the

>

SAFETY ANALY$l$ deteminakion of the time available for mitigation of the
#TC.h loop W

%I{f(C4
accidental boron dilution event. Th C5 toepe and $0C
tea (asprovidethiscirculation. / W es Q

BOP Id 'A l o r 10'- )' RC$ Loops-MODE 4 have been identified in the NRC PolicyStatement as important contributors to risk reduction.
\ CUP N "h ' m7

, p , ,./ w-

LC0 The purpose of this LC0 is to require that at least two
loops et S M -! be OPERABLE in NODE 4 and oneof these loops ", RCS or 500,in operation.*ti

,

be The LCO allows| the two loops that are required to be OPERABLE to consist of'

any combination of RCS and 500 System loops. . Any one loop
es-4a44a in operation provides enough flow to remove the
decay heat frou the core with forced circulation. An

/bf b /4 additional loop e *-9 is required to be OPERABLE to
4 provide redundancy for heat removal. y* gyp., js 3,

,

. Note I pemits all RCPs and $0C pumps t?simma-anrwed)
! $_1. hour per 8 hour period. Jnispens inst nesr ty
| (Elrepation nas geen estsoiished/Dsing the 54/pe Note

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 4

5,3.4 6

BA$t$

LCD forced flow to the SOC heat exchanger RCPs and $0Cpumps are OPERABLE if they are capable (s)f being p9wered and(continued) .
o

are able te provide flow 1f required.

APPLICA8ILITY In MODE 4,'this LC0 app 1tes because it is possible to remove _
core decay heat and to preytde proper boron atxtng with
either the RC5 loops and SGs or the $0C System. ;

,

,ru. .

Operetton in other M00t$ is covered by:

LC0 3.4.4, 'RCS Loops-MODES I and t*t
LC0 3.4.5, 'RCS Loops-MODE 3't
LCO 3.4.7 'RCS Loops-MODE 5 Loops Filled't
LCO 3.4.3, 'RCS Loaps-MODE 5., Loops Not Filled't,

LC0 3.9.4, ' shutdown Cooling ($0C) and Coolant
Circulation-High Water level'

LC0 3.9.5, ' Shutdown Cocitng (SDC) and Coola(MODE 6) andnt
Circulation-Low Water Level' (M00C 6).

!
'

ACTIONS &J
~em

I e d m M 'i 1f only. one required RCS loopulsopcMa'lb ff 0PERA8LE and.
in operstlo k redundancy for heat removal is lost. Action~ lop, art, must oe initiated immediately to restore a second loop eei me 4eek to OPERABLE status. The immediate Completion lime
reflects the importance of maintaining the availability of ____ __<

two paths for decay heat removal. g n, ,ge , r

/o .r .t */cBd - toor _ 8Wgg__

If . one required 500 is OPE LE nd tu o erationred ncy for heat removal is lost. he ant aus bepinced in MODE 5 within the next 24 ours. Placing the
plant in MODE 5 is a conservative a ton tth rega_d tordecay heat removal. With only one DC OPEMBLE,
redundancy for decay heat removal : lost and, in the event
of a loss of the reestnino 50C tt would be safer to
initiate that loss from M60E $ ($ 200'F) rather than MODE 4( 00'F to4 300'F). The Completion Time of 24 hours is
r asonablo, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 5

m.AJ his
(continued)
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RCS LeeP8-%,{

9A$t$

$URV(ILLANCE 1R 1.4.5.1
REQUIREMENTS'

(continued) Verification that the roteutred is OPERABLE ensures that
6

an addittenal RCS 4eep or $0C can be placed inoperation
reacter co if needed to maintain decay heat removal andolant circulatten.
verifying proper breaker aligneont and power available toVerificatten is performed bythe required

The Frequency of 7 days is considered.

reasonable in
ow of other administrative controls-available and

expertence. as been shown to be acceptable by operating

| REFERENCCS None.

mmmfvyD| 4 )

Ioop Compcne.nh kh c.r4. tusb 3'-
og e.tco 'Ycm . E o r O.A kC.5 00/3,6

k/ 4 a. re q u t < C ctmpon e n la A

f Omf. for a.n G0C $0L9)
i

vs'r0 4omfo * ^ * O-nre

p m v a. & u d oes.
-

,

i
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RCS Loops-MODC 5 Loops Filled
8 3.4 7

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYST[H (RCS)

3 3.4.7 RCS Loops-M00t E. Loops Filled

Basts
.

BACKGAOUND in MODE 5 the $ loops filled the primar function of M'#
the react coolant is the removal of decay heak and
transfer this heat either to the steam generator (SG)
secondary side coolant or the component cooling water via
the shutdown cooling SDC
principal means for de(cay) heat removal is yta the SOCheat exchangers. While the
System, the Ses are specified as a backup means formv

ht, h 444 redundancy. [ven though the SGs cannot produce stone in i 1
'

nin.o,,,lps.Lle, Itues ),
this MODE, they are capable of being a heat sink due to

|their large contained volume of secondary side water. AsM 6** *d eC l long as the SG secondary side water is at a lower
td. b .4 ,,44.& | temperature than the reactor coolant, heat transfer will

(4 - The rate of heat transfer is directly proportionalpg 4,,,)4
occur. '

to the temperewre cinerence.e The secondary function of ^g3 03, e

) the reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble- 135^s un ), L neutron poison, boric acidi

Crel.4,/ A A InMODE5withRC(loopsft e, kheSDC are the
A C 5 is p p le o f. principal means i or decay heat ri moval. The number of
k petHurbel In operat' on can very to .utt the operational needs. gm v

(e,,c, ' M |00P
.

he intent of th s LCO is to pra ride forced flow from at O
least one SDC W4n for decay ha st removal and transport. si g $ur/**F The flow provided by one SDC 4,q6n is adequate for decay d ll .O f I
heat removal. The other intent of this LCO is to require D

4 '' ' l gpc,|oop that a second path be available to provide redundancy for V^;( No l &( .

decay heat removal. G DC gO tl ,g | o r
p g

'O I n.dV nii ' | g g, (
The LCO pr$vides for. redundant paths of decay hea valcapability. The first path can be an SDC at must be N Q~,

- g ot, loof OPERABLE and in operation. The second path ce be another
j of pga. N ges OPERABLE SDC or through the SGs. each ha ing an 6

. adequate water vel,j .

r_do
APPLICABLE In MODE 5. RCS circulation is considered in the
SAFETY ANALYS[$ determination of the time available for sitigation of the

accidental boron dilution event. The 500 provide
this circulation, g

(continued)
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RCS toops-MODE 5. Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

(
BA5(S

APPtlCABLE
RCS Loops-MODE 5 (loops Filled) have been identified in theSAFETY ANALY$[$
NPC Policy Statement as important contributors to risk(continued) reduction

- g
e es. s;

LCO
The puipose of thi LCO ts~to reliutre at least one of the o
$0C 4es4as OPE Btt and in operation with an additional$DC

ERABLE or secondaryf, provices surftetent forced
*w water level er aach E IDTbe 1 One 50C h, |oor 4circulation to pet form the safety functions of the reactor

*
i

1

coolant under thes e conditions. The second $DC 4pelo u
'

normally maintaint
d OP[RABtt as a backup to the oDurattne

.

|

$DC 6*eEn to prov' de recunaans puns vor cecar hes' removahHowever, if the a andby 50C t-^*{is not vrtnAsLL, asufficient altern its method to provide redundant paths for
decay heat removad is two SGs with their secondary side

water levels tiets)d to remove the decay geatShould the operatin SDC toenn rail, p in
.

the SGs could

Not h permit - ope.4wi Mg.fgg.

/
DC pumps towdaAnaroqggs I hour per8 hirur period. Thecircumstancesforstopp'ngbothSDCW

ee are to be lietted to situations where pressure and
temperature increases can be maintained well within theallowable pressure
temperature overpres(pressure and temperature and low

sure protection) and 10'F subcooling
Ilmtts, or an alternate heat removal path through the SG(s)is in operation.

This LCO is modified by a Note that prohibits boron dilution
when SDC forced flow is stopped because an even'

I concentration distribution cannot be ensbred.
| temperature is to be maintained at least 10'F belowCore outlet

saturation temperature so that no vapor bubble would form
and possibly cause a na,tural circulation flow obstruction.
In this MODE, the SC(s) can be used as the backup for $DCheat removal.
flow path is to be maTo ensure their availablitty. the RCS loop

*

ined with subcooled liquid,
in MODE 5. It 11 some s necessary to stop all RCP or SDCforced circulat on. This is permitted to change operation
from one $DC teb4e to the other, perform survalliance orstartup testing
or to avoid oper,ation below the RCP minimum net positiveperfore the tranittien to and from the SDC,(,
suction head limit. The time period is acceptable because
natural circulation is acceptable for decay heat removal.

(continued)
CEOG S15
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RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Filled
8 3.4.7

BASES

LC0
the reactor coolant temperature can be maintained subcooled,(continued) and boron stratification affecting reactivity control is notexpected.

los
Note 2 allows one SDC o be noperabl for a period ofup to t hours provided that the et er SDC is OPERABLEand in operation. This permits per : odic survettlance teststo be performed on the inoperable 4 44a during the only time
when such testing is safe and possible.

Note 3 requires that ^$r :f the fo110 wing 4we conditions
be satisfied before an RCP may be dart with any RCS coldleg temperature s }'f f_.iF61 o@ L @

Pressurizer water level musa!04'9t Q M)5..ee ( f n o ;
qu n -a.

i

secondar;r side water temperatura in each SG must ba
: U" ? va h of the RCS cold leg temperaturas.

!'tINd"9 N$n 57 He aQconditions w111 preclude a. g ,

U ansies k thi d P Narted. P**V J"'%
'

Notei 4p es for an orderly transitio from MODE 5 to
MODE i4 during a planneJ heatup by permitt ng enumE 8B SDC 6 g
6aedbo@te provides for the transition to MOE 4 where an RCP

operation when at least one R > 1:-in operation.7his No
is pe mitted to be in operation and re acos the RCS
cir ulation function provided by the 5 tt1rine.

'

ggde no An OPERABLE SDC composed of an OPERABLE SDC pump 74fp./53La in and an OPERABLE SDC heat exchanger.

SDC pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered
.

1

and are able to provide flow if required. An OPERABLE SG
can perform as a heat sink when it has an adequate water '

level and is OPERABLE in accordance with the SG TubeSurveillance Program.

APPLICABIL11Y In MODE 5 with RCS loops filled, this LCO requires forced
circulation to remove decay heat from the core and to
provide proper boron mixing. One SDC provides hsuffletent cittulation for these purposes.

| 00t,

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops filled
8 3.4.7 ,

s

SA$C3

APPLICAllLITY Operation in other MODCS is covered by:
4

(cor.tinued) 1

LC0 3.4.4, 'RCS Loops-MODES I and 2't
LCO 3.4.!,, 'RCS Loops-MODE 3's
LCO 3.4.6, 'RCS Leops-MODE 4't
LC0 3.4.8, 'RCS Loops-M00C 5
LCO 3.P.4, ' Shutdown Cooling

Loops Not filled's
Circulatten-High(Water Level'$0C) and Coolant

LCO 3.9.5. ' Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coola(MODE 6); andnt
. Circulatine-Low Water Level' (MODE 6).

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 I

If the required SDC 4*ela i ino>erabie'andanySGshave
secondary side water level < (hQ redundancy for heat

Action stbeinIttatedimmediatelytoremoval is lost. '

restore a second SDC
the water level in the required SGs.to OPCRABLE status or to restoreEither Required
Action A.1 or Required Action A.2 will restore redundant
decay heat removal paths. The immediate Completion Times
reflect the importance of maintaining the availability oftwo paths for decay heat removal.

B.1 and B.2 \ oaf
If no is in operation, except as permitted in
Note , all operations involving the reduction of RCS boron

tration must be suspended. Action to restore one SDCconc

to OPERABLE status and operation must be initiated.
Baron dilution requires forced circulation for preser atxing
and the margin to criticality must not be reduced in thistype of operation. The isenediate Completion Times reflect
the importance of maintaining operation for decay heat
removal. *

SURVEILLANCE SR L4.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

This $R requires verification every 12 hours that one SOC
-

teo4e is in operation. Verification includes flow nte
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensur,e
that forced flow is providing decay heat removal. Theoof

(continued)
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RCS Loops-M00C 5, Loops Filled
8 3.4.7

BASE 3

iSURVilLLANCE SR 3.4.7.1 (continhed)
R(QUIREMENTS

12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
suff.ctent to regularly assess degradation and verify ,

operatten is within safety analyses assuvttons. In,

addition, loop status. control room Indication and alar.as will normallyindicate

The SDC flow is established to ensure that core outletc' temperature is maintained suffletently below saturation to ' *
, .. %

'

allow time for swapover to tha standby 50C hould theoperating Qbe lost.

SR 3.4.7.2 5tJ'M @Yerifying ti e SGs are OPE LE by ensurtnp their secondary ),.side water ' evels are 2 ensures that redundant hattremoval pati s are avalla le f the second SDC 4 cess is
4

inoperable. The Surveillance is required to be performed
when the LCh requirement is being met by use of the SGs. If

t

both SDC &4*s are OPERABLE, this SR is not needed.t The
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
suffletent to regularly assess degradation and verify
operation within safety analyses assumptions.

SR 3.4.7.3 loof
Vertftcation that the sec ond SDC is OPCRABLE nsuresthat redundant paths for decay heat removal are av lable.
The requirement also enst res that the additional te can
be placed in operatton,lant circulation.if needed, to maintain decay heatremoval and reactor coo Verification is e /dperforsed by verifying proper breaker allonment and power Nj[Munob L:Uavailable to the require < pumpsFThe Surge 111ance is M. 7 p ec M 'required to be performed when the LCO requirement is beingmet by one of two SDC tea 4ee, e.g., both SGs have <
water level. The Frequency of 7 days is considered -50iM @reasonable in view of other administrative controls
available and has been shown to be seceptable by operating
expert ene,e.

REFERENCES None.
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RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops Not filled,

8,3,4,.8

8 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
'

8 3.4.8 RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not filled
,

,

'

BA$LS
_

BACKGROUND in MODE 5 with the RCS loops not (111ed, the erinary
function of the reactor coolant is the removal of deca heat
and transfer of this heat to the shutdown cooling ($DC heat

'

exchangers. The steam generators'($Gs'h are not evalla le as
a 1. eat sink when the loops are ut fil ed. The secondary
function of the reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for,g the soluble neutron poison, boric acid.

e oc toop in MODE 5 with loops not filled only the SDC systes can be loof 3
( i . t. . ) used for coolant circulation. the number of 4ee4fs in {

#

d || #( d pM. M operation can vary to suit the operational needs. The
intent of this LCO is to provide forced flow from at least

|'oIg;Y b I g $.) h. one SDC tr''n for cecay neat reeeval ana transport anu wg, hgjp require that two

' S fc g gotA gt M f for heat removal.pathkbe available to provide redundancy/' ,

O/
t W' -

APPLICABLE in MODE 5, RC$ circulation is considered in determining
I 'PJSAFETY ANALYSES the time available for sitigallon of the accidental boron f

dilution event. The SDC oceks previos snis circulation. @The flow provided by one SDC 6eweir is acequate for secc; 10 4heat removal and for boron mixing.

RCS loops-McDE 5 (loops not filled) have bean identified in
the NRC Policy Statement as important contributors to risk
reduction. -

_

hi P - .

LC0 Th ' purpose this LC0 is to require a minimum of two 50C
be OPERABLE and one of these t |e in operation.

An OPERABLE ece4n is one snat is capable or transferring
heat from the reactor coolant at a controlled rate. Heat l0*P
cannot be removed via the SDC Systes unless forced flow is hused. A minimum of one runntni SDC Dumo meets the LCD
requjrement ior one 4ceGITre ,arit1on. An add t' onal SDC
.6me4e is required to be OPE LAB.t '.o meet the single rat ~ ure
criterion.

(continued)
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{ RCS Loops-M00C 8. Loops het Filled
8 3.4-

(m+ b.yog&
8

' *

,,,
1st r- m

Note 1 penet t s the SDC pumps to w " --- , *= for
.

LC0
1

(conttAved) s 15 minutes when avitcning free one tossa se onesner.
The k. @circumstences for at

bothSOCpumpsakandthecoreto be lleitedi a4 ja o.st to situatsaan " t is short
10'F below saturattu @ houtlet tesper6ture-

temperatures The Note prehlbits boren etistion er draining
operations when SOC forced flow is stopped.

- - - ;
Note,I allows one 80C tr44a to be ineserabia ter a mar ad of j,

2 hours provided that the other MO is vrtamoLI ans 'noperetten. This semits periodle arve 11wa tests ta ha
' .

~'";~ perfomed on the 1 - ..

these tests are sa rable 4rdle serior sne eniy use unen a

selble. g !
An OPERABLE SOC

capable of providing forced flew to an OPERABLE SDC heatcomposed of an OPERABLE $*)C pump
enchanter, along with the appropriate flow and temperature

,

Instrumentatten for control protection and indicatten
.

{-
$0C pumps are OptRAbst if t$ey are capable of being pese.<

and are able to provide flew if required. red -

3,
5

APPLICABILITY
in M00C 5 with loops not filled this LC0 requirer core heat|
removal and coolant circulation,by the 50C System.i

Dreration in other MODES is covered by:
:

LCO 3.4.4, 'ACS Leops-M00051 and t'l
LC0 3.4.5, 'RCS Loops-M00C 3*
LC0 3.4.6, 'RCS Loops-MODE 4*g
Lt0 3.4.7, 'RCS Loops-M00C 5 :
LCO 3.9.4, ' Shutdown Cooling . Loops Filled';a -

Circulation-High(Water Level'$0C) and Coolant3
.

LC03.9.5,'5hutdownCooling($0C)andCoola(M0006): and>

nt
Circulation-Low Water level' (MODE 6).

t .

<

ACTIONS M oo
i

If the required SDC 1 inoperable, redundancy for heat O
.

m removal is lost. Action must be initiated temiediately to
" og resioni a snmime4e to OPERABLE status. The Cospletion @[

Time reflects the taportance of maintaining the availabilityof two paths for heat removal.
.

d 4

(continued)
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RCS Loops..kOOC 5. Loops Not Filled
8 3.4.8

BASES

(
ACTIONS B.1 and R.2 cop

(continued)
If no $bc is OP LE or in operation. enept as
provided in Note 1. 4 operations involving the redactica
of RC3 boren concen tion must be suspend 6J. Action to
restore one $0C to OPERABLE status and operation must
be intttated famodtately. Boron dilution requires forced
circulation fcr proper mixing and the margin to criticality
must not be reduced in this type of operation. The
ismediate Completion Time reflects the importance of

.

maintaining operation for decay heat removal.
i

I,

$URVEILLANLE SR 3.4.8 1 loopi

REQUIREMEN15
This requires verification every !! hours that one $DC ,6is in operation. v ertftcation includes flow rate,
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which hel
that forced flow is providing decay heat removal.p ensureThe
12 hour frequency has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify
operation is within safety analyses assumptions.

SR 3.4.8.2 \gop3 g
Verification that the equired number of are OPERABLEensures that redundant paths for heat removal are available
and that additional 4ch can be placed in operation, if
needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper # A /' h /dbreaker alignment and indicated nower available to the n.d v% W' 4 8required pumps The Frequency of 7 days is consiacrea tc e 40p 13
reasonable in view of other administrative controls
available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating g o2. .rwh,e ,

experience.

REFERENCES None.

CC00 STS B 3.4 37 Rev 1. 04/07/95
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Pressurtrer
B 3.4.9

BA$t$

!
lACKGROUND

steam relief rather than water relie)f.(p0RVs or pressuriser safety valves can con' trol pressure by(continued) If the level liettswere escoeded prior to a transient that creates a larse
pressuriser insurge volume leading to water relief, the
antinum RCS pressure alpht exceed the Safety Lisit of g

p.

The requiresset te k.ve t of pressuriser heaters p
ensures that RCS pressure can maintained. The .( ,o%
pressurizer heaters metatnin RCS pressure to keep the - uma cMly zreactor coolant subceeled. Inablitty to cortrol RCS

!
pressure durt natural circulation flow cc,uld result in ' mu sA bu 4~

tg"' g g g J ~

loss of si phase flow and decreased cip6blitty to romuy D ,,3yyhucore decay t.
...

4

APPLICABLE in MODES 1, 2 and 3, the LC0 requirement for a steam bubble
isreflectedIm

"

SAFETY ANALY$t$
g ... . plicitly in the accident analyses. t ::t;,

..

. s -" 8 - WT. All analyses
perforwed from a critical reactor condition assume the,

existence of a steam bubble and saturated conditions % the
pressurtter. In ading this assumption, the analyses
neglect the small fraction of noncondensable gases normallypresent.

Safety analyses presented in the JSAR do not take credit for

pressuriter heater operation | hoveter, lyses is that the RCSan impittit initial
condition assumption of the safety ana
is operating at normal pressure.

Although the heaters are not specifically used in tecident
analysts, the need to maintain subcooling in the long ters
during loss of offs 16e power, as indicated in NUREG-0737
(Ref. 1 , is the reason for their inclusion. The
requirsm)entforemergencypowersuppitesisbasedon

NUR(G-0737 (Ref.1) led condition with natural circulation at
The intent is to keep the reactor.

coolant in a subcoo
hot, high pressure condittet.s for an undefined, but
extended, time period after a loss of offstta power. While
loss of offsite power is a coincident occurrence assumed in

4

the accident analyses, maintaining hot, high pressure
conditions over an extended time period is not evaluated in

.the accident analyses.

(continued)
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Pressurtrer
8 3.4.9

BA$[$

APPLICABLE The pressurtter satisfies Criterton 2 and Criterton 3 of theSAftTY A MLY$ES hRC Policy Statement.
(continued)

w.=- m : n_
Q31We !for snr preuvru? Itt$ bdd CLC0 The Lt0 requi

er to h or[RABLE with. water level
ensures that a steam bubble ettsts. ..:

Lietting the nas sua operating water level preserves the
*

steam space for pressure control. The LC0 has beta
estabitahed to ministre the consequences of potentt61
overpressure transtontr.
bubble is 91so const

Requiring the presence of a steam
th analytical assumptions.

^The LC0 requires two of 0 La si r heaters,ch with a can. t )* e, @A n.pg)q 1Tywgu# *twon u. heatertted in the RCS near
normal operating pressurejsnens:couanna vmat lesseOg ynr __she pressurtzer insulafiofi. $y ma.nLaining the ~! ,
pre nure near the operating ~ conditions, a wide subcooling

sturation can be obtained in the loops. TherJrto de
value ofM150)4kW is derived from the use of

T hinte~rs~ rated at 12.5 kW =ach. The amount needed to @
maintain pressure is dependent on the ambient heat losses.

__

! APPLICABILITY The need for pressure control is most pertinent wtan core
heat can cause the greatest effect on RC$ temperature j

resulting in the greatest effect on pressurtzer level and
'

RCS pressure control. Thus. A
designated for MODES I and 2. ppitcabtitty has beenTb .4pitccht11ty la alsoprovided for '100C 3. lhe purpose is to prevent solid water.

RCS operation'during heatup and cooldown to avoid rapid
pressure rises caused by normal operational perturbatton,
such as reactor coolant pump startup. The Lt0 does .iot
apply to MODE & (Loops ftiled) because LCO 3.4.12, ' Low
Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) Systew ' appites.
TheLCOdoesnotapplyte8400[$5and6withpartIa1 loopoperation,

in M00t$ 1,I . and 8I
availablitty of press..there is the need to maintain the

urtter heaters capable of betne powered
from an emergency power supply. In the event of a loss of
offsite power, the initial conditions of these MODES gives

'

_ (continued)
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Pressurizer
!8 3.4.9 i

& ASIS
n-- -

.:
4

JSit0Nc t.1 and f.* (continued) '

withis'ble$ based on operating expert r*ll' hoves. The Completion Time of 6 hours iseenpna '

e .e. te reach M00t 3
inw full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
nffY..*e}rstoroasenableJ new. 5tctlarly, the Craeletion Tir .f[12;
reach NODE 4 fna full po,wcr in en orderly manner andbased on operating empsrience, to
without challenging plant systems. "

c
.

t

$URV[ilt.ANCE 18,,,L Ltd
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance ensures that during steady state
operation, pressurtrei water level is maintained below the
nominalbubble. 'ipper iteit to provide a minimum space for a ste a

The Surveillance is perfonned by observing the
indicated level. The it hour interval has been shown by
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess the
level for any deviation and verify that operetton is within
safety analyses assumptions.- Alares are also avstleble for
early detection of abnormal level indications.

M-=_h-1R 3.4.9.2

The Survet11 ce is satisfied when the power supplies are
demonstrat to be capable of producing the minimum powerand the sociated pressurtzer heaters are vertfled to be attheir ign rating. (This may be done by testing the power.

suppl output and by perfoming an electrical check on
heat elementcontinuityandresistance.)

,

The Frequency of
is considered adequate to detect heater degradation

and has been shown by operating expertence to be acceptable.

Inis $R is not appite the heater
powered by it power suppites. tsanently h,

I

-This Survel11ance demons s that the can bemanually transfer and ener
uency of (16)gtred by see7eo r_ supplies. T months is beset es a

,

,
,

,

(continued)
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Pnssurirer PORVs
3 3.4.11

8 3.4 RCACTOR C00LMT $YSTEM (RC$)
T

8 3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Reitef Yalves (PORVs)

l dake * " &{re' f euscs A :.

BACKGROUND The pnssuri er is equipped with two types of devices for
pnssure re left pressurtzer safety valves and PORVs. The
PORV is operated valve that is automatically opened
at a specific set pressure when the pressuriter pressure
increases and is automatically closed on decreasing

The PORY say also be manuallpressure.
controls installed in the control room.y operated using #

An electric, motor operated, normally open, block valve is
installed between the pressurizer and the PORV. Thei

! function of the block valve is to isolate the PORV. Block
valve closure is accompitshed manually using controls in the
control room and may be used to isolate a leaking PORV to
permit continued power operation. Most importantly, the
t1ock valve is used to isolate a stuck open PORV to isolata
the resulting small break less of coolant accident (LOCA i

Closure terminates the RCS depressurization and coolant ).
invertory 161s.

The PORY and its block valve controls are powered from
.

normal power supplies. Their controls are also capable of
being powered from emergency supplies.~ Power spplies for
the PORV are separate from tho's for the block valve. Power

i
supply nquirements an defined in NUREG-0737, ,

:
Paragraph y, G.) (Ref.1). g,,,j ,.

,

The PORV setooint is;nbow the rich pressure reactor trip msetpoint and below the opening tetpoint for the pressurizer Wep4 safety valves as required by Reference 2, The purpose of
the relationship of these setpoints is to
Uf"TPun Ki, y m sure insresse sT1MVe hat eight nthe , which, if opened uld f' ll in the open ttton,a<

1he V setpoint thus its the frequency of the enges |O
'

fr transients and l8el the possibility of a
11bna]k

2-
L from a failed ope RV. Placing the set n' ha w -

. -. . .. a .. . u ta + rh a=ataa natnotatlreduce thefrequency of challenges to the safety valves 'which (unlike |\~

the PORV, cannot be isolated if they were to fal1@, open.
!

h rimary purpose of this (C0 is to ensure that the PORV
seinenWand the block valve are operating correctly / g gg,

so

(continued)
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Pressurtser PORVs
8 3.4.11

SA$ts
'

APPLICABLE ge..p,~,,...j'.e'.,.".:
. m ..._....,. ,-..j," --'-_'""'_" %.0;}} 7 t p hsArtTV AnAtysts _

(continued) it.-. . . . . . , . . - . . . . . . . _ . _
Overpressure protection is Provided by safety valves, and
analyses do not take credit for the PORV openirg foraccident mitigation.

'1 ,

Pressortaer PORVs satisfy Criterton 3 of the NRC Policy
,

Statement.

# " _LCO (he LC0 requires the and sectated block valv o
! #.

be OPERABLE. The block valve is required to be OPERA 8Lf(tefueeJ
G Oh

used to isolate the flow path if the PORY is notna o

"o ai umH )
i 1 J

C ho. !I e4 A* 4 T3 'TV also means the PORY setpoint is corret
.i . OPERA 81|

id* M/( v e*J v' S surleqgb the PORV opening setppjnt Lgogracpthe /d,
A,

is nefsudeftle tre vent ~cj le et.L yk prdssure crease /transt , and herho roe pos 1blet.,; b gq un the to ibil tc,w f b e of a sap breabjLOCA th ough a alled open PORV /s notp g g/ e
Itequent even ft f (J A **14 1 A h % k % g Q ,,,n)I ' g |c), e 6 Y 'A

_-
m- a w3,

- <9 y| pf ;y I'! Co.4 3)
L*[jfLitABILITV"

In 800D[$ It 2, and N the PORV and its block valve at:
= := x=

'

required to be OPERA 8tt to 11att the potential for a small
break LOCA through the flow path. A likely cause for PORV
small break LOCA is a result of pressure increase transtantsthat cause the PORV to open. Imbalances in the energy
output of the core and heat removal by the secondary system
can cause the RCS pressure to increase to the PORY openingsetpoint.
the stone generators are used for heat removal. Pressure increase transtants can occur any time

The mostrapid increases will occur at higher operating power and
pressure conditions of N00E51 and t.

Pressure increases are less prominent in MODE 3 because the
care input energy is reduced, but the RCS pressure is hl
Therefore, this LC0 is appitcable in MODES 1, t, and W he
LC0 is not appitcable iniM80t-4 when both pro sure a A506energy are decreased and the pressure surgesless significant. The V setpoint is red ed for L10P in h

come much

e Ap,)g j J aa . h u on hu
_ 6 @,7fN g; Act ca44 '

e ^^
(continued)%- w
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Pressurint PORVs
i

_ ,,%s p% 8 3'4'33 I
-

46bG 3 udWay &
,

swa~ _ u,7,, .

4 APPtttA8tLITY
MOOCS 4,12 addresses the PORY requirements in these M00t$l, and 6 with the reactor vessel head in place.(continued) LCO 3.4.

.

ACTIONS L.1 -
,

'TheACTIhlt$aremodifiedbj 4se Notes. Metah41eriftssT
M It __ that af 1 pressurteer P0ftVg,1m Tiams (i eare treated as separate entities. Cdh' f(*_,g g [C V4-

~

each wd M iilinfillT54114t the taapletionTies is on a component basi ).'hote J is,an exception-te edM P ***'A
..

'vd i
,

LCO 3.0.4. The exception
i N00t$ 1, 2. and 3 to perfo$b tC0 3.0.4 permits entry into

.

1

'

rm cycling of the PORV or block
valve to verify their OPCRABLLatttEIant.ta0JLivalca11v/iu nt_pe in %=* hwt f

-

% ,0wB .iaM7With es POR ginoptra 1 ano capswe of betN manually g i

cycled, either thefr0
isolated within I bour. pust be restored or the flow path

The block valve should be closed
but power pust be maintained to the associated block valve,
since removal of power would render the block valve
inoperable. Although the PORV may be destenated inoperable
it may be able to be manually opened and closed and in this,
manner can be used to perform its function. PORV
inoperability may be due to seat leakage instrumentation
problems, autoestic control problems, or,other causes that
do not prevent eenval use and do not create 5 Jessibility
for a sea)1 break LOCA. for these reasons
may be closed but the At.tlon requires power. the block valvebe maintained tothe valve. This Condition is only intended to pemit *

operation of the plant for a lietted period of time not to
exceed the next refueling outage (MODt 6) so that
maintenance can be performed on the PORVs to eliminate the
probles condition. The PORVs should normally be available
for automatic altigation of overpressure events and should
be returned to OPERABLE status prior to entering startup
(MODE 2).

*

Ovick access to the PORY for pressure control can be made
when power remains on the closed block valve. The
Completion Ties of I hour is based on plant operating
experience that ainor problems can be corrected or closure
can be accompitsbed in this time period.

(continued) ,
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INSERT A.1 BASES

/
[ Required Action 1 is modia by a note which lows the Action to,' delayed s;

120 hours if block valv s inoperable and 7 ::if two block vos are ino able.;

In)ds will all
T time to r r the block valve e stent with Requ , Action C. E.2|

ordert mply with equired Action A.1 This is based on a ant shutdo ng i
| _

I u e when i RV is capable o roviding its ibncti the safety v es being
1 aval , and the r te possibility of ent occurring du g this period ' time,

aPORY is inoperable due t exceulve leakage, Note may o be applied if, .

,

! the associst lock valve (s) can ntained in the med position. s ensures that
the possibility of a small break L . A via the PORV( is minimized.

V

.
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Pressurtter PORVs
B 3.4.11

j

BA$t$ |
4

ACil0N$ 3.1. 3.2. and 3.3
(continued)

.

If one PORV is inoperable and not caoable of bsing annually
cycled, it must either be isolated, by closing the
associated block valve and removing the power free the blockvalve
of I ber restored to OPERABLt status. The Completten Time

r is reasonable, based on challenges to the PORVs <

during this time period, and provides the operater adequate , ' , .,,
.

i,

time to correct the situatten. If the inoperable valve
'+

cannot be restored to OPtRA8tt status it must be (selsted
i

within the specified time. Because thre is at least one
PORV that remains OPERABLE, r iff M L J L' i .. te
provided to restore the inoperable PORV to,0PERABLE status. Z

A
Q

c.1 and c.f

if one block valve is inoperable then it must be restored onetWto OPtRABLt status, or the associated PORY placed in
seeeee4. The prime toportance for the capablitt chsad
the block valve is to isolate a stuck open PORV.y to close
if the block valve cannot be restored to OPERABLt statusTherefore.

';

within I hourg the Required Action is to place the PORY inoveteM
c3*s..% Tve.- d :=tn, to preclude its automatic opening for an.

rpressure event and to avolt' the potential for a stuck
open PORY at a time that the block valve is inoperable. The
Completion Tiess of I hour are reasonable based on the small
potential for challenges to the system during this time
period and provide the operator time to correct the
situation. Because at least one PORY remains OrtRABLE, the [ Aeg),7.-operator is perettted a completion Tina of ''A.. to

'

2. cerestore the inoperable block valve to OPERABLE status, sne
time allowed to restore the block valve is based upon the
Completion Time for restoring an inoperable PORV in /

w

Condition B :ince the PORVs are not> capable opettigsting an%,,b,%M.~ V N g y3*

everoressure event when placed in -d ee6 eel. If theblock valve is restored within the Comp 1' I en itse of !
tt' " '

t@...the
r will be restored and the PORV restored

aastt it t g g,g (D e
'D 1 and D. (

,

If he Required Act
cannot be met wt intheassociat4d

,

1etion Time, plant must be br ht to a M00C /|( tch the requir t does not apply. oachievethK hj

(continued)
.
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pressurtter p0RVs
; 5 3.4.11

masts

I,1and/fACil0NS D (continued) L '

2

status the plant aust be b t to at least MODE 3 thin ih! 6 hou and to N00E 4 with ! bours. The allowed U/. Ceap 1 tien itses are roas able, based on operetti to reach the trod plant conditlen from full 1empe

once\ttonsinani
cond rly manner and wit J

e

5

I c longig plant syst
T,f' toy eek beh*^I

'

.,
t;

,

b. i na 0+3 b**1 '

u ,, .,pe .A, Api'80r 1. f- Amo

If mehb@ _p0RVsO^ O' S ,

manually cycled, it is neces'sery to either re$ ore at leastinrperable and not c able of being@; ,0.on 12 bei4
i

4 ( re s.hg g, g,,,9 one valve within the Ceapletten Time of I hour er isolatei
'

theflewpathb(closingandremovin!1onTimeofIhouris
q the power to the+ 068N Mel '

associated bloc valves. The Comple' % K= b i reasonable based on the small potential for challenges tohaw & b ed+a J the'systes during this time and arovides the emerator time
i(<g tre s ,,g:,y, g:, to correct the situation. _ r one r w y is restores anc or n

;

, won the plant wil 4e in
| 2.b * h m . <is 4 kvm remams t._'t

. . .
ondition I with ime clock started at u arisinal: A ew en s'..e e. declarattaa af hav tua soava leerabl 3 jf ne runs are: 9.,,N 6 p,.. h .D restored within Completion Tlee, th the plant must bei

h O C"M" brought to a in which the LC0 doe not apply. To *
;achieve this tus, the plant must brought to at least

g. f, 67 v.lwa 4 N00( 3 withi 6 hours and to MODE 4 tthin It hours. Thei "* L 4 ' g,' Templetion se of 6 hours is reas able based on operating[ experienc , to reach MODE 3 from 11 pow,er in an oreerly
+

manner .ptd without challenging ant systees. $1milarl '

the C >1stion Time of !! hour to reach MODE 4 is-,

i.- reas asle, considering that plant can cool down w inth time frame on one saf y system train. In 4'

1,.a 19. e5 maintaining p0RV OC RA81LITY may be requiSee ;i- .
--

1 and 72
I

If N9r =e block valv'

noperable, it is necessary .,- -_b
to either resto e the block valves within the Complett owAA dahi, Time of I hour r place the associated p0RVs in ^= =
aan4 eel and re ore at least one block valve to OPERABLE
status within f hours and the remaining block valve in Qg

.

The Completion flee of I hour to either restore4 - _ - _ . . .

the block valves or pla e the associated p0RVs in
(
5a a,% beer 00*C- h.A M 0,, A continued)
wm -
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Pressuriser PORVs
B 3.4.11

SA$ts

T!ONS 1 ar.d (continued)
'

h
esa w d is reasonable based on the small potential for
challenges to the system during this time and provides the
operator time to correct the situation.

*0'Y.1~nne$ O ''
thew %NJ u9.1/*p h eereA*'*** stC & *

1.1
!*I'K**

. ! r $ 8 quired Ac on sIocIf the Re
E -- ! a not met, then the'

to a MODE in whic the LC0 does not app lant must be brought; iThe plant mustbe brought to at est M00( 3 vithin 6 ours and ** T y
. '

within 12 hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, base on operating expertence, to reach M00C 3|

free full power n an orderly manner and without cha11ongingsafety s
to r n:..ystem stellarly the Coetletion Time of 12 hours'

4is reasonable considering that a plant can2:
. y $*aN

cool down trithin that time frame

03 $
_ .dty sj;M " - h. Em

' hY fu *S N3 is, k-ML.3Jd?!'^ffJ.k"!T* _ ~ ssI'h" "A_

"

~ d2.%ity'

SURVEILLANCE Sit 1.4.11. - ^ = = -- g
REQUIREMENTS -

Block valve cycling verifter that it can closed if
necessary. The basis for the frequency of 92daysfts
ASME 11 (Ref. 3). If the block valve is closed to 'solate a
PORV that is cap 4 Die of being manually cycled, the
OPERABILITY of the block valve is of importance beca,use
opening the block valve is necessary_to oersit the PORY to
be used for manual control of teseWr pressure. If the g @
block valve is closed to isolate an othetvise inoperable
PORV, the maximus Completion Time to restore the PORV and
open the block valve is ?Z hours, which is well within the

- h
allowable Iteits (255
survatilanceinterval)of8to extend the block valve
requirements would be comp (92 days W Furthermore. these testleted by the reopening of a
recently closed block valve upon restoration of the PORV to
OPERABLE status (i.e., completion of the Required Action
fulfills the SR).

The Note modif tes this $R by stating that this $R is not
required to be performed with the block valve closed in
accordance with the Required Actions of this LCO.

(continued)
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1. |
'

!

pressurtter PORys
8 3.4.11

,

BA$ts

$URV[!LLANCE 1R 1.4.11
REQUIRDetNTs 3

'

(continued) 54 3.4.!!.. requires complete cycling of each PORY. PORV 2.cling strates its functten. The frooverer of.ponths is based on a t
' nd stry eccepied practice.ypical refueling t tle andi

SA+-ths c,

/Operatingthesol td air control val es and check val o s '

on the air occ stors ensures the V control system
actuates proper y W n called upon. he frequency oftit)eenths1 ased on a typical fueling cycle and tfiequency of other surveillan s used to demonstrat*

1 PORV OPERA 81 TY,
~

~Jw ..

1R 1.4.11.4/ N
; This $u 111ance is nut required for lants with permanen blE pow suppites to the valves. T test demonstrates t tese ncy power can be provided a is perforsed by ,

tr sferring power free the no supply to the see cy
>

a ply and cycitne the valves. he Frequency of monthss based on a typlcal refuel cycleandindustry(1ccepted *practice.
w .

, ~:

R[fERENC[5 1. NUREG-0737 Paragraph , G.I. November 1980. - Y#
!

2. Inspection and r,nforcement (IE) Bulletin 79-058, April
21, 1979.

3. ASMC, Doller and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

4
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LT0p Systen4

t 5 3.4.12 i

B 3.4 REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(RCS)
i

,

1
-

3 3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System

; BASES
J

_ KGROUND
The LTOP System controls RCS pressure at low temperatures so4

the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary(4PJT PVmp* '

(RCP9 is not comprootsed by violating the pressure and
temper)ature (P/T limits of 10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref.1).

3
;

fy {{ ne,h h c fe. o T The reactor vesse)l is the ItaittRCPS component for

*g9 '^(
Temperature (P/T)Lietts,'providestheallowable
demonstrating such protection. L 3.4.3 'RCS Pressure ando mm n.3h nj, *Q wh,

-

u

_ Rca . W embinations for operational pressure and temperature duringo.1down
Reference, shutdown,andheatuptokee9OPMODES.from violating the

'g. , Q py,,1 p o n'f
*

1 requirements during the L

! ie o-{ *j % kO
The reactor vessel natorial is less tough at low

L temperatures than at nomal operating temperatures. As the
4 *

- ghf " Tem b
1

-

. - - s
vessel neutron exMsure accumulates, the material toughness
ecreases and becomes ler,s resistant to pressure stress at4* hPd ow temperatures (Ref. 2). RCS pressure, therefore, is(b[I W'Jg[j intained low at low temperatures and is increased only as

,I
: s { { bt Lemperature is increased.

b 4'k u h
'

V O ksi M 7 he potential for vessel overpressurization is most acutei
hen the RCS is water solid, occurring only while shutdown;.u

d @ a- Q W, s k.
''

i pressure fluctuation can occur more quickl
operator can react to n11 eve the condition.y than anY ;

RCS P/T limits by a sighificant amount could cause brittle- [Exceeding the
pg' N M |00ff nwbr *nivLj- cracking of the reactor vessel. LC0 3.4.3 nquiresV

q'
d j ,' v . a administrative c)ntrol of RCS pressure and temperature

q.ar o-[b ||_ |u-o @f r|h during heatup and cooldown to prevent exceeding the P/Tlimits.

kA b.ThisLCOprovidesRCSove
*

ressure protection by having a
'MO4 g hgu c_cvj f.p '

minimum coolant input capa 111ty had hv.ng adequate,

J -

pressure relief capacity. Limiting coolant input capabilit:

Jc,p d..r: "._,0., m_gh pressure safety injection (HPSI) y{.4 , In c2cfe.g0^ / requires all but one hi
un

inc..apab.le._of._ inject..io_n into the
.m

... .,..

d s,'n
._ . .m

-
' pressure relief capacit[UIlui5slitiierlwo N REbt'.E .

v' '

gnh[obiCA9|A] depressurizedandanRCSventof;=??'^{PORVs)ae.theRCS
redundant power operated n11ef valves !

.=^; One PORYs.

* ] @dN or the RCS vent is the overpressure p tection de ce thaton C acts to terminate an i
.

op d, _p,reysreqvent.r

%Uct'.'z" &m.
syv/ I"''' M

-
- (continued)
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LTOP Systen
B 3.4.12

BASES ( p

With minlaus coolant input ca + wBACKGROUND .

(continued) gvide core, coolant addition,pability, the abilityis restri g The ,- ?,' ::

"n ($1 adiiU I M I Nuit /bioc M ~ dthe w NsafeWin r* aar : [.; 'i '.!^^ ^^-- " d the 7 :^ ' 2:-DubbNI'-- hdphg '
the use of more than one {2H --P--}.Mi@gy{Q

'" ' .vg N 1s

in the event of less of inventory M pump for makeup
available through manual actions., then pumps can be made -

2

The LTOP System for pressure relief consists of two PORVs
with reduced lift settingspr an RCS vent of sof44eeent 4C P9 "a4ee. Two relief valves arp required for redundancy. One imMA g
PORV has adet.uate relieving capability to preventoverpressurization for the utred coolant inputcapability. I

g gJf
fr}usil / pJk'> Od| Poav Reautrementa m g,+ ,p j,pp ihk hy

As designed for the LTOP System, each PORY is signated to
open if the RCS pressure a
the LTOP actuation logic. pproaches a limit determined byThe actuation logic monitors RCS
pressure and determines when the LTOP overpressure setting --QPekt 8d

,

is approached. If the indicated pressure meets or exe sds-
--

the calculated value, a PORY is signaled to open. @
The LC0 presents the PORV setpoints for LTOP. h setpo,ints...----n,,.. . .a . . .. u -- - - u. - - - , a. . -
.7_.... 7 ... .-- :' rt. Having the setpoints of

,-

both valves within the limits of the LC0 ensures the P/T
-

limits will not be exceeded in any analyzed event.,

When a PORY is opened in an increasing pressure transient,
the release of coolant causes the pressure increase to slow
and reverse. As the PORY releases coolant the
ressuredecreasesuntila,resetpressureIsreacbstem

_yne t 'a n y in signaieo to siop . in r....uri win . so
desfease below the resst nressure as the valvellones- . J

M hh 's -b Y cl,

+h yAt wally cA <s f}v PsMS
: - -

- -

(continued)
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LTOP System-

B 3,4.12
i

'

SAsts --
f
i

I
BACKGROUIG RCS Vant Ranuirements

'

!~ (continued)-
! Once the RCS is depmssurized, a vent exposed to thej'

containment atmosphere will maintain the RCS at containment'

ambient pressure in an RCS overpressure transient,-if the '!relievi
.capab11Nies of the vent. requirements of the transient do not exceed the. f[ /de veM MS- / f

-

.'

Thus the vent path est he ' ":'i*'
. capable of relieving the flow re,sulting from the limiting3

-8 9ue . Ndts (e.g j
,

LTOP sass or heat input transient and maintaining pressure
below the p/T 11alts. The required vent capacity any be

s

! /fN#dy .1% precar)rce provided by one er more vent paths.

b er.u) //w W.S c** **Y
#d *#*f -

afety valveisu now capacityl-i h-or an vent to sesi cne spes
p J ge/L.4ea M i removing a pressurizeri

remov a: V' internals and disabli its block valve inj N /Im',dt , ac cl */u . pos len,-or siellarly esta shing a vent by ope an RCS
open .

; pp Spf,, 'j fn y - ve valve. The vent path ) aust be above thes
i

- ctor coolant. an as to drain the E M "- -- fve
.

|
~ ~

( h gs A
-

3
w

w .~
3 ~3'f",kAft.1 CABLE Safety analyses (Ref. 3) demonstrate that the reac r vessel >4 /ch . SAtETY ANALYSES is adequately protected against exceeding t "N

p/T lietts dort*f shutdown. In MODES 1 h,he Ref rence l'
,

1 (">
s .. d ...and , and 4.n..

- m - -- -

'% RC#& is s.#iuod-lj ..n .. ---

's,r'eNullier s'afefy valves p;revent *C' ;- :
g 9 C'''I b! 4" 4 n,l- Jaf,l.j| eue;4!: "! "e':nn:: 1 l'-;. . At ib 'F and- MM#O z
below, e;verpressure prevention falls to se E LE PORVs 30/(M 2): gf*,6 ' 44-

-

Mor to a depressurized RCS and a sufficient sized RCS von
tach of these means has a limited overpressure reliefs % .

', -

- ' capability.;

[ h. . ck [rachre
g ,g ,.J i,,

.
+

iThe ac temperature at n the pressure in t p.. M'

- h limi rve falls below t pressurizer safety e L hat increases.as t reactor vessel =mta- *-',d
esames due ta man * -- * F ^-'] Each time the P/Tlimit curves are revised, the LTOP System will be

: re-evaluated to ensure its functional requirements can still
be satisfied using the PORY method or the depressurized and;

-i vented RCS condition.
4
s

i Reference 3 contains the acceptance limits that satisfy the
LTOP requirements. Any change to the RCS aust be evaluated
against these analyses to deterstne the impact of the change
on the LTOP acceptance limits.

.

,

(continued) ,
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LTOP System i

8 3.4.!!

RASES

, APPLICABLE Transients that are capable of overpr.asurt' ring the RCS are'
SAFETY AluLYSES categortred as either mass or heat ir.put transients,

(continued) examples of which follow:
__ _

Matt Innut Tyne Trantients-,

Inadvertent (safety _ injection; ,ef'_ __h*h
. 4.

.

@ 5. Charging / letdown flow mismatch. . JaadvM HPC *d
- -- --_ ,.m

.

Heat Innut Yvne Transients o. v g e.. , e .r
__

Inadvertent actuation of pressurizer heaters;a.

b. Lossofshutdowncooling(SDC);or-
.

Reactor coolant pump (RCP) startup with temperaturec.
T o s er t a; asymmetry within the RCS or between the RCS and steam Q /r\

r
C- generators.

I.3 \

The follcuing ara- required during the LTOP MODES to ensure
Il that mass and heat input transients do nct occur which

either of the LTOP overpressure protection means,cannot
handle!

ano %k.*I oSk
, h*h I'm O a, , Rendering all but one HPSI pump, rf 'l LtM

shang4as pump sincapable of injecticy +ndhe V41'G pa.f .
\u._,, . , _ _ . . , . . . . . ,. 3.,,._ . , _ , _ , _

.
'

n,I ~(''~
ts!GIF i @ Ml

~

,

& ng#h on\
,

I og Reference adalffes11endi ra e that sit er e PORY orI
the RCS vent an maintain RCS pressure below imits when g

c.bysay-pq uL only one HPSI pump e M ^- th r;'r. r; actuated.
,

Thus, the LCO allows only one HPS!; pump =d n; ;h..,'ayTwf ASA k..g*/ d'* g .
'I iat'*

pump.0PERA8L(duringtheLTOPMODES. ^^^V
' ' - - - - ' ' ' - "

ondi nor th: ^CS . .t : r M -d' th: ; n.... ;. ...'n; ;r:t::d
,._ _ 8. r :- r . ' .J ^',' ,' ,r . ". 3 . . , __. -- " a __* - r:tr- '- !=, th:t

.ien .3.. . _ _ . .r . _
. , . -

u

4. IUeI^ ^j "
m .. u,. h.ie.~Iti$ $. M A5 1 th: t-*-"- $ pFe @M ' ', d

.. . .js - r . - - - -
- - - -

P^ sad #a4e bJLL 2. 9 ap_. c s vs^Y7%g4 y,"g*%n. @-% -aA le,Q $ no;u Q .
,

%.39 V" '
, ,. g oi.svu as u -.6 .a.,"_ .na..y siv=. uv.=gn v.

N v M~ _
; _v).-
( C.hory Q f ump'

- g , ;7:_ :- "M z ' . --rm r- ' " .' '--" '" '"* "
v-" . i ss

__ ... .....,... _.-- . vii- u vi e n u n 6n=>v
.roegoi#** *d b C N
g ,.o|(, A

(continued),
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- INSERT b & c*-

- b. - When HPSI suction is aligned to the RWT, the HPSI pump shall be in
manual control and either: 1) HPSI flow is limited to 5 210 gpm or 2) an
RCS vent 2 2.6 square inches is established;

Rendering HPSI motor operator valves (MOVs) only capable of manuallyc.

aligning HPSI pump flow to the RCS;

,m. y . u z.,

INSERT ASA

provided two of the three HPSI pumps are disabled and the remaining HPS7
pump's flow is throttled. If HPSI pump flow is not throttled during addition of
mass to the RCS through one HPSI loop MOV, then two PORVs or an RCS vent
2 2.6 gpm are capable of rnaintaining RCS pressure below limits.

.

'_
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24 8 k 800 n|c,,is A, o,;g i !

LTO ;(q ,o mie g ),,, p .p g
"

8ASES
,

'

pp.' [.A\. APPLICABLE Heat Inout Tree Trantients (continued
\'

SAFETY ANALYSES *g.p f,, ,, ;A L

b[.kib! E ~
tn: =

(fk.4 a4 Ch frmm . L .'.;; analys established the tosperature of
g

@e-M-hi gs,) on)KP c., hew y semperatureythe presunser safety valves provide the
LTOP Applicability at

'F and belot s Above this i

pK f6 a s. v reactor vessel pressure pro g .. 'Tha ve
g

CM te " -"''"- ":" ;; :: ;.!^-n~ ssel materials
trea 1y re assunee to nave a m ='.%' )4/.,c g, ,,;j Aggg,

nr::f:;:t':Q D
##"'##f'#"''43[ The consequences of ta seeH-breek loss of coolant accident

+

.

IT]@NK p,fg#

(LOCA) in LTOP C / onform to 10 CFR 50.46 and 10 CFR 50, . QAppendix K Refs. 4 and 5= - -

-ef one HPS!(pump rd =: t), requirements by having a eandeumr 'r ^7;7,;. J J M /tffrTs op.Je in ntxtin rd'.;gS: *pe ;;q;r ;q
^

- fQ c Jg * , ,5 S gno0L 3 ars9 '

PORY Performance
eM* M4--ErmwM g |;n$o(g oc, y i

_ha tM4wn o 'n ar a- *
The fracture mes;hanics analyses show t t ~vesse s

" _'_'_~

protected when the PORVs are set to open at or below M' '* '' n
-f ['"" ?">;. The setpoint is derived by modeling the E ** 8 M''

1
perfomance of the LTOP Systen, assuming the limiting heP r:f '."" tr=t et ef ::: ""!! rd n; gi

pressure overshoot M: "'*These;a=nalyses con;t. ,;4r; i = 4*'"M i-t- th C]#3 it u nsider
oobbeyond the PORY opening 6 kg *f,j IIgnegro setpoints, resulting from signal processing and o ^8 d''/ ' Dvalve s e times.' The PORV setpoints 64-er below the p p inicM"7 I

derived Itait ensure the Reference 1 limits will be net. 4 4 KS
7 '/T M# The PORY setpoints will be re-evaluated for compliance who d4*> M

g
U #8 f

the revised P/T limits conflict with the LTOP analysis"" ''d f''M' A oplimits. The P/T limits are periodically modified as the
a

bAw .,)= ch.p <
=

reactor vessel material toughness decreases due to
h embrittlement caused by neutron irradiation. Revised P/T @

c<t are cWJ limits are determined using neutron fluence pro. lections and. ,,,, A ,M. p

the results of examinations of the reactor vessel material
ag i

p ,yj LJrradiation surveillance specimens.J The Batas forC
tc0 3.4.3, 'RCS Pressure una souperature (P/T) Limits,"
discuss these examinations.

The PORVs 4.re considered active components. Thus, the
failure of one PORV represents the worst case, single activefailure.

|
(continued)*~

CEOG STS
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o vided a posaur ur . 5 e Vo v *-y'

go j k hrge NPE ps>rnes W c ' 4 6- *
-

M A r m cdne'n3 HP51 Pump ''

& roY |tb Ms __

X%# ''i!'EU
8ASES

APPLICA8LE RCS Yent Performance ' hSAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)- WI the RCS depressurized, analyses show a vent site of gu y/m,o | Mj,
a

square inches is c1pable of a tigating the lietting -

owed LT0P overpressure transion .a In that event, this
size vent maintains RCS pressure less than the4 % ag i,A d

,~ Gpressure en the P/T limit curve. -

is rep;<ed b dlM
The RCS vent size will also_bs4-evaluated for complianceFs.- S,,/k f..t.<y .c each time the P/T limit-ce'ves are revised based on theresults of 511 satorial surveillance,ob god, sud

e,s H P3x: .g,,44ta v4 4. he 5 vent is passive and is not subject to active
failure.

..

LTOP System satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO This LC0 is required to ensure that the LTOP System is
OPERABLE. The LTOP System is OPERABLE when the miniaun
coolant input and pressure relief capabilities are OPERABLE.
Viointion of this LCO could lead to the loss of low
temperature overpressure attigation and violation of the
Reference 1 limits as a result of an (perational traasi t A

(To limit the coolant input capability, the LCO requires %p ma4,m um o Q\@ Q[, 7yvnnP5WumpS;d ... .t.. U: ";_",, capable of injecting
'o gs

into the RCS "d ' " ' " '- - '^

gg' ,,'"..,..trg ;n','t. L ^^^ "
2.

- ,ngswerg m_. , . . .u n.,. ., i n_ . _ _ . , - ..,.r.,...,.....,. /p, , , .

The elements of the LC0 that provide ovefpressure e iga tonthrough pressure relief are: m - - =
-

Two OPERABLE PORVsl / ,a

@)f. The depressurized RCS and an RCS vent y f; f g Q .4'@ M" 2 ' v , i o % A PORY is OPERABLE for LTOP when its block va ve is open, 'Ib LC O' ''

itsliftsetpointisset44-E ? W tr .::: nd testing, "s' n chg has proven its ability ;o open at that set int, nd active}-
-

power is available to the two valves and t etr con rolt circuits.
.

q m wi ."

wg L. C'sq v" ,_

(con n I

CE00 STS .4-61 Rev 1, ,gj pfg

t h a = p . ,e l n 4 . , s J e. - }- % e n vL to

mL . rk-k wL - e n -w o ne. u cc
;nek v d I, eu l d ||s LTo P .-s},, reg uk w a h we b
. n d nec o q io ein k,i R c t g ~t u s a bn b J d. jv.s .

m w' -ww'



INSERT LCO

This is accomplished by disabling two HPSI pumps by either removing (racking
out) their motor circuit breakers from the electrical power supply circuit or by
locking shut their discharge valves. During required testing, other means of
preventing the two HPSI pumps from injecting into the RCS may be used. In -
addition, when not in use the remaining HPSI pump shall have its handswitch in [[j

pull-to-lock. When HPSI suction is aligned to the RWT for injec: ion into the
RCS, the HPSI pump must be in manual control and either HPSI flow shall be

slimited to _<; 210 gpm or an RCS vent of 2 2.6 square inches is established. -To .
.- - -

provide single failure protection against a HPSI pump mass addition transient, the
HPSI loop MOV handswitches must be placed in pull-to-override so the valves do
not automatically actuate upon receipt of a safety injection signal. During
required testing this requirement may be suspended.'

,

:
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I

I
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LTOP System
B 3.4.12
-_=m@ ['&Q;? Tr;;;jt'j" da (D

sAStS "

___ _w-
LC0 An RC vent is CPERABL when open with an area

(continued) 2 square inches.
,

Each of these methods of overpressure prevention is capable
of mitigating the lietting LTOP transient.

_ -
g g_

_,

QsstupQaot%.ot Q-
APPLICABILITY This LC0 is applica

RCS cold leg is s
_

, in M00E5 ; and [emperature of any h
~

e in MODE T n t:.e
- "" 6/shefi the1 heac is on. ins pri ur 6 r ..i=6r valves

Qu
4

provide orpressure protection t meets the Reference
*

P/T 1 ts above latti'F and When the reactor se.

he is off, overnretturitati cannot necur,

LCD 3.4.3 provides the operational P
LCO 3.4.10, ' Pressurizer Safety Yalve/T limits for all MODES. .s.' requires the
OPERABILITY of the pressurizer safety y

n /, and MODE Ay Czes that provide f:noverpressure protection durin MODES 1 6 2above -{3Qt*F. di$ WO
3o ua 4 * hLow temperature av ressure prevention is most critical

during shutdown when the RCS is water solid, and a mass or
heat input transtant can cause a very rapid increase in RCS

-C 5 4 R,, g H;i'K: 0:"e"n '' " " "" '" *"* *"'''" ''" " *
- -

*pf N W g ,

XM /, p,4j > The Applicability is modified by a Note stating that4ff--
g 'fw, ischtte i: =1; ::;;tr-1 "-- the !!! ;r:n;;; '., i. eater/acA , g thm -- - "a te to n" ser * k-itCg y,4 "g ,g' 'a-crd:::. n ;h;f b;r::: -: -a o ;r n

Om 7 W t ;;n.; :nid;d in
tha AT4R. Thh " t: : -tt: th C T 4;,.. ... .;'..e*E ' '' W ti b ;

tma"t re prf;;;.;d ea',, ;.r.4;r the;; is.,,m . end-
,

/cJ 4,, ,m egh , t q ter ~ f i t i-; .

ACTIONS A .1 4ad4,4

With two or more HPSI pumps capable of injecting into the
RCS, overpressurization is possible.

The immediate Completion Time to initiate actions to restore
restricted coolant input capability to the RCS reflects the
importance of maintaining overpressure protection of the
RCS.

(continued)
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INSERT LCO BASES

,4 :
/ )

/ /
The LCQ is modified by t o Notes. Nots 1 requires the following restri ions when using
the HP 1 pump.

/
a. the pump mu in manual ntrol, and

. |h./ - '

b./ an RCS v 2 2.6 square i hes must exist r HPSI > 21 gpm.

These restricti s placed on HP I pump operati ensure that overpressu e transient
does not by either autoptic HPSI actua on or by oper ing a HPSI ump greater
than 210 Note 2 requi s the PORVli tting to be 429 psia (U 1), s 443 psia

_

.

(Unit 2) on shutdo cooling. This sures that the RVlift set ngislow
enough mitigste overp ssure transient hen operati on shutdc cooling, since the )

,

RCSt perature ement is not a ratein this dition. /
J

w

a
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LTOP System
8 3.4.!!

I
q SASES

ACTIONS 3 ' M ".I ';...;t_:f)
.

*: ;_ ' .; " '. ; ;. ; . . f ' f t f 5 t " '- '' ? h..

ekg?._ 7 ;g, ;_r_;:t ;' "" t|,..;t.. '.; , ;;;.it; ^_.J
:1 r - ; ......;. to-NL.M Miou .

hi 6 d '~ EIT o.i. and tL2 '

|
An unisola SIT requires i lation within 1 hoar. This134 only re when the $1T ssure is greater than or equal -to the imus RCS pressu for the existing cold legt sture allowed in PTLR.

I isolation is need and cannot be accomplished within1

hour, Required on D.1 and Required Action 0.2 pro
.

8

etwo options, ett of which must be perfomed within 2
12 hours. By i reasing the RCS temperature to > j'F a

,

SIT pressure [600)psigcannotexceedtheLTOP mitsIfthe tanks a fully injected. Depressurizing i SIT belowthe LTOP 1 it stated in the PTLR also protec against sucan event

The C lation Times are based on opera g experience thatthe activities can be accomplished i these time periods4

a on engineering evaluations indi ing that an event_quirino LTOP is not likely in t allowed times.
*

-

(fbohn
4

L 3M0' d bofM o
'

H vire j3 Gh4 O_

,

^,j~ - ,i f fhIn' MODE e
". -./ any RCS colpleg temperature,is s {446.}'F, 42.1

h with one
inoperab ,rtee POR

OPERABLt status wit aCompletio$mustberestoredto, C#j g ilC $ Vi oMrn Time of a t. -* ' ^' k ve+ vet a M re to meet the LCO requir ^*y'

g ;,1
.q *b ef rature overpressure mitigation while f$

provide 1

gQ(h wnhstanding a single failure of an active component.,

The Completion Time is based on the fact / that only one PORY % wat*''
isrequiredtomitigateanoverpressuretransientenHhet4

-!'t;;d ;' ::. ut'n t'. ,r; :f ": r:'.ning weke pNt"
11un A N t't^.. 7..% %...,,'.w.!

4

4

- (continued)
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' '

L Insert Actions B'and C
,

; ]LL_

With HPS! flow > 210'gpm and suction aligned to the RWT and a RCS vent < 2.6 square inches
: established, sufficient overpressure protection may not exist and overpressurization may be
possible.

'

t.
-

.

: *

The immediate Completic4n Time to initiate actions to reduce HPSI flow to s 210 gpm reficets
; the importance of maintaining overpressure protection of the RCS.

g
. . . .

; With one or more HPSI loop MOVs cap 41e 'of automatically aligning HPSI pump flow to the"

RCS, single failure protection y * $st a I PSI pump mass addition transient is lost. Therefore,
action is required to be immediately inmated to restore single failure piotection by-placing the.
affected HPSI loop MOV handswitch in pull-to-override, or shutting and disabling the affectedi

HPSI loop MOV, or isolating the affected HPSI header flow path.
-

.

' The immediate Completion Time to initiate action to restore single failure protection for the
HPSI pump mass addition transient reflects the importance of restoring single failure protection
for low temperatme overpressurization mitigation.

i .

( :

+
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.)a 3,- w m+f^'y @BASES $l d'(f jb ,/
8

g

. inued)
The consequences o operat 1 events that willoverpressure the S,a re severe at lower erature(Ref. 6). Thue - uired PORY inoperable a MODE 5 orin MODE *, fth

the Completion Tlee to restore @two valves o RABLE status is 24 hours. - -44
The 24 hour Completion _ Time to restore
MODE 5 or in MODE 6 "-" 4 ==< e he 4v3sa
reasonable amount of time to investiga e in repair s al L*

types of PORV failures without exposure to a lengthy period
with only one PORY OPERABLE to protect against overpressure
" * ' - _m

3,~ g
.

kho; V on , PoRy If required PORVn are inoperabl or if 5 Requi ed
.. _,

<

j g p.s cg ult *M
' ,ig g g ' on and Llie a soc's ed~ Coop e hon o Condt ion ,3i

( E er[..are. t me or ff th L7 Sy a is nope able,l' M PJ k of W gr an reason ther han fond on thr ugh C iti f\
/A

p le
sun pe utpressuru,4 .4 e vens estaoUshed with n /g,g @

'_ go 9C M S h hours. The vent must be sized at least ".7 squaret' c/| V 5 ' 'j cd inches to ensure the flow cspacity is greater (han that
s

i

g4 g m(f*M/) required for the worst case mass input transient reasonable
' s

during the applicable MODES. This action protects the RCPB l'5;

from a low temperature overpressure event and a possible
-brittle failure of the. - .

tor vessel.

The Completion Time of hours to depressurize and vent the @RCS is based on tl.a ti required to place the plant in this
condition and the relatively low probability of an
overpressure event during this time period due to increased
operator awareness of administrative control requirements.

J

.m . . _ , ~ , . _ _ mgod 5h W *
SURVEILLANCE $R 3.4.1P.1r 2^ "

0.'" ". r._ "" * 0.;;.;
REQUIREllENTS

.

. Q
To minimize the potential for a low temperature overpressure
evant by lietting thw mass input capability.Lon:p one NF5f

rp i
- .. , _. vum fied BLE 1

theother[ps Ioc_ked.. , ,outw[1
wi power reso and 64ml* ''-a *=aa ennahle af iniae an i n t n t h* _ __$) Ihe

' ..

pumpfsf rd C. ....., ,J are rendered incapable ,
' )

M55

(continued)

^

N 'V* Nr N EI._(_ ..w & L M [~ma,wn d num %one a w s of
C

a
J A_ dea;nj ul,'nbo:nk A Ru ed wk,nc.A cl y,d hg

' rn e-J l
locq. ut is pr-bA C L JLdy Lw k e :n3c. 6 * k % wa : y, n
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r INSERT ACTION 1

F

{k b dA
If the required Actions and associated Completion Times of&- n ~m (Deannot be
met the RCS is required to be depressurized and vented through a vent 21.3 square

OPERABLE PORV restores single failure protection and ensu/ction along with the
inches. Thipction must be completed within 48 hours. This

res the flow capacityis
greater tha.n that required for the worst case mass input transient reasonable during the

. applic.able MODES. This action protects the RCPB from an overpressure event and a
c- ' possible brittle failure of the reactor vessel. - -

The Completion Time of 48 hours to depressurize and ven*, the RCS is based on the time,

required to place the plant in this condition and in a controlled manner. The probability of4

an overpressure event occurring along with a single failure of the remaining OPERABLE
i PORV is unlikely, '

,

4

:
,
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LTOP System
B 3.4.12

BASES

I
SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.4.12.1i 2 * ' i" ". _..' C r.: 12 2 (continued) hi
REQUIREMENTS

..

of injecting into the RCS through removing the power from
the b racking the breakers out under adstnistrative '

on ro ii rnei. - ime or uvr sentrolA m,4 ,$ Lfust t least two independent means prevent aY
/ pump art s h that a si le failure or si e action will

-

M. d,5 leT wLg no result n an injectio into the RCS. is may be }compli .ed h the pump control s ch bei placed in
,

ktlocksJAA. >4pu11 lock at least ene valve the dis
g at ingclo) sed, arge flg

*,

p f -
<

The 12 hour interval considers operating practice to
regularly assess potential degradation and to verify
operation within the safety analysis.

qu' ires verifying tg R ve t,is open3 #
'

7 ; E'5 h 3?iih'. iiii..~.~~ " ~~~ ~~ ~ ~~ " "" ~ ' '
C/nceevery12hoursforavalvethatisunlockedopen[aals
af

%. (ynce every 31 days for a valve that is locked open.

The passive vent arrangement must only be open to be
OPERABLE. This Surveillance need only be perfomed if the f-\4

s-

vent is being used to satisfy the requirements of this LCO.
The Frequencies consider operating experience with3

mispositioning of unlocked and locked vent valves,
respectively.

SR 3.4.12

The PORY block valve must be verified open every 72 hours to
provide the flow path for each required PORY to perfom its
function when actuated. The valve can be remotely verified ,

open in the main control room.

The block valve is a remotely controlled, motor operated
valve. The power to the valve motor operator is not required
to be removed, ar.d the manual actuator is not required

(continued)
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LTOP Systen
B 3.4.12

BASES

3URVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12 (continued)
.

k~
REQUIREMENTS

locked in the inactive position. Thus the block valve can
be closed in the event the PORY develop,s excessive leakage
or does not close (sticks open) after relieving anoverpressure event.

The 72 hour Frequency considers e,perating experience with
accidental movement of valves having remote control and
position indication capabilities available where easily 4

monitored.
These considerations include the administrative

controls ever main control room access and equipmentcontrol. ;

.

ASR 3.4.1

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
31 days to verify and, as necessary, TEST is required everyadjust the PORV open
setpoints. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST will verify on a
monthly basis that the PORV lift setpoints are within the
LC0 limit. PORY actuation could depressurize the RCS and isnot required. The 31 day Freque - experiencewith equipment reliabi)ity. sc,5 cw,,0)

&30/ cs,.a
A Note has been adde ndicating s required to be
perfemed*fl2Phour after decreasing RCS cold legtemperature to s 'f. The test cannot be performed
untti the RCS is n t e LT0? MODES when the PORV lift
setpoint can be reduced to the LTOP setting. The test must
be performed within 12 hours after entering the LTOP MODES.

SR 3.4 12

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION o each required PORY )actuation channel is required every months to adjust
the whole channel so that it responds and the valve opens
within the required LTOP range and with accuracy to known

h Frequency considers operatin experience with b
equipmentreliabilityandsatchesthetypic!1 refueling
outage schedule,

,

(continued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.13 I

BASES

ACTIONS 3.1 and 2.2 (continued)
.

4

acting on the RCPB are much lower, and further deterioration Ais much less Itkely. 'M
,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.13.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying RCS LEAKAGE to be within the LCO limits ensures
the integrity of the RCPB is maintained. Pressure bouMary
LEAKAGE would at first appear as unidentified LEAKAGE and
can only be positively identified by inspectim.
Unidentified LEAKAGE and identified LEAKAGE are deterstned
by performance af an RCS water inventory balance. Primary
to secondary LEAKAGE is also measured by perfomance of an
RCS water inventory balance in conjunction with effluent
monitoring within the secondary steam and feedwater systems.

The RCS water inventory balance must be performed with the4

reactoratsteadystate_operatinocond1 Mons _andame
operatino prossure< rer e,sth SR is 'ot reg red

~

rforfed III M)D Ja 12 rs of en 1.,

st e operatt k ne cpe ing ssur _ty sed.

Steady state operation is required to perfom a proper water
invent lance;' calculations during maneuvering are not
usefu Note invirn m su i h- " na met whelD( tate VestabitsitA/For RCS operational LEAKAGE

.

determination oy water inventor
defined as stable RCS pressure.y balance, steady state is k. temperature, power level
pressurizar and makeup tank levels, mak.ap and letdown,' a,ndRCP seal hj::th. d =tm flows.g r g
An early warning of pressure boundary LEAKAGE or
unidentified LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems
that monitor the containment atmosphere radioactivity and
the containment sump level These leakage detection systemsare specified in (C0 3.4. 'RCS Leakage Detection,

Instrumentation."
-@

The 72 hour Frequency is Yeasonable interval to trend
LEAKAGE and recognizes the importance of early leakage
detection in the prevention of accidents. A Note under the
Frequency column states that this SR is equired be
perfomed during steady state operation. g

(continued)
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" INSERT ACTION B Ny

f or SGs are * ble due t ilure to meet S 13.2, the react ust be brought [dL AoMO 3 within 6 and M O 5 within 36 hou Subsequent ent nto MODE 4 is
restri, by LCO 3,0.4 us.til the generator tubsintegrity can be lished.

_

e
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
8 3.4.13

BASES

.SURVE!LLANCE SA 3.4.13.2
.

REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR provides the means necessary to determine SG
OPERAI!LITY in an operational MODE. The requirement to
demonstrate SG tube integrity in accordance with the Steam
Generator Tube Survelliance Program emphasizes the
importance of $4 tube integrity, even though this ,9-*

..-
*

Surveillance cannot be perfomed at normal operating
conditions.

I
~ F5hR, Ar% Ur " . Q QuREFERENCES 1. TD UR H. A8eeMlt A. m --

.

|

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45. May 1973. iA,lf h.

3.h$AR,SectionK.
% ursyt, s.,$ o#N 14h @ 3 -(h_

--- _-
. , L .rm ms R

mkt one
M A- * *E *or - Inut t :; a.m g m tre or t

b Ao I-b N7OIre_,.m % k c h 5(y To knu.a

sw:(\ ~~ 1%y- J m % ;,Mooes &
l. t krou g A ( u h r 43 con 9 j w ', d L C O 3,6 3l 13

.

mv.34 L LL.n . -f'~/% ^

I

|
! 1'

I
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AES Leakage Detection Instrumentationi- '

; B3.4.M @
B 3.4 CTORCOOLANT$YSTE'l(RCS) ,

'

B 3.4.1p RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

I
BASES.

2
.. , m

SACKGROUND 0 of AnfanF r A tr U GFR 50)(Reff 1)' requires means ;gggQ . for detectihajaro ww r--m -- -- -- - -.a iin ne' the ] L3 -

Karatise T He so,urce e" i1

inca EAKAGE. Regulato I? N' Ce Mb Guide 1.45 (Rer. 2) describes acceptable methods)or
ji selecting leakage detection systems.

Leakage detection systems must have the capability to detect
significant reactor coolant pressure boundary RCP8)
degradation as soon after occurrence as practic(al toi

.

'

minimize the potential for propagation to a gross failure..

Thus an early indication or warning sional-is necessary to*

peredt proper evaluation of all unidentified LEAKAGE.

I Industry practice' has shown that water flow changes of
o b s le # 0.5 gpa to 1.0 gpo can readily be detected in contained
4k ,4. .' A'm o k y

'-

% sh id, volumes by tonitoring changes in water level, in flow rate,-

; [A' 'h ar i* M or in the operating fr::ioney of a The
sump used to collect unidentified L Elishontainment

.

tHhuud ,d #w. eaa+ = i --- +*

instru==ated to al are.';r t--- :::: ** d""'' ''''''t"e : .5 --
_ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ __._ ... ~

t' : :' <w -- s Thi; :r:T.C.is;;cceptableI@or7 'j . *g g! W *

a f
#

9 / rrn 34 y,;,, detecting inc.' esses in unidentified LEAKAGE.
,

S h 4 Q, .f The reactor coolant contains radioactivity that, when3

e,''f * I'5 A'J' d released to the containment, can be detected by radiationi
'

. . monitoring instrumentation. Reactor coolant radioactivity ____

U ce/c /dc 4 levels will be low durino initial reacter startup and fo ~'

Mt *l33few weeks thereafter until activated corros . ave
been formed and fission products appe fuel element'Q claddina contamint n or claddin ects. Instrument' F

#Ci/ccy'?"''="" Tor gassog
. sensitivities of@ - m1afor 3 articulate
monitoring and of L _f
mannering are practica#Ci/ccm

;

l for these leakage detection# a gg .g., j ysystems. . Radioactivity detection systems are included to,
* monitoring both particulate and eseous activities because-

-ef their sensitivit hs.and respcasestoRCSI.EAKAGE.4

An incrGse in humidity of the containment atmos would4

W b *d slaal l indicate 4alaase of water vapor to the containeen
point '^i rature usu m . i. . .. trees bu '6 nb
tumigNy levels of the 3pfftainment atmosph[s an'#^:

i '
'

'(continued)
i

j CEOG STS ' B 3.4 81 Rev1,04/07/95
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RCS Leakage Detection InstrumentatiohnB 3.4. @BA$ts

,

ACTIONS
A.1 and A.2 (continued)

_

at an increased frequency of 24 hours
that is adequate to detect leakage.- y de infomation

Restoration of the sump amd4er to OPF.RABLE status is
gg

. nquired to regain the function in a completion Time of
30 days after the monitor's fatture. This time is

gater inventory balance requir dacceptable considering the fesque y and adequac{on A 1of the RCS
red Act . . rgyg

Whifidi5defihMylitiidfMD.MDtWff4st47 A #-Papplicable. As a result a MODE c
/,r- containment sumpn:=Ma,channo nge is allowed when the _ '

_

inoperab Thiser Sr- le.p* p ,g allowance is prooided because o u%g ere.')mm
| available to non tor for RCS LEAKAGE.

-

__

u
% '

f%)r.p_ted rdik
| s.L1.s.1.2.h.2 M ,.L2 ** '

,

-

With both gaseous and particulate containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitoring instrumentation channels,

inoperabis alternative action is required.
'.

samples of,the containment atmosphere must be taken andEttber grab
,

analyzed, or water inventory balances
in accordance withSR 3.4.13.1. must be perfomed to prov,ida alternate periodic

information. With a sample obtainec and analyzed or anf.

be operated for up to 30 days to allow nstoration of atinventory balance performed every 24 hours, the reactor may
'

least one of the radioactivity monitors.
Itern vely. c nued operation is at
ool condens low rate monitoring em is OPERABL , W

it tne air n
to ed arab las are taken every hours.

The 14 hour interval provides periodic information that is
adequate to detect leakage. The 30 day completion Ties A
available. recognizes at least one other fom of leakage detection is /_$_)

(by a NoteRequired Ac ons 8.1.1 B.I.2 .2.1, ano n.g.g er ,,,vv .lwu]at indicates th theare not plicable. As a sult, provisions of 3.0.4
a MODE chan is allen gaseous and pa culate containeen teospher N,, padt ettvity monitor annel is inoperab . This al ance;

,

(continued)
.
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INSERT 3.4.14 ACTION A,

/

A Note ' added allowi that SR 3.4.13 is not required to performed until I rs aner
estabr ing steady operation (sta e temperature, r level, pressurize makeup tank lhleve , makeup etdown, and R sealinsection retum flows), ne hour allowance
pr ides sumci t time to collect process all ssary data after sta plant conditions are
"'* *

_ _ _ _ . _

'

A
. , , - . .

INSERT 3.4.14 ACTION B

AN added allowing t SR 3.4.13.1 i t required to perfonned until rs after
|- es ishing steady stat peration(stabl emperature,po - level, pressurize makwp |hi 1 els, makeup and I own, and RCP 1 injection an . turn flows). A hour allo ce

rovides sufficien me to collect process all nee sary data after stpb c plant ' ions are j

' established. /

|

_b
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RCS Specific y g
i

8 3.4
TORCOOLANTSYSTEN(RCS)

3 3.4. RCS Specific Activity h
SASES

SACKGROUND The Code of Federal Regulations,10 CFR 100 diT~9h
specifies the maxiaum dose to the whole body and the thyroid gg

; , ,,|,g;a g an individual at the site boundary can receive for 2 hoursa,,9%e s..fu|, during an accident. The Itaits en specific activity ensure
swtw ia % u R M. tiat the doses are held to_= u _rrarnon er sno {ttJteg 1% FEik App ~pe d P 0uring analyled transients'and~ accidents. g

{
The RCS specific activity LC0 limits the allowable
concentration level of radionuclides in the reactor coolant.
The LCO limits are established to minimize the offsite '

radioactivity dose consequences in the event of a steam ' [generator tube rupture (SGTR) accident.

The LCD contains specific activity limits for both DuSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131 and gross speciffr activity. The al% sable
levels are intended to limit theGEilhdose at the sitebo"*y ta a seau frac lon or 6 ^G EER
T deline 11 its. The inits in the LCO standardized

vu coseg
- M base tric ev untions of offst* radioactivitwiiUs,N **yp*e ge_d on pa

crikoa pay,s - _consa uences for typical site loca onif
%e urgne.(CAO k_he ; rametric ev ustions showed t potential off its dose

leve s for an SGT accident were a appropriately 11fra ton of the O CFR 100 dose g deline limits. ach
{eva untion ass s a broad range f site applicaat arte dit rsion factors i a narametrie a luation.

APPLICABLE The LCO limits on the specific activit of the reactor
SAFETY ANALYSES cociant ensure that the resulting doses at the sitem =w

N ameM t.
' boundary wi'l not exca*4 ii iruuan or une 10 UR IDD j

se cuid r:3e 11mits fM 1owing an IGTR accident /. The SGTR"'Ma swe~ ed safety analysis
W urJArt(fid. IT the reactor coola(Ref. 2) assumes the spectTic activity of

-

Int at the LCO llaits and an existing
reactor coolant steam pnerator (SG) tube leakage rate of1 gpe. TM r. DW .50 ::~^^ ! - rtr 174 ...! -tri.. .. 7 .'. ti; :r: tir r ti. LG . ....^..

'IM intD:t "Or th :"T". d.J.... u...l .iner4he2rraab--- 'frit; ' , Z ; . ,..;.^;. ...;.,. i '--- - -- t o

(continued)
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STE-RCS Loops _-afODES 4 and 5
B 3.4.17

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) g
B 3.4.17 _ Special Test Exception (STE) RCS Loops - MODES 4 and 5

'

Bases

-.

BACKOROUND nis special test exception to LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops MODE
< 4;" LCO 3.4.7, _"RCS Loops-MODE 5, Imps Filled;" and LCO
3.4.8, "RCS leops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled" allows no,1CS -

.b k, 6r a 'le spehal tests 3clv< %, 1 e u p a g* ,'Q ;Qnisor SDC l~~+ M%
e

InQ ohumint vi l localleak b,

|} for - rate testmg of contamment penetration number 41 (shutdown P
! !coolingtandauwstmaintenance on the comnen shutdown

| cooling suction line or on the shutdown cooling flow control valve
'

(CV-306).

APPLICABLE - As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Special Test -
- SAFETY ANALYSIS Exception LCOs is optional, and therefore no criteria of 10 CFR

50.36 (c)(2)(ii) apply. Special Test Exception LCOs provide
flexibility to perform certain operations by appropriately _ . .
modifying requirements of other LCOs. A discussion of the

f' crheria satisfied for the other LCOs is provided in their respective
Bases.

LCOJ nis LCO is provided to allow for the performance of testing and :
maintenance in MODES 4 and 5 (normally during a refueling -
outage), where the core cooling requirenants are significantly
different than after the core has heen operating. - Without this
LCO, plant operations would be held bound to tie normal - '

operating LCOs for reactor coolant loops and circulation
_ (MODES 4 and 5), and the appropriate tests or maintenance i

could not be performed in these MODES.
4

In MODES 4 and 5, operation is allowed under no flow-

~ conditions provided the xenon reactivity is s 0.1% Ak/k and j/4
'

approaching stability @ operations are permitted which ILD
.uild cause reduction of boron concentration These limits alongj ,

with the Surveillances ensure no safety limits r fuel design limits
will be violated.

~
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[ STE-RCS Loops - MODES 4 and 5
B 3.4.17

BASES-
. )

ne exception is allowed even though there are no boundmg
safety analyses. These tests or maintenance are allowed since

they are performed under close supervision during the test
program and must stay within the requirements of the LCO.

.w, , , ._. .g w u -

APPLICABILITY The LCO ensures that while within this LCO the plant will not be
operated in any other MODE besides MODES 4 and 5 without

forced circulation. His is because the MODES of Applicability
for this Specification are MODES 4 and 5. His Specification -
allows testing and maintenance to be performed on the SDC
system while SDC is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS M-

'7 Re =

k Lfo e . all n'etivities being pe'rfondd under this STE must be immediatelg'O 4#4 suspended. These activitiesSayAstudB local leak rate testing ofN
.the shutdown cooling penetration @ maintenance on valves in the

1
shutdown cooling systemc De Completion Time to suspend these
activities immediately ensures the plant is not placed in an -
unanalyzed condition and prevents exceedmg the specified
acceptable fuel design limits.

y _m

k ,mb< Coo lo~ b ASURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.17.1
[1%,( y (%h of /fT

-

,

REQUIREMENTS e

Xenon reactivity must be verified to wi tmits once within
one hour prior to suspendindlCO 3.4.6, LCO 3.4.7, and LCO
3.4.8. he frequency of once within one hour prior to suspending
the applicable RCS toops LCO will ensure that the xenon

"
reactivity is within limits and trending toward stability prior to
suspending forced flow cooling 'Dus will ensure no safety limits
or fuel design limits will be violated while testing or maintenance
are being conducted.

v
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STE-RCS loops - MODES 4 and 5
B 3.4.17

. BASES -

,

SR 3.4.17.2 and SR 3.4.17.3
|

Verifying the charging pumps are dc<mergized and the charging
fbw paths are isolated ensures that the nu@r source of a boten

_

reduction is not availabic| Dese two Surveillances support the |

requirement that no source be available that could cause an RCS
boron concentration reduction. Dese SRs are required to be

t-

'

wrified at a frequency of one hour. De one hour Sequency is
sufficient to ensure that these sources will not be availabb to

|-
cause n' reduction of the RCS boron concentration. -

Subsequent performance of these Surveillances after th initial
verification that the charging pumps are de<mergized and the
charging flow paths are isolated, may be F L.4 -
administratively.

SR 3.4.17.4

This SR requires that a SDM verification be performed in .
accordance with SR 3.1.1.1 once per 8 hours. De normal

}5 Frequency for these Surveillanch per 24 hours. He 8 : lb-
hour frequency reflects that no forced flow cooling is avaiLible,

and that the SDM should be verified more frequently. De 8 hour
- thxluency is sufficient to ensure that the SDM remains within
limits while under this STE.

SR {s modified by,a note. De 9 specifies that the S is -
y requ to be pe when no utdown ing or S

-- 1 is in ion. This urcs that the R frequ is not <
4

fromi grmalint until all f flow be
'

-REFERENCES - None

P'y D 3
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- DISCUSSION OF HASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM,

PLANT-SPECIFIC CHANGES

1. This change incorporates Calvert Cliffs-specific numbers into brackets Bracketed information
located throughout NUREG-1432 will be replaced with the specific Calvert Cliffs numbers,

2. This change to the Improved Technical Specification (ITS) Bases incorporates changes made to
the ITS. This change ensures consistency between the ITS and ITS Bases.

3. Calvert Clifts has an Up: lated Final Safety Analysis Report, therefore,"FSAR" will be changed,

to "UFSAR" throughout the ITS Bases.

4. This addition, deletion, or modification to references, or the changing of reference numbers was
performed to ensure that the references are applicable to Calvert Cliffs, and to ensure consistency
between references in the text and the reference section.

5. Not used. |

6. This change to the non bracketed value, system name, or terminology was made to be consistent
with the Calvert Cliffs. specific number, system name, or terminology.

7, The Limiting Condition for Operation phrase, in the Limiting Condition for Operation section of
Specification 3.4 6 Bases, which states that natural circulation is established using the steam
generators during the time that no forced flow exists for the s I hour per 8 hours, is being
deleted. Natural circulation can not be assured because the pressurized heaters are not required
to be Operable in Mode 4. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' design.

8. Bases for new Specification 3,4.17 ["Special Test Exception (STE) RCS Loops - MODE 4")
were added to Section 3,4 Bases consistent with the Technical Specifications.

9. ' Itis statement in the Section 3.4.9 Bases, Applicable Safety Analyses Section, is not true for
Calvert Cliffs. There are safety analyses at Calvert Cliffs that are initiated in Mode 3 and below.
Therefore, this statement is being deleted since it not consistent with the Calvert Cliffs licensing
basis.

10. The safety analyses described or listed are inconsistent with Calvert Cliffs analyses, therefore, -

they were modified as required to be consistent with Calvert Cliffs,

11. This wording was deleted from the Bases or changed to be consistent with the Calvert Cliffs
design, analyses, procedures, or operations.

12. Specification 3.4.12 Bases, Applicable Safety Analyses Section, list of mass input transients
were modified to be consistent with Calvert Cliffs analyses.

13. Additional wording was added to this Bases Section for clarification. These additional words are
consistent with Calvert Cliffs analyses, procedures, or Operations.

14. The Calvert Cliffs steam generator tube cupture analysis does not assume the reactor trip at the
same time as the steam generator tub rupture. Thus, if the reactor is not tripped it can be

i
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DISCUSSION OF MASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

assumed that the turbine has not tripped. Therefore, this statement was deleted from the
Specincation 3.4.16 Bases, Applicable Safety Analyses Section.

15 The Calvert Cliffs Specification 3.4.15 Action, when the Dose Equivalent lodine is out of limit
but within limits of the Figure 3.4.15-1, was changed from 48 hours to 100 hours. Based on this
change and consistent with the Current Technical Specification requirements, a statement was
added to the Bases which requires the cumulative operating time in this condition to not exceed
10% of the unit's total yearly operating time.

16. Specincation 3.4.11 Bases (Background Section) states the power-operated relief valve setpoint
is above the high pressure reactor trip setpoint. This change will incorporate changes that
specify the power-operated relief valve setpoint is equal to the high pressure reactor trip setpoint.
This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs current trip settings.

17. The word analog is deleted from places in the Bases where it is used to modify Specifications.
Calvert Cliffs is an analog plant and it is unnecessary to specify this for Specifications.

18. This portion of the Applicable Safety Analyses Section of Specification 3.4.12 Bases is being
deleted because the pressurizer safety valves do not protect the Pff limits at all temperatures
above minimum pressurization temperature. This change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs'

| design.
L
'

19. NUREG-1432,3.4.2 Bases, Applicable Safety Analyses Section was changed to accommodate ;

that Calvert Cliffs is not standard in its analysis of the minimum temperature for criticality. The
| analyses assume a minimum temperature consistent with normal hot zero power operation

instead of the Technical Specifications limit. This discrepancy was justified by Combustion
Engineering Owners Group Task 889, as documented in CENPSD 1026, " Evaluation of NRC
Notice 94-75."

20. NUREG 1432,3.4.14 Bases, Background Section was changed to delete reference to measuring
dew point temperatures and to delete that humidity level is useful as an indirect alarm. Calvert
Cliffs does not measure dew point temperature, nor does it use humidity level as an alarm. This
change is consistent with Calvert Cliffs' design.

21. A requirement was added to NUREG-1432 Bases Section 3.4.3 (Calvert Cliffs ITS Bases
Section 3.4.3) Actions A.1 and A.2, which requires the engineering evaluation when P/T limits
are exceeded to include a dearmination of the effects of the out-of-limit condition on the
fracture toughness properties of the RCS This change is a result ofmoving a requirement out of
the Current Technical Specifications into the ITS Bases.

22. *lhese changes to NUREG-1432 incorporate Calvert Cliffs specific requirements, allowances, or -
exemptions currently located in the Calvert Cliffs Current Technical Specification. These items

were relocated out of the Current Technical Specification to the ITS Bases. These changes are |
consistent with the Calvert Cliffs current licensing basis.

CALVERT CLIFFS- UNITS 1 & 2 3.4-2 Revision 5
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DISCUSSION OF HASES DEVIATIONS FROM NUMEU.1432
SECTION 3.4 - NEACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

23. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the General Design Criteria in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A:
Calvert Cliffs is committed to the draft General Design Criteria. Therefore, the Criteria h he
draft General Design Criteria, where applicable, were referer.ced in the Technical Specincation
Hases.

24. 11ases statements which refer to the CFR or the Standard Review Plan as the source of offsite
dose or other accident analysis acceptance criteria are changed to reference the Calvert Cliffs

| Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. Plant specific acceptance criteria for Calvert Cliffs are
i

approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and stated in the Updated Final Safety !
Analysis Report. The CFR contains the maximum allowable limits, not plant speelGc limits
which are typically more conservative. Calvert Cliffs is not committed to the Standard Review,

Plan and, therefore, the current licensing basis may not be the Standard Review Plan values.

25. NUREO.1432 B 3.4.12 SR 3.4.12.1 Section allows an alternate method of LTOP control to be
employed using at least two independent means to prevent injection into the RCS such that a ,

single failure or single action will not result in an injection into the RCS It allows this to be i

accomplished through the pump control switch being placed in pull to lock and at least one valve !

In the discharge flow path being closed. Improved Technical Specification SR 3.4.12.1 Hases
;

will allow verification that the llPSI pumps will not inject into the RCS by verifying their
'

discharge valves are locked shut. This change is consistent with the Calvert Cliffs design and
current licensing basis. I

26. 'lhe Actions for NUREO 1432 LCO 3.4.1 were modified to renect the Action requirements of
CTS 3.1.5 for RCS cold leg temperature not being within limits. Tb Action for CTS 3.1.5
requires the restoration of RCS cold leg temperature to within limits, or Thermal Power be !

reduced to less than 5% of Rated Thermal Power (i.e., Moe 2). ihe Action for CTS 3.1.5 is the
same regardless of which parameter (i.e., pressuriier pressure, RCS flow rate, or RCS cold leg
temperature) is out of limits. Thus, Action A of ITS 3.4.1 providu the requirements for

| restoration of the parameter, and Action B ofITS 3.4.1 provides the requirements ot exiting ther
mode of applicability in the event the parameter cannot be restored to within limits within two
hours.

I 27. lhe Bases for NUREO 1432 LCO 3A.5 state, "An OPERABLE loop consists of at least one
RCP providing forced How for heat transfer and . . . ." This statement is not consistent with the
requirements of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.5. NUREG 1 t32 LCO 3.4.5 requires (two) RCS heps
to be OPERABLE and one RCS loop to be in operation.. The LCO caly requires one loop to be
providing forced circulation; the second loop only needs to be capable of providing forced
circulation. Improved Technical Specincation LCO 3.4.5 requires two RCS loops to bc ,

'

| Operable and one RCS loop to be in operation. This is consistent with CTS LCO 3.4.1.2 'thus.
the Bases for ITS LCO 3,4,5 have been revhed to state,"An OPERABLE RCS loop consists of

; at. least one OPERACLE RCP and ...." la addition to this plant specific justl0 cation, this
'

deviation is being addressed as TSTF-177.
j

!' 2 8, - Condition A of NUREO 1432 LCO 3.4.6 applica when one required RCS loop is inoperable and
two SDC trains are inoperable. The Bases for Action A.I of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.6 state: "If
only ene required RCS loop or SDC train is OPERADLE and in operation, redundancy for heat
removal is lost." The discussion in the NUREO 1432 Bases is inconsistent with the Condition. 3
Action A.] of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.6 only applies when one RCS loop and two SDC trains are

|-
t
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DISCUSSION OF HASES DEYlATIONS FROM NUREG 1432
SECTION 3.4 - REACTOR COOL. ANT SYSTEM

inoperable (i.e., only an RCS loop is operable). The NUREO.143211ases for Action A.) of LCO
3.4.6 state that the action is required to be met whenever an RCS loop is inoperable or an SDC
train is inoperable, 'Ihe NUREG 1432 Dases for Action A.I of LCO 3.4.6 is incorrect. Thus, in
the ITS, the liases for Action A.I of LCO 3.4.6 has been revised to be consistent with Condition
A ofITS LCO 3.4.6. 'lhe liases for Action A.1 ofITS 3.4.6 state: "If only one required RCS

| Ic.op is OPERAllLE and in operation and no SDC loops are OPERAllLE, redundancy for heat'

removal is lost."

29 Condition 11 of NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.6 applies when one required SDC train is inoperable and
two RCS loops are Inoperable. 'Ihe liar.es for Action 11.1 of NUREO.1432 LCO 3.4.6 state: *1f
only one required SDC train is Operable and in operation, redundancy for heat removal is lost."
The NUREO.1432 Ilases discussion is inconsistent with the applicable Condition. Action (1.1 of
NUREG 1432 LCO 3.4.6 only applies when one SDC train and two RCS loops are Inoperable
(i.e., only an SDC train is operable). The NUREG 1432 liases for Action 11.1 of LCO 3 4.6 state

that the action is requhed to be met whenever one required SDC loop is inoperable. The
NUREO 1432 Ilases for Action A.I of LCO 3.4.6 is incorrect. Thus, in the ITS, the llases for
Action 11.1 of LCO 3.4.6 has been revised to be consistent with Condition 11 ofITS LCO 3.4.6.
The Ilases for Action 11.1 ofITS 3.4.6 state: "If one required SDC loop is OPERAllLE and in
operation and no RCS loops are OPERAllLE, redundancy for heat removal is lost."

30. The liases for NUREO 1432 SR 3.4.13.1 states: "A note under the frequency column states that
this SR la required to be perfonned during steady state operation." This discussion is not
consistent with the Note contained in the frequency column for SR 3.4.13.1. 'the Note states:
"Only required to be performed during steady state operation." 'Ihus, in the llases for ITS
SR 3.4.13.1, the discussion of the Note has been revised to be consistent with the Note contained
in the frequency column for ITS SR 3.4.13.1.

_

'
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